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Annex A 

TITLE 58. RECREATION 

PART VII. GAMING CONTROL BOARD 

Subpart K.  TABLE GAMES 

CHAPTER 601a. GENERAL TABLE GAMES PROVISIONS 

Sec. 

601a.1.    Definitions.  

601a.2.    [Table games Rules Submissions.] Request to offer a 

new table game or new feature for an existing table game. 

601a.3.    [Request to offer a new table game or new feature for 

an existing table game.] Approval of new table game or feature; 

notice of table game rules of play. 

601a.4.    [Waiver of existing table game regulations.] Table 

games Rules Submissions. 

601a.5.    Electronic, electrical and mechanical devices 

prohibited. 

601a.6.    Minimum and maximum wagers; additional wagering 

requirements; payout odds.  

601a.7.    Rules of the games; notice.  

601a.8.    Patron access to the rules of the games; gaming 

guides.  

601a.9.    Table game taxes and gross table game revenue.  

601a.10.    Approval of table game layouts, signage and 

equipment. 
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§ 601a.1. Definitions. 

The following words and terms, when used in this subpart, 

have the following meanings, unless the context clearly 

indicates otherwise:  

[Ante—The wager that a player may be required to make 

prior to any cards being dealt to participate in the round of 

play.]  

* * * * * 

[Cover card—An opaque card that is a solid color 

readily distinguishable from the color of the backs and edges of 

the playing cards.] 

 

* * * * * 

 [Stub—The remaining portion of a deck or decks after 

all cards in a round of play have been dealt.]  

* * * * * 

[Vigorish—A percentage commission that is taken by a 

certificate holder from a wager placed by a player or the 

winnings of a player.  

Washing—Mixing of a deck or decks of cards or tiles by 

placing the cards or tiles face down on a table and mixing them 

around with both hands so that they are in no particular order.] 

* * * * * 
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§ 601a.2. [Table games Rules Submissions.] Request to offer a 

new table game or new feature for an existing table game. 

[(a)  Prior to offering any table game authorized under 

this subpart, which provides a certificate holder with options 

for the conduct of the table game, the certificate holder shall 

submit and obtain approval of a Rules Submission which specifies 

which options the certificate holder will use in the conduct of 

the table game. 

(b)  The initial Rules Submission for any table game and 

any amendment to the Rules Submission shall be submitted 

electronically to the Bureau of Gaming Operations using the 

Internal Controls & Table Games Submission Form on the Board’s 

web site at www.pgcb.pa.gov. 

(c)  A certificate holder may implement the provisions in a 

Rules Submission upon receipt of written notice of approval from 

the Board’s Executive Director or on the 15th calendar day 

following the filing of the Rules Submission unless the 

certificate holder receives written notice under subsection (d) 

tolling the Rules Submission or written notice of disapproval 

from the Board’s Executive Director. 

(d)  If during the 15-day review period in subsection (c), 

the Bureau of Gaming Operations determines that a provision in 

the Rules Submission is inconsistent with the regulations for 
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the conduct of that table game, the Bureau of Gaming Operations, 

by written notice to the certificate holder, will: 

(1)  Specify the nature of the inconsistency and, when 

possible, an acceptable alternative procedure. 

(2)  Direct that the 15 calendar day review period in 

subsection (c) be tolled and that the Rules Submission not be 

implemented until approved under subsection (e). 

(e)  When a Rules Submission has been tolled under 

subsection (d), the certificate holder may submit a revised 

Rules Submission within 15 days of receipt of the written notice 

from the Bureau of Gaming Operations. The certificate holder may 

implement the revised Rules Submission upon receipt of written 

notice of approval from the Board’s Executive Director or on the 

15th calendar day following the filing of the revised Rule 

Submission unless the certificate holder receives written notice 

under subsection (d) tolling the revised Rules Submission or 

written notice of disapproval from the Board’s Executive 

Director. 

(f)  The current version of each Rules Submission of a 

certificate holder shall be maintained and made available in 

electronic form through secure computer access to the internal 

audit and surveillance departments of the certificate holder and 

the Board’s casino compliance representatives and other Board 
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employees. Each page of the Rules Submission must indicate the 

date on which it was approved by the Board’s Executive Director. 

(g)  A certificate holder shall maintain a copy, either in 

paper or electronic form, of any superseded Rules Submission for 

a minimum of 5 years.] 

(a)  A manufacturer, gaming related gaming service provider 

or a certificate holder that desires to offer a new table game 

or offer a new feature of an existing table game previously 

authorized by the Board, such as a new paytable or new wager, 

shall file a written request with the Board’s Executive 

Director. The request must contain, at a minimum: 

(1)  A detailed description of the new table game or 

feature, including the rules of play and wagering that would be 

used. In addition, the manufacturer, gaming related gaming 

service provider or certificate holder shall: 

(i)   Indicate whether the game is a variation of 

an authorized game, a composite of authorized games or a new 

game. 

(ii)   Provide the true odds, the payout odds and 

the house advantage for each wager. 

(iii)   Provide a sketch or picture of the game 

layout, if any. 

(iv)   Provide sketches or pictures of the 

equipment used to play the game. 
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(v)   If applicable, provide a certification of 

the new table game or feature as part of a table game from a 

licensed private testing and certification facility in 

accordance with §  13A41(b.1) that indicates the new table game 

or a new wager, paytable or feature meets the applicable 

standards to be offered in the Commonwealth.  

(2)  The reason why the new table game or feature is 

being proposed and, if the request is not filed by a certificate 

holder, the name of the certificate holder that is currently 

interested in offering the new table game or feature. 

(3)  A list of other gaming jurisdictions where the 

new table game or feature is currently being offered. 

(4)  Whether the new table game or feature, its name 

or any of the equipment used to play the new table game or 

feature is covered by any copyrights, trademarks or patents, 

either issued or pending. 

(b)  In addition to filing a request with the Executive 

Director, manufacturer, gaming related gaming service provider 

or certificate holder shall submit the new table game or feature 

to the Bureau of Gaming Laboratory Operations for its review in 

accordance with §  461a.4 (relating to submission for testing 

and approval). 

(c)  Following testing by the Bureau of Gaming Laboratory 

Operations, the Executive Director will notify the manufacturer, 
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gaming related gaming service provider or certificate holder, in 

accordance with §  461a.4, that the new table game or feature 

has been verified by the Bureau of Gaming Laboratory Operations 

for compliance, will identify any options or features that are 

mandatory or prohibited for play in the Commonwealth, and will 

be presented to the Board for approval pursuant to §  601a.3. 

§ 601a.3.  [Request to offer a new table game or new feature for 

an existing game.] Approval of new table game or feature; notice 

of table game rules of play. 

 (a) Following verification by the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and notification to the manufacturer, 

gaming related gaming service provider or certificate holder by 

the Executive Director under § 601a.2(c) (relating to request to 

offer a new table game or new feature for an existing table 

game), the new table game or feature shall be presented at a 

public meeting of the Board for preliminary approval for 

publication of the new table game or feature, including the 

rules of play and wagering. 

 (b) The rules of play and wagering for a new table game or 

feature as presented to the Board shall include, as applicable, 

the following provisions: 

  (1) Game-related definitions. 

  (2) Requirements for the table layout and physical 

characteristics of the game. 
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  (3) Description of the devices used for the play of 

the game or new feature, such as cards, dice, or other devices. 

  (4) Procedures for the opening of a table for play. 

  (5) Types of wagers that may be placed by the player, 

including bonus wagers. 

  (6) Procedures for the shuffle and dealing of cards or 

other means for beginning a round of play of the game. 

  (7) Procedures for the completion of the round of play 

of the game. 

  (8) Payout odds for wagers. 

  (9) Procedures for game irregularities that may occur 

before or during the round of play. 

  (10) Any other rules or procedures necessary to 

facilitate the play of the game or new feature. 

 (c) Following preliminary approval for publication, the new 

table game or feature and the rules of play and wagering shall 

be posted on the Board’s website for a period of 30 days for 

public comment. 

  (i) If public comment on the new table game or feature 

is received, such comments will be considered prior to the rules 

of play and wagering being presented to the Board for final 

approval for publication under subsection (d), with amendments 

made as necessary. 
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(d) After the new table game or feature has been posted on 

the Board’s website for 30 days, the Board will address the new 

table game or feature at the following scheduled public meeting 

for final approval for publication of the new table game or 

feature. 

(e) Following final approval for publication of the new 

game or feature, the Board will publish a Notice in the 

Pennsylvania Bulletin containing the rules of play and wagering 

for the new table game or feature, and the rules of play and 

wagering shall also be posted on the Board’s website. 

(f) Upon publication of the Notice in the Pennsylvania 

Bulletin and the posting of the new table game or feature on the 

Board’s website, the new table game or feature may be made 

available for play at licensed facilities by a table games 

certificate holder, subject to the requirements of subsections 

(g) and (h). 

 (g) Prior to a table games certificate holder offering for 

play a table game or new feature, the table games certificate 

holder shall submit to the Board a Rules Submission required 

under § 601a.4 (relating to table games Rules Submissions) and 

submit all necessary documentation for approval required in §  

610a.10 (relating to approval of table game layouts, signage and 

equipment). 
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 (h) Following the approval of the Rules Submission under § 

601a.4 and the approval of the game layout, signage and 

equipment under §  610a.10, a certificate holder may offer the 

table game in accordance with the approved Rules Submission and 

the rules of play and wagering posted on the Board’s website. 

 (i) All existing table games or features therein that were 

previously approved by the Board and published in the 

Pennsylvania Bulletin or on the Board’s website prior to the 

effective date of this subsection shall be deemed approved and 

shall the rules of play and wagering for each shall be posted on 

the Board’s website as required by subsection (e). 

§ 601a.4. [Waiver of existing table game regulations.] Table 

games Rules Submissions. 

[(a) A certificate holder that desires to conduct a table 

game in a manner that is inconsistent with the approved rules of 

play and wagering for that game shall file a petition in 

accordance with §  493a.4 (relating to petitions generally) 

seeking approval of the Board. The petition must contain, at a 

minimum: 

(1)  A detailed description of the modification to the 

table game. 

(2)  The reason why the modification to the table game 

is being requested. 
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(3)  A list of other gaming jurisdictions where the 

modification to the table game is currently being used. 

(b)  Notwithstanding subsection (a), a certificate holder 

that desires to offer an authorized table game on an electronic 

gaming table in a manner that is inconsistent with the rules of 

play and wagering for that game but does not affect the outcome 

of play shall file a written request seeking approval of the 

Board’s Executive Director. The request must contain a detailed 

description of how the authorized table game played on an 

electronic gaming table varies from the rules of play and 

wagering for that game. An approval to conduct the table game in 

a manner that is inconsistent with the rules of play and 

wagering for that game will be limited to only those variations 

approved by the Board’s Executive Director. Any subsequent 

alterations to the table game that are inconsistent with the 

rules of play and wagering for that game will require submission 

of an additional written request to the Board’s Executive 

Director or a petition to the Board in accordance with 

subsection (a).] 

(a) Prior to offering any table game authorized by the 

Board, which provides a certificate holder with options for the 

conduct of the table game, the certificate holder shall submit 

and obtain approval of a Rules Submission which specifies which 
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options the certificate holder will use in the conduct of the 

table game. 

(b) The initial Rules Submission for any table game and any 

amendment to the Rules Submission shall be submitted 

electronically to the Bureau of Gaming Operations using the 

Table Games Rules Submission Request Form on the Board’s web 

site. 

(c)  A certificate holder may implement the provisions in a 

Rules Submission upon receipt of written notice of approval from 

the Board’s Executive Director or on the 15th calendar day 

following the filing of the Rules Submission unless the 

certificate holder receives written notice under subsection (d) 

tolling the Rules Submission or written notice of disapproval 

from the Board’s Executive Director. 

(d) If during the 15-day review period in subsection (c), 

the Bureau of Gaming Operations determines that a provision in 

the Rules Submission is inconsistent with the approved rules of 

play and wagering for the conduct of that table game, the Bureau 

of Gaming Operations, by written notice to the certificate 

holder, will: 

(1) Specify the nature of the inconsistency and, when 

possible, an acceptable alternative procedure. 
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(2)  Direct that the 15 calendar day review period in 

subsection (c) be tolled and that the Rules Submission not be 

implemented until approved under subsection (e). 

(e)  When a Rules Submission has been tolled under 

subsection (d), the certificate holder may submit a revised 

Rules Submission within 15 days of receipt of the written notice 

from the Bureau of Gaming Operations. The certificate holder may 

implement the revised Rules Submission upon receipt of written 

notice of approval from the Board’s Executive Director or on the 

15th calendar day following the filing of the revised Rules 

Submission unless the certificate holder receives written notice 

under subsection (d) tolling the revised Rules Submission or 

written notice of disapproval from the Board’s Executive 

Director. 

(f) The current version of each Rules Submission of a 

certificate holder shall be maintained and made available in 

electronic form through secure computer access to the internal 

audit and surveillance departments of the certificate holder and 

the Board’s casino compliance representatives and other Board 

employees. Each page of the Rules Submission must indicate the 

date on which it was approved by the Board’s Executive Director. 

(g) A certificate holder shall maintain a copy, either in 

paper or electronic form, of any superseded Rules Submission for 

a minimum of 5 years. 
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* * * * * 

§ 601a.6. Minimum and maximum wagers; additional wagering 

requirements; payout odds. 

(d)  Nothing in this section precludes a certificate holder 

from establishing additional wagering requirements that are 

consistent with the rules of the game, such as a requirement 

that wagers be made in specified increments, provided that the 

wagering requirements are specified in the rules of the game or 

in the certificate holder’s Rule Submission under [§  601a.2] §  

601a.4 (relating to table games Rules Submissions). 

* * * * * 

§ 601a.7. Rules of the games; notice. 

(b)  Except as provided in subsection (c), a certificate 

holder may not change the rules under which a particular table 

game is being operated unless the certificate holder files and 

receives approval of an amendment to its Rules Submission under 

[§  601a.2] §  601a.4 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions). 

* * * * * 

CHAPTER 603a. TABLE GAME EQUIPMENT 

* * * * * 

§ 603a.10. Permissible wagering; exchange and redemption of 

gaming chips and plaques. 
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(g)  A certificate holder shall have the discretion to 

permit, limit or prohibit the use of value chips in gaming at 

Roulette in accordance with its Rules Submission submitted under 

[§  601a.2] §  601a.4 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions). When value chips are in use at Roulette, it shall 

be the responsibility of the certificate holder and its 

employees to keep accurate account of the wagers being made with 

value chips so that the wagers made by one player are not 

confused with the wagers made by another player at the table. 

* * * * * 

CHAPTER 605a. ELECTRONIC GAMING TABLES 

§ 605a.7. Progressive table games. 

* * * * * 

(e)  A certificate holder that offers progressive jackpots: 

(1)  May not place a limit or cap on the progressive 

jackpot amount. 

(2)  May not offer more than one progressive jackpot 

on the same table game. 

(3)  Shall require that on any table with a linked 

progressive, the same progressive wager amount be invested to 

entitle the player a chance at winning the progressive jackpot. 

The progressive wager amount required may not be changed unless 

the certificate holder updates its Rules Submission in 
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accordance with [§  601a.2] §  601a.4 (relating to table games 

Rules Submissions). 

(4)  Shall submit internal controls in accordance with 

§  465a.2 specifying how the licensee will reconcile 

simultaneous or multiple progressive meter wins from the same 

progressive meter. 

(5)  May not remove a progressive jackpot from the 

gaming floor without written approval from the Board’s Executive 

Director. 

§ 605a.8. Linked progressive table games. 

* * * * * 

(g)  Two or more table games within the same licensed 

facility that are linked to a common progressive meter for the 

purpose of offering a shared progressive jackpot must: 

(1)  Have the same probability of hitting the 

combination that will award the progressive jackpot as every 

other table game linked to the common progressive meter. 

(2)  Require that the same progressive wager amount be 

invested to entitle the player a chance at winning the 

progressive jackpot. Progressive wager amounts may not be 

changed unless the certificate holder updates its Rules 

Submission in accordance with [§  601a.2] §  601a.4 (relating to 

table games Rules Submissions). 

* * * * * 
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CHAPTER 613a. GAMING RELATED SERVICE PROVIDERS 

§ 613a.7. Requirements for use of a gaming related gaming 

service provider. 

Prior to use of a gaming related service by a certificate 

holder the following must occur: 

* * * * * 

(3)  The certificate holder shall make a written request to 

the Board’s Executive Director and receive written approval for 

use of the new gaming related service in accordance with 

[§  601a.3] §  601a.2 (relating to request to offer a new table 

game or new feature for an existing table game). 

* * * * * 

 [CHAPTER 617a. ROULETTE 
 
Sec. 

617a.1.    Roulette ball; Roulette wheel and table; physical 

characteristics; double zero Roulette wheel used as a single 

zero Roulette wheel.  

617a.2.    Inspection and security procedures.  

617a.3.    Placement of wagers.  

617a.4.    Payout odds.  

617a.5.    Rotation of wheel and ball.  

617a.6.    Irregularities. 
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§ 617a.1. Roulette ball; Roulette wheel and table; physical 

characteristics; double zero Roulette wheel used as a single 

zero Roulette wheel. 

 (a)  A ball used in Roulette must be made completely of a 

nonmetallic substance and not less than 12/16 inch nor more than 

14/16 inch in diameter. 

 (b)  Roulette shall be played on a table having a Roulette 

wheel of at least 30 inches in diameter at one end of the table 

and a Roulette layout imprinted on the opposite end of the 

table. 

 (c)  A single zero Roulette wheel must have 37 equally spaced 

compartments around the wheel where the Roulette ball may come 

to rest. The Roulette wheel must also have a ring of 37 equally 

spaced areas to correspond to the position of the compartments 

with a compartment marked zero (0) and colored green and the 

others marked 1 to 36 and colored alternately red and black. The 

numbers must be arranged clockwise around the wheel in the 

following order: 0, 32, 15, 19, 4, 21, 2, 25, 17, 34, 6, 27, 13, 

36, 11, 30, 8, 23, 10, 5, 24, 16, 33, 1, 20, 14, 31, 9, 22, 18, 

29, 7, 28, 12, 35, 3 and 26. The color of each compartment must 

either be a corresponding color to those depicted on the ring or 

a neutral color as approved in accordance with §  601a.10(a) 

(relating to approval of table game layouts, signage and 

equipment). 
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 (d)  A double zero Roulette wheel must have 38 equally spaced 

compartments around the wheel where the Roulette ball may come 

to rest. The Roulette wheel must also have a ring of 38 equally 

spaced areas to correspond to the position of the compartments 

with a compartment marked zero (0) and colored green, a 

compartment marked double zero (00) and colored green, and the 

others marked 1 to 36 and colored alternately red and black. The 

numbers must be arranged clockwise around the wheel in the 

following order: 0, 28, 9, 26, 30, 11, 7, 20, 32, 17, 5, 22, 34, 

15, 3, 24, 36, 13, 1, 00, 27, 10, 25, 29, 12, 8, 19, 31, 18, 6, 

21, 33, 16, 4, 23, 35, 14 and 2. The color of each compartment 

must either be a corresponding color to those depicted on the 

ring or a neutral color as approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a). 

 (e)  A double zero Roulette wheel and double zero table layout 

may be used as a single zero Roulette wheel and single zero 

table layout if: 

   (1)  The 00 wager area on the layout is obscured with a cover 

or other device approved in accordance with §  601a.10(g), which 

clearly indicates that the 00 wager is not available. 

   (2)  Signage is posted at the Roulette table to notify 

players of the following: 
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     (i)   The double zero Roulette wheel is being used as a 

single zero Roulette wheel and that double zero (00) is not an 

available wager. 

     (ii)   If the Roulette ball comes to rest in the 

compartment marked double zero (00), the spin will be declared 

void and the wheel will be respun. 

     (iii)   Wagers on red, black, odd, even, 1 to 18 and 19 to 

36 shall be lost if the Roulette ball comes to rest in a 

compartment marked zero (0). 

 (f)  The layout for a Roulette table shall be submitted to the 

Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Specific betting areas for the placement of the wagers 

authorized under §  617a.3 (relating to placement of wagers). 

   (3)  Signage indicating the minimum and maximum wagers 

permitted at that table. 

   (4)  If the certificate holder offers the Five Adjacent 

Number Wager authorized under §  617a.3, a replica of the 

Roulette wheel. 

   (5) If the certificate holder offers the Touchdown Roulette 

Wager offered on a fully automated electronic table game, the 

electronic layout must contain a separate area designated for 

the electronic placement of the Touchdown Roulette Wager for 
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each player. If the certificate holder is offering the Touchdown 

Roulette Wager, Roulette shall be played on a double zero 

Roulette wheel as described in subsection (d). 

 (g)  Each Roulette table must have a drop box and tip box 

attached in locations as approved by the Bureau of Casino 

Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). 

§ 617a.2. Inspection and security procedures. 

 (a)  Prior to opening a Roulette table for gaming activity, a 

floorperson or member of the certificate holder’s security 

department shall: 

   (1)  Inspect the Roulette ball by passing it over a magnet or 

compass to assure its nonmagnetic quality. 

   (2)  Inspect the Roulette table and Roulette wheel for any 

magnet or contrivance that would affect the fair operation of 

the Roulette wheel. 

   (3)  Inspect the Roulette wheel to assure that the wheel is 

level and rotating freely and evenly. 

   (4)  Inspect the Roulette wheel to assure that all parts are 

secure and free from movement. 

   (5)  Confirm that the layout and signage comply with 

§  617a.1(e) (relating to Roulette ball; Roulette wheel and 

table; physical characteristics; double zero Roulette wheel used 

as a single zero Roulette wheel) if a double zero Roulette wheel 

is being used as a single zero Roulette wheel. 
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 (b)  If a certificate holder uses a Roulette wheel that has 

external movable parts, any adjustments to the movable parts 

shall be made by a floorperson or a member of the certificate 

holder’s table game maintenance department in the presence of a 

security department member. 

 (c)  All adjustments shall be completed prior to the required 

inspections in subsection (a). 

 (d)  The certificate holder may replace any of the movable 

parts at any time, provided that an inspection as required under 

subsection (a) shall be completed prior to reopening the 

Roulette wheel and table for play. 

 (e)  An inspection log shall be maintained by the certificate 

holder which must include the date, the time, the Roulette table 

number, whether an adjustment or replacement was completed, a 

description of the adjustment or replacement, a certification 

that an inspection, if required, was completed and the signature 

and Board-issued credential number of the individual making the 

adjustment or replacement. 

 (f)  When a Roulette table is not open for play, the Roulette 

wheel shall be secured by placing a cover over the entire wheel 

and securely locking the cover. 

§ 617a.3. Placement of wagers. 
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 (a)  All wagers at Roulette shall be made by placing Roulette 

chips on the appropriate areas of the Roulette layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  A player at a Roulette table may not play with Roulette 

chips that are identical in color and design to value chips or 

to Roulette chips being used by another player at that same 

table. Roulette chips shall be cashed in for value chips or 

plaques before a player leaves a Roulette table. 

 (c)  Each player shall be responsible for the correct 

positioning of his wager on the Roulette layout, regardless of 

whether he is assisted by the dealer. The player shall be 

responsible for ensuring that the instructions he gives to the 

dealer regarding the placement of a wager are correctly carried 

out. 

 (d)  A wager shall be settled in accordance with its position 

on the layout when the ball falls into a compartment of the 

wheel. 

 (e)  The wagers in the game of Roulette include: 

   (1)  A Straight Wager that the Roulette ball will come to 

rest in the compartment of the Roulette wheel that corresponds 

to a single number selected by the player. The player shall make 

a Straight Wager by placing a wager within the box on the 

Roulette layout that contains the selected number. 
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     (i)   A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer the option to make five simultaneous 

Straight Wagers by selecting five adjacent numbers on the 

Roulette wheel. 

     (ii)   A player shall make a Five Adjacent Number Wager by 

placing Roulette chips on the number indicated on the Roulette 

wheel replica that is the center number of the five adjacent 

numbers being selected. 

     (iii)   A player making a Five Adjacent Number Wager shall 

be deemed to have made a separate Straight Wager of equal value 

on each of the five numbers selected. 

   (2)  A Split Wager that the Roulette ball will come to rest 

in a compartment of the Roulette wheel that corresponds to 

either of two numbers selected by the player. The player shall 

select the numbers by placing a wager on the line between the 

two boxes on the Roulette layout that contain the two selected 

numbers. A Split Wager on 0 and 00 may also be placed on the 

line between the 0 and 00 or on the line between the 2nd 12 box 

and the 3rd 12 box. 

   (3)  A Three Numbers Wager that the Roulette ball will come 

to rest in a compartment of the Roulette wheel that corresponds 

to any one of three numbers in a single row on the Roulette 

layout selected by the player. The player shall select a row of 
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numbers by placing a wager on the outside line of the box on the 

Roulette layout that contains the first number in the selected 

row. 

     (i)   A Three Numbers Wager may also include a wager that 

the Roulette ball will come to rest in a compartment of the 

Roulette wheel that corresponds to any one of the three numbers 

in one of the following groups of numbers: 0, 1 and 2; 0, 2 and 

00; or 00, 2 and 3. 

     (ii)   The player shall select one of the Three Numbers 

Wagers in subparagraph (i) by placing a wager on the common 

corner of the three boxes containing the selected numbers. 

   (4)  A Four Numbers Wager that the Roulette ball will come to 

rest in a compartment of the Roulette wheel that corresponds to 

any one of four numbers in contiguous boxes on the Roulette 

layout selected by the player. The player shall select the four 

numbers by placing a wager on the common corner of the four 

boxes containing the selected numbers. 

   (5)  A First Five Numbers Wager that the Roulette ball will 

come to rest in a compartment of the Roulette wheel that 

corresponds to any one of the numbers 0, 00, 1, 2 or 3. The 

player shall make a First Five Numbers Wager by placing a wager 

on the common corner of the boxes on the Roulette layout that 

contain the label 1st 12 and the numbers 0 and 1. 
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   (6)  A Six Numbers Wager that the Roulette ball will come to 

rest in a compartment of the Roulette wheel that corresponds to 

one of six consecutive numbers contained in two contiguous rows 

of numbers on the Roulette layout selected by the player. The 

player shall select the two rows of numbers by placing a wager 

on the outside common corner of the boxes on the Roulette layout 

that contains the first number in each of the rows being 

selected. 

   (7)  A Column Wager that the Roulette ball will come to rest 

in a compartment of the Roulette wheel that corresponds to any 1 

of 12 numbers contained in a single column on the Roulette 

layout selected by the player. The player shall select a column 

of 12 numbers by placing a wager in the box on the Roulette 

layout that is at the bottom of the column being selected. 

   (8)  A Dozen Wager that the Roulette ball will come to rest 

in a compartment of the Roulette wheel that corresponds to any 1 

of 12 consecutive numbers from 1—12, 13—24 or 25—36, selected by 

the player. The player shall select the 12 numbers by placing a 

wager in the box on the Roulette layout labeled 1st 12, 2nd 12 

or 3rd 12. 

   (9)  A Red Wager that the Roulette ball will come to rest in 

any compartment of the Roulette wheel that corresponds to a 

number with a red background on the Roulette wheel. The player 
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shall make a Red Wager by placing a wager within the red box on 

the Roulette layout. 

   (10)  A Black Wager that the Roulette ball will come to rest 

in any compartment of the Roulette wheel that corresponds to a 

number with a black background on the Roulette wheel. The player 

shall make a Black Wager by placing a wager within the black box 

on the Roulette layout. 

   (11)  An Odd Wager that the Roulette ball will come to rest 

in any compartment of the Roulette wheel that corresponds to an 

odd number. The player shall make an Odd Wager by placing a 

wager within the box on the Roulette layout that is labeled Odd. 

   (12)  An Even Wager that the Roulette ball will come to rest 

in any compartment of the Roulette wheel that corresponds to an 

even number. The player shall make an Even Wager by placing a 

wager within the box on the Roulette layout that is labeled 

Even. 

   (13)  A 1—18 Wager that the Roulette ball will come to rest 

in a compartment of the Roulette wheel that corresponds to any 1 

of 18 consecutive numbers from 1—18. The player shall make a 1—

18 Wager by placing a wager within the box on the Roulette 

layout that is labeled 1—18. 

   (14)  A 19—36 Wager that the Roulette ball will come to rest 

in a compartment of the Roulette wheel that corresponds to any 1 

of 18 consecutive numbers from 19—36. The player shall make a 
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19—36 Wager by placing a wager within the box on the Roulette 

layout that is labeled 19—36. 

 (f) If the certificate holder offers Touchdown Roulette on a 

fully automated electronic gaming table, a player may make a 

Touchdown Roulette Wager before each Roulette spin unless a 

Touchdown Roulette game is already in progress. A Touchdown 

Roulette Wager shall be made by electronically placing a value 

chip on the designated area of the table layout. After placing a 

Touchdown Roulette Wager, if the Roulette ball comes to rest on: 

   (1) Any number (1—36), the Touchdown Roulette Wager shall lose 

and be collected. 

   (2) A 0 or 00, the player shall choose either the red team or 

black team. To begin the Touchdown Football game, the electronic 

football shall be placed at the 50 yard line. Each Touchdown 

Roulette game shall last for the next four spins (downs). The 

player has four downs to move the football as close to the 

chosen team's end zone, based on the value of the compartment 

upon which the ball lands. The color of the compartment 

determines whether the football moves toward the end zone of the 

red team or black team. For example, if a player selected the 

red team and if over the course of the next four spins the 

football collectively moved: 
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     (i) To the 18 yard line for the red team, the player would 

be paid out for a win on the 11—20 yard line as provided in § 

617a.4(d) (relating to payout odds). 

     (ii) To the 18 yard line for the black team, the player 

would be paid out for selecting the losing team as provided in § 

617a.4(d). 

§ 617a.4. Payout odds. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay out winning Roulette wagers 

at no less than the odds in the following paytable:  

Wager Payout Odds 

Straight 35 to 1 

Split 17 to 1 

Three Numbers 11 to 1 

Four Numbers  8 to 1 

First Five Numbers  6 to 1 

Six Numbers  5 to 1 

Column  2 to 1 

Dozen  2 to 1 

Red  1 to 1 

Black  1 to 1 

Odd  1 to 1 

Even  1 to 1 
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1—18  1 to 1 

19—36  1 to 1 

 (b)  When Roulette is played on a single zero wheel or double 

zero wheel and the Roulette ball comes to rest in a compartment 

marked zero (0) or double zero (00), wagers on red, black, odd, 

even, 1—18 and 19—36 will be lost. 

 (c)  When Roulette is played on a double zero wheel being used 

as a single zero wheel, as provided in §  617a.1 (relating to 

Roulette ball; Roulette wheel and table; physical 

characteristics; double zero Roulette wheel used as a single 

zero Roulette wheel), the following apply: 

   (1)  Notice shall be provided that the double zero wheel is 

being used as a single zero wheel. 

   (2)  If the Roulette ball comes to rest in a compartment 

marked double zero (00), the dealer shall announce ‘‘no spin,’’ 

declare the spin void and respin the wheel. 

   (3)  Wagers on red, black, odd, even, 1—18 and 19—36 will be 

lost if the Roulette ball comes to rest in a compartment marked 

zero (0). 

 (d) The certificate holder shall pay out winning Touchdown 

Roulette Wagers at the odds in one of the following payout 

tables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission form filed in accordance with § 601a.2 (relating to 

table games Rules Submissions): 
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Touchdown 1,000 to 1 500 to 1 1,000 to 1 500 to 1 

1—10 yard line 150 to 1 250 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 

11—20 yard line 75 to 1 75 to 1 75 to 1 100 to 1 

21—30 yard line 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

31—40 yard line 25 to 1 25 to 1 25 to 1 25 to 1 

41—49 yard line 10 to 1 10 to 1 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Tie—50 yard line 5 to 1 5 to 1 5 to 1 5 to 1 

Losing team 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

§ 617a.5. Rotation of wheel and ball. 

 (a)  The Roulette ball shall be spun by the dealer in a 

direction opposite to the rotation of the wheel and complete at 

least four revolutions around the track of the wheel to 

constitute a valid spin. 

 (b)  While the ball is still rotating in the track around the 

wheel, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets,’’ in a manner 

sufficient to be heard by all players at the table. Once ‘‘no 

more bets’’ has been announced by the dealer, players may not 

touch any chips that have been placed on the Roulette layout 

until the dealer has collected all losing wagers and paid off 

all winning wagers in accordance with subsection (e). 
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 (c)  When the ball comes to rest in a compartment, the dealer 

shall announce the number of the compartment and shall place a 

point marker on that number on the Roulette layout. 

 (d)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Adjacent Number 

Wager, the dealer shall then move 1/5 of each winning Five 

Adjacent Number Wager from the Roulette wheel replica to the box 

on the main Roulette layout that contains the single number 

corresponding to the compartment in which the Roulette ball came 

to rest. 

 (e)  After placing the point marker on the layout and, if 

applicable, complying with subsection (d), the dealer shall 

first collect all losing wagers and then pay off all winning 

wagers in accordance with §  617a.4 (relating to payout odds). 

§ 617a.6. Irregularities. 

 (a)  If the ball is spun in the same direction as the wheel, 

the dealer shall announce ‘‘no spin’’ and attempt to remove the 

Roulette ball prior to it coming to rest in one of the 

compartments. 

 (b)  If the Roulette ball does not complete four revolutions 

around the track of the wheel, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

spin.’’ The dealer shall inspect the ball for any signs of 

damage and if the ball is damaged, ask the floorperson or above 

for a new Roulette ball with which to continue gaming at the 

table. 
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 (c)  If the Roulette ball leaves the wheel during the spin, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no spin.’’ The dealer shall inspect the 

ball for any signs of damage and if the ball is damaged, ask the 

floorperson or above for a new Roulette ball with which to 

continue gaming at the table. 

 (d)  If a foreign object enters the wheel prior to the ball 

coming to rest, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no spin’’ and 

attempt to remove the Roulette ball from the wheel prior to it 

coming to rest in one of the compartments.  

 
CHAPTER 619a. BIG SIX WHEEL 

Sec. 
 
619a.1.    Big Six Wheel layout; physical characteristics.  

619a.2.    Wagers and rotation of the wheel.  

619a.3.    Payout odds. 

§ 619a.1. Big Six Wheel layout; physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Big Six Wheel gaming shall be conducted at a circular 

wheel at least 5 feet in diameter. Except as provided in 

subsection (c), the rim of the wheel must be divided into 54 

equally spaced sections with 23 sections containing a $1 symbol, 

15 sections containing a $2 symbol, 8 sections containing a $5 

symbol, 4 sections containing a $10 symbol, 2 sections 

containing a $20 symbol, 1 section containing a picture of a 

flag, the name or logo of the certificate holder or other unique 
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symbol, and 1 section containing a picture of a joker or other 

unique symbol. The sections must be covered with glass. 

 (b)  Except as provided in subsection (c), the sections 

required under subsection (a) must be arranged clockwise around 

the rim of the wheel in the following order: joker, $1, $2, $1, 

$5, $2, $1, $10, $1, $5, $1, $2, $1, $20, $1, $2, $1, $5, $2, 

$1, $10, $1, $2, $5, $1, $2, $1, flag or logo, $2, $5, $2, $1, 

$2, $1, $10, $1, $5, $1, $2, $1, $20, $1, $2, $1, $5, $2, $1, 

$10, $1, $2, $5, $1, $2 and $1. 

 (c)  With prior approval in accordance with §  601a.10(a) 

(relating to approval of table game layouts, signage and 

equipment), a certificate holder may use symbols that depict 

fruit or other themed symbols in lieu of the dollar symbols 

specified in subsections (a) and (b). 

 (d)  Each section of the wheel must also display the payout 

odds in §  619a.3 (relating to payout odds) for the wager. For 

example, the payout odds for the $2 or other approved symbol are 

2 to 1. That section of the wheel must therefore display a 2. 

 (e)  The wheel must contain a clapper capable of selecting a 

particular section of the wheel upon the conclusion of the spin. 

 (f)  Each Big Six Wheel table must have a drop box and a tip 

box attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). 
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 (g)  The layout for a Big Six Wheel table shall be submitted to 

the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Specific betting areas for the placement of wagers 

including: 

     (i)   Symbols for $1, $2, $5, $10 and $20 or other approved 

symbols in accordance with subsection (c). 

     (ii)   A flag, the name or logo of the certificate holder 

or other unique symbol as it appears on the wheel. 

     (iii)   A joker or other unique symbol as it appears on the 

wheel. 

   (3)  The payout odds for each of the permissible wagers. 

§ 619a.2. Wagers and rotation of the wheel. 

 (a)  Prior to the spin of the wheel, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (b)  The wheel shall be spun by the dealer in either direction 

and must complete at least three revolutions to constitute a 

valid spin. 

 (c)  A wager shall be settled in accordance with the wager’s 

position on the layout when the clapper comes to rest in a 

section of the wheel. 
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 (d)  If the clapper comes to rest between two numbers or 

symbols upon completion of the spin of the wheel, the spin shall 

be void and the dealer shall respin the wheel. 

 (e)  Upon completion of the spin, the dealer shall first 

collect all losing wagers and then pay off all winning wagers in 

accordance with §  619a.3 (relating to payout odds). 

§ 619a.3. Payout odds. 

 A certificate holder shall pay out winning Big Six Wheel wagers 

at no less than the odds in the following paytable:  

Wager Payout Odds 

$1 symbol or other approved alternate symbol 1 to 1 

$2 symbol or other approved alternate symbol 2 to 1 

$5 symbol or other approved alternate symbol 5 to 1 

$10 symbol or other approved alternate symbol 10 to 1 

$20 symbol or other approved alternate symbol 20 to 1 

Joker, flag, name, logo or other unique symbol 45 to 1 

CHAPTER 621a. PAI GOW 
Sec. 

621a.1.    Definitions.  

621a.2.    Pai Gow table; Pai Gow shaker; physical 

characteristics.  

621a.3.    Pai Gow tiles; ranking of hands, pairs and tiles; 

value of the hand.  

621a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming; mixing procedures.  
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621a.5.    Wagers.  

621a.6.    Procedures for dealing the tiles.  

621a.7.    Alternative dealing procedures.  

621a.8.    Procedures for completion of each round of play; 

setting of hands; payment and collection of wagers; payout odds; 

vigorish.  

621a.9.    Player bank; co-banking; selection of bank; 

procedures for dealing.  

621a.10.    Irregularities; invalid roll of the dice. 

§ 621a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Bank—A player who elects to have the other players and the 

dealer play against him and accepts the responsibility of paying 

all winning Pai Gow Wagers.  

   Co-banking—When the bank and the dealer each cover 50% of all 

winning Pai Gow Wagers.  

   Copy hand—A high hand or low hand of a player which is 

identical in pair rank or point value as the corresponding high 

hand or low hand of the dealer or bank. 

   Gee Joon Pair—The Six (2-4) tile and the Three (1-2) tile. 

   Heaven Pair—Two Twelve (6-6) tiles. 

   High hand—The two-tile hand formed with two of the four tiles 
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dealt that ranks higher than the low hand formed from the 

remaining two tiles.  

   Identical Pair—Two tiles that are identical in appearance 

such as two Four (3-1) tiles. 

   Low hand—The two-tile hand formed with two of the four tiles 

dealt that ranks lower than the high hand formed from the 

remaining two tiles.  

   Marker—An object used to designate the bank and the co-bank.  

   Mixed Pair—Two tiles with the same number of spots but not 

identical in appearance such as two Eight tiles (6-2) and (5-3). 

   Setting the hands—The process of forming a high hand and a 

low hand from the four tiles dealt.  

   Supreme Pair—The Six (2-4) tile and the Three (1-2) tile that 

forms the highest ranking hand.  

   Value—The numerical point value assigned to a pair of tiles 

in accordance with §  621a.3 (relating to Pai Gow tiles; ranking 

of hands, pairs and tiles; value of the hand). 

   Vigorish—A fee collected on winning Pai Gow Wagers. 

§ 621a.2. Pai Gow table; Pai Gow shaker; physical 

characteristics. 

 (a)  Pai Gow shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for six players on one side of the table and a place 

for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 
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 (b)  The layout for a Pai Gow table shall be submitted to the 

Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Pai Gow Wager for each player. 

   (3)  A separate area, located to the left of the dealer, for 

the placement of four tiles which shall be referred to as the 

Dead Hand. 

   (4) If the certificate holder offers the optional Pair 

Fortunes Wager authorized under § 621a.5(e)(1) (relating to 

wagers): 

     (i) A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Pair Fortunes Wager for each player. 

     (ii) Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds for 

the Pair Fortunes Wager. If the payout odds are not inscribed on 

the layout, a sign identifying the odds shall be posted at each 

Pai Gow table. 

   (5) If the certificate holder is offering a wager based on the 

value of the dice in the manual or player-activated Pai Gow 

shaker, each player's wagering position must have: 
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     (i) A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Sum Wager, if offered by the certificate holder, authorized 

under § 621a.5(e)(2). 

     (ii) Six separate betting areas designated for the placement 

of the Match Wager, if offered by the certificate holder, 

authorized under § 621a.5(e)(3). 

     (iii) A separate betting area designated for the placement 

of the Beat It Wager, if offered by the certificate holder, 

authorized under § 621a.5(e)(4). 

     (iv) A player-activation button if player-activated Pai Gow 

is being offered by the certificate holder. 

 (c)  Each Pai Gow table must have a drop box with a tip box 

attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). 

 (d)  Pai Gow shall be played with a Pai Gow shaker, approved in 

accordance with §  601a.10(a), used to shake three dice before 

each hand of Pai Gow is dealt to determine the starting position 

for the dealing of the Pai Gow tiles. The Pai Gow shaker shall 

be the responsibility of the dealer and may not be left 

unattended at the table. The Pai Gow shaker must be designed and 

constructed to maintain the integrity of the game and: 

   (1)  Be capable of housing three dice that when not being 

shaken must be maintained within the Pai Gow shaker. Dice that 
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have been placed in a Pai Gow shaker for use in gaming may not 

remain on a table for more than 24 hours. 

   (2)  Be designed to prevent the dice from being seen while 

being shaken. 

   (3)  Have the name or logo of the certificate holder 

imprinted or impressed thereon. 

 (e)  If a certificate holder elects to use a computerized 

random number generator as permitted under §  621a.6 (relating 

to procedures for dealing the tiles; settling of wagers based on 

value of dice), the random number generator shall be approved by 

the Bureau of Gaming Laboratory Operations in accordance with 

§  461a.4 (relating to submission for testing and approval) 

prior to its use. 

 (f) Notwithstanding subsection (d), a certificate holder may 

utilize a player-activated Pai Gow shaker to determine the 

starting position for the dealing of the Pai Gow tiles provided 

that the shaker is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Laboratory 

Operations for approval in accordance with § 461a.4 prior to its 

use. The player-activated Pai Gow shaker must: 

   (1) Have the capability of being sealed or locked to ensure 

the integrity of the three dice contained inside the shaker. 

Dice used inside the shaker must comply with § 603a.12(b) 

(relating to dice; physical characteristics) and if offering the 
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Beat It Wager authorized under § 621a.5(e)(4)(i), one red and two 

blue dice must be used in the shaker. 

   (2) Shake the dice for at least 5 seconds to cause a random 

mixing of the dice. 

§ 621a.3. Pai Gow tiles; ranking of hands, pairs and tiles; 

value of the hand. 

 (a)  Each tile used in the game of Pai Gow must comply with the 

requirements in §  603a.18 (relating to Pai Gow tiles; physical 

characteristics) and contain the identifying spots listed in 

subsection (h). 

 (b)  Tiles used in Pai Gow shall be changed at least every 12 

hours. 

 (c)  When comparing high hands or low hands to determine the 

higher ranking hand, the determination shall first be based upon 

the rank of any permissible pair of tiles which are in the 

hands. A hand with a permissible pair of tiles shall rank higher 

than a hand which does not contain a permissible pair. The 

permissible pairs of tiles and their rank, with the Supreme Pair 

being the highest or first ranking pair, are as follows:  

Ranking Pairing 

   Supreme Pair 

First Six (2-4) and Three (1-2) 

   Matched Pairs 
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Second Twelve (6-6) and Twelve (6-6) 

Third Two (1-1) and Two (1-1) 

Fourth Eight (4-4) and Eight (4-4) 

Fifth Four (1-3) and Four (1-3) 

Sixth Ten (5-5) and Ten (5-5) 

Seventh Six (3-3) and Six (3-3) 

Eighth Four (2-2) and Four (2-2) 

Ninth Eleven (5-6) and Eleven (5-6) 

Tenth Ten (4-6) and Ten (4-6) 

Eleventh Seven (1-6) and Seven (1-6) 

Twelfth Six (1-5) and Six (1-5) 

   Mixed or Unmatched Pairs 

Thirteenth Mixed Nines (3-6 and 4-5) 

Fourteenth Mixed Eights (3-5 and 2-6) 

Fifteenth Mixed Sevens (3-4 and 2-5) 

Sixteenth Mixed Fives (1-4 and 2-3) 

   Wongs 

Seventeenth Twelve (6-6) and Nine (4-5) 

 Twelve (6-6) and Nine (3-6) 

Eighteenth Two (1-1) and Nine (4-5) 

 Two (1-1) and Nine (3-6) 
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   Gongs 

Nineteenth Twelve (6-6) and Eight (2-6) 

 Twelve (6-6) and Eight (3-5) 

 Twelve (6-6) and Eight (4-4) 

Twentieth Two (1-1) and Eight (2-6) 

 Two (1-1) and Eight (3-5) 

 Two (1-1) and Eight (4-4) 

 (d)  When comparing two high hands or two low hands that are of 

identical permissible pair rank, the hand shall be considered a 

copy hand and the dealer or, if applicable, the bank shall win 

the hand. 

 (e)  Except as provided in subsection (g), when comparing the 

rank of high hands or low hands which do not contain any of the 

pairs listed in subsection (c), the higher ranking hand shall be 

determined on the basis of the value of the hands. The value of 

a hand shall be a single digit number from zero to nine and 

shall be determined by adding the total number of spots which 

are contained on the two tiles which form the hand. If the total 

of the spots is a two-digit number, the left digit of the number 

shall be discarded and the right digit shall constitute the 

value of the hand. Examples of this rule are as follows: 

   (1)  A hand composed of a Two (1-1) and a Six (3-3) has a 

value of 8. 
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   (2)  A hand composed of an Eleven (5-6) and a Seven (1-6) has 

a numeric total of 18 but a value of 8 since the left digit in 

the number 18 is discarded. 

 (f)  If the tiles which form the Supreme Pair are used 

separately, the numeric total of the 1-2 tile may be counted as 

a 3 or a 6 and the numeric total of the 2-4 tile may be counted 

as a 3 or a 6. When the 1-2 tile is counted as 6, its individual 

ranking under subsection (h) shall be fifteenth instead of 

seventeenth and when the 2-4 tile is counted as 3, its 

individual ranking shall be seventeenth instead of fifteenth. 

 (g)  When comparing high hands or low hands which are of 

identical value, the hand with the highest ranking individual 

tile shall be considered the higher ranking hand. If, however, 

the numeric value of the tiles results in a zero-zero tie, both 

hands, regardless of the highest ranking tile, are equally bad 

and the dealer or, if applicable, the bank shall be considered 

the higher ranking hand. 

 (h)  The individual ranking for each tile, from highest rank to 

lowest rank, is as follows:  

Ranking Tile Number of Tiles in Set 

First Twelve (6-6) 2 

Second Two (1-1) 2 

Third Eight (4-4) 2 
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Fourth Four (1-3) 2 

Fifth Ten (5-5) 2 

Sixth Six (3-3) 2 

Seventh Four (2-2) 2 

Eighth Eleven (5-6) 2 

Ninth Ten (4-6) 2 

Tenth Seven (1-6) 2 

Eleventh Six (1-5) 2 

Twelfth Nine (3-6) 1 

Twelfth Nine (4-5) 1 

Thirteenth Eight (2-6) 1 

Thirteenth Eight (3-5) 1 

Fourteenth Seven (2-5) 1 

Fourteenth Seven (3-4) 1 

Fifteenth Six (2-4) 1 

Sixteenth Five (1-4) 1 

Sixteenth Five (2-3) 1 

Seventeenth Three (1-2) 1 

 (i)  If the highest ranking tile in each hand being compared is 

of identical rank after the application of subsection (h), the 

hand shall be considered a copy hand, and the hand of the dealer 
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or, if applicable, the bank shall be considered the higher 

ranking hand. 

§ 621a.4. Opening of the table for gaming; mixing procedures. 

 (a)  After receiving one set of tiles at the table, the dealer 

shall sort and inspect the tiles and the floorperson assigned to 

the table shall verify the inspection. Nothing in this section 

precludes a certificate holder from cleaning the tiles prior to 

the inspection required herein. The tiles at the gaming table 

shall be inspected as follows: 

   (1)  Each set of tiles shall be sorted into pairs to assure 

that the Supreme Pair and all 15 matched and unmatched pairs, as 

identified in §  621a.3 (relating to Pai Gow tiles; ranking of 

hands, pairs and tiles; value of the hand), are in the set. 

   (2)  Each tile shall be placed side by side to determine that 

all tiles are the same size and shading. 

   (3)  The back and sides of each tile shall be examined to 

assure that it is not flawed, scratched or marked in any way. 

     (i)   If the dealer finds that certain tiles are unsuitable 

for use, a floorperson or above shall bring another set of tiles 

to the table from the reserve in the pit stand. 

     (ii)   The unsuitable set of tiles shall be placed in a 

sealed envelope or container, identified by table number, date 

and time and signed by the dealer and floorperson or above. 
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 (b)  Following the inspection of the tiles and the verification 

by the floorperson assigned to the table, the tiles shall be 

turned face up, placed into 16 pairs and arranged according to 

rank starting with the Supreme Pair. The tiles shall be left in 

pairs for visual inspection by the first player to arrive at the 

table. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table is afforded 

an opportunity to visually inspect the tiles, the tiles shall be 

turned face down on the table and mixed thoroughly. 

 (d)  The dealer shall mix the tiles with the heels of the 

hands. The dealer shall mix the tiles in a circular motion with 

one hand moving clockwise and the other hand moving 

counterclockwise. Each hand shall complete at least eight 

circular motions to provide a random mixing. The dealer shall 

then randomly pick up four tiles with each hand and place them 

side by side in stacks in front of the table inventory 

container, forming eight stacks of four tiles. 

 (e)  If during the stacking process described in subsection 

(d), a tile is turned over and exposed to the players, the 

entire set of tiles shall be remixed. 

 (f)  After each round of play has been completed, the dealer 

shall turn all of the tiles face down and mix the tiles in 

accordance with subsection (d). 
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 (g)  If there is no gaming activity at the Pai Gow table, the 

tiles shall be turned face up and placed into 16 pairs according 

to rank starting with the Supreme Pair. Once a player arrives at 

the table, the dealer shall follow the procedures in subsections 

(c) and (d). 

§ 621a.5. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Pai Gow shall be made by placing value chips or 

plaques on the appropriate areas of the Pai Gow layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at the Pai Gow table may place 

a wager. Once a player has placed a wager and received tiles, 

that player shall remain seated until the completion of the 

round of play. If a player leaves the table during a round of 

play, any wagers made by the player may be considered abandoned 

and treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All wagers at Pai Gow shall be placed prior to the dealer 

announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the dealing 

procedures in §  621a.6 (relating to procedures for dealing the 

tiles; settling of wagers based on value of dice). Verbal wagers 

accompanied by cash may not be accepted. A wager may not be 

made, increased or withdrawn after the dealer has announced ‘‘no 

more bets.’’ 
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 (d) To participate in a round of play and compete against the 

dealer's high and low hands, a player shall place a Pai Gow 

Wager. 

 (e) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player who placed a Pai Gow Wager in 

accordance with subsection (d) the option of placing the 

following additional wagers: 

   (1) A Pair Fortunes Wager which shall win if any of the four 

tiles dealt to a player contains a Gee Joon Pair, Heaven Pair, 

Identical Pair or Mixed Pair. The Pair Fortunes Wager does not 

have bearing on any of the player's other wagers. 

   (2) A Sum Wager, which shall be based on the value of the dice 

in the manual or player-activated Pai Gow Shaker and shall win 

depending on the paytable selected by the certificate holder, 

if: 

     (i) The total of the three dice in the Pai Gow shaker is 

equal to an 8, 16 or 17. 

     (ii) The total of the three dice is equal to a 3, 8 or 9. 

     (iii) At least two of the dice are matching. 

     (iv) The three dice form a series, such as a 1, 2 and 3, or 

3, 4 and 5. 

   (3) A Match Wager, which shall be based on the value of the 

dice in the manual or player-activated Pai Gow shaker and shall 
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win if at least two of the dice in the Pai Gow shaker match the 

value selected by the player. For example, a player's Match 

Wager on the 1 shall win if two or three of the dice rolled is a 

1. 

   (4) A Beat It Wager, which shall be based on the value of the 

dice in the manual or player-activated Pai Gow shaker and shall 

win depending on the payout table selected by the certificate 

holder in its Rules Submission, if: 

     (i) The red die in the Pai Gow shaker is equal in value to 

or greater than the sum of the two blue dice. For example, a 

player's Beat It Wager shall win if the red die is a 6 and the 

two blue dice are a 2 and a 1 for a total of 3. 

     (ii) Any single dice beats the sum of the two other dice by 

1 to 4 points. For example, a player's Beat It Wager shall win 

if the dice rolled are a 5, a 1 and a 1 (5 - (1 + 1) = 3). 

 (f)  Except as provided in §  621a.9(f) (relating to player 

bank; co-banking; selection of bank; procedures for dealing), a 

certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions), 

permit a player to wager on two adjacent betting areas at a Pai 

Gow table. If a certificate holder permits a player to wager on 

adjacent betting areas, the tiles dealt to each betting area 

shall be played separately. If the two wagers are not equal, the 

player shall rank and set the hand with the larger wager before 
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ranking and setting the other hand. If the amounts wagered are 

equal, each hand shall be played separately in a 

counterclockwise rotation with the first hand being ranked and 

set before the player proceeds to rank and set the second hand. 

Once a hand has been ranked, set and placed face down on the 

layout, the hands may not be changed. 

§ 621a.6. Procedures for dealing the tiles; settling of wagers 

based on value of dice. 

 (a)  After the dealer has completed mixing and stacking the 

tiles, the dealer shall either: 

   (1)  Announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and use a computerized random 

number generator that automatically selects and displays a 

number. 

   (2)  Announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and shake the Pai Gow shaker 

at least three times to cause a random mixture of the dice. The 

dealer shall then remove the lid covering the Pai Gow shaker and 

place the uncovered Pai Gow shaker on the designated area of the 

table layout. After removing the lid covering the Pai Gow 

shaker, the dealer shall total the dice. 

   (3) Announce ''no more bets'' and instruct a player to 

activate the Pai Gow shaker by pressing an activation button at 

the player's wagering position. 

 (b)  If the certificate holder is utilizing a manual or player-

activated Pai Gow shaker as provided in subsection (a)(2) or (3) 
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and is offering Sum, Match and Beat It Wagers, after the dice 

come to rest, the dealer shall announce the numeric value of 

each die and determine if the player has a winning Sum, Match or 

Beat It Wager as described in § 621a.5(e)(2)—(4) (relating to 

wagers). The dealer shall settle the wagers by collecting all 

losing wagers and paying out winning wagers in accordance with § 

621a.11(c)—(e) (relating to payout odds; vigorish). 

 (c) After settling the player's Sum, Match and Beat It Wagers, 

if applicable, the dealer shall then use the total of the dice 

or the number displayed by the computerized random number 

generator to determine which player receives the first stack of 

tiles. To determine the starting position for dealing the tiles, 

the dealer shall count each betting position in order, 

regardless of whether there is a wager at the betting position, 

and the Dead Hand, beginning with the dealer as number one and 

continuing around the table in a counterclockwise manner, until 

the count matches the total of the three dice or the number 

displayed by the computerized random number generator. Examples 

are as follows: 

   (1)  If the dice total 9, the dealer would receive the first 

stack of four tiles. 

   (2)  If the dice total 15, the sixth wagering position would 

receive the first stack of four tiles. 
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 (d)  The dealer shall deal the first stack of four tiles, 

starting from the right side of the eight stacks, to the 

starting position as determined in subsection (c) and, moving 

counterclockwise around the table, deal all other positions 

including the Dead Hand and the dealer a stack of tiles, 

regardless of whether there is a wager at the position. The 

dealer shall place a marker on top of his stack of tiles 

immediately after they are dealt. 

 (e)  After all the stacks of tiles have been dealt, the dealer 

shall, without exposing the tiles, collect any stacks dealt to a 

position where there is no wager and place the stacks with the 

Dead Hand on the layout to the left of the dealer in front of 

the table inventory container. 

 (f)  If a manual Pai Gow shaker is utilized, once all tiles 

have been dealt and any tiles dealt to positions with no wagers 

have been collected, the dealer shall place the cover on the Pai 

Gow shaker and shake the shaker once. The Pai Gow shaker shall 

then be placed to the right of the dealer. 

§ 621a.7. Alternative dealing procedures. 

 As an alternative to the procedure in §  621a.6 (relating to 

procedures for dealing the tiles), the dealer or the player 

acting as the bank or co-bank may, if specified in the 

certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2 (relating 
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to table games Rules Submissions), choose any of the following 

dealing styles: 

   (1)  House Way From the Left. The dealer shall indicate the 

use of House Way From the Left by pushing forward the first 

stack of tiles on the dealer’s left. The dealer shall deliver 

the stack pushed forward to the starting position. The remaining 

stacks of tiles shall be delivered from the dealer’s left to 

right. 

   (2)  Cup Say (pick four) From the Right. The dealer shall 

indicate the use of Cup Say From the Right by pushing forward 

the first two stacks of tiles on the dealer’s right. The dealer 

shall deliver the top two tiles from each of the two stacks 

pushed forward to the starting position. The four remaining 

tiles pushed forward shall be delivered to the next position. 

The remaining stacks of tiles shall be delivered from the 

dealer’s right to left in the same manner as the first two 

stacks. 

   (3)  Cup Say (pick four) From the Left. The dealer shall 

indicate the use of Cup Say From the Left by pushing forward the 

first two stacks of tiles on the dealer’s left. The dealer shall 

deliver the top two tiles from each of the two stacks pushed 

forward to the starting position. The four remaining tiles 

pushed forward shall be delivered to the next position. The 
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remaining stacks of tiles shall be delivered from the dealer’s 

left to right in the same manner as the first two stacks. 

   (4)  Jung Quat (take the heart). The dealer shall indicate 

the use of Jung Quat by pushing forward the fourth stack of 

tiles from the dealer’s right and the fourth stack of tiles from 

the dealer’s left (the two center stacks of the eight). The 

dealer shall deliver the top two tiles from each of the two 

stacks pushed forward to the starting position. The four 

remaining tiles pushed forward shall be delivered to the next 

position. The remaining stacks shall be pushed together and the 

two new center stacks shall be pushed forward and delivered in 

the same manner as the first two stacks. This procedure shall be 

repeated until all eight stacks of tiles have been delivered. 

   (5)  Chee Yee (chop the ears). The dealer shall indicate the 

use of Chee Yee by pushing forward the first stack of tiles on 

the dealer’s right and the first stack of tiles on the dealer’s 

left. To deliver the tiles, the dealer shall center the two 

stacks pushed forward in front of the remaining stacks. The 

dealer shall deliver the top two tiles from each of the two 

centered stacks to the starting position. The four remaining 

tiles from the two centered stacks shall be delivered to the 

next position. The dealer shall then center and deliver the 

first stack remaining on the dealer’s right and the first stack 

remaining on the dealer’s left in the same manner. This 
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procedure shall be repeated until all eight stacks of tiles have 

been delivered. 

   (6)  Pin Say (slice four) From the Right. The dealer shall 

indicate the use of Pin Say From the Right by removing the top 

tile of the first stack of tiles on the dealer’s right and 

placing it diagonally across the top of the second, third and 

fourth stacks of tiles from the dealer’s right. The dealer shall 

deliver the top tile from each of the first four stacks on the 

dealer’s right to the starting position (the diagonal tile plus 

the three tiles it covers). The top tile from each of the first 

four stacks on the dealer’s left shall be delivered to the next 

position. The top tile remaining on each of the first four 

stacks on the dealer’s right shall be delivered to the third 

position and the top tile remaining on each of the first four 

stacks on the dealer’s left shall be delivered to the fourth 

position. This procedure shall be repeated until four tiles have 

been delivered to all eight positions. 

   (7)  Pin Say (slice four) From the Left. The dealer shall 

indicate the use of Pin Say From the Left by removing the top 

tile of the first stack of tiles on the dealer’s left and 

placing it diagonally across the top of the second, third and 

fourth stacks of tiles from the dealer’s left. The dealer shall 

deliver the top tile from each of the first four stacks on the 

dealer’s left to the starting position (the diagonal tile plus 
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the three tiles it covers). The top tile from each of the first 

four stacks on the dealer’s right shall be delivered to the next 

position. The top tile remaining on each of the first four 

stacks on the dealer’s left shall be delivered to the third 

position and the top tile remaining on each of the first four 

stacks on the dealer’s right shall be delivered to the fourth 

position. This procedure shall be repeated until four tiles have 

been delivered to all eight positions. 

   (8)  Dragon Head and Phoenix Tail From the Right. The dealer 

shall indicate the use of Dragon Head and Phoenix Tail From the 

Right by placing all four tiles in the first and second stacks 

from the dealer’s right directly on top of the four tiles in the 

third and fourth stacks from the dealer’s right and then pushing 

forward the top two tiles in each of the eight-tile stacks that 

are created (forming the dragon head). The dealer shall deliver 

the four tiles pushed forward to the starting position. The top 

tile from each of the four stacks of four tiles to the dealer’s 

left (the phoenix tail) shall be delivered to the next position. 

The dealer shall deliver the top two tiles from each of the two 

stacks on the dealer’s right to the third position and the top 

tile from each of the four stacks on the dealer’s left to the 

fourth position. This procedure shall be repeated until four 

tiles have been delivered to all eight positions. 
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   (9)  Dragon Head and Phoenix Tail From the Left. The dealer 

shall indicate the use of Dragon Head and Phoenix Tail From the 

Left by placing all four tiles in the first and second stacks 

from the dealer’s left directly on top of the four tiles in the 

third and fourth stacks from the dealer’s left and then pushing 

forward the top two tiles in each of the eight-tile stacks that 

are created (forming the dragon head). The dealer shall deliver 

the four tiles pushed forward to the starting position. The top 

tile from each of the four stacks of four tiles to the dealer’s 

right (the phoenix tail) shall be delivered to the next 

position. The dealer shall deliver the top two tiles from each 

of the two stacks on the dealer’s left to the third position and 

the top tile from each of the four stacks on the dealer’s right 

to the fourth position. This procedure shall be repeated until 

four tiles have been delivered to all eight positions. 

 

§ 621a.8. Procedures for completion of each round of play; 

setting of hands; payment and collection of wagers; payout odds; 

vigorish. 

 (a)  After the dealing of the tiles has been completed, each 

player shall set his hands by arranging the tiles into a high 

hand and low hand. After setting the hands the tiles shall be 

placed face down on the layout immediately behind that player’s 

betting area and separated into two distinct hands. 
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 (b)  Each player at the table shall be responsible for setting 

his own hands and no other person except the dealer may touch 

the tiles of that player. If a player requests assistance in the 

setting of his hands, the dealer shall inform the requesting 

player of the manner in which the certificate holder requires 

the hands of the dealer to be set. Each player shall be required 

to keep the four tiles in full view of the dealer at all times. 

Once each player has set a high hand and low hand and placed the 

two hands face down on the layout, the player may not touch the 

tiles again. 

 (c)  After all players have set their hands and placed the 

tiles on the table, the four tiles of the dealer shall be turned 

over and the dealer shall set his hands by arranging the tiles 

into a high and low hand. The high hand shall be placed on the 

layout face up in a vertical position and the low hand shall be 

placed on the layout face up perpendicular to the high hand. 

 (d)  The dealer shall set his hands as follows: 

   (1)  If the dealer has the Supreme Pair, it shall be played 

as the Supreme Pair. 

   (2)  If possible, the dealer shall always play a pair, Wong 

or Gong as set forth in §  621a.3 (relating to Pai Gow tiles; 

ranking of hands, pairs and tiles; value of the hand). 
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   (3)  If the dealer does not have any of the combinations in 

paragraph (1) or (2), the dealer shall play any two tiles 

together which have a value equal to nine, eight or seven. 

   (4)  If the dealer does not have any of the combinations in 

paragraph (1), (2) or (3), the dealer shall play the highest 

ranking tile with the lowest ranking tile. 

 (e)  A player may surrender his wager after the hands of the 

dealer have been set. The player shall announce his intention to 

surrender prior to the dealer exposing either of the two hands 

of that player as provided in subsection (g). Once the player 

has announced his intention to surrender, the dealer shall 

immediately collect the Pai Gow Wager from that player and 

collect the four tiles dealt to that player and stack them face 

down on the right side of the table in front of the table 

inventory container without exposing the tiles to any other 

player at the table provided that if a player placed a Pair 

Fortunes Wager, the player's wager shall be placed on top of the 

player's tiles until the wager is settled in accordance with 

subsection (j). 

 (f)  After the dealer has set a high and low hand and collected 

the wagers and tiles that are surrendered under subsection (e), 

the dealer shall reveal both hands of each player, beginning 

with the player farthest to the right of the dealer and 

continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction. The 
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dealer shall compare the high hand of the player to the high 

hand of the dealer and the low hand of the player to the low 

hand of the dealer and shall announce if the wager of that 

player wins, loses or is a tie. 

 (g)  A wager shall lose and be immediately collected if the 

high hand of the player is identical in rank or lower in rank 

than the high hand of the dealer, and the low hand of the player 

is identical in rank or lower in rank than the low hand of the 

dealer, or has a value of zero. 

 (h)  A wager shall tie and be returned to the player if: 

   (1)  The high hand of the player is higher in rank than the 

high hand of the dealer, but the low hand of the player is 

identical in rank to the low hand of the dealer, lower in rank 

than the low hand of the dealer or has a value of zero. 

   (2)  The high hand of the player is identical in rank to the 

high hand of the dealer or lower in rank than the high hand of 

the dealer, but the low hand of the player is higher in rank 

than the low hand of the dealer. 

 (i)  A wager shall win if the high hand of the player is higher 

in rank than the high hand of the dealer and the low hand of the 

player is higher in rank than the low hand of the dealer. The 

dealer shall pay the winning Pai Gow Wager and collect a 

vigorish in accordance with § 621a.11(a) (relating to payout 

odds; vigorish). 
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 (j) After settling the player's Pai Gow Wager, the dealer shall 

settle the player's Pair Fortunes Wagers, if applicable, by 

determining if the player's four tiles create a Gee Joon Pair, 

Heaven Pair, Identical Pair or Mixed Pair. Irrespective of how 

the player's hand was set, if the player's hand: 

   (1) Contains a Gee Joon Pair, Heaven Pair, Identical Pair or 

Mixed Pair, the dealer shall pay the winning Pair Fortunes Wager 

in accordance with § 621a.11(b). 

   (2) Does not contain a pair, the dealer shall collect the 

losing Pair Fortune Wager. 

 (k)  After settling the player’s Pai Gow and Pairs Fortune 

wager, the dealer shall immediately collect the tiles of that 

player and place the tiles face up to the right of the dealer in 

front of the table inventory container. 

   (l)  Tiles collected by the dealer shall be picked up in 

order and in a way so that they can be readily arranged to 

reconstruct each hand in the event of a question or dispute. 

§ 621a.9. Player bank; co-banking; selection of bank; procedures 

for dealing. 

 (a)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer to all players at a Pai Gow table the 

opportunity to bank the game. If the certificate holder elects 

this option, the provisions of this section control for any 
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round of play in which a player is the bank. The other 

provisions of this chapter apply to the extent that they do not 

conflict with the provisions of this section. 

 (b)  A player may not be the bank at the start of the game. For 

the purposes of this section, the start of the game means the 

first round of play after the dealer is required to restack and 

mix the tiles in accordance with §  621a.4 (relating to opening 

of the table for gaming; mixing procedures). 

 (c)  After the first round of play, each player at the table 

shall have the option to either be the bank or pass the bank to 

the next player. The dealer shall offer the bank to each player, 

starting with the player farthest to the dealer’s right and 

continuing around the table in a counterclockwise manner, until 

a player accepts the bank. The dealer shall place a marker 

designating the bank in front of the player who accepts the 

bank. If the first player offered the bank accepts, the player 

seated to the right of the bank shall be offered the bank first 

on the next round of play. A player may not bank two consecutive 

rounds of play. If no player accepts the bank, the round of play 

shall proceed in accordance with the rules of play provided in 

this chapter. 

 (d)  Before a player may bank a round of play, the dealer shall 

confirm that: 
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   (1)  The player placed a wager against the dealer during the 

last round of play in which there was no player banking the 

game. 

   (2)  The player has sufficient value chips or plaques on the 

table to cover all of the Pai Gow Wagers placed by other players 

at the table for that round of play. 

 (e)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2, offer the bank the option of co-

banking the round of play. If the certificate holder offers this 

option, it shall be made available to all players at the table. 

If the bank wishes to use this option and co-bank 50% of the 

winning Pai Gow wagers, the bank must specifically request to 

co-bank with the dealer. The dealer shall place a marker 

designating the player co-banking that round of play. When the 

dealer is co-banking, the dealer shall be responsible for 

setting the hand of the bank in the manner as specified in the 

certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2. When co-

banking is in effect, the dealer may not place a wager against 

the bank. 

 (f)  If a player is the bank, the player may wager on only one 

betting area. 

 (g)  Once the tiles have been mixed and formed into stacks as 

required under §  621a.4, the bank shall have the option to cut 

the tiles one time. If the bank does not wish to cut the tiles, 
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there may not be a cut. Upon direction from the bank, the dealer 

may move the tiles in one of the following ways: 

   (1)  One or more adjacent stacks of four tiles to the right 

or left end of the original eight stacks of tiles. 

   (2)  Two or more adjacent stacks of four tiles, of which at 

least one stack is moved to one end and the other stacks are 

moved to the opposite end of the original eight stacks of tiles. 

 (h)  Once the dealer has determined that a player may be the 

bank, as required under subsection (d), and the tiles have been 

mixed, stacked and, if applicable, cut, the dealer shall, unless 

co-banking is in effect, remove value chips from the table 

inventory container in an amount equal to the banker’s last 

wager made against the dealer or in an amount as specified in 

the certificate holder’s Rules Submission. This amount shall be 

the amount the dealer wagers against the bank. The bank may 

direct that the sum wagered by the dealer be a lesser amount or 

that the dealer place no wager during that round of play. Any 

amount wagered by the dealer shall be placed in front of the 

table inventory container. Immediately upon receipt of the four 

tiles dealt to the dealer under subsection (k), the dealer shall 

place his wager on top of these tiles, instead of the marker 

otherwise required under §  621a.6 (relating to procedures for 

dealing the tiles; settling of wagers based on value of dice), 

before dealing the remaining tiles. If co-banking is in effect, 
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the dealer may not remove any value chips from the table 

inventory container under this subsection. 

 (i)  Once the dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets,’’ the bank 

may, by issuing a verbal instruction to the dealer, choose to 

have the dealer deliver the stacks using any one of the styles 

of delivery described in §  621a.7 (relating to alternative 

dealing procedures). If the bank does not choose a style of 

delivery, the dealer shall use the procedure in §  621a.6(d) to 

deliver the stacks. The bank shall then shake the Pai Gow shaker 

at least three times to cause a random mixture of the dice. Once 

the bank has completed shaking the Pai Gow shaker, the dealer 

shall remove the lid covering the Pai Gow shaker and place the 

uncovered Pai Gow shaker on the designated area of the table 

layout. The dealer shall then total the dice and announce the 

total. If the bank inadvertently removes the lid, the Pai Gow 

shaker shall be covered and reshaken by the bank. 

 (j)  To determine the starting position for dealing the tiles, 

the dealer shall count each betting position, the dealer and the 

Dead Hand, in order, regardless of whether there is a wager at 

the betting position, beginning with the bank as number one and 

continuing around the table in a counterclockwise manner until 

the count matches the total of the three dice. 

 (k)  The dealer shall deal the first stack of four tiles, in 

accordance with the selected style of delivery, to the starting 
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position as determined in subsection (j) and, moving 

counterclockwise around the table, deal all other positions 

including the Dead Hand and the dealer a stack of tiles, 

regardless of whether there is a wager at the position. The 

dealer shall place his wager or marker, as applicable, on top of 

his stack of tiles immediately after the tiles are dealt. 

 (l)  After all the stacks of tiles have been dealt, the dealer 

shall, without exposing the tiles, collect any stacks dealt to a 

position where there is no wager and place the stacks with the 

Dead Hand on the layout to the left of the dealer in front of 

the table inventory container. 

 (m)  Once all tiles have been dealt and any tiles dealt to 

positions with no wagers have been collected, the dealer shall 

place the cover on the Pai Gow shaker and shake the shaker once. 

The Pai Gow shaker shall then be placed to the right of the 

dealer. 

 (n)  If the tiles dealt to the dealer have not been previously 

collected, after each player has set his two hands and placed 

them on the table layout, the two hands of the dealer shall then 

be set. Once the dealer has formed a high and low hand and 

placed the hands face up on the appropriate area of the table 

layout, the dealer shall expose the hands of the bank and 

determine if the hands of the dealer are higher in rank than the 

hands of the bank. If the dealer wins, the tiles of the dealer 
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shall be stacked face up to the right of the table inventory 

container with the amount wagered by the dealer against the bank 

placed on top. If the dealer’s hand is a tie with the banker’s 

hand, the dealer shall return the amount wagered by the dealer 

against the bank to the table inventory container. If the dealer 

loses, the amount wagered by the dealer against the bank shall 

be moved to the center of the layout. 

 (o)  If a player is banking the round of play, once the dealer 

has determined the outcome of the  Pai Gow Wager of the dealer 

against the bank, if any, the dealer shall, starting with the 

player farthest to the dealer's right and continuing around the 

table in a counterclockwise manner, expose the hands of each 

player. The dealer shall compare the high and low hand of each 

player to the high and low hand of the bank and announce if the 

Pai Gow Wager shall win, lose or tie. Losing Pai Gow Wagers 

shall be immediately collected and placed in the center of the 

table. All winning Pai Gow Wagers, including the dealer's wager, 

shall be paid by the dealer with the value chips located in the 

center of the table. If this amount becomes exhausted before all 

winning Pai Gow Wagers have been paid, the dealer shall collect 

from the bank an amount equal to the remaining winning Pai Gow 

Wagers and place that amount in the center of the layout. The 

remaining winning Pai Gow Wagers shall be paid from the amount 

in the center of the layout. If, after collecting all losing Pai 
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Gow Wagers and paying all winning [wagers] Pai Gow Wagers, there 

is a surplus in the center of the table, this amount shall be 

charged a 5% vigorish in accordance with § 621a.11(a) (relating 

to payout odds; vigorish). Once the vigorish has been paid, the 

remaining amount shall be given to the bank.  

 (p)  Immediately after a winning wager of the dealer is paid, 

this amount and the dealer’s original wager shall be returned to 

the table inventory container. 

 (q) Each player who has a winning Pai Gow Wager against the bank 

shall pay a 5% vigorish on the amount won, in accordance with § 

621a.11(a). 

 (r) If a player and the dealer are co-banking the round of play, 

once the dealer has set the co-bank hand under subsection (e), 

the dealer shall, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer's right and continuing around the table in a 

counterclockwise manner, expose the hands of each player. The 

dealer shall compare the high and low hand of each player to the 

high and low hand of the bank and announce if the Pai Gow Wager 

shall win, lose or tie. Losing Pai Gow Wagers shall be 

immediately collected and placed in the center of the table. All 

winning Pai Gow Wagers shall be paid by the dealer with the 

value chips located in the center of the table. If this amount 

becomes exhausted before all winning Pai Gow Wagers have been 

paid, the dealer shall collect from the co-bank an amount equal 
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to 1/2 of the remaining winning Pai Gow Wagers and place that 

amount in the center of the layout. The dealer shall remove an 

amount equal to 1/2 of the remaining winning Pai Gow Wagers from 

the table inventory container and place that amount in the 

center of the layout. The remaining winning Pai Gow Wagers shall 

be paid from the total amount in the center of the layout. If, 

after collecting all losing Pai Gow Wagers and paying all 

winning Pai Gow Wagers, there is a surplus in the center of the 

table, this amount will be counted and the dealer shall place 

1/2 of this amount into the table inventory container. The 

dealer shall collect a 5% vigorish, in accordance with § 

621a.11(a) on the remaining amount. Once the vigorish has been 

paid, the remaining amount shall then be given to the co-bank. 

 (s) After the Pai Gow Wager has been settled, the dealer shall 

settle the player's Pair Fortunes Wager in accordance with § 

621a.8(j) (relating to procedures for completion of each round 

of play; setting of hands; payment and collection of wagers; 

payout odds; vigorish). 

§ 621a.10. Irregularities; invalid roll of the dice. 

 (a)  If all three dice in the Pai Gow shaker do not land flat 

on the bottom of the shaker, the dealer shall call a ''no roll'' 

and the dealer or player, if a player-activated shaker is used, 

shall reshake the dice. 
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 (b) If the dealer uncovers the manual Pai Gow shaker and a die 

or dice fall out of the shaker, the dealer shall call a ''no 

roll'' and reshake the dice.  

 (c)  If the dealer incorrectly totals the dice and deals the 

tiles to the wrong positions, all hands shall be void, all 

wagers shall be returned to the players and the dealer shall 

reshuffle the tiles. 

 (d)  If the dealer exposes any of the tiles dealt to a player, 

the player may void the hand. The player shall make the decision 

to either play out the hand or to void the hand without looking 

at his unexposed tiles. If the player elects to void his hand, 

any wagers placed by the player shall be returned to the player. 

 (e)  If a tile in the dealer’s hand, the bank’s hand, if 

applicable, the Dead Hand or any position where there is no 

wager, is exposed, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the tiles shall be reshuffled. 

 (f)  If the dealer or the bank, if applicable, does not set his 

hands in the manner as specified in the certificate holder’s 

Rules Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), the hands shall be reset in accordance with the 

certificate holder’s Rules Submission and the round of play 

shall be completed. 

§ 621a.11. Payout odds; vigorish. 
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 (a) The certificate holder shall pay each winning Pai Gow Wager 

at odds of 1 to 1, except that the certificate holder shall 

extract a vigorish from the winning players in an amount equal 

to 5% of the amount won. When collecting the vigorish, the 

certificate holder may round off the vigorish to 25¢ or the next 

highest multiple of 25¢. A certificate holder shall collect the 

vigorish from a player at the time the winning payout is made. 

 (b) The certificate holder shall pay each winning Pair Fortunes 

Wager at the odds in the following payout table: 

Hand Payout 
  

Gee Joon Pair and Heaven Pair 300 to 1   

Two pair 25 to 1   

Gee Joon Pair 8 to 1   

Mixed Pair 4 to 1   

Identical Pair 3 to 1   

 (c) The certificate holder shall pay each winning Sum Wager in 

accordance with one of the following payout tables selected by 

the certificate holder in its Rules Submission: 

Sum of Dice Paytable A    Sum of Dice Paytable B   
  

17 25 to 1    3 25 to 1     

16 6 to 1    8 4 to 1     

8 3 to 1    9 2 to 1     
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Paytable C   

 
Paytable D   

  
Any three match 3 to 1   Any series of three 15 to 2     

Any two match 1 to 1   
  

  

 (d) The certificate holder shall pay each winning Match Wager at 

the odds in the following payout table: 

 
Payout 

  
Triple match 100 to 1   

Double match 6 to 1   

 (e) The certificate holder shall pay out each winning Beat It 

Wager in accordance with one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission: 

 
Paytable A Paytable B 

  
Red die beats sum of blue dice by     

 4 points 50 to 1 60 to 1   

 2 or 3 points 10 to 1 10 to 1   

 Tie or 1 point 1 to 1 1 to 1   

 

Paytable 

C 
  

Any die beats sum of other two 
by [one] 1 or more points 

5 to 2   

 
 

CHAPTER 623a. CRAPS AND MINI-CRAPS 
Sec. 
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623a.1.    Definitions.  

623a.2.    Craps and Mini-Craps tables; physical 

characteristics.  

623a.3.    Wagers.  

623a.4.    Making and removal of wagers.  

623a.5.    Payout odds.  

623a.6.    Supplemental wagers made after the come out roll in 

support of Pass, Don’t Pass, Come and Don’t Come Bets (taking 

and laying odds).  

623a.7.    Dice retention and selection.  

623a.8.    Throw of the dice; invalid roll of the dice.  

623a.9.    Point throw; settlement of wagers.  

623a.10.    Continuation of shooter; selection of new shooter.  

623a.11.    Additional procedures and rules for the Fire Bet.  

623a.12.    Additional procedures and rules for Bonus Craps. 

 

§ 623a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Boxperson—An employee of a certificate holder whose primary 

function is to participate in and supervise the conduct of 

gaming at a single Craps table.  

   Buy Bet—A Place Bet to Win which offers a payout of true 
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odds.  

   Call Bet—A wager made without cash or chips for a known 

customer.  

   Come out point—A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 thrown by the 

shooter on the come out roll.  

   Come out roll—The first roll of the dice at the opening of 

the game and the first roll of the dice after a decision with 

respect to a Pass Bet and Don’t Pass Bet has been effected.  

   Come point—A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 thrown by the 

shooter on the next roll following placement of a Come Bet or 

Don’t Come Bet.  

   Lay Bet—A Place Bet to Lose which offers a payout of true 

odds.  

   Stickperson—An employee of a certificate holder whose primary 

function is to control the selection and use of the dice at a 

Craps table. 

§ 623a.2. Craps and Mini-Craps tables; physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Craps and Mini-Craps shall be played on an oblong table 

with rounded corners and high walled sides. 

 (b)  A Craps table may not be larger than 14 feet in length. 

 (c)  A Mini-Craps table may not be longer than 9 1/2 feet in 

length and have seating locations for a maximum of nine players. 

 (d)  The layout for a Craps or Mini-Craps table shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in 
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accordance with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table 

game layouts, signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Specific areas designated for the placement of wagers 

authorized under §  623a.3 (relating to wagers). 

   (3)  The words ‘‘no call bets.’’ 

   (4)  If the certificate holder offers the Fire Bet in 

accordance with §  623a.11 (relating to additional procedures 

and rules for the Fire Bet): 

     (i)   No more than 16 areas designated for the placement of 

Fire Bets. The Fire Bet areas must be located around the 

perimeter of the layout, corresponding to player positions at 

the table, and sequentially numbered in a clockwise direction, 

with the area numbered 1 being located immediately to the left 

of the boxperson or dealer. 

     (ii)   A designated area of the layout for the relocation 

and identification of all Fire Bets placed by players prior to 

the come out roll of a shooter. The designated area must be 

located in front of the boxperson and contain numbered areas 

which correspond to the location of the numbered areas described 

in subparagraph (i). 

     (iii)   The following information, visible to all player 

positions, on the inside wall of the table: 
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       (A)   The payout odds for four, five and six different 

unique points made. 

       (B)   Fire Bets shall be accepted only prior to a 

shooter’s initial come out roll. 

       (C)   The wager limitations applicable to the Fire Bet. 

   (5)  If the certificate holder offers Bonus Craps: 

     (i)   A designated area of the layout in front of the 

boxperson for the placement of the following wagers: 

       (A)   The All Small Wager. 

       (B)   The All Or Nothing At All Wager. 

       (C)   The All Tall Wager. 

     (ii)   A designated area of the layout for the placement of 

a marker button on numbers 2 through 6 and numbers 8 through 12. 

     (iii)   The payout odds for permissible Bonus Craps wagers. 

 (e)  Each Craps and Mini-Craps table must have a drop box and 

tip box attached to the table in locations approved by the 

Bureau of Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). 

§ 623a.3. Wagers. 

 (a)  The following wagers are authorized in the games of Craps 

and Mini-Craps: 

   (1)  A Pass Bet placed on the Pass Line of the layout 

immediately prior to the come out roll. A winning or losing Pass 

Bet shall be determined as follows: 
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     (i)   A Pass Bet shall win if, on the come out roll, 

either: 

       (A)   A total of 7 or 11 is thrown. 

       (B)   A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown and that 

total is thrown again before a 7 is thrown. 

     (ii)   A Pass Bet shall lose if, on the come out roll, 

either: 

       (A)   A total of 2, 3 or 12 is thrown. 

       (B)   A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown and a 7 is 

subsequently thrown before that total is thrown again. 

   (2)  A Don’t Pass Bet placed on the Don’t Pass Line of the 

layout immediately prior to the come out roll. A winning or 

losing Don’t Pass Bet shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Don’t Pass Bet shall win if, on the come out roll, 

either: 

       (A)   A total of 2 or 3 is thrown. 

       (B)   A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown and a 7 is 

subsequently thrown before that total is thrown again. 

     (ii)   A Don’t Pass Bet shall lose if, on the come out 

roll, either: 

       (A)   A total of 7 or 11 is thrown. 

       (B)   A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown and that 

total is thrown again before a 7 is thrown. 
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     (iii)   If a total of 12 is thrown on the come out roll, a 

Don’t Pass Bet shall be void and any Don’t Pass Bets shall be 

returned to the players. 

   (3)  A Come Bet placed on the Come Line of the layout at any 

time after the come out roll. If a 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown 

after the placement of a Come Bet, the dealer shall move the 

Come Bet into the numbered box corresponding to the number that 

was thrown. A winning or losing Come Bet shall be determined as 

follows: 

     (i)   A Come Bet shall win if either: 

       (A)   A total of 7 or 11 is thrown on the roll 

immediately following placement of the Come Bet. 

       (B)   A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown on the 

roll immediately following placement of the Come Bet and that 

total is thrown again before a 7 is thrown. 

     (ii)   A Come Bet shall lose if either: 

       (A)   A total of 2, 3 or 12 is thrown on the roll 

immediately following placement of the Come Bet. 

       (B)   A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown on the 

roll immediately following placement of the Come Bet and a 7 is 

subsequently thrown before that total is thrown again. 

   (4)  A Don’t Come Bet placed on the Don’t Come Line of the 

layout at any time after the come out roll. If a 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 

or 10 is thrown after the placement of a Don’t Come Bet, the 
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dealer shall move the Don’t Come Bet into a box adjacent to the 

numbered box corresponding to the number that was thrown. A 

winning or losing Don’t Come Bet shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Don’t Come Bet shall win if either: 

       (A)   A total of 2 or 3 is thrown on the roll immediately 

following placement of the Don’t Come Bet. 

       (B)   A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown on the 

roll immediately following placement of the Don’t Come Bet and a 

7 is subsequently thrown before that total is thrown again. 

     (ii)   A Don’t Come Bet shall lose if either: 

       (A)   A total of 7 or 11 is thrown on the roll 

immediately following placement of the Don’t Come Bet. 

       (B)   A total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown on the 

roll immediately following placement of the Don’t Come Bet and 

that total is thrown again before a 7 is thrown. 

     (iii)   If a total of 12 is thrown on the roll immediately 

following placement of a Don’t Come Bet, the Don’t Come Bet 

shall be void and any Don’t Come Bets shall be returned to the 

players. 

   (5)  A Place Bet to Win on any of the numbers 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 

or 10 that may be made at any time. A Place Bet to Win shall be 

inactive on a come out roll unless called ‘‘on’’ by the player 

and confirmed by the dealer through placement of an ‘‘on’’ 
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marker button on top of the player’s wager. A winning or losing 

Place Bet to Win shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Place Bet to Win shall win if the number on which 

the wager was placed is thrown before a 7 is thrown. 

     (ii)   A Place Bet to Win shall lose if a 7 is thrown 

before the number on which the wager was placed is thrown. 

   (6)  A Place Bet to Lose placed in a box adjacent to any of 

the numbers 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 that may be made at any time. A 

Place Bet to Lose shall be inactive on a come out roll unless 

called ‘‘on’’ by the player and confirmed by the dealer through 

placement of an ‘‘on’’ marker button on top of the player’s 

wager. A winning or losing Place Bet to Lose shall be determined 

as follows: 

     (i)   A Place Bet to Lose shall win if a 7 is thrown before 

the particular number against which the wager is placed is 

thrown. 

     (ii)   A Place Bet to Lose shall lose if the particular 

number against which the wager is placed is thrown before a 7 is 

thrown. 

   (7)  A Four the Hardway Bet placed in a box which shows two 

dice, each of which displays a value of 2, that may be made at 

any time. A Four the Hardway Bet shall be inactive on the come 

out roll unless called ‘‘on’’ by the player and confirmed by the 

dealer through placement of an ‘‘on’’ marker button on top of 
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the player’s wager. A winning or losing Four the Hardway Bet 

shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Four the Hardway Bet shall win if a total of 4 is 

thrown with a 2 appearing on each die before a 4 is thrown in 

any other way or before a 7 is thrown. 

     (ii)   A Four the Hardway Bet shall lose if a total of 4 is 

thrown without a 2 appearing on each die or a 7 is thrown before 

a total of 4 is thrown with a 2 appearing on each die. 

   (8)  A Six the Hardway Bet placed in a box which shows two 

dice, each of which displays a value of 3, that may be made at 

any time. A Six the Hardway Bet shall be inactive on the come 

out roll unless called ‘‘on’’ by the player and confirmed by the 

dealer through placement of an ‘‘on’’ marker button on top of 

the player’s wager. A winning or losing Six the Hardway Bet 

shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Six the Hardway Bet shall win if a total of 6 is 

thrown with a 3 appearing on each die before a 6 is thrown in 

any other way or before a 7 is thrown. 

     (ii)   A Six the Hardway Bet shall lose if a total of 6 is 

thrown without a 3 appearing on each die or a 7 is thrown before 

a total of 6 is thrown with a 3 appearing on each die. 

   (9)  An Eight the Hardway Bet placed in a box which shows two 

dice, each of which displays a value of 4, that may be made at 

any time. An Eight the Hardway Bet shall be inactive on the come 
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out roll unless called ‘‘on’’ by the player and confirmed by the 

dealer through placement of an ‘‘on’’ marker button on top of 

the player’s wager. A winning or losing Eight the Hardway Bet 

shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   An Eight the Hardway Bet shall win if a total of 8 is 

thrown with a 4 appearing on each die before an 8 is thrown in 

any other way or before a 7 is thrown. 

     (ii)   An Eight the Hardway Bet shall lose if a total of 8 

is thrown without a 4 appearing on each die or a 7 is thrown 

before a total of 8 is thrown with a 4 appearing on each die. 

   (10)  A Ten the Hardway Bet placed in a box which shows two 

dice, each of which displays a value of 5, that may be made at 

any time. A Ten the Hardway Bet shall be inactive on the come 

out roll unless called ‘‘on’’ by the player and confirmed by the 

dealer through placement of an ‘‘on’’ marker button on top of 

the player’s wager. A winning or losing Ten the Hardway Bet 

shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Ten the Hardway Bet shall win if a total of 10 is 

thrown with a 5 appearing on each die before a 10 is thrown in 

any other way or before a 7 is thrown. 

     (ii)   A Ten the Hardway Bet shall lose if a total of 10 is 

thrown without a 5 appearing on each die or a 7 is thrown before 

a total of 10 is thrown with a 5 appearing on each die. 
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   (11)  A Field Bet placed in a box which shows the numbers 2, 

3, 4, 9, 10, 11 and 12 that may be made at any time. A winning 

or losing Field Bet shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Field Bet shall win if a 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11 or 12 

is thrown on the roll immediately following placement of the 

Field Bet. 

     (ii)   A Field Bet shall lose if a 5, 6, 7 or 8 is thrown 

on the roll immediately following placement of the Field Bet. 

   (12)  An Any Seven Bet placed in a box which contains the 

phrase ‘‘Any Seven’’ that may be made at any time. A winning or 

losing Any Seven Bet shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   An Any Seven Bet shall win if a 7 is thrown on the 

roll immediately following placement of the Any Seven Bet. 

     (ii)   An Any Seven Bet shall lose if any total other than 

a 7 is thrown on the roll immediately following placement of the 

Any Seven Bet. 

   (13)  An Any Craps Bet placed in a box which contains the 

phrase ‘‘Any Craps’’ that may be made at any time. A winning or 

losing Any Craps Bet shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   An Any Craps Bet shall win if a 2, 3 or 12 is thrown 

on the roll immediately following placement of the Any Craps 

Bet. 
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     (ii)   An Any Craps Bet shall lose if any total other than 

a 2, 3 or 12 is thrown on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Any Craps Bet. 

   (14)  A Craps Two Bet placed in a box which shows two dice, 

each of which displays a value of 1, that may be made at any 

time. A winning or losing Craps Two Bet shall be determined as 

follows: 

     (i)   A Craps Two Bet shall win if a 2 is thrown on the 

roll immediately following placement of the Craps Two Bet. 

     (ii)   A Craps Two Bet shall lose if any total other than a 

2 is thrown on the roll immediately following placement of the 

Craps Two Bet. 

   (15)  A Craps Three Bet placed in a box which shows two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 1 and the other of which 

displays a value of 2, that may be made at any time. A winning 

or losing Craps Three Bet shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Craps Three Bet shall win if a 3 is thrown on the 

roll immediately following placement of the Craps Three Bet. 

     (ii)   A Craps Three Bet shall lose if any total other than 

a 3 is thrown on the roll immediately following placement of the 

Craps Three Bet. 

   (16)  A Craps Twelve Bet placed in a box which shows two 

dice, each of which displays a value of 6, that may be made at 
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any time. A winning or losing Craps Twelve Bet shall be 

determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Craps Twelve Bet shall win if a 12 is thrown on the 

roll immediately following placement of the Craps Twelve Bet. 

     (ii)   A Craps Twelve Bet shall lose if any total other 

than a 12 is thrown on the roll immediately following placement 

of the Craps Twelve Bet. 

   (17)  An 11 in One Roll Bet placed in a box which shows two 

dice, one of which displays a value of 5 and the other of which 

displays a value of 6, that may be made at any time. A winning 

or losing 11 in One Roll Bet shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   An 11 in One Roll Bet shall win if an 11 is thrown on 

the roll immediately following placement of the 11 in One Roll 

Bet. 

     (ii)   An 11 in One Roll Bet shall lose if any total other 

than an 11 is thrown on the roll immediately following placement 

of the 11 in One Roll Bet. 

   (18)  A Craps-Eleven or C and E Bet placed in an area on the 

table layout that contains the letters ‘‘C’’ and ‘‘E’’ that may 

be made at any time. A winning or losing Craps-Eleven or C and E 

Bet shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Craps-Eleven or C and E Bet shall win if a 2, 3, 11 

or 12 is rolled immediately following placement of the Craps-

Eleven or C and E Bet. 
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     (ii)   A Craps-Eleven or C and E Bet shall lose if any 

total other than a 2, 3, 11 or 12 is thrown on the roll 

immediately following placement of the Craps-Eleven or C and E 

Bet. 

   (19)  A Horn Bet placed in a box which contains the words 

‘‘Horn Bet’’ that may be made at any time. A Horn Bet shall be 

placed in units of four. A winning or losing Horn Bet shall be 

determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Horn Bet shall win if a 2, 3, 11 or 12 is thrown on 

the roll immediately following placement of the Horn Bet. 

     (ii)   A Horn Bet shall lose if any total other than a 2, 

3, 11 or 12 is thrown on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Horn Bet. 

   (20)  A Horn High Bet placed in a box which contains the 

words ‘‘Horn High Bet’’ and two dice with a total value of 2, 3, 

11 or 12 that may be made at any time. A Horn High Bet shall be 

placed in units of five. A certificate holder that does not have 

a designated area on its layout for the acceptance of a Horn 

High Bet shall break down a Horn High Bet into two separate 

wagers of four units on the Horn Bet and one unit on one of the 

boxes which contain two dice with a total value of 2, 3, 11 or 

12. A winning or losing Horn High Bet shall be determined as 

follows: 
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     (i)   A Horn High Bet shall win if a 2, 3, 11 or 12 is 

thrown on the roll immediately following placement of the Horn 

High Bet. 

     (ii)   A Horn High Bet shall lose if any total other than a 

2, 3, 11 or 12 is thrown on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Horn High Bet. 

   (21)  A Whirl Bet placed in a box which contains the words 

‘‘Whirl Bet’’ that may be made at any time. A Whirl Bet shall be 

placed in units of five. A certificate holder that does not have 

a designated area on its layout for the acceptance of a Whirl 

Bet shall break down a Whirl Bet into two separate wagers of 

four units on the Horn Bet and one unit on the Any Seven Bet. A 

winning or losing Whirl Bet shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Whirl Bet shall win if a 2, 3, 7, 11 or 12 is 

thrown on the roll immediately following placement of the Whirl 

Bet. 

     (ii)   A Whirl Bet shall lose if any total other than a 2, 

3, 7, 11 or 12 is thrown on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Horn High Bet. 

   (22)  A Four the Hardway on the Hop Bet placed in an area on 

the layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A winning 

or losing Four the Hardway on the Hop Bet shall be determined as 

follows: 
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     (i)   A Four the Hardway on the Hop Bet shall win if a 

total of 4 is thrown with a 2 appearing on each die on the roll 

immediately following placement of the Four the Hardway on the 

Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   A Four the Hardway on the Hop Bet shall lose if any 

other combination is thrown on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Four the Hardway on The Hop Bet. 

   (23)  A Six the Hardway on the Hop Bet placed in an area on 

the layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A winning 

or losing Six the Hardway on the Hop Bet shall be determined as 

follows: 

     (i)   A Six the Hardway on the Hop Bet shall win if a total 

of 6 is thrown with a 3 appearing on each die on the roll 

immediately following placement of the Six the Hardway on the 

Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   A Six the Hardway on the Hop Bet shall lose if any 

other combination is thrown on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Six the Hardway on the Hop Bet. 

   (24)  An Eight the Hardway on the Hop Bet placed in an area 

on the layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A 

winning or losing Eight the Hardway on the Hop Bet shall be 

determined as follows: 

     (i)   An Eight the Hardway on the Hop Bet shall win if a 

total of 8 is thrown with a 4 appearing on each die on the roll 
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immediately following placement of the Eight the Hardway on the 

Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   An Eight the Hardway on the Hop Bet shall lose if 

any other combination is thrown on the roll immediately 

following placement of the Eight the Hardway on the Hop Bet. 

   (25)  A Ten the Hardway on the Hop Bet placed in an area on 

the layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A winning 

or losing Ten the Hardway on the Hop Bet shall be determined as 

follows: 

     (i)   A Ten the Hardway on the Hop Bet shall win if a total 

of 10 is thrown with a 5 appearing on each die on the roll 

immediately following placement of the Ten the Hardway on the 

Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   A Ten the Hardway on the Hop Bet shall lose if any 

other combination is thrown on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Ten the Hardway on the Hop Bet. 

   (26)  A One-Three or Ace-Trey on the Hop Bet placed in an 

area on the layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A 

winning or losing One-Three or Ace-Trey on the Hop Bet shall be 

determined as follows: 

     (i)   A One-Three or Ace-Trey on the Hop Bet shall win if a 

total of 4 is thrown with a 1 appearing on one die and a 3 

appearing on the other die on the roll immediately following 

placement of the One-Three or Ace-Trey on the Hop Bet. 
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     (ii)   A One-Three or Ace-Trey on the Hop Bet shall lose if 

any other combination is thrown on the roll immediately 

following placement of the One-Three or Ace-Trey on the Hop Bet. 

   (27)  A One-Four or Ace-Four on the Hop Bet placed in an area 

on the layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A 

winning or losing One-Four or Ace-Four on the Hop Bet shall be 

determined as follows: 

     (i)   A One-Four or Ace-Four on the Hop Bet shall win if a 

total of 5 is thrown with a 1 appearing on one die and a 4 

appearing on the other die on the roll immediately following 

placement of the One-Four or Ace-Four on the Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   A One-Four or Ace-Four on the Hop Bet shall lose if 

any other combination is thrown on the roll immediately 

following placement of the One-Four or Ace-Four on the Hop Bet. 

   (28)  A Two-Three or Deuce-Trey on the Hop Bet placed in an 

area on the layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A 

winning or losing Two-Three or Deuce-Trey on the Hop Bet shall 

be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Two-Three or Deuce-Trey on the Hop Bet shall win if 

a total of 5 is thrown with a 2 appearing on one die and a 3 

appearing on the other die on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Two-Three or Deuce-Trey on the Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   A Two-Three or Deuce-Trey on the Hop Bet shall lose 

if any other combination is thrown on the roll immediately 
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following placement of the Two-Three or Deuce-Trey on the Hop 

Bet. 

   (29)  A One-Five or Ace-Five on the Hop Bet placed in an area 

on the layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A 

winning or losing One-Five or Ace-Five on the Hop Bet shall be 

determined as follows: 

     (i)   A One-Five or Ace-Five on the Hop Bet shall win if a 

total of 6 is thrown with a 1 appearing on one die and a 5 

appearing on the other die on the roll immediately following 

placement of the One-Five or Ace-Five on the Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   A One-Five or Ace-Five on the Hop Bet shall lose if 

any other combination is thrown on the roll immediately 

following placement of the One-Five or Ace-Five on the Hop Bet. 

   (30)  A Two-Four or Deuce-Four on the Hop Bet placed in an 

area on the layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A 

winning or losing Two-Four or Deuce-Four on the Hop Bet shall be 

determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Two-Four or Deuce-Four on the Hop Bet shall win if 

a total of 6 is thrown with a 2 appearing on one die and a 4 

appearing on the other die on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Two-Four or Deuce-Four on the Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   A Two-Four or Deuce-Four on the Hop Bet shall lose 

if any other combination is thrown on the roll immediately 

following placement of the One-Five or Ace-Five on the Hop Bet. 
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   (31)  A One-Six or Ace-Six on the Hop Bet placed in an area 

on the layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A 

winning or losing One-Six or Ace-Six on the Hop Bet shall be 

determined as follows: 

     (i)   A One-Six or Ace-Six on the Hop Bet shall win if a 

total of 7 is thrown with a 1 appearing on one die and a 6 

appearing on the other die on the roll immediately following 

placement of the One-Six or Ace-Six on the Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   A One-Six or Ace-Six on the Hop Bet shall lose if 

any other combination is thrown on the roll immediately 

following placement of the One-Six or Ace-Six on the Hop Bet. 

   (32)  A Two-Five or Deuce-Five on the Hop Bet placed in an 

area on the layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A 

winning or losing Two-Five or Deuce-Five on the Hop Bet shall be 

determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Two-Five or Deuce-Five on the Hop Bet shall win if 

a total of 7 is thrown with a 2 appearing on one die and a 5 

appearing on the other die on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Two-Five or Deuce-Five on the Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   A Two-Five or Deuce-Five on the Hop Bet shall lose 

if any other combination is thrown on the roll immediately 

following placement of the Two-Five or Deuce-Five on the Hop 

Bet. 
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   (33)  A Three-Four or Trey-Four on the Hop Bet placed in an 

area on the layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A 

winning or losing Three-Four or Trey-Four on the Hop Bet shall 

be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Three-Four or Trey-Four on the Hop Bet shall win if 

a total of 7 is thrown with a 3 appearing on one die and a 4 

appearing on the other die on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Three-Four or Trey-Four on the Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   A Three-Four or Trey-Four on the Hop Bet shall lose 

if any other combination is thrown on the roll immediately 

following placement of the Three-Four or Trey-Four on the Hop 

Bet. 

   (34)  A Two-Six or Deuce-Six on the Hop Bet placed in an area 

on the layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A 

winning or losing Two-Six or Deuce-Six on the Hop Bet shall be 

determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Two-Six or Deuce-Six on the Hop Bet shall win if a 

total of 8 is thrown with a 2 appearing on one die and a 6 

appearing on the other die on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Two-Six or Deuce-Six on the Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   A Two-Six or Deuce-Six on the Hop Bet shall lose if 

any other combination is thrown on the roll immediately 

following placement of the Two-Six or Deuce-Six on the Hop Bet. 
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   (35)  A Three-Five or Trey-Five on the Hop Bet placed in an 

area on the layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A 

winning or losing Three-Five or Trey-Five on the Hop Bet shall 

be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Three-Five or Trey-Five on the Hop Bet shall win if 

a total of 8 is thrown with a 3 appearing on one die and a 5 

appearing on the other die on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Three-Five or Trey-Five on the Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   A Three-Five or Trey-Five on the Hop Bet shall lose 

if any other combination is thrown on the roll immediately 

following placement of the Three-Five or Trey-Five on the Hop 

Bet. 

   (36)  A Three-Six or Trey-Six on the Hop Bet placed in an 

area on the layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A 

winning or losing Bet shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Three-Six or Trey-Six on the Hop Bet shall win if a 

total of 9 is thrown with a 3 appearing on one die and a 6 

appearing on the other die on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Three-Six or Trey-Six on the Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   A Three-Six or Trey-Six on the Hop Bet shall lose if 

any other combination is thrown on the roll immediately 

following placement of the Three-Six or Trey-Six on the Hop Bet. 
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   (37)  A Four-Five on the Hop Bet placed in an area on the 

layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A winning or 

losing Four-Five on the Hop Bet shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Four-Five on the Hop Bet shall win if a total of 9 

is thrown with a 4 appearing on one die and a 5 appearing on the 

other die on the roll immediately following placement of the 

Four-Five on the Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   A Four-Five on the Hop Bet shall lose if any other 

combination is thrown on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Four-Five on the Hop Bet. 

   (38)  A Four-Six on the Hop Bet placed in an area on the 

layout for this bet that may be made at any time. A winning or 

losing Bet shall be determined as follows: 

     (i)   A Four-Six on the Hop Bet shall win if a total of 10 

is thrown with a 4 appearing on one die and a 6 appearing on the 

other die on the roll immediately following placement of the 

Four-Six on the Hop Bet. 

     (ii)   A Four-Six on the Hop Bet shall lose if any other 

combination is thrown on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Four-Six on the Hop Bet. 

   (39)  A 6-7-8 Bet placed in an area on the layout for this 

bet that may be made at any time. A winning or losing 6-7-8 Bet 

shall be determined as follows: 
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     (i)   A 6-7-8 Bet shall win if a total of 6, 7 or 8 is 

thrown on the roll immediately following placement of the 6-7-8 

Bet. 

     (ii)   A 6-7-8 Bet shall lose if a 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11 or 

12 is thrown on the roll immediately following placement of the 

6-7-8 Bet. 

   (40)  A Fire Bet that may only be made prior to the come out 

roll of a new shooter. 

     (i)   A Fire Bet shall win if at least four different 

unique point totals of either 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 are made by 

the shooter before a 7 is thrown. 

     (ii)   A Fire Bet shall lose if less than four different 

unique point totals of either 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 or 10 are made by 

the shooter before a 7 is thrown. 

   (41)  In addition to Place Bets to Win on 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 

10, a certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer players the option of placing a Buy Bet to 

receive true odds on the Place Bet to Win. A Buy Bet shall be 

inactive on a come out roll unless called ‘‘on’’ by the player 

and confirmed by the dealer through placement of an ‘‘on’’ 

marker button on top of the player’s wager. A winning or losing 

Buy Bet shall be determined as follows: 
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     (i)   A Buy Bet shall win if the number on which the wager 

was placed is thrown before a 7 is thrown. 

     (ii)   A Buy Bet shall lose if a 7 is thrown before the 

number on which the wager was placed is thrown. 

   (42)  In addition to or in lieu of the Place Bets to Lose on 

4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10, a certificate holder may, if specified in 

its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, offer players the option 

of placing a Lay Bet to receive true odds on the Place Bet to 

Lose. A Lay Bet shall be active on a come out roll unless called 

‘‘off’’ by the player and confirmed by the dealer through 

placement of an ‘‘off’’ marker button on top of the player’s 

wager. A winning or losing Lay Bets shall be determined as 

follows: 

     (i)   A Lay Bet shall win if a 7 is thrown before the 

particular number against which the wager is placed is thrown. 

     (ii)   A Lay Bet shall lose if the particular number 

against which the wager is placed is thrown before a 7 is 

thrown. 

   (43)  If Bonus Craps is being offered, the following wagers 

may be made immediately prior to the come out roll: 

     (i)   An All Small Wager which will win if all of the 

numbers 2 through 6 are thrown before a 7 is thrown. 
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     (ii)   An All Or Nothing At All Wager which shall win if 

all of the numbers 2 through 6 and 8 through 12 are thrown 

before a 7 is thrown. 

     (iii)   An All Tall Wager which shall win if all numbers 8 

through 12 are thrown before a 7 is thrown. 

 (b)  Except as permitted under §  623a.6(e) (relating to 

supplemental wagers made after the come out roll in support of 

Pass, Don’t Pass, Come and Don’t Come Bets (taking and laying 

odds)), the amount of a Craps or Mini-Craps wager: 

   (1)  May not be less than the minimum wager. 

   (2)  May not be more than the maximum wager. 

 (c)  The minimum and maximum wagers shall be posted at each 

Craps or Mini-Craps table. 

§ 623a.4. Making and removal of wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers shall be made before the dice are thrown. 

 (b)  Wagers shall be made by placing value chips or plaques on 

the appropriate areas of the layout. Verbal wagers accompanied 

by cash may be accepted provided that they are confirmed by the 

dealer and the cash is expeditiously converted into value chips 

or plaques. 

 (c)  A wager made on any bet may be removed or reduced at any 

time prior to a roll that decides the outcome of the wager 

except that: 
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   (1)  A Pass Bet may not be wagered, removed or reduced after 

a come out point is established with respect to the Pass Bet. 

   (2)  A Come Bet may not be removed or reduced after a come 

point is established with respect to the Come Bet. 

   (3)  A Fire Bet may not be reduced or increased at any time, 

and may not be removed prior to the throwing of a loser 7. 

   (4)  Any of the Bonus Craps wagers may not be reduced or 

increased at any time. 

 (d)  A Don’t Come Bet and a Don’t Pass Bet may be removed or 

reduced at any time but may not be replaced or increased after 

the bet has been removed or reduced. 

 (e)  Only players who are seated at a Mini-Craps table may 

place a wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager, 

that player shall remain seated until the completion of the 

round of play. 

§ 623a.5. Payout odds. 

 (a)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Craps and 

Mini-Craps wagers as follows:  

Wager Payout Odds 

Pass Bet 1 to 1 

Don’t Pass Bet 1 to 1 

Come Bet 1 to 1 

Don’t Come Bet 1 to 1 
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Place Bet to Win on 4 9 to 5 

Place Bet to Win on 5 7 to 5 

Place Bet to Win on 6 7 to 6 

Place Bet to Win on 8 7 to 6 

Place Bet to Win on 9 7 to 5 

Place Bet to Win on 10 9 to 5 

Place Bet to Lose on 4 5 to 11 

Place Bet to Lose on 5 5 to 8 

Place Bet to Lose on 6 4 to 5 

Place Bet to Lose on 8 4 to 5 

Place Bet to Lose on 9 5 to 8 

Place Bet to Lose on 10 5 to 11 

Four the Hardway Bet 7 to 1 

Six the Hardway Bet 9 to 1 

Eight the Hardway Bet 9 to 1 

Ten the Hardway Bet 7 to 1 

Field Bet:  

On a 3, 4, 9, 10 or 11 1 to 1 

On a 2 or 12 2 to 1 

Any Seven Bet 4 to 1 

Any Craps Bet 7 to 1 
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Craps 2 Bet 30 to 1 

Craps 3 Bet 15 to 1 

Craps 12 Bet 30 to 1 

11 in One Roll 15 to 1 

Four the Hardway on the Hop Bet 30 to 1 

Six the Hardway on the Hop Bet 30 to 1 

Eight the Hardway on the Hop Bet 30 to 1 

Ten the Hardway on the Hop Bet 30 to 1 

One-Three or Ace-Trey on the Hop Bet 15 to 1 

One-Four or Ace-Four on the Hop Bet 15 to 1 

One-Five or Ace-Five on the Hop Bet 15 to 1 

One-Six or Ace-Six on the Hop Bet 15 to 1 

Two-Three or Deuce-Trey on the Hop Bet 15 to 1 

Two-Four or Deuce-Four on the Hop Bet 15 to 1 

Two-Five or Deuce-Five on the Hop Bet 15 to 1 

Two-Six or Deuce-Six on the Hop Bet 15 to 1 

Three-Four or Trey-Four on the Hop Bet 15 to 1 

Three-Five or Trey-Five on the Hop Bet 15 to 1 

Three-Six or Trey-Six on the Hop Bet 15 to 1 

Four-Five on the Hop Bet 15 to 1 

Four-Six on the Hop Bet 15 to 1 
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6-7-8 Bet:  

On a 6 that is a One-Five or 1 to 1 

 Two-Four, on any 7 or an 8 that is a  

 Two-Six or Three-Five  

On a 6 that is a Three-Three or an 8 that  

 is a Four-Four 2 to 1 

 (b)  A Craps-Eleven or C and E Bet shall be paid as if 1/2 of 

the Craps-Eleven or C and E Bet had been placed as an Any Craps 

Bet (7 to 1) and 1/2 as an 11 in One Roll (15 to 1), and shall 

be paid as if two separate wagers were made for the one roll. 

 (c)  A Horn Bet shall be paid as if it were four separate 

wagers on the 2, 3, 11 and 12, each of which equaling 25% of the 

Horn Bet. 

 (d)  A Horn High Bet shall be paid as if it were four separate 

wagers on the 2, 3, 11 and 12, each of which equaling 20% of the 

Horn High Bet and a fifth wager on the 2, 3, 11 or 12, equaling 

20% of the Horn High Bet. 

 (e)  A Whirl Bet shall be paid as if it were two separate 

wagers with four units wagered as a Horn Bet and one unit 

wagered as an Any Seven Bet. 

 (f)  A winning Fire Bet shall be paid once for the highest 

number of different unique points made at the odds in one of the 

following pay tables selected by the certificate holder in its 
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Rules Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions).  

Individual Unique Points Made Payout A Payout B 

Four Points 24 to 1 39 to 1 

Five Points 249 to 1 199 to 1 

Six or More Points 999 to 1 499 to 1 

 (g)  A certificate holder that offers Buy Bets and Lay Bets: 

   (1)  Shall pay winning Buy Bet wagers as follows:  

Wager Payout Odds 

Buy Bet on the 4 2 to 1 

Buy Bet on the 5 3 to 2 

Buy Bet on the 6 6 to 5 

Buy Bet on the 8 6 to 5 

Buy Bet on the 9 3 to 2 

Buy Bet on the 10 2 to 1 

   (2)  Shall pay winning Lay Bet wagers as follows:  

Wager Payout Odds 

Lay Bet against the 4 1 to 2 

Lay Bet against the 5 2 to 3 

Lay Bet against the 6 5 to 6 

Lay Bet against the 8 5 to 6 
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Lay Bet against the 9 2 to 3 

Lay Bet against the 10 1 to 2 

   (3)  May collect a vigorish of up to 5%, as specified in the 

certificate holder’s Rules Submission, in accordance with the 

following requirements: 

     (i)   For Buy Bets, the certificate holder may utilize one 

of the following vigorish procedures as specified in its Rules 

Submission: 

       (A)   At the time the player makes a Buy Wager, the 

dealer shall collect a vigorish based on the amount wagered on 

the Buy Bet. The vigorish amount collected may not be included 

in the wager amount. 

       (B)   The dealer shall collect a vigorish only on a 

winning Buy Bet. If the certificate holder utilizes this 

vigorish procedure for Buy Bets, it shall specify the wagers on 

which this vigorish will be applicable. For example, vigorish 

based on winning Buy Bets placed on the 4 or 10. 

     (ii)   For Lay Bets, the certificate holder may utilize one 

of the following vigorish procedures as specified in its Rules 

Submission: 

       (A)   At the time the player makes a Lay Wager, the 

dealer shall collect a vigorish based on the amount potentially 

won on the Lay Bet. The vigorish amount collected may not be 

included in the wager amount. 
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       (B)   The dealer shall collect a vigorish only on a 

winning Lay Bet. If the certificate holder utilizes this 

vigorish procedure for Lay Bets, it shall specify the wagers on 

which this vigorish will be applicable. For example, vigorish 

based on winning Lay Bets placed on the 4 or 10. 

 (h)  A certificate holder that offers Bonus Craps in accordance 

with §  623a.3(a)(43) shall pay winning: 

   (1)  All Small Wagers at odds of 34 to 1. 

   (2)  All Or Nothing At All Wagers at odds of 175 to 1. 

   (3)  All Tall Wagers at odds of 34 to 1. 

 (i)  Except as permitted under subsection (g)(3), a certificate 

holder may not charge a percentage, fee or vigorish to a player 

in making any wager in the game of Craps or Mini-Craps. 

 (j)  Except as permitted under §  623a.6(e) (relating to 

supplemental wagers made after the come out roll in support of 

Pass, Don’t Pass, Come and Don’t Come Bets (taking and laying 

odds)), a certificate holder may not accept any wager in excess 

of the maximum bet posted at the table. 

§ 623a.6. Supplemental wagers made after the come out roll in 

support of Pass, Don’t Pass, Come and Don’t Come Bets (taking 

and laying odds). 

 (a)  When a player makes a Pass Bet and a total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 

9 or 10 is thrown on the come out roll, the player may make a 

supplemental wager in support of the Pass Bet which may be 
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limited by the certificate holder to an amount that is equal to 

the amount of the original Pass Bet. If the Pass Bet wins after 

a supplemental wager is made: 

   (1)  The original Pass Bet shall be paid at odds of 1 to 1. 

   (2)  The supplemental wager shall be paid at odds of: 

     (i)   2 to 1 if the come out point was 4 or 10. 

     (ii)   3 to 2 if the come out point was 5 or 9. 

     (iii)   6 to 5 if the come out point was 6 or 8. 

 (b)  When a player makes a Don’t Pass Bet and a total of 4, 5, 

6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown on the come out roll, the player may 

make a supplemental wager in support of the Don’t Pass Bet which 

may be limited by the certificate holder to an amount calculated 

as to provide winnings not in excess of the amount originally 

wagered on the Don’t Pass Bet. If the Don’t Pass Bet wins after 

a supplemental wager is made: 

   (1)  The original Don’t Pass Bet shall be paid at odds of 1 

to 1. 

   (2)  The supplemental wager shall be paid at odds of: 

     (i)   1 to 2 if the come out point was 4 or 10. 

     (ii)   2 to 3 if the come out point was 5 or 9. 

     (iii)   5 to 6 if the come out point was 6 or 8. 

 (c)  When a player makes a Come Bet and a total of 4, 5, 6, 8, 

9 or 10 is thrown on the roll immediately following placement of 

the Come Bet, the player may make a supplemental wager in 
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support of the Come Bet which may be limited by the certificate 

holder to an amount that is equal to the amount of the original 

Come Bet. If the Come Bet wins after a supplemental wager is 

made: 

   (1)  The original Come Bet shall be paid at odds of 1 to 1. 

   (2)  The supplemental wager shall be paid at odds of: 

     (i)   2 to 1 if the come point was 4 or 10. 

     (ii)   3 to 2 if the come point was 5 or 9. 

     (iii)   6 to 5 if the come point was 6 or 8. 

 (d)  When a player makes a Don’t Come Bet and a total of 4, 5, 

6, 8, 9 or 10 is thrown on the roll immediately following 

placement of the Don’t Come Bet, the player may make a 

supplemental wager in support of the Don’t Come Bet which may be 

limited by the certificate holder to an amount calculated as to 

provide winnings not in excess of the amount originally wagered 

on the Don’t Come Bet. If the Don’t Come Bet wins after a 

supplemental wager is made: 

   (1)  The original Don’t Come Bet shall be paid at odds of 1 

to 1. 

   (2)  The supplemental wager shall be paid at odds of: 

     (i)   1 to 2 if the come point was a 4 or 10. 

     (ii)   2 to 3 if the come point was 5 or 9. 

     (iii)   5 to 6 if the come point was 6 or 8. 
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 (e)  Except as permitted under subsection (f), a certificate 

holder may allow a supplemental wager in support of a Pass or 

Come Bet in an amount up to ten times the amount of the original 

Pass or Come Bet. A certificate holder may allow a supplemental 

wager in support of a Don’t Pass or Don’t Come Bet in an amount 

calculated as to provide a winning player with winnings not in 

excess of up to ten times the amount originally wagered on the 

Don’t Pass or Don’t Come Bet. The original Pass, Don’t Pass, 

Come or Don’t Come Bet and any supplemental wager allowed in 

accordance with this subsection shall be paid at the same odds 

as the original and supplemental wagers are paid under 

subsections (a)—(d). 

 (f)  A certificate holder may accept a supplemental wager that 

exceeds an amount that is otherwise authorized by this section 

or posted as the maximum wager permitted if the excess amount of 

the supplemental wager is necessary to facilitate the payouts 

permitted by this section. 

§ 623a.7. Dice retention and selection. 

 (a)  A set of five dice shall be present at the Craps or Mini-

Craps table during gaming. Control of the dice at a Craps table, 

or at a Mini-Craps table with an optional stickperson, shall be 

the responsibility of the stickperson at the table. Control of 

the dice at a Mini-Craps table without an optional stickperson 

shall be the responsibility of the dealer at the table. The 
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stickperson or Mini-Craps dealer shall retain all dice, except 

those in active play, in a dice cup at the table. 

 (b)  At the commencement of play: 

   (1)  For Craps, the stickperson shall offer the set of dice 

to the player immediately to the left of the boxperson at the 

table. If that player rejects the dice, the stickperson shall 

offer the dice to each of the other players in turn clockwise 

around the table until one of the players accepts the dice. 

   (2)  For Mini-Craps, the dealer or the optional Mini-Craps 

stickperson shall offer the set of dice to the player 

immediately to his left at the table. If that player rejects the 

dice, the dealer or stickperson shall offer the dice to each of 

the other players in turn clockwise around the table until one 

of the players accepts the dice. 

 (c)  The first player to accept the dice when offered shall 

become the shooter who shall select and retain two of the dice 

offered. The remaining dice of the set shall be returned to the 

dice cup which shall: 

   (1)  For Craps, be placed immediately in front of the Craps 

stickperson. 

   (2)  For Mini-Craps, be placed immediately in front of the 

Mini-Craps dealer or stickperson. 

 (d)  A set of five dice used at a Craps or Mini-Craps table 

shall be changed at least once every 24 hours. A new set of dice 
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shall be used when a Craps or Mini-Craps table is reopened for 

gaming, if a die goes off the table during play and is lost or 

if the dice show signs of tampering or alteration or are 

otherwise marked, chipped, scratched or no longer suitable for 

play. 

§ 623a.8. Throw of the dice; invalid roll of the dice. 

 (a)  After selection of the dice, the shooter shall make a Pass 

Bet or Don’t Pass Bet after which the shooter shall throw the 

two selected dice so that they leave the shooter’s hand 

simultaneously and in a manner which causes the dice to strike 

the end of the table farthest from the shooter. 

 (b)  A roll of the dice shall be invalid when either or both of 

the dice go off the table or when one die comes to rest on top 

of the other. 

 (c)  The individuals listed in subsection (d) shall have the 

authority to invalidate a roll of the dice by calling ‘‘no 

roll’’ for any of the following reasons: 

   (1)  The dice do not leave the shooter’s hand simultaneously. 

   (2)  Either or both of the dice fail to strike the end of the 

table farthest from the shooter. 

   (3)  Either or both of the dice come to rest on the chips 

constituting the Craps bank of chips located in front of the 

boxperson. 
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   (4)  Either or both of the dice come to rest in the dice cup 

in front of the Craps stickperson, in front of the Mini-Craps 

dealer or stickperson or on one of the rails surrounding the 

table. 

   (5)  The use of a cheating, crooked or fixed device or 

technique in the roll of the dice. 

   (6)  The Craps boxperson or stickperson, or the Mini-Craps 

dealer or stickperson, considers the throw to be improper. 

 (d)  A throw of the dice which results in the dice coming into 

contact with any chips or plaques on the table, other than the 

Craps bank of chips located in front of the boxperson, will not 

be a cause for a call of ‘‘no roll.’’ 

 (e)  ‘‘No roll’’ may be called: 

   (1)  In Craps, by a boxperson or stickperson. 

   (2)  In Mini-Craps, by the dealer, stickperson or 

floorperson. 

§ 623a.9. Point throw; settlement of wagers. 

 (a)  When the dice come to rest from a valid throw, the Craps 

stickperson or the Mini-Craps dealer or stickperson shall at 

once call out the sum of the numbers on the uppermost or skyward 

sides of the two dice. Only one face on each die shall be 

considered uppermost or skyward. 

 (b)  In the event either or both of the dice do not land flat 

on the table (for example, one edge of the die is resting cocked 
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on a stack of chips), the side directly opposite the side that 

is resting on the chips or other object shall be considered 

uppermost or skyward. If more than one side of a die is resting 

on a stack of chips or other object, the roll shall be void and 

the dice shall be rethrown. 

 (c)  In the event of a dispute as to which face is uppermost: 

   (1)  In Craps, the boxperson shall have discretion to 

determine which face is uppermost or to order the throw be void 

and the dice be rethrown. 

   (2)  In Mini-Craps, the floorperson shall have discretion to 

determine which face is uppermost or to order the throw be void 

and the dice be rethrown. 

 (d)  In Craps, after calling the throw, the stickperson shall 

collect the dice and bring them to the center of the table 

between himself and the boxperson. All wagers decided by that 

throw shall then be settled, following which the stickperson 

shall pass the dice to the shooter for the next throw. When 

collecting the dice and passing them to the shooter, the 

stickperson shall use a stick designed for that purpose. 

 (e)  In Mini-Craps, after calling the throw, the dealer or 

stickperson shall collect the dice and bring them to the center 

of the table. All wagers decided by that throw shall then be 

settled, following which the dealer or stickperson shall pass 

the dice to the shooter for the next throw. When collecting the 
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dice and passing them to the shooter, the dealer or stickperson 

shall use a stick designed for that purpose. 

§ 623a.10. Continuation of shooter; selection of new shooter. 

 (a)  It shall be the option of the shooter, after any roll, 

either to pass the dice or remain the shooter except that: 

   (1)  The shooter shall pass the dice upon throwing a loser 7. 

   (2)  The Craps boxperson or the Mini-Craps dealer may order 

the shooter to pass the dice if the shooter unreasonably delays 

the game, repeatedly makes invalid rolls or violates either the 

act or this part. 

 (b)  If a shooter, after making the come out point, elects not 

to place another Pass Bet or Don’t Pass Bet, and other Come Bets 

or Don’t Come Bets remain on the table, the Craps stickperson or 

the Mini-Craps dealer or stickperson shall offer the dice to the 

player immediately to the left of the previous shooter, as 

provided for in subsection (c). If there are no other players at 

the table, or if no other players at the table elect to make a 

Pass Bet or Don’t Pass Bet to shoot the dice and continue the 

game, the previous shooter shall be allowed to shoot the dice 

without making a Pass Bet or Don’t Pass Bet only for the purpose 

of effecting a decision on the remaining Come Bets or Don’t Come 

Bets. The on/off marker shall be placed on the Don’t Pass Line 

in the off position in front of the shooter to indicate that the 

shooter is rolling the dice only to effectuate a decision for 
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the Come Bets or Don’t Come Bets remaining on the layout. Once 

the remaining Come Bets or Don’t Come Bets have been decided or 

a player wishes to place a Pass Bet or Don’t Pass Bet, the game 

shall proceed in accordance with §  623a.8 (relating to throw of 

the dice; invalid roll of the dice). 

 (c)  When a voluntary or compulsory relinquishment of the dice 

occurs by the shooter, the Craps stickperson or the Mini-Craps 

dealer or stickperson shall offer the complete set of five or 

more dice to the player immediately to the left of the previous 

shooter and, if he does not accept, to each of the other players 

in turn clockwise around the table. 

 (d)  The first player to accept the dice when offered shall 

become the new shooter who shall select and retain two of the 

dice offered. The remaining dice of the set shall be returned to 

the dice cup which shall be placed immediately in front of the 

Craps stickperson or the Mini-Craps dealer or stickperson. 

§ 623a.11. Additional procedures and rules for the Fire Bet. 

 (a)  If a certificate holder elects to offer the Fire Bet in 

the game of Craps as permitted under §  623a.3 (relating to 

wagers), the following additional procedures shall be observed: 

   (1)  Each player shall, prior to a new shooter’s initial come 

out roll, place his Fire Bet on the numbered designated area for 

the placement of Fire Bets that is closest to his position at 

the Craps table. 
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   (2)  When there is a voluntary or compulsory surrender of the 

dice by a shooter under §  623a.10 (relating to continuation of 

shooter; selection of new shooter) prior to the throwing of a 

loser 7, any pending Fire Bet shall be settled upon the 

successor shooter throwing a loser 7. 

   (3)  Once all Fire Bets are placed, the dealer shall bring in 

each Fire Bet in numerical order and place it on the 

corresponding number of the designated area in front of the 

boxperson, where the Fire Bets shall remain until they are 

either lost or paid. 

   (4)  With each individual point made by a shooter, the dealer 

shall place a Fire Bet point marker inscribed with the total 

number of different unique points made by the shooter in the 

area of the table layout containing the number of the point (4, 

5, 6, 8, 9 or 10) which was just made. Each Fire Bet point 

marker must be visually distinguishable from and have a diameter 

larger than any authorized value chip. Fire Bet point markers 

shall be maintained by the boxperson or dealers at the Craps 

table. 

   (5)  Fire Bets shall be collected or paid, as applicable, 

upon a shooter throwing a loser 7. 

   (6)  Once four different unique points are made, the 

surveillance department shall be notified for the purpose of 

confirming all Fire Bets and payouts. 
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 (b)  If a certificate holder elects to offer the Fire Bet in 

the game of Craps under §  623a.3, the following additional 

rules shall apply: 

   (1)  The minimum wager shall be $1 and the maximum wager 

shall be $5 and all wagers shall be made in increments of $1. 

   (2)  When a shooter makes the same point total more than 

once, the total number of different unique points made for 

purposes of settling a Fire Bet do not increment. 

   (3)  The four or more different unique points required to win 

a Fire Bet are not required to be made in any specific order or 

combination. 

§ 623a.12. Additional procedures and rules for Bonus Craps. 

 If a certificate holder elects to offer Bonus Craps as 

permitted under §  623a.3 (relating to wagers), the following 

additional rules and procedures apply: 

   (1)  Prior to a new shooter’s initial come out roll, each 

player may place one or more of the permissible wagers described 

in §  623a.3(43). 

   (2)  The dealer shall place each player’s wagers in the 

corresponding designated area in front of the boxperson, where 

the wagers must remain until they are either collected or paid. 

   (3)  With each point made by a shooter, the dealer shall 

place a marker button inscribed with the point value in the area 

of the table layout containing the point value of the throw (2, 
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3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12) which was just made. Each button 

must be visually distinguishable from and have a diameter larger 

than an authorized value chip. Marker buttons shall be 

maintained by the boxperson or dealers at the Craps table. 

   (4)  Once all numbers necessary for the wager have been 

thrown and marked on the layout with the marker buttons, the 

dealer will pay the winning wagers in accordance with 

§  623a.5(h) (relating to payout odds). For example, if a player 

placed an All Small Wager and an All Or Nothing At All Wager and 

all of the numbers 2 through 6 were thrown and marked before a 7 

was thrown, the dealer shall pay the winning All Small Wager but 

leave the marker buttons on the layout until either all other 

numbers necessary for the All Or Nothing At All Wager are thrown 

or the shooter throws a 7. 

   (5)  If a 7 is thrown at any time, including a 7 on the come 

out roll, the dealer shall collect all Bonus Craps wagers and 

remove all marker buttons from the Bonus Craps area of the 

layout. 

   (6)  The numbers required to win are not required to be made 

in a specific order or combination. 

CHAPTER 625a. SIC BO 
Sec. 

625a.1.    Sic Bo table; Sic Bo shaker; physical 

characteristics.  
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625a.2.    Dice; number of dice.  

625a.3.    Wagers.  

625a.4.    Placement of wagers.  

625a.5.    Procedures for opening and dealing the game.  

625a.6.    Payout odds.  

625a.7.    Irregularities. 

§ 625a.1. Sic Bo table; Sic Bo shaker; physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Each Sic Bo table must have a drop box and tip box 

attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). 

 (b)  Each Sic Bo table must have an area that depicts all 

wagers authorized under §  625a.3 (relating to wagers) and an 

electrical device, approved by the Bureau of Gaming Laboratory 

Operations in accordance with §  461a.4 (relating to submission 

for testing and approval), which illuminates the winning 

combinations on the Sic Bo table after the numeric value of each 

die has been entered by the dealer. 

 (c)  The layout for a Sic Bo table shall be submitted to the 

Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a), and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 
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   (2)  Specific areas designated for the placement of the 

wagers authorized under §  625a.3. 

   (3)  The payout odds, in accordance with §  625a.6 (relating 

to payout odds), for all permissible wagers offered by the 

certificate holder. If the payout odds are not on the layout, a 

sign identifying the payout odds shall be posted at each Sic Bo 

table. 

 (d)  Sic Bo shall be played with a Sic Bo shaker approved in 

accordance with §  601a.10(a), which shall be used to shake the 

dice to arrive at the winning combinations. 

   (1)  A manual Sic Bo shaker shall be designed and constructed 

to maintain the integrity of the game and must, at a minimum, 

adhere to the following specifications: 

     (i)   The Sic Bo shaker must have a compartment to secure 

the three dice and a separate cover which conceals the dice 

while the dealer is shaking the Sic Bo shaker. The compartment 

to secure the three dice must be transparent and the cover which 

conceals the dice must be opaque. 

     (ii)   The Sic Bo shaker must have the capability of being 

sealed or locked to ensure the integrity of the dice contained 

inside the Sic Bo shaker. 

     (iii)   The Sic Bo shaker must have the name or logo of the 

certificate holder thereon. 
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   (2)  An automated Sic Bo shaker, approved by the Bureau of 

Gaming Laboratory Operations in accordance with §  461a.4, may 

be used in the game of Sic Bo, provided that: 

     (i)   The automated Sic Bo shaker must have a transparent 

compartment that is capable of being sealed or locked to secure 

the three dice and, depending on the shaker selected by the 

certificate holder, may utilize a separate opaque cover which 

conceals the dice while the automated Sic Bo shaker is 

activated. 

     (ii)   The procedures for shaking the dice are submitted to 

the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  465a.2 (relating to internal control systems and audit 

protocols). 

     (iii)   The shaker’s location on the Sic Bo table is 

approved by the Bureau of Casino Compliance in accordance with 

§  601a.10(g). 

 (e)  The manual Sic Bo shaker shall be the responsibility of 

the dealer and may not be left unattended while at the table. 

§ 625a.2. Dice; number of dice. 

 (a)  Sic Bo shall be played with three dice, which shall be 

kept inside the Sic Bo shaker while at the Sic Bo table. 

 (b)  The dice that have been placed in a manual Sic Bo shaker 

may not be used for the play of the game for more than 24 hours. 

Dice that have been locked in an automated Sic Bo shaker and 
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comply with the requirements of §  603a.12(c) (relating to dice; 

physical characteristics) may not be used for the play of the 

game for more than 1 month. 

§ 625a.3. Wagers. 

 A player may place the following wagers in the game of Sic Bo: 

   (1)  Three of a Kind which wins if the same number is showing 

on all three dice and the player selected that number to appear 

on all three dice. 

   (2)  Two of a Kind which wins if the same number is showing 

on two of the three dice and the player selected that number to 

appear on two out of the three dice. 

   (3)  Any Three of a Kind which wins if the numeric value on 

all three dice is the same and the player wagered that any of 

the numbers 1 through 6 would appear on all of the three dice. 

   (4)  Total Value Bet which wins if the numeric total of all 

three dice equals the total of the number wagered. 

   (5)  Two Dice Combination which wins when the player wagered 

that a combination of two specific but different numeric values 

would appear on at least two of the dice and the two numeric 

values chosen are showing. 

   (6)  Small Bet which wins if the numeric total of all three 

dice equals any one of the following totals: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 

10 and loses if any other numeric total is shown or if a Three 

of a Kind appears. 
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   (7)  Big Bet which wins if the numeric total of all three 

dice equals any one of the following totals: 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 

16 or 17 and loses if any other numeric total is shown or if a 

Three of a Kind appears. 

   (8)  One of a Kind which wins if one or more of the three 

dice shows a numeric value equal to the number wagered. 

§ 625a.4. Placement of wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Sic Bo shall be made by placing value chips or 

plaques on the appropriate areas of the Sic Bo layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted at the game of 

Sic Bo. 

 (b)  Each player shall be responsible for the correct 

positioning of his wagers on the Sic Bo layout regardless of 

whether the player is assisted by the dealer. Each player shall 

ensure that any instructions given to the dealer regarding the 

placement of wagers are correctly carried out. 

 (c)  Each wager shall be settled in accordance with its 

position on the layout when the dice come to rest and the 

numeric value showing on each die has been entered into the 

electrical device and illuminated at the table. 

§ 625a.5. Procedures for opening and dealing the game. 

 (a)  Prior to opening the Sic Bo table for gaming activity, the 

floorperson assigned to the Sic Bo table shall inspect the 

following items to insure that each is in proper working order: 
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   (1)  The electrical device which causes the winning 

combinations on the Sic Bo table to be illuminated when the 

numeric value of each die has been entered by the dealer. At a 

minimum, the inspection shall be completed by entering three 

numeric values into the electrical device and verifying that all 

winning combinations are properly illuminated. 

   (2)  The automated dice shaker, if one is in use. At a 

minimum, the inspection shall be completed by operating the 

device three times and verifying that the dice are being 

properly tossed. 

 (b)  At the commencement of each round of play, the dealer 

shall either: 

   (1)  Place the cover on the manual Sic Bo shaker and shake 

the Sic Bo shaker at least three times to cause a random mixture 

of the dice. 

   (2)  Activate the automated dice shaker to cause a random 

mixture of the dice. 

 (c)  Prior to revealing the dice in the Sic Bo shaker, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  The dealer shall then remove the cover from the Sic Bo 

shaker, announce the numeric value of each die and enter the 

numeric value of each die into the electrical device on the 

table. The electrical device must illuminate the winning 

combinations on the Sic Bo layout. 
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 (e)  After the winning combinations have been illuminated, the 

dealer shall first collect all losing wagers and then pay off 

all winning wagers at the odds in §  625a.6 (relating to payout 

odds). A manual Sic Bo shaker shall remain uncovered until all 

winning wagers have been paid. 

 (f)  After all losing wagers have been collected and all 

winning wagers have been paid, the dealer shall clear the 

previously illuminated winning combinations from the table. 

 (g) Notwithstanding the requirements in subsections (b) and (c), 

if the certificate holder is utilizing an automated Sic Bo 

shaker without an opaque cover or a player-activated Sic Bo 

shaker, all wagers shall be placed prior to the shaker being 

activated. After the dealer announces “no more bets,” the 

dealer, or a selected player if utilizing a player-activated 

shaker, shall then activate the automated dice shaker and 

complete the requirements in subsections (d)—(f). 

§ 625a.6. Payout odds. 

(a) The certificate holder shall pay out winning Sic Bo wagers at 

the odds in one of the following paytables selected by the 

certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in accordance 

with § 601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions): 

Wager Paytable A Paytable B 

Three of a Kind 150 to 1 180 to 1 
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Two of a Kind 8 to 1 11 to 1 

Any Three of a Kind 24 to 1 31 to 1 

Total Value Bet of 4 50 to 1 62 to 1 

Total Value Bet of 5 18 to 1 31 to 1 

Total Value Bet of 6 14 to 1 18 to 1 

Total Value Bet of 7 12 to 1 12 to 1 

Total Value Bet of 8 8 to 1 8 to 1 

Total Value Bet of 9 6 to 1 7 to 1 

Total Value Bet of 10 6 to 1 6 to 1 

Total Value Bet of 11 6 to 1 6 to 1 

Total Value Bet of 12 6 to 1 7 to 1 

Total Value of Bet 13 8 to 1 8 to 1 

Total Value of Bet 14 12 to 1 12 to 1 

Total Value of Bet 15 14 to 1 18 to 1 

Total Value Bet of 16 18 to 1 31 to 1 

Total Value Bet of 17 50 to 1 62 to 1 

Any Two Dice Combination 5 to 1 6 to 1 

Small Bet 1 to 1 1 to 1 

Big Bet 1 to 1 1 to 1 
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 (b) For purposes of a One of a Kind Wager: 

   (1)  If only one of the dice show the numeric value upon 

which the wager was placed, the One of a Kind Wager shall be 

paid at 1 to 1. 

   (2) If two of the dice show the numeric value upon which the 

wager was placed, the One of a Kind Wager shall be paid at 2 to 

1. 

   (3)  If all three dice show the same numeric value upon which 

the wager was placed and if the certificate holder selected: 

     (i) Paytable A in subsection (a), the One of a Kind Wager 

shall be paid at 3 to 1. 

     (ii) Paytable B in subsection (a), the One of a Kind Wager 

shall be paid at 12 to 1. 

 (c) A certificate holder may list its payouts odds in 

subsections (a) and (b) as either ''to 1'' or ''1 wins.'' 

§ 625a.7. Irregularities. 

 (a)  If all three dice do not land flat on the bottom of the 

Sic Bo shaker after being tossed, the dealer shall call a ‘‘no 

roll’’ and all wagers placed shall be returned to the players. 

 (b)  If the electrical device which causes the winning 

combinations to be illuminated when the numeric value of each 

die has been entered by the dealer or the area of the Sic Bo 

table which depicts all permissible wagers under §  625a.3 

(relating to wagers) malfunctions after the manual Sic Bo shaker 
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has been uncovered or the automated Sic Bo dice shaker has 

tossed the dice, the dealer shall, in the presence of a 

floorperson or above, collect losing wagers and pay winning 

wagers. Once the wagers on the layout have been settled, all 

gaming at the Sic Bo table shall cease until the electrical 

device which causes the winning combinations on the Sic Bo table 

to be illuminated when the numeric value of each die has been 

entered by the dealer has been fixed. 

 (c)  If the automated Sic Bo shaker fails to operate or 

malfunctions when activated, the round of play shall be void and 

wagers placed shall be returned to the players. 

 (d)  If an automated Sic Bo shaker malfunctions or cannot be 

used, the dice must be removed and the automated Sic Bo shaker 

must be covered or have a sign placed on the device indicating 

that the automated Sic Bo shaker is out of order before a manual 

Sic Bo shaker may be utilized.  

CHAPTER 627a. MINIBACCARAT 
Sec. 
 
627a.1.    Definitions.  

627a.2.    Minibaccarat table physical characteristics.  

627a.3.    Cards; number of decks.  

627a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

627a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

627a.6.    Value of cards; Point Count of hand.  
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627a.7.    Wagers.  

627a.8.    Hands of player and banker; procedure for dealing 

initial two cards to each hand.  

627a.9.    Procedure for dealing a third card.  

627a.10.    Rules for determining whether a third card shall be 

dealt.  

627a.11.    Announcement of result of round; payment and 

collection of wagers.  

627a.12.    Payout odds; vigorish.  

627a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 627a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Dragon 7—A Banker’s Hand which has a Point Count of 7 with a 

total of three cards dealt and the Player’s Hand which has a 

Point Count of less than 7.  

   EZ Baccarat—A variation of Minibaccarat in which vigorish is 

not collected.  

   Natural—A hand which has a Point Count of 8 or 9 on the first 

two cards dealt.  

   Panda 8—A Player’s Hand which has a Point Count of 8 with a 

total of three cards dealt and the Banker’s Hand which has a 

Point Count of less than 8. 
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§ 627a.2. Minibaccarat table physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Minibaccarat shall be played on a table having numbered 

positions for no more than nine seated players on one side of 

the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Minibaccarat table shall be submitted to 

the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Separate areas designated for the placement of wagers on 

the Banker’s Hand, Player’s Hand and Tie Hand for each player. 

   (3)  The payout odds for all permissible wagers offered by 

the certificate holder. If the payout odds are not inscribed on 

the layout, a sign identifying the payout odds shall be posted 

at each Minibaccarat table. 

   (4)  An area designated for the placement of cards for the 

Player’s Hand and Banker’s Hand. 

   (5)  If a certificate holder offers the Dragon Bonus Wager 

authorized under §  627a.7(a)(4) (relating to wagers), separate 

areas designated for the placement of the Dragon Bonus Wager for 

each player. 

   (6)  If a certificate holder offers EZ Baccarat in which 

vigorish is not collected: 
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     (i)   Separate areas designated for the placement of the 

Dragon 7 Insurance Wager, authorized under §  627a.7(a)(5), for 

each player. 

     (ii)   Inscriptions that advise patrons that a wager on the 

Banker’s Hand that results in a Dragon 7 shall push and be 

returned to the player. If the information is not inscribed on 

the layout, a sign containing the information shall be posted at 

each Minibaccarat table. 

     (iii)   Separate areas designated for the placement of the 

Panda 8 Insurance Wager, authorized under §  627a.7(a)(6), for 

each player. 

   (7)  If a certificate holder offers the House Money Wager, 

authorized under §  627a.7(a)(7), separate areas designated for 

the placement of the House Money Wager for each player. 

   (8)  Numbered areas that correspond to the seat numbers for 

the purpose of marking vigorish unless the dealer, in accordance 

with the option selected in the certificate holder’s Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), collects the vigorish from a player at the time 

the winning payout is made or the table is designated for play 

as an EZ Baccarat table in which vigorish is not collected. 

 (c)  If marker buttons are used for the purpose of marking 

vigorish, the marker buttons shall be placed in the table 

inventory container or in a separate rack designed for the 
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purpose of storing marker buttons. If a separate rack is used, 

the rack shall be placed in front of the table inventory 

container during gaming activity. 

 (d)  Each Minibaccarat table must have a drop box and a tip box 

attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (e)  Each Minibaccarat table must have a discard rack securely 

attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 627a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Minibaccarat shall 

be played with six to eight decks of cards that are identical in 

appearance and two cover cards. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, 

Minibaccarat shall be played with 12 to 16 decks of cards in 

accordance with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards shall be separated into two batches with an 

equal number of decks included in each batch. 
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   (2)  The cards in each batch must be of the same design but 

the backs of the cards in one batch must be of a different color 

than the cards in the other batch. 

   (3)  One batch of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other batch is being 

used to play the game. 

   (4)  Both batches of cards shall be continuously alternated 

in and out of play, with each batch being used for every other 

dealing shoe. 

   (5)  The cards from only one batch shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards opened for use at a Minibaccarat table 

shall be changed at least once every 24 hours. 

§ 627a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving six or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, they shall be spread out 

face up on the table for visual inspection by the first player 

to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in horizontal 

fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player is afforded an opportunity to 

visually inspect the cards, the cards shall be turned face down 
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on the table, mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards and 

stacked. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

batches of cards are received at the table, all the decks in one 

batch of cards shall be spread for inspection on the table 

separate from the decks in the other batch of cards. After the 

first player is afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the 

cards, each batch of cards shall separately be turned face down 

on the table and stacked. 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 627a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each dealing shoe of cards is dealt or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. If the cards 

have been manually shuffled, the dealer shall leave the entire 

stack of cards intermixed but not entirely squared off (leave 
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them feathered) so that the floorperson can verify that the 

shuffle did not result in any uneven distribution of cards. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled and, when applicable, 

reshuffled, the dealer shall offer the stack of cards, with the 

backs facing away from the dealer, to the players to be cut. The 

dealer shall begin with the player seated in the highest number 

position at the table and, working clockwise around the table, 

offer the stack to each player until a player accepts the cut. 

If a player does not accept the cut, the dealer shall cut the 

cards. 

 (c)  The cards shall be cut by placing a cover card in the 

stack at least ten cards in from the top or the bottom of the 

stack. 

 (d)  Once the cover card has been inserted into the stack, the 

dealer shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover 

card and place them on the bottom of the stack. The dealer shall 

then insert the second cover card in a position at least 14 

cards above the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been placed in the dealing shoe, a floorperson or above may 

require the cards to be recut if the floorperson or above 

determines that the cut was performed improperly or in any way 

that might affect the integrity or fairness of the game. If a 
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recut is required, the cards shall be recut by the next person 

entitled to cut the cards, as determined by subsection (b). The 

stack of cards shall then be inserted into the dealing shoe for 

commencement of play. 

 (f)  Prior to commencement of play, the dealer shall remove and 

expose the first card from the dealing shoe and place it, and an 

additional number of cards, drawn face down, equal to the face 

value of the first card drawn, in the discard rack. When 

determining the face value of the first card removed from the 

dealing shoe, a 10, jack, queen or king shall count as ten and 

an ace shall count as one. 

 (g)  If there is no gaming activity at a Minibaccarat table 

which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the 

dealing shoe and the discard rack, and spread out on the table 

face down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face 

up on the table. After the first player is afforded an 

opportunity to visually inspect the cards: 

   (1)  If there is no automated shuffling device in use, the 

cards shall be mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards, 

stacked, then shuffled and cut in accordance with this section. 

   (2)  If an automated shuffling device is in use, the cards 

shall be stacked and placed into the automated shuffling device 

to be shuffled. The batch of cards already in the shuffler shall 

then be removed. Unless a player requests otherwise, the batch 
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of cards removed from the shuffler does not need to be spread 

for inspection and reshuffled prior to being dealt, if: 

     (i)   The automated card shuffling device stores a single 

batch of shuffled cards inside the shuffler in a secure manner. 

     (ii)   The shuffled cards have been secured, released and 

prepared for play in accordance with procedures submitted to the 

Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  465a.2 (relating to internal control systems and audit 

protocols). 

§ 627a.6. Value of cards; Point Count of hand. 

 (a)  The value of the cards in each deck shall be as follows: 

   (1)  Any card from 2 to 9 shall have its face value. 

   (2)  Any 10, jack, queen or king shall have a value of zero. 

   (3)  Any ace shall have a value of one. 

 (b)  The Point Count of a hand shall be a single digit number 

from 0 to 9 and determined by totaling the value of the cards in 

the hand. If the total of the cards in a hand is a two-digit 

number, the left digit of the number shall be discarded and the 

right digit shall constitute the Point Count of the hand. 

Examples of this rule are as follows: 

   (1)  A hand composed of an ace, 2 and 4 has a Point Count of 

7. 
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   (2)  A hand composed of an ace, 2 and 9 has a total of 12 but 

a Point Count of only 2 since the left digit of the number 12 is 

discarded. 

§ 627a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  The following are permissible wagers in the game of 

Minibaccarat: 

   (1)  A wager on the Banker’s Hand which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the Banker’s Hand has a Point Count higher 

than that of the Player’s Hand unless EZ Baccarat is being 

played and the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the 

Player’s Hand result in a Dragon 7. 

     (ii)   Lose if the Banker’s Hand has a Point Count lower 

than that of the Player’s Hand. 

     (iii)   Tie and be returned to the player if the Banker’s 

Hand and the Player’s Hand have the same Point Count or if EZ 

Baccarat is being played and the Point Counts of the Banker’s 

Hand and the Player’s Hand result in a Dragon 7. 

   (2)  A wager on the Player’s Hand which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the Player’s Hand has a Point Count higher 

than that of the Banker’s Hand and if EZ Baccarat is being 

played and the Point Counts of the Player’s Hand and the 

Dealer’s Hand result in a Panda 8. 

     (ii)   Lose if the Player’s Hand has a Point Count lower 

than that of the Banker’s Hand or if EZ Baccarat is being played 
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and the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the Player’s Hand 

result in a Dragon 7. 

     (iii)   Tie and be returned to the player if the Point 

Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the Player’s Hand are equal. 

   (3)  A Tie Wager which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the 

Player’s Hand are equal. 

     (ii)   Lose if Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the 

Player’s Hand are not equal. 

   (4)  If offered by a certificate holder, a Dragon Bonus Wager 

on the Player’s Hand or Banker’s Hand, or both, which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the selected hand is: 

       (A)   A Natural and the other hand is not a Natural. 

       (B)   A Natural 9 and the other hand is a Natural 8. 

       (C)   Not a Natural and has a Point Count that exceeds 

the Point Count of the other hand by four or more points. 

     (ii)   Lose if the selected hand is: 

       (A)   A Natural 8 and the other hand is a Natural 9. 

       (B)   Not a Natural and has a Point Count less than or 

equal to the Point Count of the other hand. 

       (C)   Not a Natural and has a Point Count that exceeds 

the Point Count of the other hand by less than four points. 
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     (iii)   Tie and be returned to the player if the selected 

hand is a Natural and the other hand is a Natural of equal Point 

Count. 

   (5)  A Dragon 7 Insurance Wager, if the table is designated 

for play as an EZ Baccarat table, which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the 

Player’s Hand result in a Dragon 7. 

     (ii)   Lose if the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and 

the Player’s Hand do not result in a Dragon 7. 

   (6)  A Panda 8 Insurance Wager, if the table is designated 

for play as an EZ Baccarat table, which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the Point Counts of the Player’s Hand and the 

Dealer’s Hand result in a Panda 8. 

     (ii)   Lose if the Point Counts of the Player’s Hand and 

the Dealer’s Hand do not result in a Panda 8. 

   (7)  If offered by a certificate holder, a House Money Wager 

which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the first two cards of either the Player’s 

Hand or Banker’s Hand, or both, are a pair. For purposes of the 

House Money Wager, a pair must be of same rank (two queens, for 

example), regardless of suit. 

     (ii)   Lose if in the first two cards dealt to the player’s 

hand and the banker’s hand, neither the player’s hand nor the 

banker’s hand contains a pair. 
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 (b)  Wagers at Minibaccarat shall be made by placing value 

chips or plaques on the appropriate areas of the Minibaccarat 

layout. Verbal wagers accompanied by cash may be accepted 

provided that they are confirmed by the dealer and the cash is 

expeditiously converted into value chips or plaques. 

 (c)  A wager may not be made, increased or withdrawn after the 

dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

§ 627a.8. Hands of player and banker; procedure for dealing 

initial two cards to each hand. 

 (a)  There shall be two hands dealt in the game of 

Minibaccarat, one of which shall be designated the Player’s Hand 

and the other designated the Banker’s Hand. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets.’’ 

 (c)  The dealer shall then deal an initial four cards from the 

dealing shoe in accordance with one of the following options 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission under 

§  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions): 

   (1)  The dealer shall remove cards from the dealing shoe with 

his left hand and place them face up on the appropriate area of 

the layout with his right hand. The first and third cards dealt 

shall constitute the first and second cards of the Player’s Hand 

and placed on the area designated for the Player’s Hand. The 

second and fourth cards dealt shall constitute the first and 
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second cards of the Banker’s Hand and placed on the area 

designated for the Banker’s Hand. 

   (2)  The dealer shall remove cards from the dealing shoe with 

his left hand and place them face down on the layout. The first 

and third cards dealt shall constitute the first and second 

cards of the Player’s Hand and placed on the area designated for 

the Player’s Hand. The second and fourth cards dealt shall 

constitute the first and second cards of the Banker’s Hand and 

placed underneath the right corner of the dealing shoe until the 

Player’s Hand is called as provided in §  627a.9 (relating to 

procedure for dealing a third card). The second and fourth cards 

shall then be turned face up and placed on the area designated 

for the Banker’s Hand. 

 (d)  Prior to dealing a third card to the Player’s or Banker’s 

Hand, the dealer shall settle all House Money Wagers as follows: 

   (1)  If a player placed a House Money Wager, beginning from 

the dealer’s right and moving counterclockwise around the table, 

the dealer shall collect all losing House Money Wagers and pay 

all winning wagers in accordance with §  627a.12(h) (relating to 

payout odds; vigorish) provided that, at a player’s discretion, 

the player may add the winning House Money payout to the 

player’s original wager on the Player’s or Banker’s Hand in 

accordance with the following: 
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     (i)   All of the winning House Money payout or, if 

specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2, only a specified portion of the 

winning House Money payout shall be added to the area designated 

for the placement of the player’s original wager on the Player’s 

or Banker’s Hand. The player’s original wager and the House 

Money payout which was added to the player’s original wager 

shall be settled based on the outcome of the player’s wager on 

the Player’s or Banker’s Hand. 

     (ii)   A player may not touch the winning House Money 

payout. The dealer shall either hand the entire winning House 

Money payout to the player or place all or a portion thereof, as 

authorized by the certificate holder, on the area designated for 

the placement of the player’s wager on the Player’s or Banker’s 

Hand. 

   (2)  After settling the House Money Wagers, the game shall 

resume by dealing any third cards that are required to be dealt 

in accordance with §  627a.9. 

 (e)  Players may not touch, handle, remove or alter any cards 

used to play Minibaccarat. 

§ 627a.9. Procedure for dealing a third card. 

 (a)  After the dealer positions the cards in accordance with 

§  627a.8(c)(1) or (2) (relating to hands of player and banker; 

procedure for dealing initial two cards to each hand), the 
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dealer shall announce the Point Count of the Player’s Hand and 

the Banker’s Hand. 

 (b)  Following the announcement of the Point Counts of each 

hand, the dealer shall determine whether to deal a third card to 

each hand in accordance with §  627a.10 (relating to rules for 

determining whether a third card shall be dealt). 

 (c)  After the dealer positions the cards in accordance with 

§  627a.8(c)(1) or (2), any third card required to be dealt 

shall first be dealt face up to the Player’s Hand and then to 

the Banker’s Hand. 

 (d)  In no event may more than one additional card be dealt to 

either hand. 

 (e)  If the cover card appears as the first card in the dealing 

shoe at the beginning of a round of play or appears during play, 

the cover card shall be removed and placed to the side and the 

hand will be completed. Upon completion of that hand, the dealer 

shall announce ‘‘last hand.’’ At the completion of one more 

hand, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

§ 627a.10. Rules for determining whether a third card shall be 

dealt. 

 (a)  If either the Player’s Hand or the Banker’s Hand is a 

Natural, no more cards may be dealt to either hand. 

 (b)  If the Point Count of the Player’s Hand and the Banker’s 

Hand is 0 to 7 on the first two cards, the Player’s Hand shall: 
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   (1)  Draw (take a third card) if the Player’s Hand has a 

Point Count of less than 6. 

   (2)  Stay (not take a third card) if the Player’s Hand has a 

Point Count of 6 or more. 

 (c)  If the Point Count of the Player’s Hand and the Banker’s 

Hand is 0 to 7 on the first two cards, the Banker’s Hand shall 

draw or stay in accordance with the following requirements: 

   (1)  If the Player’s Hand does not receive a third card, the 

Banker’s Hand shall be dealt a third card if the Point Count of 

the Banker’s Hand is 5 or less. 

   (2)  If the Player’s Hand is dealt a third card and: 

     (i)   The Banker’s Hand has a Point Count of less than 3, 

the Banker’s Hand shall be dealt a third card. 

     (ii)   The Banker’s Hand has a Point Count of 7, the 

Banker’s Hand may not be dealt a third card. 

     (iii)   The Banker’s Hand has a Point Count of 3, 4, 5 or 

6, the Banker’s Hand shall be dealt or not dealt a third card in 

accordance with Table 1 as follows:  
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Table 1 

Value of the Third Card Drawn by Player’s Hand 

Point Count of Banker’s Hand After Two Cards 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

3 D D D D D D D D S D 

4 S S D D D D D D S S 

5 S S S S D D D D S S 

6 S S S S S S D D S S 

 (d)  In Table 1, the first vertical column labeled ‘‘Point 

Count of Banker’s Hand After Two Cards’’ refers to the Point 

Count of the Banker’s Hand after the first two cards have been 

dealt to the Banker’s Hand. 

 (e)  In Table 1, the first horizontal row at the top labeled 

‘‘Value of the Third Card Drawn by Player’s Hand’’ refers to the 

value of the third card drawn by the Player’s Hand, not the 

Point Count of the Player’s Hand. 

 (f)  In Table 1, the letter ‘‘D’’ means that the Banker’s Hand 

shall draw a third card and the letter ‘‘S’’ means that the 

Banker’s Hand shall stay. 

 (g)  To use Table 1, first find the Point Count of the Banker’s 

Hand in the first vertical column and trace that horizontally 

across the table until it intersects the vertical column that 

corresponds to the value of the third card drawn by the Player’s 

Hand. The symbol located where the intersection occurs 
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determines whether the Banker’s Hand shall draw a third card or 

stay. For example, if the Point Count of the Banker’s Hand after 

two cards is 5 and the value of the third card drawn by the 

Player’s Hand is 4, the table shows that the Banker’s Hand shall 

draw a third card. 

§ 627a.11. Announcement of result of round; payment and 

collection of wagers. 

 (a)  After each hand has received all the cards to which it is 

entitled under § §  627a.8, 627a.9 and 627a.10 (relating to 

hands of player and banker; procedure for dealing initial two 

cards to each hand; procedure for dealing a third card; and 

rules for determining whether a third card shall be dealt), the 

dealer shall announce the final Point Count of each hand 

indicating which hand has won the round. If two hands have equal 

Point Counts, the dealer shall announce ‘‘tie hand.’’ If the 

table is designated for play as an EZ Baccarat table and the 

Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the Player’s Hand result 

in a Dragon 7 or a Panda 8, the dealer shall announce ‘‘Dragon 

7’’ or ‘‘Panda 8.’’ 

 (b)  After the result of the round is announced, the dealer 

shall first collect each losing wager. After the losing wagers 

are collected, the dealer shall, starting at the highest 

numbered player position at which a winning wager is located, 

mark or collect the vigorish owed by that player, unless the 
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table is designated for play as an EZ Baccarat table in which 

vigorish is not collected. Immediately thereafter, the dealer 

shall pay that player’s winning wager and then, proceeding in 

descending order to the next highest numbered player position at 

which a winning wager is located, repeat this procedure until 

the vigorish owed by each player is either marked or collected 

and each winning wager is paid. 

 (c)  At the conclusion of a round of play, the dealer shall 

remove all cards from the table and place them in the discard 

rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each hand in 

the event of a question or dispute. 

§ 627a.12. Payout odds; vigorish. 

 (a)  A winning wager made on the Player’s Hand shall be paid at 

odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  A winning Tie Wager shall be paid at odds of at least 8 to 

1. 

 (c)  A winning wager made on the Banker’s Hand shall be paid at 

odds of 1 to 1, except that the certificate holder shall extract 

a vigorish from the winning players in an amount equal to 5% of 

the amount won unless the certificate holder is offering EZ 

Baccarat in which vigorish is not collected. When collecting the 

vigorish, the certificate holder may round off the vigorish to 

25¢ or the next highest multiple of 25¢. 
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 (d)  A dealer shall collect the vigorish from a player in 

accordance with one of the following procedures selected by the 

certificate holder in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions): 

   (1)  At the time the winning payout is made. 

   (2)  At a later time, provided that: 

     (i)   The outstanding vigorish shall be collected prior to 

the reshuffling of the cards in a dealing shoe or when the 

player leaves the gaming table, whichever occurs first. 

     (ii)   The amount of the vigorish shall be tracked by 

placing a coin or marker button, which contains the amount of 

the vigorish owed, in the rectangular space on the layout that 

is imprinted with the number of the player owing the vigorish. 

     (iii)   The coin or marker button may not be removed from 

the layout until the vigorish owed is collected. 

 (e)  If a certificate holder offers the Dragon Bonus Wager, in 

accordance with §  627a.7(a)(4) (relating to wagers), a vigorish 

may not be extracted on a winning Dragon Bonus Wager. Winning 

Dragon Bonus Wagers shall be paid out at the odds in one of the 

following paytables selected by the certificate holder in its 

Rules Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Win by 9 points 30 to 1 20 to 1 30 to 1 
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Win by 8 points 10 to 1 8 to 1 10 to 1 

Win by 7 points 6 to 1 7 to 1 4 to 1 

Win by 6 points 4 to 1 4 to 1 4 to 1 

Win by 5 points 2 to 1 3 to 1 2 to 1 

Win by 4 points 1 to 1 1 to 1 2 to 1 

Natural winner 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

Natural tie Push Push Push 

 (f)  A winning Dragon 7 Insurance Wager, as described in 

§  627a.7(a)(5), shall be paid at odds of 40 to 1. 

 (g)  A winning Panda 8 Insurance Wager, as described in 

§  627a.7(a)(6), shall be paid at odds of 25 to 1. 

 (h)  If a certificate holder offers the House Money Wager and 

the player elects to take the payout, the player shall be paid 

in accordance with the following paytable:  

Hand Odds 

Player and Banker Pair 15 to 1 

Player or Banker Pair 3 to 1 

§ 627a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), a card drawn in 

error from the dealing shoe that is not disclosed shall be used 

as the first card of the next hand of play. 

 (b)  A third card dealt to the Player’s Hand that is not 

disclosed, when a third card is not authorized under §  627a.10 
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(relating to rules for determining whether a third card shall be 

dealt), shall become the third card of the Banker’s Hand if the 

Banker’s Hand is required to draw under §  627a.10(c). If the 

Banker’s Hand is required to stay, the card dealt in error shall 

become the first card of the next hand of play. 

 (c)  If a third card dealt to the Player’s Hand, when a third 

card is not authorized under §  627a.10, is disclosed at the 

time it is dealt or is found face up in the dealing shoe, the 

dealer shall use the disclosed card as the third card of the 

Banker’s Hand if the Banker’s Hand is required to draw under 

§  627a.10(c). If the Banker’s Hand is required to stay, the 

dealer shall, in accordance with one of the following procedures 

designated in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under 

§  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions): 

   (1)  Place the disclosed card and one additional card, drawn 

face down from the dealing shoe, into the discard rack without 

disclosing the additional card. 

   (2)  Use the disclosed card as the first card of a simulated 

round of play in which wagers may not be accepted. The cards 

shall be dealt in accordance with this chapter and placed in the 

discard rack upon completion of the dealing procedures. 

 (d)  Except as provided in subsection (c), if a card is 

disclosed at the time it is dealt or a card is found face up in 

the dealing shoe, the dealer shall use the disclosed card as the 
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first card of a simulated round of play in which wagers may not 

be accepted. The cards shall be dealt in accordance with this 

chapter and placed in the discard rack upon completion of the 

dealing procedures. 

 (e)  If there are insufficient cards remaining in the dealing 

shoe to complete a round of play, that round shall be void and 

all wagers shall be returned. A new round shall commence after 

the entire set of cards are reshuffled and placed in the dealing 

shoe.  

CHAPTER 629a. MIDIBACCARAT 
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collection of wagers.  

629a.12.    Payout odds; vigorish.  

629a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 629a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Dragon 7—A Banker’s Hand which has a Point Count of 7 with a 

total of three cards dealt and the Player’s Hand which has a 

Point Count of less than 7.  

   EZ Baccarat—A variation of Midibaccarat in which vigorish is 

not collected.  

   Natural—A hand which has a Point Count of 8 or 9 on the first 

two cards dealt.  

   Panda 8—A Player’s Hand which has a Point Count of 8 with a 

total of three cards dealt and the Banker’s Hand which has a 

Point Count of less than 8. 

§ 629a.2. Midibaccarat table physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Midibaccarat shall be played on a table having numbered 

positions for no more than nine seated players on one side of 

the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Midibaccarat table shall be submitted to 

the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 
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§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Separate areas designated for the placement of wagers on 

the Banker’s Hand, Player’s Hand and Tie Hand for each player. 

   (3)  The payout odds for all permissible wagers offered by 

the certificate holder. If the payout odds are not inscribed on 

the layout, a sign identifying the payout odds shall be posted 

at each Midibaccarat table. 

   (4)  An area designated for the placement of cards for the 

Player’s Hand and Banker’s Hand. 

   (5)  If a certificate holder offers the Dragon Bonus Wager, 

authorized under §  629a.7(a)(4) (relating to wagers), separate 

areas designated for the placement of the Dragon Bonus Wager for 

each player. 

   (6)  If a certificate holder offers EZ Baccarat in which 

vigorish is not collected: 

     (i)   Separate areas designated for the placement of the 

Dragon 7 Insurance Wager, authorized under §  629a.7(a)(5), for 

each player. 

     (ii)   Inscriptions that advise patrons that a wager on the 

Banker’s Hand that results in a Dragon 7 shall push and be 

returned to the player. If the information is not inscribed on 
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the layout, a sign containing the information shall be posted at 

each Midibaccarat table. 

     (iii)   Separate areas designated for the placement of the 

Panda 8 Insurance Wager, authorized under §  629a.7(a)(6), for 

each player. 

   (7)  If a certificate holder offers the House Money Wager, 

authorized under §  629a.7(a)(7), separate areas designated for 

the placement of the House Money Wager for each player. 

   (8)  Numbered areas that correspond to the seat numbers for 

the purpose of marking vigorish unless the dealer, in accordance 

with the option selected in the certificate holder’s Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), collects the vigorish from a player at the time 

the winning payout is made or the table is designated for play 

as an EZ Baccarat table in which vigorish is not collected. 

 (c)  If marker buttons are used for the purpose of marking 

vigorish, the marker buttons shall be placed in the table 

inventory container or in a separate rack designed for the 

purpose of storing marker buttons. If a separate rack is used, 

the rack shall be placed in front of the table inventory 

container during gaming activity. 

 (d)  Each Midibaccarat table must have a drop box and a tip box 

attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 
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Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (e)  Each Midibaccarat table must have a discard bucket on the 

dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 629a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Midibaccarat shall be played with six to eight decks of 

cards that are identical in appearance and two cover cards. 

 (b)  The decks of cards opened for use at a Midibaccarat table 

shall be changed after the play of each dealing shoe. 

§ 629a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving six or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread out in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player is afforded an opportunity to 

visually inspect the cards, the cards shall be turned face down 
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on the table, mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards and 

stacked. 

 (d)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(c) do not apply. 

§ 629a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), the dealer shall shuffle the cards so that they are 

randomly intermixed. If the cards have been manually shuffled, 

the dealer shall leave the entire stack of cards intermixed but 

not entirely squared off (leave them feathered) so that the 

floorperson can verify that the shuffle did not result in any 

uneven distribution of cards. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled, the dealer shall offer 

the stack of cards, with the backs facing away from the dealer, 

to the players to be cut. The dealer shall begin with the player 

seated in the highest number position at the table and, working 

clockwise around the table, offer the stack to each player until 

a player accepts the cut. If a player does not accept the cut, 

the dealer shall cut the cards. 
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 (c)  The cards shall be cut by placing a cover card in the 

stack at least ten cards in from the top or the bottom of the 

stack. 

 (d)  Once the cover card has been inserted into the stack, the 

dealer shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover 

card and place them on the bottom of the stack. The dealer shall 

then insert the second cover card in a position at least 14 

cards above the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been placed in the dealing shoe, a floorperson or above may 

require the cards to be recut if the floorperson or above 

determines that the cut was performed improperly or in any way 

that might affect the integrity or fairness of the game. If a 

recut is required, the cards shall be recut by the next person 

entitled to cut the cards, as determined by subsection (b). The 

stack of cards shall then be inserted into the dealing shoe for 

commencement of play. 

 (f)  Prior to commencement of play, the dealer shall remove and 

expose the first card from the dealing shoe and place it, and an 

additional number of cards, drawn face down, equal to the face 

value of the first card drawn, in the discard bucket. When 

determining the face value of the first card removed from the 
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dealing shoe, a 10, jack, queen or king shall count as ten and 

an ace shall count as one. 

§ 629a.6. Value of cards; Point Count of hand. 

 (a)  The value of the cards in each deck shall be as follows: 

   (1)  Any card from 2 to 9 shall have its face value. 

   (2)  Any 10, jack, queen or king shall have a value of zero. 

   (3)  Any ace shall have a value of one. 

 (b)  The Point Count of a hand shall be a single digit number 

from 0 to 9 and shall be determined by totaling the value of the 

cards in the hand. If the total of the cards in a hand is a two-

digit number, the left digit of the number shall be discarded 

and the right digit shall constitute the Point Count of the 

hand. Examples of this rule are as follows: 

   (1)  A hand composed of an ace, 2 and 4 has a Point Count of 

7. 

   (2)  A hand composed of an ace, 2 and 9 has a total of 12 but 

a Point Count of only 2 since the left digit of the number 12 is 

discarded. 

§ 629a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  The following are permissible wagers in the game of 

Midibaccarat: 

   (1)  A wager on the Banker’s Hand which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the Banker’s Hand has a Point Count higher 

than that of the Player’s Hand unless EZ Baccarat is being 
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played and the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the 

Player’s Hand result in a Dragon 7. 

     (ii)   Lose if the Banker’s Hand has a Point Count lower 

than that of the Player’s Hand. 

     (iii)   Tie and be returned to the player if the Banker’s 

Hand and the Player’s Hand have the same Point Count or if EZ 

Baccarat is being played and the Point Counts of the Banker’s 

Hand and the Player’s Hand result in a Dragon 7. 

   (2)  A wager on the Player’s Hand which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the Player’s Hand has a Point Count higher 

than that of the Banker’s Hand and if EZ Baccarat is being 

played and the Point Counts of the Player’s Hand and the 

Dealer’s Hand result in a Panda 8. 

     (ii)   Lose if the Player’s Hand has a Point Count lower 

than that of the Banker’s Hand or if EZ Baccarat is being played 

and the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the Player’s Hand 

result in a Dragon 7. 

     (iii)   Tie and be returned to the player if the Point 

Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the Player’s Hand are equal. 

   (3)  A Tie Wager which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the 

Player’s Hand are equal. 

     (ii)   Lose if Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the 

Player’s Hand are not equal. 
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   (4)  If offered by a certificate holder, a Dragon Bonus Wager 

on the Player’s Hand or Banker’s Hand, or both, which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the selected hand is: 

       (A)   A Natural and the other hand is not a Natural. 

       (B)   A Natural 9 and the other hand is a Natural 8. 

       (C)   Not a Natural and has a Point Count that exceeds 

the Point Count of the other hand by four or more points. 

     (ii)   Lose if the selected hand is: 

       (A)   A Natural 8 and the other hand is a Natural 9. 

       (B)   Not a Natural and has a Point Count less than or 

equal to the Point Count of the other hand. 

       (C)   Not a Natural and has a Point Count that exceeds 

the Point Count of the other hand by less than four points. 

     (iii)   Tie and be returned to the player if the selected 

hand is a Natural and the other hand is a Natural of equal Point 

Count. 

   (5)  A Dragon 7 Insurance Wager, if the table is designated 

for play as an EZ Baccarat table, which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the 

Player’s Hand result in a Dragon 7. 

     (ii)   Lose if the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and 

the Player’s Hand do not result in a Dragon 7. 

   (6)  A Panda 8 Insurance Wager, if the table is designated 

for play as an EZ Baccarat table, which shall: 
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     (i)   Win if the Point Counts of the Player’s Hand and the 

Dealer’s Hand result in a Panda 8. 

     (ii)   Lose if the Point Counts of the Player’s Hand and 

the Dealer’s Hand do not result in a Panda 8. 

   (7)  If offered by a certificate holder, a House Money Wager 

which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the first two cards of either the Player’s 

Hand or Banker’s Hand, or both, are a pair. For purposes of the 

House Money Wager, a pair must be of same rank (two queens, for 

example), regardless of suit. 

     (ii)   Lose if in the first two cards dealt to the player’s 

hand and the banker’s hand, neither the player’s hand nor the 

banker’s hand contains a pair. 

 (b)  Wagers at Midibaccarat shall be made by placing value 

chips or plaques on the appropriate areas of the Midibaccarat 

layout. Verbal wagers accompanied by cash may be accepted 

provided that the verbal wagers are confirmed by the dealer and 

the cash is expeditiously converted into value chips or plaques. 

 (c)  A wager may not be made, increased or withdrawn after the 

dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 
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§ 629a.8. Hands of player and banker; procedure for dealing 

initial two cards to each hand. 

 (a)  There shall be two hands dealt in the game of 

Midibaccarat, one of which shall be designated the Player’s Hand 

and the other designated the Banker’s Hand. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets.’’ 

 (c)  The dealer shall then deal an initial four cards from the 

dealing shoe. The first and third cards dealt shall be placed 

face down on the area designated for the Player’s Hand and the 

second and fourth cards dealt shall be placed face down on the 

area designated for the Banker’s Hand. 

   (1)  After all four cards have been dealt, the dealer shall 

place the Banker’s Hand underneath the right corner of the 

dealing shoe. The dealer shall then hand the two cards of the 

Player’s Hand, face down, to the player with the highest wager 

on the Player’s Hand. After viewing the Player’s Hand, the 

player shall return the two cards, face up, to the dealer, who 

shall place the cards face up on the area designated for the 

Player’s Hand and announce the Point Count of the Player’s Hand. 

   (2)  The dealer shall then hand the two cards of the Banker’s 

Hand, face down, to the player with the highest wager on the 

Banker’s Hand. After viewing the Banker’s Hand, the player shall 

return the two cards, face up, to the dealer, who shall place 
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the cards face up on the area designated for the Banker’s Hand 

and announce the Point Count of the Banker’s Hand. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing a third card to the Player’s or 

Banker’s Hand, the dealer shall settle all House Money Wagers as 

follows: 

     (i)   If a player placed a House Money Wager, after the 

initial two cards of the Player’s Hand and Banker’s Hand have 

been turned face up on the layout, beginning from the dealer’s 

right and moving counterclockwise around the table, the dealer 

shall collect all losing House Money wagers and pay all winning 

wagers in accordance with §  629a.12(h) (relating to payout 

odds; vigorish) provided that, at a player’s discretion, the 

player may add the winning House Money payout to the player’s 

original wager on the Player’s or Banker’s Hand in accordance 

with the following: 

       (A)   All of the winning House Money payout or, if 

specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), only a specified portion of the winning House 

Money payout shall be added to the area designated for the 

placement of the player’s original wager on the Player’s or 

Banker’s Hand. The player’s original wager and the House Money 

payout which was added to the player’s original wager shall then 
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be settled based on the outcome of the player’s wager on the 

Player’s or Banker’s Hand. 

       (B)   A player may not touch the winning House Money 

payout. The dealer shall either hand the entire winning House 

Money payout to the player or place all or a portion thereof, as 

authorized by the certificate holder, on the area designated for 

the placement of the player’s wager on the Player’s or Banker’s 

Hand. 

     (ii)   After settling the House Money Wagers, the game 

shall resume by dealing any third cards that are required to be 

dealt. 

   (4)  Any third card required to be dealt to the Player’s Hand 

shall be placed face down on the area designated for the 

Player’s Hand. The dealer shall then hand the card, face down, 

to the player who was handed and returned the Player’s Hand. 

After viewing the card, the player shall return the card, face 

up, to the dealer, who shall place the card face up on the area 

designated for the Player’s Hand. 

   (5)  Any third card required to be dealt to the Banker’s Hand 

shall be placed face down on the area designated for the 

Banker’s Hand. The dealer shall then hand the card, face down, 

to the player who was handed and returned the Banker’s Hand. 

After viewing the card, the player shall return the card, face 
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up, to the dealer, who shall place the card face up on the area 

designated for the Banker’s Hand. 

   (6)  If two or more players wager an equally high amount on 

the Player’s Hand, the player making the wager who is closest to 

the dealer, moving counterclockwise around the table, shall be 

handed the Player’s Hand and any third card required to be 

dealt. If two or more players wager an equally high amount on 

the Banker’s Hand, the player making the wager who is closest to 

the dealer, moving counterclockwise around the table, shall be 

handed the Banker’s Hand and any third card required to be 

dealt. 

 (d)  The dealer or floorperson assigned to the table may 

require any player to relinquish the right to turn over the 

cards in accordance with subsection (c) if the player 

unreasonably delays the game. If the voluntary or compulsory 

relinquishment of that right occurs, the dealer shall offer it 

to the player immediately to the right of the previous player. 

If the player does not accept it or there is not a player in 

that position, the dealer shall offer it to each of the other 

players in turn, moving counterclockwise around the table for 

the remainder of that round of play. If no player accepts the 

cards, the dealer shall turn the cards over and place them on 

the designated areas of the layout. 
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§ 629a.9. Procedure for dealing a third card. 

 (a)  After the dealer positions the cards in accordance with 

§  629a.8(c) (relating to hands of player and banker; procedure 

for dealing initial two cards to each hand), the dealer shall 

announce the Point Count of the Player’s Hand and the Banker’s 

Hand. 

 (b)  Following the announcement of the Point Counts of each 

hand, the dealer shall determine whether to deal a third card to 

each hand in accordance with §  629a.10 (relating to rules for 

determining whether a third card shall be dealt). Any third 

cards required shall be dealt as provided in §  629a.8(c). 

 (c)  In no event may more than one additional card be dealt to 

either hand. 

 (d)  If the cover card appears as the first card in the dealing 

shoe at the beginning of a round of play or appears during play, 

the cover card shall be removed and placed to the side and the 

hand will be completed. Upon completion of that hand, the dealer 

shall announce ‘‘last hand.’’ At the completion of one more 

hand, the cards shall be replaced with new decks of cards. 

§ 629a.10. Rules for determining whether a third card shall be 

dealt. 

 (a)  If either the Player’s Hand or the Banker’s Hand is a 

Natural, no more cards may be dealt to either hand. 
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 (b)  If the Point Count of the Player’s Hand and the Banker’s 

Hand is 0 to 7 on the first two cards, the Player’s Hand shall: 

   (1)  Draw (take a third card) if the Player’s Hand has a 

Point Count of less than 6. 

   (2)  Stay (not take a third card) if the Player’s Hand has a 

Point Count of 6 or more. 

 (c)  If the Point Count of the Player’s Hand and the Banker’s 

Hand is 0 to 7 on the first two cards, the Banker’s Hand shall 

draw or stay in accordance with the following requirements: 

   (1)  If the Player’s Hand does not receive a third card, the 

Banker’s Hand shall be dealt a third card if the Point Count of 

the Banker’s Hand is 5 or less. 

   (2)  If the Player’s Hand is dealt a third card and: 

     (i)   The Banker’s Hand has a Point Count of less than 3, 

the Banker’s Hand shall be dealt a third card. 

     (ii)   The Banker’s Hand has a Point Count of 7, the 

Banker’s Hand may not be dealt a third card. 

     (iii)   The Banker’s Hand has a Point Count of 3, 4, 5 or 

6, the Banker’s Hand shall be dealt or not dealt a third card in 

accordance with Table 1 as follows:  
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Table 1 

Value of the Third Card Drawn by Player’s Hand 

Point Count of Banker’s Hand After Two Cards 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

3 D D D D D D D D S D 

4 S S D D D D D D S S 

5 S S S S D D D D S S 

6 S S S S S S D D S S 

 (d)  In Table 1, the first vertical column labeled ‘‘Point 

Count of Banker’s Hand After Two Cards’’ refers to the Point 

Count of the Banker’s Hand after the first two cards have been 

dealt to the Banker’s Hand. 

 (e)  In Table 1, the first horizontal row at the top labeled 

‘‘Value of the Third Card Drawn by Player’s Hand’’ refers to the 

value of the third card drawn by the Player’s Hand, not the 

Point Count of the Player’s Hand. 

 (f)  In Table 1, the letter ‘‘D’’ means that the Banker’s Hand 

shall draw a third card and the letter ‘‘S’’ means that the 

Banker’s Hand shall stay. 

 (g)  To use Table 1, first find the Point Count of the Banker’s 

Hand in the first vertical column and trace that horizontally 

across the table until it intersects the vertical column that 

corresponds to the value of the third card drawn by the Player’s 

Hand. The symbol located where the intersection occurs 
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determines whether the Banker’s Hand shall draw a third card or 

stay. For example, if the Point Count of the Banker’s Hand after 

two cards is 5 and the value of the third card drawn by the 

Player’s Hand is 4, the table shows that the Banker’s Hand shall 

draw a third card. 

§ 629a.11. Announcement of result of round; payment and 

collection of wagers. 

 (a)  After each hand has received all the cards to which it is 

entitled under § §  629a.8, 629a.9 and 629a.10 (relating to 

hands of player and banker; procedure for dealing initial two 

cards to each hand; procedure for dealing a third card; and 

rules for determining whether a third card shall be dealt), the 

dealer shall announce the final Point Count of each hand 

indicating which hand has won the round. If two hands have equal 

Point Counts, the dealer shall announce ‘‘tie hand.’’ If the 

table is designated for play as an EZ Baccarat table and the 

Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the Player’s Hand result 

in a Dragon 7 or a Panda 8, the dealer shall announce ‘‘Dragon 

7’’ or ‘‘Panda 8.’’ 

 (b)  After the result of the round is announced, the dealer 

shall first collect each losing wager. After the losing wagers 

are collected, the dealer shall, starting at the highest 

numbered player position at which a winning wager is located, 

mark or collect the vigorish owed by that player, unless the 
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table is designated for play as an EZ Baccarat table in which 

vigorish is not collected. Immediately thereafter, the dealer 

shall pay that player’s winning wager and then, proceeding in 

descending order to the next highest numbered player position at 

which a winning wager is located, repeat this procedure until 

the vigorish owed by each player is either marked or collected 

and each winning wager is paid. 

 (c)  At the conclusion of a round of play, the dealer shall 

remove all cards from the table and place the cards in the 

discard bucket. 

§ 629a.12. Payout odds; vigorish. 

 (a)  A winning wager made on the Player’s Hand shall be paid at 

odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  A winning Tie Wager shall be paid at odds of at least 8 to 

1. 

 (c)  A winning wager made on the Banker’s Hand shall be paid at 

odds of 1 to 1, except that the certificate holder shall extract 

a vigorish from the winning players in an amount equal to 5% of 

the amount won unless the certificate holder is offering EZ 

Baccarat in which vigorish is not collected. When collecting the 

vigorish, the certificate holder may round off the vigorish to 

25¢ or the next highest multiple of 25¢. 

 (d)  A dealer shall collect the vigorish from a player in 

accordance with one of the following procedures selected by the 
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certificate holder in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions): 

   (1)  At the time the winning payout is made. 

   (2)  At a later time, provided that: 

     (i)   The outstanding vigorish shall be collected prior to 

beginning play with a new dealing shoe of cards or when the 

player leaves the gaming table, whichever occurs first. 

     (ii)   The amount of the vigorish shall be tracked by 

placing a coin or marker button, which contains the amount of 

the vigorish owed, in the rectangular space on the layout that 

is imprinted with the number of the player owing the vigorish. 

     (iii)   The coin or marker button may not be removed from 

the layout until the vigorish owed is collected. 

 (e)  If a certificate holder offers the Dragon Bonus Wager, in 

accordance with §  629a.7(a)(4) (relating to wagers), a vigorish 

may not be extracted on a winning Dragon Bonus Wager. Winning 

Dragon Bonus Wagers shall be paid out at the odds in one of the 

following paytables selected by the certificate holder in its 

Rules Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Win by 9 points 30 to 1 20 to 1 30 to 1 

Win by 8 points 10 to 1 8 to 1 10 to 1 

Win by 7 points 6 to 1 7 to 1 4 to 1 
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Win by 6 points 4 to 1 4 to 1 4 to 1 

Win by 5 points 2 to 1 3 to 1 2 to 1 

Win by 4 points 1 to 1 1 to 1 2 to 1 

Natural winner 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

Natural tie Push Push Push 

 (f)  A winning Dragon 7 Insurance Wager, as described in 

§  629a.7(a)(5), shall be paid at odds of 40 to 1. 

 (g)  A winning Panda 8 Insurance Wager, as described in 

§  629a.7(a)(6), shall be paid at odds of 25 to 1. 

 (h)  If a certificate holder offers the House Money Wager and 

the player elects to take the payout, the player shall be paid 

in accordance with the following paytable:  

Hand Odds 

Player and Banker Pair 15 to 1 

Player or Banker Pair 3 to 1 

§ 629a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), a card drawn in 

error from the dealing shoe that is not disclosed shall be used 

as the first card of the next hand of play. 

 (b)  A third card dealt to the Player’s Hand that is not 

disclosed, when a third card is not authorized under §  629a.10 

(relating to rules for determining whether a third card shall be 

dealt), shall become the third card of the Banker’s Hand if the 
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Banker’s Hand is required to draw under §  629a.10(c). If the 

Banker’s Hand is required to stay, the card dealt in error shall 

become the first card of the next hand of play. 

 (c)  If a third card dealt to the Player’s Hand, when a third 

card is not authorized under §  629a.10, is disclosed at the 

time it is dealt or is found face up in the dealing shoe, the 

dealer shall use the disclosed card as the third card of the 

Banker’s Hand if the Banker’s Hand is required to draw under 

§  629a.10(c). If the Banker’s Hand is required to stay, the 

dealer shall, in accordance with one of the following procedures 

designated in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under 

§  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions): 

   (1)  Place the disclosed card and one additional card, drawn 

face down from the dealing shoe, into the discard bucket without 

disclosing the additional card. 

   (2)  Use the disclosed card as the first card of a simulated 

round of play in which wagers may not be accepted. The cards 

shall be dealt in accordance with this chapter and placed in the 

discard bucket upon completion of the dealing procedures. 

 (d)  Except as provided in subsection (c), if a card is 

disclosed at the time it is dealt or a card is found face up in 

the dealing shoe, the dealer shall use the disclosed card as the 

first card of a simulated round of play in which wagers may not 

be accepted. The cards shall be dealt in accordance with this 
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chapter and shall be placed in the discard bucket upon 

completion of the dealing procedures. 

 (e)  If there are insufficient cards remaining in the dealing 

shoe to complete a round of play, that round shall be void and 

all wagers shall be returned. A new round shall commence after 

the entire set of cards has been replaced and the new set of 

cards have been placed in the dealing shoe.  

CHAPTER 631a. BACCARAT 

Sec. 

631a.1.    Definitions. 

631a.2.    Baccarat table physical characteristics. 

631a.3.    Cards; number of decks. 

631a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming. 

631a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

631a.6.    Value of cards; Point Count of hand. 

631a.7.    Dealing shoe; selection of the player to deal cards. 

631a.8.    Wagers. 

631a.9.    Hands of player and banker; procedure for dealing 

initial two cards to each hand. 

631a.10.    Procedure for dealing a third card. 

631a.11.    Rules for determining whether a third card shall be 

dealt. 

631a.12.    Announcement of result of round; payment and 

collection of wagers. 
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631a.13.    Payout odds; vigorish. 

631a.14.    Continuation of curator as dealer; selection of a 

new curator. 

631a.15.    Irregularities. 

§ 631a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise: 

   Curator—The player who accepts the dealing shoe and who is 

responsible for dealing the cards in accordance with this 

chapter and the instructions of the dealer calling the game. 

   Dragon 7—A Banker’s Hand which has a Point Count of 7 with a 

total of three cards dealt and the Player’s Hand which has a 

Point Count of less than 7. 

   EZ Baccarat—A variation of Baccarat in which vigorish is not 

collected. 

   Natural—A hand which has a Point Count of 8 or 9 on the first 

two cards dealt. 

   Panda 8—A Player’s Hand which has a Point Count of 8 with a 

total of three cards dealt and the Banker’s Hand which has a 

Point Count of less than 8. 

§ 631a.2. Baccarat table physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Baccarat shall be played on a table having numbered 

positions for 10 to 14 seated players. 
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 (b)  The layout for a Baccarat table shall be submitted to the 

Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table layouts, signage 

and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Separate areas designated for the placement of wagers on 

the Banker’s Hand, Player’s Hand and Tie Hand for each player. 

   (3)  The payout odds for all permissible wagers offered by 

the certificate holder. If the payout odds are not inscribed on 

the layout, a sign identifying the payout odds shall be posted 

at each Baccarat table. 

   (4)  An area designated for the placement of cards for the 

Player’s Hand and Banker’s Hand. 

   (5)  If a certificate holder offers the Dragon Bonus Wager, 

authorized under §  631a.8(a)(4) (relating to wagers), separate 

areas designated for the placement of the Dragon Bonus Wager for 

each player. 

   (6)  If a certificate holder offers EZ Baccarat: 

     (i)   Separate areas designated for the placement of the 

Dragon 7 Insurance Wager, authorized under §  631a.8(a)(5), for 

each player. 

     (ii)   Inscriptions that advise patrons that a wager on the 

Banker’s Hand that results in a Dragon 7 shall push and be 

returned to the player. If the information is not inscribed on 
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the layout, a sign containing the information must be posted at 

each Baccarat table. 

     (iii)   Separate areas designated for the placement of the 

Panda 8 Insurance Wager, authorized under §  631a.8(a)(6), for 

each player. 

   (7)  If a certificate holder offers the House Money Wager, 

authorized under §  631a.8(a)(7), separate areas designated for 

the placement of the House Money Wager for each player. 

   (8)  Numbered areas that correspond to the seat numbers for 

the purpose of marking vigorish unless the dealer, in accordance 

with the option selected in the certificate holder’s Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), collects the vigorish from a player at the time 

the winning payout is made or the table is designated for play 

as an EZ Baccarat table in which vigorish is not collected. 

 (c)  If marker buttons are used for the purpose of marking 

vigorish, the marker buttons shall be placed in the table 

inventory container or in a separate rack designed for the 

purpose of storing marker buttons. If a separate rack is used, 

the rack shall be placed in front of the table inventory 

container during gaming activity. 

 (d)  Each Baccarat table must have a drop box and a tip box 

attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 
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Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (e)  Each Baccarat table must have a discard bucket on dealer’s 

side of the table. 

§ 631a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Baccarat shall be played with six to eight decks of cards 

that are identical in appearance and two cover cards. 

 (b)  The decks of cards opened for use at a Baccarat table 

shall be changed after the play of each dealing shoe. 

§ 631a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving six or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer calling the game shall inspect the cards for any 

defects. The floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the 

inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread out in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 
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 (c)  After the first player is afforded an opportunity to 

visually inspect the cards, the cards shall be turned face down 

on the table, mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards and 

stacked. 

 (d)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(c) do not apply. 

§ 631a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), one or more of the dealers shall wash and stack the 

cards, after which each of the dealers shall shuffle the stack 

of cards independently. 

 (b)  After shuffling the cards and, when applicable, 

reshuffling them, the dealer calling the game shall offer the 

stack of cards, with the backs facing away from the dealer, to 

the players to be cut. The dealer shall begin with the player 

seated in the highest number position at the table or, in the 

case of a reshuffle, the last curator and working clockwise 

around the table, offer the stack to each player until a player 

accepts the cut. If a player does not accept the cut, the dealer 

shall cut the cards. 
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 (c)  The cards shall be cut by placing a cover card in the 

stack at least ten cards in from the top or the bottom of the 

stack. 

 (d)  Once the cover card has been inserted into the stack, the 

dealer shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover 

card and place them on the bottom of the stack. The dealer shall 

then insert the second cover card in a position at least 14 

cards above the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been placed in the dealing shoe, a floorperson or above may 

require the cards to be recut if the floorperson or above 

determines that the cut was performed improperly or in any way 

that might affect the integrity or fairness of the game. If a 

recut is required, the cards shall be recut by the next person 

entitled to cut the cards, as determined by subsection (b). The 

stack of cards shall then be inserted into the dealing shoe for 

commencement of play. 

 (f)  Prior to commencement of play, the dealer shall remove and 

expose the first card from the dealing shoe and place it, and an 

additional number of cards, drawn face down, equal to the face 

value of the first card drawn, in the discard bucket. When 

determining the face value of the first card removed from the 
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dealing shoe, a 10, jack, queen or king shall count as ten and 

an ace shall count as one. 

§ 631a.6. Value of cards; Point Count of hand. 

 (a)  The value of the cards in each deck shall be as follows: 

   (1)  Any card from 2 to 9 shall have its face value. 

   (2)  Any 10, jack, queen or king shall have a value of zero. 

   (3)  Any ace shall have a value of one. 

 (b)  The Point Count of a hand shall be a single digit number 

from 0 to 9 and determined by totaling the value of the cards in 

the hand. If the total value of the cards in a hand is a two-

digit number, the left digit of the number shall be discarded 

and the right digit shall constitute the Point Count of the 

hand. Examples of this rule are as follows: 

   (1)  A hand composed of an ace, 2 and 4 has a Point Count of 

7. 

   (2)  A hand composed of an ace, 2 and 9 has a total value of 

12 but a Point Count of only 2 since the left digit in the 

number 12 is discarded. 

§ 631a.7. Dealing shoe; selection of the player to deal cards. 

 (a)  Cards used to play Baccarat shall be dealt from a manual 

dealing shoe specifically designed for that purpose. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled and placed in the 

dealing shoe, the dealer calling the game shall offer the 

dealing shoe to the player in seat number one at the table. If 
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that player rejects the dealing shoe or if there is no one in 

seat number one, the dealer shall offer the dealing shoe to each 

of the other players in turn, moving counterclockwise around the 

table, until one of the players accepts the dealing shoe. 

 (c)  The player that accepts the dealing shoe shall be 

designated as the curator. 

 (d)  Notwithstanding subsections (b) and (c), the dealer may 

act as the curator if either: 

   (1)  A player who accepts the dealing shoe and any other 

player to whom the dealing shoe is relinquished under §  631a.14 

(relating to continuation of curator as dealer; selection of a 

new curator) designates the dealer calling the game as the 

curator. 

   (2)  No player to whom the dealing shoe is offered accepts 

the dealing shoe. 

§ 631a.8. Wagers. 

 (a)  The following are permissible wagers in the game of 

Baccarat: 

   (1)  A wager on the Banker’s Hand which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the Banker’s Hand has a Point Count higher 

than that of the Player’s Hand unless EZ Baccarat is being 

played and the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the 

Player’s Hand result in a Dragon 7. 
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     (ii)   Lose if the Banker’s Hand has a Point Count lower 

than that of the Player’s Hand. 

     (iii)   Tie and be returned to the player if the Banker’s 

Hand and the Player’s Hand have the same Point Count or if EZ 

Baccarat is being played and the Point Counts of the Banker’s 

Hand and the Player’s Hand result in a Dragon 7. 

   (2)  A wager on the Player’s Hand which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the Player’s Hand has a Point Count higher 

than that of the Banker’s Hand and if EZ Baccarat is being 

played and the Point Counts of the Player’s Hand and the 

Dealer’s Hand result in a Panda 8. 

     (ii)   Lose if the Player’s Hand has a Point Count lower 

than that of the Banker’s Hand or if EZ Baccarat is being played 

and the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the Player’s Hand 

result in a Dragon 7. 

     (iii)   Tie and be returned to the player if the Point 

Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the Player’s Hand are equal. 

   (3)  A Tie Wager which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the 

Player’s Hand are equal. 

     (ii)   Lose if Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the 

Player’s Hand are not equal. 

   (4)  If offered by a certificate holder, a Dragon Bonus Wager 

on the Player’s Hand or Banker’s Hand, or both, which shall: 
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     (i)   Win if the selected hand is: 

       (A)   A Natural and the other hand is not a Natural. 

       (B)   A Natural 9 and the other hand is a Natural 8. 

       (C)   Not a Natural and has a Point Count that exceeds 

the Point Count of the other hand by four or more points. 

     (ii)   Lose if the selected hand is: 

       (A)   A Natural 8 and the other hand is a Natural 9. 

       (B)   Not a Natural and has a Point Count less than or 

equal to the Point Count of the other hand. 

       (C)   Not a Natural and has a Point Count that exceeds 

the Point Count of the other hand by less than four points. 

     (iii)   Tie and be returned to the player if the selected 

hand is a Natural and the other hand is a Natural of equal Point 

Count. 

   (5)  A Dragon 7 Insurance Wager, if the table is designated 

for play as an EZ Baccarat table, which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the 

Player’s Hand result in a Dragon 7. 

     (ii)   Lose if the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and 

the Player’s Hand do not result in a Dragon 7. 

   (6)  A Panda 8 Insurance Wager, if the table is designated 

for play as an EZ Baccarat table, which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the Point Counts of the Player’s Hand and the 

Dealer’s Hand result in a Panda 8. 
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     (ii)   Lose if the Point Counts of the Player’s Hand and 

the Dealer’s Hand do not result in a Panda 8. 

   (7)  If offered by a certificate holder, a House Money Wager 

which shall: 

     (i)   Win if the first two cards of either the Player’s 

Hand or Banker’s Hand, or both, are a pair. For purposes of the 

House Money Wager, a pair must be of the same rank (two queens, 

for example), regardless of suit. 

     (ii)   Lose if in the first two cards dealt to the player’s 

hand and the banker’s hand, neither the player’s hand nor the 

banker’s hand contains a pair. 

 (b)  Wagers at Baccarat shall be made by placing value chips or 

plaques on the appropriate areas of the Baccarat layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may be accepted provided that the 

verbal wagers are confirmed by the dealer and the cash is 

expeditiously converted into value chips or plaques. 

 (c)  A wager may not be made, increased or withdrawn after the 

dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

§ 631a.9. Hands of player and banker; procedure for dealing 

initial two cards to each hand. 

 (a)  There shall be two hands dealt in the game of Baccarat, 

one of which shall be designated the Player’s Hand and the other 

designated the Banker’s Hand. 
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 (b)  After the dealer calling the game announces ‘‘no more 

bets,’’ the dealer calling the game shall instruct the curator 

to commence dealing the cards by announcing ‘‘cards.’’ 

 (c)  The curator shall deal an initial four cards from the 

dealing shoe face down to the areas designated for the placement 

of the Player’s Hand and the Dealer’s Hand. The first and third 

cards dealt shall constitute the first and second cards of the 

Player’s Hand. The second and fourth cards dealt shall 

constitute the first and second cards of the Banker’s Hand. 

Except as provided in subsection (d), after the cards are dealt 

to each hand, the dealer calling the game shall place the cards 

face up in front of himself. Any third cards that are required 

to be dealt shall first be dealt face up to the Player’s Hand 

and then to the Banker’s Hand by the curator. 

 (d)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), elect to use the following procedures in lieu of 

the procedures in subsection (c) and §  631a.10(a) (relating to 

procedure for dealing a third card), after all four cards have 

been dealt: 

   (1)  The curator shall place the Banker’s Hand underneath the 

right corner of the dealing shoe. 

   (2)  The dealer calling the game shall then hand the two 

cards of the Player’s Hand, face down, to the player with the 
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highest wager on the Player’s Hand. After viewing the Player’s 

Hand, the player shall return the two cards, face up, to the 

dealer calling the game, who shall place the cards face up on 

the area designated for the Player’s Hand and announce the Point 

Count of the Player’s Hand. 

   (3)  The dealer calling the game shall then hand the two 

cards of the Banker’s Hand, face down, to the player with the 

highest wager on the Banker’s Hand. After viewing the Banker’s 

Hand, the player shall return the two cards, face up, to the 

dealer calling the game, who shall place the cards face up on 

the area designated for the Banker’s Hand and announce the Point 

Count of the Banker’s Hand. 

   (4)  Any third card required to be dealt to the Player’s Hand 

shall be placed face down on the area designated for the 

Player’s Hand. The dealer calling the game shall then hand the 

card, face down, to the player who was handed and returned the 

Player’s Hand. After viewing the card, the player shall return 

the card, face up, to the dealer calling the game, who shall 

place the card face up on the area designated for the Player’s 

Hand. 

   (5)  Any third card required to be dealt to the Banker’s Hand 

shall be placed face down on the area designated for the 

Banker’s Hand. The dealer calling the game shall then hand the 

card, face down, to the player who was handed and returned the 
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Banker’s Hand. After viewing the card, the player shall return 

the card, face up, to the dealer calling the game, who shall 

place the card face up on the area designated for the Banker’s 

Hand. 

   (6)  If two or more players wager an equally high amount on 

the Player’s Hand, the player making the wager who is closest to 

the dealer calling the game, moving counterclockwise around the 

table, shall be handed the Player’s Hand and any third card 

required to be dealt. If two or more players wager an equally 

high amount on the Banker’s Hand, the player making the wager 

who is closest to the dealer calling the game, moving 

counterclockwise around the table, shall be handed the Banker’s 

Hand and any third card required to be dealt. 

   (7)  In the event there are no wagers on the Player’s Hand, 

the dealer calling the game shall turn the Player’s Hand face up 

and any additional card required to be dealt. In the event there 

are no wagers on the Banker’s Hand, the dealer calling the game 

shall turn the Banker’s Hand face up and any additional card 

required to be dealt. 

 (e)  After the initial two cards of the Player’s Hand and 

Banker’s Hand have been turned face up on the layout but prior 

to dealing a third card in accordance with subsections (c) and 

(d), the dealer shall settle all House Money Wagers as follows: 
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   (1)  If a player placed a House Money Wager, beginning from 

the dealer’s right and moving counterclockwise around the table, 

the dealer shall collect all losing House Money wagers and pay 

all winning wagers in accordance with §  631a.13(h) (relating to 

payout odds; vigorish) provided that, at a player’s discretion, 

the player may add the winning House Money payout to the 

player’s original wager on the Player’s or Banker’s Hand in 

accordance with the following: 

     (i)   All of the winning House Money payout or, if 

specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2, only a specified portion of the 

winning House Money payout shall be added to the area designated 

for the placement of the player’s original wager on the Player’s 

or Banker’s Hand. The player’s original wager and the House 

Money payout which was added to the player’s original wager 

shall then be settled based on the outcome of the player’s wager 

on the Player’s or Banker’s Hand. 

     (ii)   A player may not touch the winning House Money 

payout. The dealer shall either hand the entire winning House 

Money payout to the player or place all or a portion thereof, as 

authorized by the certificate holder, on the area designated for 

the placement of the player’s wager on the Player’s or Banker’s 

Hand. 
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   (2)  After settling the House Money Wagers, the game shall 

resume by dealing any third cards that are required to be dealt 

in accordance with subsection (c) or (d)(4). 

 (f)  The dealer or floorperson assigned to the table may 

require any player to relinquish the right to turn over the 

cards in accordance with subsection (d) if the player 

unreasonably delays the game. If the voluntary or compulsory 

relinquishment of that right occurs, the dealer shall offer it 

to the player immediately to the right of the previous player. 

If the player does not accept it or there is not a player in 

that position, the dealer shall offer it to each of the other 

players in turn, moving counterclockwise around the table for 

the remainder of that round of play. If no player accepts the 

cards, the dealer shall turn the cards over and place them on 

the designated areas of the layout. 

§ 631a.10. Procedure for dealing a third card. 

 (a)  Except as provided in §  631a.9(d) (relating to hands of 

player and banker; procedure for dealing initial two cards to 

each hand), after the initial four cards have been dealt and the 

dealer calling the game places the cards face up in front of 

himself, the dealer calling the game shall announce the Point 

Count of the Player’s Hand and the Banker’s Hand. 

 (b)  Following the announcement of the Point Counts of each 

hand, the dealer calling the game shall instruct the curator 
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whether to deal a third card to either or both hands in 

accordance with §  631a.11 (relating to rules for determining 

whether a third card shall be dealt). Any third cards required 

shall be dealt as provided in §  631a.9(c) or (d). 

 (c)  In no event may more than one additional card be dealt to 

either hand. 

 (d)  If the cover card appears as the first card in the dealing 

shoe at the beginning of a round of play or appears during play, 

the cover card shall be removed and placed to the side and the 

hand will be completed. Upon completion of that hand, the dealer 

calling the game shall announce ‘‘last hand.’’ At the completion 

of one more hand, the cards shall be replaced with new decks of 

cards. 

§ 631a.11. Rules for determining whether a third card shall be 

dealt. 

 (a)  If either the Player’s Hand or the Banker’s Hand is a 

Natural, no more cards may be dealt to either hand. 

 (b)  If the Point Count of the Player’s Hand and the Banker’s 

Hand is 0 to 7 on the first two cards, the Player’s Hand shall: 

   (1)  Draw (take a third card) if the Player’s Hand has a 

Point Count of less than 6. 

   (2)  Stay (not take a third card) if the Player’s Hand has a 

Point Count of 6 or more. 
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 (c)  If the Point Count of the Player’s Hand and the Banker’s 

Hand is 0 to 7 on the first two cards, the Banker’s Hand shall 

draw or stay in accordance with the following requirements: 

   (1)  If the Player’s Hand does not receive a third card, the 

Banker’s Hand shall be dealt a third card if the Point Count of 

the Banker’s Hand is 5 or less. 

   (2)  If the Player’s Hand is dealt a third card and: 

     (i)   The Banker’s Hand has a Point Count of less than 3, 

the Banker’s Hand shall be dealt a third card. 

     (ii)   The Banker’s Hand has a Point Count of 7, the 

Banker’s Hand may not be dealt a third card. 

     (iii)   The Banker’s Hand has a Point Count of 3, 4, 5 or 

6, the Banker’s Hand shall be dealt or not dealt a third card in 

accordance with Table 1 as follows: 

Table 1 

Value of the Third Card Drawn by Player’s Hand 

Point Count of Banker’s Hand After Two Cards 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

3 D D D D D D D D S D 

4 S S D D D D D D S S 

5 S S S S D D D D S S 

6 S S S S S S D D S S 

 (d)  In Table 1, the first vertical column labeled ‘‘Point 

Count of Banker’s Hand After Two Cards’’ refers to the Point 
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Count of the Banker’s Hand after the first two cards have been 

dealt to the Banker’s Hand. 

 (e)  In Table 1, the first horizontal row at the top labeled 

‘‘Value of the Third Card Drawn by Player’s Hand’’ refers to the 

value of the third card drawn by the Player’s Hand, not the 

Point Count of the Player’s Hand. 

 (f)  In Table 1, the letter ‘‘D’’ means that the Banker’s Hand 

shall draw a third card and the letter ‘‘S’’ means that the 

Banker’s Hand shall stay. 

 (g)  To use Table 1, first find the Point Count of the Banker’s 

Hand in the first vertical column and trace that horizontally 

across the table until it intersects the vertical column that 

corresponds to the value of the third card drawn by the Player’s 

Hand. The symbol located where the intersection occurs 

determines whether the Banker’s Hand shall draw a third card or 

stay. For example, if the Point Count of the Banker’s Hand after 

two cards is 5 and the value of the third card drawn by the 

Player’s Hand is 4, the table shows that the Banker’s Hand shall 

draw a third card. 

§ 631a.12. Announcement of result of round; payment and 

collection of wagers. 

 (a)  After each hand has received all the cards to which it is 

entitled under § §  631a.9, 631a.10 and 631a.11 (relating to 

hands of player and banker; procedure for dealing initial two 
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cards to each hand; procedure for dealing a third card; and 

rules for determining whether a third card shall be dealt), the 

dealer calling the game shall announce the final Point Count of 

each hand indicating which hand has won the round. If the two 

hands have equal Point Counts, the dealer shall announce ‘‘tie 

hand.’’ If the table is designated for play as an EZ Baccarat 

table and the Point Counts of the Banker’s Hand and the Player’s 

Hand result in a Dragon 7 or a Panda 8, the dealer shall 

announce ‘‘Dragon 7’’ or ‘‘Panda 8.’’ 

 (b)  After the result of the round is announced, the dealer or 

dealers responsible for the wagers on the table shall first 

collect each losing wager. After the losing wagers are 

collected, the dealer or dealers responsible for the wagers on 

the table shall, starting at the highest numbered player 

position at which a winning wager is located, pay that player’s 

winning wager and immediately thereafter mark or collect the 

vigorish owed by that player unless the table is designated for 

play as an EZ Baccarat table in which vigorish is not collected. 

The dealer shall then proceed in descending order to the next 

highest numbered player position at which a winning wager is 

located and repeat this procedure until each winning wager is 

paid and the vigorish owed by each player, if any, is either 

marked or collected. 
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 (c)  At the conclusion of a round of play, the dealer shall 

remove all cards from the table and place the cards in the 

discard bucket. 

§ 631a.13. Payout odds; vigorish. 

 (a)  A winning wager made on the Player’s Hand shall be paid at 

odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  A winning Tie Wager shall be paid at odds of at least 8 to 

1. 

 (c)  A winning wager made on the Banker’s Hand shall be paid at 

odds of 1 to 1, except that the certificate holder shall extract 

a vigorish from the winning players in an amount equal to 5% of 

the amount won, unless the certificate holder is offering EZ 

Baccarat in which vigorish is not collected. When collecting the 

vigorish, the certificate holder may round off the vigorish to 

25¢ or the next highest multiple of 25¢. 

 (d)  A dealer shall collect the vigorish from a player in 

accordance with one of the following procedures selected by the 

certificate holder in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions): 

   (1)  At the time the winning payout is made. 

   (2)  At a later time, provided that: 

     (i)   The outstanding vigorish shall be collected prior to 

beginning play with a new dealing shoe of cards or when the 

player leaves the gaming table, whichever occurs first. 
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     (ii)   The amount of the vigorish shall be tracked by 

placing a coin or marker button, which contains the amount of 

the vigorish owed, in the rectangular space on the layout that 

is imprinted with the number of the player owing the vigorish. 

     (iii)   The coin or marker button may not be removed from 

the layout until the vigorish owed is collected. 

 (e)  If a certificate holder offers the Dragon Bonus Wager, in 

accordance with §  631a.8(a)(4) (relating to wagers), a vigorish 

may not be extracted on a winning Dragon Bonus Wager. Winning 

Dragon Bonus Wagers shall be paid out at the odds in one of the 

following paytables selected by the certificate holder in its 

Rules Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2: 

 

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Win by 9 points 30 to 1 20 to 1 30 to 1 

Win by 8 points 10 to 1 8 to 1 10 to 1 

Win by 7 points 6 to 1 7 to 1 4 to 1 

Win by 6 points 4 to 1 4 to 1 4 to 1 

Win by 5 points 2 to 1 3 to 1 2 to 1 

Win by 4 points 1 to 1 1 to 1 2 to 1 

Natural winner 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

Natural tie Push Push Push 
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 (f)  A winning Dragon 7 Insurance Wager, as described in 

§  631a.8(a)(5), shall be paid out at odds of 40 to 1. 

 (g)  A winning Panda 8 Insurance Wager, as described in 

§  631a.8(a)(6), shall be paid at odds of 25 to 1. 

 (h)  If a certificate holder offers the House Money Wager and 

the player elects to take the payout, the player shall be paid 

in accordance with the following paytable: 

Hand Odds 

Player and Banker Pair 15 to 1 

Player or Banker Pair 3 to 1 

§ 631a.14. Continuation of curator as dealer; selection of a new 

curator. 

 (a)  The curator, after any round of play, may either pass the 

dealing shoe or remain as curator except that: 

   (1)  The curator shall pass the dealing shoe whenever the 

Banker’s Hand loses. 

   (2)  The dealer calling the game or a floorperson or above 

may order the curator to pass the dealing shoe if the curator 

unreasonably delays the game or repeatedly makes invalid deals. 

 (b)  When a voluntary or compulsory relinquishment of the 

dealing shoe occurs, the dealer shall offer the dealing shoe to 

the player immediately to the right of the previous curator and, 

if that player does not accept the dealing shoe or there is no 

player in that position, the dealer shall offer the dealing shoe 
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to each of the other players in turn, moving counterclockwise 

around the table. The first player to accept the dealing shoe 

when offered shall become the new curator. 

§ 631a.15. Irregularities. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), a card drawn in 

error from the dealing shoe that is not disclosed shall be used 

as the first card of the next hand of play. 

 (b)  A third card dealt to the Player’s Hand that is not 

disclosed, when a third card is not authorized under §  631a.11 

(relating to rules for determining whether a third card shall be 

dealt), shall become the third card of the Banker’s Hand if the 

Banker’s Hand is required to draw under §  631a.11(c). If the 

Banker’s Hand is required to stay, the card dealt in error shall 

become the first card of the next hand of play. 

 (c)  If a third card dealt to the Player’s Hand, when a third 

card is not authorized under §  631a.11, is disclosed at the 

time it is dealt or is found face up in the dealing shoe, the 

dealer calling the game shall use the disclosed card as the 

third card of the Banker’s Hand if the Banker’s Hand is required 

to draw under §  631a.11(c). If the Banker’s Hand is required to 

stay, the dealer calling the game shall, in accordance with one 

of the following procedures designated in the certificate 

holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table 

games Rules Submissions): 
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   (1)  Place the disclosed card and one additional card, drawn 

face down from the dealing shoe, into the discard bucket without 

disclosing the additional card. 

   (2)  Use the disclosed card as the first card of a simulated 

round of play in which wagers may not be accepted. The cards 

shall be dealt in accordance with the rules of this chapter and 

placed in the discard bucket upon completion of the dealing 

procedures. 

 (d)  Except as provided in subsection (c), if a card is 

disclosed at the time it is dealt or a card is found face up in 

the dealing shoe, the dealer shall use the disclosed card as the 

first card of a simulated round of play in which wagers may not 

be accepted. The cards shall be dealt in accordance with this 

chapter and placed in the discard bucket upon completion of the 

dealing procedures. 

 (e)  If there are insufficient cards remaining in the dealing 

shoe to complete a round of play, that round shall be void and 

all wagers shall be returned. A new round shall commence after 

the entire set of cards has been replaced and the new set of 

cards have been placed in the dealing shoe. 

CHAPTER 633a. BLACKJACK 
Sec. 

633a.1.    Definitions.  

633a.2.    Blackjack table; card reader device; physical 
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characteristics; inspections.  

633a.3.    Cards; number of decks; value of cards.  

633a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

633a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

633a.6.    Wagers.  

633a.7.    Procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play.  

633a.8.    Insurance Wager.  

633a.9.    Surrender.  

633a.10.    Double Down Wager.  

633a.11.    Splitting pairs.  

633a.12.    Blackjack variations.  

633a.13.    Payout odds; payout limitation.  

633a.14.    Irregularities. 

§ 633a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Ace-king suited—An ace and a king of the same suit.  

   Any 20—Two cards of different suits with a total point count 

of 20.  

   Blackjack—An ace and any card having a value of 10 dealt as 

the initial two cards to a player or the dealer.  

   Card reader device—A device which permits the dealer to 
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determine if the hole card will give the dealer a Blackjack.  

   Crown Treasure Bonus—An additional payout when both the 

player and dealer have a Royal Match.  

   Determinant card—The first card drawn for each round of play 

to determine from which side of a double shoe the cards for that 

hand shall be dealt.  

   Double shoe—A dealing shoe that has two adjacent compartments 

in which cards are stacked separately and from which cards may 

be dealt from only one compartment at any given time.  

   Flush—Three cards of the same suit.  

   Four-of-a-kind—Four cards of the same rank.  

   Hard total—The total point count of a hand which contains no 

aces or which contains aces that are each counted as 1 in 

value.  

   Hole card—The second card dealt face down to the dealer.  

   Lucky Player Bonus—An additional payout to a player who 

placed a Bad Beat Progressive Wager if the player is seated in 

the player position that is randomly selected by the table game 

system.  

   Magic Card Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed 

a Bad Beat Progressive Wager if one of the player’s first two 

cards matches the card randomly selected by the table game 

system.  

   Matched 20—Two identical cards with a total point count of 20 
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except for a queen of hearts pair.  

   Pair—Two cards of the same rank.  

   Royal Match—King and queen of the same suit.  

   Soft total—The total point count of a hand containing an ace 

when the ace is counted as 11 in value.  

   Straight—Three cards in consecutive rank.  

   Straight flush—Three cards of the same suit in consecutive 

rank.  

   Suited Match—Two cards of the same suit that are not a king 

and queen.  

   Suited pair—Two cards of the same rank and suit.  

   Suited 20—Two cards of the same suit with a total point count 

of 20.  

   Three-of-a-kind—Three cards of the same rank.  

   Triple Match—The player’s initial two cards and the dealer’s 

up card which are all the same rank.  

   Two-card straight—Two cards in consecutive rank regardless of 

suit.  

   Two-card straight flush—Two cards in consecutive rank of the 

same suit. 

§ 633a.2. Blackjack table; card reader device; physical 

characteristics; inspections. 

 (a)  Blackjack shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than seven players on one side of the 
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table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Blackjack table shall be submitted to the 

Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Blackjack Wager for each player. 

   (3)  The following inscriptions: 

     (i)   Blackjack pays 3 to 2. 

     (ii)   Insurance pays 2 to 1. 

     (iii)   Dealer shall draw to 16 and stand on all 17s or 

other similar language approved by the Executive Director in 

accordance with §  601a.10(a). 

   (4)  If the certificate holder offers the Lucky Ladies Twenty 

Point Bonus Wager authorized under §  633a.6(e)(1) (relating to 

wagers), a separate area designated for the placement of the 

Twenty Point Bonus Wager for each player. 

   (5)  If the certificate holder offers the Match-the-Dealer 

Wager authorized under §  633a.6(e)(2), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Match-the-Dealer Wager for 

each player. 
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   (6)  If the certificate holder offers the In Between Wager 

authorized under §  633a.6(e)(3), a separate area designated for 

the placement of the In Between Wager for each player. 

   (7)  If the certificate holder offers the Royal Match 21 

Wager authorized under §  633a.6(e)(4), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Royal Match 21 Wager for 

each player. 

   (8)  If the certificate holder offers the Bet the Set 21 

Wager authorized under §  633a.6(e)(5), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Bet the Set 21 Wager for 

each player. 

   (9)  If the certificate holder offers the King’s Bounty Wager 

authorized under §  633a.6(e)(6), a separate area designated for 

the placement of the King’s Bounty Wager for each player. 

   (10)  If a certificate holder offers Blackjack Switch 

authorized under §  633a.12(a) (relating to Blackjack 

variations), the table must be designated for play as a 

Blackjack Switch table and contain: 

     (i)   Two separate areas designated for the placement of 

the two equal Blackjack Wagers for each player. 

     (ii)   A separate area designated for the placement of the 

Super Match Wager authorized under §  633a.6(e)(7) for each 

player. 
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   (11)  If the certificate holder offers the Three Card Poker 

Wager authorized under §  633a.6(e)(9), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Three Card Poker Wager for 

each player. 

   (12)  If the certificate holder offers the Hit and Run 

Progressive Wager authorized under §  633a.6(e)(10), a separate 

area designated for the placement of the Hit and Run Progressive 

Wager. 

   (13)  If the certificate holder offers the Straight Jack 

Progressive Wager authorized under §  633a.6(e)(11), a separate 

area designated for the placement of the Straight Jack 

Progressive Wager. 

   (14)  If the certificate holder offers the House Money Wager 

authorized under §  633a.6(e)(12), a separate area designated 

for the placement of the House Money Wager. 

   (15)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If the payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Blackjack table. 

   (16)  An inscription indicating the payout limit per hand 

established by the certificate holder under §  633a.13(m) 

(relating to payout odds; payout limitation) or a generic 

inscription indicating the game is subject to the posted payout 
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limit. If the payout limit is not inscribed on the layout, a 

sign which sets forth the required information shall be posted 

at each Blackjack table. 

 (c)  If the certificate holder offers the Bad Beat Progressive 

Wager authorized under §  633a.6(e)(8), the Blackjack table must 

have a progressive table game system in accordance with 

§  605a.7 (relating to progressive table game systems) and an 

electronic wagering system in accordance with § §  605a.2 and 

605a.3 (relating to electronic wagering systems; and procedures 

for buying in to and cashing out of a table game using an 

electronic wagering system). Each betting position must contain 

an electronic wagering system for the placement of the Bad Beat 

Progressive Wager. The system must include a mechanism, such as 

a lock-out button, that prevents the placement of any Bad Beat 

Progressive Wagers that a player attempts to place after the 

dealer has begun dealing the cards. 

 (d)  If a certificate holder offers the Hit and Run Progressive 

Wager in accordance with §  633a.6(e)(10) or the Straight Jack 

Progressive Wager in accordance with §  633a.6(e)(11), the 

Blackjack table must have a progressive table game system in 

accordance with §  605a.7, for the placement of Hit and Run or 

Straight Jack Progressive Wagers. The progressive table game 

system must include: 
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   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Hit and Run or 

Straight Jack Progressive Wager. 

   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the gaming table including a 

mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the 

placement of any Hit and Run or Straight Jack Progressive Wagers 

that a player attempts to place after the dealer has begun 

dealing the cards. 

 (e)  Each Blackjack table must have a drop box and a tip box 

attached on the same side of the table as, but on opposite sides 

of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of Casino Compliance 

in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau of Casino 

Compliance may approve an alternative location for the tip box 

when a card shuffling device or other table game equipment 

prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on the same 

side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, the 

dealer. 

 (f)  Each Blackjack table must have a card reader device 

attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. The 

floorperson assigned to the Blackjack table shall inspect the 

card reader device at the beginning of each gaming day to ensure 

that there has been no tampering with the device and that it is 

in proper working order. 
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 (g)  Each Blackjack table must have a discard rack securely 

attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. The 

height of each discard rack must either: 

   (1)  Equal the height of the cards, stacked one on top of the 

other, in the total number of decks that are to be used in the 

dealing shoe at that table. 

   (2)  Be taller than the height of the total number of decks 

being used if the discard rack has a distinct and clearly 

visible mark on its side to show the exact height for a stack of 

cards equal to the total number of cards in the number of decks 

to be used in the dealing shoe at that table. 

 (h)  When a double shoe is used at a Blackjack table, the 

height and marking requirements in subsection (g) for that 

table’s discard rack shall be determined by the number of decks 

used in one side of the shoe. 

§ 633a.3. Cards; number of decks; value of cards. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsections (b) and (c), Blackjack 

shall be played with at least one deck of cards that are 

identical in appearance and at least one cover card. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, other 

than a continuous shuffler, Blackjack shall be played with at 

least two decks of cards in accordance with the following 

requirements: 
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   (1)  The cards shall be separated into two batches with an 

equal number of decks included in each batch. 

   (2)  The cards in each batch must be of the same design but 

the backs of the cards in one batch must be of a different color 

than the cards in the other batch. 

   (3)  One batch of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other batch is being 

used to play the game. 

   (4)  Both batches of cards shall be continuously alternated 

in and out of play, with each batch being used for every other 

dealing shoe. 

   (5)  The cards from only one batch shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  If a double shoe is utilized, Blackjack shall be played 

with at least two decks of cards that shall be dealt from 

separate sides of the dealing shoe, with the same number of 

decks used in each side of the double shoe. The cards dealt from 

both sides of the shoe must be of the same design but the backs 

of the cards being dealt from one side of the shoe must be of a 

different color than the cards being dealt from the other side 

of the shoe. A separate cover card shall be used in each side of 

the shoe. 

 (d)  The decks of cards opened for use at a Blackjack table 

shall be changed at least once every 24 hours unless the 
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certificate holder is dealing Blackjack from the hand, in 

accordance with §  633a.12(b) (relating to Blackjack 

variations), in which the cards shall be changed at least every 

4 hours. 

 (e)  The value of the cards shall be as follows: 

   (1)  Any card from 2 to 10 shall have its face value. 

   (2)  Any jack, queen or king shall have a value of 10. 

   (3)  An ace shall have a value of 11 unless that value would 

give a player or the dealer a score in excess of 21, in which 

case the ace shall have a value of 1. 

 

 

 

§ 633a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 
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shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  633a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If a double shoe is utilized, all decks that comprise one 

side of the dealing shoe shall be spread for inspection on the 

table separate from the decks that comprise the other side of 

the dealing shoe. After the player is afforded an opportunity to 

visually inspect the cards, the cards that comprise one side of 

the dealing shoe and the cards that comprise the other side of 

the dealing shoe shall be turned face downward on the table 

separately, mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards and 

stacked. 

 (e)  If an automated shuffling device is utilized, other than a 

continuous shuffler, all the decks in one batch of cards shall 

be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c) separate from the decks in 

the other batch of cards. 

 (f)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(e) do not apply. 

§ 633a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 
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 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each shoe of cards is dealt or when directed by 

a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the cards, 

either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling device, 

so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon completion of 

the shuffle, the dealer or device shall place the decks of cards 

in a single stack. The certificate holder may use an automated 

card shuffling device which, upon completion of the shuffling of 

the cards, inserts the stack of cards directly into a dealing 

shoe. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall offer the stack of cards to be cut, with the backs facing 

away from the dealer, to the player determined under subsection 

(c). If no player accepts the cut, the dealer shall cut the 

cards. 

 (c)  The cut of the cards shall be offered to players in the 

following order: 

   (1)  The first player arriving at the table, if the game is 

just beginning. 

   (2)  The player on whose betting area the cover card appeared 

during the last round of play. 
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   (3)  If the cover card appeared on the dealer’s hand during 

the last round of play, the player at the farthest position to 

the right of the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to 

cut the cards shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise 

manner. 

   (4)  If the reshuffle was initiated at the direction of the 

floorperson or above, the player at the farthest position to the 

right of the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to cut 

the cards shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise 

manner. 

 (d)  The player or dealer making the cut shall place the cover 

card in the stack at least ten cards from the top or bottom of 

the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards on top of the cover card and place them on 

the bottom of the stack. The dealer shall then insert the cover 

card in the stack at a position at least 1/4 of the way in from 

the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall then be 

inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been placed in the dealing shoe, a floorperson or above may 

require the cards to be recut if the floorperson determines that 

the cut was performed improperly or in any way that might affect 

the integrity or fairness of the game. If a recut is required, 

the cards shall be recut either by the player who last cut the 
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cards or by the next person entitled to cut the cards, as 

determined under subsection (c). The stack of cards shall then 

be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (f)  A reshuffle of the cards in the shoe shall take place 

after the cover card is reached in the shoe, as provided in 

§  633a.7(e) (relating to procedure for dealing the cards; 

completion of each round of play), except that a floorperson may 

determine that the cards should be reshuffled after any round of 

play. 

 (g)  If there is no gaming activity at a Blackjack table which 

is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the dealing 

shoe and the discard rack and spread out on the table face down 

unless a player requests that the cards be spread face up on the 

table. After the first player arriving at the table is afforded 

an opportunity to visually inspect the cards shall be: 

   (1)  Mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards, stacked, 

then shuffled and cut in accordance with this section, if there 

is no automated shuffling device in use. 

   (2)  Stacked and placed into the automated shuffling device 

to be shuffled, if an automated shuffling device is in use. The 

batch of cards already in the shuffler shall then be removed. 

Unless a player requests otherwise, the batch of cards removed 

from the shuffler does not need to be spread for inspection and 

reshuffled prior to being dealt, if the automated card shuffling 
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device stores a single batch of shuffled cards inside the 

shuffler in a secure manner. 

 (h)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (b)—(g) do not apply. 

§ 633a.6. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Blackjack shall be made by placing value chips, 

plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering instruments 

on the appropriate areas of the Blackjack layout. Verbal wagers 

accompanied by cash may be accepted provided that they are 

confirmed by the dealer and the cash is expeditiously converted 

into value chips or plaques. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled as required under 

§  633a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards), a 

certificate holder may prohibit any patron, whether seated at 

the gaming table or not, who does not make a wager on a given 

round of play from placing a wager on the next round of play and 

any subsequent round of play at that gaming table until either: 

   (1)  The certificate holder chooses to permit the player to 

begin wagering again. 
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   (2)  A reshuffle of the cards has occurred. 

 (c)  All wagers, except an Insurance Wager under §  633a.8 

(relating to Insurance Wager), a Double Down Wager under 

§  633a.10 (relating to Double Down Wager) or a wager on split 

pairs under §  633a.11 (relating to splitting pairs), shall be 

placed prior to the first card being dealt for each round of 

play. A player may not handle, remove or alter any wagers that 

have been made until a decision has been rendered and 

implemented with respect to that wager. 

 (d)  To participate in a round of play and compete against the 

dealer’s hand, a player shall place a Blackjack Wager. 

 (e)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer to each player who placed a Blackjack Wager 

in accordance with subsection (d) the option of placing the 

following additional wagers: 

   (1)  A Lucky Ladies Twenty Point Bonus Wager that the 

player’s initial two cards will have a total point count of 20. 

   (2)  A Match-the-Dealer Wager that either of the player’s 

initial two cards will match the rank of dealer’s up card. 

   (3)  An In Between Wager that the dealer’s up card will 

either fall between or will be of the same rank as the player’s 

initial two cards. 
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   (4)  A Royal Match 21 Wager that either of the player’s 

initial two cards will be a Suited Match or a Royal Match. 

   (5)  A Bet the Set 21 Wager that the player’s initial two 

cards will be a pair or a suited pair. 

   (6)  A King’s Bounty Wager that the player’s initial two 

cards will have a total point count of 20. 

   (7)  If offering Blackjack Switch in accordance with 

§  633a.12(a) (relating to Blackjack variations), a Super Match 

Wager that the player’s first four cards will be a pair, a 

three-of-a-kind, two pair or a four-of-a-kind. 

   (8)  A Bad Beat Progressive Wager that the player’s hand will 

have a total point count of 20 and the dealer will have 

Blackjack or a hand with a total point count of 21. 

   (9)  A Three Card Poker Wager that the dealer’s up card and 

the player’s initial two cards will form a three-card Poker hand 

of a straight flush, three-of-a-kind, straight or a flush. For 

purposes of the Three Card Poker Wager, the rank of the cards 

shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. 

An ace may be used to complete a straight flush or a straight 

with a 2 and 3 but may not be combined with any other sequence 

of cards (for example: king, ace and 2). 

   (10)  A Hit and Run Progressive Wager that the dealer will 

have Blackjack or a hand containing five or more cards. 
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   (11)  A Straight Jack Progressive Wager that the initial two 

cards dealt to the player will form at least a two-card 

straight. 

   (12)  A House Money Wager that the initial two cards dealt to 

the player will form a two-card straight, a pair, a two-card 

straight flush or an ace-king suited. 

 (f)  The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which 

a player may place a Blackjack Wager in one round of play. 

§ 633a.7. Procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play. 

 (a)  Except as provided in §  633a.12(b) (relating to Blackjack 

variations), all cards shall be dealt from a dealing shoe which 

must be located on the table in a location approved by the 

Bureau of Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) 

(relating to approval of table game layouts, signage and 

equipment). Once the procedures under §  633a.5 (relating to 

shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the stacked 

cards shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 
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hand. The dealer may deal cards to the two betting positions 

closest to the dealing shoe with the same hand. 

 (c)  After each full batch of cards is placed in the shoe, the 

dealer shall remove the first card and place it in the discard 

rack. Each new dealer who comes to the table shall also remove 

one card and place it in the discard rack before dealing any 

cards to the players. 

 (d)  If a double shoe is utilized, the following procedures 

shall be used in lieu of the procedures in subsection (c). 

   (1)  Prior to commencement of each round of play, the dealer 

shall draw a determinate card from either side of the double 

shoe. The suit of that card shall determine from which side of 

the shoe that round of play will be dealt. The certificate 

holder shall designate that the suits of hearts and diamonds 

correspond to the color of the backs of the cards being dealt 

from one side of the shoe, and that the suits of spades and 

clubs correspond to the color of the backs of the cards being 

dealt from the other side of the shoe. 

   (2)  A determinant card corresponding to the side of the shoe 

from which it was drawn shall become the player’s first card. A 

determinant card that does not correspond to the side of the 

shoe from which it was dealt shall be placed in a segregated 

area of the dealing shoe. 
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 (e)  If the cover card appears as the first card in the dealing 

shoe at the beginning of a round of play or appears during play, 

the cover card shall be removed and placed to the side and the 

hand will be completed. The dealer shall then collect and 

reshuffle the cards as follows: 

   (1)  When a single dealing shoe is used, the dealer shall 

remove the cards remaining in the shoe and place them in the 

discard rack to ensure that no cards are missing. 

   (2)  When a double shoe is used, the dealer shall remove the 

cards remaining in the side of the shoe from which the cover 

card was drawn and the cards, if any, that were put in a 

separate segregated area for the discards from that side of the 

double shoe, after which the dealer shall place those cards face 

down in the discard rack in order to ensure that no cards are 

missing. 

   (3)  Shuffle the cards so that they are randomly intermixed. 

If a double shoe is utilized, the shuffle of the cards shall be 

limited to the side of the shoe from which the cover card was 

drawn. 

 (f)  At the commencement of each round of play, or immediately 

after the determinant card has been drawn and either removed or 

used as the player’s first card, the dealer shall, starting with 

the player farthest to the dealer’s left and continuing around 

the table in a clockwise manner, deal the cards as follows: 
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   (1)  One card face up to each box on the layout in which a 

Blackjack Wager is contained. 

   (2)  One card face up to the dealer. 

   (3)  A second card face up to each box in which a wager is 

contained. 

   (4)  A second card face down to the dealer. 

 (g)  Immediately after the second card is dealt to each player 

and the dealer, but prior to any additional cards being dealt or 

before any card reader device is utilized, the dealer shall, 

starting with the player farthest to the dealer’s right and 

continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction, 

settle the player’s optional wagers by collecting all losing 

wagers and paying all winning wagers as follows: 

   (1)  If a player placed a Lucky Ladies Twenty Point Bonus 

Wager and the player’s initial two cards have a total point 

count of 20, the dealer shall pay the winning Twenty Point Bonus 

Wager in accordance with §  633a.13(c) (relating to payout odds; 

payout limitation). If the first card to the dealer is a 10, 

jack, queen, king or ace and the player has two queens of 

hearts, that player’s Twenty Point Bonus Wager shall be settled 

after all other Twenty Point Bonus Wagers as follows: 

     (i)   If the dealer has determined that the hole card will 

not give the dealer a Blackjack, the player shall be paid before 

any other cards are dealt. 
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     (ii)   If the dealer has determined that the hole card will 

give the dealer a Blackjack, the player shall be paid when the 

player’s Blackjack Wager is collected. 

   (2)  If a player placed a Match-the-Dealer Wager and either 

of the player’s initial two cards match the rank of the dealer’s 

up card, the dealer shall pay the winning Match-the-Dealer Wager 

in accordance with §  633a.13(d). If both of the player’s 

initial two cards match the rank of the dealer’s up card, the 

player shall be paid for each matching card. Any card with a 

face value of 10 or a point value of 10 (a jack, queen or king) 

shall only match an identical card without regard to value. 

   (3)  If a player placed an In Between Wager and the dealer’s 

up card: 

     (i)   Falls between the player’s initial two cards, the 

player shall be paid according to the respective card spread. A 

one-card spread occurs when only one card falls between the 

player’s initial two cards. For example, if a player is dealt a 

7 and a 9, the player shall win with a one-card spread if the 

dealer’s up card is an 8. The dealer shall pay the winning In 

Between Wager in accordance with §  633a.13(e). 

     (ii)   And the player’s initial two cards are all the same 

rank, the player has a Triple Match. The dealer shall pay the 

winning In Between Wager in accordance with §  633a.13(e). 
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   (4)  If a player placed a Royal Match 21 Wager and the 

player’s initial two cards are a Suited Match or a Royal Match, 

the dealer shall pay the winning Royal Match 21 Wager in 

accordance with §  633a.13(f). If the player has a Royal Match 

and the dealer’s up card is a king or a queen, that player’s 

Royal Match 21 Wager shall be settled after the dealer’s hole 

card is exposed but prior to settling the player’s Blackjack 

Wager. If after exposing the hole card, the dealer also has a 

Royal Match, the player shall be paid a Crown Treasure Bonus, if 

offered by the certificate holder, in addition to the payout for 

the player’s Royal Match. 

   (5)  If a player placed a Bet the Set 21 Wager and the 

player’s initial two cards are a pair of the same rank or a 

suited pair of the same rank, the dealer shall pay the winning 

Bet the Set 21 Wager in accordance with §  633a.13(g). 

   (6)  If a player placed a King’s Bounty Wager and the 

player’s initial two cards have a total point count of 20, the 

dealer shall pay the winning King’s Bounty Wager in accordance 

with §  633a.13(h). If the first card to the dealer is a 10, 

jack, queen, king or ace and the player has two kings of spades, 

that player’s King’s Bounty Wager shall be settled after all 

other King’s Bounty Wagers as follows: 
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     (i)   If the dealer has determined that the hole card will 

not give the dealer a Blackjack, the player shall be paid before 

any other cards are dealt. 

     (ii)   If the dealer has determined that the hole card will 

give the dealer a Blackjack, the player shall be paid when the 

player’s Blackjack Wager is collected. 

   (7)  If a player placed a Super Match Wager at a Blackjack 

Switch table and the player’s initial four cards are a pair, a 

three-of-a-kind, two pair or a four-of-a-kind, the dealer shall 

pay the winning Super Match Wager in accordance with 

§  633a.13(i). 

   (8)  If a player placed a Three Card Poker Wager and the 

dealer’s up card and the player’s initial two cards form a 

three-card Poker hand of a straight flush, three-of-a-kind, 

straight or a flush, the dealer shall pay the winning Three Card 

Poker Wager in accordance with §  633a.13(k). 

   (9)  If a player placed a Straight Jack Progressive Wager and 

the player’s initial two cards do not form a two-card straight, 

the dealer shall collect the player’s Straight Jack Progressive 

Wager. 

   (10)  If a player placed a House Money Wager and the player’s 

initial two cards do not form a two-card straight, a pair, a 

two-card straight flush or an ace-king suited, the dealer shall 
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collect the player’s House Money Wager. If a player has a 

winning hand: 

     (i)   And the dealer’s up card is an ace, king, queen, jack 

or 10, the dealer shall determine whether the hole card will 

give the dealer a Blackjack in accordance with subsection (h). 

If the dealer: 

       (A)   Has a Blackjack, the dealer shall pay the winning 

House Money Wager in accordance with §  633a.13(n). 

       (B)   Does not have a Blackjack, the dealer shall follow 

the requirements in subparagraph (ii). 

     (ii)   And the dealer’s up card is not an ace, king, queen, 

jack or 10, the dealer shall pay all winning wagers in 

accordance with §  633a.13(n) provided that, at a player’s 

discretion, the player may add the winning House Money payout to 

the player’s Blackjack Wager in accordance with the following: 

       (A)   All of the winning House Money payout or, if 

specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), only a specified portion of the winning House 

Money payout shall be added to the area designated for the 

placement of the player’s Blackjack Wager. 

       (B)   A player may not touch the winning House Money 

payout. The dealer shall either hand the entire winning House 

Money payout to the player or place all or a portion thereof, as 
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authorized by the certificate holder, on the area designated for 

the placement of the player’s Blackjack Wager. If a player has a 

Blackjack, the player may add the House Money payout to the 

Blackjack Wager. 

       (C)   If the player adds the House Money payout to his 

Blackjack Wager, the House Money payout and the Blackjack Wager 

must be considered the entire Blackjack Wager. Thus, if the 

player elects to split in accordance with §  633a.11 (relating 

to splitting pairs) or doubles down in accordance with 

§  633a.10 (relating to Double Down Wager), the player shall 

match the entire Blackjack Wager. 

 (h)  After settling the player’s optional wagers in accordance 

with subsection (g), if the dealer’s first card is an ace, king, 

queen, jack or 10, the dealer shall, after offering the 

Insurance Wager or even money in accordance with §  633a.8 

(relating to Insurance Wager), determine whether the hole card 

will give the dealer a Blackjack. The dealer shall insert the 

hole card into the card reader device by moving the card face 

down on the layout without exposing it to anyone at the table, 

including the dealer. If the dealer has a Blackjack, additional 

cards may not be dealt and each player’s Blackjack Wager and the 

Bad Beat, Hit and Run Progressive and Insurance Wagers, if 

applicable, shall be settled. 
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 (i)  After the procedures in subsection (h) have been 

completed, if necessary, the dealer shall start with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left and continue around the table in a 

clockwise direction and if the player: 

   (1)  Has Blackjack and the dealer’s up card: 

     (i)   Is a 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9, the dealer shall 

announce and pay the Blackjack and remove the player’s cards. 

     (ii)   Is an ace, king, queen, jack or 10 but the dealer’s 

hole card will not give the dealer a Blackjack, the dealer shall 

announce the player’s Blackjack and either: 

       (A)   Immediately pay the player’s Blackjack and remove 

the player’s cards. 

       (B)   Leave the player’s cards on the table and not make 

a payment to the player. After all other cards are dealt to the 

players and the dealer reveals his hole card, the dealer shall 

pay the player’s Blackjack and remove the player’s cards. 

   (2)  Does not have Blackjack, the player shall indicate 

whether he wishes to surrender, as permitted under §  633a.9 

(relating to surrender), double down as permitted under 

§  633a.10, split pairs as permitted under §  633a.11, stand or 

draw additional cards. 

 (j)  As each player indicates his decision, the dealer shall 

deal face upwards whatever additional cards are necessary to 

effectuate the player’s decision. 
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 (k)  A player may elect to draw additional cards whenever his 

point count total is less than 21, except that: 

   (1)  A player having Blackjack or a hard or soft total of 21 

may not draw additional cards. 

   (2)  A player electing to make a Double Down Wager may draw 

only one additional card. 

 (l)  After the decisions of each player have been implemented 

and all additional cards have been dealt, the dealer shall turn 

the hole card face up. Any additional cards required to be dealt 

to the hand of the dealer, in accordance with subsection (m), 

shall be dealt face up. The dealer shall announce the dealer’s 

total point count after each additional card is dealt. 

 (m)  Except as provided in subsection (n), the dealer shall 

draw additional cards until he has a hard or soft total of 17, 

18, 19, 20 or 21. 

 (n)  A dealer shall draw no additional cards to his hand, 

regardless of the point count, if decisions have been made on 

all players’ hands and the point count of the dealer’s hand will 

not have an effect on the outcome of the round of play. 

 (o)  After all additional cards have been dealt to the players 

and the dealer, the dealer shall, starting with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s right and continuing around the table 

in a counterclockwise direction, settle the remaining optional 
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wagers by collecting all losing wagers and paying all winning 

wagers as follows: 

   (1)  If a player placed a Bad Beat Progressive Wager: 

     (i)   A player shall win if the player’s hand has a total 

point count of 20 and the dealer has Blackjack or the total 

point count of the dealer’s hand is 21. If selected by the 

certificate holder in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

player may also win if the total point count of the player’s 

hand is 20, irrespective of the total point count of the 

dealer’s hand. 

     (ii)   If a player has won the Bad Beat Progressive Wager 

or a Magic Card or Lucky Player Bonus, if offered by the 

certificate holder, the dealer shall: 

       (A)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

       (B)   Have a floorperson or above verify any Bad Beat 

Progressive payout with odds of 100 for 1 or greater in 

accordance with approved internal control procedures submitted 

under §  465a.2 (relating to internal control systems and audit 

protocols). 

       (C)   Credit the player’s game account for the winning 

Bad Beat Progressive Wager or the Magic Card or Lucky Player 

Bonus in accordance with §  633a.13(j). If more than one player 

at the table has won a progressive payout that is 100% of the 

jackpot amount on the progressive meter, each player shall share 
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the maximum amount proportionally to the amount of the player’s 

respective Bad Beat Progressive Wager. 

   (2)  If a player placed a Hit and Run Progressive Wager: 

     (i)   A player shall win if the dealer has Blackjack or the 

dealer’s hand has five or more cards inclusive of any card which 

would give the dealer’s hand a total point count of greater than 

21. For example, if the dealer’s hand has a total point count of 

14 with five cards drawn and the dealer draws an additional card 

resulting in a total point count of 23, the dealer’s sixth card 

shall also count toward the Hit and Run Progressive payout. 

     (ii)   If a player has won the Hit and Run Progressive 

Wager, the dealer shall: 

       (A)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

       (B)   Have a floorperson or above verify any Hit and Run 

Progressive payout with odds of 200 for 1 or greater in 

accordance with approved internal control procedures submitted 

under §  465a.2. 

       (C)   Pay the player the winning Hit and Run Progressive 

Wager in accordance with §  633a.13(l). If a player has won a 

progressive payout that is 100% of the jackpot amount on the 

progressive meter, the progressive payout may not be paid from 

the table inventory container. If a player has won a progressive 

payout that is not being paid from the table inventory 

container, the cards of the player must remain on the table 
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until the necessary documentation has been completed. If more 

than one player at the table has won a progressive payout that 

is 100% of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter, each 

player shall share the maximum amount equally. 

   (3)  If a player placed a Straight Jack Progressive Wager: 

     (i)   A player shall win if the player’s initial two cards 

were a two-card straight. Each additional card drawn by the 

player which does not break the sequence of the two-card 

straight shall result in a payout increase, provided that an 

ace, king shall be a two-card straight. For example, if the 

player’s initial two cards are a 4 and a 5 and the player draws: 

       (A)   A 6, the player has a three-card straight. 

       (B)   A 3 then a 6, the player has a four-card straight. 

       (C)   A 2 then a 3, the 2 breaks the sequence and the 

player has a two-card straight. 

       (D)   A 6 then a 7, resulting in a hand with a total 

point count greater than 21, the last card drawn may not count 

toward the Straight Jack Progressive Payout. The player will 

receive a payout for only a three-card straight. 

     (ii)   If a player has won the Straight Jack Progressive 

Wager, the dealer shall: 

       (A)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

       (B)   Have a floorperson or above verify any Straight 

Jack Progressive Payout with odds of 100 for 1 or greater in 
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accordance with approved internal control procedures submitted 

under §  465a.2. 

       (C)   Pay the player the winning Straight Jack 

Progressive Wager in accordance with §  633a.13(m). If a player 

has won a progressive payout that is 10% or more of the jackpot 

amount on the progressive meter, the progressive payout may not 

be paid from the table inventory container. If a player has won 

a progressive payout that is not being paid from the table 

inventory container, the cards of the player must remain on the 

table until the necessary documentation has been completed. If 

more than one player at the table has won a progressive payout 

that is 100% of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter, 

each player shall share the maximum amount equally. 

 (p)  A player shall win the Blackjack Wager and be paid in 

accordance with the payout odds in §  633a.13(a) if: 

   (1)  The total point count of the player’s hand is 21 or less 

and the total point count of the dealer’s hand is in excess of 

21. 

   (2)  The total point count of the player’s hand exceeds the 

total point count of the dealer’s hand without exceeding 21. 

   (3)  The player has a Blackjack and the dealer’s hand has a 

total point count of 21 in more than two cards. 

 (q)  A Blackjack Wager shall tie and be returned to the player 

if the total point count of the player’s hand is the same as the 
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dealer’s. A player’s Blackjack Wager shall be lost if the dealer 

has a Blackjack and the player’s hand has a total point count of 

21 in more than two cards. 

 (r)  The dealer shall collect all losing wagers and pay off all 

winning wagers in accordance with one of the following 

procedures designated in the certificate holder’s Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2: 

   (1)  Collect all losing wagers and then pay off all winning 

wagers. 

   (2)  Pay off all winning wagers and collect all losing wagers 

beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s right and 

continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction. The 

dealer shall place any losing wagers directly into the table 

inventory and may not pay off any winning wagers by using value 

chips collected from a losing wager. 

 (s)  After all wagers have been settled, the dealer shall 

remove all remaining cards from the table and place them in the 

discard rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each 

hand in the event of a question or dispute. 

 (t)  Except as provided in §  633a.12(b), players and 

spectators may not handle, remove or alter any cards used to 

play Blackjack. 

§ 633a.8. Insurance Wager. 
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 (a)  If the first card dealt to the dealer is an ace, each 

player may make an Insurance Wager which shall win if the 

dealer’s hole card is a king, queen, jack or 10. 

 (b)  An Insurance Wager may be made by placing a value chip on 

the insurance line of the layout in an amount not more than 1/2 

of the player’s initial Blackjack Wager. A player may wager an 

amount in excess of 1/2 of the initial Blackjack Wager to the 

next unit that can be wagered in chips, when, because of the 

limitation of the value of chip denominations, half the initial 

Blackjack Wager cannot be bet. Insurance Wagers shall be placed 

prior to the dealer inserting his hole card into the card reader 

device. 

 (c)  Winning Insurance Wagers shall be paid in accordance with 

the payout odds in §  633a.13(b) (relating to payout odds; 

payout limitation). 

 (d)  Losing Insurance Wagers shall be collected by the dealer 

immediately after the dealer inserts his hole card into the card 

reader device and determines that he does not have a Blackjack 

and before he draws any additional cards. 

 (e)  Notwithstanding the requirements of subsection (a)—(d), a 

certificate holder may, if selected in its Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions), 

offer a player who has Blackjack the option to be paid even 

money on the Blackjack Wager instead of making an Insurance 
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Wager. If the player elects to be paid even money, the dealer 

shall pay out the Blackjack Wager at odds of 1 to 1 and remove 

the player’s cards. 

§ 633a.9. Surrender. 

 (a)  After the first two cards are dealt to the player, the 

player may elect to discontinue play on his hand for that round 

by surrendering 1/2 his wager. All decisions to surrender shall 

be made prior to the player indicating whether he wishes to 

double down as permitted under §  633a.10 (relating to Double 

Down Wager), split pairs as permitted under §  633a.11 (relating 

to splitting pairs), stand or draw. If the first card dealt to 

the dealer: 

   (1)  Is not an ace or 10 value card, the dealer shall 

immediately collect 1/2 of the wager and return 1/2 to the 

player. 

   (2)  Is an ace or 10 value card, the dealer will either: 

     (i)   Place the player’s wager on top of the player’s 

cards. When the dealer’s second card is revealed, the hand will 

be settled by immediately collecting the entire wager if the 

dealer has Blackjack or collecting 1/2 of the wager and 

returning 1/2 of the wager to the player if the dealer does not 

have Blackjack. The player’s cards shall then be collected. 

     (ii)   Immediately after utilizing the card reader device 

in accordance with §  633a.7(h) (relating to procedure for 
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dealing the cards; completion of each round of play), the hand 

shall be settled by immediately collecting the entire wager if 

the dealer has Blackjack or collecting 1/2 of the wager and 

returning 1/2 of the wager to the player of the dealer does not 

have Blackjack. The player’s cards shall then be collected. 

 (b)  If the player has made an Insurance Wager and then elects 

to surrender, each wager will be settled separately in 

accordance with subsection (a) and §  633a.8 (relating to 

Insurance Wager). 

§ 633a.10. Double Down Wager. 

 (a)  Except when a player has a Blackjack, a player may elect 

to make a Double Down Wager, which may not exceed the amount of 

his original Blackjack Wager, on the first two cards dealt to 

him or the first two cards of any split pair. Only one 

additional card shall be dealt to the hand on which the player 

has elected to double down. 

 (b)  If a dealer obtains Blackjack after a player makes a 

Double Down Wager, the dealer shall collect only the amount of 

the original Blackjack Wager of the player and may not collect 

the additional Double Down Wager. 

 (c)  Upon a player’s election to make a Double Down Wager, the 

dealer shall deal the one additional card face up or face down 

and place it sideways on the layout. 

§ 633a.11. Splitting pairs. 
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 (a)  If the initial two cards dealt to a player are identical 

in value, the player may elect to split the hand into two 

separate hands provided that he makes a wager on the second hand 

formed in an amount equal to his original Blackjack Wager. For 

example, if a player has two 7s or a king and a 10, the player 

may elect to split the hand. 

 (b)  When a player splits pairs, the dealer shall deal a card 

to and complete the player’s decisions with respect to the first 

incomplete hand on the dealer’s left before proceeding to deal 

any cards to the second hand. 

 (c)  After a second card is dealt to each split pair hand, the 

player shall indicate his decision to stand, draw or double down 

with respect that hand. A certificate holder shall specify in 

its Rules Submission required under §  601a.2 (relating to table 

games Rules Submissions) the number of additional times a patron 

may split pairs, including aces. 

 (d)  If the dealer obtains Blackjack after a player splits 

pairs, the dealer shall collect only the amount of the original 

wager of the player and may not collect the additional amount 

wagered in splitting pairs. 

§ 633a.12. Blackjack variations. 

 (a)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 
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Submissions), offer Blackjack Switch in accordance with the 

following requirements: 

   (1)  A player shall make two equal Blackjack Wagers by 

placing value chips on the two designated betting areas prior to 

the first card being dealt. 

   (2)  In addition to the two equal Blackjack Wagers, a player 

may make an additional Super Match Wager in accordance with 

§  633a.6(e)(7) (relating to wagers). 

   (3)  Two hands shall then be dealt to each player in 

accordance with the dealing procedures in §  633a.7 (relating to 

procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each round of 

play). 

   (4)  As each player’s point total is announced, the player 

shall indicate whether he wishes to switch the second card of 

each hand dealt. A player may also double down as permitted 

under §  633a.10 (relating to Double Down Wager), split pairs as 

permitted under §  633a.11 (relating to splitting pairs), stand 

or draw additional cards. 

   (5)  The round of play shall then be completed in accordance 

with the dealing procedures in §  633a.7. However, if the 

dealer’s hand: 

     (i)   Has a total point count of 21 in more than two cards 

and the player has Blackjack, the winning Blackjack Wager shall 

be paid at odds of 1 to 1. 
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     (ii)   Is a Blackjack and the player’s hand is a Blackjack, 

the Blackjack Wager shall tie and be returned to the player. 

     (iii)   Is a Blackjack and the player has switched to a 

Blackjack, the player’s hand shall have a total point count of 

21 and the player’s Blackjack Wager shall be lost. 

     (iv)   Has a total point count of 21 or 22 and the player 

has switched to a Blackjack, the player’s Blackjack Wager shall 

be returned to the player. 

     (v)   Has a total point count of 22 and a player’s hand has 

a total point count of 21 or less, the player’s Blackjack Wager 

shall be returned to the player. 

 (b)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2, deal Blackjack from the hand and 

allow the players to touch the cards in accordance with the 

following requirements: 

   (1)  No more than two decks of cards shall be used in the 

game. 

   (2)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (3)  After the procedures required under §  633a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the deck or decks of cards on top of a cover card 

and then place the deck or decks of cards and the cover card in 

either hand. After the dealer has chosen the hand in which to 
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hold the cards, the dealer shall continue to use that hand when 

holding the cards during that round of play. The cards held by 

the dealer shall be kept over the table inventory container and 

in front of the dealer at all times. 

   (4)  The dealer shall deal each card by holding the deck of 

cards in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the 

top card of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate 

area of the layout. 

   (5)  Prior to commencement of each round of play, the dealer 

shall remove the first card and place it in the discard rack. 

The dealer shall then, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

direction, deal the cards as follows: 

     (i)   One card face down to each box on the layout in which 

a Blackjack Wager is contained. 

     (ii)   One card face up to the dealer. 

     (iii)   A second card face down to each box in which a 

wager is contained. 

     (iv)   A second card face down to the dealer. 

   (6)  After two cards have been dealt face down to each player 

and the dealer, each player shall, with one hand, examine his 

cards. All players shall keep their cards in full view of the 

dealer at all times. Each player, starting with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left and continuing around the table in 
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a clockwise direction, shall then indicate whether he wishes to 

surrender as permitted under §  633a.9 (relating to surrender), 

double down as permitted under §  633a.10, split pairs as 

permitted under §  633a.11, stand or draw additional cards. If a 

player: 

     (i)   Indicates that he wishes to surrender, double down or 

split a pair, the dealer shall turn over the player’s two cards 

and complete the dealing procedures in accordance with 

§  633a.7. 

     (ii)   Is dealt additional cards which cause the total 

point count to exceed 21, the player shall immediately discard 

his cards. 

   (7)  As each player indicates his decision, the dealer shall 

deal face upwards whatever additional cards are necessary to 

effectuate the player’s decision. 

   (8)  After the decisions of each player have been implemented 

and all additional cards have been dealt, the dealer shall turn 

over the hole card and draw any additional cards in accordance 

with §  633a.7(m). The dealer shall announce the dealer’s total 

point count after each additional card is dealt. 

   (9)  After all additional cards have been dealt, the dealer 

shall turn over each player’s two cards and shall settle all 

remaining wagers in accordance with §  633a.7. 

§ 633a.13. Payout odds; payout limitation. 
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 (a)  The certificate holder shall pay each winning Blackjack 

Wager at odds of 1 to 1 with the exception of Blackjack which 

shall be paid at odds of 3 to 2. 

 (b)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Insurance 

Wagers at odds of 2 to 1. 

 (c)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Lucky Ladies 

Twenty Point Bonus Wagers at the odds in the following 

paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Queen of hearts pair and dealer Blackjack 1,000 to 1 

Queen of hearts pair 200 to 1 

Matched 20 25 to 1 

Suited 20 10 to 1 

Any 20 4 to 1 

 (d)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Match-the-

Dealer Wagers at the odds in the following paytable: 

   (1)  If six decks of cards are being used:  

Hand Payout 

Each matching card of the same suit 11 to 1 

Each matching card of a different suit 4 to 1 

   (2)  If eight decks of cards are being used:  

Hand Payout 
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Each matching card of the same suit 14 to 1 

Each matching card of a different suit 3 to 1 

 (e)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning In Between 

Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Triple Match 30 to 1 

One-card spread 10 to 1 

Two-card spread 6 to 1 

Three-card spread 4 to 1 

All others 1 to 1 

 (f)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Royal Match 

21 Wagers and the Crown Treasure Bonus at the odds in one of the 

following paytables selected by the certificate holder in its 

Rules Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to 

table games Rules Submissions): 

   (1)  If a single deck of cards is being used:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Royal Match 10 to 1 5 to 1 

Suited Match 3 to 1 3 to 1 

Crown Treasure 1,000 for 1 1,000 for 1 

   (2)  If multiple decks of cards are being used:  

Hand Paytable C Paytable D Paytable E 
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Royal Match 30 to 1 25 to 1 50 to 1 

Suited Match 2.5 to 1 2.5 to 1 2 to 1 

Crown Treasure 1,000 for 1 1,000 for 1 1,000 for 1 

 (g)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Bet the Set 

21 Wagers at the odds in one of the following pay tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with §  601a.2: 

   (1)  If a single deck is being used:  

Hand Paytable A 

Pairs 15 to 1 

   (2)  If two decks are being used:  

Hand Paytable B 

Suited Pairs 25 to 1 

Pairs 10 to 1 

   (3)  If four or more decks are being used:  

Hand Paytable C Paytable D 

Suited Pairs 15 to 1 12 to 1 

Pairs 10 to 1 10 to 1 

 (h)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning King’s Bounty 

Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

King of spades pair and dealer Blackjack 1,000 to 1 
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King of spades pair 200 to 1 

Suited kings pair 50 to 1 

Suited queens, jacks or 10s pair 25 to 1 

Suited 20 9 to 1 

Pair of kings 6 to 1 

Any 20 4 to 1 

 (i)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Super Match 

Wagers at the odds in the following paytable: 

   (1)  If six decks are being used:  

Hand Payout 

Four-of-a-kind 40 to 1 

Two pair 8 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 

Pair 1 to 1 

   (2)  If eight decks are being used:  

Hand Payout 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 

Two pair 7 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 

Pair 1 to 1 

 (j)  If a certificate holder offers the Bad Beat Progressive 

Wager: 
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   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Bad Beat 

Progressive Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Player has a 20 and dealer has:  

  21 with seven or more cards 100% of meter 

  21 with six cards 1,000 for 1 

  21 with five cards 100 for 1 

  21 with four cards 50 for 1 

  21 with three cards 25 for 1 

  Blackjack 10 for 1 

Player has a 20 (optional) 1 for 1 

Magic Card Bonus (optional) 20 for 1 

Lucky Player Bonus (optional) 5 for 1 

   (2)  The rate of progression for the meter used for the Bad 

Beat Progressive Wager must be specified in the certificate 

holder’s Rules Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2. 

The initial and reset amounts must also be in the Rules 

Submission and at least $5,000. 

 (k)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Three Card 

Poker Wagers at odds in one of the following pay tables selected 

by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2:  
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Straight Flush 9 to 1 30 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 9 to 1 20 to 1 

Straight 9 to 1 10 to 1 

Flush 9 to 1 5 to 1 

 (l)  If the certificate holder offers the Hit and Run 

Progressive Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Hit and Run 

Progressive Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Dealer has:  

 Eight or more cards 100% of meter 

 Seven cards 200 for 1 

 Six cards 25 for 1 

 Five cards 8 for 1 

 Blackjack 4 for 1 

   (2)  The rate of progression for the meter used for the Hit 

and Run Progressive Wager must be specified in the certificate 

holder’s Rules Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2. 

The initial and reset amounts must also be in the Rules 

Submission and at least $1,000. 
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 (m)  If the certificate holder offers the Straight Jack 

Progressive Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Straight 

Jack Progressive Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Player has:  

 Six-card straight with an ace of spades 
100% of meter and 

200 to 1 

 Six-card straight with an ace of  diamonds, 

clubs or hearts 

10% of meter and 

200 to 1 

 Five-card straight 200 to 1 

 Four-card straight 50 to 1 

 Three-card straight 15 to 1 

 Two-card straight 3 to 1 

   (2)  The rate of progression for the meter used for the 

Straight Jack Progressive Wager must be specified in the 

certificate holder’s Rules Submission filed in accordance with 

§  601a.2. The initial and reset amounts must also be in the 

Rules Submission and be at least $5,000. 

 (n)  If a certificate holder offers the House Money Wager and 

the player elects to take the payout, the player shall be paid 

in accordance with the following paytable: 

   (1)  If a single deck of cards is being used:  
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Hand Odds 

Ace-king suited 9 to 1 

Two-card straight flush 5 to 1 

Pair 3 to 1 

Two-card straight 1 to 1 

   (2)  If multiple decks of cards are being used:  

Hand Odds 

Ace-king suited 9 to 1 

Two-card straight flush 4 to 1 

Pair 3 to 1 

Two-card straight 1 to 1 

 (o)  Notwithstanding the payout odds in subsections (b) and 

(g), a certificate holder may, in its Rules Submission under 

§  601a.2, establish a maximum amount that is payable to a 

player with a queen of hearts pair and dealer Blackjack or king 

of spades pair and dealer Blackjack that is payable to all 

winning hands in the aggregate on a single round of play. The 

maximum payout amount shall be at least $25,000 or the maximum 

amount that one patron could win per round when betting the 

maximum possible wager, whichever is greater. If a certificate 

holder establishes a maximum payout, and more than one player at 

a table has a winning hand of queen of hearts pair and dealer 

Blackjack or king of spades pair and dealer Blackjack, each 
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player shall share the maximum payout amount proportionately to 

the amount of the player’s respective wager. Any maximum payout 

limit established by the certificate holder shall apply only to 

payouts of Royal Match 21 Wagers and King’s Bounty Wagers. 

§ 633a.14. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card found face up in the shoe may not be used in that 

round of play and shall be placed in the discard rack or in a 

segregated area of the double shoe. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe. 

 (c)  After the initial two cards have been dealt to each player 

and a card is drawn in error and exposed to the players, the 

card shall be dealt to the players or dealer as though it were 

the next card from the shoe. Any player refusing to accept the 

card may not have any additional cards dealt to him during the 

round. If the card is refused by the players and the dealer 

cannot use the card, the card shall be placed in the discard 

rack. 

 (d)  If the dealer has 17 and accidentally draws a card for 

himself, the card shall be placed in the discard rack. 

 (e)  If the dealer misses dealing his first or second card to 

himself, the dealer shall continue dealing the first two cards 

to each player and then deal the appropriate number of cards to 

himself. 
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 (f)  If there are insufficient cards remaining in the shoe to 

complete a round of play, all of the cards in the discard rack 

or in a segregated area of the double shoe shall be shuffled and 

cut according to the procedures in §  633a.5 (relating to 

shuffle and cut of the cards). The first card shall be drawn 

face down and placed in the discard rack and the dealer shall 

complete the round of play. 

 (g)  If no cards are dealt to a player’s hand, the hand is dead 

and the player shall be included in the next deal. If only one 

card is dealt to a player’s hand, at the player’s option, the 

dealer shall deal the second card to the player after all other 

players have received a second card. 

 (h)  If a double shoe is used, any round of play drawn from the 

incorrect side of a double shoe shall be treated as if it were 

drawn from the correct side of the shoe and concluded. 

 (i)  If after receiving the first two cards, the dealer fails 

to deal an additional card to a player who has requested a card, 

then, at the player’s option, the dealer shall either deal the 

additional card after all other players have received their 

additional cards but prior to the dealer revealing his hole card 

or call the player’s hand dead and return the player’s original 

Blackjack Wager. 

 (j)  If the dealer inserts his hole card into a card reader 

device when the value of his first card is not an ace, king, 
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queen, jack or 10, the dealer, after notification to a 

floorperson or above, shall: 

   (1)  If the particular card reader device in use provides any 

player with the opportunity to determine the value of the hole 

card, call all hands dead, collect the cards and return each 

player’s wager. 

   (2)  If the particular card reader device in use does not 

provide any player with the opportunity to determine the value 

of the hole card, continue play. 

 (k)  If a card reader device malfunctions, the dealer may not 

continue dealing the game of Blackjack at that table until the 

card reader device is repaired or replaced. 

 (l)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (m)  If an automated shuffling device malfunctions and cannot 

be used, the device must be covered or have a sign indicating 

that it is out of order placed on the device before any other 

method of shuffling may be utilized at that table.  

CHAPTER 635a. SPANISH 21 
Sec. 

635a.1.    Definitions.  

635a.2.    Spanish 21 table; card reader device; physical 

characteristics; inspections.  
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635a.3.    Cards; number of decks; value of cards.  

635a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

635a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

635a.6.    Wagers.  

635a.7.    Procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play.  

635a.8.    Insurance Wager.  

635a.9.    Surrender.  

635a.10.    Double Down Wager; rescue.  

635a.11.    Splitting pairs.  

635a.12.    Payout odds.  

635a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 635a.1. Definitions. 

The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Blackjack—An ace and any card having a value of 10 dealt as 

the initial two cards to a player or the dealer.  

   Card reader device—A device which permits the dealer to 

determine if the hole card will give the dealer a Blackjack.  

   Hard total—The total point count of a hand which contains no 

aces or which contains an ace that is counted as 1 in value.  

   Hole card—The second card dealt face down to the dealer.  
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   Soft total—The total point count of a hand containing an ace 

when the ace is counted as 11 in value. 

§ 635a.2. Spanish 21 table; card reader device; physical 

characteristics; inspections. 

 (a)  Spanish 21 shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than seven players on one side of the 

table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Spanish 21 table shall be submitted to 

the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Spanish 21 Wager for each player. 

   (3)  The following inscriptions: 

     (i)   Blackjack pays 3 to 2. 

     (ii)   Insurance pays 2 to 1. 

     (iii)   Dealer shall draw to 16 and stand on all 17s or 

similar language approved by the Executive Director in 

accordance with §  601a.10(a). 

   (4)  A sign, approved by the Executive Director, at each 

Spanish 21 table which explains that the doubled down hands are 
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not eligible for the additional payouts in §  635a.12(b) and (c) 

(relating to payout odds). 

   (5)  If the certificate holder offers the Match-the-Dealer 

Wager authorized under §  635a.6(e) (relating to wagers), a 

separate area designated for the placement of the Match-the-

Dealer Wager for each player. 

   (6)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If the payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers must be posted at each Spanish 21 table. 

 (c)  Each Spanish 21 table must have a drop box and a tip box 

attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (d)  Each Spanish 21 table must have a card reader device 

attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. The 

floorperson assigned to the Spanish 21 table shall inspect the 

card reader device at the beginning of each gaming day to ensure 
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that there has been no tampering with the device and that it is 

in proper working order. 

 (e)  Each Spanish 21 table must have a discard rack securely 

attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. The 

height of the discard rack must either: 

   (1)  Equal the height of the cards, stacked one on top of the 

other, in the total number of decks that are to be used in the 

dealing shoe at that table. 

   (2)  Be taller than the height of the total number of decks 

being used if the discard rack has a distinct and clearly 

visible mark on its side to show the exact height for a stack of 

cards equal to the total number of cards in the number of decks 

to be used in the dealing shoe at that table. 

 

 

§ 635a.3. Cards; number of decks; value of cards. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (d), Spanish 21 shall be 

played with six or eight decks of cards that are identical in 

appearance and at least one cover card. The decks shall consist 

of 48 cards, with the 10 of each suit removed from each deck 

during the inspection required under §  635a.4 (relating to 

opening of the table for gaming). 

 (b)  The decks of cards opened for use at a Spanish 21 table 

shall be changed at least once every 24 hours. 
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 (c)  The value of the cards shall be as follows: 

   (1)  Any card from 2 to 9 shall have its face value. 

   (2)  Any jack, queen or king shall have a value of 10. 

   (3)  An ace shall have a value of 11, unless that value would 

give a player or the dealer a score in excess of 21, in which 

case, the ace shall have a value of 1. 

 (d) If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, other 

than a continuous shuffler, Spanish 21 may be played with two 

batches of cards in accordance with the following requirements: 

   (1) Each batch shall be separated and must contain an equal 

number of decks in each batch. 

   (2) The cards in each batch must be of the same design but the 

backs of the cards in one batch must be of a different color 

than the cards in the other batch. 

   (3) One batch of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other batch is being 

used to play the game. 

   (4) Both batches of cards shall be continuously alternated in 

and out of play, with each batch being used for every other 

dealing shoe. 

   (5) The cards from only one batch shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

§ 635a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 
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 (a)  After receiving the decks of cards at the table, the 

dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The floorperson 

assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  If the decks contain the 10 of any suit, the dealer and a 

floorperson shall ensure that these cards are removed from the 

decks, torn in half and placed in the box, envelope or container 

that the decks came from. 

 (c)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (d)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  635a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a), (c) and (d) do not apply. 

 (f) If an automated shuffling device is utilized, other than a 

continuous shuffler, all the decks in one batch of cards shall 
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be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(d) separate from the decks in 

the other batch of cards. 

§ 635a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each shoe of cards is dealt or when directed by 

a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the cards, 

either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling device, 

so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon completion of 

the shuffle, the dealer or device shall place the decks of cards 

in a single stack. The certificate holder may use an automated 

card shuffling device which, upon completion of the shuffling of 

the cards, inserts the stack of cards directly into a dealing 

shoe. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall offer the stack of cards to be cut, with backs facing away 

from the dealer, to the player determined under subsection (c). 

If no player accepts the cut, the dealer shall cut the cards. 

 (c)  The cut of the cards shall be offered to players in the 

following order: 

   (1)  The first player arriving at the table, if the game is 

just beginning. 
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   (2)  The player on whose betting area the cover card appeared 

during the last round of play. 

   (3)  If the cover card appeared on the dealer’s hand during 

the last round of play, the player at the farthest point to the 

right of the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to cut 

the cards shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise 

manner. 

   (4)  If the reshuffle was initiated at the discretion of the 

floorperson, the player at the farthest position to the right of 

the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to cut the cards 

shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise manner. 

 (d)  The player or dealer making the cut shall place the cover 

card in the stack at least ten cards from the top or bottom of 

the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards on top of the cover card and place them on 

the bottom of the stack. The dealer shall then insert the cover 

card in the stack at a position at least 1/4 of the way in from 

the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall then be 

inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been placed in the dealing shoe, a floorperson or above may 

require the cards to be recut if the floorperson determines that 

the cut was performed improperly or in any way that might affect 

the integrity or fairness of the game. If a recut is required, 
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the cards shall be cut either by the player who last cut the 

cards or by the next player entitled to cut the cards, as 

determined under subsection (c). The stack of cards shall then 

be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (f)  A reshuffle of the cards in the shoe shall take place 

after the cover card is reached in the shoe as provided in 

§  635a.7(d) (relating to procedure for dealing the cards; 

completion of each round of play), except that a floorperson may 

determine that the cards should be reshuffled after any round of 

play. 

 (g)  If there is no gaming activity at a Spanish 21 table which 

is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the dealing 

shoe and the discard rack and spread out on the table for 

inspection face down unless a player requests that the cards be 

spread face up on the table. After the first player at the table 

is afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards: 

   (1) If an automated shuffling device is not in use, the cards 

shall be mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards, stacked, 

then shuffled and cut in accordance with this section. 

   (2) If an automated shuffling device is in use, the cards on 

the table shall be stacked and placed into the automated 

shuffling device to be shuffled. The batch of cards already in 

the shuffler shall then be removed. The batch of cards removed 

from the shuffler does not need to be spread for inspection and 
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reshuffled prior to being dealt, unless a player requests 

otherwise. 

 (h)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is approved in accordance with 

§  461a.4 (relating to submission for testing and approval) 

prior to its use in the licensed facility. If a certificate 

holder is utilizing the approved device, subsections (b)—(g) do 

not apply. 

§ 635a.6. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Spanish 21 shall be made by placing value chips, 

plaques or other Board-approved wagering instruments on the 

appropriate areas of the Spanish 21 layout. Verbal wagers 

accompanied by cash may be accepted provided that they are 

confirmed by the dealer and the cash is expeditiously converted 

into value chips or plaques. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled as required under 

§  635a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards), a 

certificate holder may prohibit any person, whether seated at 

the gaming table or not, who does not make a wager on a given 

round of play from placing a wager on the next round of play and 

any subsequent rounds of play at that gaming table until either: 

   (1)  The certificate holder chooses to permit the player to 

begin wagering again. 
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   (2)  A reshuffle of the cards has occurred. 

 (c)  All wagers, except an Insurance Wager under §  635a.8 

(relating to Insurance Wager), a Double Down Wager under 

§  635a.10 (relating to Double Down Wager; rescue) or a wager on 

split pairs under §  635a.11 (relating to splitting pairs), 

shall be placed prior to the first card being dealt for each 

round of play. A player may not handle, remove or alter any 

wagers that have been made until a decision has been rendered 

and implemented with respect to that wager. 

 (d)  To participate in a round of play and compete against the 

dealer’s hand, a player shall place a Spanish 21 Wager. 

 (e)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer to each player who placed a Spanish 21 Wager 

in accordance with subsection (d) the option of placing a Match-

the-Dealer Wager that either of the player’s initial two cards 

will match the rank of the dealer’s up card. 

 (f)  The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which 

a player may place a Spanish 21 Wager in one round of play. 

§ 635a.7. Procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play. 

 (a)  All cards used to play Spanish 21 shall be dealt from a 

dealing shoe located on the table in a location approved by the 
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Bureau of Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) 

(relating to approval of table game layouts, signage and 

equipment). Once the procedures under §  635a.5 (relating to 

shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the stacked 

cards shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. The dealer may deal cards to the first two betting 

positions closest to the dealing shoe with the same hand. 

 (c)  After each full batch of cards is placed in the shoe, the 

dealer shall remove the first card and place it in the discard 

rack. Each new dealer who comes to the table shall also remove 

one card and place it in the discard rack before dealing any 

cards to the players. 

 (d)  If the cover card appears as the first card in the dealing 

shoe at the beginning of a round of play or appears during play, 

the cover card shall be removed and placed to the side and the 

hand shall be completed. The dealer shall then collect and 

reshuffle the cards in accordance with §  635a.5. 

 (e)  At the commencement of each round of play, the dealer 

shall, starting with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 
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and continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, deal the 

cards as follows: 

   (1)  One card face up to each box on the layout in which a 

Spanish 21 Wager is contained. 

   (2)  One card face up to the dealer. 

   (3)  A second card face up to each box in which a wager is 

contained. 

   (4)  A second card face down to the dealer. 

 (f)  Immediately after the second card is dealt to each player 

and the dealer, but prior to any additional cards being dealt or 

before a card reader device is utilized, the dealer shall, 

starting with the player farthest to the dealer’s right and 

continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction, 

settle all Match-the-Dealer Wagers by collecting all losing 

wagers and paying all winning wagers as follows: 

   (1)  If either of the player’s initial two cards match the 

rank of the dealer’s up card, the dealer shall pay the winning 

Match-the-Dealer Wager in accordance with §  635a.12(e) 

(relating to payout odds). Any card with a point value of 10 (a 

jack, queen or king) must only match an identical card without 

regard to value. 

   (2)  If both of the player’s initial two cards match the rank 

of the dealer’s up card, the player shall be paid for each 

matching card. 
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 (g)  After settling the player’s optional wagers in accordance 

with subsection (f), if the dealer’s first card is an ace, king, 

queen or a jack, the dealer shall, after offering the Insurance 

Wager in accordance with §  635a.8 (relating to Insurance 

Wager), determine whether the hole card will give the dealer a 

Blackjack. The dealer shall insert the hole card into the card 

reader device by moving the card face down on the layout without 

exposing it to anyone at the table, including the dealer. If the 

dealer has a Blackjack, no additional cards shall be dealt and 

each player’s Spanish 21 and Insurance Wagers, if applicable, 

shall be settled. 

 (h)  After the procedures in subsection (g) have been 

completed, if necessary, the dealer shall start with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left and continue around the table in a 

clockwise direction and if the player: 

   (1)  Has Blackjack and the dealer’s up card is: 

     (i)   A 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9, the dealer shall announce 

and pay the Blackjack and remove the player’s cards. 

     (ii)   An ace, king, queen or jack but the dealer’s hole 

card will not give the dealer a Blackjack, the dealer shall 

announce the player’s Blackjack but make no payment nor remove 

any cards until all other cards are dealt to the players and the 

dealer reveals the hole card. 
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   (2)  Does not have Blackjack, the player shall indicate 

whether he wishes to surrender, as permitted under §  635a.9 

(relating to surrender), double down as permitted under 

§  635a.10 (relating to Double Down Wager; rescue), split pairs 

as permitted under §  635a.11 (relating to splitting pairs), 

stand or draw additional cards. 

 (i)  As each player indicates his decision, the dealer shall 

deal face upwards whatever additional cards are necessary to 

effectuate the player’s decision. 

 (j)  A player may elect to draw additional cards whenever his 

point count total is less than 21, except that the player: 

   (1)  Having Blackjack or a hard or soft total of 21 may not 

draw additional cards. 

   (2)  Electing to make a Double Down Wager may draw only one 

additional card. 

 (k)  After the decisions of each player have been implemented 

and all additional cards have been dealt, the dealer shall turn 

the hold card face up. Any additional cards required to be dealt 

to the hand of the dealer, in accordance with subsection (l), 

shall be dealt face up. The dealer shall announce the dealer’s 

total point count after each additional card is dealt. 

 (l)  Except as provided in subsection (m), the dealer shall 

draw additional cards until he has a hard or soft total of 17, 

18, 19, 20 or 21. 
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 (m)  A dealer may not draw additional cards to his hand, 

regardless of the point count, if decisions have been made on 

all players’ hands and the point count of the dealer’s hand will 

not have an effect on the outcome of the round of play. 

 (n)  A player shall win the Blackjack Wager and be paid in 

accordance with the payout odds in §  635a.12(a)—(c) if: 

   (1)  The total point count of the player’s hand is 21 or less 

and the total point count of the dealer’s hand is in excess of 

21. 

   (2)  The total point count of the player’s hand exceeds the 

total point count of the dealer’s hand without exceeding 21. 

   (3)  The player has a Blackjack and the dealer’s hand has a 

total point count of 21 in two or more cards. 

   (4)  The total point count of the player’s hand and the 

dealer’s hand is 21 in more than two cards. 

 (o)  Except as provided in subsection (n)(3) and (4), a Spanish 

21 Wager shall tie and be returned to the player if the total 

point count of the player’s hand is the same as the dealer’s. A 

player’s Spanish 21 Wager shall be lost if the dealer has a 

Blackjack and the player’s hand has a total point count of 21 in 

more than two cards. 

 (p)  The dealer shall collect all losing wagers and pay off all 

winning wagers in accordance with one of the following 

procedures designated in the certificate holder’s Rules 
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Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions): 

   (1)  Collect all losing wagers and then pay off all winning 

wagers. 

   (2)  Pay off all winning wagers and collect all losing wagers 

beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s right and 

continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction. The 

dealer shall place any losing wagers directly into the table 

inventory and may not pay off any winning wagers by using value 

chips collected from a losing wager. 

 (q)  After all wagers have been settled, the dealer shall 

remove all remaining cards from the table and place them in the 

discard rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each 

hand in the event of a question or dispute. 

 (r)  Players and spectators may not handle, remove or alter any 

cards used to play Spanish 21. 

§ 635a.8. Insurance Wager. 

 (a)  If the first card dealt to the dealer is an ace, each 

player may make an Insurance Wager which shall win if the 

dealer’s hole card is a king, queen or jack. 

 (b)  An Insurance Wager shall be made by placing a value chip 

on the insurance line of the layout in an amount not more than 

1/2 the player’s initial Spanish 21 Wager. A player may wager an 

amount in excess of 1/2 the initial Spanish 21 Wager to the next 
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unit that can be wagered in chips when, because of the 

limitation of the value of chip denominations, half the initial 

Spanish 21 Wager cannot be bet. Insurance Wagers shall be placed 

prior to the dealer inserting his hole card into the card reader 

device. 

 (c)  Winning Insurance Wagers shall be paid in accordance with 

the payout odds in §  635a.12(d) (relating to payout odds). 

 (d)  Losing Insurance Wagers shall be collected by the dealer 

immediately after the dealer inserts his hole card into the card 

reader device and determines that he does not have a Blackjack 

and before he draws any additional cards. 

§ 635a.9. Surrender. 

 (a)  After the first two cards are dealt to the player, the 

player may elect to discontinue play on his hand for that round 

by surrendering 1/2 of his Spanish 21 Wager. All decisions to 

surrender shall be made prior to the player indicating whether 

he wishes to double down as permitted under §  635a.10 (relating 

to Double Down Wager; rescue), split pairs as permitted under 

§  635a.11 (relating to splitting pairs), stand or draw. If the 

first card dealt to the dealer is: 

   (1)  Not an ace or 10 value card, the dealer shall 

immediately collect 1/2 of the wager and return 1/2 to the 

player. 
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   (2)  An ace or 10 value card, the dealer shall place the 

player’s wager on top of the player’s cards. When the dealer’s 

second card is revealed, the hand shall be settled by 

immediately collecting the entire wager if the dealer has 

Blackjack or collecting 1/2 of the wager and returning 1/2 of 

the wager to the player if the dealer does not have Blackjack. 

 (b)  If the player has made an Insurance Wager and then elects 

to surrender, each wager will be settled separately in 

accordance with subsection (a) and §  635a.8 (relating to 

Insurance Wager). 

§ 635a.10. Double Down Wager; rescue. 

 (a)  Except when a player has Blackjack, a player may elect to 

make a Double Down Wager, which may not exceed the amount of his 

original Spanish 21 Wager. A player may double down on two or 

more cards dealt to him or two or more cards of any split pair. 

Only one additional card shall be dealt to the hand on which the 

player has elected to double down. The one additional card shall 

be dealt face up and placed sideways on the layout. 

 (b)  If a dealer obtains Blackjack after a player makes a 

Double Down Wager, the dealer shall collect only the amount of 

the original Spanish 21 Wager of the player and may not collect 

the additional Double Down Wager. 

 (c)  A winning Double Down Wager shall be paid in accordance 

with §  635a.12(a) (relating to payout odds). The additional 
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payouts in §  635a.12(b) and (c) are not applicable to winning 

Double Down Wagers. 

 (d)  After the additional card required under subsection (a) 

has been dealt to the hand, a player may ‘‘rescue’’ (take back) 

the Double Down Wager and forfeit his original wager, as long as 

the additional card does not result in the hand having a total 

point count in excess of 21. 

§ 635a.11. Splitting pairs. 

 (a)  If the initial two cards dealt to a player are identical 

in value, the player may elect to split the hand into two 

separate hands provided that he makes a wager on the second hand 

formed in an amount equal to his original Spanish 21 Wager. For 

example, if a player has two 7s or a king and a jack, the player 

may elect to split the hand. 

 (b)  When a player splits pairs, the dealer shall deal a card 

to and complete the player’s decisions with respect to the first 

incomplete hand on the dealer’s left before proceeding to deal 

any cards to the second hand. 

 (c)  After a second card is dealt to a split pair hand, the 

player shall indicate his decision to stand, draw or double down 

with respect to that hand. A certificate holder shall specify in 

its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games 

Rules Submissions) the number of additional times a patron may 

split pairs, including aces. 
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 (d)  If the dealer obtains Blackjack after a player splits 

pairs, the dealer shall collect only the amount of the original 

wager of the player and may not collect the additional amount 

wagered in splitting pairs. 

 (e)  The additional payouts provided in §  635a.12(b) and (c) 

(relating to payout odds) are not applicable to a winning wager 

on a split hand. 

§ 635a.12. Payout odds. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsections (b) and (c), the 

certificate holder shall pay each winning Spanish 21 Wager at 

odds of 1 to 1 with the exception of Blackjack which shall be 

paid at odds of 3 to 2. 

 (b)  Except when a player has made a Double Down Wager under 

§  635a.10 (relating to Double Down Wager; rescue), in which 

case all of the following wagers shall be paid at odds of 1 to 

1, a certificate holder shall pay the following payout odds for 

winning Spanish 21 Wagers: 

   (1)  Three cards consisting of 6, 7 and 8 of mixed suits 

shall be paid at odds of 3 to 2. 

   (2)  Three cards consisting of 6, 7 and 8 of the same suit 

shall be paid at odds of 2 to 1, except that three cards 

consisting of the 6, 7 and 8 of spades shall be paid at odds of 

3 to 1. 
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   (3)  Three cards consisting of three 7s of mixed suits shall 

be paid at odds of 3 to 2. 

   (4)  Three cards consisting of three 7s of the same suit 

shall be paid at odds of 2 to 1, except that three cards 

consisting of three 7s of spades shall be paid at odds of 3 to 

1. 

   (5)  Five cards totaling 21 shall be paid at odds of 3 to 2. 

   (6)  Six cards totaling 21 shall be paid at odds of 2 to 1. 

   (7)  Seven or more cards totaling 21 shall be paid at odds of 

3 to 1. 

 (c)  In addition to the payouts under subsection (b)(4), a 

winning hand that consists of three 7s of the same suit, when 

the dealer’s exposed card is also a 7 of any suit, shall be paid 

an additional fixed payout in accordance with the following 

requirements: 

   (1)  If the player’s original wager was $5 or more but less 

than $25, the player shall receive an additional payout of 

$1,000. 

   (2)  If the player’s original wager was $25 or more, the 

player shall receive an additional payout of $5,000. 

   (3)  All other players at the table who placed a wager during 

that round of play shall also be paid an additional fixed payout 

of $50. 
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   (4)  The additional fixed payouts are not applicable if a 

Double Down Wager was made on a winning hand or the winning hand 

had been split under §  635a.11 (relating to splitting pairs). 

 (d)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Insurance 

Wagers at odds of 2 to 1. 

 (e)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Match-the-

Dealer Wagers at the odds in the following paytables: 

   (1)  If six decks of cards are being used:  

Hand Payout 

Each matching card of the same suit 9 to 1 

Each matching card of a different suit 4 to 1 

   (2)  If eight decks of cards are being used:  

Hand Payout 

Each matching card of the same suit 12 to 1 

Each matching card of a different suit 3 to 1 

§ 635a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card found face up in the shoe may not be used in that 

round of play and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more 

than one card is found face up in the shoe during the dealing of 

the cards, the round of play shall be void and the cards shall 

be reshuffled. 

 (b)  If a 10 card of any suit is found in the shoe, it may not 

be used in the game and shall be removed from the shoe and torn 
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in half by a floorperson and placed in the box, envelope or 

container that the decks came from. If more than one 10 card is 

found in the shoe during the dealing of the cards, the round of 

play shall be void and the decks of cards shall be removed from 

play. 

 (c)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe. 

 (d)  After the initial two cards have been dealt to each player 

and a card is drawn in error and exposed to the players, the 

card shall be dealt to the players or dealer as though it were 

the next card from the shoe. Any player refusing to accept the 

card may not have any additional cards dealt to him during the 

round. If the card is refused by the players and the dealer 

cannot use the card, the card shall be placed in the discard 

rack. 

 (e)  If the dealer has 17 and accidentally draws a card for 

himself, the card shall be placed in the discard rack. 

 (f)  If the dealer misses dealing his first or second card to 

himself, the dealer shall continue dealing the first two cards 

to each player and then deal the appropriate number of cards to 

himself. 

 (g)  If there are insufficient cards remaining in the shoe to 

complete a round of play, all of the cards in the discard rack 

shall be shuffled and cut in accordance with §  635a.5 (relating 
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to shuffle and cut of the cards). The first card shall be drawn 

face down and placed in the discard rack and the dealer shall 

complete the round of play. 

 (h)  If no cards are dealt to the player’s hand, the player’s 

hand is dead and the player shall be included in the next deal. 

If only one card is dealt to the player’s hand, at the player’s 

option, the dealer shall deal the second card to the player 

after all other players have received a second card. 

 (i)  If after receiving the first two cards, the dealer fails 

to deal an additional card to a player who has requested a card, 

then, at the player’s option, the dealer shall either deal the 

additional card after all other players have received their 

additional cards but prior to the dealer revealing his hole card 

or call the player’s hand dead and return the player’s original 

Spanish 21 Wager. 

 (j)  If the dealer inserts his hole card into a card reader 

device when the value of his first card is not an ace, king, 

queen or jack, the dealer, after notification to a floorperson 

or above, shall, if the particular card reader device in use: 

   (1)  Provides any player with the opportunity to determine 

the value of the hole card, call all hands dead, collect the 

cards and return each player’s wager. 

   (2)  Does not provide any player with the opportunity to 

determine the value of the hole card, continue play. 
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 (k)  If a card reader device malfunctions, the dealer may not 

continue dealing the game of Spanish 21 at that table until the 

card reader device is repaired or replaced. 

 (l)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (m)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the device or shoe must be 

covered or have a sign indicating that it is out of order placed 

on the device or shoe before any other method of shuffling or 

dealing may be utilized at that table.  
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cards; completion of each round of play.  

637a.11.    Hold’em Poker; procedures for dealing the cards; 

completion of each round of play.  

637a.12.    Omaha Poker; procedures for dealing the cards; 
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637a.21.    Badugi Poker; procedures for dealing the cards; 

completion of each round of play. 

§ 637a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   All-in—When a player bets all of his funds remaining on the 

Poker table, does not have funds to continue betting in a round 

of play but still retains the right to contend for that portion 

of the pot in which the player has already placed a bet.  

   Bad Beat—One or more predesignated high value Poker hands 

which, when held by a player as a losing hand in a round of 

play, shall result in a Bad Beat payout if offered by the 

certificate holder in accordance with §  637a.15 (relat-ing to 

Bad Beat payout; posting of rules; contributions; counting and 

displaying of payout amount; procedures for implementation).  

   Bad Beat payout—One or more payouts made to a player upon the 

occurrence of a Bad Beat.  

   Bet—When a player places value chips, tournament chips or 

plaques into the pot during a betting round.  

   Betting round—A complete betting cycle in which all players 

have called, folded or gone All-in.  

   Blind Bet—A mandatory bet in Hold’em or Omaha Poker which 

players sitting in specific betting positions shall be required 
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to place prior to any cards being dealt.  

   Burn card—A card taken from the top of a deck which is not in 

play, is discarded face down and the identity of which remains 

unknown.  

   Button—An object that is moved clockwise around the table to 

determine the betting and dealing sequence.  

   Call—When a player places a bet in an amount equal to the 

immediately preceding bet.  

   Check—When a player waives the right to initiate the betting 

in a betting round but retains the right to place a bet if 

another player initiates the betting.  

   Common card—A card that is dealt, in any game of Stud Poker, 

face up if there are insufficient cards left in the deck to deal 

each player a card individually and which can be used by all 

players at the showdown.  

   Community card—A card that is dealt face up and can be used 

by all players to form the best possible Poker hand.  

   Draw—In any game of Draw Poker, when a player exchanges the 

cards held in his hand for an equal number of new cards from the 

deck.  

   Fold—The withdrawal of a player from a round of play by 

refusing to make an equal bet during a betting round and 

discarding his hand of cards.  

   Forced Bet—A bet that is required to start the first betting 
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round in Seven-card or Five-card Stud Poker.  

   Fouled hand—A hand that either has an improper number of 

cards or has come into contact with other cards in a way as to 

render it impossible to determine accurately which cards are in 

the hand.  

   Half-kill option—In the game of Omaha High-low Split Eight or 

Better Poker, when one player wins an entire qualifying pot, the 

betting limits are increased by 1/2 the posted table betting 

limits for the next hand and remain in effect until a pot is 

split between one player winning the high hand and another 

player winning the low hand or until a pot does not equal or 

exceed the qualifying pot.  

   High hand—A game of Poker in which the highest ranking hand, 

in accordance with §  637a.6 (relating to Poker rankings), wins 

the pot.  

   High Hand Jackpot payout—The total of the contribution 

amounts collected during a qualifying period which are payable 

to one or more players upon the occurrence of a Qualifying High 

Hand.  

   High-low Split—A form of Poker in which there is a winner for 

both the highest and lowest ranking hands.  

   High-low Split Eight or Better—A version of High-low Split 

Poker in which a winning low hand may not contain pairs or any 

card ranked above an 8.  
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   Hole card—Any card dealt face down to a player.  

   Kill option—In the game of Omaha High-low Split Eight or 

Better Poker, when one player wins an entire qualifying pot, the 

betting limits are twice the posted table betting limits for the 

next hand and remain in effect until a pot is split between one 

player winning the high hand and another player winning the low 

hand or until a pot does not equal or exceed the qualifying 

pot.  

   Low hand—A game of Poker in which the lowest ranking hand, in 

accordance with §  637a.6, wins the pot.  

   Opening bet—The first bet in a round of play.  

   Pot—The amount that is awarded to the winning player or 

players at the conclusion of a round of play and is equal to the 

total amount bet by the players during the round of play, less 

any rake extracted under §  637a.17 (relating to Poker revenue) 

and, if applicable, any amount contributed to a Bad Beat or High 

Hand Jackpot payout fund in accordance with §  637a.15 or 

§  637a.16 (relating to High Hand Jackpot payout; posting of 

rules; contributions; counting and displaying of payout amount; 

procedures for implementation).  

   Protected hand—A hand of cards that a player is physically 

holding or has placed under one or more chips or plaques.  

   Qualifying High Hand—A high hand held by any player or 

players during a qualifying period which may result in a High 
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Hand Jackpot payout if offered by the certificate holder in 

accordance with §  637a.16.  

   Qualifying period—A duration of time, as specified in the 

certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2 (relating 

to table games Rules Submissions), during which a certificate 

holder offers the High Hand Jackpot payout.  

   Qualifying pot—In the game of Omaha High-low Split Eight or 

Better Poker, a pot which equals or exceeds an amount 

established by the certificate holder which triggers the 

increase in the minimum and maximum bets when the Kill or Half-

kill option is used.  

   Raise—When a player bets an amount greater than the 

immediately preceding bet in that betting round.  

   Rake—The amount of value chips, tournament chips, plaques or 

currency collected by the dealer as Poker revenue in accordance 

with §  637a.17.  

   Round of play—One complete cycle of play during which all 

cards have been dealt, all bets have been placed and the winner 

of the pot is determined and paid in accordance with this 

chapter.  

   Showdown—The revealing of the hands of each player to 

determine who shall win the pot.  

   Side pot—A separate pot formed when one or more players are 

All-in.  
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   Table stakes—A player’s currency, value chips, tournament 

chips and plaques on the table that are available for betting 

during a round of play.  

   Up card—In a game of Stud Poker, any card dealt face up to a 

player. 

§ 637a.2. Poker table physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Poker shall be played on an oval table which has places 

for up to ten players and a dealer. 

 (b)  The layout for a Poker table shall be submitted to the 

Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  A holding area located to the right of the dealer or in 

another location approved in accordance with §  601a.10(a) 

designated for the collection of the Poker rake prior to final 

placement of the rake in the drop box. 

 (c)  Decks of cards used for the play of Poker shall be kept on 

the Poker table in a location approved by the Bureau of Casino 

Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). This area may be 

part of the table inventory container. 

 (d)  Each Poker table must have a drop box for the Poker rake 

and a tip box attached to it on the same side of the table as, 

but on opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau 
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of Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The 

Bureau of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location 

for the tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (e)  If a certificate holder offers a Bad Beat or High Hand 

Jackpot payout at a designated Poker table, a transparent locked 

box or container must be attached on the same side of the table 

as the drop box and be used to hold the pot contributions that 

fund the Bad Beat or High Hand Jackpot payout. 

§ 637a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Poker shall be played with one deck of cards that are 

identical in appearance and one cover card. Two decks of cards 

with different color backs shall be maintained for use at each 

Poker table at all times. Each deck shall be continuously 

alternated in and out of play with each deck being used for 

every other round of play. Unless an automated card shuffling 

device is being used in accordance with subsection (b), while 

one deck of cards is in use, the other deck shall be stored in 

the area designated under §  637a.2(c) (relating to Poker table 

physical characteristics). 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, one 

deck shall be shuffled and stored in the automated card 
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shuffling device while the other deck is being used to play the 

game. 

 (c)  The two decks of cards that are alternated in and out of 

play shall be changed at least every 12 hours and rotated with 

other decks in accordance with §  603a.15(j) (relating to cards; 

physical characteristics). 

§ 637a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving two decks of cards at the table, the 

dealer shall inspect each deck for any defects. The floorperson 

or above shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first two 

players seated at the table. The cards shall be spread out 

according to suit and in sequence. 

 (c)  After the first two players seated at the table are 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, each deck 

shall separately be turned face down on the table, mixed 

thoroughly by a washing of the cards and stacked. Each deck of 

cards shall then be shuffled in accordance with §  637a.5 

(relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is not being used, 

one of the decks shall be shuffled and cut in accordance with 

§  637a.5 and the other deck table shall be placed in the area 

designated under §  637a.2(c) (relating to Poker table physical 
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characteristics). In the alternative, a certificate holder may 

mix, shuffle and cut only the deck intended for immediate use 

and place the other deck in the area designated under 

§  637a.2(c). Upon rotation of the decks of cards as required 

under §  637a.3 (relating to cards; number of decks), the other 

deck shall be mixed, shuffled and cut in accordance with 

§  637a.5 and this section. 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 637a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by the floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle 

the cards, either manually or by use of an automated card 

shuffling device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. 

Upon completion of the shuffle, the dealer or device shall place 

the deck of cards in a single stack. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 
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   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  637a.7(e) 

(relating to Poker overview; general dealing procedures for all 

types of Poker). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the deck by placing the cover card in the stack at least ten 

cards in from the top of the stack. Once the cover card has been 

inserted, the dealer shall take all cards above the cover card 

and the cover card and place them on the bottom of the stack. 

 (c)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (d)  If there is no gaming activity at the Poker table which is 

open for gaming, each deck of cards at the table shall be spread 

out on the table face up. After the first two players who arrive 

at the table are afforded an opportunity to visually inspect 

both of the decks, the procedures in §  637a.4(c) (relating to 

opening of the table for gaming) and this section shall be 

completed. 

§ 637a.6. Poker rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in all types of Poker other 

than low hand Poker in order of highest to lowest rank, shall 
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be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace may be used to complete a 

straight flush or a straight formed with a 2, 3, 4 and 5 but may 

not be combined with any other sequence of cards (for example, 

queen, king, ace, 2 and 3). All suits shall be considered equal 

in rank. 

 (b)  The permissible five-card high hands, in order of highest 

to lowest rank, shall be: 

   (1)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with king, queen, 

jack, 10 and 9 being the highest ranking straight flush and ace, 

2, 3, 4 and 5 being the lowest ranking straight flush. 

   (3)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand containing four cards 

of the same rank regardless of suit, with four aces being the 

highest ranking four-of-a-kind and four 2s being the lowest 

ranking four-of-a-kind. 

   (4)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair, with three aces and two kings being the 

highest ranking full house and three 2s and two 3s being the 

lowest ranking full house. 

   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit. 
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   (6)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit, with an ace, king, queen, 

jack and 10 being the highest ranking straight and an ace, 2, 3, 

4 and 5 being the lowest ranking straight. 

   (7)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand containing three 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit, with three aces 

being the highest ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the 

lowest ranking three-of-a-kind. 

   (8)  Two pairs, which is a hand containing two pairs, with 

two aces and two kings being the highest ranking two pairs and 

two 3s and two 2s being the lowest ranking two pairs. 

   (9)  One pair, which is a hand containing two cards of the 

same rank, regardless of suit, with two aces being the highest 

ranking pair and two 2s being the lowest ranking pair. 

 (c)  The rank of the cards used in low hand Poker in order of 

highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 

10, jack, queen and king. In Triple Draw 2-7 Lowball Poker, the 

order of highest to lowest rank shall be: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 

9, 10, jack, queen, king and ace. All suits shall be considered 

equal in rank. 

 (d)  The ranking of a five-card low hand shall be the inverse 

of the rankings for a five-card high hand as set forth in 

subsection (b). In games except Triple Draw Lowball 2-7 Poker, 
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straights and flushes will not be considered for purposes of 

determining a winning hand at low Poker. 

 (e)  When comparing two hands that are of identical rank under 

subsection (b) or (d), or which do not contain the hands 

authorized for that game, the hand that contains the highest 

ranking card as provided in subsection (a) or (c), whichever is 

applicable, which is not in the other hand shall be considered 

the higher ranking hand. If the hands are of identical rank 

after the application of this subsection, the hands will be 

considered tied and the pot shall be divided equally among the 

players with the tied hands. 

 (f)  In all games of Poker, a hand shall be ranked according to 

the cards actually in the player’s hand and not by the player’s 

opinion or statement of the hand’s value. 

§ 637a.7. Poker overview; general dealing procedures for all 

types of Poker. 

 (a)  Poker shall be conducted in a separate area of the 

licensed facility designated specifically for the operation of 

Poker as approved by the Board or the Board’s Executive Director 

in accordance with §  467a.1 (relating to gaming floor plan). 

 (b)  Poker shall be played with no less than two players. For 

all types of authorized Poker games in this chapter, the dealer 

may not participate in the playing or outcome of the game in any 

way except as otherwise authorized in this chapter. 
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 (c)  A player shall bet on the cards that the player holds in 

his hand. All bets by a player shall be placed by the dealer in 

the designated area of the table known as the pot. A player may 

be required to place an Ante or Blind Bet prior to the receipt 

of any cards. After each round of cards is dealt, a betting 

round shall be conducted. Each player shall decide whether to 

continue contending for the pot by calling or raising the bet of 

the other players. 

 (d)  The object of Poker is for a player to win the pot either 

by making a bet that no other player elects to call or, 

depending on the type of Poker being played, by having the 

highest ranking high hand, the highest ranking low hand or both 

the highest ranking high and low hands in accordance with 

§  637a.6 (relating to Poker rankings). If two or more players 

are still in contention for a pot after all cards have been 

dealt and the final betting round has been completed, there 

shall be a showdown among those players to determine which 

player has the winning hand. 

 (e)  The following procedures shall be utilized by the dealer 

when dealing the game of Poker: 

   (1)  The dealer shall place the stacked deck of cards in 

either hand. After the dealer has chosen which hand in which to 

hold the cards, the dealer shall continue to use that hand 

whenever holding the cards during that round of play. The cards 
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held by the dealer shall be kept in front of the dealer at all 

times and as level with the Poker table as possible. If during a 

round of play the deck shall be set down to handle a 

transaction, the dealer shall place a marker button on top of 

the deck until the transaction has been completed. 

   (2)  The dealer shall verbalize or physically indicate the 

action that is occurring at the Poker table with regard to the 

conduct of the game and instruct each player as to the player’s 

various turns to act and options. 

   (3)  All burn cards required under this chapter must be kept 

separate from the pile of discarded cards. 

   (4)  The dealer shall either: 

     (i)   Count the entire deck of cards at least once every 5 

rounds of play to determine if 52 cards are present. The dealer 

may count the stub in the games of Hold ’Em Poker and Omaha 

Poker. 

     (ii)   Utilize an automated card shuffling device, 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Laboratory Operations and 

approved in accordance with §  461a.4 (relating to submission 

for testing and approval), which counts the number of cards in 

the deck after the completion of each shuffle and indicates 

whether 52 cards are present. 
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   (5)  If a count of the deck or stub indicates that the number 

of cards in the deck is incorrect, the deck shall be removed 

from the table. 

   (6)  At the completion of a round of play, the dealer shall 

award the pot to the winning player or players after a showdown 

or to the last remaining player if all other players have 

folded. Prior to pushing the pot to the winner and collecting 

the winning hand, the dealer shall: 

     (i)   Collect the cards from all losing players. The losing 

hands shall be counted by the dealer to determine that the 

proper number of cards has been returned. 

     (ii)   Award all side pots. 

     (iii)   Collect the rake in accordance with §  637a.17 

(relating to Poker revenue). 

     (iv)   Collect, if applicable, any amount required to be 

contributed to a Bad Beat or High Hand Jackpot payout fund in 

accordance with § §  637a.15 and 637a.16 (relating to Bad Beat 

payout; posting of rules; contributions; counting and displaying 

of payout amount; procedures for implementation; and High Hand 

Jackpot payout; posting of rules; contributions; counting and 

displaying of payout amount; procedures for implementation). 

§ 637a.8. Placement of bets; minimum and maximum bets. 

 (a)  Only players who are seated at the Poker table may receive 

cards and participate in each betting round. 
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 (b)  A player may participate in the betting during a round of 

play in accordance with the following requirements: 

   (1)  A player may bet only with the table stakes that were 

already on the Poker table in front of the player when the round 

of play commenced. 

   (2)  A player may add to his table stakes only between rounds 

of play and, except as provided in paragraph (6), may not remove 

any of his table stakes from the Poker table at any time during 

a round of play. 

   (3)  Currency that is available for use by a player may be 

utilized in accordance with this section to initiate, call or 

raise a bet if the currency is expeditiously converted into 

value chips, tournament chips or plaques by the dealer. 

   (4)  To participate in a round of play, a player shall be 

required to have an amount of currency, value chips, tournament 

chips or plaques available on the Poker table prior to the start 

of the round of play which is sufficient to make any Ante, Blind 

or Forced Bet required by the Poker game being played and at 

least one bet at the posted table minimum. 

   (5)  A player who satisfies the requirements in paragraph (4) 

but depletes his funds on the Poker table prior to the 

completion of a round of play shall be deemed All-in as follows: 
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     (i)   An All-in player shall retain a financial interest in 

the outcome of the round of play, but eligible to win only the 

amount of the pot to which he contributed. 

     (ii)   An All-in player shall continue to receive all cards 

to which he would normally be entitled. 

     (iii)   Betting shall continue unimpeded among the other 

players by generating a separate side pot which only those 

players shall be eligible to win. 

   (6)  If a player indicates an intent to temporarily leave a 

Poker table during a round of play, without relinquishing his 

seat at the table, a floorperson or above shall do either of the 

following: 

     (i)   Determine the amount of the player’s table stakes 

prior to the player’s departure from the table and verify that 

the amount of the player’s table stakes have not been changed 

upon the player’s return to the table. 

     (ii)   Maintain the player’s table stakes on the table 

surface using a nontransparent cover until the player’s return. 

 (c)  A player’s verbal statement of ‘‘fold,’’ ‘‘check,’’ 

‘‘call’’ or ‘‘raise’’ or a player’s announcement of a specific 

bet, which is within the rules of the Poker game being played 

and the minimum and maximum betting limits for the Poker table, 

shall be binding on the player if it is the player’s turn to 

act. 
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 (d)  A player who announces a bet or raise of a certain amount 

but places a different amount of value chips, tournament chips 

or plaques in the pot shall be required to correct his bet or 

raise to the announced amount in accordance with the 

instructions of the dealer. 

 (e)  A player shall be considered to have placed a bet if the 

player: 

   (1)  Pushes value chips, tournament chips or plaques forward 

to indicate the intent of placing a bet. 

   (2)  Places value chips, tournament chips or plaques at a 

sufficient distance from the player and towards the pot to make 

it obvious that the value chips, tournament chips or plaques are 

intended as a bet. 

   (3)  Places currency into the pot to be exchanged for chips 

in accordance with subsection (b)(3). 

 (f)  A player may not make a bet and thereafter attempt to 

increase the amount of the bet unless the player: 

   (1)  Indicates at the time the bet is being made that the bet 

is not yet complete. 

   (2)  Puts the proper amount of value chips, tournament chips 

or plaques into the pot to call a bet and also indicates his 

intention to raise. 

 (g)  Subject to the posted table betting limits, a player who 

announces ‘‘raise’’ may continue to bet value chips, tournament 
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chips or plaques until both of his hands come to rest in front 

of the pot. 

 (h)  The dealer shall ensure that no player touches any of the 

value chips, tournament chips or plaques once they are placed 

into the pot. 

 (i)  Unless a raise has been verbally announced by a player, 

the player who puts a single value chip or tournament chip into 

the pot that is larger than required is assumed to have only 

called the preceding bet and to be awaiting change from the 

dealer. 

 (j)  Unless specifically posted to the contrary, a player may 

raise after the player has previously checked in a betting 

round. 

 (k)  The certificate holder shall post a sign specifying any 

restrictions with regard to the maximum number of raises that 

may be permitted for any round of betting and the minimum and 

maximum bets in effect at each Poker table. If all players at a 

Poker table agree to increase the minimum bet at the table, the 

minimum bet posted at the table need not be followed. The 

certificate holder shall include in its Rules Submission under 

§  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions) any 

restrictions with regard to the maximum number of raises that 

may be permitted for any round of betting, provisions specifying 

the maximum amount that the minimum bet may be increased and how 
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the dealer will determine that all of the players have agreed to 

the increased minimum bet amount. 

§ 637a.9. Permissible Poker games; announcement of available 

games and seats. 

 (a)  A certificate holder may offer the following types of 

Poker games: 

   (1)  Seven-card Stud (High, Low, High-low Split and High-low 

Split Eight or Better). 

   (2)  Hold’em (High). 

   (3)  Omaha (High, High-low Split Eight or Better). 

   (4)  Five-card Draw (High and Low). 

   (5)  Five-card Stud (High). 

   (6)  Other Poker games approved by the Board. 

 (b)  A certificate holder may not offer or permit the playing 

of any Poker game which is not authorized by this chapter. 

 (c)  A certificate holder may announce, in the areas where 

Poker tables are located, the particular types of available 

Poker games, the table minimum and maximum bets that are being 

offered and the availability of any vacant seats at particular 

Poker tables. 

§ 637a.10. Seven-card Stud Poker; procedures for dealing the 

cards; completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  A certificate holder that offers Seven-card Stud High, 

Seven-card Stud Low, Seven-card Stud High-low Split or Seven-
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card Stud High-low Split Eight or Better Poker shall observe the 

procedures in this section. 

 (b)  No more than nine players may participate in a Seven-card 

Stud Poker game. Each player who elects to participate in a 

round of play may be required to place an Ante bet. The rules 

governing the placement of an Ante bet and the amount of the 

Ante bet, if any, shall be specified in the certificate holder’s 

Rules Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions) and posted on a sign at each Poker table. 

 (c)  Starting with the first player to the dealer’s left and 

continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, the dealer 

shall deal two rounds of cards face down and one round of cards 

face up to each player. 

 (d)  After each player has been dealt three cards in accordance 

with subsection (c), the first betting round shall commence with 

one player making a Forced Bet. The amount of the Forced Bet 

shall be specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2 and posted at the Poker table. The player 

required to place the Forced Bet shall be determined by 

comparing the up card of each player. In the event that two or 

more up cards are of the same rank, the up cards shall then be 

ranked by suit with the highest to lowest ranked suits in the 

following order: spades, hearts, diamonds and clubs. The Forced 

Bet shall be made by the player with the: 
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   (1)  Lowest ranked up card for Seven-card Stud High Poker. 

   (2)  Highest ranked up card for Seven-card Stud Low Poker. 

   (3)  Highest ranked up card for Seven-card Stud High-low 

Split Poker. To determine the highest ranked up card, an ace 

shall be ranked below a two. 

   (4)  Lowest ranked up-card for Stud High-low Split Eight or 

Better Poker. To determine the lowest ranked up-card, an ace 

shall be considered the highest ranking card. 

 (e)  Following the placement of the Forced Bet, each subsequent 

player, starting with the player to the left of player who 

placed the Forced Bet and continuing around the table in a 

clockwise manner, may fold, call or raise the bet. After the 

last player has responded to the most recent bet, the betting 

round shall be considered complete. 

 (f)  Upon completion of the first betting round, the dealer 

shall burn the top card of the deck and then, starting with the 

first remaining player to the dealer’s left, deal a fourth card 

face up to each player who made or called the last bet. The next 

betting round shall commence as follows: 

   (1)  For Seven-card Stud High, Seven-card Stud High-low Split 

or Seven-card Stud High-low Split Eight or Better Poker, the 

player with the highest ranking high hand showing shall be 

required to bet or check. 
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   (2)  For Seven-card Stud Low, the player with the highest 

ranking low hand showing shall be required to bet or check. 

   (3)  If the highest ranking hand showing is held by two or 

more players, the player closest to the left of the dealer shall 

be required to bet or check. 

 (g)  Following the initial bet or check required under 

subsection (f), each subsequent player, proceeding in a 

clockwise rotation, may fold, call, raise or, if the preceding 

players have not made a bet, check. Once a bet has been made, 

the next player in a clockwise rotation may fold, call or raise. 

After the last player has responded to the most recent bet, the 

betting round shall be considered complete. 

 (h)  The dealer shall then deal two additional rounds of cards 

face up and one round of cards face down to each player who made 

or called the last bet. Prior to each round of cards being 

dealt, the dealer shall burn the top card of the deck. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if insufficient cards remain in 

the deck to give each remaining player either a sixth or seventh 

card, the top card of the deck shall be burned and a common card 

shall be dealt face up in the center of the table. If there is 

either one or no card remaining in the deck when a common card 

is to be dealt, the dealer shall shuffle the burn cards, burn a 

card and then deal the common card. The dealing of each round of 

cards or, if applicable, each common card under this subsection 
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shall be followed by a betting round conducted in accordance 

with subsections (f) and (g). 

 (i)  If more than one player remains in the round of play after 

the final betting round has been completed, a showdown shall be 

used to determine the winner of the pot. Each player remaining 

in the game shall form a five-card Poker hand from the seven 

cards dealt to the player. The winner of the pot shall be: 

   (1)  In Seven-card Stud High Poker, the player with the 

highest ranking five-card high hand. 

   (2)  In Seven-card Stud Low Poker, the player with the 

highest ranking five-card low hand. 

   (3)  In Seven-card Stud High-low Split Poker or Seven-card 

Stud High-low Split Eight or Better Poker: 

     (i)   The player with the highest ranking five-card high 

hand and the player with the highest ranking five-card low hand, 

subject to subsection (j), shall divide the pot equally. If a 

pot cannot be divided equally, the excess amount, which may not 

exceed $1, shall be given to the player with the highest ranking 

high hand. 

     (ii)   If a tie exists between two or more players for the 

highest ranking high hand, the high hand share of the pot shall 

be divided equally among the tied players. If the high hand 

share of the pot cannot be divided equally among the tied 
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players, the excess, which may not exceed $1, shall be given to 

the player with the highest ranking high card by suit. 

     (iii)   If a tie exists between two or more players for the 

highest ranking low hand, the low hand share of the pot shall be 

divided equally among the tied players. If the low hand share of 

the pot cannot be divided equally among the tied players, the 

excess, which may not exceed $1, shall be given to the player 

with the lowest ranking low hand Poker card by suit. 

     (iv)   For purposes of this subsection, the cards shall be 

ranked by suit with the highest to lowest ranked suit in order 

as follows: spades, hearts, diamonds and clubs. 

 (j)  In Seven-card Stud High-low Split Eight or Better Poker, a 

winning low-hand may not contain a pair, a three-of-a-kind or a 

four-of-a-kind or a 9, 10, jack, queen or king. In the event 

that none of the hands of the remaining players satisfies this 

requirement, the entire pot shall be awarded to the player with 

the highest ranking high hand. 

 (k)  In Seven-card Stud High-low Split Poker and Seven-card 

Stud High-low Split Eight or Better Poker, the player may form 

two different hands of five cards each out of the player’s seven 

available cards, enabling that player to contend for both the 

high hand and low hand share of the pot. A player may use the 

same five-card grouping to make a high hand and a low hand. For 

example: 
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   (1)  A hand consisting of a 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 would qualify as 

a straight for purposes of the high hand and as a high ranking 

low hand. 

   (2)  A hand consisting of five cards of the same suit, none 

higher than an 8, would qualify as a flush for purposes of the 

high hand and as a high ranking low hand. 

 (l)  In Seven-card Stud High-low Split Poker and Seven-card 

Stud High-low Split Eight or Better Poker, an ace may be used 

concurrently as a low hand card to make up a low hand and as a 

high card to make up a high Poker hand. 

 (m)  Notwithstanding the requirements in subsection (c), if the 

certificate holder is offering Super Seven-card Stud High-low 

Split Eight or better, starting with the first player to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, the dealer shall deal four rounds of cards face down and 

one round of cards face up to each player. After examining the 

cards, each player shall discard two cards. The first betting 

round shall commence in accordance with subsection (d). 

§ 637a.11. Hold’em Poker; procedures for dealing the cards; 

completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  A certificate holder that offers Hold’em Poker shall 

observe the procedures in this section. Hold’em Poker shall be 

played to determine a winning high hand only. 
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 (b)  No more than ten players may participate in a Hold’em 

Poker game. Each player who elects to participate in a round of 

play may be required to place an Ante bet. The rules governing 

the placement of an Ante bet and the amount of the Ante bet, if 

any, shall be specified in the certificate holder’s Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions) and posted on a sign at each Poker table. 

 (c)  A button shall be used to indicate the order in which the 

cards shall be dealt and the order in which players shall bet in 

accordance with following procedures: 

   (1)  At commencement of play, the button shall be placed in 

front of either: 

     (i)   The first player to the right of the dealer. 

     (ii)   The player randomly determined by rank of a single 

card dealt. 

   (2)  Thereafter, the button shall rotate around the table in 

a clockwise manner after each round of play. 

 (d)  Before any cards are dealt, the player to the immediate 

left of the button shall initiate the first betting round by 

placing a Blind Bet. A certificate holder may require additional 

Blind Bets to be made immediately after the initial Blind Bet. 

The amount and number of all Blind Bets required shall be 

specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under 

§  601a.2 and posted on a sign at the table. 
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 (e)  The player to the left of the player who placed a Blind 

Bet may place a Straddle Bet, if offered by the certificate 

holder. The rules governing the placement of a Straddle Bet and 

the amount of the Straddle Bet, if any, shall be specified in 

the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2 and 

posted on a sign at each Poker table. No more than one Straddle 

Bet may be made during a round of play. 

 (f)  Starting with the player to the immediate left of the 

button and continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, 

the dealer shall deal two rounds of cards face down to each 

player. The player with the button shall be the last player to 

receive a card each time. 

 (g)  After each player has been dealt two cards in accordance 

with subsection (e), each player, starting with the player to 

the left of the player or players who were required to place a 

Blind Bet or the player who placed a Straddle Bet, if offered, 

and continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, may 

either fold, call or raise the bet. The option to raise shall 

also apply to a player who made a Blind Bet or Straddle Bet. 

After the last player has responded to the most recent bet, the 

betting round shall be considered complete. 

 (h)  The dealer shall then burn the top card of the deck and 

proceed to deal three community cards face up in the center of 

the table. The first player to the left of the button who has 
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not folded shall commence the next betting round and may bet or 

check. Each subsequent player may, in clockwise rotation, fold, 

call, raise or, if preceding players have not made a bet, make 

an opening bet or check. After the last player has responded to 

the most recent bet, the betting round shall be considered 

complete. 

 (i)  Upon completion of the betting round, the dealer shall 

burn the top card of the deck and deal a fourth community card 

face up in the center of the table. The next betting round shall 

be commenced and completed in accordance with subsection (g). 

 (j)  Upon completion of the betting round, the dealer shall 

burn the top card of the deck and deal a fifth and final 

community card face up in the center of the table. The final 

betting round shall be commenced and completed in accordance 

with subsection (g). 

 (k)  If more than one player remains in the round of play after 

the final betting round has been completed, a showdown shall be 

used to determine the winner of the pot. Each player remaining 

in the game shall form the highest ranking five-card high hand 

using any of the two cards dealt to the player and the five 

community cards. The winner of the pot shall be the player with 

the highest ranking five-card high hand. If the highest ranking 

five-card high hand that each of the remaining players can form 

is comprised of the five community cards, all players remaining 
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in the round of play shall share equally in the pot. If the pot 

cannot be divided evenly among the players, the excess, which 

may not exceed $1, may be given to the player specified in the 

certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2. 

§ 637a.12. Omaha Poker; procedures for dealing the cards; 

completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  A certificate holder that offers Omaha High or Omaha High-

low Split Eight or Better Poker shall observe the procedures in 

this section. 

 (b)  No more than ten players may participate in an Omaha Poker 

game. Each player who elects to participate in a round of play 

may be required to place an Ante bet. The rules governing the 

placement of an Ante bet and the amount of the Ante bet, if any, 

and the Kill or Half-kill option, if offered, shall be specified 

in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions) and posted on a sign 

at each Poker table. 

 (c)  A button shall be used to indicate the order in which the 

cards shall be dealt and the order in which players shall bet in 

accordance with following procedures: 

   (1)  At commencement of play, the button shall be placed in 

front of either: 

     (i)   The first player to the right of the dealer. 
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     (ii)   The player randomly determined by rank of a single 

card dealt. 

   (2)  Thereafter, the button shall rotate around the table in 

a clockwise manner after each round of play. 

 (d)  Before any cards are dealt, the player to the immediate 

left of the button shall initiate the first betting round by 

placing a Blind Bet. A certificate holder may require additional 

Blind Bets to be made immediately after the initial Blind Bet. 

The amount and number of all Blind Bets required shall be 

specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under 

§  601a.2 and posted on a sign at the table. 

 (e)  The player to the left of the player who placed a Blind 

Bet may place a Straddle Bet, if offered by the certificate 

holder. The rules governing the placement of a Straddle Bet and 

the amount of the Straddle Bet, if any, shall be specified in 

the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2 and 

posted on a sign at each Poker table. No more than one Straddle 

Bet may be made during a round of play. 

 (f)  Starting with the player to the immediate left of the 

button and continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, 

the dealer shall deal four rounds of cards face down to each 

player. The player with the button shall be the last player to 

receive a card each time. 
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 (g)  After each player has been dealt four cards in accordance 

with subsection (e), each player, starting with the player to 

the left of the player or players who were required to place a 

Blind Bet or the player who placed a Straddle Bet, if offered, 

and continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, may fold, 

call or raise the bet. The option to raise shall also apply to a 

player who made a Blind Bet or Straddle Bet. After the last 

player has responded to the most recent bet, the betting round 

shall be considered complete. 

 (h)  The dealer shall then burn the top card of the deck and 

proceed to deal three community cards face up in the center of 

the table. The first player to the left of the button who has 

not folded shall commence the next betting round and may bet or 

check. Each subsequent player may, in clockwise rotation, fold, 

call, raise or, if preceding players have not made a bet, make 

an opening bet or check. After the last player has responded to 

the most recent bet, the betting round shall be considered 

complete. 

 (i)  Upon completion of the betting round, the dealer shall 

burn the top card of the deck and deal a fourth community card 

face up in the center of the table. The next betting round shall 

be commenced and completed in accordance with subsection (h). 

 (j)  Upon completion of the betting round, the dealer shall 

burn the top card of the deck and deal a fifth and final 
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community card face up in the center of the table. The final 

betting round shall be commenced and completed in accordance 

with subsection (g). 

 (k)  If more than one player remains in the round of play after 

the final betting round has been completed, a showdown shall be 

used to determine the winner of the pot. Each player remaining 

in the game shall form a five-card hand using two of the four 

cards dealt to the player and three of the five community cards. 

The winner of the pot shall be: 

   (1)  In Omaha High Poker, the player with the highest ranking 

five-card high hand. 

   (2)  In Omaha High-low Split Eight or Better Poker: 

     (i)   The player with the highest ranking five-card high 

hand and the player with the highest ranking five-card low hand, 

subject to subsection (l), shall divide the pot equally. If a 

pot cannot be divided equally, the excess amount, which may not 

exceed $1, shall be given to the player with the highest ranking 

high hand. 

     (ii)   If a tie exists between two or more players for the 

highest ranking high hand, the high hand share of the pot shall 

be divided equally among the tied players. If the high hand 

share of the pot cannot be divided equally among the tied 

players, the excess, which may not exceed $1, shall be given to 

the player with the highest ranking high card by suit or to the 
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player specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2. 

     (iii)   If a tie exists between two or more players for the 

highest ranking low hand, the low hand share of the pot shall be 

divided equally among the tied players. If the low hand share of 

the pot cannot be divided equally among the tied players, the 

excess, which may not exceed $1, shall be given to the player 

with the lowest ranking low hand Poker card by suit or to the 

player specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2. 

     (iv)   For purposes of this subsection, the cards shall be 

ranked by suit with the highest to lowest rank suit in order as 

follows: spades, hearts, diamonds and clubs. 

 (l)  In Omaha High-low Split Eight or Better Poker, the winning 

low hand may not contain a pair, a three-of-a-kind or a four-of-

a-kind or a 9, 10, jack, queen or king. In the event that none 

of the hands of the remaining players satisfies this 

requirement, the entire pot shall be awarded to the player with 

the highest ranking high hand. 

 (m)  In Omaha High-low Split Eight or Better Poker, the player 

may form two different hands of five cards each, enabling that 

player to contend for both the high hand and low hand share of 

the pot. Each hand must consist of any three of the community 

cards and any two of four cards dealt to the player. A player 
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may use the same five-card grouping to make a high hand and a 

low hand. An ace may be used concurrently as a low hand card to 

make up a low hand and as a high card to make up a high hand. 

 (n)  In Omaha High-low Split Eight or Better Poker, the 

certificate holder may use either the Half-kill or Kill option. 

If the certificate holder elects to use either option, the 

certificate holder shall indicate which option is being used in 

the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2 and 

post on a sign at each Omaha Poker table which option is being 

used and the minimum value of a qualifying pot. 

§ 637a.13. Five-card Draw Poker; procedures for dealing the 

cards; completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  A certificate holder that offers Five-card Draw High or 

Five-card Draw Low Poker shall observe the procedures in this 

section. 

 (b)  No more than eight players may participate in a Five-card 

Draw Poker game. Each player who elects to participate in a 

round of play may be required to place an Ante bet. The rules 

governing the placement of an Ante bet and the amount of the 

Ante bet, if any, shall be specified in the certificate holder’s 

Rules Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions) and posted on a sign at each Poker table. 
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 (c)  A button shall be used to indicate the order in which the 

cards shall be dealt and the order in which players shall bet in 

accordance with following procedures: 

   (1)  At commencement of play, the button shall be placed in 

front of either: 

     (i)   The first player to the right of the dealer. 

     (ii)   The player randomly determined by rank of a single 

card dealt. 

   (2)  Thereafter, the button shall rotate around the table in 

a clockwise manner after each round of play. 

 (d)  Starting with the first player to the immediate left of 

the button and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, the dealer shall deal five rounds of cards face down to 

each player. The player with the button shall be the last player 

to receive a card each time. 

 (e)  After each player has been dealt five cards in accordance 

with subsection (d), the player to the immediate left of the 

button shall initiate the first betting round by placing a Blind 

Bet. A certificate holder may require additional Blind Bets to 

be made immediately after the initial Blind Bet. The amount and 

number of all Blind Bets required shall be specified in the 

certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2 and posted 

on a sign at the table. 
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 (f)  Following the placement of the required Blind Bets, each 

player, starting with the player to the left of the player or 

players who were required to place a Blind Bet, and continuing 

around the table in a clockwise manner, may fold, call or raise 

the bet. The option to raise shall also apply to a player who 

made a Blind Bet. After the last player has responded to the 

most recent bet, the betting round shall be considered complete. 

 (g)  Upon completion of the initial betting round, each player 

remaining in the round of play shall have an opportunity to draw 

new cards. This process shall be accomplished one player at a 

time starting with the player to the immediate left of the 

button and continuing around the table in a clockwise manner. 

Each player may keep his original hand or discard as many cards 

as he chooses. The dealer shall replace each discarded card with 

a new card dealt from the deck as follows: 

   (1)  Prior to the first player receiving any new cards, the 

dealer shall burn the top card of the deck. 

   (2)  If insufficient cards remain in the deck for each player 

remaining in the round of play to draw new cards, the discard 

pile shall be reshuffled and used for this purpose. The cards to 

be discarded by a player who has not yet requested new cards may 

not be included as part of the reshuffled cards. 

 (h)  The first player to the left of the button who has not 

folded shall commence the final betting round and may bet or 
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check. Each subsequent player may, in clockwise rotation, fold, 

call, raise or, if preceding players have not made a bet, make 

an opening bet or check. After the last player has responded to 

the most recent bet, the betting round shall be considered 

complete. 

 (i)  If more than one player remains in the round of play after 

the final betting round has been completed, a showdown shall be 

used to determine the winner of the pot. The winner of the pot 

shall be: 

   (1)  In Five-card High Poker, the player with the highest 

ranking five-card high hand. 

   (2)  In Five-card Low Poker, the player with the highest 

ranking five-card low hand. 

§ 637a.14. Five-card Stud Poker; procedures for dealing the 

cards; completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  A certificate holder that offers Five-card Stud Poker 

shall observe the procedures in this section. Five-card Stud 

Poker shall be played to determine a winning high hand only. 

 (b)  No more than eight players may participate in a Five-card 

Stud Poker game. Each player who elects to participate in a 

round of play may be required to place an Ante bet. The rules 

governing the placement of an Ante bet and the amount of the 

Ante bet, if any, shall be specified in the certificate holder’s 
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Rules Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions) and posted on a sign at each Poker table. 

 (c)  Starting with the first player to the dealer’s left and 

continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, the dealer 

shall deal one round of cards face down and one round of cards 

face up to each player. 

 (d)  After each player has been dealt two cards in accordance 

with subsection (c), the first betting round shall commence with 

one player making a Forced Bet. The amount of the Forced Bet 

shall be specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2 and posted at the Poker table. The player 

required to place the Forced Bet shall be determined by 

comparing the up card of each player. The player with the lowest 

ranked up card shall be required to make a Forced Bet. In the 

event that two or more up cards are of the same rank, the up 

cards shall then be ranked by suit with the highest to lowest 

ranked suits in the following order: spades, hearts, diamonds 

and clubs. 

 (e)  Following the placement of the Forced Bet, each subsequent 

player, starting with the player to the left of the player who 

placed the Forced Bet and continuing around the table in a 

clockwise manner, may bet, fold, call or raise the bet. After 

the last player has responded to the most recent bet, the 

betting round shall be considered complete. 
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 (f)  Upon completion of the first betting round, the dealer 

shall burn the top card of the deck and then, starting with the 

first remaining player to the dealer’s left, deal another round 

of cards face up to each player who made or called the last bet. 

The next betting round shall commence as follows: 

   (1)  The player with the highest ranking hand showing shall 

be required to bet or check. 

   (2)  If the highest ranking hand showing is held by two or 

more players, the player closest to the left of the dealer shall 

be required to bet or check. 

 (g)  Following the bet or check required under subsection (f), 

each subsequent player, proceeding in a clockwise rotation, may 

fold, call, raise or, if the preceding players have not made a 

bet, check. Once a bet has been made, the next player in a 

clockwise rotation may fold, call or raise. After the last 

player has responded to the most recent bet, the betting round 

shall be considered complete. 

 (h)  The dealer shall then deal two additional rounds of cards 

face up to each player who made or called the last bet, with 

each round followed by a betting round conducted in accordance 

with subsections (f) and (g). Prior to each round of cards being 

dealt, the dealer shall burn the top card of the deck. 

 (i)  If more than one player remains in the round of play after 

the final betting round has been completed, a showdown shall be 
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used to determine the winner of the pot. The winner of the pot 

shall be the player with the highest ranking five-card high 

hand. 

§ 637a.15. Bad Beat payout; posting of rules; contributions; 

counting and displaying of payout amount; procedures for 

implementation. 

 (a)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer a Bad Beat payout for one or more Bad Beat 

hands. A Bad Beat payout shall be made from a separate fund 

created from pot contributions required at tables where a Bad 

Beat payout is offered and shall be paid in accordance with the 

procedures established under this section. 

 (b)  A certificate holder shall post at each Poker table that 

offers a Bad Beat payout notice advising patrons of eligibility 

for the Bad Beat payout. The certificate holder shall display 

the current amount of the Bad Beat payout and post in a 

conspicuous location within the Poker room the Bad Beat payout 

rules which must include: 

   (1)  The maximum contribution amount that will be collected 

from each pot to fund the Bad Beat payout and the method of 

calculation for any contribution amount. 

   (2)  The minimum pot amount required before the contribution 

to the Bad Beat payout is collected. 
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   (3)  Qualifying Bad Beat requirements and payouts. 

 (c)  A certificate holder shall extract from each pot at a 

Poker table designated for participation in a Bad Beat payout a 

prescribed contribution to the Bad Beat payout. The contribution 

amount shall be collected in accordance with the Bad Beat payout 

rules as specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2. After the dealer has extracted the rake, the 

amount from each pot to be contributed to a Bad Beat payout 

shall be determined, segregated from the pot and deposited into 

the Bad Beat payout box. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a 

certificate holder may, upon amending its Bad Beat payout rules, 

terminate collection of Bad Beat contributions at any time in 

accordance with subsection (i). 

 (d)  At least once each gaming day and upon notice to a casino 

compliance representative, a certificate holder shall count the 

accumulated contents of each Bad Beat payout box. The counting 

shall occur at a closed Poker table, the main cage or a 

satellite cage, in accordance with the certificate holder’s 

approved internal controls, as follows: 

   (1)  If the counting of the contents of a Bad Beat payout box 

occurs at a closed Poker table, the counting shall be performed 

by a Poker dealer in the presence of a floorperson or above and 

recorded by the surveillance department. Documentation of the 

count shall be prepared and signed by both the dealer and the 
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floorperson or above who witnessed the count. The contents of 

the Bad Beat payout box shall then be placed in a locked 

container along with documentation of the count and transported 

to the main cage or satellite cage by a security department 

employee. 

   (2)  If the counting of the contents of a Bad Beat payout box 

occurs in the main cage or a satellite cage, a floorperson or 

above shall account for all locked Bad Beat payout boxes 

transported from the Poker tables to the cage. A security 

department employee shall transport the Bad Beat boxes to the 

main cage or satellite cage for counting. 

 (e)  Once each Bad Beat payout box or locked container is 

delivered to the main cage or satellite cage, a cashier shall 

count the contents of each box or, if the contents of the boxes 

were previously counted by Poker room personnel and combined in 

a locked container for transport, verify the aggregate count. 

The finance department shall maintain the official record of the 

amount of daily contributions to the Bad Beat payout. 

 (f)  The Poker shift supervisor shall verify each Bad Beat 

Poker hand prior to awarding the Bad Beat payout. Upon 

verification, the Poker shift supervisor shall: 

   (1)  Post a sign or otherwise provide visible notice that the 

applicable Bad Beat payout display amount is pending adjustment 

due to a Bad Beat payout. 
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   (2)  Notify a representative from the security department or 

finance department to deliver to the Poker table the applicable 

amount of the Bad Beat payout. 

 (g)  The finance department shall prepare a Bad Beat payout 

distribution in cash or a recognized cash equivalent in 

accordance with the certificate holder’s approved internal 

controls. Notwithstanding subsection (f)(2), a certificate 

holder may elect to pay a Bad Beat payout at the main cage or 

satellite cage. 

 (h)  No less than once a day and immediately upon notification 

of a Bad Beat verification by the Poker shift supervisor, a 

finance department employee shall: 

   (1)  In the presence of a floorperson or above, adjust each 

Bad Beat payout amount displayed in the Poker area to reflect 

the current Bad Beat payout amount. 

   (2)  Verify that the amount of any Bad Beat payout maintained 

by the finance department corresponds to the amount being 

displayed to patrons. 

 (i)  A Bad Beat payout may not be offered at a Poker table 

until a certificate holder has submitted internal controls and 

the Executive Director has approved procedures for discontinuing 

any Bad Beat payout. The procedures must address the method by 

which pot contributions will be terminated or transferred to 
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other Bad Beat payouts, or both, to ensure that all payout 

amounts are paid to Poker patrons. 

§ 637a.16. High Hand Jackpot payout; posting of rules; 

contributions; counting and displaying of payout amount; 

procedures for implementation. 

 (a)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer a High Hand Jackpot payout for a Qualifying 

High Hand made during a qualifying period. A High Hand Jackpot 

payout shall be made from a separate fund created from pot 

contributions required at tables where a High Hand Jackpot 

payout is offered and shall be paid in accordance with the 

procedures established under this section. 

 (b)  A certificate holder shall post at each Poker table that 

offers a High Hand Jackpot payout notice advising patrons of 

eligibility for the High Hand Jackpot payout. The certificate 

holder shall display the current amount of the High Hand Jackpot 

payout and post in a conspicuous location within the Poker room 

the High Hand Jackpot payout rules which must include: 

   (1)  The collection and qualifying periods for the High Hand 

Jackpot payout. 

   (2)  The maximum contribution amount that will be collected 

from each pot to fund the High Hand Jackpot payout. 
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   (3)  The minimum pot amount required before the contribution 

to the High Hand Jackpot is collected. 

   (4)  The minimum number of players who shall be dealt into a 

hand to qualify for a High Hand Jackpot payout. 

   (5)  The division of the High Hand Jackpot payout if two or 

more players have the same value Qualifying High Hand during a 

qualifying period. 

   (6)  Any time limits on collecting High Hand Jackpot payouts 

including a statement notifying players that they do not need to 

be present at the end of the qualifying period to win the High 

Hand Jackpot payout. 

   (7)  Any restrictions on collecting a High Hand Jackpot 

payout including a statement notifying players that valid 

identification shall be presented for a player’s hand to qualify 

for a High Hand Jackpot payout. 

 (c)  A certificate holder shall extract from each pot at a 

Poker table designated for participation in a High Hand Jackpot 

payout a prescribed contribution to the High Hand Jackpot 

payout. The contribution amount shall be collected in accordance 

with the High Hand Jackpot payout rules as specified in the 

certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2. After the 

dealer has extracted the rake, the amount from each pot to be 

contributed to a High Hand Jackpot payout shall be determined, 
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segregated from the pot and deposited into the High Hand Jackpot 

payout box. 

 (d)  At the end of each qualifying period, a certificate holder 

shall count the accumulated contents of each High Hand Jackpot 

payout box. The counting shall occur at a closed Poker table, 

the main cage or a satellite cage, in accordance with the 

certificate holder’s approved internal controls, as follows: 

   (1)  If the counting of the contents of a High Hand Jackpot 

payout box occurs at a closed Poker table, the counting shall be 

performed by a Poker dealer in the presence of a floorperson or 

above and recorded by the surveillance department. Documentation 

of the count shall be prepared and signed by both the dealer and 

the floorperson or above who witnessed the count. The contents 

of the High Hand Jackpot payout box shall then be placed in a 

locked container along with documentation of the count and 

transported to the main cage or satellite cage by a security 

department employee. 

   (2)  If the counting of the contents of a High Hand Jackpot 

payout box occurs in the main cage or a satellite cage, a 

floorperson or above shall account for all locked High Hand 

Jackpot payout boxes transported from the Poker tables to the 

cage. A security department employee shall transport the High 

Hand Jackpot payout boxes to the main cage or satellite cage for 

counting. 
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 (e)  Once each High Hand Jackpot payout box or locked container 

is delivered to the main cage or satellite cage, a cashier shall 

count the contents of each box or, if the contents of the boxes 

were previously counted by Poker room personnel and combined in 

a locked container for transport, verify the aggregate count. 

The finance department shall maintain the official record of the 

amount of contributions to the High Hand Jackpot payout. 

 (f)  At the start of each qualifying period, dealers shall 

begin tracking hands. When a player has a full house, as defined 

in §  637a.6(b) (relating to Poker rankings), the dealer shall 

call a floorperson or above who shall verify the hand and record 

the value on the High Hand Tracking Slip. As the value of the 

hands increase during the qualifying period, the value of the 

next higher hand shall be announced and the floorperson or above 

shall record on the High Hand Tracking Slip the next higher 

value hand. The High Hand Tracking Slip must contain: 

   (1)  The name, phone number and seat number of the player 

with the higher value hand. 

   (2)  The table number. 

   (3)  The higher value hand. 

   (4)  The dealer’s name and Board-issued credential number. 

   (5)  The signature and Board-issued credential number of the 

floorperson or above who verified the higher value hand. 
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 (g)  When the qualifying period has ended, the contribution 

amount collected during the qualifying period shall be counted, 

verified and taken to the main cage or satellite cage in 

accordance with subsections (d) and (e). The pooled contribution 

amounts from all Poker tables that participated in the 

qualifying period shall then be announced and displayed. 

 (h)  The player or players with the highest Qualifying High 

Hand during the qualifying period shall be awarded the High Hand 

Jackpot payout. High Hand Jackpot payouts shall be paid from the 

main cage or satellite cage. If, however, a full house was not 

made by any player during the qualifying period, the High Hand 

Jackpot payout contribution amounts shall be added to the next 

High Hand Jackpot payout qualifying period. 

 (i)  The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 the procedure for distributing High 

Hand Jackpot payouts which have not been collected within the 

time period specified in subsection (b)(6). 

§ 637a.17. Poker revenue. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall derive its Poker revenue at all 

Poker tables by extracting a rake. Each certificate holder shall 

submit as part of its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 (relating 

to table games Rules Submissions) the following: 

   (1)  The types of rake utilized. 

   (2)  The methodology used for calculating the rake. 
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   (3)  The amount of maximum permissible rake per round of 

play. 

 (b)  A certificate holder may use one or more of the following 

procedures in determining and extracting the rake: 

   (1)  A percentage rake, not to exceed 10%, which shall be 

calculated and extracted from the pot and any side pots: 

     (i)   After the conclusion of a betting round and placed 

into the designated rake area required under §  637a.2(b)(2) 

(relating to Poker table physical characteristics) as play 

progresses. 

     (ii)   Upon completion of a round of play and immediately 

placed by the dealer into the drop box. 

   (2)  An incremental rake, as certain predetermined dollar 

levels have been achieved which: 

     (i)   Upon collection shall be placed into the designated 

rake area required under §  637a.2(b)(2). 

     (ii)   Upon completion of a round of play shall be 

immediately placed by the dealer into the drop box. 

   (3)  A rake based on time charges which: 

     (i)   May be imposed on a per-player basis or on a per-

table basis. If taken on a per-player basis, inactive players 

seated at the table shall also be assessed. 

     (ii)   Shall be expressed as an hourly fee based on the 

minimum and maximum betting limits at a game. 
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     (iii)   May be assessed fractionally every 20 or 30 minutes 

as determined by the certificate holder. 

     (iv)   Once assessed shall be placed by the dealer into the 

designated rake area required under §  637a.2(b)(2). 

     (v)   Upon verification by a floorperson or above of the 

time charges collected shall be immediately placed by the dealer 

into the drop box. 

 (c)  A sign describing the type and amount of rake to be 

collected under subsection (b) shall be posted at each Poker 

table. 

 (d)  An uncalled final bet may not be considered part of the 

pot for purposes of calculating the amount of rake under 

subsection (b)(1) and (2). 

 (e)  Once the dealer has extracted the rake and the pot and any 

side pots have been collected by the winning player or players, 

additional rake may not be taken. 

§ 637a.18. Conduct of players; general operating rules for all 

types of Poker; irregularities. 

 (a)  In all disputes in which a ruling, interpretation, 

clarification or intervention is required, the decision of the 

Poker shift supervisor is final. 

 (b)  Each player in a Poker game shall play the game solely to 

improve the player’s chance of winning and may not take action 

to improve another player’s chance of winning. A player may not 
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communicate any information to another player which could assist 

the other player in any manner respecting the outcome of a Poker 

game. 

 (c)  A certificate holder who has reasonable cause to believe 

that a player has acted or is acting in violation of subsection 

(b) may require the player to leave the game and shall notify a 

casino compliance representative as expeditiously as possible. 

 (d)  Each player shall keep all cards dealt to the player in 

full view of the dealer at all times. The dealer shall ensure 

compliance with this requirement. 

 (e)  At a showdown, a winning hand must be clearly displayed in 

its entirety and properly identified. The player initiating the 

final bet shall be the first player to show his hand at the 

showdown. All other players who have not folded shall then 

reveal their hands in a clockwise rotation. Any player holding a 

losing hand may concede his rights to the pot and discard the 

hand without revealing the player’s cards unless the certificate 

holder, in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to 

table games Rules Submissions), requires the disclosure of all 

discarded hands. 

 (f)  It shall be the responsibility of each player in a 

showdown to ensure that the player’s hand has lost to the other 

hands at the table before discarding the hand. 
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 (g)  Cards that are misdealt shall be returned to the dealer 

for a reshuffle. The following errors shall be cause for a 

misdeal: 

   (1)  Failure to shuffle and cut the cards in accordance with 

§  635a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

   (2)  Dealing to an incorrect starting position if the error 

has been detected prior to two players voluntarily placing bets 

into the pot. 

   (3)  If more than one card is found face up in the deck. 

   (4)  Failure to deal to an eligible seated player, if the 

error has been detected prior to two players voluntarily placing 

bets into the pot. 

 (h)  If one or more cards are mistakenly dealt to an ineligible 

player, the cards dealt to that player shall be discarded and 

the round of play shall continue. 

 (i)  If at any time during a round of play missing cards are 

discovered or additional cards are found, the round of play 

shall be voided, all value chips, tournament chips and plaques 

in the pot shall be returned to the appropriate player and the 

deck shall be replaced. 

 (j)  A card found face up in the deck may not be used in that 

round of play and shall be placed with the pile of discarded 

cards. 
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 (k)  A player who fails to take reasonable means to protect his 

hand shall have no redress if his hand becomes a fouled hand or 

the dealer accidentally collects the hand provided that: 

   (1)  Hole cards in a game of Stud Poker shall be considered 

protected for purposes of fouling a hand. 

   (2)  If a protected hand comes into contact with discarded 

cards, every effort shall be made to reconstruct the hand and 

complete the round of play. 

   (3)  A player who has a protected hand collected by the 

dealer or fouled by discarded cards shall be entitled to a 

refund from the pot of all moneys that the player put in the pot 

if the player has been a victim of and not a contributor to the 

error. 

   (4)  A player who leaves the table without comment and has an 

unprotected hand shall be assumed to have no interest in the pot 

and his cards shall be collected and discarded. 

 (l)  Verbal statements which are clearly audible by and 

directed to the dealer shall always have precedence over actions 

and gestures and are considered binding on the player whose turn 

it is to act. 

   (1)  A player shall be deemed to have folded if, when faced 

with making or calling a bet, the player: 

     (i)   Discards his hand face down towards the pile of 

discarded cards or the pot. 
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     (ii)   Turns his up cards in a game of Stud Poker face 

down. 

   (2)  If a player is obligated to place a bet as a Blind Bet, 

Forced Bet or by virtue of a verbal statement, throwing away his 

cards does not relieve the player of that obligation. 

 (m)  In Seven-card Stud, if a player’s first or second hole 

card is accidentally turned face up in the dealing process, the 

third card shall be dealt face down. If both hole cards are 

accidentally turned face up, the dealer shall collect the two 

cards, call the player’s hand void and return the player’s Ante 

bet, if applicable. If a player’s third hole card is 

accidentally turned face up in the dealing process, the player 

shall be afforded the option to either: 

   (1)  End his obligation to make additional bets and contend 

only for that part of the pot formed prior to any additional 

betting. 

   (2)  Continue to contend for the entire pot. 

 (n)  In Five-card Stud, if a player’s hole card is accidentally 

turned face up in the dealing process, the second card shall be 

dealt face down. 

 (o)  If a card is accidentally dealt off the table, the card 

may not be used in that round of play and shall be placed with 

the pile of discarded cards after a thorough examination of the 

card by the dealer. 
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 (p)  In the games of Hold’em and Omaha Poker, if any of the 

cards that are required to be dealt face down to a player are 

accidentally dealt face up, the dealer shall exchange the 

exposed card with a card from the top of the deck and place the 

exposed card face down with the pile of discarded cards. 

 (q)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (r)  If an automated card shuffling device malfunctions and 

cannot be used, the device must be covered or have a sign 

indicating that the automated card shuffling device is out of 

order placed on the device before any other method of shuffling 

may be utilized at that table. 

 (s)  A certificate holder may clarify and supplement the 

procedures related to irregularities in this section in the 

certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2. 

§ 637a.19. Five-card Omaha Poker; procedures for dealing the 

cards; completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  A certificate holder that offers Five-card Omaha High or 

Five-card Omaha High-low Split Eight or Better Poker shall 

observe the procedures in this section. 

 (b)  No more than eight players may participate in a Five-card 

Omaha Poker game. Each player who elects to participate in a 

round of play may be required to place an Ante bet. The rules 
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governing the placement of an Ante bet and the amount of the 

Ante bet, if any, and the Kill or Half-kill option, if offered, 

must be specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions) and 

posted on a sign at each Poker table. 

 (c)  A button shall be used to indicate the order in which the 

cards shall be dealt and the order in which players shall bet in 

accordance with following procedures: 

   (1)  At commencement of play, the button shall be placed in 

front of either: 

     (i)   The first player to the right of the dealer. 

     (ii)   The player randomly determined by rank of a single 

card dealt. 

   (2)  Thereafter, the button shall rotate around the table in 

a clockwise manner after each round of play. 

 (d)  Before any cards are dealt, the player to the immediate 

left of the button shall initiate the first betting round by 

placing a Blind Bet. A certificate holder may require additional 

Blind Bets to be made immediately after the initial Blind Bet. 

The amount and number of all Blind Bets required must be 

specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under 

§  601a.2 and posted on a sign at the table. 

 (e)  The player to the left of the player who placed a Blind 

Bet may place a Straddle Bet, if offered by the certificate 
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holder. The rules governing the placement of a Straddle Bet and 

the amount of the Straddle Bet, if any, must be specified in the 

certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2 and posted 

on a sign at each Poker table. No more than one Straddle Bet may 

be made during a round of play. 

 (f)  Starting with the player to the immediate left of the 

button and continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, 

the dealer shall deal five rounds of cards face down to each 

player. The player with the button shall be the last player to 

receive a card each time. 

 (g)  After each player has been dealt five cards in accordance 

with subsection (f), each player, starting with the player to 

the left of the player or players who were required to place a 

Blind Bet or the player who placed a Straddle Bet, if offered, 

and continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, may fold, 

call or raise the bet. The option to raise also applies to a 

player who made a Blind Bet or Straddle Bet. After the last 

player has responded to the most recent bet, the betting round 

shall be considered complete. 

 (h)  The dealer shall then burn the top card of the deck and 

proceed to deal three community cards face up in the center of 

the table. The first player to the left of the button who has 

not folded shall commence the next betting round and may bet or 

check. Each subsequent player may, in clockwise rotation, fold, 
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call, raise or, if preceding players have not made a bet, make 

an opening bet or check. After the last player has responded to 

the most recent bet, the betting round shall be considered 

complete. 

 (i)  Upon completion of the betting round, the dealer shall 

burn the top card of the deck and deal a fourth community card 

face up in the center of the table. The next betting round shall 

be commenced and completed in accordance with subsection (h). 

 (j)  Upon completion of the betting round, the dealer shall 

burn the top card of the deck and deal a fifth and final 

community card face up in the center of the table. The final 

betting round shall be commenced and completed in accordance 

with subsection (h). 

 (k)  If more than one player remains in the round of play after 

the final betting round has been completed, a showdown shall be 

used to determine the winner of the pot. Each player remaining 

in the game shall form a five-card hand using two of the five 

cards dealt to the player and three of the five community cards. 

The winner of the pot shall be: 

   (1)  In Five-card Omaha High Poker, the player with the 

highest ranking five-card high hand. 

   (2)  In Five-card Omaha High-low Split Eight or Better Poker: 

     (i)   The player with the highest ranking five-card high 

hand and the player with the highest ranking five-card low hand, 
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subject to subsection (l), shall divide the pot equally. If a 

pot cannot be divided equally, the excess amount, which may not 

exceed $1, shall be given to the player with the highest ranking 

high hand. 

     (ii)   If a tie exists between two or more players for the 

highest ranking high hand, the high hand share of the pot shall 

be divided equally among the tied players. If the high hand 

share of the pot cannot be divided equally among the tied 

players, the excess, which may not exceed $1, shall be given to 

the player with the highest ranking high card by suit or to the 

player specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2. 

     (iii)   If a tie exists between two or more players for the 

highest ranking low hand, the low hand share of the pot shall be 

divided equally among the tied players. If the low hand share of 

the pot cannot be divided equally among the tied players, the 

excess, which may not exceed $1, shall be given to the player 

with the lowest ranking low hand Poker card by suit or to the 

player specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2. 

     (iv)   For purposes of this subsection, the cards shall be 

ranked by suit with the highest to lowest rank suit in order as 

follows: spades, hearts, diamonds and clubs. 

 (l)  In Five-card Omaha High-low Split Eight or Better Poker: 
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   (1)  The winning low hand may not contain a pair, a three-of-

a-kind or a four-of-a-kind or a 9, 10, jack, queen or king. In 

the event that none of the hands of the remaining players 

satisfy this requirement, the entire pot shall be awarded to the 

player with the highest ranking high hand. 

   (2)  The player may form two different hands of five cards 

each, enabling that player to contend for both the high hand and 

low hand share of the pot. Each hand must consist of any three 

of the community cards and any two of five cards dealt to the 

player. A player may use the same five-card grouping to make a 

high hand and a low hand. An ace may be used concurrently as a 

low hand card to make up a low hand and as a high card to make 

up a high hand. 

   (3)  The certificate holder may use either the Half-kill or 

Kill option. If the certificate holder elects to use either 

option, the certificate holder shall indicate which option is 

being used in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under 

§  601a.2 and post on a sign at each Omaha Poker table which 

option is being used and the minimum value of a qualifying pot. 

§ 637a.20. Triple Draw Poker; procedures for dealing the cards; 

completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  A certificate holder that offers Triple Draw Poker shall 

observe the procedures in this section. 
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 (b)  No more than seven players may participate in a Triple 

Draw Poker game. Each player who elects to participate in a 

round of play may be required to place an Ante bet. The rules 

governing the placement of an Ante bet and the amount of the 

Ante bet, if any, and the Kill or Half-kill option, if offered, 

must be specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions) and 

posted on a sign at each Poker table. 

 (c)  A button shall be used to indicate the order in which the 

cards shall be dealt and the order in which players shall bet in 

accordance with following procedures: 

   (1)  At commencement of play, the button shall be placed in 

front of either: 

     (i)   The first player to the right of the dealer. 

     (ii)   The player randomly determined by rank of a single 

card dealt. 

   (2)  Thereafter, the button shall rotate around the table in 

a clockwise manner after each round of play. 

 (d)  Before any cards are dealt, the player to the immediate 

left of the button shall initiate the first betting round by 

placing a Blind Bet. A certificate holder may require additional 

Blind Bets to be made immediately after the initial Blind Bet. 

The amount and number of all Blind Bets required must be 
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specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under 

§  601a.2 and posted on a sign at the table. 

 (e)  The player to the left of the player who placed a Blind 

Bet may place a Straddle Bet, if offered by the certificate 

holder. The rules governing the placement of a Straddle Bet and 

the amount of the Straddle Bet, if any, must be specified in the 

certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2 and posted 

on a sign at each Poker table. No more than one Straddle Bet may 

be made during a round of play. 

 (f)  Starting with the player to the immediate left of the 

button and continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, 

the dealer shall deal five rounds of cards face down to each 

player. The player with the button shall be the last player to 

receive a card each time. 

 (g)  After each player has been dealt five cards in accordance 

with subsection (f), each player, starting with the player to 

the left of the player or players who were required to place a 

Blind Bet or the player who placed a Straddle Bet, if offered, 

and continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, may fold, 

call or raise the bet. The option to raise also applies to a 

player who made a Blind Bet or Straddle Bet. After the last 

player has responded to the most recent bet, the betting round 

shall be considered complete. 
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 (h)  The dealer shall then burn the top card of the deck. Each 

player who has not folded, starting with the player to the 

immediate left of the button and continuing in a clockwise 

rotation, shall have the opportunity to draw new cards one 

player at a time. Each player may keep his original hand or 

discard as many cards as he chooses. Each discarded card shall 

be replaced by the dealer with a new card from the deck. If an 

insufficient number of cards remain in the deck for a player to 

draw new cards, the discarded cards, except the cards discarded 

by that player, shall be reshuffled and the new cards shall be 

dealt to the player. The first player to the left of the button 

who has not folded shall commence the next betting round and may 

bet or check. Each subsequent player may, in clockwise rotation, 

fold, call, raise or, if preceding players have not made a bet, 

make an opening bet or check. After the last player has 

responded to the most recent bet, the second betting round shall 

be considered complete. 

 (i)  Upon completion of the second betting round, the dealer 

shall burn the top card of the deck. Each player who has not 

folded shall then have the opportunity to draw new cards in 

accordance with subsection (h). The next betting round shall be 

commenced and completed in accordance with subsection (h). 

 (j)  Upon completion of the third betting round, the dealer 

shall burn the top card of the deck. Each player who has not 
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folded shall then have the opportunity to draw new cards in 

accordance with subsection (h). The fourth and final betting 

round shall be commenced and completed in accordance with 

subsection (h). 

 (k)  If more than one player remains in the round of play after 

the final betting round has been completed, a showdown shall be 

used to determine the winner of the pot. The winner of the pot 

shall be the player with the highest ranking five-card low hand 

provided that: 

   (1)  Hands are counted from the highest card in the hand to 

the lowest card in the hand. 

   (2)  If a tie exists between two or more players for the 

highest ranking low hand, the pot shall be divided equally among 

the tied players. If the pot cannot be divided equally among the 

tied players, the excess, which may not exceed $1, shall be 

given to the player specified in the certificate holder’s Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2. 

   (3)  In 2-7 Lowball Poker: 

     (i)   An ace is used only as a high card. 

     (ii)   The best possible 2-7 Lowball Poker hand is 7-5-4-3-

2 with all five cards not of the same suit. 

     (iii)   A straight, flush or pair shall be considered for 

purposes of determining a winning hand. 

   (4)  In Ace-5 Lowball Poker: 
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     (i)   An ace is used only as a low card.<637a-

33;000000;473;Apr. ;14> 

     (ii)   The best possible A-5 Lowball Poker hand is a 5-4-3-

2-A, regardless of suit. 

     (iii)   A straight or flush shall not be considered for 

purposes of determining a winning hand. 

 (l)  Notwithstanding the requirements in subsection (k), if 

specified in its Rules Submission, the certificate holder may 

offer Triple Draw Poker and split the pot awarded between 

players as follows: 

   (1)  In 2-7 Lowball Poker, if Badeucey is being offered: 

     (i)   Half of the pot shall be awarded to the highest 

ranking 2-7 Lowball Poker hand and the other half of the pot 

shall be awarded to the player with the best Badugi hand. For 

purposes of Badeucey, a Badugi hand is a hand in which four of 

the player’s five cards are of a different suit from the others 

and rank in accordance with §  637a.6(c) (relating to Poker 

rankings) with the best Badugi hand being a 2, 3, 4 and 5. 

     (ii)   If the pot cannot be split evenly, the excess, which 

may not exceed $1, shall be given to the player with the highest 

2-7 Lowball Poker hand. 

   (2)  In A-5 Lowball Poker, if Badacey is being offered: 

     (i)   Half of the pot shall be awarded to the highest 

ranking A-5 Lowball Poker hand and the other half of the pot 
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shall be awarded to the player with the best Badugi hand. For 

purposes of Badacey, a Badugi hand is a hand in which four of 

the player’s five cards are of a different suit from the others 

and rank in accordance with §  637a.6(c) with the best Badugi 

hand being an ace, 2, 3 and 4. 

     (ii)   If the pot cannot be split evenly, the excess, which 

may not exceed $1, shall be given to the player with the highest 

A-5 Lowball Poker hand. 

§ 637a.21. Badugi Poker; procedures for dealing the cards; 

completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  A certificate holder that offers Badugi Poker shall 

observe the procedures in this section. 

 (b)  No more than nine players may participate in a Badugi 

Poker game. Each player who elects to participate in a round of 

play may be required to place an Ante bet. The rules governing 

the placement of an Ante bet and the amount of the Ante bet, if 

any, and the Kill or Half-kill option, if offered, must be 

specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under 

§  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions) and posted 

on a sign at each Poker table. 

 (c)  A button shall be used to indicate the order in which the 

cards shall be dealt and the order in which players shall bet in 

accordance with the following procedures: 
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   (1)  At commencement of play, the button shall be placed in 

front of either: 

     (i)   The first player to the right of the dealer. 

     (ii)   The player randomly determined by rank of a single 

card dealt. 

   (2)  Thereafter, the button shall rotate around the table in 

a clockwise manner after each round of play. 

 (d)  Before any cards are dealt, the player to the immediate 

left of the button shall initiate the first betting round by 

placing a Blind Bet. A certificate holder may require additional 

Blind Bets to be made immediately after the initial Blind Bet. 

The amount and number of all Blind Bets required must be 

specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under 

§  601a.2 and posted on a sign at the table. 

 (e)  The player to the left of the player who placed a Blind 

Bet may place a Straddle Bet, if offered by the certificate 

holder. The rules governing the placement of a Straddle Bet and 

the amount of the Straddle Bet, if any, must be specified in the 

certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2 and posted 

on a sign at each Poker table. No more than one Straddle Bet may 

be made during a round of play. 

 (f)  Starting with the player to the immediate left of the 

button and continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, 

the dealer shall deal four rounds of cards face down to each 
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player. The player with the button shall be the last player to 

receive a card each time. 

 (g)  After each player has been dealt four cards in accordance 

with subsection (f), each player, starting with the player to 

the left of the player or players who were required to place a 

Blind Bet or the player who placed a Straddle Bet, if offered, 

and continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, may fold, 

call or raise the bet. The option to raise also applies to a 

player who made a Blind Bet or Straddle Bet. After the last 

player has responded to the most recent bet, the betting round 

shall be considered complete. 

 (h)  The dealer shall then burn the top card of the deck. Each 

player who has not folded, starting with the player to the 

immediate left of the button and continuing in a clockwise 

rotation, shall have the opportunity to draw new cards one 

player at a time. Each player may keep his original hand or 

discard as many cards as he chooses. Each discarded card shall 

be replaced by the dealer with a new card from the deck. If an 

insufficient number of cards remain in the deck for a player to 

draw new cards, the discarded cards, except the cards discarded 

by that player, shall be reshuffled and the new cards shall be 

dealt to the player. The first player to the left of the button 

who has not folded shall commence the next betting round and may 

bet or check. Each subsequent player may, in clockwise rotation, 
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fold, call, raise or, if preceding players have not made a bet, 

make an opening bet or check. After the last player has 

responded to the most recent bet, the second betting round shall 

be considered complete. 

 (i)  Upon completion of the second betting round, the dealer 

shall burn the top card of the deck. Each player who has not 

folded shall then have the opportunity to draw new cards in 

accordance with subsection (h). The next betting round shall be 

commenced and completed in accordance with subsection (h). 

 (j)  Upon completion of the third betting round, the dealer 

shall burn the top card of the deck. Each player who has not 

folded shall then have the opportunity to draw new cards in 

accordance with subsection (h). The fourth and final betting 

round shall be commenced and completed in accordance with 

subsection (h). 

 (k)  If more than one player remains in the round of play after 

the final betting round has been completed, a showdown shall be 

used to determine the winner of the pot based upon the following 

rankings in order from highest to lowest: 

   (1)  The lowest Badugi hand shall win the pot. For purposes 

of this section, a Badugi hand shall be a hand in which each of 

the player’s four cards are of a different suit from the others 

and rank in accordance with §  637a.6(c) (relating to Poker 

rankings) with the best Badugi hand being an ace, 2, 3 and 4. 
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   (2)  If no players have a Badugi, the player with the lowest 

hand containing three cards, each of which are a different suit 

and rank. 

   (3)  If no players have three cards of a different suit and 

rank than the player with the lowest hand containing two cards, 

each of which are a different suit and rank shall win the pot. 

   (4)  If no remaining players have a hand containing two cards 

of a different suit and rank than the player with the lowest 

card. 

   (5)  If a tie exists between two or more players, the pot 

shall be divided equally among the tied players. If the pot 

cannot be divided equally among the tied players, the excess, 

which may not exceed $1, shall be given to the player specified 

in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2. 
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shoe.  

639a.9.    Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand.  

639a.10.    Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

639a.11.    Procedure for completion of each round of play.  

639a.12.    Payout odds; rate of progression.  

639a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 639a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Bet Wager—An additional wager that a player shall make if the 

player opts to remain in competition against the dealer after 

the player reviews his hand.  

   Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a player 

who placed a Progressive Payout Wager when another player at the 

Caribbean Stud Poker table is the holder of an Envy Bonus 

Qualifying Hand.  

 

   Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A player’s five-card Poker hand 

with a rank of a straight flush or better as defined in 

§  639a.6(b) (relating to Caribbean Stud Poker rankings).  

   Fold—The withdrawal of a player from a round of play by not 

making a Bet Wager.  
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   Hand—The five-card hand that is held by each player and the 

dealer after the cards are dealt.  

   Hole card—Any of the four cards dealt face down to the 

dealer.  

   Lucky Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed a 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on: 

     (i)   The player’s hand if the player is seated in the 

position that is randomly selected by the table game system. 

     (ii)   The dealer’s hand if the dealer position is randomly 

selected by the table game system.  

   Magic Card Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed 

a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on: 

     (i)   The player’s hand if one of the player’s cards 

matches the card randomly selected by the table game system. 

     (ii)   The dealer’s hand if one of the dealer’s cards 

matches the card randomly selected by the table game system.  

   Progressive Payout Hand—The term means either of the 

following: 

     (i)   A player’s five-card Poker hand with a rank of three-

of-a-kind or better. 

     (ii)   If included in the paytable selected by the 

certificate holder, a two pair or better as defined in 

§  639a.6(b). 

§ 639a.2. Caribbean Stud Poker table physical characteristics. 
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 (a)  Caribbean Stud Poker shall be played at a table having 

betting positions for no more than seven players on one side of 

the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Caribbean Stud Poker table shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in 

accordance with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table 

game layouts, signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Two separate betting areas designated for the placement 

of Ante and Bet Wagers for each player. 

   (3)  If the certificate holder offers the optional 

Progressive Payout Wager authorized under §  639a.7(d)(2) 

(relating to wagers), a separate area designated for the 

placement of the Progressive Payout Wager for each player. 

   (4)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Caribbean 

Stud Bonus Wager authorized under §  639a.7(d)(3), a separate 

area designated for the placement of the Caribbean Stud Bonus 

Wager for each player. 

   (5)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager authorized under §  639a.7(d)(4), each betting position 

must contain an electronic wagering system for the placement of 

the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager. 
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   (6)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If the payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Caribbean Stud Poker 

table. 

   (7)  An inscription indicating that the Bet Wager will be 

returned if the dealer has less than an ace/king. If the 

information is not inscribed on the layout, a sign which sets 

forth the required information shall be posted at each Caribbean 

Stud Poker table. 

 (c)  If a certificate holder offers a Progressive Payout Wager 

in accordance with §  639a.7(d)(2), the Caribbean Stud Poker 

table must have a progressive table game system, in accordance 

with §  605a.7 (relating to progressive table games), for the 

placement of Progressive Payout Wagers. If the certificate 

holder is offering a Progressive Payout Wager on multiple linked 

tables or games in the same licensed facility, the progressive 

table game system must comply with §  605a.8 (relating to linked 

progressive table games). The progressive table game system must 

include: 

   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Progressive Payout 

Wager. 
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   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the gaming table, including a 

mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the 

recognition of any Progressive Payout Wager that a player 

attempts to place after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more 

bets.’’ 

 (d)  If the certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager authorized under §  639a.7(d)(4), the Caribbean Stud Poker 

table must have a table game system, in accordance with 

§  605a.7 and an electronic wagering system in accordance with 

§ §  605a.2 and 605a.3 (relating to electronic wagering systems; 

and procedures for buying in to and cashing out of a table game 

using an electronic wagering system). Each betting position must 

contain an electronic wagering system for the placement of the 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager. The system must include a mechanism, 

such as a lockout button, that prevents the placement of any 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wagers that a player attempts to place 

after the dealer has begun dealing the cards. If the certificate 

holder is offering a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on multiple 

linked tables or games in the same licensed facility, the 

progressive table game must comply with §  605a.8. 

 (e)  Each Caribbean Stud Poker table must have a drop box and a 

tip box attached on the same side of the table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 
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Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (f)  Each Caribbean Stud Poker table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 639a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Caribbean Stud Poker 

shall be played with one deck of cards that are identical in 

appearance and one cover card. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, 

Caribbean Stud Poker may be played with two decks of cards in 

accordance with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 

   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks of cards shall be continuously alternated in 

and out of play, with each deck being used for every other round 

of play. 
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   (4)  The cards from only one deck shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Caribbean Stud Poker shall be 

changed at least every: 

   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 639a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  639a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 
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shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 639a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 

completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling 

device shall place the deck of cards in a single stack. The 

certificate holder may use an automated card shuffling device 

which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 

the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 
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 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  639a.8, 

§  639a.9 or §  639a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with subsection (d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a Caribbean Stud Poker 

table which is open for gaming, the cards shall be spread out on 

the table face down unless a player requests that the cards be 
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spread face up on the table. After the first player arriving at 

the table is afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the 

cards, the procedures in §  639a.4(c) (relating to opening of 

the table for gaming) and this section shall be completed. 

 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 

§ 639a.6. Caribbean Stud Poker rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in Caribbean Stud Poker, in 

order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, 

jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the 

foregoing, an ace may be used to complete a straight flush or 

straight formed with a 2, 3, 4 and 5, but may not be combined 

with any other sequence of cards (for example, queen, king, ace, 

2 and 3). All suits shall be equal in rank. 

 (b)  The permissible five-card Poker hands at the game of 

Caribbean Stud Poker, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall 

be: 

   (1)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 
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   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand, other than a royal 

flush, consisting of five cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking, with king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 being the highest 

ranking straight flush and a 5, 4, 3, 2 and ace being the lowest 

ranking straight flush. 

   (3)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank, with four aces being the highest ranking 

four-of-a-kind and four 2s being the lowest ranking four-of-a-

kind. 

   (4)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair, with three aces and two kings being the 

highest ranking full house and three 2s and two 3s being the 

lowest ranking full house. 

   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order, with an ace, king, queen, 

jack, 9 being the highest ranking flush and a 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 

being the lowest ranking flush. 

   (6)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank, with an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 being the highest ranking straight and a 5, 

4, 3, 2 and ace being the lowest ranking straight. 

   (7)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, with three aces being the highest 
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ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking 

three-of-a-kind. 

   (8)  Two pair, which is a hand containing two pairs, with two 

aces and two kings being the highest ranking two pair and two 3s 

and two 2s being the lowest ranking two pair. 

   (9)  A pair, which is a hand containing two cards of the same 

rank, with two aces being the highest ranking pair and two 2s 

being the lowest ranking pair. 

 (c)  When comparing two hands that are of identical Poker hand 

rank under subsection (b), or that contain none of the hands 

listed in subsection (b), the hand that contains the highest 

ranking card under subsection (a), which is not contained in the 

other hand, shall be considered the higher ranking hand. If the 

hands are of identical rank after the application of this 

subsection, the hands shall be considered a tie. 

 

§ 639a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Caribbean Stud Poker shall be made by placing 

value chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the table layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at the Caribbean Stud Poker 

table may wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager 

and received cards, that player shall remain seated until the 
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completion of the round of play. If a player leaves the table 

during a round of play, any wagers made by the player may be 

considered abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All wagers, except the Bet Wager, shall be placed prior to 

the dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the 

dealing procedure in §  639a.8, §  639a.9 or §  639a.10 

(relating to procedure for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the cards from the hand; 

and procedures for dealing the cards from an automated dealing 

shoe). Except as provided in §  639a.11(b) (relating to 

procedure for completion of each round of play), a wager may not 

be made, increased or withdrawn after the dealer has announced 

‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  The following wagers may be placed in the game of 

Caribbean Stud Poker: 

   (1)  A player shall compete against the dealer’s five-card 

Poker hand by placing an Ante Wager, then a Bet Wager, in 

accordance with §  639a.11(b). 

   (2)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer to each player at a Caribbean Stud Poker 

table the option to make an additional Progressive Payout Wager 

that the player will receive a Progressive Payout Hand. After 

placing an Ante Wager, a player may make the additional 
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Progressive Payout Wager by placing a value chip onto the 

progressive wagering device designated for that player. Each 

player shall be responsible for verifying that the player’s 

respective Progressive Payout Wager has been accepted. 

   (3)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2, offer to each player at a Caribbean 

Stud Poker table the option to make an additional Caribbean Stud 

Bonus Wager that the player’s cards will form a five-card Poker 

hand with a rank of a pair of 10s or better. After placing an 

Ante Wager, a player may make the additional Caribbean Stud 

Bonus Wager by placing a value chip on the designated betting 

area prior to the dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

   (4)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Caribbean Stud 

Poker table the option to make an additional Five Card Hand 

Bonus Wager that the player’s five-card Poker hand or the 

dealer’s five-card Poker hand, or both, will contain a flush or 

better as defined in §  639a.6(b) (relating to Caribbean Stud 

Poker rankings). After placing an Ante Wager, a player may make 

the additional Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on the player’s hand 

or the dealer’s hand, or both, by using the electronic wagering 

device designated for that player. Each player shall be 

responsible for verifying that the player’s Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager has been accepted. 
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 (e)  The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under § 601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which a 

player may place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 639a.8. Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  639a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by the 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing the cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Payout Wager or the Five 

Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, use the progressive 

table game system or the electronic wagering system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout or Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been 

made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in 

front of the table inventory container, verify that the number 

of value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout 

Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 
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shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 

 (c)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is the closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. 

 (d)  The dealer shall, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal the cards as follows: 

   (1)  One card face down to each player who placed an Ante 

Wager in accordance with §  639a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). 

   (2)  One card face up to the area designated for the 

placement of the dealer’s hand. 

   (3)  A second card face down to each player directly on top 

of that player’s first card. 

   (4)  A second card face down to the area designated for the 

placement of the dealer’s hand to the right of the dealer’s 

first card. 

   (5)  A third, fourth and fifth card, in succession, face down 

to each player and the dealer directly on top of the preceding 

card. 

 (e)  After five cards have been dealt to each player and the 

dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 
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shoe and, except as provided in subsection (f), place the stub 

in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (h)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player or 

the dealer has more or less than 5 cards) but 52 cards remain in 

the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be 

returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 639a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 
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   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  639a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which he will hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Payout Wager or the 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, use the progressive 

table game system or the electronic wagering system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout or Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been 

made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in 

front of the table inventory container, verify that the number 

of value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout 

Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 

shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 
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 (b)  The dealer shall, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal the cards as follows: 

   (1)  One card face down to each player who has placed an Ante 

Wager in accordance with §  639a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). 

   (2)  One card face up to an area designated for the placement 

of the dealer’s hand. 

   (3)  A second card face down to each player directly on top 

of that player’s first card. 

   (4)  A second card face down to the area designated for the 

placement of the dealer’s hand to the right of the dealer’s 

first card. 

   (5)  A third, fourth and fifth card, in succession, face down 

to each player and the dealer directly on top of the preceding 

card. 

 (c)  After five cards have been dealt to each player and the 

dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 

shoe and, except as provided in subsection (d), place the stub 

in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 
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present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player or 

the dealer has more or less than 5 cards) but 52 cards remain in 

the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be 

returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 639a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  639a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive 

Payout Wager or the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, 

use the progressive table game system or the electronic wagering 
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system to prevent the placement of any additional Progressive 

Payout or Five Card Hand Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout 

Wagers have been made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, 

on the layout in front of the table inventory container, verify 

that the number of value chips wagered equals the number of 

Progressive Payout Wagers accepted by the progressive table game 

system. The dealer shall then place the value chips into the 

table inventory container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed an Ante Wager in 

accordance with §  639a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). As the 

remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the automated 

dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the 

table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other players 

who has placed an Ante Wager. The dealer shall then deliver a 

stack of five cards face down to the area designated for the 

placement of the dealer’s cards and spread the cards face down 

on the layout so the top card of the stack is to the dealer’s 

right and the bottom card is to the dealer’s left. The dealer 

shall turn the bottom card of the stack (the card on the 

dealer’s far left) face up and leave the other four cards in the 

stack face down on the area designated for the placement of the 

dealer’s cards. 
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 (c)  After each stack of five cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall 

remove the stub from the automated dealing shoe and, except as 

provided in subsection (d), place the cards in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player or 

dealer has more or less than 5 cards) but 52 cards remain in the 

deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be returned 

to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all hands shall 

be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and the 

entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 639a.11. Procedure for completion of each round of play. 
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 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  639a.8, 

§  639a.9 or §  639a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player 

shall examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at Caribbean Stud Poker shall be 

responsible for his own hand and no person other than the dealer 

and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards 

of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep the five cards in full view of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  After each player has made a decision regarding the Bet 

Wager as required under subsection (b), the player’s cards shall 

be placed face down on the appropriate area of the layout and 

the player may not touch the cards again. 

 (b)  After each player has examined his cards, the dealer 

shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 

and moving clockwise around the table, ask each player if he 

wishes to make a Bet Wager in an amount equal to two times the 

amount of the player’s Ante Wager or forfeit the Ante Wager and 

end his participation in the round of play. If a player has 

placed an Ante Wager and a Caribbean Stud Bonus Wager, a 

Progressive Payout Wager or a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager but 
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does not make a Bet Wager, the player shall forfeit all wagers 

except the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager and does not forfeit the 

right to receive an Envy Bonus Payout, if applicable. 

 (c)  After each player who has placed an Ante Wager has either 

placed a Bet Wager on the designated area of the layout or 

forfeited his wager and hand, the dealer shall collect all 

forfeited wagers and associated cards and place the cards in the 

discard rack. The dealer shall then reveal the dealer’s four 

hole cards and place the cards so as to form the highest 

possible ranking five-card Poker hand. After the dealer’s cards 

are turned face up, the dealer shall, beginning with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s right and continuing around the table 

in a counterclockwise direction, complete the following 

applicable procedures in succession for each player: 

   (1)  The dealer shall turn the five cards of each player face 

up on the layout. 

   (2)  The dealer shall examine the cards of the player and 

form the highest possible ranking five-card Poker hand for each 

player. 

   (3)  If the dealer’s highest ranking five-card Poker hand: 

     (i)   Is lower than an ace-king, the dealer shall return 

each player’s Bet Wager and pay out the player’s Ante Wager made 

by the player in accordance with the payout odds in 
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§  639a.12(a) and (b) (relating to payout odds; rate of 

progression). 

     (ii)   Is an ace-king or better, and the player’s highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand: 

       (A)   Is ranked lower than the dealer’s five-card Poker 

hand, the dealer shall immediately collect the Ante and Bet 

Wagers made by the player. 

       (B)   Is ranked higher than the dealer’s five-card Poker 

hand, the dealer shall pay the Ante and Bet Wagers made by the 

player in accordance with the payout odds in §  639a.12(a) and 

(b). 

       (C)   Is equal in rank to the dealer’s five-card hand, 

the dealer shall return the Ante and Bet Wagers made by the 

player. 

   (4)  The dealer shall settle any Caribbean Stud Bonus Wager 

made by the player by determining whether the player’s five-card 

Poker hand qualifies for a payout in accordance with 

§  639a.12(c). A winning Caribbean Stud Bonus Wager shall be 

paid irrespective of whether the player’s five-card Poker hand 

outranks the dealer’s hand. 

   (5)  After settling a player’s Ante, Bet and Caribbean Stud 

Bonus Wagers, the dealer shall then settle the Progressive 

Payout Wager, if offered by the certificate holder. A winning 

Progressive Payout Wager shall be paid irrespective of whether 
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the player’s five-card Poker hand outranks the dealer’s hand. If 

a player has won a progressive payout, the dealer shall: 

     (i)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

     (ii)   Verify that the appropriate light on the progressive 

table game system has been illuminated. 

     (iii)   Have a floorperson or above validate the 

progressive payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s 

approved internal control procedures. 

     (iv)   Pay the winning Progressive Payout Wager in 

accordance with the payout odds in §  639a.12(d). If a player 

has won a progressive payout that is a percentage of the jackpot 

amount on the progressive meter, the progressive payout may not 

be paid from the table inventory container. If a player has won 

a progressive payout that is not being paid from the table 

inventory container, the cards of that player shall remain on 

the table until the necessary documentation has been completed. 

     (v)   Pay any Envy Bonus won in accordance with 

§  639a.12(d)(6) if Paytable D in §  639a.12(d)(1) is selected 

by the certificate holder. Players making a Progressive Payout 

Wager shall receive an Envy Bonus when another player at the 

same Caribbean Stud Poker table is the holder of an Envy Bonus 

Qualifying Hand. Players are entitled to multiple Envy Bonuses 

if more than one other player is the holder of an Envy Bonus 
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Qualifying Hand. A player is not entitled to an Envy Bonus for 

his own hand or the hand of the dealer. 

   (6)  After settling a player’s Ante, Bet and Caribbean Stud 

Bonus Wagers, the dealer shall settle the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager, if offered by the certificate holder, and any Magic Card 

or Lucky Bonus payouts. A winning Five Card Hand Bonus Wager 

shall be paid irrespective of whether the player’s hand outranks 

the dealer’s hand. If a player has won a Five Card Hand Bonus or 

any Magic Card or Lucky Bonus payout, the dealer shall: 

     (i)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

     (ii)   Have a floorperson or above verify any Five Card 

Hand Bonus payout with odds of 500 for 1 or a payout that is a 

percentage of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter in 

accordance with approved internal control procedures submitted 

under §  465a.2 (relating to internal control systems and audit 

protocols). 

     (iii)   Credit the player’s game account for the winning 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager or the Magic Card or Lucky Bonus 

payout in accordance with §  639a.12(e). If a player has won a 

Five Card Hand Bonus payout that is a percentage of the jackpot 

amount on the progressive meter, the payout may not be paid to 

the player’s game account. If a player has won a payout that is 

not being paid to the player’s game account, the winning hand 
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must remain on the table until the necessary documentation has 

been completed. 

 (d)  After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove all remaining cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 

reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 

§ 639a.12. Payout odds; rate of progression. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Ante Wager at 

odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  A certificate holder shall pay winning Bet Wagers in 

accordance with the following odds: 

Hand Paytable 

Royal flush 100 to 1 

Straight flush 50 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 20 to 1 

Full house 7 to 1 

Flush 5 to 1 

Straight 4 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 

Two pair 2 to 1 

A pair or less 1 to 1 
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 (c)  If a certificate holder offers the Caribbean Stud Bonus 

Wager, the certificate holder shall pay each winning Caribbean 

Stud Bonus Wager at the odds in one of the following paytables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions):  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 

Full house 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Flush 40 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1 

Straight 25 to 1 25 to 1 20 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 7 to 1 6 to 1 6 to 1 

Two pair 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 

A pair of 10s or  better 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 (d)  If a certificate holder offers the Progressive Payout 

Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Progressive 

Payout Wagers at the odds in one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2: 
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 100% of meter 100% of meter 100% of meter 

Straight flush 5,000 for 1 10% of meter 10% of meter 

Four-of-a-kind 500 for 1 500 for 1 200 for 1 

Full house 100 for 1 100 for 1 50 for 1 

Flush 50 for 1 50 for 1 40 for 1 

Straight 10 for 1 10 for 1 30 for 1 

Three-of-a-kind 3 for 1 3 for 1 9 for 1 

Two pair 2 for 1 2 for 1 N/A 
 

Hand Paytable D Paytable E 

Royal flush 100% of meter 100% of meter 

Straight flush 10% of meter 10% of meter 

Four-of-a-kind 300 for 1 500 for 1 

Full house 50 for 1 100 for 1 

Flush 40 for 1 50 for 1 

Straight 30 for 1 N/A 

Three-of-a-kind 9 for 1 N/A 
 

Hand Paytable F Paytable G Paytable H 

Royal flush 100% mega 

jackpot 

100% mega 

jackpot 

100% mega 

jackpot 
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Straight 

flush 

100% major 

jackpot 

100% major 

jackpot 

100% major 

jackpot 

Four-of-a-

kind 

300 for 1 100% minor 

jackpot 

100% minor 

jackpot 

Full house 50 for 1 50 for 1 50 for 1 

Flush 40 for 1 40 for 1 40 for 1 

Straight 30 for 1 30 for 1 30 for 1 

Three-of-a-

kind 
 

9 for 1 10 for 1 9 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed. 

   (3)  Paytables A, B, C and E may not be selected by the 

certificate holder if the Progressive Payout Wager is offered on 

multiple linked games with a shared progressive jackpot. 

   (4)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payout in paragraph (1) must be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

 

Paytable 

A 

Paytable 

B 

Paytable 

C 

Paytable 

D 

Paytable 

E 

Seed/reseed $10,000 

for 1 

$10,000 

for 1 

$10,000 

for 1 

$10,000 

for 1 

$10,000 

for 1 
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Incrementation 

rate 
     

 Primary 53% 53% 25% 21% 65% 

 Reserve 15% 15% N/A N/A 5% 
 

 
Paytable F Paytable G Paytable H 

Seed/reseed    

 Mega $10,000 for 1 $10,000 for 1 $10,000 for 1 

 Major $1,000 for 1 $1,000 for 1 $1,000 for 1 

 Minor N/A $250 for 1 $250 for 1 

Incrementation rate    

 Mega 11% 9% 10% 

 Major 10% 7% 8% 

 Minor N/A 3% 3% 
 

   (5)  Winning Progressive Payout Hands shall be paid in 

accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the player’s 

turn to be paid in accordance with §  639a.11(c)(5) (relating to 

procedure for completion of each round of play). 

   (6)  If the certificate holder selects Paytables D, F, G or 

H, Envy Bonus payouts shall be made according to the following 

payouts for Envy Bonus Qualifying Hands based upon the amount of 

the Progressive Payout Wager placed by the player receiving the 

Envy Bonus:  
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$1 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $1,000 

Straight flush $300 

$5 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $5,000 

Straight flush $1,500 

 (e)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Royal flush 100% of meter 

Straight flush 10% of meter 

Four-of-a-kind 500 for 1 

Full house 100 for 1 

Flush 50 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed. If a player placed a Five 

Card Bonus Wager on both the dealer’s hand and the player’s 

hand, the player shall receive a payout in accordance with 
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paragraph (1) for both the highest ranking five-card Poker hand 

of the dealer and the highest ranking five-card Poker hand of 

the player. If the dealer’s hand qualifies for a payout that is 

a percentage of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter and 

if more than one player wagered on the dealer’s hand, the 

jackpot will be divided equally among the number of players who 

wagered on the dealer’s hand. 

   (3)  The certificate holder may pay a Magic Card or Lucky 

Bonus in accordance with the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Magic Card 20 for 1 

Lucky Bonus 5 for 1 

   (4)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payout in paragraph (1) must be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

Seed $10,000 
for 1 

Reseed $0 

Incrementation 

rate 
 

 Primary 13% 

 Reserve 8% 
 

§ 639a.13. Irregularities. 
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 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c)  If any player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number 

of cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d)  If any of the dealer’s hole cards are inadvertently 

exposed prior to each player having either folded or placed a 

Bet Wager as provided under §  639a.11 (relating to procedure 

for completion of each round of play), all hands shall be void, 

all wagers shall be returned to the players and the cards shall 

be reshuffled. 

 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal cards during a round 

of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall be 
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returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from the 

device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe shall be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table.  

CHAPTER 641a. FOUR CARD POKER 
Sec. 

641a.1.    Definitions.  

641a.2.    Four Card Poker table physical characteristics.  

641a.3.    Cards; number of decks.  

641a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

641a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

641a.6.    Four Card Poker rankings.  

641a.7.    Wagers.  

641a.8.    Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe.  

641a.9.    Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand.  

641a.10.    Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

641a.11.    Procedures for completion of each round of play.  
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641a.12.    Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression.  

641a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 641a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Aces Up Wager—The wager that a player is required to make 

prior to any cards being dealt to compete against a posted 

paytable, regardless of whether the player’s hand outranks the 

dealer’s hand.  

   Five-Card Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a 

player who placed a Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager when 

another player at the Four Card Poker table is the holder of a 

Five-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand.  

   Five-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A player’s five-card 

Poker hand with a rank of a straight flush or better, as defined 

in §  641a.6(d) (relating to Four Card Poker rankings).  

   Five-Card Progressive Payout Hand—A player’s five-card Poker 

hand with a rank of three-of-a-kind or better as defined in 

§  641a.6(d).  

   Four-Card Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a 

player who placed a Four-Card Progressive Payout Wager when 

another player at the Four Card Poker table is the holder of a 

Four-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand.  
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   Four-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A player’s Four Card 

Poker hand with a rank of four-of-a-kind or better or a straight 

flush or better, as defined in §  641a.6(b), depending on the 

paytable selected by the certificate holder.  

   Four-Card Progressive Payout Hand—A player’s Four Card Poker 

hand with a rank of three-of-a-kind or better as defined in 

§  641a.6(b).  

   Hand—The Four Card Poker hand that is held by each player and 

the dealer after the cards are dealt.  

   Lucky Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed a 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on: 

     (i)   The player’s hand if the player is seated in the 

position that is randomly selected by the table game system. 

     (ii)   The dealer’s hand if the dealer position is randomly 

selected by the table game system.  

   Magic Card Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed 

a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on: 

     (i)   The player’s hand if one of the player’s cards 

matches the card randomly selected by the table game system. 

     (ii)   The dealer’s hand if one of the dealer’s first five 

cards matches the card randomly selected by the table game 

system.  

   Play Wager—An additional wager that a player shall make if 
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the player opts to remain in competition against the dealer 

after the player reviews his hand. 

§ 641a.2. Four Card Poker table physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Four Card Poker shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than seven players on one side of the 

table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Four Card Poker table shall be submitted 

to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance 

with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Three separate betting areas designated for the 

placement of Ante, Play and Aces Up Wagers for each player. 

   (3)  If the certificate holder offers either the Four or 

Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager authorized under 

§  641a.7(d)(4) or (5) (relating to wagers), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Progressive Payout Wager for 

each player. 

   (4)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Bad Beat 

Bonus Wager authorized under §  641a.7(d)(6), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Bad Beat Bonus Wager for 

each player. 
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   (5)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager authorized under §  641a.7(d)(7), each betting position 

must contain an electronic wagering system for the placement of 

the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager. 

   (6) If the certificate holder offers the Six Card Bonus Wager 

authorized under § 641a.7(d)(8), the layout must contain: 

     (i) A separate area designated for the placement of the Six 

Card Bonus Wager for each player. 

     (ii) A designated area on the layout for the additional Six 

Card Bonus card. 

   (7)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Four Card Poker 

table. 

 (c)  If a certificate holder offers either the Four or Five-

Card Progressive Payout Wager in accordance with §  641a.7(d)(4) 

or (5), the Four Card Poker table must have a progressive table 

game system, in accordance with §  605a.7 (relating to 

progressive table games), for the placement of Progressive 

Payout Wagers. If the certificate holder is offering a 

Progressive Payout Wager on multiple linked tables or games in 

the same licensed facility, the progressive table game system 
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must comply with §  605a.8 (relating to linked progressive table 

games). The progressive table game system must include: 

   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Progressive Payout 

Wager. 

   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the gaming table, including a 

mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the 

recognition of any Progressive Payout Wager that a player 

attempts to place after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more 

bets.’’ 

 (d)  If the certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager authorized under §  641a.7(d)(7), the Four Card Poker 

table must have a table game system, in accordance with 

§  605a.7 and an electronic wagering system in accordance with 

§ §  605a.2 and 605a.3 (relating to electronic wagering systems; 

and procedures for buying in to and cashing out of a table game 

using an electronic wagering system). The system must include a 

mechanism, such as a lockout button, that prevents the placement 

of any Five Card Hand Bonus Wagers that a player attempts to 

place after the dealer has begun dealing the cards. If the 

certificate holder is offering a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on 

multiple linked tables or games in the same licensed facility, 
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the progressive table game must comply with §  605a.8 (relating 

to linked progressive table games). 

 (e)  Each Four Card Poker table must have a drop box and a tip 

box attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (f)  Each Four Card Poker table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 641a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Four Card Poker 

shall be played with one deck of cards that are identical in 

appearance and one cover card. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Four 

Card Poker may be played with two decks of cards in accordance 

with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 
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   (2)  One deck shall be shuffled and stored in the automated 

card shuffling device while the other deck is being used to play 

the game. 

   (3)  Both decks are continuously alternated in and out of 

play, with each deck being used for every other round of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck are placed in the discard 

rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Four Card Poker shall be 

changed at least every: 

   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 641a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 
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washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  641a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 641a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 

completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling 

device shall place the deck of cards in a single stack. The 

certificate holder may use an automated card shuffling device 

which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 

the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 
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 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  641a.8, 

§  641a.9 or §  641a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with the procedures in subsection 

(d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 
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recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a Four Card Poker table 

which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the 

dealing shoe and discard rack and spread out on the table face 

down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face up 

on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the 

procedures in §  641a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for 

gaming) and this section shall be completed. 

 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 

§ 641a.6. Four Card Poker rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in Four Card Poker, in order of 

highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 

8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace 

may be used to complete a straight flush or a straight with a 2, 

3 and 4 but may not be combined with any other sequence of cards 
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(for example: king, ace, 2 and 3). All suits shall be equal in 

rank. 

 (b)  The permissible Poker hands in the game of Four Card 

Poker, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

   (1)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank, with four aces being the highest ranking 

four-of-a-kind and four 2s being the lowest ranking four-of-a-

kind. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with an ace, 

king, queen and jack being the highest ranking straight flush 

and an ace, 2, 3 and 4 being the lowest ranking straight flush. 

   (3)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, with three aces being the highest 

ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking 

three-of-a-kind. 

   (4)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of four cards of the 

same suit, regardless of rank. 

   (5)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of four cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank, with ace, king, 

queen and jack being the highest ranking straight and an ace, 2, 

3 and 4 being the lowest ranking straight. 
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   (6)  Two pairs, which is a hand consisting of two pairs with 

two aces and two kings being the highest ranking two pair and 

two 3s and two 2s being the lowest ranking two pair. 

   (7)  A pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the 

same rank, with two aces being the highest ranking pair and two 

2s being the lowest ranking pair. 

 (c)  When comparing two Poker hands that are of identical rank 

under subsection (b), or that contain none of the hands listed 

in subsection (b), the hand that contains the highest ranking 

card under subsection (a), which is not contained in the other 

hand, shall be considered the higher ranking hand. If the hands 

are of equal rank after the application of this section, the 

hands shall be considered a tie. 

 (d)  When the certificate holder offers a payout based on the 

rank of a five-card Poker hand, the rank of the hands must be: 

   (1)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand, other than a royal 

flush, consisting of five cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking. 

   (3)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank. 

   (4)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair. 
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   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order. 

   (6)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank. 

   (7)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank. 

 (e) If the certificate holder offers the optional Six Card Bonus 

Wager, the Poker hands eligible for a payout are: 

   (1) A six-card royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an 

ace, king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 of the same suit. 

   (2) A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (3) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards 

of the same suit in consecutive ranking. 

   (4) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

   (5) A full house, which is a hand consisting of three-of-a-

kind and a pair. 

   (6) A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit. 

   (7) A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit. 

   (8) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 
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§ 641a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Four Card Poker shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the table layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at a Four Card Poker table may 

wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and received 

cards, that player shall remain seated until the completion of 

the round of play. If a player leaves the table during a round 

of play, any wagers made by the player may be considered 

abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All wagers, except the Play Wager, shall be placed prior 

to the dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in §  641a.8, §  641a.9 or §  641a.10 

(relating to procedures for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the cards from the hand; 

and procedures for dealing the cards from an automated dealing 

shoe). Except as provided in §  641a.11(b) (relating to 

procedures for completion of each round of play), a wager may 

not be made, increased or withdrawn after the dealer has 

announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  The following wagers may be placed in the game of Four 

Card Poker: 
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   (1)  A player may compete solely against the dealer’s Four 

Card Poker hand by placing an Ante Wager then a Play Wager, in 

accordance with §  641a.11(b), in an amount from one to three 

times the amount of the player’s Ante Wager. 

   (2)  A player may compete solely against a posted paytable by 

placing an Aces Up Wager. 

   (3)  A player may compete against both the dealer’s Four Card 

Poker hand and the posted paytable by placing an Ante Wager and 

an Aces Up Wager in accordance with paragraphs (1) and (2). 

   (4)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer to each player at a Four Card Poker table 

the option to make an additional Four-Card Progressive Payout 

Wager that the player will receive a Four-Card Progressive 

Payout Hand. After placing an Ante Wager or an Aces Up Wager, or 

both, a player may make the additional Four-Card Progressive 

Payout Wager by placing a value chip onto the progressive 

wagering device designated for that player. Each player shall be 

responsible for verifying that the player’s respective Four-Card 

Progressive Payout Wager has been accepted. 

   (5)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Four Card Poker 

table the option to make an additional Five-Card Progressive 

Payout Wager that the player will receive a Five-Card 
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Progressive Payout Hand. After placing an Ante Wager or an Aces 

Up Wager, or both, a player may make the additional Five-Card 

Progressive Payout Wager by placing a value chip onto the 

progressive wagering device designated for that player. Each 

player shall be responsible for verifying that the player’s 

respective Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager has been accepted. 

   (6)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Four Card Poker 

table the option to make an additional Bad Beat Bonus Wager that 

either the player’s hand contains a two pair or better and the 

dealer’s hand outranks the player’s hand, or the dealer’s hand 

contains a two pair or better and the player’s hand outranks the 

dealer’s hand. After placing an Ante Wager or an Aces Up Wager, 

or both, a player may make the additional Bad Beat Bonus Wager 

by placing a value chip onto the designated area of the layout 

for that player. Winning wagers shall be paid out based on the 

rank of the losing hand. 

   (7)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Four Card Poker 

table the option to make an additional Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager that the player’s five-card Poker hand or the dealer’s 

five-card Poker hand, or both, will contain a flush or better as 

defined in §  641a.6(d) (relating to Four Card Poker rankings). 

After placing an Ante Wager, a player may make the additional 
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Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on the player’s hand or the dealer’s 

hand, or both, by using the electronic wagering device 

designated for that player. Each player shall be responsible for 

verifying that the player’s Five Card Hand Bonus Wager has been 

accepted. 

   (8) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player who placed an Ante 

Wager the option of placing a Six Card Bonus Wager which shall 

win if the player's five cards and the additional Six Card Bonus 

card forms a three-of-a-kind or better as described in § 

641a.6(e). A Six Card Bonus Wager does not have bearing on any 

other wagers made by the player. 

 (e)  A certificate holder shall specify in its Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which a player 

may place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 641a.8. Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  641a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 
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shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Payout Wager or the Five 

Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, use the progressive 

table game system or the electronic wagering system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout or Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been 

made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in 

front of the table inventory container, verify that the number 

of value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout 

Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 

shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 

 (c)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. 

 (d)  After all wagers have been placed, if any player placed a 

Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer shall deal one card, face down, 

to the area on the layout designated for the placement of the 

Six Card Bonus card.  The dealer shall then, starting with the 

player farthest to the dealer’s left and continuing around the 

table in a clockwise manner, deal one card at a time to each 
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player who has placed a wager in accordance with §  641a.7 

(relating to wagers) and to the dealer until each player who 

placed a wager has five cards and the dealer has six cards. All 

cards dealt to the players and the first five cards dealt to the 

dealer shall be dealt face down. The dealer’s sixth card shall 

be dealt face up. The dealer’s fifth and sixth cards shall be 

dealt consecutively. 

 (e)  After five cards have been dealt to each player and six 

cards to the dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the 

manual dealing shoe and, except as provided in subsection (f), 

place the stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (h)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player 
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has more or less than 5 cards or the dealer has more or less 

than 6 cards) but 52 cards remain in the deck, all hands shall 

be void and all wagers shall be returned to the players. If the 

cards were not misdealt, all hands shall be void, all wagers 

shall be returned to the players and the entire deck of cards 

shall be removed from the table. 

§ 641a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  641a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which to hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Payout Wager or the 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, use the progressive 

table game system or the electronic wagering system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout or Five Card 
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Hand Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been 

made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in 

front of the table inventory container, verify that the number 

of value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout 

Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 

shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deal each card by holding the deck of 

cards in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the 

top card of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate 

area of the layout. If any player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, 

the dealer shall deal one card, face down, to the area on the 

layout designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus card.  

The dealer shall then, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal one card at a time to each player who has placed a 

wager in accordance with §  641a.7 (relating to wagers) and to 

the dealer until each player who placed a wager has five cards 

and the dealer has six cards. All cards dealt to the players and 

the first five cards dealt to the dealer shall be dealt face 

down. The sixth card dealt to the dealer shall be dealt face up. 

The dealer’s fifth and sixth cards shall be dealt consecutively. 

 (c)  After five cards have been dealt to each player and six 

cards have been dealt to the dealer, the dealer shall, except as 
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provided in subsection (d), place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player 

has more or less than 5 cards or the dealer has more or less 

than 6 cards) but 52 cards remain in the deck, all hands shall 

be void and all wagers shall be returned to the players. If the 

cards were not misdealt, all hands shall be void, all wagers 

shall be returned to the players and the entire deck of cards 

shall be removed from the table. 

§ 641a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 
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 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  641a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive 

Payout Wager or the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, 

use the progressive table game system or the electronic wagering 

system to prevent the placement of any additional Progressive 

Payout or Five Card Hand Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout 

Wagers have been made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, 

on the layout in front of the table inventory container, verify 

that the number of value chips wagered equals the number of 

Progressive Payout Wagers accepted by the progressive table game 

system. The dealer shall then place the value chips into the 

table inventory container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed a wager in 

accordance with §  641a.7 (relating to wagers). As the remaining 

stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the automated dealing 

shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the table, 

deliver a stack face down to each of the other players who has 
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placed a wager in accordance with §  641a.7. The dealer shall 

then deliver a stack of five cards face down to the area 

designated for the placement of the dealer’s cards. 

 (c)  The dealer shall then remove the next stack of five cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe and turn the bottom card 

of the stack face up on the dealer's hand. If any player placed 

a Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer shall then deal the next card 

in the stack face down on the area of the layout designated for 

the placement of the Six Card Bonus card. The dealer shall then 

place the remaining cards of that stack in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards.  After the cards has been dispensed 

and delivered, the dealer shall remove the stub from the 

automated dealing shoe and, except as provided in subsection 

(d), place the remaining cards in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 
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 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player 

has more or less than 5 cards or the dealer has more or less 

than 6 cards) but 52 cards remain in the deck, all hands shall 

be void and all wagers shall be returned to the players. If the 

cards were not misdealt, all hands shall be void, all wagers 

shall be returned to the players and the entire deck of cards 

shall be removed from the table. 

 (g)  Notwithstanding the requirements in subsections (b) and 

(c), if a certificate holder is utilizing an automated dealing 

shoe that automatically reshuffles the cards, the dealer’s six 

cards may be dispensed before the five cards are dispensed to 

each player. 

§ 641a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  641a.8, 

§  641a.9 or §  641a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player 

shall examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 
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   (1)  Each player who wagers at Four Card Poker shall be 

responsible for his own hand and no person other than the dealer 

and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards 

of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his five cards in full view of 

the dealer at all times. 

 (b)  After each player has examined his cards and placed the 

cards face down on the layout, the dealer shall, beginning with 

the player farthest to the dealer’s left and moving clockwise 

around the table, ask each player who placed an Ante Wager if he 

wishes to make a Play Wager in an amount from one to three times 

the amount of the player’s Ante Wager or forfeit the Ante Wager 

and end his participation in the round of play. If a player: 

   (1)  Has placed an Ante Wager and an Aces Up or Six Card 

Bonus Wager but does not make a Play Wager, the player shall 

forfeit the Ante Wager but may not forfeit the Aces Up or Six 

Card Bonus Wager. 

   (2)  Has placed an Ante Wager and a Four or Five-Card 

Progressive Payout Wager but does not make a Play Wager, the 

player shall forfeit both the Ante Wager and the Progressive 

Payout Wager but may not forfeit the eligibility to receive an 

Envy Bonus under §  641a.12(d) or (e) (relating to payout odds; 

Envy Bonus; rate of progression). 
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 (c)  After each player who has placed an Ante Wager has either 

placed a Play Wager on the designated area of the layout or 

forfeited his Ante Wager, the dealer shall collect all forfeited 

wagers and associated cards, if applicable, and place the cards 

in the discard rack. The dealer shall then reveal the dealer’s 

cards and select the four cards that form the highest possible 

ranking Four Card Poker hand. After the dealer’s cards are 

turned face up, the dealer shall, beginning with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s right and continuing around the table 

in a counterclockwise direction, complete the following 

applicable procedures in succession for each player: 

   (1)  The dealer shall turn the five cards of each player face 

up on the layout. 

   (2)  The dealer shall examine the cards of the player and 

select the four cards that form the highest possible ranking 

Poker hand for each player. 

   (3)  If a player’s highest ranking Four Card Poker hand is 

ranked: 

     (i)   Lower than the dealer’s Four Card Poker hand, the 

dealer shall immediately collect the Ante and Play Wagers made 

by the player. 

     (ii)   Higher than or equal to the dealer’s Four Card Poker 

hand, the dealer shall pay the Ante and Play Wagers and any Ante 
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Bonus in accordance with the payout odds in §  641a.12(a) and 

(b). 

   (4)  After settling a player’s Ante and Play Wagers, the 

dealer shall settle any Aces Up Wagers by determining whether 

the player’s Four Card Poker hand qualifies for a payout in 

accordance with §  641a.12(c). A winning Aces Up Wager shall be 

paid irrespective of whether the player’s Four Card Poker hand 

outranks the dealer’s hand. 

   (5)  The dealer shall then settle the player’s Four or Five-

Card Progressive Payout Wager, if offered by the certificate 

holder. For the Five-Card Progressive Wager, the dealer shall 

form the highest ranking five-card Poker hand from the five 

cards dealt to each player. A winning Progressive Payout Wager 

shall be paid irrespective of whether the player’s hand outranks 

the dealer’s hand. If a player has won a progressive payout, the 

dealer shall: 

     (i)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

     (ii)   Verify that the appropriate light on the progressive 

table game system has been illuminated. 

     (iii)   Have a floorperson or above validate the 

progressive payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s 

approved internal control procedures. 

     (iv)   Pay the winning Four-Card Progressive Payout Wager 

in accordance with the payout odds in §  641a.12(d) or the 
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winning Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager in accordance with 

the payout odds in §  641a.12(e). If a player has won a 

progressive payout that is a percentage of the jackpot amount on 

the progressive meter, the progressive payout may not be paid 

from the table inventory container. If a player has won a 

progressive payout that is not being paid from the table 

inventory container, the cards of that player must remain on the 

table until the necessary documentation has been completed. 

     (v)   Pay any Envy Bonus as follows: 

       (A)   A player making a Four-Card Progressive Payout 

Wager shall receive a Four-Card Envy Bonus when another player 

at the same Four Card Poker table is the holder of a Four-Card 

Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. Players are entitled to multiple 

Four-Card Envy Bonuses if more than one other player is the 

holder of a Four-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A player is 

not entitled to a Four-Card Envy Bonus for his own hand or the 

hand of the dealer. Four-Card Envy Bonus payouts shall be made 

in accordance with the payouts in §  641a.12(d)(5). 

       (B)   A player making a Five-Card Progressive Payout 

Wager shall receive a Five-Card Envy Bonus when another player 

at the same Four Card Poker table is the holder of a Five-Card 

Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. Players are entitled to multiple 

Five-Card Envy Bonuses if more than one other player is the 

holder of a Five-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A player is 
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not entitled to a Five-Card Envy Bonus for his own hand or the 

hand of the dealer. Five-Card Envy Bonus payouts shall be made 

in accordance with the payouts in §  641a.12(e)(5). 

   (6)  After settling any Aces Up Wagers, the dealer shall 

settle a player’s Bad Beat Bonus Wager as follows: 

     (i)   If the player’s hand contains a two pair or better 

and the dealer’s hand outranks the player’s hand, as provided in 

§ 641a.6(b) (relating to Four Card Poker rankings), the 

certificate holder shall pay the winning Bad Beat Bonus Wager in 

accordance with § 641a.12(f) based on the rank of the player's 

losing hand. 

     (ii)   If the dealer’s hand contains a two pair or better 

and the player’s hand outranks the dealer’s hand, as provided in 

§ 641a.6(b), the certificate holder shall pay the winning Bad 

Beat Bonus Wager in accordance with § 641a.12(f) based on the 

rank of the dealer's losing hand. 

     (iii) If the player's hand and the dealer's hand tie, if the 

player's hand of two pair or better does not lose to the 

dealer's hand, or if the dealer's hand of two pair or better 

does not lose to the player's hand, the dealer shall collect the 

player's losing Bad Beat Bonus Wager. 

   (7)  After settling a player’s Aces Up Wagers, the dealer 

shall settle the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager, if offered by the 

certificate holder, and any Magic Card or Lucky Bonus payouts. 
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The dealer shall form the highest ranking five-card Poker hand 

of the player and the dealer. For the dealer’s hand, the dealer 

shall form the highest ranking five-card Poker hand from the 

first five cards dealt to the dealer. A winning Five Card Hand 

Bonus Wager shall be paid irrespective of whether the player’s 

hand outranks the dealer’s hand. If a player has won a Five Card 

Hand Bonus or any Magic Card or Lucky Bonus payout, the dealer 

shall: 

     (i)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

     (ii)   Have a floorperson or above verify any Five Card 

Hand Bonus payout with odds of 500 for 1 or a payout that is a 

percentage of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter in 

accordance with approved internal control procedures submitted 

under §  465a.2 (relating to internal control systems and audit 

protocols). 

     (iii)   Credit the player’s game account for the winning 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager or the Magic Card or Lucky Bonus 

payout in accordance with §  641a.12(g). If a player has won a 

Five Card Hand Bonus payout that is a percentage of the jackpot 

amount on the progressive meter, the payout may not be paid to 

the player’s game account. If a player has won a payout that is 

not being paid to the player’s game account, the winning hand 

must remain on the table until the necessary documentation has 

been completed. 
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   (8) The dealer shall then settle a player's Six Card Bonus 

Wager by revealing the Six Card Bonus card and combining it with 

the player's five cards to form the highest ranking Poker hand 

as provided with § 641a.6(e). If the player's hand: 

     (i) Does not contain a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer 

shall collect the player's losing Six Card Bonus Wager. 

     (ii) Contains a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer shall 

pay the winning Six Card Bonus Wager in accordance with § 

641a.12(h). 

 (d)  After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove all remaining cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 

reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 

§ 641a.12. Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Ante Wager and 

Play Wager at odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  A player placing an Ante Wager and a Play Wager shall be 

paid a bonus on the Ante Wager, at the odds in the following 

paytable, regardless of whether the player’s Four Card Poker 

hand outranks the dealer’s hand:  

Hand Paytable 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 
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Straight flush 20 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 2 to 1 

 (c)  A player placing an Aces Up Wager shall be paid at the 

odds in one of the following paytables selected by the 

certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in accordance 

with §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions):  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Straight flush 30 to 1 30 to 1 40 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 9 to 1 7 to 1 8 to 1 

Flush 6 to 1 6 to 1 5 to 1 

Straight 4 to 1 5 to 1 4 to 1 

Two pair 2 to 1 2 to 1 3 to 1 

Pair of aces 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 

Hand Paytable D Paytable E Paytable F 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Straight flush 40 to 1 30 to 1 40 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 8 to 1 8 to 1 7 to 1 

Flush 6 to 1 6 to 1 5 to 1 

Straight 4 to 1 4 to 1 4 to 1 
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Two pair 2 to 1 2 to 1 3 to 1 

Pair of aces 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 (d)  If a certificate holder offers a Four-Card Progressive 

Payout Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Four-Card 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the odds in one of the following 

paytables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Four aces 100% of meter 100% of meter 

Four-of-a-kind 300 for 1 300 for 1 

Straight flush 100 for 1 100 for 1 

Three-of-a-kind 9 for 1 15 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking Four Card Poker hand formed. 

   (3)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payout in paragraph (1) must be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

 

 
Paytable A Paytable B 

Seed/reseed $5,000 for 1 $1,000 for 1 
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Incrementation rate   

 Primary 29% 25% 

 Reserve N/A 5% 

   (4)  Winning Four-Card Progressive Payout Hands shall be paid 

the amount on the meter when it is the player’s turn to be paid 

in accordance with §  641a.11(c)(5) (relating to procedures for 

completion of each round of play). 

   (5)  Four-Card Envy Bonus payouts shall be made according to 

one of the following payouts, selected by the certificate holder 

in its Rules Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2, for 

Four-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hands based upon the amount of 

the Four-Card Progressive Payout Wager placed by the player 

receiving the Envy Bonus:  

$1 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand 
Paytable A 

Envy Bonus 

Paytable B 

Envy Bonus 

Four aces $100 $100 

Four-of-a-kind $10 $25 

Straight flush $5 N/A 

 

 

$5 Progressive Payout Wager  
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Hand Paytable A 
Envy Bonus 

Paytable B 
Envy Bonus 

Four aces $500 $500 

Four-of-a-kind $50 $125 

Straight Flush $25 N/A 

 (e)  If a certificate holder offers the Five-Card Progressive 

Payout Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Five-Card 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the odds in one of the following 

payout tables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2: 

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Royal flush 100% of 

meter 

100% mega 

jackpot 

100% mega 

jackpot 

100% mega 

jackpot 

Straight 

flush 

10% of 

meter 

100% major 

jackpot 

100% major 

jackpot 

100% major 

jackpot 

Four-of-a-
kind 

300 for 1 300 for 1 100% minor 

jackpot 

100% minor 

jackpot 

Full house 50 for 1 50 for 1 50 for 1 50 for 1 

Flush 40 for 1 40 for 1 40 for 1 40 for 1 

Straight 30 for 1 30 for 1 30 for 1 30 for 1 

Three-of-a-
kind 

9 for 1 9 for 1 10 for 1 9 for 1  
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   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed. 

   (3)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payout in paragraph (1) must be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

 
Paytable A 

  
Seed/reseed $10,000 for 1   

Incrementation rate    

 Primary 21%   

 Reserve N/A   

 
Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Seed/reseed    

 Mega $10,000 for 1 $10,000 for 1 $10,000 for 1 

 Major $1,000 for 1 $1,000 for 1 $1,000 for 1 

 Minor N/A $250 for 1 $250 for 1 

Incrementation rate    

 Mega 11% 9% 10% 

 Major 10% 7% 8% 

 Minor 
 

N/A 3% 3% 
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   (4)  Winning Five-Card Progressive Payout Hands shall be paid 

in accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the 

player’s turn to be paid in accordance with §  641a.11(c)(5). 

   (5)  Five-Card Envy Bonus payouts shall be made according to 

the following payouts for Five-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hands 

based upon the amount of the Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager 

placed by the player receiving the Envy Bonus:  

$1 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $1,000 

Straight flush $300 

$5 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $5,000 

Straight flush $1,500 

 (f)  If a certificate holder offers the Bad Beat Bonus Wager, 

the certificate holder shall pay out winning Bad Beat Wagers at 

the odds in one of the following paytables selected by the 

certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in accordance 

with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Four-of-a-kind 25,000 to 1 10,000 to 1 
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Straight flush 10,000 to 1 5,000 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 100 to 1 100 to 1 

Flush 25 to 1 25 to 1 

Straight 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Two pair 4 to 1 4 to 1 

 (g)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Royal flush 100% of meter 

Straight flush 10% of meter 

Four-of-a-kind 500 for 1 

Full house 100 for 1 

Flush 50 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed. If a player placed a Five 

Card Bonus Wager on both the dealer’s hand and the player’s 

hand, the player shall receive a payout in accordance with 

paragraph (1) for both the highest ranking five-card Poker hand 

of the dealer and the highest ranking five-card Poker hand of 

the player. If the dealer’s hand qualifies for a payout that is 

a percentage of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter and 
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if more than one player wagered on the dealer’s hand, the 

jackpot will be divided equally among the number of players who 

wagered on the dealer’s hand. 

   (3)  The certificate holder may pay a Magic Card or Lucky 

Bonus in accordance with the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Magic Card 20 for 1 

Lucky Bonus 5 for 1 

   (4)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payout in paragraph (1) must be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

Seed $10,000 for 1 
  

Reseed $0   

Incrementation rate    

 Primary 13%   

 Reserve 
 

8% 
 

  

 (h) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Six Card Bonus 

Wagers at the odds in one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2: 
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 100 to 1 

Full house 25 to 1 25 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 20 to 1 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 9 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 5 to 1 8 to 1 

Hand Paytable D Paytable E 

Six-card royal flush—diamonds 200,000 to 1 

Six-card royal flush—hearts, spades or clubs 20,000 to 1 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 100 to 1 50 to 1 

Full house 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 
 

7 to 1 5 to 1 

§ 641a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 
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is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c)  If a player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number of 

cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to 

the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d)  If one or more of the dealer’s cards is inadvertently 

exposed prior to the dealer revealing his cards in accordance 

with §  641a.11(c) (relating to procedures for completion of 

each round of play), all hands shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal all cards during a 

round of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from 

the device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g)  If an automated shuffling device or automated dealing shoe 

malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card shuffling 
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device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or have a sign 

indicating that the automated shuffling device or automated 

dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device before any 

other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized at that 

table.  
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§ 643a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Community card—A card which is used by all players to form a 

five-card Poker hand.  

   Five-Card Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a 

player who placed a Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager when 

another player at the Let It Ride Poker table is the holder of a 

Five-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand.  

   Five-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A player’s five-card 

Poker hand with a rank of a straight flush or better, as defined 

in §  643a.6(b) (relating to Let It Ride Poker rankings).  

   Five-Card Progressive Payout Hand—A player’s five-card Poker 

hand with a rank of three-of-a-kind or better as defined in 

§  643a.6(b).  

   Hand—The five-card Poker hand formed for each player by 

combining the three cards dealt to the player and the two 

community cards.  

   Let It Ride—When a player does not withdraw a wager as 

permitted under §  643a.11(b) and (d) (relating to procedures 

for completion of each round of play).  

   Lucky Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed a 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager if the player is seated in the 
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position that is randomly selected by the table game system.  

   Magic Card Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed 

a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager if one of the player’s three cards 

or the two community cards match the card randomly selected by 

the table game system.  

   Three-Card Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to 

a player who placed a Three-Card Progressive Wager when another 

player at the Let It Ride Poker table is the holder of a Three 

Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand.  

   Three-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A mini-royal, as 

defined in §  643a.6(d), formed using the three cards dealt to a 

player.  

   Three-Card Progressive Payout Hand—A player’s three cards 

with a rank of a three-of-a-kind or better or a straight or 

better, as defined in §  643a.6(d), depending on the paytable 

selected by the certificate holder. 

§ 643a.2. Let It Ride Poker table physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Let It Ride Poker shall be played at a table having 

betting positions for no more than seven players on one side of 

the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Let It Ride Poker table shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations in accordance with 
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§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Three separate betting areas designated for the 

placement of the Let It Ride Poker Wagers required under 

§  643a.7(d) (relating to wagers) for each player. 

   (3)  Separate areas designated for the placement of the cards 

of each player. 

   (4)  A separate area designated for the placement of the 

community cards located directly in front of the table inventory 

container. 

   (5)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Five Card 

Bonus Wager authorized under §  643a.7(e), a separate area 

designed for the placement of the Five Card Bonus Wager for each 

player. 

   (6)  If a certificate holder offers the optional Three Card 

Bonus Wager authorized under §  643a.7(f), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Three Card Bonus Wager for 

each player. 

   (7)  If the certificate holder offers either the Three or 

Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager authorized under §  643a.7(g) 

or (h), a separate area designated for the placement of the 

Progressive Payout Wager for each player. 
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   (8)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager authorized under §  643a.7(i), each betting position must 

contain an electronic wagering system for the placement of the 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager. 

   (9) If the certificate holder offers the Six Card Bonus Wager 

authorized under § 643a.7(j), the layout must contain: 

     (i) A separate area designated for the placement of the Six 

Card Bonus Wager for each player. 

     (ii) A designated area on the layout for the Six Card Bonus 

card. 

   (10)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Let It Ride Poker 

table. 

   (11)  An inscription indicating the payout limit per hand 

established by the certificate holder under §  643a.12(h) 

(relating to payout odds; payout limitation) or a generic 

inscription indicating the game is subject to the posted payout 

limit. If the payout limit is not inscribed on the layout, a 

sign which sets forth the required information shall be posted 

at each Let It Ride Poker table. 
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 (c)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Bonus Wager 

in accordance with §  643a.7(e), the certificate holder may 

utilize a table game system, approved by the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations in accordance with §  461a.4 (relating to 

submission for testing and approval), which includes: 

   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Five Card Bonus 

Wager. 

   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of Five 

Card Bonus Wagers at the gaming table, including a mechanism, 

such as a lock-out button, that prevents the recognition of any 

Five Card Bonus Wager that a player attempts to place after the 

dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  If a certificate holder offers either the Three or Five-

Card Progressive Payout Wager in accordance with §  643a.7(g) or 

(h), the Let It Ride Poker table must have a progressive table 

game system, in accordance with §  605a.7 (relating to 

progressive table games), for the placement of Progressive 

Payout Wagers. If the certificate holder is offering a 

Progressive Payout Wager on multiple linked tables or games in 

the same licensed facility, the progressive table game system 

must comply with §  605a.8 (relating to linked progressive table 

games). The progressive table game system must include: 
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   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Progressive Payout 

Wager. 

   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the gaming table including a 

mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the 

recognition of any Progressive Payout Wager that a player 

attempts to place after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more 

bets.’’ 

 (e)  If the certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager authorized under §  643a.7(i), the Let It Ride Poker table 

must have a table game system, in accordance with §  605a.7 and 

an electronic wagering system in accordance with § §  605a.2 and 

605a.3 (relating to electronic wagering systems; and procedures 

for buying in to and cashing out of a table game using an 

electronic wagering system). Each betting position must contain 

an electronic wagering system for the placement of the Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wager. The system must include a mechanism, such as a 

lockout button, that prevents the placement of any Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers that a player attempts to place after the 

dealer has begun dealing the cards. If the certificate holder is 

offering a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on multiple linked tables 

or games in the same licensed facility, the progressive table 
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game must comply with §  605a.8 (relating to linked progressive 

table games). 

 (f)  Each Let It Ride Poker table must have a drop box and a 

tip box attached on the same side of the table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (g)  Each Let It Ride Poker table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 643a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Let It Ride Poker 

shall be played with one deck of cards that are identical in 

appearance and one cover card. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Let It 

Ride Poker may be played with two decks of cards in accordance 

with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 
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   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks of cards shall be continuously alternated in 

and out of play, with each deck being used for every other round 

of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Let It Ride Poker shall be 

changed at least every: 

   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 643a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 
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shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  643a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 643a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 

completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling 

device shall place the deck of cards in a single stack. The 

certificate holder may use an automated card shuffling device 
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which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 

the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  643a.8, 

§  643a.9 or §  643a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedure for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with the procedures in subsection 

(d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 
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 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a Let It Ride Poker 

table which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from 

the dealing shoe and discard rack and spread out on the table 

face down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face 

up on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the 

procedures in §  643a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for 

gaming) and this section shall be completed. 

 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 

§ 643a.6. Let It Ride Poker rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in Let It Ride Poker, in order 

of highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 

9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace 
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may be used to complete a straight flush or straight formed with 

a 2, 3, 4 and 5 but may not be combined with any other sequence 

of cards (for example, queen, king, ace, 2, 3). All suits shall 

be equal in rank. 

 (b)  The permissible Poker hands at the game of Let It Ride 

Poker, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

   (1)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand, other than a royal 

flush, consisting of five cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking, with king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 being the highest 

ranking straight flush and ace, 2, 3, 4 and 5 being the lowest 

straight flush. 

   (3)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank, with four aces being the highest ranking 

four-of-a-kind and four 2s being the lowest ranking four-of-a-

kind. 

   (4)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of three-of-a-

kind and a pair, with three aces and two kings being the highest 

ranking full house and three 2s and two 3s being the lowest 

ranking full house. 

   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order, with ace, king, queen, jack 
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and 9 being the highest ranking flush and 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 being 

the lowest ranking flush. 

   (6)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, with an ace, king, queen, jack and 10 being 

the highest ranking straight and an ace, 2, 3, 4 and 5 being the 

lowest ranking straight. 

   (7)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, with three aces being the highest 

ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking 

three-of-a-kind. 

   (8)  Two pairs, which is a hand consisting of two pairs, with 

two aces and two kings being the highest ranking two pair and 

two 3s and two 2s being the lowest ranking two pair. 

   (9)  A pair, which is a hand containing two cards of the same 

rank, with two aces being the highest ranking pair and two 2s 

being the lowest ranking pair. 

 (c)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Three Card 

Bonus Wager under §  643a.7(f) (relating to wagers), the hands 

eligible for a payout shall be: 

   (1)  A mini-royal, which is a straight flush of an ace, king 

and queen. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking. 
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   (3)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank. 

   (4)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of three cards of 

consecutive rank, including an ace, 2 and 3. 

   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of three cards of 

the same suit, not in consecutive order. 

   (6)  A pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the 

same rank. 

 (d)  If the certificate holder offers the Three-Card 

Progressive Payout Wager under §  643a.7(g), the following hands 

eligible for a payout are: 

   (1)  A mini-royal, which is a hand consisting of an ace, king 

and queen of the same suit. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand, other than a mini-

royal, consisting of three cards of the same suit in consecutive 

rank. 

   (3)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank. 

   (4)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of three cards of 

consecutive rank, including an ace, 2 and 3. 

 (e) If the certificate holder offers the optional Six Card Bonus 

Wager, the Poker hands eligible for a payout are: 

   (1) A six-card royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an 

ace, king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 of the same suit. 
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   (2) A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (3) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards 

of the same suit in consecutive ranking. 

   (4) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

   (5) A full house, which is a hand consisting of three-of-a-

kind and a pair. 

   (6) A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit. 

   (7) A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit. 

   (8) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

§ 643a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Let It Ride Poker shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the table layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at a Let It Ride Poker table 

may wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and 

received cards, that player shall remain seated until the 

completion of the round of play. If a player leaves the table 
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during a round of play, any wagers made by the player may be 

considered abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All wagers at Let It Ride Poker shall be placed prior to 

the dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in §  643a.8, §  643a.9 or §  643a.10 

(relating to procedure for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the cards from the hand; and 

procedure for dealing the cards from an automated dealing shoe). 

Except as provided in §  643a.11(b) and (d) (relating to 

procedures for completion of each round of play), a wager may 

not be made, increased or withdrawn after the dealer has 

announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  To participate in a round of play, a player shall place 

three equal but separate Let It Ride Poker Wagers designated as 

Bet Number 1, Bet Number 2 and Bet Number 3. Bet Number 1 and 

Bet Number 2 may subsequently be removed by the player in 

accordance with §  643a.11(b) and (d). 

 (e)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer to each player at a Let It Ride Poker table 

the option to make an additional Five Card Bonus Wager that the 

player will have a five-card Poker hand with a rank of a pair of 

tens or better, two pair or better or three-of-a-kind or better, 

depending on the paytable selected by the certificate holder in 
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its Rules Submission under §  601a.2. After placing the three 

wagers required under subsection (d), a player may make an 

additional Five Card Bonus Wager by placing a value chip onto 

the designated betting area for that player. If the certificate 

holder is utilizing a table game system, each player shall be 

responsible for verifying that the player’s respective Five Card 

Bonus Wager has been accepted. 

 (f)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2, offer to each player at a Let It 

Ride Poker table the option to make an additional Three Card 

Bonus Wager that the three cards dealt to the player will have a 

rank of a pair or better. After placing the three wagers 

required under subsection (d), a player may make an additional 

Three Card Bonus Wager by placing a value chip on the designated 

betting area prior to the dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (g)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2, offer to each player the option to 

make an additional Three-Card Progressive Payout Wager that the 

player will receive a Three-Card Progressive Payout Hand. After 

placing the Let It Ride Poker Wagers, a player may make an 

additional Three-Card Progressive Payout Wager by placing a 

value chip into the progressive wagering device designated for 

that player. Each player shall be responsible for verifying that 
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the player’s respective Three-Card Progressive Payout Wager has 

been accepted. 

 (h)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2, offer to each player the option to 

make an additional Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager that the 

player will receive a Five-Card Progressive Payout Hand. After 

placing the Let It Ride Poker Wagers, a player may make an 

additional Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager by placing a value 

chip into the progressive wagering device designated for that 

player. Each player shall be responsible for verifying that the 

player’s respective Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager has been 

accepted. 

 (i)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Let It Ride 

Poker table the option to make an additional Five Card Hand 

Bonus Wager that the player’s five-card Poker hand will contain 

a flush or better as defined in §  643a.6(b) (relating to Let It 

Ride Poker rankings). After placing an Ante Wager, a player may 

make the additional Five Card Hand Bonus Wager by using the 

electronic wagering device designated for that player. Each 

player shall be responsible for verifying that the player’s Five 

Card Hand Bonus Wager has been accepted. 

 (j) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player who placed Let it 
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Ride Wagers the option of placing a Six Card Bonus Wager which 

shall win if the player's three cards and the three additional 

Six Card Bonus cards form a three-of-a-kind or better as 

described in § 643a.6(e). A Six Card Bonus Wager does not have 

bearing on any other wagers made by the player. 

 (k)  A Five Card Bonus Wager, Three Card Bonus Wager, Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wager, Progressive Payout Wager and Six Card Bonus 

Wager do not have a bearing on any other wagers made by the 

player. 

 (l)  A certificate holder shall specify in its Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which a player 

may place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 643a.8. Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  643a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets’’ and: 
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   (1)  If the Five Card Bonus Wager is being offered utilizing 

a table game system, use the table game system to prevent the 

placement of any additional Five Card Bonus Wager. If any Five 

Card Bonus Wagers have been made, the dealer shall collect the 

wagers and, on the layout in front of the table inventory 

container, verify that the number of value chips wagered equals 

the number of Five Card Bonus Wagers accepted by the table game 

system. The dealer shall then place the value chips into the 

table inventory container. 

   (2)  If the Progressive Payout Wager is being offered, use 

the progressive table game system to prevent the placement of 

any additional Progressive Payout Wagers. The dealer shall then 

collect any Progressive Payout Wagers and, on the layout in 

front of the table inventory container, verify that the number 

of value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout 

Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 

shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 

   (3)  If the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, use 

the electronic wagering system to prevent the placement of 

additional Five Card Hand Bonus Wagers. 

 (c)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing shoe and 
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placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. 

 (d)  If any player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer 

shall deal three cards, face down, to the area on the layout 

designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus cards. The 

dealer shall then, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal the cards as follows: 

   (1)  One card face down to each player who has placed the 

three required Let It Ride Poker Wagers in accordance with 

§  643a.7(d) (relating to wagers). 

   (2)  One card face down to the area designated for the 

placement of the community cards. 

   (3)  A second card face down to each player who has placed 

the three required Let It Ride Poker Wagers in accordance with 

§  643a.7(d). 

   (4)  A second card face down to the area designated for the 

placement of the community cards, which card shall be placed to 

the right of the first card dealt to this area. 

   (5)  A third card face down to each player who has placed the 

three required Let It Ride Poker Wagers in accordance with 

§  643a.7(d). 

 (e)  After three cards have been dealt to each player and two 

cards have been dealt to the area designated for the placement 
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of the community cards, the dealer shall remove the stub from 

the manual dealing shoe and, except as provided in subsection 

(f), place the stub in the discard rack without exposing the 

cards. 

 (f)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (h)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player 

has more or less than 3 cards or the area designed for the 

placement of the community cards has more or less than 2 cards) 

but 52 cards remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all 

wagers shall be returned to the players. If the cards were not 

misdealt, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the entire deck of cards shall be removed 

from the table. 
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§ 643a.9. Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  643a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which he will hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets’’ and: 

     (i)   If the Five Card Bonus Wager is being offered 

utilizing a table game system, use the table game system to 

prevent the placement of any additional Five Card Bonus Wagers. 

If any Five Card Bonus Wagers have been made, the dealer shall 

collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of the table 

inventory container, verify that the number of value chips 

wagered equals the number of Five Card Bonus Wagers accepted by 

the table game system. The dealer shall then place the value 

chips into the table inventory container. 
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     (ii)   If the Progressive Payout Wager is being offered, 

use the progressive table game system to prevent the placement 

of any additional Progressive Payout Wagers. The dealer shall 

then collect any Progressive Payout Wagers and, on the layout in 

front of the table inventory container, verify that the number 

of value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout 

Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 

shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 

     (iii)   If the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, 

use the electronic wagering system to prevent the placement of 

additional Five Card Hand Bonus Wagers. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deal each card by holding the deck of 

cards in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the 

top card of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate 

area of the layout. If any player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, 

the dealer shall deal three cards, face down, to the area on the 

layout designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus cards. 

The dealer shall then, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal the cards as follows: 

   (1)  One card face down to each player who placed the three 

required Let It Ride Poker Wagers in accordance with 

§  643a.7(d) (relating to wagers). 
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   (2)  One card face down to the area designated for the 

placement of the community cards. 

   (3)  A second card face down to each player who placed the 

three required Let It Ride Poker Wagers in accordance with 

§  643a.7(d). 

   (4)  A second card face down to the area designated for the 

placement of the community cards, which card shall be placed to 

the right of the first card dealt to this area. 

   (5)  A third card face down to each player who placed the 

three required Let It Ride Poker Wagers in accordance with 

§  643a.7(d). 

 (c)  After three cards have been dealt to each player and two 

cards have been dealt to the area designated for the placement 

of the community cards, the dealer shall, except as provided in 

subsection (d), place the stub in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 
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 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player 

has more or less than 3 cards or the area designed for the 

placement of the community cards has more or less than 2 cards) 

but 52 cards remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all 

wagers shall be returned to the players. If the cards were not 

misdealt, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the entire deck of cards shall be removed 

from the table. 

§ 643a.10. Procedure for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  643a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and: 

     (i)   If the Five Card Bonus Wager is being offered 

utilizing a table game system, use the table game system to 
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prevent the placement of any additional Five Card Bonus Wagers. 

If any Five Card Bonus Wagers have been made, the dealer shall 

collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of the table 

inventory container, verify that the number of value chips 

wagered equals the number of Five Card Bonus Wagers accepted by 

the table game system. The dealer shall then place the value 

chips into the table inventory container. 

     (ii)   If the Progressive Payout Wager is being offered, 

use the progressive table game system to prevent the placement 

of any additional Progressive Payout Wagers. The dealer shall 

then collect any Progressive Payout Wagers and, on the layout in 

front of the table inventory container, verify that the number 

of value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout 

Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 

shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 

     (iii)   If the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, 

use the electronic wagering system to prevent the placement of 

any additional Five Card Hand Bonus Wagers. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed the three required 

Let It Ride Poker Wagers in accordance with §  643a.7(d) 

(relating to wagers). As the remaining stacks are dispensed to 
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the dealer by the automated dealing shoe, the dealer shall, 

moving clockwise around the table, deliver a stack face down to 

each of the other players who has placed the three required 

wagers in accordance with §  643a.7(d). The dealer shall then 

deliver a stack of three cards face down to the area designated 

for the placement of the community cards and spread the stack 

within the designated area so that the top card is to the 

dealer’s right and the bottom card is to the dealer’s left. The 

dealer shall then remove the card that is to his left and place 

that card in the discard rack without exposing the card. If any 

player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer shall then 

remove the next stack of three cards dispensed by the automated 

dealing shoe and place the cards face down on the area of the 

layout designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus cards. 

 (c)  After each stack of three cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall 

remove the stub from the automated dealing shoe and, except as 

provided in subsection (d), place the cards in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 
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present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player 

has more or less than 3 cards or the area designed for the 

placement of the community cards has more or less than 2 cards) 

but 52 cards remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all 

wagers shall be returned to the players. If the cards were not 

misdealt, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the entire deck of cards shall be removed 

from the table. 

 (g)  Notwithstanding the requirements in subsections (b) and 

(c), if a certificate holder is utilizing an automated dealing 

shoe that automatically reshuffles the cards, the two community 

cards may be dispensed before the three cards are dispensed to 

each player. 

§ 643a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  643a.8, 

§  643a.9 or §  643a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 
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cards from the hand; and procedure for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player shall 

examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at Let It Ride Poker shall be 

responsible for his own hand and no person other than the dealer 

and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards 

of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his three cards in full view of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  After each player has made a decision regarding Bet 

Number 2 as required under subsection (d), the player’s cards 

shall be placed face down on the appropriate area of the layout 

as specified by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission 

filed in accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to table games 

Rules Submissions). The player may not touch the cards again. 

 (b)  After each player has examined his cards, the dealer 

shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 

and moving clockwise around the table, ask each player if he 

wishes to withdraw Bet Number 1 or Let It Ride. If a player: 

   (1)  Chooses to let Bet Number 1 ride, that bet must remain 

on the designated betting area of the layout until the end of 

the round of play. 

   (2)  Chooses to withdraw Bet Number 1, the dealer shall move 

the value chips on the betting area designated for Bet Number 1 
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toward the player who shall then immediately remove the value 

chips from the betting area. 

 (c)  After each player has made a decision regarding Bet Number 

1, the dealer shall then turn the community card that is to the 

dealer’s left face up and place it to the right of the remaining 

community card. The exposed card shall become the first 

community card. 

 (d)  After the first community card is exposed, the dealer 

shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 

and moving clockwise around the table, ask each player if he 

wishes to withdraw Bet Number 2 or Let It Ride. This decision 

shall be made by each player regardless of the decision made 

concerning Bet Number 1. If a player: 

   (1)  Chooses to let Bet Number 2 ride, that bet must remain 

on the designated betting area of the layout until the end of 

the round of play. 

   (2)  Chooses to withdraw Bet Number 2, the dealer shall move 

the value chips on the betting area designated for Bet Number 2 

toward the player who shall then immediately remove the value 

chips from the betting area. 

 (e)  The dealer shall then turn the second community card face 

up on the table. 

 (f)  After the second community card is turned face up, 

beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s right and 
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continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction, the 

dealer shall turn the three cards of the player face up on the 

layout and combine the two community cards and the three cards 

dealt to the player shall form the highest ranking five-card 

Poker hand of that player. If the player's hand: 

   (1)  Contains a pair of 9s or lower, the dealer shall collect 

the player's losing Let It Ride Poker Wagers. 

   (2)  Contains a pair of 10s or better, the dealer shall pay 

the player's winning Let it Ride Poker Wagers in accordance with 

§ 643a.12(a) (relating to payout odds; payout limitation). 

 (g) After settling the player’s Let It Ride Poker Wagers, the 

dealer shall settle any Five Card Bonus Wagers, Three Card Bonus 

Wagers, Progressive Payout Wagers or Five Card Hand Bonus Wagers 

as follows: 

   (1)   If a player placed a Five Card Bonus Wager and the two 

community cards and the three cards dealt to the player: 

     (i)  Form a five-card Poker hand of two pair or better, or 

a pair of 10s or better, depending on the payout table selected 

by the certificate holder, the dealer shall pay the winning Five 

Card Bonus Wager in accordance with §  643a.12(b). 

     (ii) Does not form a five-card Poker hand of two pair or 

better, or a pair of 10s or better, depending on the payout 

table selected by the certificate holder, the dealer shall 

collect the losing Five Card Bonus Wager. 
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    (2)  If a player placed a Three Card Bonus Wager and the 

three cards dealt to the player: 

     (i)  Form a three-card Poker hand of a pair or better as 

defined in §  643a.6(c) (relating to Let It Ride Poker 

rankings), the dealer shall pay the winning Three Card Bonus 

Wager in accordance with §  643a.12(c). 

     (ii) Does not form a three-card Poker hand of a pair or 

better as defined in § 643a.6(c), the dealer shall collect the 

player's losing Three Card Bonus Wager. 

   (3)   If a player placed a Three-Card Progressive Payout 

Wager and the three cards dealt to the player form a three-of-a-

kind or better, as defined in §  643a.6(d), or a straight or 

better, depending on the paytable selected by the certificate 

holder, the dealer shall: 

     (i)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

     (i)   Verify that the appropriate light on the progressive 

table game system has been illuminated. 

     (ii)   Have a floorperson or above validate the progressive 

payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s approved 

internal control procedures. 

     (iii)   Pay the winning Three-Card Progressive Payout Wager 

in accordance with the payout odds in §  643a.12(d)(1). If a 

player has won a progressive payout that is 100% of the jackpot 

amount on the progressive meter, the progressive payout may not 
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be paid from the table inventory container. If a player has won 

a progressive payout that is not being paid from the table 

inventory container, the cards of that player must remain on the 

table until the necessary documentation has been completed. 

     (iv)   Pay any Three-Card Envy Bonus won in accordance with 

§  643a.12(d)(5). Players making a Three-Card Progressive Payout 

Wager shall receive a Three-Card Envy Bonus when another player 

at the same Let It Ride Poker table is the holder of a Three-

Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. Players are entitled to 

multiple Envy Bonuses if more than one player is the holder of a 

Three-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A player is not entitled 

to a Three-Card Envy Bonus for his own hand. 

   (4)  If a player placed a Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager 

and the player’s three cards and the two community cards form a 

three-of-a-kind or better, as defined in §  643a.6(b), the 

dealer shall: 

     (i)  Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

     (ii)  Verify that the appropriate light on the progressive 

table game system has been illuminated. 

     (iii)  Have a floorperson or above validate the progressive 

payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s approved 

internal control procedures. 

     (iv)  Pay the winning Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager in 

accordance with the payout odds in §  643a.12(e)(1). If a player 
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has won a progressive payout that is a percentage of the jackpot 

amount on the progressive meter, the progressive payout may not 

be paid from the table inventory container. If a player has won 

a progressive payout that is not being paid from the table 

inventory container, the cards of that player must remain on the 

table until the necessary documentation has been completed. 

     (v)  Pay any Five-Card Envy Bonus won in accordance with 

§  643a.12(e)(5). Players making a Progressive Payout Wager 

shall receive a Five-Card Envy Bonus when another player at the 

same Let It Ride Poker table is the holder of a Five-Card Envy 

Bonus Qualifying Hand. Players are entitled to multiple Envy 

Bonuses if more than one player is the holder of a Five-Card 

Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A player is not entitled to a Five-

Card Envy Bonus for his own hand. 

   (5)  If a player placed a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager, the 

dealer shall settle any Magic Card or Lucky Bonus payouts and 

any winning Five Card Hand Bonus wagers as follows: 

     (i)  Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

     (ii)  Have a floorperson or above verify any Five Card Hand 

Bonus payout with odds of 500 for 1 or a payout that is a 

percentage of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter in 

accordance with approved internal control procedures submitted 

under §  465a.2 (relating to internal control systems and audit 

protocols). 
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     (iii)  Credit the player’s game account for the winning 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager or the Magic Card or Lucky Bonus 

payout in accordance with §  643a.12(f). If a player has won a 

Five Card Hand Bonus payout that is a percentage of the jackpot 

amount on the progressive meter, the payout may not be paid to 

the player’s game account. If a player has won a payout that is 

not being paid to the player’s game account, the winning hand 

must remain on the table until the necessary documentation has 

been completed. 

   (6) If a player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer 

shall reveal the three Six Card Bonus cards and combine them 

with the player's three cards to form the highest ranking Poker 

hand as provided in § 643a.6(e). If the player's hand: 

     (i) Does not contain a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer 

shall collect the player's losing Six Card Bonus Wager. 

     (ii) Contains a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer shall 

pay the winning Six Card Bonus Wager in accordance with § 

643a.12(g). 

 (h)  After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove all remaining cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 

reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 
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§ 643a.12. Payout odds; payout limitation. 

 (a)  Subject to the payout limitation in subsection (g), a 

certificate holder shall pay out winning Let It Ride Poker 

Wagers at the odds in one of the following paytables selected by 

the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions):  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 500 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Full house 11 to 1 11 to 1 

Flush 8 to 1 8 to 1 

Straight 5 to 1 5 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 3 to 1 

Two pair 2 to 1 2 to 1 

Pair of tens, jacks, queens,  kings or aces 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 (b)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Bonus Wager, 

the certificate holder shall pay out winning Five Card Bonus 

Wagers at the odds in one of the following paytables selected by 

the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2:  
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 20,000 to 1 20,000 to 1 20,000 to 1 

Straight flush 2,000 to 1 $2,000 to 1 2,000 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 150 to 1 200 to 1 100 to 1 

Full house 75 to 1 75 to 1 75 to 1 

Flush 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Straight 25 to 1 25 to 1 25 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 4 to 1 5 to 1 9 to 1 

Two pair 3 to 1 4 to 1 6 to 1 

Pair of tens,  jacks, 
queens,  kings or aces 

2 to 1 1 to 1  

 

 

Hand Paytable 
D 

Paytable 
E 

Paytable 
F 

Paytable 
G 

Royal flush 10,000 to 
1 

10,000 to 
1 

10,000 to 
1 

25,000 to 
1 

Straight flush 2,000 to 
1 

2,000 to 
1 

2,000 to 
1 

2,500 to 
1 

Four-of-a-kind 200 to 1 200 to 1 100 to 1 400 to 1 

Full house 75 to 1 100 to 1 75 to 1 200 to 1 

Flush 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Straight 25 to 1 25 to 1 25 to 1 25 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 10 to 1 9 to 1 5 to 1 

Two pair 4 to 1 6 to 1 6 to 1  
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Pair of tens, jacks, 

queens, kings or aces 
1 to 1    

 (c)  If a certificate holder offers the Three Card Bonus Wager, 

the certificate holder shall pay out winning Three Card Bonus 

Wagers at the odds in one of the following paytables selected by 

the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Straight flush 40 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 30 to 1 30 to 1 30 to 1 

Straight 6 to 1 5 to 1 6 to 1 

Flush 4 to 1 4 to 1 3 to 1 

Pair 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 

Hand Paytable D Paytable E Paytable F 

Mini-royal 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Straight flush 40 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 30 to 1 30 to 1 30 to 1 

Straight 6 to 1 5 to 1 6 to 1 

Flush 4 to 1 4 to 1 3 to 1 

Pair 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 
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 (d)  If a certificate holder offers the Three-Card Progressive 

Payout Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Three-Card 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the odds in one of the following 

paytables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Mini-royal, spades 100% of meter 100% of meter 

Mini-royal, hearts,  diamonds, clubs 500 for 1 500 for 1 

Straight flush 70 for 1 100 for 1 

Three-of-a-kind 60 for 1 90 for 1 

Straight 6 for 1  

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking hand formed from the player’s three cards. 

   (3)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payouts in paragraph (1) must be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

 
Paytable A Paytable B 

Seed/reseed $1,000 for 1 $1,000 for 1 

Incrementation rate   

 Primary 14% 20% 
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   (4)  Winning Three-Card Progressive Payout Wagers shall be 

paid the amount on the meter when it is the player’s turn to be 

paid in accordance with §  643a.11(g)(3) (relating to procedures 

for completion of each round of play). 

   (5)  Three-Card Envy Bonus payouts shall be made according to 

the following payout for every Three-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying 

Hand based upon the amount of the Three-Card Progressive Payout 

Wager placed by the player receiving the Envy Bonus:  

$1 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Mini-royal, spades $100 

Mini-royal, hearts, diamonds, clubs $25 

$5 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Mini-royal, spades $500 

Mini-royal, hearts, diamonds, clubs $125 

 (e)  If a certificate holder offers the Five-Card Progressive 

Payout Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Five-Card 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the odds in one of the following 

payout tables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2: 
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Royal flush 100% of 

meter 

100% mega 

jackpot 

100% mega 

jackpot 

100% mega 

jackpot 

Straight 

flush 

10% of 

meter 

100% major 

jackpot 

100% major 

jackpot 

100% major 

jackpot 

Four-of-a-

kind 

300 for 1 300 for 1 100% minor 

jackpot 

100% minor 

jackpot 

Full house 50 for 1 50 for 1 50 for 1 50 for 1 

Flush 40 for 1 40 for 1 40 for 1 40 for 1 

Straight 30 for 1 30 for 1 30 for 1 30 for 1 

Three-of-a-

kind 

9 for 1 9 for 1 10 for 1 9 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed. 

   (3)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payout in paragraph (1) must be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

 
Paytable A 

  
Seed/reseed $10,000 for 1   

Incrementation rate    

 Primary 21%   
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 Reserve N/A   

    

 
Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Seed/reseed    

 Mega $10,000 for 1 $10,000 for 1 $10,000 for 1 

 Major $1,000 for 1 $1,000 for 1 $1,000 for 1 

 Minor N/A $250 for 1 $250 for 1 

Incrementation rate    

 Mega 11% 9% 10% 

 Major 10% 7% 8% 

 Minor N/A 3% 3% 

   (4)  Winning Five-Card Progressive Payout Hands shall be paid 

in accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the 

player’s turn to be paid in accordance with §  643a.11(g)(4). 

   (5)  Five-Card Envy Bonus payouts shall be made according to 

the following payouts for Five-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hands 

based upon the amount of the Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager 

placed by the player receiving the Envy Bonus:  

$1 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $1,000 

Straight flush $300 
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$5 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $5,000 

Straight flush $1,500 

 (f)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Royal flush 100% of meter 

Straight flush 10% of meter 

Four-of-a-kind 500 for 1 

Full house 100 for 1 

Flush 50 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed. 

   (3)  The certificate holder may pay a Magic Card or Lucky 

Bonus in accordance with the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Magic Card 20 for 1 

Lucky Bonus 5 for 1 
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   (4)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payout in paragraph (1) must be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

Seed $10,000 for 1 
  

Reseed $0   

Incrementation rate    

 Primary 13%   

 Reserve 8%   

 (g) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Six Card Bonus 

Wagers at the odds in one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2: 

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 100 to 1 

Full house 25 to 1 25 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 20 to 1 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 9 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 5 to 1 8 to 1 

 Paytable D Paytable E 
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Hand 

Six-card royal flush—diamonds 200,000 to 1 

Six-card royal flush—hearts, spades or clubs 20,000 to 1 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 100 to 1 50 to 1 

Full house 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 7 to 1 5 to 1 

 (h)  Notwithstanding the payout odds in subsection (a), a 

certificate holder may establish in its Rules Submission under § 

601a.2 a maximum amount that is payable to a player on a single 

hand. The maximum amount shall be at least $50,000 or the 

maximum amount that one patron could win per round when betting 

the minimum permissible wager, whichever is greater. Any maximum 

payout limit established by a certificate holder [shall] must 

apply only to payouts of Let It Ride Poker Wagers under 

subsection (a) but may not apply to payouts of Five Card Bonus 

Wagers, Three Card Bonus Wagers, Progressive Payout Wagers, Five 

Card Hand Bonus Wagers or Six Card Hand Bonus Wagers as provided 

in subsections (b)—(g). 
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§ 643a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c)  If any player or the area designated for the placement of 

the community cards is dealt an incorrect number of cards, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d)  If either of the community cards is inadvertently exposed 

prior to the dealer revealing the community cards in accordance 

with §  643a.11(c) and (e) (relating to procedures for 

completion of each round of play), all hands shall be void, all 

wagers shall be returned to the players and the cards shall be 

reshuffled. 

 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 
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 (f)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal all cards during a 

round of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from 

the device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table.  
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Sec. 
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dealing shoe.  

645a.9.    Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand.  

645a.10.    Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

645a.11.    Procedures for completion of each round of play.  

645a.12.    Player bank; co-banking; selection of bank; 

procedures for dealing.  

645a.13.    Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression; payout 

limitation.  

645a.14.    Irregularities; invalid roll of dice. 

§ 645a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Bank—A player who elects to have the other players and the 

dealer play against him and accepts the responsibility of paying 

all winning Pai Gow Poker Wagers.  

   Co-banking—When the bank and the dealer each cover 50% of all 

winning Pai Gow Poker Wagers.  

   EZ Pai Gow Poker—A variation of Pai Gow Poker in which 

vigorish is not collected.  

   Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a player 

who placed a Qualifying Wager when another player at the Pai Gow 

Poker table is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand.  
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   Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A player’s Pai Gow Poker hand with 

a rank of a four-of-a-kind or better formed from the seven cards 

dealt to a player.  

   High hand—The five-card hand that is formed from the seven 

cards dealt so as to rank equal to or higher than the two-card 

low hand.  

   Low hand—The two-card hand that is formed from the seven 

cards dealt so as to rank equal to or lower than the five-card 

high hand.  

   Qualifying Wager—An Emperor’s Treasure Wager, Fortune Bonus 

Wager or a Dynasty Bonus Wager of at least $5 which may entitle 

a player to an Envy Bonus.  

   Queen’s Dragon—The dealer’s seven cards of different ranks 

which do not form a straight, a flush, a straight flush or a 

royal flush but contain a queen high card.  

   Setting the hands—The process of forming a high hand and low 

hand from the seven cards dealt. 

§ 645a.2. Pai Gow Poker table; Pai Gow Poker shaker; physical 

characteristics. 

 (a)  Pai Gow Poker shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than six players on one side of the table 

and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Pai Gow Poker table shall be submitted to 

the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 
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§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Pai Gow Poker Wager for each player. 

   (3)  Two separate areas designated for the placement of the 

high and low hands of each player. 

   (4)  Two separate areas designated for the placement of the 

high and low hands of the dealer. 

   (5)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Fortune 

Bonus Wager authorized under §  645a.7(e)(1) (relating to 

wagers), a separate area designated for the placement of the 

Fortune Bonus Wager for each player. 

   (6)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Emperor’s 

Treasure Wager authorized under §  645a.7(e)(2), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Emperor’s Treasure Wager for 

each player. 

   (7)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Pai Gow 

Insurance Wager authorized under §  645a.7(e)(3), a separate 

area designated for the placement of the Pai Gow Insurance Wager 

for each player. 

   (8)  If the certificate holder offers the optional 

Progressive Payout Wager authorized under §  645a.7(e)(4), a 
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separate area designated for the placement of the Progressive 

Payout Wager for each player. 

   (9)  If a certificate holder offers EZ Pai Gow Poker: 

     (i)   Separate areas designated for the following optional 

wagers, if offered by the certificate holder: 

       (A)   Queen’s Dragon Wager authorized under 

§  645a.7(e)(5)(i). 

       (B)   Dynasty Bonus Wager authorized under 

§  645a.7(e)(5)(ii). 

       (C)   Protection Wager authorized under 

§  645a.7(e)(5)(iii). 

       (D)   Red/Black Wager authorized under 

§  645a.7(e)(5)(iv). 

     (ii)   Inscriptions that advise patrons that if the 

dealer’s hand is a Queen’s Dragon, the player’s wager shall push 

and be returned to the player. 

   (10)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If the payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Pai Gow Poker table. 

   (11)  An inscription indicating the payout limit per hand 

established by the certificate holder under §  645a.13(j) 

(relating to payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression; 
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payout limitation) or a generic inscription indicating the game 

is subject to the posted payout limit. If the payout limit is 

not inscribed on the layout, a sign which sets forth the 

required information shall be posted at each Pai Gow Poker 

table. 

 (c)  To determine the starting position for the dealing or 

delivery of the cards, Pai Gow Poker may be played with: 

   (1)  A Pai Gow Poker shaker, approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a), which shall be designed and constructed to 

maintain the integrity of the game. The Pai Gow Poker shaker 

shall be the responsibility of the dealer, may not be left 

unattended while at the table and must: 

     (i)   Be capable of housing three dice that when not being 

shaken must be maintained within the Pai Gow Poker shaker. Dice 

that have been placed in a Pai Gow Poker shaker for use in 

gaming may not remain on a table for more than 24 hours. 

     (ii)   Be designed to prevent the dice from being seen 

while being shaken. 

     (iii)   Have the name or logo of the certificate holder 

imprinted or impressed thereon. 

   (2)  A computerized random number generator which shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Laboratory Operations and 

approved in accordance with §  461a.4 (relating to submission 

for testing and approval) prior to its use. 
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 (d)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Progressive 

Payout Wager in accordance with §  645a.7(e)(4), the Pai Gow 

Poker table must have a progressive table game system in 

accordance with §  605a.7 (relating to progressive table games) 

for the placement of Progressive Payout Wagers. The progressive 

table game system must include: 

   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Progressive Payout 

Wager. 

   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the gaming table, including a 

mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the 

placement of any Progressive Payout Wager that a player attempts 

to place after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (e)  Each Pai Gow Poker table must have a drop box and a tip 

box attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 
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 (f)  Each Pai Gow Poker table must have a discard rack securely 

attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 645a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Pai Gow Poker shall 

be played with one deck of cards that are identical in 

appearance and two cover cards. The deck of cards used to play 

Pai Gow Poker must include one joker. A certificate holder may 

use decks that are manufactured with two jokers provided that 

only one joker is used for gaming. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Pai Gow 

Poker may be played with two decks of cards in accordance with 

the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design but 

the backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color 

than the cards in the other deck. 

   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks of cards shall be continuously alternated in 

and out of play, with each deck being used for every other round 

of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Pai Gow Poker shall be changed: 
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   (1)  At least every 4 hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  At least every 8 hours if the cards are dealt from a 

manual or automated dealing shoe. 

§ 645a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  If the deck of cards used by the certificate holder 

contains two jokers, the dealer and a floorperson shall ensure 

that only one joker is utilized and that the other joker is torn 

in half and placed in the box, envelope or container that the 

deck came from. After the cards are inspected, the cards shall 

be spread out face up on the table for visual inspection by the 

first player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread 

in horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and 

in sequence and include the one joker. 

 (c)  After the first player is afforded an opportunity to 

visually inspect the cards, the cards shall be turned face down 

on the table, mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards and 

stacked. Once the cards have been stacked, the cards shall be 

shuffled in accordance with §  645a.5 (relating to shuffle and 

cut of the cards; procedures for determining the starting 

position for dealing cards). 
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 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 645a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards; procedures for 

determining the starting position for dealing cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by the floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle 

the cards, either manually or by use of an automated card 

shuffling device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. 

Upon completion of the shuffle, the dealer or device shall place 

the deck of cards in a single stack. The certificate holder may 

use an automated card shuffling device which, upon completion of 

the shuffling of the cards, inserts the stack of cards directly 

into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 
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   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, determine the starting position in accordance 

with subsection (i), then deal the cards in accordance with 

§  645a.8, §  645a.9 or §  645a.10 (relating to procedures for 

dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for 

dealing the cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the 

cards from an automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually, cut the cards in 

accordance with the procedures in subsections (c)—(e). 

 (c)  Upon completion of a manual shuffle, the dealer shall 

place the stack of cards on top of one of the cover cards. The 

dealer shall offer the stack of cards to be cut, with the backs 

facing away from the dealer, to the player determined under 

subsection (d). If no player accepts the cut, the dealer shall 

cut the cards. 

 (d)  The cut of the cards shall be offered to players in the 

following order: 

   (1)  The first player arriving at the table, if the game is 

just beginning. 

   (2)  The player who accepts the bank under §  645a.12 

(relating to player bank; co-banking; selection of bank; 

procedures for dealing), if offered by the certificate holder. 

If the bank refuses the cut, the cards shall be offered to the 
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player to the right of the bank, and continuing around the table 

in a counterclockwise manner, until a player accepts the cut. 

   (3)  The player at the farthest position to the right of the 

dealer, if there is no bank. If this player refuses, the offer 

to cut the cards shall rotate to each player in a 

counterclockwise manner. 

 (e)  The player or dealer making the cut shall place the second 

cover card in the stack at least ten cards from the top or the 

bottom of the deck. Once the second cover card has been 

inserted, the dealer shall take the second cover card and all 

the cards on top of the second cover card and place them on the 

bottom of the stack. The dealer shall then remove the first 

cover card and place it on the bottom of the stack. The dealer 

shall remove one of the cover cards and either place it in the 

discard rack or use it as an additional cover card to be 

inserted four cards from the bottom of the deck. The dealer 

shall then determine the starting position in accordance with 

subsection (i) and deal the cards in accordance with §  645a.8, 

§  645a.9 or §  645a.10. 

 (f)  After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. If a recut is required, the cards shall be 
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recut either by the player who last cut the cards, or by the 

next person entitled to cut the cards, as determined under 

subsection (d). 

 (g)  If there is no gaming activity at a Pai Gow Poker table 

which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the 

dealing shoe and discard rack and spread out on the table face 

down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face up 

on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards: 

   (1)  If there is no automated shuffling device in use, the 

cards shall be mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards, 

stacked, then shuffled and cut in accordance with this section. 

   (2)  If an automated shuffling device is in use, the cards 

shall be stacked and placed into the automated shuffling device 

to be shuffled. The deck of cards already in the shuffler shall 

then be removed. Unless a player requests otherwise, the deck of 

cards removed from the shuffler does not need to be spread for 

inspection and reshuffled prior to being dealt, if the automated 

card shuffling device stores a single deck of shuffled cards 

inside the shuffler in a secure manner. 

 (h)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 
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(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (b)—(g) do not apply. 

 (i)  To determine the starting position for the dealing of 

cards, the certificate holder shall use one of the following: 

   (1)  A Pai Gow Poker shaker in accordance with the following 

procedures: 

     (i)   The dealer shall shake the Pai Gow Poker shaker at 

least three times to cause a random mixture of the dice. If a 

player is the bank, in accordance with §  645a.12, the player 

shall shake the Pai Gow Poker shaker instead of the dealer. The 

dealer shall ensure that the bank shakes the Pai Gow Poker 

shaker at least three times. 

     (ii)   The dealer shall then remove the lid covering the 

Pai Gow Poker shaker and place the uncovered shaker on the 

designated area of the table layout. The dealer shall then total 

the dice and announce the total. If a player is the bank and the 

player inadvertently removes the lid, the Pai Gow Poker shaker 

shall be covered and reshaken by the bank. 

     (iii)   To determine the starting position, the dealer 

shall count each betting position in order, regardless of 

whether there is a wager at the betting position, beginning with 

the dealer as number one and continuing around the table in a 

counterclockwise manner, until the count matches the total of 
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the three dice. If a player is the bank, when counting the 

betting positions to determine the starting position for dealing 

the cards, the bank, instead of the dealer, shall be considered 

number one. 

     (iv)   After the dealing procedures required under 

§  645a.8, §  645a.9 or §  645a.10 have been completed, the 

dealer shall place the cover on the Pai Gow Poker shaker and 

shake the shaker once. The Pai Gow Poker shaker shall then be 

placed to the right of the dealer. 

   (2)  A computerized random number generator to select and 

display a number from 1 to 7. To determine the starting 

position, the dealer shall count each betting position in order, 

regardless of whether there is a wager at the betting position, 

beginning with the dealer as number one and continuing around 

the table in a counterclockwise manner until the count matches 

the number displayed by the random number generator. If a player 

is the bank in accordance with §  645a.12, when counting the 

betting positions to determine the starting position for dealing 

the cards, the bank, instead of the dealer, shall be considered 

number one. 

 (j)  After the starting position for a round of play has been 

determined, a certificate holder may mark that position with an 

additional cover card or similar object approved in accordance 
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with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment). 

§ 645a.6. Pai Gow Poker rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in Pai Gow Poker, in order of 

highest to lowest, shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, 

7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace may 

be used to complete a straight flush or a straight formed with a 

2, 3, 4 and 5 but may not be combined with any other sequence of 

cards (for example: queen, king, ace, 2 and 3). The joker shall 

be used and ranked as an ace or may be used as any card to 

complete a straight, a flush, a straight flush or a royal flush. 

 (b)  The permissible Poker hands at the game of Pai Gow Poker, 

in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

   (1)  Five aces, which is a high hand consisting of four aces 

and a joker. 

   (2)  A royal flush, which is a high hand consisting of an 

ace, king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit or a king, queen, 

jack and 10 of the same suit and a joker. 

   (3)  A straight flush, which is a high hand consisting of 

five cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with ace, 2, 

3, 4 and 5 being the highest ranking straight flush; king, 

queen, jack, 10 and 9 being the second highest ranking straight 

flush; and 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 being the lowest ranking straight 

flush. 
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   (4)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a high hand consisting of 

four cards of the same rank, with four aces being the highest 

ranking four-of-a-kind and four 2s being the lowest ranking 

four-of-a-kind. 

   (5)  A full house, which is a high hand consisting of a 

three-of-a-kind and a pair, with three aces and two kings being 

the highest ranking full house and three 2s and two 3s being the 

lowest ranking full house. 

   (6)  A flush, which is a high hand consisting of five cards 

of the same suit. When comparing two flushes, the hand which 

contains the highest ranking card, as provided in subsection 

(a), which is not in the other hand, shall be considered the 

higher ranking hand. 

   (7)  A straight, which is a high hand consisting of five 

cards of consecutive rank, regardless of suit, with an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 being the highest ranking straight; an 

ace, 2, 3, 4 and 5 being the second highest ranking straight; 

and a 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 being the lowest ranking straight. 

   (8)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a high hand containing three 

cards of the same rank, with three aces being the highest 

ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking 

three-of-a-kind. 

   (9)  Two pair, which is a high hand containing two pairs, 

with two aces and two kings being the highest ranking two pair 
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hand and two 3s and two 2s being the lowest ranking two pair 

hand. 

   (10)  A pair, which is either a high hand or a low hand 

consisting of two cards of the same rank, with two aces being 

the highest ranking pair and two 2s being the lowest ranking 

pair. 

 (c)  When comparing two high hands or two low hands that are of 

identical hand rank under subsection (b), or contain none of the 

hands listed in subsection (b), the hand that contains the 

highest ranking card under subsection (a), which is not in the 

other hand, shall be considered the higher ranking hand. If the 

two hands are of identical rank after the application of this 

section, the hands shall be considered a tie. 

 (d)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Fortune 

Bonus Wager under §  645a.7(e)(1) (relating to wagers), the 

following seven-card hands shall have a rank higher than a hand 

of five aces, as described in subsection (b)(1), and be used to 

determine the amount of the Fortune Bonus Wager payout or Envy 

Bonus payment to a winning player: 

   (1)  A seven-card straight flush with no joker, which is a 

hand consisting of seven cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking, with no joker used to complete the straight flush. 
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   (2)  A royal flush plus Royal Match, which is a seven-card 

hand consisting of an ace, king, queen, jack and a 10 of the 

same suit, with or without a joker, with one of the following: 

     (i)   An additional ace and king of a same suit if offering 

Emperor’s Challenge Pai Gow Poker. 

     (ii)   An additional king and queen of a same suit if 

offering Fortune Pai Gow Poker. 

   (3)  A seven-card straight flush with joker, which is a hand 

consisting of seven cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking with a joker being used to complete the straight flush. 

 (e)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Emperor’s 

Treasure Wager under §  645a.7(e)(2), the following seven-card 

hands shall have a rank higher than a hand of five aces, as 

described in subsection (b)(1), and shall be used to determine 

the amount of the Emperor’s Treasure Wager payout or Envy Bonus 

payout to a winning player: 

   (1)  A seven-card straight flush with no joker, which is a 

hand consisting of seven cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking, with no joker used to complete the straight flush. 

   (2)  A royal flush plus ace and king suited, which is a 

seven-card hand consisting of an ace, king, queen, jack and a 10 

of the same suit, with or without a joker, and an additional ace 

and king of the same suit without a joker. 
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   (3)  A seven-card straight flush with joker, which is a hand 

consisting of seven cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking with a joker being used to complete the straight flush. 

 (f)  If a certificate holder offers the optional Progressive 

Payout Wager under §  645a.7(e)(4), the following seven-card 

hands shall be used to determine the amount of the progressive 

payout to a winning player: 

   (1)  Seven-card straight flush is a hand consisting of seven 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with or without a 

joker. 

   (2)  Five aces, which is a hand consisting of four aces and a 

joker. 

   (3)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit or a king, queen, jack 

and 10 of the same suit and a joker. 

   (4)  A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking. 

   (5)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank. 

   (6)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair. 

 (g)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Dynasty 

Bonus Wager under §  645a.7(e)(5)(ii), in addition to the hands 

described in subsection (b), the following hands shall also be 
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used to determine the amount of the Dynasty Bonus or Envy Bonus 

payout to a winning player: 

   (1)  An ace/five natural straight flush and a natural 

ace/queen suited, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 2, 3, 4 

and 5, without a joker, and an additional ace and queen of the 

same suit without a joker. 

   (2)  A seven-card natural straight flush, which is a hand 

consisting of seven cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking, without a joker used to complete the straight flush. 

   (3)  A natural royal flush and a natural ace/king suited, 

which is a hand consisting of an ace, king, queen, jack and a 10 

of the same suit, without a joker, and an additional ace and 

queen of the same suit without a joker. 

   (4)  A seven-card straight flush, which is a hand consisting 

of seven cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with a 

joker used to complete the straight flush. 

   (5)  An ace/five natural straight flush, which is a hand 

consisting of an ace, 2, 3, 4 and 5, without a joker. 

§ 645a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Pai Gow Poker shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved wagering instruments on 

the appropriate areas of the Pai Gow Poker layout. Verbal wagers 

accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 
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 (b)  Only players who are seated at a Pai Gow Poker table may 

wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and received 

cards, that player shall remain seated until the completion of 

the round of play. If a player leaves the table during a round 

of play, any wagers made by the player may be considered 

abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All wagers at Pai Gow Poker shall be placed prior to the 

dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in §  645a.8, §  645a.9 or §  645a.10 

(relating to procedures for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the cards from the hand; 

and procedures for dealing the cards from an automated dealing 

shoe). A wager may not be made, increased or withdrawn after the 

dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  To participate in a round of play and compete against the 

dealer’s high and low hands, a player shall place a Pai Gow 

Poker Wager. 

 (e)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer to each player who placed a Pai Gow Poker 

Wager, in accordance with subsection (d), the option of placing 

the following additional wagers: 

   (1)  A Fortune Bonus Wager that the seven cards dealt to the 

player will form a seven-card Poker hand with a rank of a 
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straight or better as described in §  645a.6(d) (relating to Pai 

Gow Poker rankings). 

   (2)  An Emperor’s Treasure Wager that the seven cards dealt 

to the player will form a seven-card Poker hand with a rank of a 

straight or better as described in §  645a.6(e). 

   (3)  A Pai Gow Insurance Wager that the seven cards dealt to 

the player will form a seven-card Poker hand that does not 

contain a pair or better, as described in §  645a.6(b), but will 

contain a card ranked a nine-high or better. 

   (4)  A Progressive Payout Wager that the seven cards dealt to 

the player will form a seven-card Poker hand with a rank of a 

full house or better as described in §  645a.6(f). 

   (5)  If EZ Pai Gow Poker is being played, a certificate 

holder may offer the following additional wagers: 

     (i)   The Queen’s Dragon Wager that the dealer’s hand will 

create a Queen’s Dragon. 

     (ii)   The Dynasty Bonus Wager that the seven cards dealt 

to the player will form a hand with a rank of a three-of-a-kind 

or better as described in §  645a.6(b) and (g). 

     (iii)   The Protection Wager that the seven cards dealt to 

the player will form a hand that does not contain a pair or 

better, as described in §  645a.6(b), but contain a high card of 

a 9, 10, jack, queen, king or ace. 
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     (iv)   The Red/Black Wager that four or more of the cards 

in the player’s hand will be of the player’s chosen color. 

 (f)  Except as provided in §  645a.12(f) (relating to player 

bank; co-banking; selection of bank; procedures for dealing), a 

certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2, permit a player to wager on two adjacent 

betting areas at a Pai Gow Poker table. If a certificate holder 

permits a player to wager on adjacent betting areas, the cards 

dealt to each betting area shall be played separately. If the 

two wagers are not equal, the player shall rank and set the hand 

with the larger wager before ranking and setting the other hand. 

If the amounts wagered are equal, each hand shall be played 

separately in a counterclockwise rotation with the first hand 

being ranked and set before the player proceeds to rank and set 

the second hand. Once a hand has been ranked, set and placed 

face down on the layout, the hands may not be changed. 

§ 645a.8. Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  645a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards; procedures for determining the starting position 
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for dealing cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of 

cards shall be placed in the dealing shoe either by the dealer 

or by an automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets’’ and: 

   (1)  If the Fortune Bonus Wager, Emperor’s Treasure Wager or 

Dynasty Bonus Wager is being offered and a player makes a 

Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall place an Envy lammer next to 

that player’s wager. 

   (2)  If the Progressive Payout Wager is being offered, the 

dealer shall use the progressive table game system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout Wagers. If 

any Progressive Payout Wagers have been made, the dealer shall 

collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of the table 

inventory container, verify that the number of value chips 

wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout Wagers accepted 

by the progressive table game system. The dealer shall then 

place the value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (c)  The dealer shall determine the starting position for 

dealing the cards using one of the procedures authorized under 

§  645a.5(i). 

 (d)  The dealer shall then deal the first card to the starting 

position as determined in subsection (c) and, continuing around 

the table in a clockwise manner, deal one card at a time to all 
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other positions, regardless of whether there is a wager at the 

position, and the dealer, until each position and the dealer has 

seven cards. Each card dealt shall be removed from the dealing 

shoe with the hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing 

shoe and placed face down on the appropriate area of the layout 

with the opposite hand. 

 (e)  After seven cards have been dealt to each position and the 

dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 

shoe and determine whether four cards are left by spreading them 

face down on the layout. The four cards that remain may not be 

exposed to anyone and shall be placed in the discard rack. 

 (f)  If more or less than four cards remain, the dealer shall 

determine if the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt 

(a player position or the dealer has more or less than seven 

cards), all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be returned 

to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all hands shall 

be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and the 

entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (g)  If the dealer determines the cards were dealt properly, 

the dealer shall collect any stacks dealt to a position where 

there was no wager and place them in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

§ 645a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 
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 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  645a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards; procedures for determining the 

starting position for dealing cards) have been completed, the 

dealer shall place the deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which to hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand when holding the cards 

during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer shall be 

kept over the table inventory container and in front of the 

dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets’’ and: 

     (i)   If the Fortune Bonus Wager, Emperor’s Treasure Wager 

or Dynasty Bonus Wager is being offered and a player makes a 

Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall place an Envy lammer next to 

that player’s wager. 

     (ii)   If the Progressive Payout Wager is being offered, 

the dealer shall use the progressive table game system to 

prevent the placement of any additional Progressive Payout 

Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been made, the 

dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of 
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the table inventory container, verify that the number of value 

chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout Wagers 

accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer shall 

then place the value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deal each card by holding the deck of 

cards in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the 

top card of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate 

area of the layout. The dealer shall then determine the starting 

position for dealing the cards using one of the procedures 

authorized under §  645a.5(i). 

 (c)  The dealer shall then deal the first card to the starting 

position as determined in subsection (b) and, continuing around 

the table in a clockwise manner, deal one card at a time to all 

other positions, regardless of whether there is a wager at the 

position, and the dealer, until each position and the dealer has 

seven cards. 

 (d)  After seven cards have been dealt to each position and the 

dealer, the dealer shall determine whether four cards are left 

by spreading them face down on the layout. The four cards that 

remain may not be exposed to anyone and shall be placed in the 

discard rack. 

 (e)  If more or less than four cards remain, the dealer shall 

determine if the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt 

(a player position or the dealer has more or less than seven 
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cards), all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be returned 

to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all hands shall 

be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and the 

entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (f)  If the dealer determines the cards were dealt properly, 

the dealer shall collect any stacks dealt to a position where 

there was no wager and place them in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

§ 645a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures under §  645a.5 (relating to 

shuffle and cut of the cards; procedures for determining the 

starting position for dealing cards) have been completed, the 

cards shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and: 

     (i)   If the Fortune Bonus Wager, Emperor’s Treasure Wager 

or Dynasty Bonus Wager is being offered and a player makes a 

Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall place an Envy lammer next to 

that player’s wager. 

     (ii)   If the Progressive Payout Wager is being offered, 

the dealer shall use the progressive table game system to 
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prevent the placement of any additional Progressive Payout 

Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been made, the 

dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of 

the table inventory container, verify that the number of value 

chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout Wagers 

accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer shall 

then place the value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall determine the starting position for 

delivering the stacks of cards using one of the procedures 

authorized under §  645a.5(i). 

 (c)  After the starting position for delivering the cards has 

been determined, the dealer shall deliver the first stack of 

cards dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to that 

position. As the remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by 

the automated dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise 

around the table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other 

positions, regardless of whether there is a wager at the 

position, and the dealer. 

 (d)  After seven cards have been dispensed and delivered to 

each position and the dealer, the dealer shall remove the 

remaining cards from the shoe and determine whether four cards 

are left by spreading them face down on the layout. The four 

cards that remain may not be exposed to anyone and shall be 

placed in the discard rack. 
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 (e)  If more or less than four cards remain, the dealer shall 

determine if the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt 

(a player position or the dealer has more or less than seven 

cards), all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be returned 

to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all hands shall 

be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and the 

entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (f)  If the dealer determines the cards were dealt properly, 

the dealer shall collect any stacks dealt to a position where 

there was no wager and place them in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

§ 645a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  645a.8, 

§  645a.9 or §  645a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player 

shall examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at a Pai Gow Poker table shall be 

responsible for setting his own hands and no person other than 

the dealer and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch 

the cards of that player. If a player requests assistance in the 

setting of his hands, the dealer shall inform the player of the 

manner in which the certificate holder requires the hands of the 
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dealer to be set in accordance with the certificate holder’s 

Rules Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions). 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his seven cards in full view of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Once each player has set a high and low hand and placed 

the two hands face down on the appropriate area of the layout, 

the player may not touch the cards again. 

 (b)  Each player shall set his hands by arranging the cards 

into a high hand and a low hand. When setting the two hands, the 

five-card high hand must be equal to or higher in rank than the 

two-card low hand. For example, if the two-card hand contains a 

pair of sevens, the five-card hand must contain at least a pair 

of sevens and the three remaining cards. 

 (c)  After all players have set their hands and placed the 

cards on the table, the seven cards of the dealer shall be 

turned over and the dealer shall set his hands by arranging the 

cards into a high and low hand. The certificate holder shall 

specify in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 the manner in 

which the hands of the dealer shall be set. The dealer shall 

then place the two hands face up on the appropriate area of the 

layout. If a player is acting as the bank in accordance with 

§  645a.12 (relating to player bank; co-banking; selection of 

bank; procedures for dealing), after all players have set their 
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hands and placed the cards on the table, the bank shall turn 

over his seven cards and set the two hands by arranging the 

cards in a high and low hand on the appropriate area of the 

layout. 

 (d)  Unless a player has placed an optional wager authorized 

under §  645a.7(e)(1)—(5) (relating to wagers), a player may 

surrender his wager after the hands of the dealer or the bank 

have been set. The player shall announce his intention to 

surrender prior to the dealer exposing either of the two hands 

of that player as provided in subsection (e). Once the player 

has announced his intention to surrender, the dealer shall 

immediately collect the Pai Gow Poker Wager from that player and 

collect the seven cards dealt to that player without exposing 

the cards to anyone at the table. If any Qualifying Wagers have 

been placed, the cards of the player shall remain on the table 

until collected in accordance with subsection (h). The dealer 

shall verify that seven cards were collected by counting them 

face down on the layout prior to placing them in the discard 

rack. 

 (e)  After the dealer has set a high hand and a low hand, the 

dealer shall reveal both hands of each player, beginning with 

the player farthest to the dealer’s right and continuing around 

the table in a counterclockwise direction. The dealer shall 

compare the high and low hand of each player to the high and low 
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hand of the dealer and shall announce if the Pai Gow Poker Wager 

of that player wins, loses or is a tie. 

 (f)  A Pai Gow Poker Wager will: 

   (1)  Lose and will immediately be collected if: 

     (i)   The high hand of the player is lower in rank than the 

high hand of the dealer and the low hand of the player is lower 

in rank than the low hand of the dealer. 

     (ii)   The high hand of the player is identical in rank to 

the high hand of the dealer or the low hand of the player is 

identical in rank to the low hand of the dealer and the other 

hand of the player is identical in rank or lower in rank than 

the other hand of the dealer. 

     (iii)   The high hand of the player was not set so as to 

rank equal to or higher than the low hand of that player. 

     (iv)   The two hands of the player were not otherwise set 

correctly in accordance with this chapter. 

     (v)   Notwithstanding subparagraphs (i)—(iv), if the table 

is designated for play as an EZ Pai Gow Poker table in which 

vigorish is not collected and if the dealer has a Queen’s 

Dragon, the player’s Pai Gow Poker Wager shall push and be 

returned to the player. 

   (2)  Tie and will be returned to the player if: 

     (i)   The high hand of the player is higher in rank than 

the high hand of the dealer, but the low hand of the player is 
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identical in rank to the low hand of the dealer or lower in rank 

than the low hand of the dealer. 

     (ii)   The high hand of the player is identical in rank to 

the high hand of the dealer or lower in rank than the high hand 

of the dealer, but the low hand of the player is higher in rank 

than the low hand of the dealer. 

     (iii)   The dealer has a Queen’s Dragon and the table is 

designated for play as an EZ Pai Gow Poker table in which 

vigorish is not collected. 

   (3)  Win if the high hand of the player is higher in rank 

than the high hand of the dealer and the low hand of the player 

is higher in rank than the low hand of the dealer provided that 

if the table is designated for play as an EZ Pai Gow Poker table 

and the dealer has a Queen’s Dragon, the player’s Pai Gow Poker 

Wager shall push and be returned to the player. The dealer shall 

pay the winning Pai Gow Poker Wager in accordance with the 

payout odds in §  645a.13(a) (relating to payout odds; Envy 

Bonus; rate of progression; payout limitation). 

 (g)  Except as provided in subsection (h), after settling the 

player’s Pai Gow Poker Wager, the dealer shall place the cards 

of the player in the discard rack. 

 (h)  After settling the player’s Pai Gow Poker Wager, the 

dealer shall rearrange the seven cards of any player who placed 

an optional wager, in accordance with §  645a.7(e)(1)—(5), to 
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form the highest ranking hand and be responsible for creating 

the hand for purposes of all optional wagers offered by the 

certificate holder. If any player at the table has placed a 

Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall rearrange the cards of all 

players regardless of whether the player placed a Fortune Bonus, 

Emperor’s Treasure or Dynasty Bonus Wager. After rearranging the 

player’s seven cards, the dealer shall: 

   (1)  Settle the player’s Fortune Bonus Wager as follows: 

     (i)   If a player: 

       (A)   Does not have a straight or higher, as described in 

§  645a.6(d) (relating to Pai Gow Poker rankings), the dealer 

shall collect the Fortune Bonus Wager and place the cards of the 

player in the discard rack. 

       (B)   Has a straight or higher, the dealer shall pay the 

winning Fortune Bonus Wager in accordance with §  645a.13(b) and 

shall place the cards of the player in the discard rack. If the 

player has an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand and any player at the 

table placed a Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall verbally 

acknowledge the Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand and leave the cards 

of the player face up on the table. 

       (C)   Did not place a Fortune Bonus Wager but has an Envy 

Bonus Qualifying Hand, and another player at the table placed a 

Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall verbally acknowledge the Envy 
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Bonus Qualifying Hand and leave the cards of the player face up 

on the table. 

     (ii)   After all Fortune Bonus Wagers have been settled, if 

any player is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand, the 

dealer shall pay an Envy Bonus in accordance with §  645a.13(b) 

to each player who has an Envy lammer at the player’s betting 

position. Players are entitled to multiple Envy Bonuses when 

another player at the same Pai Gow Poker table is the holder of 

an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A player is not entitled to an 

Envy Bonus for his own hand or the hand of the dealer. 

     (iii)   After all Envy Bonuses have been paid, the dealer 

shall collect all remaining cards and place them in the discard 

rack. 

   (2)  Settle the player’s Emperor’s Treasure Wager as follows: 

     (i)   If a player: 

       (A)   Does not have a straight or higher as described in 

§  645a.6(e), the dealer shall collect the Emperor’s Treasure 

Wager and place the cards of the player in the discard rack. 

       (B)   Has a straight or higher, the dealer shall pay the 

winning Emperor’s Treasure Wager in accordance with 

§  645a.13(c) and place the cards of the player in the discard 

rack. If the player has an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand and any 

player at the table placed a Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall 
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verbally acknowledge the Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand and leave 

the cards of the player face up on the table. 

       (C)   Did not place an Emperor’s Treasure Wager but has 

an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand and another player at the table 

placed a Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall verbally acknowledge 

the Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand and leave the cards of the player 

face up on the table. 

     (ii)   After all Emperor’s Treasure Wagers have been 

settled, if any player is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying 

Hand, the dealer shall pay an Envy Bonus in accordance with 

§  645a.13(c) to each player who has an Envy lammer at the 

player’s betting position. Players are entitled to multiple Envy 

Bonuses when another player at the same Pai Gow Poker table is 

the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A player is not 

entitled to an Envy Bonus for his own hand or the hand of the 

dealer. 

     (iii)   After all Envy Bonuses have been paid, the dealer 

shall collect all remaining cards and place them in the discard 

rack. 

   (3)  Settle the player’s Pai Gow Insurance Wager. If a 

player: 

     (i)   Has a pair or better as described in §  645a.6(b), 

the dealer shall collect the Pai Gow Insurance Wager and place 

the cards of the player in the discard rack. 
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     (ii)   Does not have a pair or better, but has a card 

ranked a nine-high or better, the dealer shall pay the winning 

Pai Gow Insurance Wager in accordance with §  645a.13(d). The 

dealer shall then place the cards of the player in the discard 

rack. 

   (4)  Settle the player’s Progressive Payout Wager. If a 

player: 

     (i)   Does not have a full house or better, as described in 

§  645a.6(f), the dealer shall collect the Progressive Payout 

Wager and place the cards of the player in the discard rack. 

     (ii)   Has a full house or better, the dealer shall: 

       (A)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

       (B)   Verify that the appropriate light on the 

progressive table game system has been illuminated. 

       (C)   Have a floorperson or above validate the 

progressive payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s 

approved internal control procedures. 

       (D)   Pay the winning Progressive Payout Wager in 

accordance with the payout odds in §  645a.13(e). If a player 

has won a progressive payout that is a percentage of the 

progressive meter, the progressive payout may not be paid from 

the table inventory container. If a player has won a progressive 

payout that is not being paid from the table inventory, the 
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cards of that player shall remain on the table until the 

necessary documentation has been completed. 

   (5)  Settle the player’s Queen’s Dragon Wager. If the dealer 

does not have Queen’s Dragon, the dealer shall collect the 

Queen’s Dragon Wager and place the cards of the player in the 

discard rack. If the dealer has a Queen’s Dragon, the dealer 

shall pay the winning wager in accordance with §  645a.13(f). 

   (6)  Settle the player’s Dynasty Bonus Wager as follows: 

     (i)   If a player: 

       (A)   Does not have a three-of-a-kind or better as 

described in §  645a.6(b) and (g), the dealer shall collect the 

Dynasty Wager and place the cards of the player in the discard 

rack. 

       (B)   Has a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer shall 

pay the winning Dynasty Wager in accordance with §  645a.13(g). 

If the player has an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand and any player 

at the table placed a Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall 

verbally acknowledge the Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand and leave 

the cards of the player face up on the table. 

       (C)   Did not place a Dynasty Wager but has an Envy Bonus 

Qualifying Hand and another player at the table placed a 

Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall verbally acknowledge the Envy 

Bonus Qualifying Hand and leave the cards of the player face up 

on the table. 
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     (ii)   After all Dynasty Bonus Wagers have been settled, if 

any player is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand, the 

dealer shall pay an Envy Bonus in accordance with §  645a.13(g) 

to each player who has an Envy lammer at the player’s betting 

position. Players are entitled to multiple Envy Bonuses when 

another player at the same Pai Gow Poker table is the holder of 

an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A player is not entitled to an 

Envy Bonus for his own hand or the hand of the dealer. 

   (7)  Settle the player’s Protection Wager. If the player’s 

hand does not contain a high card of a 9, 10, jack, queen, king 

or ace, or the hand contains a pair or better, as described in 

§  645a.6(b), the dealer shall collect the Protection Wager and 

place the cards of the player in the discard rack. If the 

player’s hand does not contain a pair or better but contains a 

high card of a 9, 10, jack, queen, king or ace, the dealer shall 

pay the winning wager in accordance with §  645a.13(h). 

   (8)  Settle the player’s Red/Black Wager. If the player 

wagered on red and the player’s hand does not contain four or 

more red cards, or if the player wagered on black and the 

player’s hand does not contain four or more black cards, the 

dealer shall collect the Red/Black Wager and place the cards of 

the player in the discard rack. If a player’s hand does contain 

four or more of the cards of the player’s chosen color, the 
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dealer shall pay the winning Red/Black Wager in accordance with 

§  645a.13(i). 

 (i)  Notwithstanding the requirements in subsection (h), if the 

certificate holder offers more than one optional wager, the 

dealer shall settle all of the player’s optional wagers before 

placing the player’s cards in the discard rack. 

 (j)  All cards removed from the table shall be placed in the 

discard rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each 

hand in the event of a question or dispute. 

§ 645a.12. Player bank; co-banking; selection of bank; 

procedures for dealing. 

 (a)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer to all players at a Pai Gow Poker table the 

opportunity to bank the game. If the certificate holder elects 

this option, the provisions of this section control for any 

round of play in which a player is the bank. All other 

provisions of this chapter apply to the extent that they do not 

conflict with the provisions in this section. 

 (b)  A player may not be the bank at the start of the game. For 

the purposes of this section, the start of the game means the 

first round of play after the dealer is required to shuffle the 

cards in accordance with §  645a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 
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of the cards; procedures for determining the starting position 

for dealing cards). 

 (c)  After the first round of play, each player at the table 

shall have the option to either be the bank or pass the bank to 

the next player. The dealer shall offer the bank to each player, 

starting with the player farthest to the dealer’s right and 

continuing around the table in a counterclockwise manner, until 

a player accepts the bank. The dealer shall place a marker 

designating the bank in front of the player who accepts the 

bank. If the first player offered the bank accepts, the player 

seated to the right of the bank shall be offered the bank first 

on the next round of play. A player may not bank two consecutive 

rounds of play. If no player accepts the bank, the round of play 

shall proceed in accordance with the rules of play provided in 

this chapter. 

 (d)  Before a player may bank a round of play, the dealer shall 

confirm that: 

   (1)  The player placed a Pai Gow Poker Wager against the 

dealer during the last round of play in which there was no 

player banking the game. 

   (2)  The player has sufficient value chips or plaques on the 

table to cover all of the Pai Gow Poker Wagers placed by other 

players at the table for that round of play. 
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 (e)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2, offer the bank the option of co-

banking the round of play. If the certificate holder offers this 

option, it shall be made available to all players at the table. 

If the bank wishes to use this option and co-bank 50% of the 

winning Pai Gow Poker Wagers, the bank must specifically request 

to co-bank with the dealer. The dealer shall place a marker 

designating the player co-banking that round of play. When the 

dealer is co-banking, the dealer shall be responsible for 

setting the hand of the bank in the manner as specified in the 

certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2. When co-

banking is in effect, the dealer may not place a wager against 

the bank. 

 (f)  If a player is the bank, the player may wager on only one 

betting area. 

 (g)  Once the dealer has determined that a player may be the 

bank, as required under subsection (d), the dealer shall shuffle 

the cards in accordance with §  645a.5. The dealer shall then, 

unless co-banking is in effect, remove value chips from the 

table inventory container in an amount equal to the banker’s 

last Pai Gow Poker Wager made against the dealer or in an amount 

as specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission. This 

amount shall be the amount the dealer wagers against the bank. 

The bank may direct that the sum wagered by the dealer be a 
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lesser amount or that the dealer place no wager during that 

round of play. Any amount wagered by the dealer shall be placed 

in front of the table inventory container. 

 (h)  The dealer shall then determine the starting position for 

dealing the cards in accordance with §  645a.5(i) and deal the 

cards in accordance with §  645a.8, §  645a.9 or §  645a.10 

(relating to procedures for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the cards from the hand; 

and procedures for dealing the cards from an automated dealing 

shoe). 

 (i)  If the dealer placed a wager against the bank, after each 

player has set his two hands and placed them on the table 

layout, the two hands of the dealer shall then be set. Once the 

dealer has formed a high and low hand and placed the hands face 

up on the appropriate area of the table layout, the dealer shall 

expose the hands of the bank and determine if the hands of the 

dealer are higher in rank than the hands of the bank. If the 

bank did not set his hands correctly, the dealer shall reset the 

bank’s hands in accordance with the certificate holder’s Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2. If the dealer wins, the cards of the 

dealer shall be stacked face up to the right of the table 

inventory container with the amount wagered by the dealer 

against the bank placed on top. If the dealer’s hand is a tie 

with the bank’s hand, the dealer shall return the amount wagered 
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by the dealer against the bank to the table inventory container. 

If the dealer loses, the amount wagered by the dealer against 

the bank shall be moved to the center of the layout. 

 (j)  If a player is banking the round of play, once the dealer 

has determined the outcome of the Pai Gow Poker Wager of the 

dealer against the bank, if any, the dealer shall, starting with 

the player farthest to the dealer’s right and continuing around 

the table in a counterclockwise manner, expose the hands of each 

player. The dealer shall compare the high and low hand of the 

player to the high and low hand of the bank and announce if the 

wager shall win, lose or tie. Losing wagers shall be immediately 

collected and placed in the center of the table. All winning Pai 

Gow Poker Wagers, including the dealer’s wager, shall be paid by 

the dealer with the value chips located in the center of the 

table. If this amount becomes exhausted before all winning Pai 

Gow Poker Wagers have been paid, the dealer shall collect from 

the bank an amount equal to the remaining winning wagers and 

place that amount in the center of the layout. The remaining 

winning wagers shall be paid from the amount in the center of 

the layout. If, after collecting all losing wagers and paying 

all winning Pai Gow Poker Wagers, there is a surplus in the 

center of the table, this amount shall be charged a 5% vigorish 

in accordance with §  645a.13(a) (relating to payout odds; Envy 

Bonus; rate of progression; payout limitation). Once the 
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vigorish has been paid, the remaining amount shall be given to 

the bank. 

 (k)  Immediately after a winning Pai Gow Poker Wager of the 

dealer is paid, this amount and the dealer’s original wager 

shall be returned to the table inventory container. 

 (l)  If a player and the dealer are co-banking the round of 

play, once the dealer has set the co-bank’s hand under 

subsection (e), the dealer shall, starting with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s right and continuing around the table 

in a counterclockwise manner, expose the hands of each player. 

The dealer shall compare the high and low hand of the player to 

the high and low hand of the bank and announce if the wager 

shall win, lose or tie. Losing wagers shall be immediately 

collected and placed in the center of the table. All winning Pai 

Gow Poker Wagers shall be paid by the dealer with the value 

chips located in the center of the table. If this amount becomes 

exhausted before all winning Pai Gow Poker Wagers have been 

paid, the dealer shall collect from the bank an amount equal to 

1/2 of the remaining winning wagers and place that amount in the 

center of the layout. The dealer shall remove an amount equal to 

1/2 of the remaining winning wagers from the table inventory 

container and place that amount in the center of the layout. The 

remaining winning wagers shall be paid from the total amount in 

the center of the layout. If, after collecting all losing wagers 
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and paying all winning Pai Gow Poker Wagers, there is a surplus 

in the center of the table, this amount will be counted and the 

dealer shall place 1/2 of this amount into the table inventory 

container. The dealer shall collect a 5% vigorish, in accordance 

with §  645a.13(a), on the remaining amount. Once the vigorish 

has been paid, the remaining amount shall then be given to the 

bank. 

 (m)  Each player who has a winning Pai Gow Poker Wager against 

the bank shall pay to the dealer, in accordance with 

§  645a.13(a), a 5% vigorish on the amount won. 

 (n)  If the certificate holder offers an optional wager 

authorized under §  645a.7(e)(1)—(4) (relating to wagers), the 

optional wager shall be resolved in accordance with 

§  645a.11(g)—(j) (relating to procedures for completion of each 

round of play) and the dealer, not the bank, shall pay all 

winning optional wagers. 

§ 645a.13. Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression; payout 

limitation. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Pai Gow Poker 

Wager at odds of 1 to 1, except that the certificate holder 

shall extract a vigorish from the winning players in an amount 

equal to 5% of the amount won. When collecting the vigorish, the 

certificate holder may round off the vigorish to 25¢ or the next 
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highest multiple of 25¢. A certificate holder shall collect the 

vigorish from a player at the time the winning payout is made. 

 (b)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Fortune Bonus 

Wagers and Envy Bonus payouts at the odds and amounts in one of 

the following paytables selected by the certificate holder in 

its Rules Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions):  

Hand Paytable A Envy Bonus 

Seven card straight flush 8,000 to 1 $5,000 

Royal flush and Royal Match 2,000 to 1 $1,000 

Seven-card straight flush with joker 1,000 to 1 $500 

Five aces 400 to 1 $250 

Royal flush 150 to 1 $50 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $20 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 $5 

Full house 5 to 1  

Flush 4 to 1  

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1  

Straight 2 to 1  

 

Hand Paytable B Envy Bonus 

Seven-card straight flush 5,000 to 1 $3,000 
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Royal flush and Royal Match 2,000 to 1 $1,000 

Seven-card straight flush with joker 1,000 to 1 $500 

Five aces 400 to 1 $250 

Royal flush 150 to 1 $50 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $20 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 $5 

Full house 5 to 1  

Flush 4 to 1  

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1  

Straight 2 to 1  

 

Hand Paytable C Envy Bonus 

Seven-card straight flush 5,000 to 1 $1,000 

Royal flush and Royal Match 1,000 to 1 $250 

Seven-card straight flush with joker 750 to 1 $100 

Five aces 250 to 1 $50 

Royal flush 100 to 1 $25 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $10 

Four-of-a-kind 20 to 1 $5 

Full house 5 to 1  

Flush 4 to 1  
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Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1  

Straight 2 to 1  

Three pair Push  

 

Hand Paytable D Envy Bonus 

Seven-card straight flush 2,500 to 1 $1,000 

Royal flush and Royal Match 1,000 to 1 $750 

Seven-card straight flush with joker 750 to 1 $250 

Five aces 250 to 1 $100 

Royal flush 125 to 1 $50 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $20 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 $5 

Full house 5 to 1  

Flush 4 to 1  

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1  

Straight 2 to 1  

 (c)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Emperor’s 

Treasure Wagers and Envy Bonus payouts at the odds and amounts 

in one of the following paytables selected by the certificate 

holder in its Rules Submission filed in accordance with 

§  601a.2:  
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Hand Paytable A Envy Bonus 

Seven-card straight flush 8,000 to 1 $5,000 

Royal flush and ace king suited 2,000 to 1 $1,000 

Seven-card straight flush with joker 1,000 to 1 $500 

Five aces 400 to 1 $250 

Royal flush 150 to 1 $50 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $20 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 $5 

Full house 5 to 1  

Flush 4 to 1  

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1  

Straight 2 to 1  

 

Hand Paytable B Envy Bonus 

Seven-card straight flush 5,000 to 1 $3,000 

Royal flush and ace king suited 2,000 to 1 $1,000 

Seven-card straight flush with joker 1,000 to 1 $500 

Five aces 400 to 1 $250 

Royal flush 150 to 1 $50 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $20 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 $5 
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Full house 5 to 1  

Flush 4 to 1  

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1  

Straight 2 to 1  

 

Hand Paytable C Envy Bonus 

Seven-card straight flush 5,000 to 1 $1,000 

Royal flush and ace king suited 1,000 to 1 $250 

Seven-card straight flush with joker 750 to 1 $100 

Five aces 250 to 1 $50 

Royal flush 100 to 1 $25 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $10 

Four-of-a-kind 20 to 1 $5 

Full house 5 to 1  

Flush 4 to 1  

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1  

Straight 2 to 1  

 

Hand Paytable D Envy Bonus 

Seven-card straight flush 2,500 to 1 $1,000 

Royal flush and ace king suited 1,000 to 1 $750 
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Seven-card straight flush with joker 750 to 1 $250 

Five aces 250 to 1 $100 

Royal flush 125 to 1 $50 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $20 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 $5 

Full house 5 to 1  

Flush 4 to 1  

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1  

Straight 2 to 1  

 (d)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Pai Gow 

Insurance Wagers at the odds in one of the following paytables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with §  601a.2 provided that if the licensee is 

offering Emperor’s Challenge Pai Gow Poker, the licensee may 

select from paytables a or b or if the licensee is offering 

Fortune Pai Gow Poker, the licensee may select from paytables c, 

d or e:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D Paytable E 

Nine-high 100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 

Ten-high 25 to 1 25 to 1 40 to 1 50 to 1 40 to 1 

Jack-high 15 to 1 15 to 1 10 to 1 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Queen-high 6 to 1 7 to 1 7 to 1 7 to 1 7 to 1 
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King-high 5 to 1 5 to 1 6 to 1 5 to 1 5 to 1 

Ace-high 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 

 (e)  If the certificate holder offers the Progressive Payout 

Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Progressive 

Payout Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Seven-card straight flush 100% 

Five aces 10% 

Royal flush 500 for 1 

Straight flush 100 for 1 

Four-of-a-kind 75 for 1 

Full house 4 for 1 

   (2)  The initial and resent amount must be in the certificate 

holder’s Rules Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2 and 

be at least $2,000. 

   (3)  Winning Progressive Payout Wagers shall be paid the 

amount on the meter when it is the player’s turn to be paid in 

accordance with §  645a.11(h)(4) (relating to procedures for 

completion of each round of play) irrespective of the amount 

that was on the meter when the player placed the wager or when 

the dealer dealt the player’s cards. 
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 (f)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Queen’s 

Dragon Wagers at odds of 50 to 1. 

 (g)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Dynasty Bonus 

Wagers and Envy Bonus payouts at the odds and amounts in the 

following paytable:  

Hand Payout 
Envy 

Bonus 

Ace/five natural straight  flush and a 

natural  ace/queen suited 
2,000 to 1 $500 

Seven-card natural  straight flush 2,000 to 1 $400 

Natural royal flush and  natural 

ace/queen  suited 
1,000 to 1 $300 

Seven-card straight flush 1,000 to 1 $200 

Five aces 500 to 1 $100 

Ace/five natural straight  flush 120 to 1 $75 

Royal flush 120 to 1 $50 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $20 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 $5 

Full house 5 to 1  

Flush 4 to 1  

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1  

Straight 2 to 1  
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 (h)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Protection 

Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Ace/five natural straight flush 120 to 1 

Nine-high 100 to 1 

Ten-high 25 to 1 

Jack-high 15 to 1 

Queen-high 7 to 1 

King-high 5 to 1 

Ace-high 3 to 1 

 (i)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Red/Black 

Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Seven cards of the chosen color 5 to 1 

Six cards of the chosen color 1 to 1 

Five cards of the chosen color 1 to 1 

Four cards of the chosen color 1 to 1 

 (j)  Notwithstanding the payout odds in subsections (b)—(i), a 

certificate holder may, in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, 

establish a maximum amount that is payable to a player on a 

single hand. The maximum payout amount shall be at least $50,000 

or the maximum amount that one player could win per round when 
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betting the minimum permissible wager, whichever is greater. Any 

maximum payout limit established by a certificate holder may not 

apply to Envy Bonus payouts. 

§ 645a.14. Irregularities; invalid roll of dice. 

 (a)  If the dealer uncovers the Pai Gow Poker shaker and all 

three dice do not land flat on the bottom of the shaker, the 

dealer shall call a ‘‘no roll’’ and reshake the dice. 

 (b)  If the dealer uncovers the Pai Gow Poker shaker and a die 

or dice fall out of the shaker, the dealer shall call a ‘‘no 

roll’’ and reshake the dice. 

 (c)  If the dealer incorrectly totals the dice and deals the 

first card to the wrong position, all hands shall be void, all 

wagers shall be returned to the players and the cards shall be 

reshuffled. 

 (d)  If the dealer exposes any of the cards dealt to a player, 

the player may void the hand. The player shall make the decision 

to either play out the hand or to void the hand without looking 

at the unexposed cards. 

 (e)  If a card or cards in the dealer’s hand or the bank’s 

hand, if applicable, are exposed, all hands shall be void, all 

wagers shall be returned to the players and the cards shall be 

reshuffled. 

 (f)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 
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and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (g)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe. 

 (h)  If any player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number 

of cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (i)  If the dealer or the bank, if applicable, does not set his 

hands in the manner in which the certificate holder requires the 

hands of the dealer to be set, the hands shall be reset in 

accordance with the certificate holder’s Rules Submission and 

the round of play shall be completed. 

 (j)  If a card is exposed while the dealer is dealing the seven 

stacks in accordance with §  645a.9 (relating to procedures for 

dealing the cards from the hand), all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (k)  If any player position or the dealer is dealt an incorrect 

number of cards, all hand shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (l)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 
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 (m)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal all cards during a 

round of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from 

the device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (n)  If an automated shuffling device or automated dealing shoe 

malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card shuffling 

device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or have a sign 

indicating that the automated shuffling device or automated 

dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device before any 

other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized at that 

table. 

CHAPTER 647a. TEXAS HOLD ’EM BONUS POKER 
Sec. 

647a.1.    Definitions.  

647a.2.    Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker table physical 

characteristics.  

647a.3.    Cards; number of decks.  

647a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

647a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

647a.6.    Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker rankings.  

647a.7.    Wagers.  

647a.8.    Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe.  
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647a.9.    Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand.  

647a.10.    Procedure for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

647a.11.    Procedure for completion of each round of play.  

647a.12.    Payout odds; payout limitation.  

647a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 647a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Burn—To remove the top or next card from the deck and place 

it face down in the discard rack without exposing the card to 

anyone.  

   Community card—A card which may be used by each player and 

the dealer to form the best possible five-card Poker hand.  

 

   Envy Bonus——An additional fixed sum payout made to a player 

who placed a Progressive Payout Wager when another player at the 

Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker table is the holder of an Envy Bonus 

Qualifying Hand.  

   Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A player’s five-card Poker hand 

with a rank of a straight flush or better as defined in 

§  647a.6(b) (relating to Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker rankings).  

   Flop—The first three community cards dealt during a round of 
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play.  

   Flop Wager—The second wager that a player shall make prior to 

the Flop being dealt to continue participation in the round of 

play.  

   Fold—The withdrawal of a player from a round of play by not 

making a Flop Wager.  

   Hand—The five-card Poker hand formed from the two cards of 

the player or the dealer and any of the five community cards.  

   Lucky Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed a 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on: 

     (i)   The player’s hand if the player is seated in the 

position that is randomly selected by the table game system. 

     (ii)   The dealer’s hand if the dealer position is randomly 

selected by the table game system.  

   Magic Card Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed 

a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on: 

     (i)   The player’s hand if one of the cards in the player’s 

hand or the three-card Flop matches the card randomly selected 

by the table game system. 

     (ii)   The dealer’s hand if one of the cards in the 

dealer’s hand or the three-card Flop matches the card randomly 

selected by the table game system.  

   Progressive Payout Hand—A player’s five-card Poker hand with 

a rank of three-of-a-kind or better as defined in §  647a.6(b).  
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   River card—The fifth and final community card dealt during a 

round of play.  

   River Wager—The fourth wager that a player may place prior to 

the River card being dealt.  

   Turn card—The fourth community card dealt during a round of 

play.  

   Turn Wager—The third wager that a player may place prior to 

the Turn card being dealt. 

§ 647a.2. Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker table physical 

characteristics. 

 (a)  Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker shall be played at a table 

having betting positions for no more than six players on one 

side of the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite 

side of the table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker table shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in 

accordance with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table 

game layouts, signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Four separate betting areas designated for the placement 

of Ante, Flop, Turn and River Wagers for each player. 

   (3)  A separate area designated for the placement of the five 

community cards located directly in front of the table inventory 

container. 
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   (4)  A separate area designated for the placement of the 

dealer’s two cards. 

   (5)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Texas Hold 

’Em Bonus Wager authorized under §  647a.7(d)(2) (relating to 

wagers), a separate area designated for the placement of the 

Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Wager for each player. 

   (6)  If a certificate holder offers the optional Progressive 

Payout Wager authorized under §  647a.7(d)(3), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Progressive Payout Wager for 

each player. 

   (7)  If a certificate holder offers the optional Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wager authorized under §  647a.7(d)(4), each betting 

position must contain an electronic wagering system for the 

placement of the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager. 

   (8) If the certificate holder offers the Six Card Bonus Wager 

authorized under § 647a.7(d)(5), the layout must contain: 

     (i) A separate area designated for the placement of the Six 

Card Bonus Wager for each player. 

     (ii) A designated area on the layout for the four Six Card 

Bonus cards. 

   (9)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds for 

all permissible wagers offered by the certificate holder. If the 

payout odds are not inscribed on the layout, a sign identifying 
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the payout odds for all permissible wagers shall be posted at 

each Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker table. 

   (10)  Inscriptions indicating the following: 

     (i)   The Ante Wager will be returned if the player’s 

winning hand is not a straight or better or a flush or better as 

specified in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under 

§  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions). 

     (ii)   The payout limit per hand established by the 

certificate holder under §  647a.12(c) (relating to payout odds; 

payout limitation) or a generic inscription indicating that the 

game is subject to the posted payout limit. 

   (11)  If the information required under paragraph (10) is not 

inscribed on the layout, a sign which sets forth the required 

information shall be posted at each Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker 

table. 

 (c)  If a certificate holder offers a Progressive Payout Wager 

in accordance with §  647a.7(d)(3), the Texas Hold ’Em Bonus 

Poker table must have a progressive table game system, in 

accordance with §  605a.7 (relating to progressive table games), 

for the placement of Progressive Payout Wagers. If the 

certificate holder is offering the Progressive Payout Wager on 

multiple linked tables or games in the same licensed facility, 

the progressive table game system must comply with the 
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requirements in §  605a.8 (relating to linked progressive table 

games). The progressive table game system must include: 

   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Progressive Payout 

Wager. 

   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the gaming table, including a 

mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the 

recognition of any Progressive Payout Wager that a player 

attempts to place after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more 

bets.’’ 

 (d)  If the certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager authorized under §  647a.7(d)(4), the Texas Hold ’Em Bonus 

Poker table must have a table game system, in accordance with 

§  605a.7 (relating to progressive table games) and an 

electronic wagering system in accordance with § §  605a.2 and 

605a.3 (relating to electronic wagering systems; and procedures 

for buying in to and cashing out of a table game using an 

electronic wagering system). Each betting position must contain 

an electronic wagering system for the placement of the Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wager. The system must include a mechanism, such as a 

lockout button, that prevents the placement of any Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers that a player attempts to place after the 

dealer has begun dealing the cards. If the certificate holder is 
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offering a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on multiple linked tables 

or games in the same licensed facility, the progressive table 

game must comply with §  605a.8 (relating to linked progressive 

table games). 

 (e)  Each Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker table must have a drop box 

and a tip box attached on the same side of the table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (f)  Each Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker table must have a discard 

rack securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the 

table. 

§ 647a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Texas Hold ’Em Bonus 

Poker shall be played with one deck of cards that are identical 

in appearance and two cover cards. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Texas 

Hold ’Em Bonus Poker may be played with two decks of cards in 

accordance with the following requirements: 
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   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 

   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks of cards shall be continuously alternated in 

and out of play, with each deck being used for every other round 

of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker 

shall be changed: 

   (1)  At least every 4 hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  At least every 8 hours if the cards are dealt from a 

manual or automated dealing shoe. 

§ 647a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread out in 
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horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  647a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 647a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 
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completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling 

device shall place the deck of cards in a single stack. The 

certificate holder may use an automated card shuffling device 

which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 

the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  647a.8, 

§  647a.9 or §  647a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedure for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with subsection (d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 
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place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a Texas Hold ’Em Bonus 

Poker table which is open for gaming, the cards shall be spread 

out on the table face down unless a player requests that the 

cards be spread face up on the table. After the first player 

arriving at the table is afforded an opportunity to visually 

inspect the cards, the procedures in §  647a.4(c) (relating to 

opening of the table for gaming) and this section shall be 

completed. 

 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 
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§ 647a.6. Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker, 

in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, 

jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the 

foregoing, an ace may be used to complete a straight flush or 

straight formed with a 2, 3, 4 and 5 but may not be combined 

with any other sequence of cards (for example queen, king, ace, 

2 and 3). All suits shall be equal in rank. 

 (b)  The permissible five-card Poker hands at the game of Texas 

Hold ’Em Bonus Poker, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall 

be: 

   (1)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand, other than a royal 

flush, consisting of five cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking, with king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 being the highest 

ranking straight flush and ace, 2, 3, 4 and 5 being the lowest 

straight flush. 

   (3)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank, with four aces being the highest ranking 

four-of-a-kind and four 2s being the lowest ranking four-of-a-

kind. 

   (4)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair, with three aces and two kings being the 
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highest ranking full house and three 2s and two 3s being the 

lowest ranking full house. 

   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order, with ace, king, queen, jack 

and 9 being the highest ranking flush and 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 being 

the lowest ranking flush. 

   (6)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank, with an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 being the highest ranking straight and an 

ace, 2, 3, 4 and 5 being the lowest ranking straight. 

   (7)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, with three aces being the highest 

ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking 

three-of-a-kind. 

   (8)  Two pair, which is a hand consisting of two pairs, with 

two aces and two kings being the highest ranking two pair and 

two 3s and two 2s being the lowest ranking two pair. 

   (9)  A pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the 

same rank, with two aces being the highest ranking pair and two 

2s being the lowest ranking pair. 

 (c)  When comparing two hands that are of identical rank under 

subsection (b), or that contain none of the hands listed in 

subsection (b), the hand that contains the highest ranking card 

under subsection (a), which is not contained in the other hand, 
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shall be considered the higher ranking hand. If the hands are of 

identical rank after the application of this subsection, the 

hands shall be considered a tie. 

 (d) If the certificate holder is offering the optional Six Card 

Bonus Wager, the Poker hands eligible for a payout are: 

   (1) A six-card royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an 

ace, king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 of the same suit. 

   (2) A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (3) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards 

of the same suit in consecutive ranking. 

   (4) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

   (5) A full house, which is a hand consisting of three-of-a-

kind and a pair. 

   (6) A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit. 

   (7) A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit. 

   (8) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

§ 647a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker shall be made by 

placing value chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game 
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wagering instruments on the appropriate areas of the table 

layout. Verbal wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at the Texas Hold ’Em Bonus 

Poker table may place a wager at the game. Once a player has 

placed a wager and received cards, that player shall remain 

seated until the completion of the round of play. If a player 

leaves the table during a round of play, any wagers made by the 

player may be considered abandoned and may be treated as losing 

wagers. 

 (c)  All Ante, Texas Hold ’Em Bonus, Five Card Hand Bonus and 

Progressive Payout Wagers shall be placed prior to the dealer 

announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the dealing 

procedure in §  647a.8, §  647a.9 or §  647a.10 (relating to 

procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; 

procedure for dealing the cards from the hand; and procedure for 

dealing the cards from an automated dealing shoe). Except as 

provided in §  647a.11(b), (d) and (f) (relating to procedure 

for completion of each round of play), a wager may not be made, 

increased or withdrawn after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more 

bets.’’ 

 (d)  The following wagers may be placed in the game of Texas 

Hold ’Em Bonus Poker: 
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   (1)  A player shall compete against the dealer’s five-card 

Poker hand by placing an Ante Wager then a Flop, Turn and River 

Wager in accordance with §  647a.11(b), (d) and (f). 

   (2)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer to each player at a Texas Hold ’Em Bonus 

Poker table the option to make an additional Texas Hold ’Em 

Bonus Wager that the player’s first two cards will qualify for a 

payout in accordance with §  647a.12(b) (relating to payout 

odds; payout limitation). A Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Wager shall 

have no bearing on any other wager made by the player. 

   (3)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2, offer to each player at a Texas Hold 

’Em Bonus Poker table the option to make an additional 

Progressive Payout Wager that the player will receive a 

Progressive Payout Hand. After placing the Ante Wager, a player 

may make the additional Progressive Payout Wager by placing a 

value chip onto the progressive wagering device designated for 

that player. Each player shall be responsible for verifying that 

the player’s respective Progressive Payout Wager has been 

accepted. 

   (4)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2, offer to each player at a Texas Hold 

’Em Bonus Poker table the option to make an additional Five Card 
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Hand Bonus Wager that the player’s five-card Poker hand formed 

from the player’s two cards and the three-card Flop, the 

dealer’s five-card Poker hand formed from the dealer’s two cards 

and the three-card Flop, or both, will contain a flush or better 

as defined in §  647a.6(b) (relating to Texas Hold ’Em Bonus 

Poker rankings). After placing an Ante Wager, a player may make 

the additional Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on the player’s hand 

or the dealer’s hand, or both, by using the electronic wagering 

device designated for that player. Each player shall be 

responsible for verifying that the player’s Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager has been accepted. 

   (5) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player who placed an Ante 

Wager the option of placing a Six Card Bonus Wager which shall 

win if the player's two cards and the four additional Six Card 

Bonus cards form a three-of-a-kind or better as described in § 

647a.6(d). A Six Card Bonus Wager does not have bearing on any 

other wagers made by the player. 

 (e)  The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under § 601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which a 

player may place a wager in one round of play. 
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§ 647a.8. Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  647a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe either by the dealer or by 

the automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing the cards and after all Ante and Texas 

Hold ’Em Bonus Wagers have been placed, the dealer shall 

announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Payout Wager 

or Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, use the 

progressive table game system or electronic wagering system to 

prevent the placement of additional Progressive Payout or Five 

Card Hand Bonus Wagers. If Progressive Payout Wagers have been 

made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in 

front of the table inventory container, verify that the number 

of value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout 

Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 

shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 
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 (c)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is the closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. 

 (d)  If any player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer 

shall deal four cards, face down, to the area on the layout 

designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus cards. The 

dealer shall then, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal one card at a time, face down, to each player who 

placed an Ante Wager in accordance with §  647a.7(d)(1) 

(relating to wagers) and to the dealer, until each player who 

placed an Ante Wager and the dealer have two cards. 

 (e)  After two cards have been dealt to each player and to the 

area designated for the placement of the dealer’s hand, the 

dealer shall deal the five community cards in accordance with 

§  647a.11(c), (e) and (g) (relating to procedure for completion 

of each round of play). After all community cards have been 

dealt, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 

shoe and, except as provided in subsection (f), place the stub 

in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 
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the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (h)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 647a.9. Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  647a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which he will hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 
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cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

 (b)  The dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the 

Progressive Payout Wager or Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being 

offered, use the progressive table game system or electronic 

wagering system to prevent the placement of any additional 

Progressive Payout Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have 

been made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the 

layout in front of the table inventory container, verify that 

the number of value chips wagered equals the number of 

Progressive Payout Wagers accepted by the progressive table game 

system. The dealer shall then place the value chips into the 

table inventory container. 

 (c) The dealer shall then deal each card by holding the deck of 

cards in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the 

top card of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate 

area of the layout. 

 (d) If any player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer 

shall deal four cards, face down, to the area on the layout 

designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus cards. The 

dealer shall then, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer's left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal one card at a time to each player who placed an 
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Ante Wager in accordance with § 647a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers) 

and to the dealer until each player who placed an Ante Wager and 

the dealer have two cards. 

 (e)  After two cards have been dealt to each player and to the 

area designated for the placement of the dealer’s hand, the 

dealer shall deal the five community cards in accordance with 

§  647a.11(c), (e) and (f) (relating to procedure for completion 

of each round of play). After all community cards have been 

dealt, the dealer shall, except as provided in subsection (f), 

place the stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (h)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 
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be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 647a.10. Procedure for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  647a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive 

Payout Wager or Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, use 

the progressive table game system or electronic wagering system 

to prevent the placement of additional Progressive Payout 

Wagers. If Progressive Payout Wagers have been made, the dealer 

shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of the 

table inventory container, verify that the number of value chips 

wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout Wagers accepted 

by the progressive table game system. The dealer shall then 

place the value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of two cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed an Ante Wager in 
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accordance with §  647a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). As the 

remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the automated 

dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the 

table, deliver a stack of two cards face down to each of the 

other players who has placed an Ante Wager. The dealer shall 

then deliver a stack of two cards face down under a cover card 

to the area designated for the dealer’s cards. 

 (c)  After each stack of two cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall 

remove the remaining cards from the automated dealing shoe.  If 

any player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer shall, in 

accordance with the procedures in §  647a.9(a)(2) (relating to 

procedure for dealing the cards from the hand), deal face down 

from his hand the top four cards of the stack to the area of the 

layout designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus cards 

then deal the five community cards in accordance with 

§  647a.11(c), (e) and (f) (relating to procedure for completion 

of each round of play). After all five community cards have been 

dealt, the dealer shall, except as provided in subsection (d), 

place the stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 
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play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (g)  Notwithstanding the requirements in subsections (b) and 

(c), if a certificate holder is utilizing an automated dealing 

shoe which automatically reshuffles the cards, the five 

community cards may be dispensed before the two cards are 

dispensed to each player and to the dealer. The community cards 

shall then be revealed in accordance with §  647a.11(c), (e) and 

(f). 

§ 647a.11. Procedure for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  647a.8, 

§  647a.9 or §  647a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 
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cards from the hand; and procedure for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player shall 

examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Poker 

shall be responsible for his own hand and no person other than 

the dealer and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch 

the cards of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his cards in full view of the 

dealer at all times. 

 (b)  After each player has examined his cards, the dealer 

shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 

and moving clockwise around the table, ask each player if he 

wishes to place a Flop Wager prior to the dealing of the Flop. 

The player may either fold or place a Flop Wager equal to twice 

the amount of the player’s Ante Wager. If a player: 

   (1)  Places a Flop Wager, the wager shall be placed in the 

area designated for the Flop Wager. 

   (2)  Folds, the player’s Ante Wager shall be collected by the 

dealer and placed in the table inventory container. If the 

player: 

     (i)   Has also placed: 

       (A)   A Texas Hold ’Em Bonus or a Six Card Bonus Wager, 

the dealer shall place the cards of the player face down 
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underneath the Texas Hold ’Em Bonus or a Six Card Bonus Wager 

pending its resolution at the conclusion of the round of play. 

       (B)   A Progressive Payout Wager, the player is not 

eligible to receive a Progressive Payout. The player’s cards 

shall remain face down on the table pending resolution of the 

Envy Bonus in accordance with subsection (i)(5). 

       (C)   A Five Card Hand Bonus Wager, the dealer shall 

place the cards of the player face down on the table pending 

resolution of the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager in accordance with 

subsection (j). 

     (ii)   Has not placed a Texas Hold ’Em Bonus or Six Card 

Hand Bonus Wager, Five Card Hand Bonus Wager or a Progressive 

Payout Wager, the dealer shall immediately collect the player’s 

cards and place them in the discard rack provided that if 

another player at the table placed a Progressive Payout Wager, 

the player’s cards shall remain on the table pending the 

resolution of the Progressive Payout Wager in accordance with 

subsection (i). 

 (c)  After each player has either placed a Flop Wager or 

folded, the dealer shall burn the next card. The dealer shall 

then deal the Flop face up to the designated area for the 

community cards. 

 (d)  After the Flop has been dealt, the dealer shall, beginning 

with the player farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed a 
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Flop Wager and moving clockwise around the table, ask each 

player who has placed a Flop Wager if he wishes to place a Turn 

Wager prior to the dealing of the Turn card. The player may 

either check and remain in the game or place a Turn Wager in an 

amount equal to the player’s Ante Wager. 

 (e)  Once all remaining players have either placed a Turn Wager 

or checked, the dealer shall burn the next card. The dealer 

shall then deal the Turn card face up to the designated area for 

the community cards. 

 (f)  After the Flop and Turn cards have been dealt, the dealer 

shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 

who has placed a Flop Wager and moving clockwise around the 

table, ask each player if he wishes to place a River Wager prior 

to the dealing of the River card. The player may either check 

and remain in the game or place a River Wager in an amount equal 

to the player’s Ante Wager. 

 (g)  Once all remaining players have either placed a River 

Wager or checked, the dealer shall burn the next card face down. 

The dealer shall then deal the River card face up to the 

designated area for the community cards. 

 (h)  After the five community cards have been dealt, the dealer 

shall remove the cover card on top of the dealer’s cards and 

turn his two cards face up on the layout. The dealer shall then 

select five cards using the dealer’s two cards and the five 
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community cards to form the highest ranking five-card Poker 

hand. After the dealer’s cards are turned face up, the dealer 

shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s right 

who has placed a Flop Wager and continuing around the table in a 

counterclockwise direction, complete the following applicable 

procedures in succession for each player: 

   (1)  The dealer shall turn the two cards of each player who 

has placed a Flop Wager face up on the layout. 

   (2)  The dealer shall examine the cards of the player and 

select the five cards using the player’s two cards and the five 

community cards to form the highest ranking five-card Poker 

hand. The wagers of each player shall be resolved one player at 

a time regardless of outcome. If a player’s five-card Poker 

hand: 

     (i)   Is ranked lower than the dealer’s five-card Poker 

hand, the dealer shall immediately collect the Ante, Flop, Turn 

and River Wagers made by the player. 

     (ii)   Is ranked higher than the dealer’s five-card Poker 

hand, the dealer shall pay the Ante, Flop, Turn and River Wagers 

in accordance with the payout odds in §  647a.12 (relating to 

payout odds; payout limitation). The player’s Ante Wager will be 

returned if the player’s winning hand is not a straight or 

higher or a flush or higher as specified in the certificate 
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holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table 

games Rules Submissions). 

     (iii)   Is equal in rank to the dealer’s five-card hand, 

the dealer shall return the player’s Ante, Flop, Turn and River 

Wagers. 

   (3)  After settling a player’s Ante, Flop, Turn and River 

Wagers, the dealer shall settle any Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Wager 

made by the player by determining whether the player’s two cards 

qualify for a payout in accordance with §  647a.12(b). 

 (i)  The dealer shall then settle the Progressive Payout Wager, 

if offered by the certificate holder. A winning Progressive 

Payout Wager shall be paid irrespective of whether the player’s 

hand outranks the dealer’s hand and be based on the rank of the 

player’s two cards and the three-card Flop. If a player has won 

a progressive payout, the dealer shall: 

   (1)  Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

   (2)  Verify that the appropriate light on the progressive 

table game system has been illuminated. 

   (3)  Have a floorperson or above validate the progressive 

payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s approved 

internal control procedures. 

   (4)  Pay the winning Progressive Payout Wager in accordance 

with the payout odds in §  647a.12(d). If a player has won a 

progressive payout that is a percentage of the jackpot amount on 
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the progressive meter, the progressive payout may not be paid 

from the table inventory container. If a player has won a 

progressive payout that is not being paid from the table 

inventory container, the cards of that player must remain on the 

table until the necessary documentation has been completed. 

   (5)  Pay any Envy Bonus won in accordance with §  647a.12(d). 

Players making a Progressive Payout Wager shall receive an Envy 

Bonus when another player at the same Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em 

Poker table is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. 

Players are entitled to multiple Envy Bonuses if more than one 

other player is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A 

player is not entitled to an Envy Bonus for his own hand or the 

hand of the dealer. 

 (j)  The dealer shall settle the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager, if 

offered by the certificate holder, and any Magic Card or Lucky 

Bonus payouts. A winning Five Card Hand Bonus shall be paid 

irrespective of whether the player’s hand outranks the dealer’s 

hand and based on the rank of the player’s or the dealer’s two 

cards and the three-card Flop. If a player has won a Five Card 

Hand Bonus or any Magic Card or Lucky Bonus payout, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

   (2)  Have a floorperson or above verify any Five Card Hand 

Bonus payout with odds of 500 for 1 or a payout that is a 
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percentage of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter in 

accordance with approved internal control procedures submitted 

under §  465a.2 (relating to internal control systems and audit 

protocols). 

   (3)  Credit the player’s game account for the winning Five 

Card Hand Bonus Wager or the Magic Card or Lucky Bonus payout in 

accordance with §  647a.12(e). If a player has won a Five Card 

Hand Bonus payout that is a percentage of the jackpot amount on 

the progressive meter, the payout may not be paid to the 

player’s game account. If a player has won a payout that is not 

being paid to the player’s game account, the winning hand must 

remain on the table until the necessary documentation has been 

completed. 

 (k) To settle the Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer shall reveal 

the four additional Six Card Bonus cards and combine them with 

the player's two cards to form the highest ranking Poker hand as 

provided in § 647a.6(d) (relating to Texas Hold 'Em Bonus Poker 

rankings). If the player's hand: 

   (1) Does not contain a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer 

shall collect the player's losing Six Card Bonus Wager. 

   (2) Contains a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer shall pay 

the winning Six Card Bonus Wager in accordance with § 

647a.12(f).  
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 (l)  After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove all remaining cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 

reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 

§ 647a.12. Payout odds; payout limitation. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Ante, Flop, 

Turn and River Wager at odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Texas Hold ’Em 

Bonus Wager at the odds in one of the following paytables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions):  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Ace-ace (dealer and  player) 1,000 to 1 N/A 

Ace-ace 30 to 1 30 to 1 

Ace-king (same suit) 25 to 1 25 to 1 

Ace-queen or ace-jack  (same suit) 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Ace-king (different suits) 15 to 1 15 to 1 

King-king, queen-queen  or jack-jack 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Ace-queen or ace-jack  (different suits) 5 to 1 5 to 1 

A pair of 10-10 through 2-2 3 to 1 3 to 1 
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 (c) Notwithstanding the payout odds in subsection (a), the 

maximum aggregate payout limit on all winning Ante, Flop, Turn 

and River Wagers for any hand shall be $50,000 or the maximum 

amount that one patron could win per round when betting the 

minimum wager, whichever is greater. 

 (d)  If a certificate holder offers the Progressive Payout 

Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay each winning 

Progressive Payout Wager at the odds in one of the following 

payout tables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2: 

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Royal flush 100% of 

meter 

100% mega 

jackpot 

100% mega 

jackpot 

100% mega 

jackpot 

Straight 

flush 

10% of 

meter 

100% major 

jackpot 

100% major 

jackpot 

100% major 

jackpot 

Four-of-a-

kind 

300 for 1 300 for 1 100% minor 

jackpot 

100% minor 

jackpot 

Full house 50 for 1 50 for 1 50 for 1 50 for 1 

Flush 40 for 1 40 for 1 40 for 1 40 for 1 

Straight 30 for 1 30 for 1 30 for 1 30 for 1 
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Three-of-a-

kind 
 

9 for 1 9 for 1 10 for 1 9 for 1 
 

   (2) A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed. 

   (3) The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the seed 

and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive payout 

in paragraph (1) must be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

 
Paytable A 

Seed/reseed $10,000 for 1 
  

Incrementation rate    

 Primary 21%   

 Reserve N/A   

 
Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Seed/reseed    

 Mega $10,000 for 1 $10,000 for 1 $10,000 for 1 

 Major $1,000 for 1 $1,000 for 1 $1,000 for 1 

 Minor N/A $250 for 1 $250 for 1 

Incrementation rate    

 Mega 11% 9% 10% 

 Major 10% 7% 8% 

 Minor N/A 3% 3% 
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   (4)  Winning Progressive Payout Hands shall be paid in 

accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the player’s 

turn to be paid in accordance with §  647a.11(i) (relating to 

procedure for completion of each round of play). 

   (5)  Envy Bonus payouts shall be made according to the 

following payouts for Envy Bonus Qualifying Hands based upon the 

amount of the Progressive Payout Wager placed by the player 

receiving the Envy Bonus:  

$1 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $1,000 

Straight flush $300 

$5 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $5,000 

Straight flush $1,500 

 (e)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Royal flush 100% of meter 
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Straight flush 10% of meter 

Four-of-a-kind 500 for 1 

Full house 100 for 1 

Flush 50 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed. If a player placed a Five 

Card Bonus Wager on both the dealer’s hand and the player’s 

hand, the player shall receive a payout in accordance with 

paragraph (1) for both the highest ranking five-card Poker hand 

of the dealer and the highest ranking five-card Poker hand of 

the player. If the dealer’s hand qualifies for a payout that is 

a percentage of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter and 

if more than one player wagered on the dealer’s hand, the 

jackpot will be divided equally amongst the number of players 

who wagered on the dealer’s hand. 

   (3)  The certificate holder may pay a Magic Card or Lucky 

Bonus in accordance with the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Magic Card 20 for 1 

Lucky Bonus 5 for 1 

   (4)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 
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payout in paragraph (1) must be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

Seed $10,000 for 1 
  

Reseed $0   

Incrementation rate    

 Primary 13%   

 Reserve 8% 
 

  

 (f) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Six Card Bonus 

Wagers at the odds in one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2: 

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 100 to 1 

Full house 25 to 1 25 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 20 to 1 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 9 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 5 to 1 8 to 1 

Hand Paytable D Paytable E 

Six-card royal flush—diamonds 200,000 to 1 
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Six-card royal flush—hearts, spades or clubs 20,000 to 1 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 100 to 1 50 to 1 

Full house 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 7 to 1 5 to 1 
 

§ 647a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the cards are found face up 

after each player and the dealer have received their initial two 

cards, any Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Wager shall be settled in 

accordance with the payout odds in §  647a.12(b) (relating to 

payout odds; payout limitation). 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 
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 (c)  If any player, the dealer or the area designated for the 

placement of the community cards is dealt an incorrect number of 

cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to 

the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d)  If either of the cards dealt to the dealer in Texas Hold 

’Em Bonus Poker is inadvertently exposed prior to each player 

having either folded or placed a Flop, Turn or River Wager as 

provided for under §  647a.11 (relating to procedure for 

completion of each round of play), all hands shall be void and 

all Ante, Flop, Turn and River Wagers shall be returned to the 

players and the cards shall be reshuffled. Notwithstanding the 

forgoing, if a player has placed a Texas Hold ’Em Bonus Wager, 

the wager shall be settled in accordance with the payout odds in 

§  647a.12(b). 

 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal cards during a round 

of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from the 

device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 
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shuffling device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table. 

CHAPTER 649a. THREE CARD POKER 
Sec. 

649a.1.    Definitions.  

649a.2.    Three Card Poker table physical characteristics.  

649a.3.    Cards; number of decks.  

649a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

649a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

649a.6.    Three Card Poker rankings.  

649a.7.    Wagers.  

649a.8.    Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe.  

649a.9.    Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand.  

649a.10.    Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

649a.11.    Procedures for completion of each round of play.  

649a.12.    Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression.  

649a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 649a.1. Definitions. 
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 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   5 of 6 Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a 

player who placed a 5 of 6 Progressive Payout Wager when another 

player at the Three Card Poker table is the holder of a 5 of 6 

Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. 

   5 of 6 Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A player's five-card Poker 

hand with a rank of a royal flush, as defined in § 649a.6(d) 

(relating to Three Card Poker rankings). 

   Five-Card Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a 

player who placed a Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager when 

another player at the Three Card Poker table is the holder of a 

Five-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand.  

   Five-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A player’s five-card 

Poker hand with a rank of a straight flush or better, as defined 

in accordance with §  649a.6(d). 

   Five-Card Progressive Payout Hand—A player’s five-card Poker 

hand with a rank of a three-of-a-kind or better as defined in 

§  649a.6(d).  

   Hand—The Three Card Poker hand that is held by each player 

and the dealer after the cards are dealt.  

   Lucky Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed a 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on: 
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     (i)   The player’s hand if the player is seated in the 

position that is randomly selected by the table game system. 

     (ii)   The dealer’s hand if the dealer position is randomly 

selected by the table game system.  

   Magic Card Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed 

a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on: 

     (i)   The player’s hand if one of the cards in the player’s 

hand or the two additional community cards matches the card 

randomly selected by the table game system. 

     (ii)   The dealer’s hand if one of the cards in the 

dealer’s hand or the two additional community cards matches the 

card randomly selected by the table game system.  

   Pair Plus Wager—The wager that a player is required to make 

prior to any cards being dealt to compete against a posted 

paytable, regardless of the outcome of the player’s hand against 

the dealer’s hand.  

   Play Wager—An additional wager that a player shall make if 

the player opts to remain in competition against the dealer 

after the player reviews his hand.  

   Three-Card Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to 

a player who placed a Three-Card Progressive Payout Wager when 

another player at the Three Card Poker table is the holder of a 

Three-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand.  

   Three-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A player’s Three Card 
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Poker hand of an ace, king and queen of the same suit.  

   Three-Card Progressive Payout Hand—A player’s Three Card 

Poker hand with a rank of a three-of-a-kind or better, as 

defined in §  649a.6 or a straight or better depending on the 

paytable selected by the certificate holder. 

§ 649a.2. Three Card Poker table physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Three Card Poker shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than seven players on one side of the 

table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Three Card Poker table shall be submitted 

to the Bureau of Gaming Operations in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Three separate betting areas designed for the placement 

of Ante, Play and Pair Plus Wagers for each player. 

   (3)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Three-Card 

Progressive Payout Wager authorized under §  649a.7(d)(4) 

(relating to wagers) or the Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager 

authorized under §  649a.7(d)(6), a separate area designated for 

the placement of the Progressive Payout Wager for each player. 

   (4)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Six Card 

Bonus Wager authorized under §  649a.7(d)(5), a separate area 
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designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus Wager for 

each player. 

   (5)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager authorized under §  649a.7(d)(7), each betting position 

must contain an electronic wagering system for the placement of 

the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager. 

   (6) If the certificate holder offers the 5 of 6 Progressive 

Payout Wager authorized under § 649a.7(d)(8), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the 5 of 6 Progressive Payout 

Wager. 

   (7)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder and the phrase ‘‘Dealer Plays with Queen High or 

Better.’’ If payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign indicating the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Three Card Poker 

table. 

 (c)  If a certificate holder offers a Progressive Payout Wager 

in accordance with § 649a.7(d)(4), (6) or (8), the Three Card 

Poker table must have a progressive table game system, in 

accordance with §  605a.7 (relating to progressive table games), 

for the placement of Progressive Payout Wagers. If the 

certificate holder is offering a Progressive Payout Wager on 

multiple linked tables or games in the same licensed facility, 
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the progressive table game system must comply with §  605a.8 

(relating to linked progressive table games). The progressive 

table game system must include: 

   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Progressive Payout 

Wager. 

   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the gaming table, including a 

mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the 

recognition of any Progressive Payout Wager that a player 

attempts to place after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more 

bets.’’ 

 (d)  If the certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager authorized under §  649a.7(d)(7), the Three Card Poker 

table must have a table game system, in accordance with 

§  605a.7 and an electronic wagering system in accordance with 

§ §  605a.2 and 605a.3 (relating to electronic wagering systems; 

and procedures for buying in to and cashing out of a table game 

using an electronic wagering system). Each betting position must 

contain an electronic wagering system for the placement of the 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager. The system must include a mechanism, 

such as a lockout button, that prevents the placement of any 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wagers that a player attempts to place 

after the dealer has begun dealing the cards. If the certificate 
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holder is offering a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on multiple 

linked tables or games in the same licensed facility, the 

progressive table game must comply with §  605a.8. 

 (e)  Each Three Card Poker table must have a drop box and a tip 

box attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (f)  Each Three Card Poker table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 649a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Three Card Poker 

shall be played with one deck of cards that are identical in 

appearance and one cover card. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Three 

Card Poker may be played with two decks of cards in accordance 

with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 
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   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks are continuously alternated in and out of 

play, with each deck being used for every other round of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck are placed in the discard 

rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Three Card Poker shall be 

changed at least every: 

   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 649a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 
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washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  649a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 649a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 

completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling 

device shall place the deck of cards in a single stack. The 

certificate holder may use an automated card shuffling device 

which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 

the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 
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 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  649a.8, 

§  649a.9 or §  649a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with the procedures in subsection 

(d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 
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recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a Three Card Poker table 

which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the 

dealing shoe and discard rack and spread out on the table face 

down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face up 

on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the 

procedures in §  649a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for 

gaming) and this section shall be completed. 

 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 

§ 649a.6. Three Card Poker rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in Three Card Poker, in order 

of highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 

9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace 

may be used to complete a straight flush or a straight with a 2 

and 3 but may not be combined with any other sequence of cards 
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(for example, king, ace and 2). All suits shall be equal in 

rank. 

 (b)  The permissible Poker hands in the game of Three Card 

Poker, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

   (1)  A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with an ace, king 

and queen being the highest ranking straight flush and an ace, 2 

and 3 being the lowest ranking straight flush. 

   (2)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank with three aces being the highest ranking 

three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking three-of-

a-kind. 

   (3)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of three cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank, with an ace, king 

and queen being the highest ranking straight and an ace, 2 and 3 

being the lowest ranking straight. 

   (4)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of three cards of 

the same suit, regardless of rank. 

   (5)  A pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the 

same rank, with two aces being the highest ranking pair and two 

2s being the lowest ranking pair. 

 (c)  When comparing two Poker hands that are of identical rank 

under subsection (b), or that contain none of the hands listed 

in subsection (b), the hand that contains the highest ranking 
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card under subsection (a), which is not contained in the other 

hand, shall be considered the higher ranking hand. If the hands 

are of equal rank after the application of this section, the 

hands shall be considered a tie. 

 (d)  If a certificate holder offers a payout based on the rank 

of a five-card Poker hand, the rank of the hands shall be: 

   (1)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking. 

   (3)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

   (4)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of three-of-a-

kind and a pair. 

   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit. 

   (6)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit. 

   (7)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

   (8)  A Super Royal, if the certificate holder selects 

paytable E in §  649a.12(f) (relating to payout odds; Envy 

Bonus; rate of progression), which is a six-card Poker hand 
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consisting of an ace, king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 of the same 

suit. 

 (e)  If the paytable selected by the certificate holder 

includes a mini-royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an 

ace, king and queen, a mini-royal flush outranks a straight 

flush in subsection (b). 

§ 649a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Three Card Poker shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the table layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at a Three Card Poker table 

may wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and 

received cards, that player shall remain seated until the 

completion of the round of play. If a player leaves the table 

during a round of play, any wagers made by the player may be 

considered abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All wagers, except the Play Wager, shall be placed prior 

to the dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in §  649a.8, §  649a.9 or §  649a.10 

(relating to procedures for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the cards from the hand; 

and procedures for dealing the cards from an automated dealing 

shoe). Except as provided in §  649a.11(b) (relating to 
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procedures for completion of each round of play), a wager may 

not be made, increased or withdrawn after the dealer has 

announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  The following wagers may be placed in the game of Three 

Card Poker: 

   (1)  A player may compete solely against the dealer’s Three 

Card Poker hand by placing an Ante Wager then a Play Wager, in 

accordance with §  649a.11(b), in an amount equal to the 

player’s Ante Wager. 

   (2)  A player may compete solely against a posted paytable by 

placing a Pair Plus Wager. 

   (3)  A player may compete against both the dealer’s Three 

Card Poker hand and the posted paytable by placing an Ante Wager 

and a Pair Plus Wager in accordance with paragraphs (1) and (2). 

   (4)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer to each player at a Three Card Poker table 

the option to make an additional Progressive Payout Wager that 

the player will receive a Progressive Payout Hand. After placing 

an Ante Wager or a Pair Plus Wager, or both, a player may make 

the additional Progressive Payout Wager by placing a value chip 

onto the progressive wagering device designated for that player. 

Each player shall be responsible for verifying that the player’s 

respective Progressive Payout Wager has been accepted. 
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   (5)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2, offer to each player at a Three Card 

Poker table the option to make an additional Six Card Bonus 

Wager that the three cards dealt to the dealer and the three 

cards dealt to the player will form a five-card Poker hand with 

a rank of a three-of-a-kind or better. If the certificate holder 

has selected paytable E in §  649a.12(f) (relating to payout 

odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression), the three cards dealt to 

the dealer and the three cards dealt to the player shall be used 

to form a six-card Poker hand for purposes of the Super Royal 

payout. After placing an Ante Wager or a Pair Plus Wager, or 

both, a player may make the additional Six Card Bonus Wager by 

placing a value chip on the designated betting area prior to the 

dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

   (6)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Three Card 

Poker table the option to make an additional Five-Card 

Progressive Payout Wager that the player will receive a Five-

Card Progressive Payout Hand. After placing an Ante Wager or a 

Pair Plus Wager, or both, a player may make the additional Five-

Card Progressive Payout Wager by placing a value chip onto the 

progressive wagering device designated for that player. Each 

player shall be responsible for verifying that the player’s 

respective Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager has been accepted. 
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   (7)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Three Card 

Poker table the option to make an additional Five Card Hand 

Bonus Wager that the player’s five-card Poker hand or the 

dealer’s five-card Poker hand, or both, will contain a flush or 

better as defined in §  649a.6(d) (relating to Three Card Poker 

rankings). After placing an Ante Wager or a Pair Plus Wager, or 

both, a player may make the additional Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager on the player’s hand or the dealer’s hand, or both, by 

using the electronic wagering device designated for that player. 

Each player shall be responsible for verifying that the player’s 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager has been accepted. 

   (8) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player who placed an Ante 

Wager or a Pair Plus Wager the option of placing a 5 of 6 

Progressive Payout Wager which shall win if the player's three 

cards combined with the dealer's three cards forms a straight or 

better as described in § 649a.6(d). After placing an Ante Wager 

or a Pair Plus Wager, or both, a player making a 5 of 6 

Progressive Payout Wager shall place a value chip onto the 

progressive wagering device designated for that player. Each 

player shall be responsible for verifying that the player's 

respective 5 of 6 Progressive Payout Wager has been accepted. 
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 (e)  Notwithstanding subsection (d)(1)—(3), a certificate 

holder may offer a version of Three Card Poker requiring: 

   (1)  As a precondition to the placement of a Pair Plus Wager, 

the placement of an Ante Wager in an amount equal to or greater 

than the Pair Plus Wager. 

   (2)  As a precondition to the placement of a Pair Plus Wager, 

the placement of an Ante Wager in an amount equal to at least 

1/2 the Pair Plus Wager. 

   (3)  The compulsory placement of an Ante Wager and a Pair 

Plus Wager, provided that one wager may be placed in an amount 

up to a maximum of five times the amount of the other wager 

without regard to which wager is the greater of the two. 

 (f)  A certificate holder shall specify in its Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2, the number of adjacent boxes on which a player 

may place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 649a.8. Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  649a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 
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shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets’’ and, if a Progressive Payout Wager or the Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, use the progressive table 

game system or the electronic wagering system to prevent the 

placement of any additional Progressive Payout or Five Card Hand 

Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been made, 

the dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in front 

of the table inventory container, verify that the number of 

value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout 

Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 

shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 

 (c)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. 

 (d)  The dealer shall, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal one card at a time to each player who has placed a 

wager in accordance with §  649a.7 (relating to wagers) and to 

the dealer until each player who placed a wager and the dealer 

have three cards. All cards shall be dealt face down. If a 
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player has placed a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager or a Five-Card 

Progressive Payout Wager, the dealer shall deal an additional 

two cards face down on the table to a dedicated area to the 

right of the dealer. 

 (e)  After three cards have been dealt to each player and the 

dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 

shoe and, except as provided in subsection (f), place the stub 

in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (h)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player or 

the dealer has more or less than 3 cards) but 52 cards remain in 

the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be 

returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 
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hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 649a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  649a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which to hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets’’ and, if a Progressive Payout Wager or the Five 

Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, use the progressive 

table game system or the electronic wagering system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout or Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been 

made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in 

front of the table inventory container, verify that the number 

of value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout 
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Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 

shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deal each card by holding the deck of 

cards in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the 

top card of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate 

area of the layout. The dealer shall, starting with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left and continuing around the table in 

a clockwise manner, deal one card at a time to each player who 

has placed a wager in accordance with §  649a.7 (relating to 

wagers) and to the dealer until each player who placed a wager 

and the dealer have three cards. All cards shall be dealt face 

down. If a player has placed a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager or a 

Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager, the dealer shall deal an 

additional two community cards face down on the table to a 

dedicated area to the right of the dealer. 

 (c)  After three cards have been dealt to each player and the 

dealer, the dealer shall, except as provided in subsection (d), 

place the stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 
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present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player or 

the dealer has more or less than 3 cards) but 52 cards remain in 

the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be 

returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 649a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  649a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and, if a Progressive 

Payout Wager or the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, 

use the progressive table game system or the electronic wagering 
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system to prevent the placement of any additional Progressive 

Payout or Five Card Hand Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout 

Wagers have been made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, 

on the layout in front of the table inventory container, verify 

that the number of value chips wagered equals the number of 

Progressive Payout Wagers accepted by the progressive table game 

system. The dealer shall then place the value chips into the 

table inventory container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed a wager in 

accordance with §  649a.7 (relating to wagers). As the remaining 

stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the automated dealing 

shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the table, 

deliver a stack face down to each of the other players who has 

placed a wager in accordance with §  649a.7. The dealer shall 

then deliver a stack of three cards face down to the area 

designated for the placement of the dealer’s cards. 

 (c)  After each stack of three cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall 

remove the stub from the automated dealing shoe and, except as 

provided in subsection (d), place the cards in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. If a player has placed a Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wager or a Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager, after 
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removing the stub from the automated dealing shoe, the dealer 

shall deal an additional two community cards face down on the 

table to a dedicated area to the right of the dealer. Except as 

provided in subsection (d), the dealer shall then place the 

cards in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards is still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player or 

the dealer has more or less than 3 cards) but 52 cards remain in 

the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be 

returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 649a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 
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 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  649a.8, 

§  649a.9 or §  649a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player 

shall examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at Three Card Poker shall be 

responsible for his own hand and no person other than the dealer 

and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards 

of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his three cards in full view of 

the dealer at all times. 

 (b)  After each player has examined his cards, the dealer 

shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 

and moving clockwise around the table, ask each player who 

placed an Ante Wager if he wishes to make a Play Wager in an 

amount equal to the player’s Ante Wager or forfeit the Ante 

Wager and end his participation in the round of play. If a 

player: 

   (1)  Has placed an Ante Wager and a Pair Plus Wager but does 

not make a Play Wager, the player shall forfeit both the Ante 

Wager and the Pair Plus Wager. 

   (2)  Has placed an Ante Wager and a Three or Five-Card 

Progressive Payout Wager but does not make a Play Wager, the 
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player shall forfeit both the Ante Wager and the Progressive 

Payout Wager but may not forfeit the eligibility to receive an 

Envy Bonus under §  649a.12(e) or (h) (relating to payout odds; 

Envy Bonus; rate of progression). 

   (3)  Has placed an Ante Wager, a Pair Plus Wager and a Six 

Card Bonus, Five Card Hand Bonus or a 5 of 6 Progressive Payout 

Wager, but does not make a Play Wager, the player shall forfeit 

both the Ante Wager and the Pair Plus Wager but does not forfeit 

the Six Card Bonus, Five Card Hand Bonus or a 5 of 6 Progressive 

Payout Wager. 

 (c)  After each player who has placed an Ante Wager has either 

placed a Play Wager on the designated area of the layout or 

forfeited his Ante Wager and hand, the dealer shall collect all 

forfeited wagers and associated cards, except for the cards of 

those players who placed a Six Card Bonus, Five Card Hand Bonus 

or a 5 of 6 Progressive Payout Wager, and place the cards in the 

discard rack. The dealer shall then reveal the dealer’s cards 

and place the cards so as to form the highest possible ranking 

Three Card Poker hand. After the dealer’s cards are turned face 

up, the dealer shall, beginning with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s right and continuing around the table in a 

counterclockwise direction, complete the following applicable 

procedures in succession for each player: 
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   (1)  The dealer shall turn the three cards of each player 

face up on the layout. 

   (2)  The dealer shall examine the cards of the player and 

form the highest possible ranking Three Card Poker hand for each 

player. 

   (3)  If the dealer’s highest ranking Three Card Poker hand: 

     (i)   Is lower than a queen high, the dealer shall pay each 

player’s Ante Wager and return the player’s Play Wager. 

     (ii)   Is a queen high or better, and the player’s highest 

ranking Three Card Poker hand is ranked: 

       (A)   Lower than the dealer’s Three Card Poker hand, the 

dealer shall immediately collect the Ante and Play Wagers made 

by the player. 

       (B)   Higher than the dealer’s Three Card Poker hand, the 

dealer shall pay the Ante and Play Wagers and any Ante Bonus in 

accordance with the payout odds in §  649a.12(a) and (b). 

       (C)   Equally with the dealer’s Three Card Poker hand, 

the dealer shall return the player’s Ante and Play Wagers. 

   (4)  After settling the player’s Ante and Play Wagers, the 

dealer shall settle any Pair Plus Wagers by determining whether 

the player’s Three Card Poker hand qualifies for a payout in 

accordance with §  649a.12(d). A winning Pair Plus Wager shall 

be paid irrespective of whether the player’s Three Card Poker 

hand outranks the dealer’s hand. 
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   (5)  The dealer shall then settle the Progressive Payout 

Wager, if offered by the certificate holder. A winning 

Progressive Payout Wager shall be paid irrespective of whether 

the player’s hand outranks the dealer’s hand. If a player has 

won a progressive payout, the dealer shall: 

     (i)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

     (ii)   Verify that the appropriate light on the progressive 

table game system has been illuminated. 

     (iii)   Have a floorperson or above validate the 

progressive payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s 

approved internal control procedures. 

     (iv)   Pay the winning Progressive Payout Wager in 

accordance with the payout odds in §  649a.12(e). If a player 

has won a progressive payout that is 100% of the jackpot amount 

on the progressive meter, the progressive payout may not be paid 

from the table inventory container. If a player has won a 

progressive payout that is not being paid from the table 

inventory container, the cards of that player must remain on the 

table until the necessary documentation has been completed. 

     (v)   Pay any Envy Bonus won in accordance with 

§  649a.12(e). Players making a Progressive Payout Wager shall 

receive an Envy Bonus when another player at the same Three Card 

Poker table is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. 

Players are entitled to multiple Envy Bonuses if more than one 
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other player is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A 

player is not entitled to an Envy Bonus for his own hand or the 

hand of the dealer. 

   (6)  The dealer shall then settle the Six Card Bonus Wager, 

if offered by the certificate holder. A winning Six Card Bonus 

Wager shall be paid irrespective of the outcome of the player’s 

Ante Wager or Pair Plus Wager. The dealer shall arrange the 

dealer’s three cards and the player’s three cards to form the 

highest ranking five-card Poker hand for each player. If a 

player has a three-of-a-kind or better, as described in 

§  649a.6(d) (relating to Three Card Poker rankings), the dealer 

shall pay the winning Six Card Bonus Wager in accordance with 

the payout odds in §  649a.12(f). If the certificate holder has 

selected paytable E in §  649a.12(f), the three cards dealt to 

the dealer and the three cards dealt to the player shall be used 

to form a six-card Poker hand for purposes of the Super Royal 

payout. 

   (7)  If the certificate holder offers the Five-Card 

Progressive Payout Wager, after settling all other wagers, the 

dealer shall expose the two additional community cards dealt in 

accordance with § §  649a.8(d), 649a.9(b) and 649a.10(c) and 

form the highest ranking five-card Poker hand of the player from 

the player’s three cards and the two community cards. If a 

player has won a progressive payout, the dealer shall: 
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     (i)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

     (ii)   Verify that the appropriate light on the progressive 

table game system has been illuminated. 

     (iii)   Have a floorperson or above validate the 

progressive payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s 

approved internal control procedures. 

     (iv)   Pay the winning Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager 

in accordance with the payout odds in §  649a.12(h)(1). If a 

player has won a progressive payout that is a percentage of the 

jackpot amount on the progressive meter, the progressive payout 

may not be paid from the table inventory container. If a player 

has won a progressive payout that is not being paid from the 

table inventory container, the cards of that player must remain 

on the table until the necessary documentation has been 

completed. 

     (v)   Pay any Five-Card Envy Bonus won in accordance with 

§  643a.12(h)(5). Players making a Progressive Payout Wager 

shall receive a Five-Card Envy Bonus when another player at the 

same Three Card Poker table is the holder of a Five-Card Envy 

Bonus Qualifying Hand. Players are entitled to multiple Envy 

Bonuses if more than one player is the holder of a Five-Card 

Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A player is not entitled to a Five-

Card Envy Bonus for his own hand. 
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   (8)  If the certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand 

Bonus Wager, after settling all other wagers, the dealer shall 

then settle the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager and any Magic Card or 

Lucky Bonus payouts. The dealer shall expose the two additional 

community cards dealt in accordance with § §  649a.8(d), 

649a.9(b) and 649a.10(c) and form the highest ranking five-card 

Poker hand of the player and the dealer from the player’s or 

dealer’s three cards and the two community cards. A winning Five 

Card Hand Bonus Wager shall be paid irrespective of whether the 

player’s hand outranks the dealer’s hand. If a player has won a 

Five Card Hand Bonus or any Magic Card or Lucky Bonus payout, 

the dealer shall: 

     (i)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

     (ii)   Have a floorperson or above verify any Five Card 

Hand Bonus payout with odds of 500 for 1 or a payout that is a 

percentage of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter in 

accordance with approved internal control procedures submitted 

under §  465a.2 (relating to internal control systems and audit 

protocols). 

     (iii)   Credit the player’s game account for the winning 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager or the Magic Card or Lucky Bonus 

payout in accordance with §  649a.12(i). If a player has won a 

Five Card Hand Bonus payout that is a percentage of the jackpot 

amount on the progressive meter, the payout may not be paid to 
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the player’s game account. If a player has won a payout that is 

not being paid to the player’s game account, the winning hand 

must remain on the table until the necessary documentation has 

been completed. 

   (9) If the certificate holder offers the 5 of 6 Progressive 

Payout Wager, after settling all other wagers, the dealer shall 

combine the player's three cards and the dealer's three cards to 

form the highest ranking five-card Poker hand of the player. If 

a player has won a progressive payout, the dealer shall: 

     (i) Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

     (ii) Verify that the appropriate light on the progressive 

table game system has been illuminated. 

     (iii) Have a floorperson or above validate the progressive 

payout in accordance with the certificate holder's approved 

internal control procedures. 

     (iv) Pay the winning 5 of 6 Progressive Payout Wager in 

accordance with the payout odds in § 649a.12(j)(1). If a player 

has won a progressive payout that is a percentage of the jackpot 

amount on the progressive meter, the progressive payout may not 

be paid from the table inventory container. If a player has won 

a progressive payout that is not being paid from the table 

inventory container, the cards of that player must remain on the 

table until the necessary documentation has been completed. 
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     (v) Pay any Envy Bonus won in accordance with § 

643a.12(j)(5). Players making a 5 of 6 Progressive Payout Wager 

shall receive an Envy Bonus when another player at the same 

Three Card Poker table is the holder of a 5 of 6 Envy Bonus 

Qualifying Hand. Players are entitled to multiple Envy Bonuses 

if more than one player is the holder of a 5 of 6 Envy Bonus 

Qualifying Hand. A player is not entitled to an Envy Bonus for 

his own hand. 

 (d)  After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove all remaining cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 

reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 

§ 649a.12. Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Ante Wager and 

Play Wager at odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  A player placing an Ante Wager and a Play Wager shall be 

paid a bonus on the Ante Wager, at the odds in one of the 

following paytables selected by the certificate holder in its 

Rules Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to 

table games Rules Submissions), regardless of whether the 

player’s Three Card Poker hand outranks the dealer’s hand:  
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Straight flush 5 to 1 5 to 1 4 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 4 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 

Straight 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 (c)  If a certificate holder offers the version of Three Card 

Poker as described in §  649a.7(e) (relating to wagers), a 

player placing an Ante Wager and Play Wager shall be paid an 

Ante Bonus at the odds in one of the following paytables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand 
Paytable 

A 

Paytable 

B 

Paytable 

C 

Ace, king, queen of spades 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Ace, king, queen of hearts, 

diamonds or clubs 
5 to 1 50 to 1 10 to 1 

Straight flush 4 to 1 8 to 1 6 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 6 to 1 3 to 1 

Straight 1 to 1   

 (d)  A player placing a Pair Plus Wager shall be paid at the 

odds in one of the following paytables selected by the 

certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in accordance 

with §  601a.2:  
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Straight flush 35 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 25 to 1 30 to 1 30 to 1 

Straight 6 to 1 5 to 1 6 to 1 

Flush 4 to 1 4 to 1 3 to 1 

Pair 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 

Hand Paytable D Paytable E  

Straight flush 40 to 1 40 to 1  

Three-of-a-kind 30 to 1 25 to 1  

Straight 6 to 1 6 to 1  

Flush 4 to 1 4 to 1  

Pair 1 to 1 1 to 1  

 (e)  If a certificate holder offers a Progressive Payout Wager: 

   (1)  A player placing a Progressive Payout Wager shall be 

paid at the odds in one of the following paytables selected by 

the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Ace, king and queen of spades 
100% of 

meter 

100% of 

meter 
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Ace, king and queen of hearts, diamonds 

or clubs 
500 for 1 500 for 1 

Straight flush 70 for 1 100 for 1 

Three-of-a-kind 60 for 1 90 for 1 

Straight 6 for 1 N/A 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking Three Card Poker hand formed. 

   (3)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payouts in paragraph (1) must be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

 
Paytable A Paytable B 

Seed/reseed $1,000 for 1 $1,000 for 1 

Incrementation rate   

 Primary 14% 20% 

   (4)  Winning Progressive Payout Hands shall be paid in 

accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the player’s 

turn to be paid in accordance with §  649a.11(c) (relating to 

procedures for completion of each round of play). 

   (5)  Envy Bonus payouts shall be made according to the 

following payouts for Envy Bonus Qualifying Hands based upon the 

amount of the Progressive Payout Wager placed by the player 

receiving the Envy Bonus: 
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 $1 Progressive Payout Wager 

Hand Envy Bonus 

Ace, king and queen of spades $100 

Ace, king and queen of hearts, diamonds  or clubs $25 

 $5 Progressive Payout Wager 

Hand Envy Bonus 

Ace, king and queen of spades $500 

Ace, king and queen of hearts, diamonds  or clubs $125 

 (f)  If a certificate holder offers the Six Card Bonus Wager, 

the certificate holder shall pay out winning Six Card Bonus 

Wagers at the amounts in one of the following paytables selected 

by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 

Full house 25 to 1 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 20 to 1 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 9 to 1 10 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 8 to 1 7 to 1 
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Hand  Paytable D Paytable E 

Super Royal of diamonds  $1,000,000 

Super Royal of hearts, spades or clubs  $100,000 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush  200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind  50 to 1 50 to 1 

Full house  25 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush  15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight  10 to 1 10 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind  5 to 1 5 to 1 

 (g)  If selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2, the paytables in 

subsections (b) and (d) may include a payout for a mini-royal 

flush in accordance with the following: 

   (1)  In subsection (b), a mini-royal flush shall pay out at 

odds of no less than 5 to 1. 

   (2)  In subsection (d), a mini-royal flush shall pay out at 

odds of no less than 40 to 1. 

 (h)  If a certificate holder offers the Five-Card Progressive 

Payout Wager: 

   (1)  A player placing a Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager 

shall be paid at the following odds:  
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Hand Paytable 

Royal flush 100% of meter 

Straight flush 10% of meter 

Four-of-a-kind 300 for 1 

Full house 50 for 1 

Flush 40 for 1 

Straight 30 for 1 

Three-of-a-kind 9 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed. 

   (3)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payout in paragraph (1) must be [in the certificate holder's 

Rules Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2. The initial 

and reset amount must also be in the certificate holder's Rules 

Submission and must be at least $10,000.] based upon the amount 

of the Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager being offered and must 

be as follows: 

Seed/reseed $10,000 for 1 
  

Incrementation rate    

 Primary 21%   
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   (4)  Winning Five-Card Progressive Payout Hands shall be paid 

in accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the 

player’s turn to be paid in accordance with §  649a.11(c)(7). 

   (5)  Five-Card Envy Bonus payouts shall be made according to 

the following payouts for Five-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hands 

based upon the amount of the Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager 

placed by the player receiving the Envy Bonus:  

$1 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $1,000 

Straight flush $300 

 

$5 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $5,000 

Straight flush $1,500 

 (i)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Royal flush 100% of meter 
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Straight flush 10% of meter 

Four-of-a-kind 500 for 1 

Full house 100 for 1 

Flush 50 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed. If a player placed a Five 

Card Bonus Wager on both the dealer’s hand and the player’s 

hand, the player shall receive a payout in accordance with 

paragraph (1) for both the highest ranking five-card Poker hand 

of the dealer and the highest ranking five-card Poker hand of 

the player. If the dealer’s hand qualifies for a payout that is 

a percentage of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter and 

if more than one player wagered on the dealer’s hand, the 

jackpot will be divided equally amongst the number of players 

who wagered on the dealer’s hand. 

   (3)  The certificate holder may pay a Magic Card or Lucky 

Bonus in accordance with the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Magic Card 20 for 1 

Lucky Bonus 5 for 1 

   (4)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 
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payout in paragraph (1) must be based upon the amount of the 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

 

Seed $10,000 for 1 

Reseed $0 

Incrementation rate  

 Primary 21% 

 Reserve 8% 

 (j) If a certificate holder offers the 5 of 6 Progressive Payout 

Wager: 

   (1) The certificate holder shall pay out winning 5 of 6 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the odds in the following paytable: 

Hand Paytable 

Royal flush of spades 100% of meter 

Royal flush of clubs, 

 diamonds or hearts 

25% of meter 

Straight flush 250 for 1 

Four-of-a-kind 100 for 1 

Full house 20 for 1 

Flush 10 for 1 

Straight 5 for 1 
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   (2) A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed. 

   (3) The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the seed 

and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive payout 

in paragraph (1) must be based upon the amount of the 5 of 6 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

Seed/reseed $10,000 for 1 

Incrementation rate  

 Primary 28% 

   (4) Winning 5 of 6 Progressive Payout Wagers shall be paid in 

accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the player's 

turn to be paid. 

   (5) Envy Bonus payouts shall be made according to the 

following payouts for 5 of 6 Envy Bonus Qualifying Hands based 

upon the amount of the 5 of 6 Progressive Payout Wager placed by 

the player receiving the Envy Bonus: 

$1 Progressive Payout Wager 

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush of spades $100 

Royal flush of clubs, diamonds or 

 hearts 

$50 
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$5 Progressive Payout Wager 

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush of spades $500 

Royal flush of clubs, diamonds or 

 hearts 

$250 

§ 649a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c)  If a player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number of 

cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to 

the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d)  If one or more of the dealer’s cards is inadvertently 

exposed prior to the dealer revealing his cards in accordance 

with §  649a.11(c) (relating to procedures for completion of 

each round of play), all hands shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 
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 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal all cards during a 

round of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from 

the device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table.  

CHAPTER 651a. CASINO WAR 
Sec. 

651a.1.    Definitions.  

651a.2.    Casino War table; physical characteristics.  

651a.3.    Cards; number of decks; dealing shoe.  

651a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

651a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

651a.6.    Casino War card rankings.  

651a.7.    Wagers.  
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651a.8.    Procedure for dealing the cards.  

651a.9.    Procedures for completion of each round of play; 

collection and payment of wagers.  

651a.10.    Payout odds.  

651a.11.    Irregularities. 

§ 651a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Initial Wager—The wager that shall be made by a player prior 

to any cards being dealt to participate in the round of play.  

   Original deal—The first card that is dealt to each player and 

the dealer to determine the result for the Initial Wager in a 

round of play.  

   Tie hand—A hand in the original deal or War deal when the 

rank of a player’s card and the rank of the dealer’s card are 

equal.  

   War—The decision of a player, in accordance with the option 

offered under §  651a.9(c)(2) (relating to procedures for 

completion of each round of play; collection and payment of 

wagers), to place a War Wager when there is a tie hand on the 

original deal.  

   War deal—The deal of the cards that follows the placement of 

a War Wager.  
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   War Wager—A wager, equal to the player’s Initial Wager, that 

is required to be made if the player elects to go to War with 

the dealer. 

§ 651a.2. Casino War table; physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Casino War shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than nine players on one side of the table 

and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Casino War table shall be submitted to 

the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

Initial and War Wagers for each player. 

   (3)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

Tie Wagers for each player. 

   (4)  The payout odds for permissible wagers offered by the 

certificate holder. If the payout odds are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds shall be posted at 

each Casino War table. 

 (c)  Each Casino War table must have a drop box and a tip box 

attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 
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of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (d)  Each Casino War table must have a discard rack securely 

attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table, as 

approved by the Bureau of Casino Compliance in accordance with 

§  601a.10(g). 

§ 651a.3. Cards; number of decks; dealing shoe. 

 (a)  Casino War shall be played with six or eight decks of 

cards that are identical in appearance and two cover cards. 

 (b)  All cards used in Casino War shall be dealt from a manual 

dealing shoe. The dealing shoe must be located on the table in a 

location approved by the Bureau of Casino Compliance in 

accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to approval of table 

game layouts, signage and equipment). 

 (c)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Casino 

War shall be played with 12 to 16 decks of cards in accordance 

with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards shall be separated into two batches with an 

equal number of decks included in each batch. 
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   (2)  The cards in each batch must be of the same design, but 

the backs of the cards in one batch must be of a different color 

than the cards included in the other batch. 

   (3)  One batch of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other batch is being 

dealt or used to play the game. 

   (4)  Both batches of cards shall be continuously alternated 

in and out of play, with each batch being used for every other 

dealing shoe. 

   (5)  The cards from only one batch shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (d)  The decks of cards opened for use at a Casino War table 

shall be changed at least once every 24 hours. 

 (e)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards, 

provided that the device is approved by the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations, in accordance with §  461a.4 (relating to 

submission for testing and approval), prior to its use in the 

licensed facility. If a certificate holder is utilizing the 

approved device, subsections (b) and (c) do not apply. 

§ 651a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving six or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 
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 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player is afforded an opportunity to 

visually inspect the cards, the cards shall be turned face down 

on the table, mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards and 

stacked. 

 (d)  If an automated shuffling device is utilized and two 

batches of cards are received at the table, all the decks in one 

batch of cards shall be spread for inspection on the table 

separate from the decks in the other batch of cards. After the 

first player is afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the 

cards, each batch of cards shall separately be turned face down 

on the table and stacked. 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16 (u) 

or (v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and 

removal from use), subsections (a) and (d) do not apply. 

§ 651a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16 (u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 
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from use), after each dealing shoe of cards is dealt or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 

completion of the shuffle, the dealer or device shall place the 

deck of cards in a single stack. The certificate holder may use 

an automated card shuffling device which, upon completion of the 

shuffling of the cards, inserts the stack of cards directly into 

the dealing shoe. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall offer the stack of cards to be cut, with the backs facing 

away from the dealer, to the player as determined under 

subsection (c). If no player accepts the cut, the dealer shall 

cut the cards. 

 (c)  The cut of the cards shall be offered to players in the 

following order: 

   (1)  The first player to the table if the game is just 

beginning. 

   (2)  The player on whose betting area the cover card appeared 

during the last round of play. 

   (3)  If the cover card appeared on the dealer’s hand during 

the last round of play, the player at the farthest position to 

the right of the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to 
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cut the cards shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise 

manner. 

   (4)  If the reshuffle was initiated at the discretion of a 

floorperson or above, the player at the farthest position to the 

right of the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to cut 

the cards shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise 

manner. 

 (d)  The player or dealer making the cut shall place a cover 

card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top or bottom 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards on top of the cover card and the cover card 

and place them on the bottom of the stack. The dealer shall then 

insert the second cover card in the stack at a position at least 

1/4 of the way in from the bottom of the stack. The stack of 

cards shall then be inserted into the dealing shoe for 

commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been placed in the dealing shoe, a floorperson or above may 

require the cards to be recut if the floorperson or above 

determines that the cut was performed improperly or in any way 

that might affect the integrity or fairness of the game. If a 

recut is required, the cards shall be recut either by the player 

who last cut the cards, or by the next player entitled to cut 

the cards, as determined under subsection (c)(4). The stack of 
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cards shall then be inserted into the dealing shoe for 

commencement of play. 

 (f)  A reshuffle of the cards in the shoe shall take place 

after the cover card is reached in the shoe as required under 

§  651a.8(d) (relating to procedure for dealing the cards) 

except that a floorperson may determine that the cards should be 

reshuffled after any round of play. 

 (g)  If there is no gaming activity at the Casino War table 

which is open for play, the cards shall be removed from the 

dealing shoe and the discard rack and spread out on the table 

face down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face 

up on the table. After the first player is afforded an 

opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards shall be: 

   (1)  Mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards, stacked, 

then shuffled and cut in accordance with this section, if there 

is not an automated shuffling device in use. 

   (2)  Stacked and placed into the automated shuffling device 

to be shuffled, if an automated shuffling device is in use. The 

batch of cards already in the shuffler shall then be removed. 

Unless a player requests otherwise, the batch of cards removed 

from the shuffler does not need to be spread for inspection and 

reshuffled prior to being dealt, if: 

     (i)   The automated card shuffling device stores a single 

batch of shuffled cards inside the shuffler in a secure manner. 
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     (ii)   The shuffled cards have been secured, released and 

prepared for play in accordance with procedures submitted to the 

Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  465a.2 (relating to internal control systems and audit 

protocols). 

 (h)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards, 

provided that the device is approved by the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations, in accordance with §  461a.4 (relating to 

submission for testing and approval), prior to its use in the 

licensed facility. If a certificate holder is utilizing the 

approved device, subsections (b)—(g) do not apply. 

§ 651a.6. Casino War card rankings. 

 The rank of the cards used in Casino War, for the purpose of 

determining a winning hand, shall be, in order from the highest 

to lowest rank: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 

and 2. The suit of a card does not have an effect on its rank. 

§ 651a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Casino War shall be made by placing value chips 

or plaques on the appropriate betting area of the Casino War 

layout. Verbal wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  To participate in a round of play, a player shall place an 

Initial Wager. 
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 (c)  At the same time as an Initial Wager or a War Wager is 

placed, each player shall have the option of placing a Tie Wager 

which shall win if the deal results in a tie hand. 

 (d)  Except as provided in §  651a.9(e) (relating to procedures 

for completion of each round of play; collection and payment of 

wagers), all wagers at Casino War shall be placed prior to the 

dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in §  651a.8 (relating to procedure for 

dealing the cards). Once a wager has been placed, a player may 

not handle, remove or alter any wagers until a decision has been 

rendered and implemented with respect to that wager. 

 (e)  A certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission, required under §  601a.2 (relating to table games 

Rules Submissions), the number of adjacent boxes on which a 

player may place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 651a.8. Procedure for dealing the cards. 

 (a)  All cards used to play Casino War shall be dealt from a 

dealing shoe. The dealer shall remove cards from the dealing 

shoe with the hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing 

shoe and place the cards on the appropriate area of the layout 

with the opposite hand. The dealer may deal cards to the two 

betting positions closest to the dealing shoe with the same 

hand. 
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 (b)  After the cards have been cut and placed in the dealing 

shoe as required under §  651a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of 

the cards), the dealer shall remove the first card from the 

dealing shoe face down and, without revealing its rank to 

anyone, place it in the discard rack. Each new dealer who comes 

to the table shall also remove the first card from the dealing 

shoe face down and, without revealing its rank to anyone, place 

it in the discard rack. 

 (c)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets.’’ The dealer shall, starting with the player farthest 

to the dealer’s left and continuing in a clockwise manner, deal 

the cards in the following order: 

   (1)  One card face up to each player who has placed an 

Initial Wager in accordance with §  651a.7 (relating to wagers). 

   (2)  One card face up to the dealer. 

 (d)  When the cover card is the first card in the dealing shoe 

at the beginning of a round of play or is reached during the 

deal of the cards, the dealer shall continue dealing the cards 

until that round of play is completed after which the cards 

shall be collected and reshuffled. 

 (e)  Players and spectators may not handle, remove or alter any 

cards used to play Casino War. 

§ 651a.9. Procedures for completion of each round of play; 

collection and payment of wagers. 
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 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  651a.8 

(relating to procedure for dealing the cards) have been 

completed, the dealer shall, starting from his right and 

continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction, 

compare the rank of each player’s card with that of the dealer’s 

card and settle all Initial and Tie Wagers as follows: 

   (1)  If a player’s card is lower in rank than the dealer’s 

card, the dealer shall immediately collect the Initial Wager and 

Tie Wager, if applicable. 

   (2)  If a player’s card is higher in rank than the dealer’s 

card, the player shall win his Initial Wager and lose his Tie 

Wager, if applicable. 

   (3)  If the player’s card and the dealer’s card are of equal 

rank (a tie hand), the player shall select one of the options in 

subsection (c) as to his Initial Wager and win his Tie Wager, if 

applicable. 

 (b)  Losing Initial and Tie Wagers made on the original deal 

shall be collected by the dealer and placed in the table 

inventory container. Winning Initial and Tie Wagers made on the 

original deal shall be paid by the dealer in accordance with the 

payout odds provided in §  651a.10(a)(1) and (2) (relating to 

payout odds). 

 (c)  If a player has a tie hand, the player shall select one of 

the following options: 
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   (1)  The player may surrender 1/2 of his Initial Wager and 

end his participation in that round of play. If a player selects 

this option, the dealer shall collect 1/2 of the player’s 

Initial Wager and place it in the table inventory container. The 

dealer shall then return the remaining 1/2 of the Initial Wager 

to the player. The dealer shall then proceed around the table in 

a clockwise direction, repeating the process for each player 

with a tie hand who selects this option. 

   (2)  The player may place a War Wager in an amount equal to 

the player’s Initial Wager, in accordance with subsection (e). 

 (d)  After settling Initial Wagers and Tie Wagers on the 

original deal, the dealer shall collect the cards of all players 

except for the cards of those players with a tie hand who have 

elected to go to War. The collected cards shall be placed in the 

discard rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each 

hand of the original deal in the event of a question or dispute. 

 (e)  If any player elects to place a War Wager upon the 

occurrence of a tie hand, the dealer shall confirm the placement 

of the War Wager prior to dealing additional cards. The player’s 

card and the dealer’s card from the original deal shall remain 

exposed during the War deal. The dealer shall offer any player 

who has elected to go to War the opportunity to also place a Tie 

Wager on the War deal. 
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 (f)  The War deal shall begin with the dealer removing three 

cards from the shoe face down and, without revealing the rank of 

the three cards to anyone, placing them in the discard rack and 

then dealing the next card face up to the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left who has placed a War Wager. The dealer shall place 

the player’s War card on the table adjacent to the player’s card 

from the original deal. The dealer shall then proceed around the 

table in a clockwise direction, repeating the process for each 

player who has placed a War Wager and the dealer. 

 (g)  After the dealing procedures required under subsection (f) 

have been completed, the dealer shall, beginning from the 

dealer’s right and proceeding around the table in a 

counterclockwise direction, compare the rank of each player’s 

War card to the dealer’s War card and settle all War and Tie 

Wagers as follows: 

   (1)  If the player’s War card is lower in rank than the 

dealer’s War card, the dealer shall immediately collect the 

Initial Wager, War Wager and Tie Wager, if applicable. 

   (2)  If the player’s War card is higher in rank than the 

dealer’s War card, the Initial Wager shall be returned to the 

player, the player shall win his War Wager and lose his Tie 

Wager, if applicable. 

   (3)  If the player’s War card and the dealer’s War card are 

of equal rank, the Initial Wager shall be returned to the player 
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and the player shall win his War Wager and his Tie Wager, if 

applicable. 

 (h)  Losing Initial, War and Tie Wagers shall be collected by 

the dealer and placed in the table inventory container. Winning 

War and Tie Wagers shall then be paid in accordance with the 

payout odds in §  651a.10(a)(2) and (3). After the collection of 

all losing wagers and the payment of all winning wagers from the 

War deal, the dealer shall remove all remaining cards from the 

table and place them in the discard rack in a manner that 

permits the reconstruction of each hand of the War deal in the 

event of a question or dispute. 

§ 651a.10. Payout odds. 

 The certificate holder shall pay out winning Casino War wagers 

as follows: 

   (1)  An Initial Wager shall be paid at odds of 1 to 1. 

   (2)  A Tie Wager shall be paid at odds of 10 to 1. 

   (3)  A War Wager shall be paid at odds of 1 to 1, unless the 

War deal results in a tie hand, in which case a War Wager shall 

be paid at odds of 2 to 1. 

§ 651a.11. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card found face up in the shoe may not be used in that 

round of play and shall be placed in the discard rack. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without being exposed shall be used 

as though it were the next card from the dealing shoe. 
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 (c)  If a card is not dealt to a player’s Initial Wager or Tie 

Wager in the original deal, the wager shall be void and returned 

to the player. The player shall be included in the next round of 

play. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during the shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table.  
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653a.8.    Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe.  

653a.9.    Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand.  

653a.10.    Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

653a.11.    Procedures for completion of each round of play.  
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§ 653a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Burn—To remove the top or next card from the deck and place 

it face down in the discard rack without exposing the card to 

anyone.  

   Check—Waiving the right to place a Play Wager but remaining 

in the round of play.  

   Community card—A card which may be used by all players and 

the dealer to form the best possible five-card Poker hand.  

   Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a player 

who placed a Progressive Payout Wager when another player at the 

Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em Poker table is the holder of an Envy 

Bonus Qualifying Hand.  
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   Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A player’s five-card Poker hand 

with a rank of a straight flush or better as defined in 

§  653a.6(b) (relating to Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em Poker 

rankings).  

   Flop—The first three community cards dealt during a round of 

play.  

   Fold—The withdrawal of a player from a round of play by not 

making a Play Wager.  

   Hand—The five-card Poker hand formed from the two cards of 

the player or the dealer and any of the five community cards.  

   Lucky Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed a 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on: 

     (i)   The player’s hand if the player is seated in the 

position that is randomly selected by the table game system. 

     (ii)   The dealer’s hand if the dealer position is randomly 

selected by the table game system.  

   Magic Card Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed 

a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on: 

     (i)   The player’s hand if one of the cards in the player’s 

hand or the three-card Flop matches the card randomly selected 

by the table game system. 

     (ii)   The dealer’s hand if one of the cards in the 

dealer’s hand or the three-card Flop matches the card randomly 

selected by the table game system.  
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   Play Wager—An additional wager that a player shall make if 

the player opts to remain in competition against the dealer 

after the player reviews his hand.  

   Progressive Payout Hand—A player’s five-card Poker hand with 

a rank of three-of-a-kind or better as defined in §  653a.6(b).  

   Trips Wager—The wager that a player is required to make prior 

to any cards being dealt to compete against a posted paytable, 

regardless of the outcome of the player’s hand against the 

dealer’s hand. 

§ 653a.2. Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em Poker table physical 

characteristics. 

 (a)  Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em Poker shall be played on a table 

having betting positions for no more than six players on one 

side of the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite 

side of the table. 

 (b)  The layout for an Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em Poker table 

shall be submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations in 

accordance with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table 

game layouts, signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Four separate betting areas designated for the placement 

of Ante, Blind, Play and Trips Wagers for each player. The Blind 

Wager betting area must be located to the right of the Ante 

Wager betting area and separated by an ‘‘=’’ symbol. 
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   (3)  A separate area designated for the placement of the five 

community cards located directly in front of the table inventory 

container. 

   (4)  A separate area designated for the placement of the 

dealer’s two cards. 

   (5)  If a certificate holder offers the optional Progressive 

Payout Wager authorized under §  653a.7(d)(3) (relating to 

wagers), a separate area designated for the placement of the 

Progressive Payout Wager for each player. 

   (6)  If a certificate holder offers the optional Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wager authorized under §  653a.7(d)(4), each betting 

position must contain an electronic wagering system for the 

placement of the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager. 

   (7) If the certificate holder offers the Six Card Bonus Wager 

authorized under § 653a.7(d)(5), the layout must contain: 

     (i) A separate area designated for the placement of the Six 

Card Bonus Wager for each player. 

     (ii) A designated area on the layout for the four Six Card 

Bonus cards. 

   (8) If the certificate holder offers the Bad Beat Bonus Wager 

authorized under § 653a.7(d)(6), the layout must contain a 

separate area designated for the placement of the Bad Beat Bonus 

Wager for each player. 
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   (9)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If the payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Ultimate Texas Hold 

’Em Poker table. 

   (10)  Inscriptions indicating the following: 

     (i)   An Ante Wager will push if the dealer has less than a 

pair. 

     (ii)   A Blind Wager will push if the player’s winning hand 

is not a straight or better or a flush or better, depending on 

the paytable selected by the certificate holder. 

     (iii)   The rules governing the required amount of a Play 

Wager as a multiple of the player’s Ante Wager. 

     (iv)   The payout limit per hand established by the 

certificate holder under §  653a.12(h) (relating to payout odds; 

Envy Bonus; rate of progression; payout limitation) or a generic 

inscription indicating that the game is subject to the posted 

payout limit. 

   (11)  If the information required under paragraph (10) is not 

inscribed on the layout, a sign which sets forth the required 

information shall be posted at each Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em 

Poker table. 
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 (c)  If a certificate holder offers a Progressive Payout Wager 

in accordance with §  653a.7(d)(3), the Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em 

Poker table must have a progressive table game system, in 

accordance with §  605a.7 (relating to progressive table games), 

for the placement of Progressive Payout Wagers. If the 

certificate holder is offering the Progressive Payout Wager on 

multiple linked tables or games in the same licensed facility, 

the progressive table game system must comply with §  605a.8 

(relating to linked progressive table games). The progressive 

table game system must include: 

   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Progressive Payout 

Wager. 

   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the gaming table, including a 

mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the 

recognition of any Progressive Payout Wager that a player 

attempts to place after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more 

bets.’’ 

 (d)  If the certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager authorized under §  653a.7(d)(4), the Ultimate Texas Hold 

’Em Poker table must have a table game system, in accordance 

with §  605a.7 and an electronic wagering system in accordance 

with § §  605a.2 and 605a.3 (relating to electronic wagering 
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systems; and procedures for buying in to and cashing out of a 

table game using an electronic wagering system). Each betting 

position must contain an electronic wagering system for the 

placement of the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager. The system must 

include a mechanism, such as a lockout button, that prevents the 

placement of any Five Card Hand Bonus Wagers that a player 

attempts to place after the dealer has begun dealing the cards. 

If the certificate holder is offering a Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager on multiple linked tables or games in the same licensed 

facility, the progressive table game must comply with §  605a.8 

(relating to linked progressive table games). 

 (e)  Each Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em Poker table must have a drop 

box and a tip box attached on the same side of the table as, but 

on opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (f)  Each Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em Poker table must have a 

discard rack securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side 

of the table. 
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§ 653a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Ultimate Texas Hold 

’Em Poker shall be played with one deck of cards that are 

identical in appearance and two cover cards. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, 

Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em Poker may be played with two decks of 

cards in accordance with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 

   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks are continuously alternated in and out of 

play, with each deck being used for every other round of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck are placed in the discard 

rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em Poker 

shall be changed at least every: 

   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 653a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 
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 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  653a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 
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§ 653a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 

completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling 

device shall place the deck of cards in a single stack. The 

certificate holder may use an automated card shuffling device 

which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 

the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal or deliver the cards in accordance with 

§  653a.8, §  653a.9 or §  653a.10 (relating to procedure for 

dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for 
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dealing the cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the 

cards from an automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with subsection (d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at an Ultimate Texas Hold 

’Em Poker table which is open for gaming, the cards shall be 

spread out on the table face down unless a player requests that 

the cards be spread face up on the table. After the first player 

arriving at the table is afforded an opportunity to visually 

inspect the cards, the procedures in §  653a.4(c) (relating to 

opening of the table for gaming) and this section shall be 

completed. 
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 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 

§ 653a.6. Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em Poker rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em 

Poker, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, 

queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the 

foregoing, an ace may be used to complete a straight flush or a 

straight formed with a 2, 3, 4 and 5 but may not be combined 

with any other sequence of cards (for example, queen, king, ace, 

2 and 3). All suits shall be equal in rank. 

 (b)  The permissible five-card Poker hands at the game of 

Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em Poker, in order of highest to lowest 

rank, shall be: 

   (1)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand, other than a royal 

flush, consisting of five cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking, with king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 being the highest 
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ranking straight flush and ace, 2, 3, 4 and 5 being the lowest 

ranking straight flush. 

   (3)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank, with four aces being the highest ranking 

four-of-a-kind and four 2s being the lowest ranking four-of-a-

kind. 

   (4)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair, with three aces and two kings being the 

highest ranking full house and three 2s and two 3s being the 

lowest ranking full house. 

   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order, with ace, king, queen, jack 

and 9 being the highest ranking flush and 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 being 

the lowest ranking flush. 

   (6)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank, with an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 being the highest ranking straight and an 

ace, 2, 3, 4 and 5 being the lowest ranking straight. 

   (7)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, with three aces being the highest 

ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking 

three-of-a-kind. 
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   (8)  Two pairs, which is a hand consisting of two pairs, with 

two aces and two kings being the highest ranking two pair and 

two 3s and two 2s being the lowest ranking two pair. 

   (9)  A pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the 

same rank, with two aces being the highest ranking pair and two 

2s being the lowest ranking pair. 

 (c)  When comparing two Poker hands that are of identical rank 

under subsection (b), or that contain none of the hands listed 

in subsection (b), the hand that contains the highest ranking 

card under subsection (a), which is not contained in the other 

hand, shall be considered the higher ranking hand. If the hands 

are of identical rank after the application of this subsection, 

the hands shall be considered a tie. 

 (d) If the certificate holder is offering the optional Six Card 

Bonus Wager, the Poker hands eligible for a payout are: 

   (1) A six-card royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an 

ace, king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 of the same suit. 

   (2) A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (3) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards 

of the same suit in consecutive ranking. 

   (4) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same rank, regardless of suit. 
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   (5) A full house, which is a hand consisting of three-of-a-

kind and a pair. 

   (6) A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit. 

   (7) A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit. 

   (8) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

§ 653a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em Poker shall be made by 

placing value chips or plaques on the appropriate areas of the 

table layout. Verbal wagers accompanied by cash may not be 

accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at an Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em 

Poker table may wager at the game. Once a player has placed a 

wager and received cards, that player shall remain seated until 

the completion of the round of play. If a player leaves the 

table during a round of play, any wagers made by the player may 

be considered abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All wagers, except the Play Wager, shall be placed prior 

to the dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the 

dealing procedure in §  653a.8, §  653a.9 or §  653a.10 

(relating to procedure for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the cards from the hand; and 
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procedures for dealing the cards from an automated dealing 

shoe). Except as provided in §  653a.11(b), (d) or (f) (relating 

to procedures for completion of each round of play), a wager may 

not be made, increased or withdrawn after the dealer has 

announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  The following wagers may be placed in the game of Ultimate 

Texas Hold ’Em Poker: 

   (1)  A player shall compete against the dealer’s five-card 

Poker hand by placing both an Ante Wager and a Blind Wager in 

equal amounts, then a Play Wager, in accordance with 

§  653a.11(b), (d) or (f). 

   (2)  In addition to the Ante Wager and Blind Wager, a player 

may compete against a posted paytable by placing a Trips Wager. 

   (3)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer to each player at an Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em 

Poker table the option to make an additional Progressive Payout 

Wager that the player will receive a Progressive Payout Hand. 

After placing the Ante and Blind Wagers, a player may make the 

additional Progressive Payout Wager by placing a value chip onto 

the progressive wagering device designated for that player. Each 

player shall be responsible for verifying that the player’s 

respective Progressive Payout Wager has been accepted. 
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   (4)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2, offer to each player at an Ultimate 

Texas Hold ’Em Poker table the option to make an additional Five 

Card Hand Bonus Wager that the player’s five-card Poker hand 

formed from the player’s two cards and the three-card Flop or 

the dealer’s five-card Poker hand formed from the dealer’s two 

cards and the three-card Flop, or both, will contain a flush or 

better as defined in §  653a.6(b) (relating to Ultimate Texas 

Hold ’Em Poker rankings). After placing an Ante and a Blind 

Wager, a player may make the additional Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager on the player’s hand or the dealer’s hand, or both, by 

using the electronic wagering device designated for that player. 

Each player shall be responsible for verifying that the player’s 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager has been accepted. 

   (5) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player who placed an Ante 

Wager the option of placing a Six Card Bonus Wager which shall 

win if the player's two cards and the four additional Six Card 

Bonus cards form a three-of-a-kind or better as described in § 

653a.6(d) (relating to Ultimate Texas Hold 'Em Poker rankings). 

A Six Card Bonus Wager does not have bearing on any other wagers 

made by the player. 

   (6) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player who placed Ante, 
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Blind and Trips Wagers the option of placing a Bad Beat Bonus 

Wager which shall win if either the player's hand contains a 

three-of-a-kind or better and the dealer's hand outranks the 

player's hand or the dealer's five-card hand contains a three-

of-a-kind or better and the player's hand outranks the dealer's 

hand. 

 (e)  The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under § 601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which a 

player may place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 653a.8. Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  653a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by the 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing the cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Payout Wager or the Five 

Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, use the progressive 

table game system or the electronic wagering system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout or Five Card 
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Hand Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been 

made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in 

front of the table inventory container, verify that the number 

of value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout 

Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 

shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 

 (c)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is the closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. 

 (d)  If any player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer 

shall deal four cards, face down, to the area on the layout 

designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus cards. The 

dealer shall then, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal one card at a time to each player who placed the 

required wagers in accordance with §  653a.7(d)(1) (relating to 

wagers) and to the dealer, until each player who placed the 

required wagers, and the dealer have two cards. 

 (e)  After two cards have been dealt to each player and to the 

area designated for the placement of the dealer’s hand, the 

dealer shall deal the five community cards in accordance with 

§  653a.11 (relating to procedures for completion of each round 
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of play). After all community cards have been dealt, the dealer 

shall remove the stub from the manual dealing shoe and, except 

as provided in subsection (f), place the stub in the discard 

rack without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (h)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 653a.9. Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 
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   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  653a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which he will hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Payout Wager or the 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, use the progressive 

table game system or the electronic wagering system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout or Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been 

made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in 

front of the table inventory container, verify that the number 

of value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout 

Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 

shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deal each card by holding the deck of 

cards in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the 
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top card of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate 

area of the layout. If any player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, 

the dealer shall deal four cards, face down, to the area on the 

layout designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus cards. 

The dealer shall then, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal one card at a time to each player who placed the 

required wagers in accordance with §  653a.7(d)(1) (relating to 

wagers) and to the dealer, until each player who placed the 

required wagers, and the dealer have two cards. 

 (c)  After two cards have been dealt to each player and to the 

area designated for the placement of the dealer’s hand, the 

dealer shall deal the five community cards in accordance with 

§  653a.11 (relating to procedures for completion of each round 

of play). After all community cards have been dealt, the dealer 

shall, except as provided in subsection (d), place the stub in 

the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 
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 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 653a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  653a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive 

Payout Wager or the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, 

use the progressive table game system or the electronic wagering 

system to prevent the placement of any additional Progressive 

Payout or Five Card Hand Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout 

Wagers have been made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, 
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on the layout in front of the table inventory container, verify 

that the number of value chips wagered equals the number of 

Progressive Payout Wagers accepted by the progressive table game 

system. The dealer shall then place the value chips into the 

table inventory container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed the required wagers 

in accordance with §  653a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). As the 

remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the automated 

dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the 

table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other players 

who has placed a required wager in accordance with 

§  653a.7(d)(1). The dealer shall then deliver a stack of two 

cards face down under a cover card to the area designated for 

the placement of the dealer’s cards. 

 (c)  After each stack of two cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall 

remove the remaining cards from the automated dealing shoe. If 

any player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer shall, in 

accordance with the procedures in §  653a.9(a)(2) and (b) 

(relating to procedure for dealing the cards from the hand), 

deal face down from his hand the top four cards of the stack to 

the area of the layout designated for the placement of the Six 
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Card Bonus cards then deal the five community cards in 

accordance with §  653a.11 (relating to procedures for 

completion of each round of play). After all five community 

cards have been dealt, the dealer shall, except as provided in 

subsection (d), place the stub in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 
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 (g)  Notwithstanding the requirements in subsections (b) and 

(c), if a certificate holder is utilizing an automated dealing 

shoe which automatically reshuffles the cards, the five 

community cards may be dispensed before the two cards are 

dispensed to each player and to the dealer. The community cards 

shall then be revealed in accordance with §  653a.11. 

§ 653a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  653a.8, 

§  653a.9 or §  653a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual shoe; procedure for dealing the cards from 

the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe) have been completed, each player shall examine his 

cards subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em Poker 

shall be responsible for his own hand and no person other than 

the dealer and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch 

the cards of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his cards in full view of the 

dealer at all times. 

 (b)  After each player has examined his cards, the dealer 

shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 

and moving clockwise around the table, ask each player if he 

wishes to place a Play Wager prior to the dealing of the Flop. 

The player may either check or place a Play Wager in an amount 
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equal to three or four times the amount of the player’s Ante 

Wager. If a player: 

   (1)  Places a Play Wager, the wager shall be placed in the 

area designated for the Play Wager. 

   (2)  Checks, the player shall remain in the game and defer 

his decision to place a Play Wager until after the Flop is 

dealt. 

 (c)  Once all players have either placed a Play Wager or 

checked, the dealer shall burn the next card. The dealer shall 

then deal the Flop face up to the designated area for the 

community cards. 

 (d)  After the Flop has been dealt, the dealer shall, beginning 

with the player farthest to the dealer’s left and moving 

clockwise around the table, ask each player who has not already 

placed a Play Wager if he wishes to place a Play Wager prior to 

the dealing of the final two community cards. The player may 

either check or place a Play Wager in an amount equal to two 

times the amount of the player’s Ante Wager. If a player: 

   (1)  Places a Play Wager, the wager shall be placed in the 

area designated for the Play Wager. 

   (2)  Checks, the player shall remain in the game and defer 

his decision to place a Play Wager until after the next two 

community cards are dealt. 
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 (e)  Once all players have either placed a Play Wager or 

checked, the dealer shall burn the next card. The dealer shall 

then deal the next two cards in the deck face up to the 

designated area for the community cards. 

 (f)  After the final two community cards have been dealt, the 

dealer shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s 

left and moving clockwise around the table, ask each player who 

has not already placed a Play Wager whether he wishes to fold or 

place a Play Wager equal in amount to the player’s Ante Wager. 

If a player: 

   (1)  Places a Play Wager, the wager shall be placed in the 

area designated for the Play Wager. 

   (2)  Folds, the Ante, Blind and Bad Beat Bonus Wagers of the 

player shall be collected by the dealer and placed in the table 

inventory container. If the player: 

     (i)   Has also placed a Trips Wager or a Six Card Bonus 

Wager, the dealer shall place the cards of the player face down 

underneath the player’s Trips Wager or Six Card Bonus Wager 

pending its resolution at the conclusion of the round of play. 

     (ii)   Has not placed a Trips Wager or a Six Card Bonus 

Wager, the dealer shall immediately collect the player’s cards 

and place them in the discard rack. 

 (g)  After each player has either folded or placed a Play 

Wager, the dealer shall remove the cover card and turn his two 
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cards face up on the layout. The dealer shall then select five 

cards from the dealer’s two cards and the five community cards 

to form the highest ranking five-card Poker hand and announce 

the dealer’s hand to the players. 

 (h)  If the dealer’s highest ranking five-card Poker hand: 

   (1)  Is lower than a pair, the dealer shall, starting with 

the player farthest to the dealer’s right who has placed a Play 

Wager and proceeding in a counterclockwise manner around the 

table, return each player’s Ante Wager and resolve the Blind and 

Play Wagers in accordance with paragraph (2). 

   (2)  Is a pair or better, the dealer shall, starting with the 

player farthest to the dealer’s right who has placed a Play 

Wager and proceeding in a counterclockwise manner around the 

table, turn the two cards of each player who has placed a Play 

Wager face up on the layout. The dealer shall select five cards 

from the player’s two cards and the five community cards to form 

the highest ranking five-card Poker hand and shall announce the 

player’s hand. The wagers of each player shall be resolved one 

player at a time regardless of outcome. If a player’s five-card 

Poker hand: 

     (i)   Is ranked lower than the dealer’s five-card Poker 

hand, the dealer shall immediately collect the Ante, Blind and 

Play Wagers made by the player. 
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     (ii)   Is ranked higher than the dealer’s five-card Poker 

hand, the dealer shall pay the Ante, Blind and Play Wagers made 

by the player in accordance with the payout odds in 

§  653a.12(a) and (b) (relating to payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate 

of progression; payout limitation). The player’s Blind Wager 

shall be returned if the player’s winning hand is not a straight 

or better or a flush or better depending on the paytable 

selected by the certificate holder. 

     (iii)   Is equal in rank to the dealer’s five-card hand, 

the dealer shall return the player’s Ante, Blind and Play 

Wagers. 

 (i)  After settling a player’s Ante, Blind and Play Wagers, the 

dealer shall settle any Trips Wager made by the player as 

follows:  

   (1) If the player’s hand contains a three-of-a-kind or better 

as provided in § 653a.6(b), the dealer shall pay the winning 

Trips Wager in accordance with § 653a.12(c). 

   (2) If the player’s hand does not contain a three-of-a-kind 

or better, the dealer shall collect the player’s losing Trips 

Wager.  

 (j) The dealer shall then settle the Bad Beat Bonus Wager as 

follows:  

   (1) If the player’s hand contains a three-of-a-kind or better 

and the dealer’s hand outranks the player’s hand, as provided in 
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§ 653a.6(b), the certificate holder shall pay the winning Bad 

Beat Bonus Wager in accordance with § 653a.12(g) based on the 

rank of the player’s losing hand. 

   (2) If the dealer’s hand contains a three-of-a-kind or better 

and the player’s hand outranks the dealer’s hand, as provided in 

§ 653a.6(b), the certificate holder shall pay the winning Bad 

Beat Bonus Wager in accordance with § 653a.12(g) based on the 

rank of the dealer’s losing hand. 

   (3) If the player’s hand and the dealer’s hand tie, if the 

player’s hand of a three-of-a-kind or better does not lose to 

the dealer’s hand, or if the dealer’s hand of a three-of-a-kind 

or better does not lose to the player’s hand, the dealer shall 

collect the losing Bad Beat Bonus Wager. 

 (k)  The dealer shall then settle the Progressive Payout Wager, 

if offered by the certificate holder. A winning Progressive 

Payout Wager shall be paid irrespective of whether the player’s 

hand outranks the dealer’s hand and be based on the rank of the 

player’s two cards and the three-card Flop. If a player has won 

a progressive payout, the dealer shall: 

   (1)  Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

   (2)  Verify that the appropriate light on the progressive 

table game system has been illuminated. 
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   (3)  Have a floorperson or above validate the progressive 

payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s approved 

internal control procedures. 

   (4)  Pay the winning Progressive Payout Wager in accordance 

with the payout odds in §  653a.12(d). If a player has won a 

progressive payout that is a percentage of the jackpot amount on 

the progressive meter, the progressive payout may not be paid 

from the table inventory container. If a player has won a 

progressive payout that is not being paid from the table 

inventory container, the cards of that player must remain on the 

table until the necessary documentation has been completed. 

   (5)  Pay any Envy Bonus won in accordance with §  653a.12(d). 

Players making a Progressive Payout Wager shall receive an Envy 

Bonus when another player at the same Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em 

Poker table is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. 

Players are entitled to multiple Envy Bonuses if more than one 

other player is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A 

player is not entitled to an Envy Bonus for his own hand or the 

hand of the dealer. 

 (l)  The dealer shall settle the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager, if 

offered by the certificate holder, and any Magic Card or Lucky 

Bonus payouts. A winning Five Card Hand Bonus shall be paid 

irrespective of whether the player’s hand outranks the dealer’s 

hand and based on the rank of the player’s or the dealer’s two 
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cards and the three-card Flop. If a player has won a Five Card 

Hand Bonus or any Magic Card or Lucky Bonus payout, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

   (2)  Have a floorperson or above verify any Five Card Hand 

Bonus payout with odds of 500 for 1 or a payout that is a 

percentage of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter in 

accordance with approved internal control procedures submitted 

under §  465a.2 (relating to internal control systems and audit 

protocols). 

   (3)  Credit the player’s game account for the winning Five 

Card Hand Bonus Wager or the Magic Card or Lucky Bonus payout in 

accordance with §  653a.12(e). If a player has won a Five Card 

Hand Bonus payout that is a percentage of the jackpot amount on 

the progressive meter, the payout may not be paid to the 

player’s game account. If a player has won a payout that is not 

being paid to the player’s game account, the winning hand must 

remain on the table until the necessary documentation has been 

completed. 

 (m) To settle the Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer shall reveal 

the four additional Six Card Bonus cards and combine them with 

the player’s two cards to form the highest ranking Poker hand as 

provided in 653a.6(d). If the player’s hand: 
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   (1) Does not contain a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer 

shall collect the player’s losing Six Card Bonus Wager. 

   (2) Contains a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer shall 

pay the winning Six Card Bonus Wager in accordance with § 

653a.12(f). 

 (n)  After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove all remaining cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 

reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 

§ 653a.12. Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression; payout 

limitation. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Ante Wager and 

Play Wager at odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  A certificate holder shall pay the player’s winning Blind 

Wager in accordance with the odds in one of the following 

paytables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to table 

games Rules Submissions):  

Hand Paytable A  

Royal flush 500 to 1  

Straight flush 50 to 1  

Four-of-a-kind 10 to 1  
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Full house 3 to 1  

Flush 3 to 2  

Straight 1 to 1  

Less than a straight Push  

 

Hand Paytable B  

Royal flush 500 to 1  

Straight flush 50 to 1  

Four-of-a-kind 10 to 1  

Full house 3 to 1  

Flush 3 to 2  

Less than a flush Push  

 (c)  The certificate holder shall pay the player’s winning 

Trips Wager at the odds in one of the following paytables, 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Royal flush 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Straight flush 40 to 1 40 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 30 to 1 30 to 1 

Full house 9 to 1 8 to 1 
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Flush 7 to 1 6 to 1 

Straight 4 to 1 5 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 3 to 1 

 

Hand Paytable C Paytable D 

Royal flush 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Straight flush 40 to 1 40 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 30 to 1 20 to 1 

Full house 8 to 1 7 to 1 

Flush 7 to 1 6 to 1 

Straight 4 to 1 5 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 3 to 1 

 (d)  If a certificate holder offers the Progressive Payout 

Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay the player’s winning 

Progressive Payout Wager at the odds in one of the following 

payout tables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2:    

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Royal flush 
 

100% of meter 
 

100% Mega 

Jackpot 

100% Mega 

Jackpot 

100% Mega 

Jackpot 
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Straight flush 
 

10% of meter 
 

100% Major 

Jackpot 

100% Major 

Jackpot 

100% Major 

Jackpot 

Four-of-a-kind 
 

300 for 1 
 

300 for 1 

 

100% Minor 

Jackpot 

100% Minor 

Jackpot 

Full house 50 for 1 50 for 1 50 for 1 50 for 1 

Flush 40 for 1 40 for 1 40 for 1 40 for 1 

Straight 30 for 1 30 for 1 30 for 1 30 for 1 

Three-of-a-kind 9 for 1 9 for 1 10 for 1 9 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed from the player’s two cards 

and the three-card Flop. 

   (3)  The rate of progression incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payout in paragraph (1) shall be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and shall be as follows: 

 Paytable A 

Seed/Reseed:  $10,000 for 1 

Incrementation 

Rate: 

  Primary 

  Reserve 

 

 

21% 

N/A 
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 Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Seed/Reseed: 

  Mega 

  Major 

  Minor 

 

$10,000 for 1 

$1,000 for 1 

N/A 

 

$10,000 for 1 

$1,000 for 1 

$250 for 1 

 

$10,000 for 1 

$1,000 for 1 

$250 for 1 

Incrementation 

Rate: 

  Mega 

  Major 

  Minor 

 

 

11% 

10% 

N/A 

 

 

9% 

7% 

3% 

 

 

10% 

8% 

3% 

   (4)  Winning Progressive Payout Hands shall be paid in 

accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the player’s 

turn to be paid in accordance with §  653a.11(j) (relating to 

procedures for completion of each round of play). 

   (5)  Envy Bonus payouts shall be made according to the 

following payouts for Envy Bonus Qualifying Hands based upon the 

amount of the Progressive Payout Wager placed by the player 

receiving the Envy Bonus:  

$1 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $1,000 

Straight flush $300 
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$5 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $5,000 

Straight flush $1,500 

 (e)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Royal flush 100% of meter 

Straight flush 10% of meter 

Four-of-a-kind 500 for 1 

Full house 100 for 1 

Flush 50 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed. If a player placed a Five 

Card Bonus Wager on both the dealer’s hand and the player’s 

hand, the player shall receive a payout in accordance with 

paragraph (1) for both the highest ranking five-card Poker hand 

of the dealer and the highest ranking five-card Poker hand of 

the player. If the dealer’s hand qualifies for a payout that is 

a percentage of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter and 

if more than one player wagered on the dealer’s hand, the 
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jackpot will be divided equally among the number of players who 

wagered on the dealer’s hand. 

   (3)  The certificate holder may pay a Magic Card or Lucky 

Bonus in accordance with the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Magic Card 20 for 1 

Lucky Bonus 5 for 1 

   (4)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payout in paragraph (1) shall be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and shall be as follows: 

Seed: 

Reseed:  

$10,000 for 1 

$0 

Incrementation Rate: 

  Primary 

  Reserve  

 

13% 

8% 

 (f) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Six Card Bonus 

Wagers at the odds in one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2: 

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 
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Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 100 to 1 

Full house 25 to 1 25 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 20 to 1 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 9 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 5 to 1 8 to 1 

Hand Paytable D Paytable E 

Six-card royal flush—diamonds 
 

200,000 to 1 

Six-card royal flush—hearts, spades 

or clubs 

 
20,000 to 1 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 100 to 1 50 to 1 

Full house 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 7 to 1 5 to 1 

 (g) The certificate holder shall pay out winning Bad Beat Bonus 

Wagers at the odds in one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2: 
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Straight flush 10,000 to 1 7,500 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind    500 to 1   500 to 1 

Full house     40 to 1    50 to 1 

Flush     25 to 1    30 to 1 

Straight     20 to 1    20 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind      9 to 1     9 to 1 

 (h)  Notwithstanding the payout odds in subsections (a) and 

(b), a certificate holder may, in its Rules Submission under 

§  601a.2, establish a maximum amount that is payable to a 

player on a single hand. The maximum amount shall be at least 

$50,000 or the maximum amount that one patron could win per 

round when betting the minimum wager, whichever is greater. Any 

maximum payout limit established by the certificate holder shall 

apply only to payouts of Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em Poker Wagers 

under subsections (a) and (b) but does not apply to payouts for 

Trips, Progressive Payout, Five Card Hand Bonus, Six Card Bonus 

or Bad Beat Bonus Wagers placed under subsections (c)—(g). 

§ 653a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 
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the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the cards are found face up 

after each player and the dealer has received their initial two 

cards, the community cards shall be dealt and any Trips Wager 

shall be settled in accordance with the payout odds in 

§  653a.12(c) (relating to payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of 

progression; payout limitation). 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c)  If any player, the dealer or the area designated for the 

placement of the community cards is dealt an incorrect number of 

cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to 

the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d)  If either of the dealer’s cards is inadvertently exposed 

prior to each player having either folded or placed a Play Wager 

as provided for under §  653a.11 (relating to procedures for 

completion of each round of play), all hands shall be void, all 

Ante, Blind and Play Wagers shall be returned to the players and 

the cards shall be reshuffled. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if 

a player has placed a Trips Wager, the community cards shall be 

dealt and each Trips Wager shall be settled in accordance with 

the payout odds in §  653a.12(c). 
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 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal cards during a round 

of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from the 

device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe shall be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table.  

CHAPTER 655a. MISSISSIPPI STUD 
Sec. 

655a.1.    Definitions.  

655a.2.    Mississippi Stud table physical characteristics.  

655a.3.    Cards, number of decks.  

655a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

655a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

655a.6.    Mississippi Stud hand rankings.  

655a.7.    Wagers.  
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655a.8.    Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe.  

655a.9.    Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand.  

655a.10.    Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

655a.11.    Procedures for completion of each round of play.  

655a.12.    Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression. 

§ 655a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Bet Wager—A 3rd Street, 4th Street or 5th Street Wager made 

by a player.  

   Community card—A card which is used by all players to form 

the best possible five-card Poker hand.  

   Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a player 

who placed a Progressive Payout Wager when another player at the 

Mississippi Stud table is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying 

Hand.  

   Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A Mississippi Stud hand with a 

rank of a royal flush or a straight flush as defined in 

§  655a.6(b) (relating to Mississippi Stud hand rankings).  

   5th Street Wager—An additional wager made by a player, in an 

amount equal to one, two or three times the player’s Ante Wager, 
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after the second community card is revealed by the dealer.  

   Fold—The withdrawal of a player from a round of play by not 

making a Bet Wager.  

   4th Street Wager—An additional wager made by a player, in an 

amount equal to one, two or three times the player’s Ante Wager, 

after the first community card is revealed by the dealer.  

   Lucky Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed a 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager if the player is seated in the 

position that is randomly selected by the table game system.  

   Magic Card Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed 

a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager if one of the player’s two cards or 

the three community cards matches the card randomly selected by 

the table game system.  

   Progressive Payout Hand—A Mississippi Stud hand formed using 

the two player cards and three community cards with a rank of a 

three-of-a-kind or better as defined in §  655a.6(b).  

   Push—A player’s hand that results in neither payment on nor 

collection of the player’s wagers.  

   3rd Street Wager—An additional wager made by a player, in an 

amount equal to one, two or three times the player’s Ante Wager, 

after the player has been dealt the initial two cards. 

§ 655a.2. Mississippi Stud table physical characteristics. 
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 (a)  Mississippi Stud shall be played on a table having betting 

positions for no more than six players on one side of the table 

and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Mississippi Stud table shall be submitted 

to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance 

with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Four separate betting areas designated for the placement 

of the wagers required under §  655a.7(d)(1) and (2) (relating 

to wagers) for each player. 

   (3)  Separate areas designated for the placement of the three 

community cards located directly in front of the table inventory 

container. One area shall be inscribed 3rd Street, a second area 

inscribed 4th Street and a third area inscribed 5th Street. 

   (4)  If the certificate holder offers the optional 

Progressive Payout Wager authorized under §  655a.7(d)(3), a 

separate area designated for the placement of the Progressive 

Payout Wager for each player. 

   (5)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Three Card 

Bonus Wager authorized under §  655a.7(d)(4), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Three Card Bonus Wager for 

each player. 
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   (6)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager authorized under §  655a.7(d)(5), each betting position 

must contain an electronic wagering system for the placement of 

the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager. 

 (7) If the certificate holder offers the Six Card Bonus Wager 

authorized under § 655a.7(d)(6), the layout shall contain: 

   (i) A separate area designated for the placement of the Six 

Card Bonus Wager for each player. 

   (ii) A designated area on the layout for the four Six Card 

Bonus cards. 

   (8)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers and the rules governing the 

required amount of the 3rd Street, 4th Street or 5th Street 

Wager as a multiple of the player’s Ante Wager. If the 

information is not inscribed on the layout, a sign that sets 

forth the required information must be posted at each 

Mississippi Stud table. 

 (c)  If a certificate holder offers the Progressive Payout 

Wager, in accordance with §  655a.7(d)(3), the Mississippi Stud 

table must have a progressive table game system, in accordance 

with §  605a.7 (relating to progressive table games), for the 

placement of Progressive Payout Wagers. If the certificate 

holder is offering the Progressive Payout Wager on multiple 

linked tables or games in the same licensed facility, the 
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progressive table game system must comply with §  605a.8 

(relating to linked progressive table games). The progressive 

table game system must include: 

   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Progressive Payout 

Wager. 

   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the gaming table including a 

mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the 

recognition of any Progressive Payout Wager that a player 

attempts to place after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more 

bets.’’ 

 (d)  If the certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager authorized under §  655a.7(d)(5), the Mississippi Stud 

table must have a table game system, in accordance with 

§  605a.7 and an electronic wagering system in accordance with 

§ §  605a.2 and 605a.3 (relating to electronic wagering systems; 

and procedures for buying in to and cashing out of a table game 

using an electronic wagering system). Each betting position must 

contain an electronic wagering system for the placement of the 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager. The system must include a mechanism, 

such as a lockout button, that prevents the placement of any 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wagers that a player attempts to place 

after the dealer has begun dealing the cards. If the certificate 
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holder is offering a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on multiple 

linked tables or games in the same licensed facility, the 

progressive table game must comply with §  605a.8 (relating to 

linked progressive table games). 

 (e)  Each Mississippi Stud table must have a drop box and a tip 

box attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite side of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (f)  Each Mississippi Stud table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 655a.3. Cards, number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Mississippi Stud 

shall be played with one deck of cards and one cover card. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, 

Mississippi Stud may be played with two decks of cards in 

accordance with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 
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   (2)  One deck shall be shuffled and stored in the automated 

card shuffling device while the other deck is being used to play 

the game. 

   (3)  Both decks are continually alternated in and out of 

play, with each deck being used for every other round of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Mississippi Stud shall be 

changed at least: 

   (1)  Every 4 hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Every 8 hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 655a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for defects. The floorperson 

assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread out in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 
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washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  655a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspections and 

removal from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 655a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 

completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated card 

shuffling device shall place the deck of cards in a single 

stack. The certificate holder may use an automated card 

shuffling device which, upon completion of the shuffling of the 

cards, inserts the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 
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 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall do the following: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  655a.8, 

§  655a.9 or §  655a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with the procedures in subsection 

(d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for the commencement of 

play. 
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 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a Mississippi Stud table 

that is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the 

dealing shoe and the discard rack and spread out on the table 

face down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face 

up on the table. After the first player is afforded an 

opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the procedures in 

§  655a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for gaming) and 

this section shall be completed. 

 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted and approved in accordance 

with §  461a.4 (relating to submission for testing and approval) 

prior to its use in the licensed facility. If a certificate 

holder is utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do 

not apply. 

§ 655a.6. Mississippi Stud hand rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in Mississippi Stud, in order 

of highest to lowest rank, must be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 

9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace 
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may be used to complete a straight flush or a straight formed 

with a 2, 3, 4 and 5 but may not be combined with any other 

sequence of cards (for example: king, queen, ace, 2 and 3). All 

suits shall be equal in rank. 

 (b)  The permissible five-card Poker hands in the game of 

Mississippi Stud, in order of highest to lowest rank, must be: 

   (1)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand, other than a royal 

flush, consisting of five cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking. 

   (3)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank. 

   (4)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair. 

   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order. 

   (6)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank. 

   (7)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank. 

   (8)  Two pairs, which is a hand consisting of two pairs. 

   (9)  One pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the 

same rank. 
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 (c)  For purposes of the Three Card Bonus authorized under 

§  655a.7(d)(4) (relating to wagers), the permissible three-card 

Poker hands must be: 

   (1)  A mini-royal, which is straight flush of an ace, king 

and queen. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is three cards of the same suit 

in consecutive rank. 

   (3)  A Three-of-a-kind, which is three cards of the same 

rank. 

   (4)  A straight, which is three cards of consecutive rank. 

   (5)  A flush, which is three cards of the same suit. 

   (6)  A pair, which is two cards of the same rank. 

 (d) If the certificate holder offers the optional Six Card 

Bonus Wager, the Poker hands eligible for a payout are: 

   (1) A six card royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an 

ace, king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 of the same suit. 

   (2) A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (3) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking. 

   (4) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

   (5) A full house, which is a hand consisting of three-of-a-

kind and a pair.  
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   (6) A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit. 

   (7) A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit. 

   (8) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

§ 655a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Mississippi Stud shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved wagering instruments on 

the appropriate betting areas of the table layout. Verbal wagers 

accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at the Mississippi Stud table 

may place a wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager 

and received cards, that player shall remain seated until the 

completion of the round of play. If a player leaves the table 

during a round of play, any wagers made by the player may be 

considered abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All Ante, Progressive Payout, Three Card Bonus, Five Card 

Hand Bonus and Six Card Bonus Wagers shall be placed prior to 

the dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the 

dealing procedure in §  655a.8, §  655a.9 or §  655a.10 

(relating to procedure for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the cards from the hand; and 

procedures for dealing the cards from an automated dealing 
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shoe). Except as provided in §  655a.11(b), (d) and (f) 

(relating to procedures for completion of each round of play), a 

wager may not be made, increased or withdrawn after the dealer 

announces ‘‘no more bets’’ and begins dealing the cards. 

 (d)  The following wagers may be placed in the game of 

Mississippi Stud: 

   (1)  A player shall place an Ante Wager to participate in a 

round of play. 

   (2)  In accordance with §  655a.11(b), (d) and (f), 3rd 

Street, 4th Street and 5th Street Wagers. 

   (3)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer to each player at a Mississippi Stud table 

the option to make an additional Progressive Payout Wager that 

the player will receive a Progressive Payout Hand. After placing 

an Ante Wager, a player may make an additional Progressive 

Payout Wager by placing a value chip into the progressive 

wagering device designated for that player. Each player shall be 

responsible for verifying that the player’s respective 

Progressive Payout Wager has been accepted. 

   (4)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2, offer to each player at a 

Mississippi Stud table the option to make an additional Three 

Card Bonus Wager that the three community cards will form a 
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three-card Poker hand of a pair or better as defined in 

§  655a.6(c) (relating to Mississippi Stud hand rankings). 

   (5)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Mississippi 

Stud table the option to make an additional Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager that the player’s five-card Poker hand will contain a 

flush or better as defined in §  655a.6(b). After placing an 

Ante Wager, a player may make the additional Five Card Hand 

Bonus Wager by using the electronic wagering device designated 

for that player. Each player shall be responsible for verifying 

that the player’s Five Card Hand Bonus Wager has been accepted. 

   (6) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player who placed an Ante 

Wager the option of placing a Six Card Bonus Wager which shall 

win if the player’s two cards and the four additional Six Card 

Bonus cards form a three-of-a-kind or better as described in 

655a.6(d). A Six Card Bonus Wager shall have no bearing on any 

other wagers made by the player. 

 (e)  The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under § 601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which 

a player may place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 655a.8. Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 
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 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  655a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe either by the dealer or by 

the automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing the cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Payout Wager or the Five 

Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, use the progressive 

table game system or the electronic wagering system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout or Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers. The dealer shall then collect any Progressive 

Payout Wagers and, on the layout in front of the table inventory 

container, verify that the number of value chips wagered equals 

the number of Progressive Payout Wagers accepted by the 

progressive table game system. The dealer shall then place the 

value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (c)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is the closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. 
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 (d)  If any player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer 

shall deal four cards, face down, to the area on the layout 

designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus cards. The 

dealer shall then, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal the cards as follows: 

   (1)  Two cards face down to each player who placed an Ante 

Wager in accordance with §  655a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). 

   (2)  Three cards face down to the area designated for the 

placement of the community cards. 

 (e)  After two cards have been dealt to each player and three 

cards have been dealt to the area designated for the community 

cards, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 

shoe and, except as provided in subsection (f), place the stub 

in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 
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 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (h)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player 

has more or less than 2 cards or the area designated for the 

placement of the community cards has more or less than 3 cards) 

but 52 cards remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all 

wagers shall be returned to the players. If the cards were not 

misdealt, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the entire deck of cards shall be removed 

from the table. 

§ 655a.9. Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  655a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which he will hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 
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shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing the cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Payout Wager or the 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, use the progressive 

table game system or the electronic wagering system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout or Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been 

made, the dealer shall then collect the wagers and, on the 

layout in front of the table inventory container, verify that 

the number of value chips wagered equals the number of 

Progressive Payout Wagers accepted by the progressive table game 

system. The dealer shall then place the value chips into the 

table inventory container. 

 (b)  If any player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer 

shall deal four cards, face down, to the area on the layout 

designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus cards. The 

dealer shall then, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal the cards as follows: 

   (1)  Two cards face down to each player who placed an Ante 

Wager in accordance with §  655a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). 

   (2)  Three cards face down to the area designated for the 

placement of the community cards. 
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 (c)  After two cards have been dealt to each player and three 

cards have been dealt to the area designated for the community 

cards, the dealer shall, except as provided in subsection (d), 

place the stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player 

has more or less than 2 cards or the area designated for the 

placement of the community cards has more or less than 3 cards) 

but 52 cards remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all 

wagers shall be returned to the players. If the cards were not 

misdealt, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the entire deck of cards shall be removed 

from the table. 
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§ 655a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  655a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the dealing shoe dispensing any stacks, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive 

Payout Wager or the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, 

use the progressive table game system or the electronic wagering 

system to prevent the placement of any additional Progressive 

Payout or Five Card Hand Bonus Wagers. The dealer shall then 

collect any Progressive Payout Wagers and, on the layout in 

front of the table inventory container, verify that the number 

of value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout 

Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 

shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed an Ante Wager in 

accordance with §  655a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). As the 

remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the automated 
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dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the 

table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other players 

who has placed an Ante Wager. 

 (c)  After each stack of two cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with this section, the dealer shall 

remove the remaining cards from the automated dealing shoe. If 

any player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer shall, in 

accordance with the procedures in §  655a.9(a)(2) (relating to 

procedure for dealing the cards from the hand), deal face down 

from his hand the top four cards of the stack to the area of the 

layout designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus cards 

then deal the three community cards. Except as provided in 

subsection (d), after all three community cards have been dealt, 

the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device that counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine that the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 
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 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player 

has more or less than 2 cards or the area designated for the 

placement of the community cards has more or less than 3 cards) 

but 52 cards remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all 

wagers shall be returned to the players. If the cards were not 

misdealt, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the entire deck of cards shall be removed 

from the table. 

 (g)  Notwithstanding the requirements in subsections (b) and 

(c), if a certificate holder is utilizing an automated dealing 

shoe that automatically reshuffles the cards, the three 

community cards may be dispensed before the two cards are 

dispensed to each player. 

§ 655a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  655a.8, 

§  655a.9 or §  655a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 
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an automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player 

shall examine his cards, subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at Mississippi Stud shall be 

responsible for his own hand and no person other than the dealer 

and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards 

of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his cards in full view of the 

dealer at all times. 

   (3)  A player may not exchange or communicate information 

regarding his hand prior to the dealer revealing all of the 

community cards. Any violation shall result in a forfeiture of 

all wagers on that round by such person. 

 (b)  After each player has examined his cards and replaced them 

face down on the layout, the dealer shall, beginning with the 

player farthest to the dealer’s left and moving clockwise around 

the table, ask each player who placed an Ante Wager if he wishes 

to place a 3rd Street Wager in an amount equal to one, two or 

three times the amount of the player’s Ante Wager or fold. If a 

player folds, the Ante Wager shall be immediately collected and 

placed in the table inventory container and the folded hand 

shall be collected and placed in the discard rack unless the 

player made a Progressive Payout, Three Card Bonus, Five Card 

Hand Bonus or Six Card Bonus Wager in which case the cards shall 
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be left on the table until all optional wagers are resolved in 

accordance with subsection (i). 

 (c)  Once all players have either placed a 3rd Street Wager or 

folded, the dealer shall turn over and reveal the first 

community card. 

 (d)  Each player shall then either place a 4th Street Wager in 

an amount equal to one, two or three times the amount of the 

player’s Ante Wager in the designed 4th Street betting area or 

fold. If a player folds, the Ante Wager and 3rd Street Wager 

shall be immediately collected and placed in the table inventory 

container and the folded hand shall be collected and placed in 

the discard rack unless the player made a Progressive Payout, 

Three Card Bonus, Five Card Hand Bonus or Six Card Bonus Wager 

in which case the cards shall be left on the table until all 

wagers are resolved in accordance with subsection (i). 

 (e)  Once all remaining players have either placed a 4th Street 

Wager or folded, the dealer shall turn over and reveal the 

second community card. 

 (f)  Each player shall then either place a 5th Street Wager in 

an amount equal to one, two or three times the amount of the 

player’s Ante Wager in the designed 5th Street betting area or 

fold. If a player folds, the Ante Wager and the 3rd Street and 

4th Street Wagers shall be immediately collected and placed in 

the table inventory container and the folded hand shall be 
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collected and placed in the discard rack unless the player made 

a Progressive Payout, Three Card Bonus, Five Card Hand Bonus or 

Six Card Bonus Wager in which case the cards shall be left on 

the table until all optional wagers are resolved in accordance 

with subsection (i). 

 (g)  Once all remaining players have either placed a 5th Street 

Wager or folded, the dealer shall turn over and reveal the third 

community card. 

 (h)  Beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s right 

and continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction, 

the dealer shall turn the player’s two cards face up on the 

layout and combine them with the three community cards to form 

the highest ranking five-card Poker hand of that player. If the 

player’s hand: 

   (1) Is a pair of 5s or lower, the dealer shall collected the 

player’s losing Ante, 3rd Street, 4th Street and 5th Street 

Wagers. 

   (2) Is a pair of 6s, 7s, 8s, 9s or 10s, the player’s hand is 

a push and all Ante, 3rd Street, 4th Street and 5th Street 

Wagers shall be returned to the player.  

   (3) Is a pair of jacks or higher, the dealer shall pay the 

winning Ante, 3rd Street, 4th Street and 5th Street Wagers in 

accordance with the payout odds in § 655a.12(a). 
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 (i) After settling the player’s Ante, 3rd Street, 4th Street 

and 5th Street Wagers, the dealer shall settle the Progressive 

Payout, Three Card Bonus, Five Card Hand Bonus and Six Card 

Bonus Wagers, if offered by the certificate holder, as follows: 

   (1)   If a player placed a Progressive Payout Wager and the 

player’s two cards and the three community cards form a three-

of-a-kind or better, as defined in § 655a.6(b), the dealer 

shall: 

     (i)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

     (ii)   Verify that the appropriate light on the progressive 

table game system has been illuminated. 

     (iii)   Have a floorperson or above validate the 

progressive payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s 

approved internal control procedures. 

     (iv)  Pay the winning Progressive Payout Wager in 

accordance with §  655a.12(c)(1). If a player has won a 

progressive payout that is a percentage of the jackpot amount on 

the progressive meter, the progressive payout may not be paid 

from the table inventory container. If a player has won a 

progressive payout that is not being paid from the table 

inventory container, the cards of that player shall remain on 

the table until the necessary documentation has been completed. 

     (v)   Pay any Envy Bonus won in accordance with 

§  655a.12(c)(5). Players making a Progressive Payout Wager 
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shall receive an Envy Bonus when another player at the same 

Mississippi Stud table is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying 

Hand. Players are entitled to multiple Envy Bonuses if more than 

one player is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A 

player is not entitled to an Envy Bonus for his own hand. 

   (2)   If a player has won the placed a Three Card Bonus Wager 

and the three community cards: 

     (i) Form a three-card Poker hand of a pair or better as 

defined in § 655a.6(c), the dealer shall pay the winning Three 

Card Bonus Wager in accordance with § 655a.12(d). 

     (ii) Does not form a three-card Poker hand of a pair or 

better as defined in § 655a.6(c), the dealer shall collect the 

player’s losing Three Card Bonus Wager.   

   (3)   If a player placed a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager, the 

dealer shall settle any Magic Card or Lucky Bonus payouts and 

any winning Five Card Hand Bonus wagers as follows: 

     (i)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

     (ii)   Have a floorperson or above verify any Five Card 

Hand Bonus payout with odds of 500 for 1 or a payout that is a 

percentage of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter in 

accordance with approved internal control procedures submitted 

under §  465a.2 (relating to internal control systems and audit 

protocols). 
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     (iii)   Credit the player’s game account for the winning 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager or the Magic Card or Lucky Bonus 

payout in accordance with §  655a.12(e). If a player has won a 

Five Card Hand Bonus payout that is a percentage of the jackpot 

amount on the progressive meter, the payout may not be paid to 

the player’s game account. If a player has won a payout that is 

not being paid to the player’s game account, the winning hand 

must remain on the table until the necessary documentation has 

been completed. 

   (4) For the Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer shall reveal the 

four additional Six Card Bonus cards and combine them with the 

player’s two cards to form the highest ranking Poker hand as 

provided in 655a.6(d). If the player’s hand: 

     (i) Contains a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer shall 

pay the winning Six Card Bonus Wager in accordance with 

655a.12(f).  

     (ii) Does not contain a three-of-a-kind or better, the 

dealer shall collect the player’s losing Six Card Bonus Wager. 

 (j)  After all wagers have been settled, the dealer shall 

remove all remaining cards from the table and place them in the 

discard rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each 

hand in the event of a question or dispute. 

§ 655a.12. Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression. 
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 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Ante, 3rd 

Street, 4th Street and 5th Street Wagers in accordance with the 

following odds:  

Hand Payout 

Royal flush 500 to 1 

Straight flush 100 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 40 to 1 

Full house 10 to 1 

Flush 6 to 1 

Straight 4 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 

Two pair 2 to 1 

Pair of jacks or better 1 to 1 

Pair of 6s to 10s Push 

 (b)  Notwithstanding the payout odds in subsection (a), the 

aggregate payout limit for any hand may not exceed $50,000 or 

the maximum amount that one patron could win per round when 

betting the minimum wager, whichever is greater. 

 (c)  If a certificate holder offers the Progressive Payout 

Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay each winning 

Progressive Payout Wager at the odds in one of the following 
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payout tables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2:   

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Royal flush 
 

100% of meter 
 

100% Mega 

Jackpot 

100% Mega 

Jackpot 

100% Mega 

Jackpot 

Straight flush 
 

10% of meter 
 

100% Major 

Jackpot 

100% Major 

Jackpot 

100% Major 

Jackpot 

Four-of-a-kind 
 

300 for 1 
 

300 for 1 

 

100% Minor 

Jackpot 

100% Minor 

Jackpot 

Full house 50 for 1 50 for 1 50 for 1 50 for 1 

Flush 40 for 1 40 for 1 40 for 1 40 for 1 

Straight 30 for 1 30 for 1 30 for 1 30 for 1 

Three-of-a-kind 9 for 1 9 for 1 10 for 1 9 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking hand formed from the player’s two cards and the three 

community cards. 

   (3)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payouts in paragraph (1) [must be in the certificate holder’s 

Rules Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2 (relating to 

table games Rules Submissions). The initial and reset amount 

must also be in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission and 

may not be less than $10,000] shall be based upon the amount of 
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the Progressive Payout Wager being offered and shall be as 

follows: 

 Paytable A 

Seed/Reseed:  $10,000 for 1 

Incrementation 

Rate: 

  Primary 

  Reserve 

 

 

21% 

N/A 

 

 Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Seed/Reseed: 

  Mega 

  Major 

  Minor 

 

$10,000 for 1 

$1,000 for 1 

N/A 

 

$10,000 for 1 

$1,000 for 1 

$250 for 1 

 

$10,000 for 1 

$1,000 for 1 

$250 for 1 

Incrementation 

Rate: 

  Mega 

  Major 

  Minor 

 

 

11% 

10% 

N/A 

 

 

9% 

7% 

3% 

 

 

10% 

8% 

3% 

   (4)  Winning Progressive Payout Hands shall be paid in 

accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the player’s 

turn to be paid in accordance with §  655a.11(i)(4)(i)(D) 

(relating to procedures for completion of each round of play). 
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   (5)  Envy Bonus payouts shall be made according to the 

following payout schedules for every Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand 

based upon the amount of the Progressive Payout Wager placed by 

the player receiving the Envy Bonus:  

$1 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $1,000 

Straight flush $300 

 

$5 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $5,000 

Straight flush $1,500 

 (d)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Three Card 

Bonus Wager at the odds in one of the following paytables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Mini-royal 40 to 1 40 to 1 

Straight flush 40 to 1 40 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 30 to 1 30 to 1 

Straight 6 to 1 5 to 1 
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Flush 4 to 1 4 to 1 

Pair 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 

Hand Paytable C Paytable D 

Mini-royal 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Straight flush 40 to 1 40 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 30 to 1 30 to 1 

Straight 5 to 1 6 to 1 

Flush 4 to 1 3 to 1 

Pair 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 (e)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Royal flush 100% of meter 

Straight flush 10% of meter 

Four-of-a-kind 500 for 1 

Full house 100 for 1 

Flush 50 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed. 
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   (3)  The certificate holder may pay a Magic Card or Lucky 

Bonus in accordance with the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Magic Card 20 for 1 

Lucky Bonus 5 for 1 

   (4)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payout in paragraph (1) shall be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and shall be as follows: 

Seed: 

Reseed:  

$10,000 for 1 

$0 

Incrementation Rate: 

  Primary 

  Reserve  

 

13% 

8% 

 (f) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Six Card Bonus 

Wagers at the odds in one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2: 

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 100 to 1 
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Full house 25 to 1 25 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 20 to 1 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 9 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 5 to 1 8 to 1 

Hand Paytable D Paytable E 

Six-card royal flush—diamonds 
 

200,000 to 1 

Six-card royal flush—hearts, spades 

or clubs 

 
20,000 to 1 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 100 to 1 50 to 1 

Full house 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 7 to 1 5 to 1 

§ 655a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a) A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 
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 (b) A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c) If any player or the area designated for the placement of 

the community cards is dealt an incorrect number of cards, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d) If any of the community cards are inadvertently exposed 

prior to each player having either folded or placed a 3rd Street, 

4th Street or 5th Street Wager as provided in § 655a.11 (relating 

to procedures for completion of each round of play), all hands 

shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and 

the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (e) If an automated card shuffling device is being used and the 

device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f) If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal cards during a round 

of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from the 

device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g) If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe shall be covered or 
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have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table.  

CHAPTER 657a. CRAZY 4 POKER 
Sec. 

657a.1.    Definitions.  

657a.2.    Crazy 4 Poker table physical characteristics.  

657a.3.    Cards; number of decks.  

657a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

657a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

657a.6.    Crazy 4 Poker rankings.  

657a.7.    Wagers.  

657a.8.    Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe.  

657a.9.    Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand.  

657a.10.    Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

657a.11.    Procedures for completion of each round of play.  

657a.12.    Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression.  

657a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 657a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 
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otherwise:  

   Five-Card Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a 

player who placed a Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager when 

another player at the Crazy 4 Poker table is the holder of a 

Five-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand.  

   Five-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A player’s five-card 

Poker hand with a rank of a straight flush or better, as defined 

in §  657a.6(d) (relating to Crazy 4 Poker rankings).  

   Five-Card Progressive Payout Hand—A player’s five-card Poker 

hand with a rank of three-of-a-kind or better as defined in 

§  657a.6(d).  

   Four-Card Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a 

player who placed a Four-Card Progressive Payout Wager when 

another player at the Crazy 4 Poker table is the holder of a 

Four-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand.  

   Four-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A player’s four-card 

Poker hand with a rank of four-of-a-kind or, if included in the 

paytable selected by the certificate holder, a straight flush, 

as defined in §  657a.6(b).  

   Four-Card Progressive Payout Hand—A player’s four-card Poker 

hand with a rank of three-of-a-kind or better as defined in 

§  657a.6(b).  

   Hand—The four-card Poker hand that is held by each player and 

the dealer after the cards are dealt.  
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   Lucky Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed a 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on: 

     (i)   The player’s hand if the player is seated in the 

position that is randomly selected by the table game system. 

     (ii)   The dealer’s hand if the dealer position is randomly 

selected by the table game system.  

   Magic Card Bonus—An additional payout to a player who placed 

a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on: 

     (i)   The player’s hand if one of the player’s cards 

matches the card randomly selected by the table game system. 

     (ii)   The dealer’s hand if one of the dealer’s cards 

matches the card randomly selected by the table game system.  

   Play Wager—An additional wager that a player shall make if 

the player opts to remain in competition against the dealer 

after the player reviews his hand.  

   Queens Up Wager—The wager that a player is required to make 

prior to any cards being dealt to compete against a posted 

paytable, regardless of the outcome of the player’s hand against 

the dealer’s hand. 

§ 657a.2. Crazy 4 Poker table physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Crazy 4 Poker shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than six players on one side of the table 

and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 
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 (b)  The layout for a Crazy 4 Poker table shall be submitted to 

the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Four separate betting areas designated for the placement 

of the Ante, Play, Super Bonus and Queens Up Wagers for each 

player. The Super Bonus betting area must be located to the 

right of the Ante Wager betting area and be separated by an 

‘‘=’’ symbol. 

   (3)  If the certificate holder offers either the Four or 

Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager authorized under 

§  657a.7(d)(3) or (4) (relating to wagers), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Progressive Payout Wager for 

each player. 

   (4)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager authorized under §  657a.7(d)(5), each betting position 

must contain an electronic wagering system for the placement of 

the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager. 

   (5) If the certificate holder offers the Six Card Bonus Wager 

authorized under § 657a.7(d)(6), the layout shall contain: 

     (i) A separate area designated for the placement of the Six 

Card Bonus Wager for each player. 
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     (ii) A designated area on the layout for the Six Card Bonus 

card. 

   (6)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Crazy 4 Poker table. 

   (7)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the following: 

     (i)   The best four-card hand plays. 

     (ii)   The dealer qualifies with a king or better. 

     (iii)   A player who has a pair of aces or better may place 

a Play Wager in an amount up to three times the player’s Ante 

Wager. 

     (iv)   The player’s Super Bonus Wager shall be returned if 

the player beats or ties the dealer with a hand that is not a 

straight or better. 

   (8)  If the information in paragraph (7) is not on the 

layout, a sign which sets forth the required information must be 

posted at each Crazy 4 Poker table. 

 (c)  If a certificate holder offers either a Four or Five-Card 

Progressive Payout Wager in accordance with §  657a.7(d)(3) or 

(4), the Crazy 4 Poker table must have a progressive table game 

system, in accordance with §  605a.7 (relating to progressive 

table games), for the placement of Progressive Payout Wagers. If 
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the certificate holder is offering a Progressive Payout Wager on 

multiple linked tables or games in the same licensed facility, 

the progressive table game system must comply with §  605a.8 

(relating to linked progressive table games). The progressive 

table game system must include: 

   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Progressive Payout 

Wager. 

   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the gaming table, including a 

mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the 

recognition of any Progressive Payout Wager that a player 

attempts to place after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more 

bets.’’ 

 (d)  If the certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager authorized under §  657a.7(d)(5), the Crazy 4 Poker table 

must have a table game system, in accordance with §  605a.7 and 

an electronic wagering system in accordance with § §  605a.2 and 

605a.3 (relating to electronic wagering systems; and procedures 

for buying in to and cashing out of a table game using an 

electronic wagering system). Each betting position must contain 

an electronic wagering system for the placement of the Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wager. The system must include a mechanism, such as a 

lockout button, that prevents the placement of any Five Card 
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Hand Bonus Wagers that a player attempts to place after the 

dealer has begun dealing the cards. If the certificate holder is 

offering a Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on multiple linked tables 

or games in the same licensed facility, the progressive table 

game must comply with §  605a.8 (relating to linked progressive 

table games). 

 (e)  Each Crazy 4 Poker table must have a drop box and a tip 

box attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (f)  Each Crazy 4 Poker table must have a discard rack securely 

attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 657a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Crazy 4 Poker shall 

be played with one deck of cards that are identical in 

appearance and one cover card. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Crazy 4 

Poker may be played with two decks of cards in accordance with 

the following requirements: 
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   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 

   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks are continuously alternated in and out of 

play, with each deck being used for every other round of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck are placed in the discard 

rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Crazy 4 Poker shall be changed 

at least: 

   (1)  Every 4 hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Every 8 hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 657a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 
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 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  657a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 657a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 

completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling 

device shall place the deck of cards in a single stack. The 
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certificate holder may use an automated card shuffling device 

which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 

the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  657a.8, 

§  657a.9 or §  657a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with the procedures in subsection 

(d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 
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place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a Crazy 4 Poker table 

which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the 

dealing shoe and discard rack and spread out on the table face 

down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face up 

on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the 

procedures in §  657a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for 

gaming) and this section shall be completed. 

 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted and approved in accordance 

with §  461a.4 (relating to submission for testing and approval) 

prior to its use in the licensed facility. If a certificate 

holder is utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do 

not apply. 
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§ 657a.6. Crazy 4 Poker rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in Crazy 4 Poker, in order of 

highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 

8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace 

may be used to complete a straight flush or a straight with a 2, 

3 and 4 but may not be combined with any other sequence of cards 

(for example: king, ace, 2 and 3). All suits shall be equal in 

rank. 

 (b)  The permissible Poker hands in the game of Crazy 4 Poker, 

in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

   (1)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank, with four aces being the highest ranking 

four-of-a-kind and four 2s being the lowest ranking four-of-a-

kind. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with an ace, 

king, queen and jack being the highest ranking straight flush 

and an ace, 2, 3, 4 being the lowest ranking straight flush. 

   (3)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, with three aces being the highest 

ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking 

three-of-a-kind. 

   (4)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of four cards of the 

same suit, regardless of rank. 
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   (5)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of four cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank, with ace, king, 

queen and jack being the highest ranking straight and an ace, 2, 

3, 4 being the lowest ranking straight. 

   (6)  Two pairs, which is a hand consisting of two pairs with 

two aces and two kings being the highest ranking two pair and 

two 3s and two 2s being the lowest ranking two pair. 

   (7)  A pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the 

same rank, with two aces being the highest ranking pair and two 

2s being the lowest ranking pair. 

 (c)  When comparing two Poker hands that are of identical rank 

under subsection (b), or that contain none of the hands listed 

in subsection (b), the hand that contains the highest ranking 

card under subsection (a), which is not in the other hand, shall 

be considered the higher ranking hand. If the hands are of equal 

rank after the application of this section, the hands shall be 

considered a tie. 

 (d)  If the certificate holder offers a payout based on the 

rank of a five-card Poker hand, the rank of the hands must be: 

   (1)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand, other than a royal 

flush, consisting of five cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking. 
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   (3)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank. 

   (4)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair. 

   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order. 

   (6)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank. 

   (7)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank. 

 (e) If the certificate holder offers the optional Six Card 

Bonus Wager, the Poker hands eligible for a payout are: 

   (1) A six card royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an 

ace, king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 of the same suit. 

   (2) A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (3) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking. 

   (4) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

   (5) A full house, which is a hand consisting of three-of-a-

kind and a pair.  

   (6) A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit. 
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   (7) A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit. 

   (8) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

§ 657a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Crazy 4 Poker shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved wagering instruments on 

the appropriate areas of the table layout. Verbal wagers 

accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at a Crazy 4 Poker table may 

wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and received 

cards, that player shall remain seated until the completion of 

the round of play. If a player leaves the table during a round 

of play, any wagers made by the player may be considered 

abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All wagers, except the Play Wager, shall be placed prior 

to the dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in §  657a.8, §  657a.9 or §  657a.10 

(relating to procedure for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the cards from the hand; and 

procedures for dealing the cards from an automated dealing 

shoe). Except as provided in §  657a.11(b) (relating to 

procedures for completion of each round of play), a wager may 
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not be made, increased or withdrawn after the dealer has 

announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  The following wagers may be placed in the game of Crazy 4 

Poker: 

   (1)  A player shall compete against the dealer’s four-card 

Poker hand by placing both an Ante Wager and a Super Bonus Wager 

in equal amounts, then a Play Wager, in accordance with 

§  657a.11(b). 

   (2)  In addition to the Ante and Super Bonus Wagers, a player 

may compete against a posted paytable by placing a Queens Up 

Wager. 

   (3)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer to each player at a Crazy 4 Poker table the 

option to make an additional Four-Card Progressive Payout Wager 

that the player will receive a Four-Card Progressive Payout 

Hand. After placing the Ante and Super Bonus Wagers, a player 

may make the additional Four-Card Progressive Payout Wager by 

placing a value chip onto the progressive wagering device 

designated for that player. Each player shall be responsible for 

verifying that the player’s respective Progressive Payout Wager 

has been accepted. 

   (4)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2, offer to each player at a Crazy 4 
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Poker table the option to make an additional Five-Card 

Progressive Payout Wager that the player will receive a Five-

Card Progressive Payout Hand. After placing the Ante and Super 

Bonus Wagers, a player may make the additional Five-Card 

Progressive Payout Wager by placing a value chip onto the 

progressive wagering device designated for that player. Each 

player shall be responsible for verifying that the player’s 

respective Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager has been accepted. 

   (5)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Crazy 4 Poker 

table the option to make an additional Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager that the player’s five-card Poker hand or the dealer’s 

five-card Poker hand, or both, will contain a flush or better as 

defined in §  657a.6(d) (relating to Crazy 4 Poker rankings). 

After placing Ante and Super Bonus Wagers, a player may make the 

additional Five Card Hand Bonus Wager on the player’s hand or 

the dealer’s hand, or both, by using the electronic wagering 

device designated for that player. Each player shall be 

responsible for verifying that the player’s Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager has been accepted. 

   (6) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player who placed an Ante 

and Super Bonus Wager the option of placing a Six Card Bonus 

Wager which shall win if the player’s five cards and the 
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additional Six Card Bonus card form a three-of-a-kind or better 

as described in 657a.6(e). A Six Card Bonus Wager shall have no 

bearing on any other wagers made by the player. 

 (e)  The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under § 601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which 

a player may place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 657a.8. Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  657a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by the 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing the cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Payout Wager or the Five 

Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, use the progressive 

table game system or the electronic wagering system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout or Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been 

made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in 

front of the table inventory container, verify that the number 
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of value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout 

Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 

shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 

 (c)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed face down on the appropriate area of the layout with the 

opposite hand. 

 (d)  After all wagers have been placed, if any player placed a 

Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer shall deal one card, face down, 

to the area on the layout designated for the placement of the 

Six Card Bonus card. The dealer shall then, starting with the 

player farthest to the dealer’s left and continuing around the 

table in a clockwise manner, deal one card at a time to each 

player who placed the required wagers in accordance with 

§  657a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers) and to the dealer until 

each player and the dealer have five cards. 

 (e)  After five cards have been dealt to each player and the 

dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 

shoe and, except as provided in subsection (f), place the stub 

in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 
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the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (h)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player or 

the dealer has more or less than 5 cards) but 52 cards remain in 

the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be 

returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 657a.9. Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  657a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which to hold the cards, the 
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dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Payout Wager or the 

Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, use the progressive 

table game system or the electronic wagering system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout or Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been 

made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in 

front of the table inventory container, verify that the number 

of value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout 

Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 

shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deal each card by holding the deck of 

cards in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the 

top card of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate 

area of the layout. If any player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, 

the dealer shall deal one card, face down, to the area on the 

layout designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus card. 

The dealer shall then, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 
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manner, deal one card at a time to each player who placed the 

required wagers in accordance with §  657a.7(d)(1) (relating to 

wagers) and to the dealer until each player and the dealer have 

five cards. 

 (c)  After five cards have been dealt to each player and the 

dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 

shoe and, except as provided in subsection (d), place the stub 

in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player or 

the dealer has more or less than 5 cards), but 52 cards remain 

in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be 

returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 
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hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 657a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  657a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive 

Payout Wager or the Five Card Hand Bonus Wager is being offered, 

use the progressive table game system or the electronic wagering 

system to prevent the placement of any additional Progressive 

Payout or Five Card Hand Bonus Wagers. If any Progressive Payout 

Wagers have been made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, 

on the layout in front of the table inventory container, verify 

that the number of value chips wagered equals the number of 

Progressive Payout Wagers accepted by the progressive table game 

system. The dealer shall then place the value chips into the 

table inventory container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed a wager in 
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accordance with §  657a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). As the 

remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the automated 

dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the 

table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other players 

who has placed a wager in accordance with §  657a.7(d)(1). The 

dealer shall then deliver a stack of five cards face down to the 

area designated for the placement of the dealer’s cards. If any 

player placed a Six Card Bonus Wager, the dealer shall then 

remove the next stack of five cards dispensed by the automated 

dealing shoe and deal the top card of the stack face down to the 

area of the layout designated for the placement of the Six Card 

Bonus card then place the remaining cards of the stack in the 

discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (c)  After each stack of five cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall 

remove the stub from the automated dealing shoe and, except as 

provided in subsection (d), place the cards in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards is still 
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present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player or 

the dealer has more or less than 5 cards), but 52 cards remain 

in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be 

returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 657a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  657a.8, 

§  657a.9 or §  657a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player 

shall examine his cards, subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at Crazy 4 Poker shall be 

responsible for his own hand and no person other than the dealer 

and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards 

of that player. 
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   (2)  Each player shall keep his five cards in full view of 

the dealer at all times. 

 (b)  After each player has examined his cards, the dealer 

shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 

and moving clockwise around the table, ask each player who 

placed Ante and Super Bonus Wagers if he wishes to forfeit the 

Ante and Super Bonus Wagers and end his participation in the 

round of play or make a Play Wager in an amount equal to the 

player’s Ante Wager. A player who has a pair of aces or better 

may place a Play Wager in an amount up to three times the 

player’s Ante Wager. If a player: 

   (1)  Has placed Ante, Super Bonus and Queens Up Wagers but 

does not make a Play Wager, the player shall forfeit all three 

wagers. 

   (2)  Has placed Ante, Super Bonus and Four or Five-Card 

Progressive Payout Wagers but does not make a Play Wager, the 

player shall forfeit all three wagers but may not forfeit the 

eligibility to receive an Envy Bonus under §  657a.12(d)(5) or 

(e)(5) (relating to payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of 

progression). 

   (3) Has placed Ante, Super Bonus and a Six Card Bonus Wagers 

but does not make a Play Wager, the player shall forfeit the 

Ante and Super Bonus Wager but does not forfeit the Six Card 

Bonus Wager and the player’s cards shall remain on the layout 
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until the optional wager is settled in accordance with 

subsection (g). 

 (c)  After each player who has placed Ante and Super Bonus 

Wagers has either placed a Play Wager on the designated area of 

the layout or forfeited his wagers and hand, the dealer shall 

collect all forfeited wagers and associated cards and place the 

cards in the discard rack. The dealer shall then reveal the 

dealer’s cards and place the cards so as to form the highest 

possible ranking four-card Poker hand. After the dealer’s cards 

are turned face up, the dealer shall, beginning with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s right and continuing around the table 

in a counterclockwise direction, complete the following 

applicable procedures in succession for each player: 

   (1)  The dealer shall turn the five cards of each player face 

up on the layout. 

   (2)  The dealer shall examine the cards of the player and 

form the highest possible ranking four-card Poker hand for each 

player. 

   (3)  If the dealer’s highest ranking four-card Poker hand: 

     (i)   Is ranked lower than a king, the dealer shall return 

each player’s Ante Wager and pay out the Play and Super Bonus 

Wagers made by the player in accordance with the payout odds in 

§  657a.12(a) and (b). The player’s Super Bonus Wager shall be 
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returned if the player’s winning hand is not a straight or 

better. 

     (ii)   Is a king or better, and the player’s highest 

ranking four-card Poker hand is ranked: 

       (A)   Lower than the dealer’s four-card Poker hand, the 

dealer shall immediately collect the Ante and Play Wagers made 

by the player but shall pay out the Super Bonus Wager made by 

the player in accordance with the payout odds in §  657a.12(b). 

       (B)   Higher than the dealer’s four-card Poker hand, the 

dealer shall pay the Ante, Play and Super Bonus Wagers made by 

the player in accordance with the payout odds in §  657a.12(a) 

and (b). The player’s Super Bonus Wager will be returned if the 

player’s winning hand is not a straight or better. 

       (C)   Is equal in rank to the dealer’s four-card hand, 

the dealer shall return the Ante and Play Wagers and pay out the 

Super Bonus Wager in accordance with the payout odds in 

§  657a.12(b). The player’s Super Bonus Wager will be returned 

if the player’s winning hand is not a straight or better. 

 (d)  After settling the player’s Ante, Play and Super Bonus 

Wagers, the dealer shall settle a Queens Up Wager by determining 

whether the player’s four-card Poker hand qualifies for a payout 

in accordance with §  657a.12(c). A winning Queens Up Wager 

shall be paid irrespective of whether the player’s four-card 

Poker hand outranks the dealer’s hand. 
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 (e)  After settling a player’s Ante, Play, Super Bonus and 

Queens Up Wagers, the dealer shall then settle the Four-Card or 

Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager, if offered by the 

certificate holder. For the Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager, 

the dealer shall form the highest ranking five-card Poker hand 

from the five cards dealt to each player. A winning Progressive 

Payout Wager shall be paid irrespective of whether the player’s 

hand outranks the dealer’s hand. If a player has won a 

progressive payout, the dealer shall: 

   (1)  Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

   (2)  Verify that the appropriate light on the progressive 

table game system has been illuminated. 

   (3)  Have a floorperson or above validate the progressive 

payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s approved 

internal control procedures. 

   (4)  Pay the winning Four-Card Progressive Payout Wager in 

accordance with the payout odds in §  657a.12(d)(1) or the 

winning Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager in accordance with 

the payout odds in §  657a.12(e)(1). If a player has won a 

progressive payout that is a percentage of the jackpot amount on 

the progressive meter, the progressive payout may not be paid 

from the table inventory container. If a player has won a 

progressive payout that is not being paid from the table 
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inventory container, the cards of that player shall remain on 

the table until the necessary documentation has been completed. 

   (5)  Pay any Envy Bonus as follows: 

     (i)   Players making a Four-Card Progressive Payout Wager 

shall receive a Four-Card Envy Bonus when another player at the 

same Crazy 4 Poker table is the holder of a Four-Card Envy Bonus 

Qualifying Hand. Players are entitled to multiple Four-Card Envy 

Bonuses if more than one other player is the holder of a Four-

Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A player is not entitled to a 

Four-Card Envy Bonus for his own hand or the hand of the dealer. 

Four-Card Envy Bonus payouts shall be made in accordance with 

the payouts in §  657a.12(d)(5). 

     (ii)   Players making a Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager 

shall receive a Five-Card Envy Bonus when another player at the 

same Crazy 4 Poker table is the holder of a Five-Card Envy Bonus 

Qualifying Hand. Players are entitled to multiple Five-Card Envy 

Bonuses if more than one other player is the holder of a Five-

Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A player is not entitled to a 

Five-Card Envy Bonus for his own hand or the hand of the dealer. 

Five-Card Envy Bonus payouts shall be made in accordance with 

the payouts in §  657a.12(e)(5). 

 (f)  After settling a player’s Ante, Play, Super Bonus and 

Queens Up Wagers, the dealer shall then settle the Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wager, if offered by the certificate holder, and any 
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Magic Card or Lucky Bonus payouts. A winning Five Card Hand 

Bonus Wager shall be paid irrespective of whether the player’s 

hand outranks the dealer’s hand. If a player has won a Five Card 

Hand Bonus or any Magic Card or Lucky Bonus payout, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

   (2)  Have a floorperson or above verify any Five Card Hand 

Bonus payout with odds of 500 for 1 or a payout that is a 

percentage of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter in 

accordance with approved internal control procedures submitted 

under §  465a.2 (relating to internal control systems and audit 

protocols). 

   (3)  Credit the player’s game account for the winning Five 

Card Hand Bonus Wager or the Magic Card or Lucky Bonus payout in 

accordance with §  657.12(f). If a player has won a Five Card 

Hand Bonus payout that is a percentage of the jackpot amount on 

the progressive meter, the payout may not be paid to the 

player’s game account. If a player has won a payout that is not 

being paid to the player’s game account, the winning hand must 

remain on the table until the necessary documentation has been 

completed. 

 (g) After the Play, Ante, Queens Up and Super Bonus Wagers have 

been settled, the dealer shall settle the player’s Six Card 

Bonus Wager. The dealer shall reveal the Six Card Bonus card and 
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combine it with the player’s five cards to form the highest 

ranking Poker hand in accordance with 657a.6(e). If the player’s 

hand: 

   (1) Does not contain a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer 

shall collect the player’s losing Six Card Bonus Wager. 

   (2) Contains a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer shall 

pay the winning Six Card Bonus Wager in accordance with 

657a.12(g). 

(h)  After all wagers have been settled, the dealer shall remove 

all remaining cards from the table and place them in the discard 

rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each hand in 

the event of a question or dispute. 

§ 657a.12. Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Ante and Play 

Wagers at odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  A certificate holder shall pay the player’s Super Bonus 

Wager in accordance with the following odds:  

Hand Paytable 

Four aces 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 30 to 1 

Straight flush 15 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 2 to 1 

Flush 3 to 2 
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Straight 1 to 1 

 (c)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Queens Up 

Wagers at the odds in one of the following paytables, selected 

by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions):  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Straight flush 30 to 1 40 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 9 to 1 8 to 1 

Flush 4 to 1 4 to 1 

Straight 3 to 1 3 to 1 

Two pair 2 to 1 2 to 1 

Pair of queens or better 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 

Hand Paytable C Paytable D 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Straight flush 30 to 1 40 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 8 to 1 7 to 1 

Flush 4 to 1 4 to 1 

Straight 3 to 1 3 to 1 
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Two pair 2 to 1 2 to 1 

Pair of queens or better 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 (d)  If a certificate holder offers the Four-Card Progressive 

Payout Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Four-Card 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the odds in one of the following 

payout tables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Four aces 100% of meter 100% of meter 

Four-of-a-kind 300 for 1 300 for 1 

Straight flush 100 for 1 100 for 1 

Three-of-a-kind 9 for 1 15 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking four-card Poker hand formed. 

   (3)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payout in paragraph (1) shall be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and shall be as follows: 
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 Paytable A Paytable B 

Seed/Reseed:  $5,000 for 1 $1,000 for 1 

Incrementation 

Rate: 

  Primary 

 Reserve 

 

29% 

N/A 

 

25% 

5% 

   (4)  Winning Four-Card Progressive Payout Hands shall be paid 

in accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the 

player’s turn to be paid in accordance with §  657a.11(e) 

(relating to procedures for completion of each round of play). 

   (5)  Four-Card Envy Bonus payouts shall be made according to 

the following payout schedules for Four-Card Envy Bonus 

Qualifying Hands based upon the amount of the Four-Card 

Progressive Payout Wager placed by the player receiving the Envy 

Bonus: 

     (i)   If the certificate holder selects paytable A from 

paragraph (1), the payout shall be:  

$1 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Four aces $100 

Four-of-a-kind $10 

Straight flush $5 
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$5 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Four aces $500 

Four-of-a-kind $50 

Straight flush $25 

     (ii)   If the certificate holder selects paytable B from 

paragraph (1), the payout shall be:  

$1 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Four aces $100 

Four-of-a-kind $25 

$5 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Four aces $500 

Four-of-a-kind $125 

 (e)  If a certificate holder offers the Five-Card Progressive 

Payout Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Five-Card 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the odds in one of the following 

payout tables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2:   
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Royal flush 100% of meter 
100% Mega 

Jackpot 

100% Mega 

Jackpot 

100% Mega 

Jackpot 

Straight flush 10% of meter 
100% Major 

Jackpot 

100% Major 

Jackpot 

100% Major 

Jackpot 

Four-of-a-kind 300 for 1 300 for 1 
100% Minor 

Jackpot 

100% Minor 

Jackpot 

Full house 50 for 1 50 for 1 50 for 1 50 for 1 

Flush 40 for 1 40 for 1 40 for 1 40 for 1 

Straight 30 for 1 30 for 1 30 for 1 30 for 1 

Three-of-a-kind 9 for 1 9 for 1 10 for 1 9 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed. 

   (3)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payout in paragraph (1) shall be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and shall be as follows: 

 Paytable A 

Seed/Reseed:  $10,000 for 1 

Incrementation 

Rate: 

  Primary 

 

 

21% 
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  Reserve      N/A  

 

 Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Seed/Reseed: 

  Mega 

  Major 

  Minor 

 

$10,000 for 1 

$1,000 for 1 

N/A 

 

$10,000 for 1 

$1,000 for 1 

$250 for 1 

 

$10,000 for 1 

$1,000 for 1 

$250 for 1 

Incrementation 

Rate: 

  Mega 

  Major 

  Minor 

 

 

11% 

10% 

N/A 

 

 

9% 

7% 

3% 

 

 

10% 

8% 

3% 

   (4)  Winning Five-Card Progressive Payout Hands shall be paid 

in accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the 

player’s turn to be paid in accordance with §  657a.11(e). 

   (5)  Five-Card Envy Bonus payouts shall be made according to 

the following payouts for Five-Card Envy Bonus Qualifying Hands 

based upon the amount of the Five-Card Progressive Payout Wager 

placed by the player receiving the Envy Bonus:  

$1 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $1,000 

Straight flush $300 
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$5 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Royal flush $5,000 

Straight flush $1,500 

 (f)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Hand Bonus 

Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Five Card 

Hand Bonus Wagers at the odds in the following paytable: 

Hand Payout 

Royal flush 100% of meter 

Straight flush 10% of meter 

Four-of-a-kind 500 for 1 

Full house 100 for 1 

Flush 50 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand formed. If a player placed a Five 

Card Bonus Wager on both the dealer’s hand and the player’s 

hand, the player shall receive a payout in accordance with 

paragraph (1) for both the highest ranking five-card Poker hand 

of the dealer and the highest ranking five-card Poker hand of 

the player. If the dealer’s hand qualifies for a payout that is 

a percentage of the jackpot amount on the progressive meter and 

if more than one player wagered on the dealer’s hand, the 
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jackpot will be divided equally among the number of players who 

wagered on the dealer’s hand. 

   (3)  The certificate holder may pay a Magic Card or Lucky 

Bonus in accordance with the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Magic Card 20 for 1 

Lucky Bonus 5 for 1 

   (4)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payout in paragraph (1) shall be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and shall be as follows: 

Seed: 

Reseed:  

$10,000 for 1 

$0 

Incrementation Rate: 

  Primary 

  Reserve  

 

13% 

8% 

 (g) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Six Card Bonus 

Wagers at the odds in one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2: 

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 
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Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 100 to 1 

Full house 25 to 1 25 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 20 to 1 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 9 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 5 to 1 8 to 1 

Hand Paytable D Paytable E 

Six-card royal flush—diamonds 
 

200,000 to 1 

Six-card royal flush—hearts, spades 

or clubs 

 
20,000 to 1 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 100 to 1 50 to 1 

Full house 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 7 to 1 5 to 1 

§ 657a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 
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the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c)  If any player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number 

of cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d)  If any of the dealer’s cards are inadvertently exposed 

prior to each player having either folded or placed a Play Wager 

as provided under §  657a.11 (relating to procedures for 

completion of each round of play), all hands shall be void, all 

wagers shall be returned to the players and the cards shall be 

reshuffled. 

 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal cards during a round 

of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from the 

device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 
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shuffling device or automated dealing shoe shall be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table.  
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§ 659a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Copy hand—A high hand, medium hand or low hand of a player 

that is identical in rank to the corresponding high hand, medium 

hand or low hand of the dealer.  

   Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a player 

who placed a Qualifying Wager when another player at the Fortune 

Asia Poker table is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying 

Hand.  

   Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A player’s Fortune Asia Poker hand 

with a rank of a four-of-a-kind or better formed from the seven 

cards dealt to a player.  

   High hand—The four-card hand that is formed from the seven 

cards dealt so as to rank higher than the medium hand and the 

low hand.  

   Low hand—The one-card hand that is formed from the seven 

cards dealt so as to rank lower than the high hand and the 

medium hand.  

   Medium hand—The two-card hand that is formed from the seven 

cards dealt so as to rank lower than the high hand and higher 

than the low hand.  

   Qualifying Wager—A Fortune Bonus Wager of at least $5 that 
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may entitle a player to an Envy Bonus.  

   Setting the hands—The process of forming a high hand, medium 

hand and low hand from the seven cards dealt. 

§ 659a.2. Fortune Asia Poker table; shaker; physical 

characteristics. 

 (a)  Fortune Asia Poker shall be played at a table having 

betting positions for no more than six players on one side of 

the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Fortune Asia Poker table shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in 

accordance with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table 

game layouts, signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Fortune Asia Poker Wager for each player. 

   (3)  Three separate areas designated for the placement of the 

high hand, medium hand and low hand of each player. 

   (4)  Three separate areas designated for the placement of the 

high hand, medium hand and low hand of the dealer. 

   (5)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Fortune 

Bonus Wager authorized under §  659a.7(e)(1) (relating to 

wagers), a separate area designated for the placement of the 

Fortune Bonus Wager for each player. 
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   (6)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Insurance 

Wager authorized under §  659a.7(e)(2), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Insurance Wager for each 

player. 

   (7)  If the certificate holder offers the optional 

Progressive Payout Wager authorized under §  659a.7(e)(3), a 

separate area designed for the placement of the Progressive 

Payout Wager for each player. 

   (8)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If the payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Fortune Asia Poker 

table. 

 (c)  To determine the starting position for the dealing or 

delivery of the cards, Fortune Asia Poker may be played with: 

   (1)  A shaker, approved in accordance with §  601a.10(a), 

which shall be designed and constructed to maintain the 

integrity of the game. The shaker shall be the responsibility of 

the dealer, may not be left unattended while at the table and 

must: 

     (i)   Be capable of housing three dice that when not being 

shaken shall be maintained within the shaker. Dice that have 
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been placed in a shaker for use in gaming may not remain on a 

table for more than 24 hours. 

     (ii)   Be designed to prevent the dice from being seen 

while being shaken. 

     (iii)   Have the name or logo of the certificate holder 

imprinted or impressed thereon. 

   (2)  A computerized random number generator which must be 

approved by the Bureau of Gaming Laboratory Operations in 

accordance with §  461a.4 (relating to submission for testing 

and approval) prior to its use. 

 (d)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Progressive 

Payout Wager in accordance with §  659a.7(e)(3), the Fortune 

Asia Poker table must have a progressive table game system in 

accordance with §  605a.7 (relating to progressive table games) 

for the placement of Progressive Payout Wagers. The progressive 

table game system must include: 

   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Progressive Payout 

Wager. 

   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the gaming table, including a 

mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the 

placement of any Progressive Payout Wager that a player attempts 

to place after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 
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 (e)  Each Fortune Asia Poker table must have a drop box and a 

tip box attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer and in locations approved by the 

Bureau of Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). 

The Bureau of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative 

location for the tip box when a card shuffling device or other 

table game equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and 

tip box on the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite 

sides of, the dealer. 

 (f)  Each Fortune Asia Poker table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 659a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Fortune Asia Poker 

shall be played with one deck of cards that are identical in 

appearance and two cover cards. The deck of cards used to play 

Fortune Asia Poker must include one joker. A certificate holder 

may use decks that are manufactured with two jokers provided 

that only one joker is used for gaming. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Fortune 

Asia Poker may be played with two decks of cards in accordance 

with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 
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   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks of cards shall be continuously alternated in 

and out of play, with each deck being used for every other round 

of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Fortune Asia Poker shall be 

changed at least every: 

   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 659a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  If the deck of cards used by the certificate holder 

contains two jokers, the dealer and a floorperson shall ensure 

that only one joker is utilized and that the other joker is torn 

in half and placed in the box, envelope or container that the 

deck came from. After the cards are inspected, the cards shall 

be spread out face up on the table for visual inspection by the 

first player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread 
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in horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and 

in sequence and include the one joker. 

 (c)  After the first player is afforded an opportunity to 

visually inspect the cards, the cards shall be turned face down 

on the table, mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards and 

stacked. Once the cards have been stacked, they shall be 

shuffled in accordance with §  659a.5 (relating to shuffle and 

cut of the cards; procedures for determining the starting 

position for dealing cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 659a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards; procedures for 

determining the starting position for dealing cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by the floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle 
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the cards, either manually or by use of an automated card 

shuffling device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. 

Upon completion of the shuffle, the dealer or device shall place 

the deck of cards in a single stack provided, however, that the 

certificate holder may use an automated card shuffling device 

which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 

the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, determine the starting position in accordance 

with subsection (g), then deal the cards in accordance with 

§  659a.8, §  659a.9 or §  659a.10 (relating to procedures for 

dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for 

dealing the cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the 

cards from an automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with subsection (c). 

 (c)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 
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The dealer shall then determine the starting position in 

accordance with subsection (g), and deal the cards in accordance 

with §  659a.8, §  659a.9 or §  659a.10. 

 (d)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (e)  If there is no gaming activity at a Fortune Asia Poker 

table which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from 

the dealing shoe and discard rack and spread out on the table 

face down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face 

up on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the 

procedures in §  659a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for 

gaming) and this section shall be completed. 

 (f)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device designed to automatically reshuffle the cards provided 

that the device is submitted and approved in accordance with 

§  461a.4 (relating to submission for testing and approval) 

prior to its use in the licensed facility. If a certificate 

holder is utilizing the approved device, subsections (c)—(e) do 

not apply. 
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 (g)  To determine the starting position for the dealing of 

cards, the certificate holder shall use one of the following: 

   (1)  A shaker in accordance with the following procedures: 

     (i)   The dealer shall shake the shaker at least three 

times to cause a random mixture of the dice. 

     (ii)   The dealer shall then remove the lid covering the 

dice and place the uncovered shaker on the designated area of 

the table layout. The dealer shall then total the dice and 

announce the total. 

     (iii)   To determine the starting position, the dealer 

shall count each betting position in order, regardless of 

whether there is a wager at the betting position, beginning with 

the dealer as number one and continuing around the table in a 

counterclockwise manner, until the count matches the total of 

the three dice. 

     (iv)   After the dealing procedures required under 

§  659a.8, §  659a.9 or §  659a.10 have been completed, the 

dealer shall place the cover on the shaker and shake the shaker 

once. The shaker shall then be placed to the right of the 

dealer. 

   (2)  A computerized random number generator to select and 

display a number from 1 to 7. To determine the starting 

position, the dealer shall count each betting position in order, 

regardless of whether there is a wager at the betting position, 
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beginning with the dealer as number one and continuing around 

the table in a counterclockwise manner, until the count matches 

the number displayed by the random number generator. 

 (h)  After the starting position for a round of play has been 

determined, a certificate holder may mark that position with an 

additional cover card or similar object approved by the Bureau 

of Gaming Operations. 

§ 659a.6. Fortune Asia Poker rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in Fortune Asia Poker, in order 

of highest to lowest, shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 

8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace 

may be used to complete a straight flush or a straight formed 

with a 2, 3 and 4 but may not be combined with any other 

sequence of cards (for example: queen, king, ace and 2). The 

joker shall be used and ranked as an ace or may be used as any 

card to complete a straight, a flush, a straight flush or a 

royal flush. 

 (b)  The permissible Poker hands at the game of Fortune Asia 

Poker, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

   (1)  Four aces, which is a hand consisting of four aces. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with ace, king, 

queen, jack being the highest ranking straight flush and an ace, 

2, 3, 4 being the second highest ranking straight flush. 
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   (3)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank, with four kings being the highest 

ranking four-of-a-kind and four 2s being the lowest ranking 

four-of-a-kind. 

   (4)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of four cards of the 

same suit. When comparing two flushes, the provisions in 

subsection (c) shall be applied. 

   (5)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of four cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit, with an ace, king, queen 

and jack being the highest ranking straight; an ace, 2, 3 and 4 

being the second highest ranking straight; and a 2, 3, 4 and 5 

being the lowest ranking straight. 

   (6)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand containing three 

cards of the same rank, with three aces being the highest 

ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking 

three-of-a-kind. 

   (7)  Two pair, which is a hand containing two pairs, with two 

aces and two kings being the highest ranking two pair hand and 

two 3s and two 2s being the lowest ranking two-pair hand. 

   (8)  A pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the 

same rank, with two aces being the highest ranking pair and two 

2s being the lowest ranking pair. 

 (c)  When comparing two high hands, two medium hands or two low 

hands that are of identical hand rank under subsection (b), or 
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contain none of the hands in subsection (b), the hand that 

contains the highest ranking card under subsection (a) shall be 

considered the higher ranking hand. If the two hands are of 

identical rank after the application of this section, the hands 

shall be considered a copy. 

 (d)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Fortune 

Bonus Wager under §  659a.7(e)(1) (relating to wagers), the 

following seven-card hands shall be used to determine the amount 

of the bonus payout to a winning player: 

   (1)  A seven-card straight flush with no joker, which is a 

hand consisting of seven cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking, with no joker used to complete the straight flush. 

   (2)  A royal flush plus Royal Match, which is a seven-card 

hand consisting of an ace, king, queen, jack and a 10 of the 

same suit, with or without a joker, with an additional king and 

queen of the same suit. 

   (3)  A seven-card straight flush with a joker, which is a 

hand consisting of seven cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking with a joker used to complete the straight flush. 

   (4)  Five aces, which is a hand consisting of four aces and a 

joker. 

   (5)  A royal flush, which is a five-card hand consisting of 

an ace, king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 
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   (6)  A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five 

cards of the same suit in consecutive rank. 

   (7)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank regardless of suit. 

   (8)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair. 

   (9)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit. 

   (10)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand containing three 

cards of the same rank regardless of suit. 

   (11)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit. 

 (e)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Progressive 

Payout Wager under §  659a.7(e)(3), the following seven-card 

hands shall be used to determine the amount of the progressive 

payout to a winning player: 

   (1)  Seven-card straight flush is a hand consisting of seven 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with or without a 

joker. 

   (2)  Five aces, which is a hand consisting of four aces and a 

joker. 

   (3)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit or a king, queen, jack 

and 10 of the same suit and a joker. 
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   (4)  A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking. 

   (5)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank. 

   (6)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair. 

§ 659a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Fortune Asia Poker shall be made by placing 

value chips or plaques on the appropriate areas of the Fortune 

Asia Poker layout. Verbal wagers accompanied by cash may not be 

accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at a Fortune Asia Poker table 

may wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and 

received cards, that player shall remain seated until the 

completion of the round of play. If a player leaves the table 

during a round of play, any wagers made by the player may be 

considered abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All wagers at Fortune Asia Poker shall be placed prior to 

the dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in §  659a.8, §  659a.9 or §  659a.10 

(relating to procedures for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the cards from the hand; 

and procedures for dealing the cards from an automated dealing 
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shoe). A wager may not be made, increased or withdrawn after the 

dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  To participate in a round of play and compete against the 

dealer’s high hand, medium hand and low hand, a player shall 

place a Fortune Asia Poker Wager. 

 (e)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player who placed a Fortune Asia Poker 

Wager in accordance with subsection (d), the option of placing 

the following additional wagers: 

   (1)  A Fortune Bonus Wager that the seven cards dealt to the 

player will form a hand with a rank of a straight or better as 

described in §  659a.6(d) (relating to Fortune Asia Poker 

rankings) or three pairs or better, depending on the payout 

table selected by the certificate holder. 

   (2)  An Insurance Wager that the seven cards dealt to the 

player will form a seven-card Poker hand that does not contain a 

pair or better, as described in §  659a.6(d), but will contain a 

card ranked a 9-high or better. 

   (3)  A Progressive Payout Wager that the seven cards dealt to 

the player will form a seven-card Poker hand with a rank of a 

full house or better as described in §  659a.6(e). 

 (f)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

certificate holder may permit a player to wager on two adjacent 
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betting areas at a Fortune Asia Poker table. If a certificate 

holder permits a player to wager on adjacent betting areas, the 

cards dealt to each betting area shall be played separately. If 

the two wagers are not equal, the player shall set the hand with 

the larger wager before ranking and setting the other hand. If 

the amounts wagered are equal, each hand shall be played 

separately in a counterclockwise rotation with the first hand 

being ranked and set before the player proceeds to rank and set 

the second hand. Once a hand has been ranked, set and placed 

face down on the layout, the hands may not be changed. 

§ 659a.8. Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance. Once the procedures required under §  659a.5 

(relating to shuffle and cut of the cards; procedures for 

determining the starting position for dealing cards) have been 

completed, the stacked deck of cards shall be placed in the 

dealing shoe either by the dealer or by an automated card 

shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets’’ and: 
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   (1)  If the Fortune Bonus Wager is being offered and a player 

makes a Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall place an Envy lammer 

next to that player’s wager. 

   (2)  If the Progressive Payout Wager is being offered, the 

dealer shall use the progressive table game system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout Wagers. If 

any Progressive Payout Wagers have been made, the dealer shall 

collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of the table 

inventory container, verify that the number of value chips 

wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout Wagers accepted 

by the progressive table game system. The dealer shall then 

place the value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (c)  The dealer shall determine the starting position for 

dealing the cards using one of the procedures authorized under 

§  659a.5(g). The dealer shall then deal the first card to the 

starting position as determined in §  659a.5(g) and, continuing 

around the table in a clockwise manner, deal one card at a time 

to all other positions, regardless of whether there is a wager 

at the position, and the dealer, until each position and the 

dealer has seven cards. Each card dealt shall be removed from 

the dealing shoe with the hand of the dealer that is closest to 

the dealing shoe and placed face down on the appropriate area of 

the layout with the opposite hand. 
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 (d)  After seven cards have been dealt to each position and the 

dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 

shoe and determine whether four cards are left by spreading them 

face down on the layout. The four cards that remain may not be 

exposed to anyone and shall be placed in the discard rack. 

 (e)  If more or less than four cards remain, the dealer shall 

determine if the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt 

(a player position or the dealer has more or less than seven 

cards), all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be returned 

to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all hands shall 

be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and the 

entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (f)  If the dealer determines the cards were dealt properly, 

the dealer shall collect any stacks dealt to a position where 

there was no wager and place them in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

§ 659a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  659a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards; procedures for determining the 

starting position for dealing cards) have been completed, the 
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dealer shall place the deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which to hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand when holding the cards 

during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer shall be 

kept over the table inventory container and in front of the 

dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets’’ and: 

     (i)   If the Fortune Bonus Wager is being offered and a 

player makes a Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall place an Envy 

lammer next to that player’s wager. 

     (ii)   If the Progressive Payout Wager is being offered, 

the dealer shall use the progressive table game system to 

prevent the placement of any additional Progressive Payout 

Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been made, the 

dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of 

the table inventory container, verify that the number of value 

chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout Wagers 

accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer shall 

then place the value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall determine the starting position for 

dealing the cards using one of the procedures authorized under 

§  659a.5(g). The dealer shall then deal the first card to the 

starting position as determined in §  659a.5(g) and, continuing 
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around the table in a clockwise manner, deal one card at a time 

to all other positions, regardless of whether there is a wager 

at the position, and the dealer, until each position and the 

dealer has seven cards. 

 (c)  After seven cards have been dealt to each position and the 

dealer, the dealer shall determine whether four cards are left 

by spreading them face down on the layout. The four cards that 

remain may not be exposed to anyone and shall be placed in the 

discard rack. 

 (d)  If more or less than four cards remain, the dealer shall 

determine if the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt 

(a player position or the dealer has more or less than seven 

cards), all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be returned 

to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all hands shall 

be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and the 

entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (e)  If the dealer determines the cards were dealt properly, 

the dealer shall collect any stacks dealt to a position where 

there was no wager and place them in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

§ 659a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, 

after the procedures under §  659a.5 (relating to shuffle and 
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cut of the cards; procedures for determining the starting 

position for dealing cards) have been completed, the cards shall 

be placed in the automated dealing shoe. Prior to the shoe 

dispensing any stacks of cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets’’ and: 

   (1)  If the Fortune Bonus Wager is being offered and a player 

makes a Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall place an Envy lammer 

next to that player’s wager. 

   (2)  If the Progressive Payout Wager is being offered, the 

dealer shall use the progressive table game system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout Wagers. If 

any Progressive Payout Wagers have been made, the dealer shall 

collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of the table 

inventory container, verify that the number of value chips 

wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout Wagers accepted 

by the progressive table game system. The dealer shall then 

place the value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall determine the starting position for 

delivering the stacks of cards using one of the procedures under 

§  659a.5(g). After the starting position for delivering the 

cards has been determined in accordance with §  659a.5(g), the 

dealer shall deliver the first stack of cards dispensed by the 

automated dealing shoe face down to that position. As the 

remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the automated 
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dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the 

table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other positions, 

regardless of whether there is a wager at the position, and the 

dealer. 

 (c)  After seven cards have been dispensed and delivered to 

each position and the dealer, the dealer shall remove the 

remaining cards from the shoe and determine whether four cards 

are left by spreading them face down on the layout. The four 

cards that remain may not be exposed to anyone and shall be 

placed in the discard rack. 

 (d)  If more or less than four cards remain, the dealer shall 

determine if the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt 

(a player position or the dealer has more or less than seven 

cards), all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be returned 

to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all hands shall 

be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and the 

entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (e)  If the dealer determines the cards were dealt properly, 

the dealer shall collect any stacks dealt to a position where 

there was no wager and place them in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

§ 659a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  659a.8, 

§  659a.9 or §  659a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the 
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cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player 

shall examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at a Fortune Asia Poker table 

shall be responsible for setting his own hands and no person 

other than the dealer and the player to whom the cards were 

dealt may touch the cards of that player. If a player requests 

assistance in the setting of his hands, the dealer shall inform 

the player of the manner in which the certificate holder 

requires the hands of the dealer to be set in accordance with 

the certificate holder’s Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions). 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his seven cards in full view of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Once each player has set his three hands and placed them 

face down on the appropriate area of the layout, the player may 

not touch the cards again. 

 (b)  Each player shall set his hands by arranging the cards 

into a high hand, a medium hand and a low hand. When setting the 

three hands, the four-card high hand must be higher in rank than 

the two-card medium hand and the medium hand must be higher in 

rank than the one-card low hand. For example, if the two-card 

medium hand contains a pair of sevens, the four-card high hand 
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must contain at least a pair of sevens and the two remaining 

cards. 

 (c)  After all players have set their hands and placed the 

cards on the table, the seven cards of the dealer shall be 

turned over and the dealer shall set his hands by arranging the 

cards into a high hand, medium hand and low hand. The 

certificate holder shall specify in its Rules Submission under 

§  601a.2 the manner in which the hands of the dealer shall be 

set. The dealer shall then place the three hands face up on the 

appropriate area of the layout. 

 (d)  Unless a player has placed an optional wager in accordance 

with §  659a.7(e) (relating to wagers), a player may surrender 

his wager after the hands of the dealer have been set. The 

player shall announce his intention to surrender prior to the 

dealer exposing any of the three hands of that player as 

provided in subsection (e). Once the player has announced his 

intention to surrender, the dealer shall immediately collect the 

Fortune Asia Poker Wager from that player and collect the seven 

cards dealt to that player without exposing the cards to anyone 

at the table. If any Qualifying Wagers have been placed, the 

cards of the player must remain on the table until collected in 

accordance with subsection (h). The dealer shall verify that 

seven cards were collected by counting them face down on the 

layout prior to placing them in the discard rack. 
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 (e)  After the dealer has set a high hand, medium hand and a 

low hand, the dealer shall reveal all three hands of each 

player, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s right 

and continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction. 

The dealer shall compare the high, medium and low hand of each 

player to the high, medium and low hand of the dealer and shall 

announce if the Fortune Asia Poker Wager of that player wins or 

loses. 

 (f)  A Fortune Asia Poker Wager will: 

   (1)  Lose and will immediately be collected if: 

     (i)   Any two of the player’s three hands are identical or 

lower in rank than the dealer’s corresponding hands. 

     (ii)   Any one of the player’s three hands is identical in 

rank to the corresponding hand of the dealer and one of the 

player’s remaining hands is lower in rank than the dealer’s 

corresponding hand. 

     (iii)   The high hand of the player was not set so as to 

rank higher than the medium hand of that player. 

     (iv)   The medium hand of the player was not set so as to 

rank higher than the low hand of that player. 

     (v)   The three hands of the player were not otherwise set 

correctly in accordance with this chapter. 

   (2)  Win if any two of the player’s three hands are higher in 

rank than the dealer’s corresponding hands. The dealer shall pay 
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the winning Fortune Asia Poker Wager in accordance with the 

payout odds in §  659a.12(a) (relating to payout odds). 

 (g)  Except as provide in subsection (h), after settling the 

player’s Fortune Asia Poker Wager, the dealer shall place the 

cards of the player in the discard rack. 

 (h)  If a player placed a Fortune Bonus, Insurance or 

Progressive Payout Wager, after settling the player’s Fortune 

Asia Poker Wager, the dealer shall rearrange the seven cards of 

any player and form the highest ranking hand and shall be 

responsible for creating the hand. If any player at the table 

placed a Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall rearrange the cards 

of all players regardless of whether the player placed a Fortune 

Bonus Wager. After rearranging the player’s seven cards, the 

dealer shall settle the player’s Fortune Bonus, Insurance or 

Progressive Payout Wagers as follows: 

   (1)  For the player’s Fortune Bonus Wager: 

     (i)   If a player: 

       (A)   Does not have a straight or higher, as described in 

§  659a.6(d) (relating to Fortune Asia Poker rankings) or three 

pair or higher, depending on the payout table selected by the 

certificate holder, the dealer shall collect the Fortune Bonus 

Wager and place the cards of the player in the discard rack. 

       (B)   Has a straight or higher, or three pair or higher, 

depending on the payout table selected by the certificate 
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holder, the dealer shall pay the winning Fortune Bonus Wager in 

accordance with §  659a.12(b) and place the cards of the player 

in the discard rack. If the player has an Envy Bonus Qualifying 

Hand and any player at the table placed a Qualifying Wager, the 

dealer shall verbally acknowledge the Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand 

and leave the cards of the player face up on the table. 

       (C)   Did not place a Fortune Bonus Wager but has an Envy 

Bonus Qualifying Hand, and another player at the table placed a 

Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall verbally acknowledge the Envy 

Bonus Qualifying Hand and leave the cards of the player face up 

on the table. 

     (ii)   After all Fortune Bonus Wagers have been settled, if 

any player is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand, the 

dealer shall pay an Envy Bonus in accordance with §  659a.12(b) 

to each player who has an Envy lammer at the player’s betting 

position. Players are entitled to multiple Envy Bonuses when 

another player at the same Fortune Asia Poker table is the 

holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A player is not 

entitled to an Envy Bonus for his own hand or the hand of the 

dealer. 

   (2)  For the player’s Insurance Wager, if a player: 

     (i)   Has a pair or better, the dealer shall collect the 

player’s Insurance Wager and place the cards of the player in 

the discard rack. 
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     (ii)   Does not have a pair or better, but has a card 

ranked a 9-high or better, the dealer shall pay the winning 

Insurance Wager in accordance with §  659a.12(c). The dealer 

shall then place the cards of the player in the discard rack. 

   (3)  For the player’s Progressive Payout Wager, if a player: 

     (i)   Does not have a full house or better, as described in 

§  659a.6(e), the dealer shall collect the Progressive Payout 

Wager and place the cards of the player in the discard rack. 

     (ii)   Has a full house or better, the dealer shall: 

       (A)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

       (B)   Verify that the appropriate light on the 

progressive table game system has been illuminated. 

       (C)   Have a floorperson or above validate the 

progressive payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s 

approved internal control procedures. 

       (D)   Pay the winning Progressive Payout Wager in 

accordance with the payout odds in §  659a.12(d). If a player 

has won a progressive payout that is a percentage of the 

progressive meter, the progressive payout may not be paid from 

the table inventory container. If a player has won a progressive 

payout that is not being paid from the table inventory, the 

cards of that player shall remain on the table until the 

necessary documentation has been completed. 
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 (i)  Notwithstanding the card collection requirements in 

subsection (h), if the certificate holder offers more than one 

optional wager, the dealer shall settle all of the player’s 

optional wagers before placing the player’s cards in the discard 

rack. 

 (j)  All cards removed from the table shall be placed in the 

discard rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each 

hand in the event of a question or dispute. 

§ 659a.12. Payout odds. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Fortune Asia 

Poker Wager at odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Fortune Bonus 

Wagers and Envy Bonus payouts at the odds and amounts in one of 

the following paytables selected by the certificate holder in 

its Rules Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions):  

Hand Paytable A Envy Bonus 

Seven-card straight flush 8,000 to 1 $5,000 

Royal flush and Royal Match 2,000 to 1 $1,000 

Seven-card straight flush with joker 1,000 to 1 $500 

Five aces 400 to 1 $250 

Royal flush 150 to 1 $50 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $20 
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Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 $5 

Full house 5 to 1  

Flush 4 to 1  

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1  

Straight 2 to 1  

 

Hand Paytable B Envy Bonus 

Seven-card straight flush 5,000 to 1 $3,000 

Royal flush and Royal Match 2,000 to 1 $1,000 

Seven-card straight flush with joker 1,000 to 1 $500 

Five aces 400 to 1 $250 

Royal flush 150 to 1 $50 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $20 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 $5 

Full house 5 to 1  

Flush 4 to 1  

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1  

Straight 2 to 1  

 

Hand Paytable C Envy Bonus 

Seven-card straight flush 5,000 to 1 $1,000 
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Royal flush and Royal Match 1,000 to 1 $250 

Seven-card straight flush with joker 750 to 1 $100 

Five aces 250 to 1 $50 

Royal flush 100 to 1 $25 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $10 

Four-of-a-kind 20 to 1 $5 

Full house 5 to 1  

Flush 4 to 1  

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1  

Straight 2 to 1  

Three pair Push  

 

Hand Paytable D Envy Bonus 

Seven-card straight flush 2,500 to 1 $1,000 

Royal flush and Royal Match 1,000 to 1 $750 

Seven-card straight flush with joker 750 to 1 $250 

Five aces 250 to 1 $100 

Royal flush 125 to 1 $50 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $20 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 $5 

Full house 5 to 1  
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Flush 4 to 1  

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1  

Straight 2 to 1  

 (c)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Insurance 

Wagers at the odds in one of the following paytables selected by 

the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

9-high 100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 

10-high 40 to 1 50 to 1 40 to 1 

Jack-high 10 to 1 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Queen-high 7 to 1 7 to 1 7 to 1 

King-high 6 to 1 5 to 1 5 to 1 

Ace-high 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 

 (d)  If the certificate holder offers the Progressive Payout 

Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Progressive 

Payout Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Seven-card straight flush 100% 

Five aces 10% 

Royal flush 500 for 1 
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Straight flush 100 for 1 

Four-of-a-kind 75 for 1 

Full house 4 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking hand formed. 

   (3) The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the seed 

and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive payout 

in paragraph (1) must be based on the amount of the Progressive 

Payout Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

Seed/reseed $10,000 for 1 

Incrementation rate  

 Primary 28% 

   (4) Winning Progressive Payout Wagers shall be paid in 

accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the player's 

turn to be paid in accordance with § 659a.11(h) (relating to 

procedures for completion of each round of play). 

§ 659a.13. Irregularities; invalid roll of dice. 

 (a)  If the dealer uncovers the Asia Poker shaker and all three 

dice do not land flat on the bottom of the shaker, the dealer 

shall call a ‘‘no roll’’ and reshake the dice. 

 (b)  If the dealer uncovers the Asia Poker shaker and a die or 

dice fall out of the shaker, the dealer shall call a ‘‘no roll’’ 

and reshake the dice. 
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 (c)  If the dealer incorrectly totals the dice and deals the 

first card to the wrong position, all hands shall be void, all 

wagers shall be returned to the players and the cards shall be 

reshuffled. 

 (d)  If the dealer exposes any of the cards dealt to a player, 

the player may void the hand. The player shall make the decision 

to either play out the hand or to void the hand without looking 

at the unexposed cards. 

 (e)  If a card or cards in the dealer’s hand are exposed, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt shall not be used in that round of 

play and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one 

card is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing 

of the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (g)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe. 

 (h)  If any player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number 

of cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (i)  If the dealer does not set his hands in the manner in 

which the certificate holder requires the hands of the dealer to 
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be set, the hands shall be reset in accordance with the 

certificate holder’s Rules Submission and the round of play 

shall be completed. 

 (j)  If any of the dealer’s cards are inadvertently exposed 

while the dealer is dealing the cards, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (k)  If any player position or the dealer is dealt an incorrect 

number of cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (l)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (m)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal all cards during a 

round of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from 

the device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (n)  If an automated shuffling device or automated dealing shoe 

malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card shuffling 

device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or have a sign 

indicating that the automated shuffling device or automated 

dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device before any 

other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized at that 

table.  
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CHAPTER 661a. THREE DICE FOOTBALL 
Sec. 

661a.1.    Definitions.  

661a.2.    Three Dice Football table; physical characteristics.  

661a.3.    Wagers.  

661a.4.    Dice; physical characteristics, retention and 

selection.  

661a.5.    Throw of the dice; invalid roll of the dice.  

661a.6.    Rules of the game; settlement of wagers.  

661a.7.    Continuation of Quarterback; selection of new 

Quarterback.  

661a.8.    Payout odds. 

§ 661a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Defensive Die—The red die thrown by the Quarterback.  

   Down—Each time the Quarterback throws the dice with a 

corresponding outcome occurring on the field.  

   Extra point roll—An additional throw that occurs after a 

touchdown or Trips TD is scored.  

   Offensive Dice—Two green dice thrown by the Quarterback.  

   Penalty—When the total of the Offensive Dice is less than the 

value of the Defensive Die. A turnover is not a penalty.  
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   Quarterback—The player responsible for throwing the dice.  

   Stickperson—An employee of the certificate holder whose 

primary function is to control the selection and use of the dice 

at a Three Dice Football table.  

   Touchdown—When, through downs, the 0 yard line is passed by 

the Quarterback resulting in the end of the game.  

   Triple—On an extra point roll when all three dice show the 

same number.  

   Trips TD—When all three dice show the same number resulting 

in an instant end of the game.  

   Turnover—When the Defensive Die is a 6 and the Offensive Dice 

have a total of 2 or 3 resulting in an instant end of the game. 

§ 661a.2. Three Dice Football table; physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Three Dice Football shall be played on an oblong table 

with rounded corners, high walled sides and wagering locations 

for a maximum of 16 players. 

 (b)  The layout for a Three Dice Football table shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in 

accordance with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table 

game layouts, signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Specific areas designated for the placement of wagers 

authorized under §  661a.3(b) and (d) (relating to wagers). 
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   (3)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds for 

all permissible wagers offered by the certificate holder. If the 

payout odds are not inscribed on the layout, a sign identifying 

the payout odds for all permissible wagers shall be posted at 

each Three Dice Football table. 

   (4)  A football field containing two end zones, two 10 yard 

lines and two 20 yard lines. Each yard, from 1 through 23, shall 

also be labeled in the center of the football field. 

   (5)  An area designated for the following: 

     (i)   1st Down. 

     (ii)   2nd Down. 

     (iii)   3rd Down. 

     (iv)   1st & Goal. 

     (v)   2nd & Goal. 

     (vi)   3rd & Goal. 

     (vii)   Extra Point. 

   (6)  An area designated for the game length, labeled 1 

through 6. 

 (c)  Each Three Dice Football table must have a drop box and 

tip box attached to the table in locations approved by the 

Bureau of Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). 

§ 661a.3. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers shall be made by placing value chips, plaques or 

other Board-approved wagering instruments on the appropriate 
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areas of the layout. Verbal wagers accompanied by cash may not 

be accepted. 

 (b)  The following full game wagers are authorized in Three 

Dice Football: 

   (1)  A Touchdown Wager which shall win if a touchdown or 

Trips TD is scored. 

   (2)  A Defense Wager which shall win if a touchdown or Trips 

TD is not scored. 

   (3)  An Extra Point Wager which shall win if a touchdown or 

Trips TD is made and on the extra point roll either: 

     (i)   One or more of the three dice shows a 1. 

     (ii)   Any triple, other than three 1s, is rolled. 

   (4)  A Quick Strike TD Wager which shall win if a touchdown 

or Trips TD is scored in 4 downs or fewer. 

   (5)  A Game Changer Wager which shall win if a Trips TD or a 

turnover occurs. 

   (6)  The following Game Length Wagers which shall win if the 

game lasts exactly: 

     (i)   One play. 

     (ii)   Two plays. 

     (iii)   Three plays. 

     (iv)   Four plays. 

     (v)   Five plays. 

     (vi)   Six plays. 
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 (c)  The full game wagers authorized in subsection (b) shall be 

placed prior to the start of each new game and may not be 

increased or withdrawn after the first throw of the dice. 

 (d)  The following single play wagers are authorized in Three 

Dice Football: 

   (1)  A Trips TD Wager which shall win if a Trips TD is 

scored. 

   (2)  A Penalty Wager which shall win if a penalty or turnover 

occurs. 

   (3)  A Turnover Wager which shall win if a turnover occurs. A 

turnover on downs does not qualify. 

   (4)  A Cover Three Wager which shall win if a Trips TD is 

scored or a penalty or turnover occurs. 

   (5)  A No Gain Wager which shall win if zero yards are gained 

or if a penalty or turnover occurs. 

   (6)  A Big Play Wager which shall win if 7 yards or more are 

gained or if a Trips TD is scored. 

   (7)  An Over Four Yards Wager which shall win if 5 yards or 

more are gained or if a Trips TD is scored. 

   (8)  An Under Four Yards Wager which shall win if 3 yards or 

less are gained or if a penalty or turnover occurs. A Trips TD 

does not qualify. 

 (e)  The single play wagers authorized in subsection (d) may be 

placed at any time during the game prior to the Quarterback’s 
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throw of the dice. Single play wagers shall be settled after 

each throw of the dice. 

§ 661a.4. Dice; physical characteristics, retention and 

selection. 

 (a)  The physical characteristics of the dice used in Three 

Dice Football must comply with the requirements of §  603a.12(a) 

(relating to dice; physical characteristics) except a set of 

four green and two red dice must be present at the table during 

gaming. Control of the dice at the table is the responsibility 

of the stickperson. The stickperson shall retain all dice, 

except those in active play, in a dice cup at the table. 

 (b)  At the commencement of play, the stickperson shall offer 

the set of dice to the player immediately to the left of the 

stickperson. If that player rejects the dice, the stickperson 

shall offer the dice to each of the other players in turn 

clockwise around the table until one of the players accepts the 

dice. 

 (c)  The first player to accept the dice when offered shall 

become the Quarterback who selects and retains two of the green 

dice and one red die offered. The remaining dice of the set 

shall be returned to the dice cup which shall be placed 

immediately in front of the stickperson. 

 (d)  A set of dice used at a Three Dice Football table shall be 

changed at least once every 24 hours. A new set of dice shall be 
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used when a Three Dice Football table is reopened for gaming, if 

a die goes off the table during play and is lost or if the dice 

show signs of tampering or alteration or are otherwise marked, 

chipped, scratched or no longer suitable for play. 

§ 661a.5. Throw of the dice; invalid roll of the dice. 

 (a)  After selecting the Offensive and Defensive Dice, the 

Quarterback shall throw the three selected dice so that they 

leave the Quarterback’s hand simultaneously and in a manner 

which causes the dice to strike the end of the table farthest 

from the Quarterback. 

 (b)  A roll of the dice shall be invalid if any of the dice go 

off the table or if one die comes to rest on top of the other. 

 (c)  The stickperson shall have the authority to invalidate a 

roll of the dice by calling ‘‘no roll’’ for any of the following 

reasons: 

   (1)  The dice do not leave the Quarterback’s hand 

simultaneously. 

   (2)  Any of the dice fail to strike the end of the table 

farthest from the Quarterback. 

   (3)  Any of the dice come to rest on the chips constituting 

the bank of chips located in front of the stickperson. 

   (4)  Any of the dice come to rest in the dice cup in front of 

the stickperson or on one of the rails surrounding the table. 
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   (5)  The use of a cheating, crooked or fixed device or 

technique in the roll of the dice. 

   (6)  The stickperson considers the throw to be improper. 

 (d)  A throw of the dice which results in the dice coming into 

contact with any chips or plaques on the table, other than the 

bank of chips located in front of the stickperson, is not a 

cause for a call of ‘‘no roll.’’ 

 (e)  When the dice come to rest from a valid throw, the 

stickperson shall at once call out the numbers on the uppermost 

or skyward sides of the three dice. Only one face on each die 

shall be considered uppermost or skyward. 

 (f)  In the event any of the dice do not land flat on the table 

(for example, one edge of the die is resting cocked on a stack 

of chips), the side directly opposite the side that is resting 

on the chips or other object shall be considered uppermost or 

skyward. If more than one side of a die is resting on a stack of 

chips or other object, the roll shall be void and the dice shall 

be rethrown. 

 (g)  In the event of a dispute as to which face is uppermost, 

the stickperson has discretion to determine which face is 

uppermost or to order the throw be void and the dice be 

rethrown. 

 (h)  After calling the throw, the stickperson shall collect the 

dice and bring them to the center of the table. All wagers 
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decided by that throw shall then be settled. The stickperson 

shall then pass the dice to the Quarterback for the next throw. 

When collecting the dice and passing them to the Quarterback, 

the stickperson shall use a stick designed for that purpose. 

§ 661a.6. Rules of the game; settlement of wagers. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to the commencement of each round of 

play, the dealer shall place the Down Puck on the area of the 

table layout designated for the 1st Down. The Yard Marker shall 

be placed on the football field in the 20 yard line circle. The 

Game Length Puck shall be placed on the area of the table layout 

designated for Play 1. 

 (b)  Prior to the first throw of the dice, each player shall 

place a wager authorized under §  661a.3(b) or (d) (relating to 

wagers). Prior to each subsequent roll of the dice, a player may 

place any single play wager authorized under §  661a.3(d). 

 (c)  Each roll of the dice shall determine the result of each 

down as follows: 

   (1)  If the total of the Offensive Dice is greater than the 

value of the Defensive Die, a gain of yards has occurred. The 

dealer shall subtract the value of the Defensive Die from the 

total of the Offensive Dice and move the Yard Marker down the 

field toward the end zone the total number of yards earned 

during that down. For example, if the total of the Offensive 

Dice is 10 and the value of the Defensive Die is 2, the dealer 
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shall move the Yard Marker toward the end zone 8 yards from its 

previous position on the field. The dealer shall then place the 

Down Puck on the next down and the Game Length Puck to the next 

play. 

   (2)  If the total of the Offensive Dice is less than the 

value of the Defensive Die, a penalty has occurred which shall 

result in the loss of only 1 yard and the loss of the current 

down. The dealer shall move the Yard Marker back 1 yard from its 

previous position on the field, place the Down Puck on the next 

down and the Game Length Puck to the next play. 

   (3)  If the total of the Offensive Dice is equal to the value 

of the Defensive Die, a gain or penalty has not occurred. The 

dealer shall place the Down Puck on the next down and the Game 

Length Puck to the next play. 

   (4)  If the Quarterback rolls a turnover, the dealer shall 

announce the turnover and end the game. 

   (5)  If the Quarterback rolls a Trips TD, the dealer shall 

move the Yard Marker to the end zone and end the game. 

 (d)  After each down, the dealer shall settle all single play 

wagers placed in accordance with §  661a.3(d). The value of the 

dice determines the outcome of single play wagers, not the 

actual yards moved on the field. The dealer shall then announce 

the number of downs and the distance to the end zone. 
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 (e)  The Quarterback shall have three downs to either score a 

touchdown, Trips TD or earn a 1st & Goal. A 1st & Goal is earned 

by reaching the 10 yard line. If after three downs: 

   (1)  The Quarterback has not scored a touchdown, Trips TD or 

earned a 1st & Goal, the game ends. 

   (2)  The Quarterback has earned a 1st & Goal, the Quarterback 

has three more downs to score a touchdown or a Trips TD. 

 (f)  If the Quarterback: 

   (1)  Scores a touchdown or a Trips TD, the dealer shall first 

collect all Defense Wagers then settle all single play wagers, 

placed in accordance with §  661a.3(d), and all full game 

wagers, placed in accordance with §  661a.3(b), with the 

exception of the Touchdown and Extra Point Wagers. If any player 

at the table has placed an Extra Point Wager, the Quarterback 

shall then throw an extra point roll. The dealer shall then pay 

out winning Touchdown Wagers and settle the Extra Point Wagers. 

   (2)  Does not score a touchdown or a Trips TD, the dealer 

shall first collect all Touchdown and Extra Point Wagers and pay 

out winning Defense Wagers. The dealer shall then settle all 

single play wagers, placed in accordance with §  661a.3(d), and 

the remaining full game wagers placed in accordance with 

§  661a.3(b). 

 (g)  All winning wagers shall be paid in accordance with 

§  661a.8 (relating to payout odds). 
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§ 661a.7. Continuation of Quarterback; selection of new 

Quarterback. 

 (a)  If a game ends in a touchdown or Trips TD, the Quarterback 

shall retain the dice. If the game ends with defense winning, 

the stickperson shall offer the dice to the player to the 

immediate left of the previous Quarterback. If the player does 

not accept the dice, the stickperson shall offer the dice to 

each of the other players in turn clockwise around the table. 

 (b)  The first player to accept the dice when offered shall 

become the new Quarterback who shall select and retain two of 

the green dice and one of the red die offered. The remaining 

dice of the set shall be returned to the dice cup which shall be 

placed immediately in front of the stickperson. 

§ 661a.8. Payout odds. 

 (a)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning full game 

wagers in accordance with the following odds:  

Wager Payout 

Touchdown Wager 1 to 1 

Defense Wager 4 to 5 

Extra Point Wager with:  

 A 1 appearing on one of the dice 1 to 1 

 A 1 appearing on two of the dice 10 to 1 

 A triple of 1s 50 to 1 
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 Any triple other than 1s 10 to 1 

Quick Strike TD Wager on:  

 Play One 8 to 1 

 Play Two 5 to 1 

 Play Three 3 to 1 

 Play Four 1 to 1 

Game Change Wager 5 to 1 

Game Length Wager lasting:  

 One play 22 to 1 

 Two plays 22 to 1 

 Three plays 6 to 5 

 Four plays 5 to 1 

 Five plays 3 to 1 

 Six plays 6 to 1 

 (b)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning single play 

wagers in accordance with the following odds:  

Wager Paytable 

Trips TD Wager 30 to 1 

Penalty Wager 9 to 1 

Turnover Wager 60 to 1 

Cover Three Wager 7 to 1 
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No Gain Wager 5 to 1 

Big Play Wager 4 to 1 

Over 4 Yards Wager 1 to 1 

Over 4 Yards Wager with Trips TD 7 to 1 

Under 4 Yards Wager 1 to 1 

CHAPTER 663a. FIVE CARD HI-LO 
Sec. 

663a.1.    Definitions.  

663a.2.    Five Card Hi-Lo table; physical characteristics.  

663a.3.    Cards; number of decks.  

663a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

663a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

663a.6.    Five Card Hi-Lo rankings.  

663a.7.    Wagers.  

663a.8.    Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe.  

663a.9.    Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand.  

663a.10.    Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

663a.11.    Procedures for completion of each round of play.  

663a.12.    Payout odds.  

663a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 663a.1. Definitions. 
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 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   High hand—The three-card hand that is formed from the five 

cards dealt so as to have a point value higher than the two-card 

low hand.  

   Low hand—The two-card hand that is formed from the five cards 

dealt so as to have a point value lower than the three-card high 

hand.  

   Setting the hands—The process of forming a high hand and low 

hand from the five cards dealt. 

§ 663a.2. Five Card Hi-Lo table; physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Five Card Hi-Lo shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than six players on one side of the table 

and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Five Card Hi-Lo table shall be submitted 

to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance 

with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Ante Wager for each player. 

   (3)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Play Wager for each player. 
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   (4)  Two separate areas designated for the placement of the 

high and low hands of each player. 

   (5)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Tie Wager 

authorized under §  663a.7(e)(1) (relating to wagers), a 

separate area designated for the placement of the Tie Wager for 

each player. 

   (6)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Poker 

Bonus Wager authorized under §  663a.7(e)(2), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Poker Bonus Wager for each 

player. 

   (7)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If the payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Five Card Hi-Lo 

table. 

 (c)  Each Five Card Hi-Lo table must have a drop box and a tip 

box attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 
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the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (d)  Each Five Card Hi-Lo table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 663a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Five Card Hi-Lo 

shall be played with one deck of cards that are identical in 

appearance and one cover card. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Five 

Card Hi-Lo may be played with two decks of cards in accordance 

with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards in the other deck. 

   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks of cards shall be continuously alternated in 

and out of play, with each deck being used for every other round 

of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Five Card Hi-Lo shall be 

changed at least every: 
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   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 663a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player is afforded an opportunity to 

visually inspect the cards, the cards shall be turned face down 

on the table, mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards and 

stacked. Once the cards have been stacked, the cards shall be 

shuffled in accordance with §  663a.5 (relating to shuffle and 

cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 
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(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 663a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by the floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle 

the cards, either manually or by use of an automated card 

shuffling device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. 

Upon completion of the shuffle, the dealer or device shall place 

the deck of cards in a single stack. The certificate holder may 

use an automated card shuffling device which, upon completion of 

the shuffling of the cards, inserts the stack of cards directly 

into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  663a.8, 
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§  663a.9 or §  663a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually, cut the cards in 

accordance with the procedures in subsection (d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a Five Card Hi-Lo table 

which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the 

dealing shoe and discard rack and spread out on the table face 

down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face up 

on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the 
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procedures in §  663a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for 

gaming) and this section shall be completed. 

 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards, 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval), prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (b)—(f) do not apply. 

§ 663a.6. Five Card Hi-Lo rankings. 

 (a)  Each card dealt must have a point value. The point value 

of all nonface cards is their denomination. Jacks, queens and 

kings have a point value of 10. Aces have a point value of 11 if 

played in the high hand and a point value of 1 if played in the 

low hand. 

 (b)  If the certificate holder offers the Poker Bonus Wager, 

authorized under §  663a.7(e) (relating to wagers), the winning 

five-card Poker hands must be: 

   (1)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand, other than a royal 

flush, consisting of five cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking. An ace may be used to complete a straight flush formed 
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with a 2, 3, 4 and 5 but may not be combined with any other 

sequence of cards (for example: queen, king, ace, 2 and 3). 

   (3)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank regardless of suit. 

   (4)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair. 

   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order. 

   (6)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit. An ace may be used to 

complete a straight formed with a king, queen, jack and 10 or a 

2, 3, 4 and 5 but may not be combined with any other sequence of 

cards (for example: queen, king, ace, 2 and 3). 

   (7)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

   (8)  Two pairs, which is a hand consisting of two pairs. 

   (9)  One pair of 6s, 7s or better, depending on the paytable 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), which is a hand consisting of two cards of the 

same rank. 

§ 663a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Five Card Hi-Lo shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved wagering instruments, as 
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defined in §  603a.10 (relating to permissible wagering; 

exchange and redemption of gaming chips and plaques), on the 

appropriate areas of the Five Card Hi-Lo layout. Verbal wagers 

accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at a Five Card Hi-Lo table may 

wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and received 

cards, that player shall remain seated until the completion of 

the round of play. If a player leaves the table during a round 

of play, any wagers made by the player may be considered 

abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All wagers at Five Card Hi-Lo shall be placed prior to the 

dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in §  663a.8, §  663a.9 or §  663a.10 

(relating to procedures for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the cards from the hand; 

and procedures for dealing the cards from an automated dealing 

shoe). A wager may not be made, increased or withdrawn after the 

dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  To participate in a round of play and compete against the 

dealer’s high and low hands, a player shall place an Ante Wager. 

 (e)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer to each player who placed an Ante Wager, in 
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accordance with subsection (d), the option of placing the 

following additional wagers: 

   (1)  A Tie Wager that the total point value of either the 

high hand or the low hand of the player, or both, will tie the 

high or low hand of the dealer. 

   (2)  A Poker Bonus Wager that the five cards dealt to the 

player will form a five-card Poker hand with a rank of a pair of 

6s or better or a pair of 7s or better, as described in 

§  663a.6(b) (relating to Five Card Hi-Lo rankings), depending 

on the pay table selected by the certificate holder. 

 (f)  A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2, permit a player to wager on two 

adjacent betting areas at a Five Card Hi-Lo table. If a 

certificate holder permits a player to wager on adjacent betting 

areas, the cards dealt to each betting area shall be played 

separately. If the two wagers are not equal, the player shall 

rank and set the hand with the larger wager before ranking and 

setting the other hand. If the amounts wagered are equal, each 

hand shall be played separately in a counterclockwise rotation 

with the first hand being ranked and set before the player 

proceeds to rank and set the second hand. Once a hand has been 

ranked, set and placed face down on the layout, the hands may 

not be changed. 
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§ 663a.8. Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  663a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe either by the dealer or by 

an automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets.’’ 

 (c)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is the closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. 

 (d)  The dealer shall, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal one card at a time to each player who placed an 

Ante Wager in accordance with §  663a.7(d) (relating to wagers) 

and to the dealer until each player and the dealer have five 

cards. 

 (e)  After five cards have been dealt to each player and the 

dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 
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shoe and, except as provided in subsection (f), place the stub 

in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (h)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player or 

the dealer has more or less than 5 cards) but 52 cards remain in 

the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be 

returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 663a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 
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   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  663a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which to hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (b)  The dealer shall deal each card by holding the deck of 

cards in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the 

top card of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate 

area of the layout. The dealer shall, starting with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left and continuing around the table in 

a clockwise manner, deal one card at a time to each player who 

placed an Ante Wager in accordance with §  663a.7(d) (relating 

to wagers) and to the dealer until each player and the dealer 

have five cards. 

 (c)  After five cards have been dealt to each player and the 

dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 
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shoe and, except as provided in subsection (d), place the stub 

in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player or 

the dealer has more or less than 5 cards), but 52 cards remain 

in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be 

returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 663a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 
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   (1)  After the procedures required under §  663a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed an Ante Wager in 

accordance with §  663a.7(d) (relating to wagers). As the 

remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the automated 

dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the 

table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other players 

who has placed an Ante Wager. The dealer shall then deliver a 

stack of five cards face down to the area designated for the 

placement of the dealer’s cards. 

 (c)  After each stack of five cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall 

remove the stub from the automated dealing shoe and, except as 

provided in subsection (d), place the cards in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 
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play to determine if the correct number of cards is still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player or 

the dealer has more or less than 5 cards), but 52 cards remain 

in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be 

returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 663a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  663a.8, 

§  663a.9 or §  663a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player 

shall examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at a Five Card Hi-Lo table shall 

be responsible for setting his own hands and a person other than 
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the dealer and the player to whom the cards were dealt may not 

touch the cards of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his five cards in full view of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Once each player has set a high and low hand and placed 

the two hands face down on the appropriate area of the layout, 

the player may not touch the cards again. 

 (b)  After each player has examined his cards, the dealer 

shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 

and moving clockwise around the table, ask each player who 

placed an Ante Wager if he wishes to forfeit the Ante Wager and 

end his participation in the round of play or make a Play Wager 

in an amount equal to the player’s Ante Wager. If a player: 

   (1)  Has placed an Ante Wager and a Tie Wager but does not 

make a Play Wager, the player shall forfeit both wagers. 

   (2)  Has placed an Ante Wager and a Poker Bonus Wager but 

does not make a Play Wager, the player shall forfeit the Ante 

Wager but does not forfeit the Poker Bonus Wager. 

 (c)  After each player who has placed an Ante Wager has either 

placed a Play Wager on the designated area of the layout or 

forfeited his wagers and hand, the dealer shall collect all 

forfeited wagers and associated cards and place the cards in the 

discard rack. If a player has placed a Poker Bonus Wager but did 

not place a Play Wager, the dealer shall leave the player’s 
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cards and the Poker Bonus Wager on the table until the wager is 

resolved in accordance with subsection (j). 

 (d)  Each player who placed a Play Wager shall then set his 

hands by arranging the cards into a high hand and a low hand. 

When setting the two hands, the player shall add the point value 

of the cards placing the three higher value cards in the high 

hand and the two lower value cards in the low hand, provided 

that a player may place up to one ace in his low hand. For 

example, if a player is dealt an ace, jack, 10, 9 and 2, the 

high hand may contain the jack, 10 and 9 for a total point value 

of 29 and the two-card low hand would contain the ace and 2 for 

a total point value of 3. 

 (e)  After all players have set their hands and placed the 

cards on the table, the five cards of the dealer shall be turned 

over and the dealer shall set his hands by arranging the cards 

into a high and low hand, provided that aces shall be placed in 

the dealer’s high hand unless the dealer was dealt four aces. 

The dealer shall then place the two hands face up on the 

appropriate area of the layout. 

 (f)  After the dealer has set a high hand and a low hand, the 

dealer shall reveal both hands of each player, beginning with 

the player farthest to the dealer’s right and continuing around 

the table in a counterclockwise direction. The dealer shall 

compare the total point value of the high and low hand of each 
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player to the high and low hand of the dealer and shall announce 

if the Ante and Play Wagers of that player win, lose or are a 

tie. 

 (g)  Ante and Play Wagers must: 

   (1)  Win if the high hand of the player is higher in point 

value than the high hand of the dealer and the low hand of the 

player is lower in point value than the low hand of the dealer. 

The dealer shall pay the winning Ante and Play Wagers in 

accordance with the payout odds in §  663a.12(a) (relating to 

payout odds). 

   (2)  Lose and will immediately be collected if the high hand 

of the player ties or is lower in point value than the high hand 

of the dealer and the low hand of the player ties or is higher 

in point value than the low hand of the dealer. 

   (3)  Tie and will be returned to the player if: 

     (i)   The high hand of the player is higher in point value 

than the high hand of the dealer, but the low hand of the player 

is identical in point value or higher in point value than the 

low hand of the dealer. 

     (ii)   The high hand of the player is identical in total 

point value to the high hand of the dealer or lower in total 

point value than the high hand of the dealer, but the low hand 

of the player is lower in total point value than the low hand of 

the dealer. 
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 (h)  A player may also qualify for an additional Ante Bonus 

Payout, regardless of the outcome of the player’s Ante and Play 

Wagers in subsection (g), if a player has three or more aces in 

the player’s hand. Ante Bonus Payouts shall be paid in 

accordance with §  663a.12(b). 

 (i)  Except as provided in subsection (j), after settling the 

player’s Ante and Play Wagers, the dealer shall place the cards 

of the player in the discard rack. 

 (j)  After settling the player’s Ante and Play Wagers, the 

dealer shall settle the player’s optional wagers as follows: 

   (1)  If a player placed a Tie Wager in accordance with 

§  663a.7(e)(1) (relating to wagers), the dealer shall: 

     (i)   Pay winning Tie Wagers in accordance with 

§  663a.12(c) if the high hand or low hand, or both, of the 

player is identical in point value with the high hand, low hand, 

or both, of the dealer. 

     (ii)   Collect all losing Tie Wagers if neither the high 

hand nor the low hand of the player is identical in point value 

with the high hand or low hand of the dealer. 

   (2)  If a player placed a Poker Bonus Wager in accordance 

with §  663a.7(e)(2), the dealer shall rearrange the five cards 

of the player to form the highest ranking Poker hand in 

accordance with §  663a.6(b) (relating to Five Card Hi-Lo 
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rankings). After rearranging the player’s five cards, the dealer 

shall settle the player’s Poker Bonus Wager as follows: 

     (i)   If a player has a pair of 6s or better or a pair of 

7s or better, depending on the paytable selected by the 

certificate holder, the dealer shall pay the winning Poker Bonus 

Wager in accordance with §  663a.12(d). 

     (ii)   If a player does not have a pair of 6s or better or 

a pair of 7s or better, depending on the paytable selected by 

the certificate holder, the dealer shall collect the Poker Bonus 

Wager. 

 (k)  If a player has placed more than one optional wager, the 

dealer shall settle all of the player’s optional wagers before 

placing the player’s cards in the discard rack. 

 (l)  All cards removed from the table shall be placed in the 

discard rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each 

hand in the event of a question or dispute. 

§ 663a.12. Payout odds. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Ante and Play 

Wager at odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  The certificate holder shall pay an Ante B onus Payout 

based on the amount of the player’s Ante Wager at the odds in 

one of the following paytables selected by the certificate 

holder in its Rules Submission filed in accordance with 

§  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions):  
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Four aces and one 2 1,000 for 1 500 for 1 

Four aces 100 for 1 50 for 1 

Three aces 10 for 1 5 for 1 

 

Hand Paytable C Paytable D 

Four aces and one 2 200 for 1 100 for 1 

Four aces 50 for 1 50 for 1 

Three aces 5 for 1 5 for 1 

 (c)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Tie Wagers at 

the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Low hands tie 4 to 1 

High hands tie 4 to 1 

Both high and low hands tie 20 to 1 

 (d)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Poker Bonus 

Wagers at the odds in one of the following paytables selected by 

the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Royal flush 250 to 1 500 to 1 
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Straight flush 50 to 1 100 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 40 to 1 

Full house 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Flush 10 to 1 8 to 1 

Straight 8 to 1 6 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 4 to 1 

Two pair 3 to 1 3 to 1 

Pair of 7s or better 1 to 1  

Pair of 6s or better  1 to 1 

 

§ 663a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c)  If any player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number 

of cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 
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 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (e)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal cards during a round 

of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from the 

device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (f)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe shall be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table.  

CHAPTER 665a. DOUBLE ATTACK BLACKJACK 
Sec. 

665a.1.    Definitions.  

665a.2.    Double Attack Blackjack table; card reader device; 

physical characteristics; inspections.  

665a.3.    Cards; number of decks; value of cards.  

665a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

665a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

665a.6.    Wagers.  
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665a.7.    Procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play.  

665a.8.    Insurance Wager.  

665a.9.    Surrender.  

665a.10.    Double Down Wager.  

665a.11.    Splitting pairs.  

665a.12.    Payout odds.  

665a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 665a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Blackjack—An ace and any card having a value of 10 dealt as 

the initial two cards to a player or the dealer.  

   Card reader device—A device which permits the dealer to 

determine if the hole card will give the dealer a Blackjack.  

   Hard total—The total point count of a hand which does not 

contain aces or which contains aces that are each counted as 1 

in value.  

   Hole card—The second card dealt face down to the dealer.  

   Soft total—The total point count of a hand containing an ace 

when the ace is counted as 11 in value. 

§ 665a.2. Double Attack Blackjack table; card reader device; 

physical characteristics; inspections. 
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 (a)  Double Attack Blackjack shall be played at a table having 

betting positions for no more than six players on one side of 

the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Double Attack Blackjack table shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in 

accordance with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table 

game layouts, signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Bet Wager and the Double Attack Wager for each player. 

   (3)  The following inscriptions: 

     (i)   Blackjack pays even money. 

     (ii)   Insurance pays 5 to 2. 

     (iii)   Dealer shall draw to 16 and stand on all 17s or 

other similar language approved by the Executive Director in 

accordance with §  601a.10(a). 

   (4)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Bust It 

Wager authorized under §  665a.6(e) (relating to wagers), a 

separate area designated for the placement of the Bust It Wager 

for each player. 

   (5)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If the payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 
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layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Blackjack table. 

 (c)  Each Double Attack Blackjack table must have a drop box 

and a tip box attached on the same side of the table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (d)  Each Double Attack Blackjack table must have a card reader 

device attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

The floorperson assigned to the Double Attack Blackjack table 

shall inspect the card reader device at the beginning of each 

gaming day to ensure that there has been no tampering with the 

device and that it is in proper working order. 

 (e)  Each Double Attack Blackjack table must have a discard 

rack securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the 

table. The height of each discard rack must either: 

   (1)  Equal the height of the cards, stacked one on top of the 

other, in the total number of decks that are to be used in the 

dealing shoe at that table. 
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   (2)  Be taller than the height of the total number of decks 

being used if the discard rack has a distinct and clearly 

visible mark on its side to show the exact height for a stack of 

cards equal to the total number of cards in the number of decks 

to be used in the dealing shoe at that table. 

§ 665a.3. Cards; number of decks; value of cards. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Double Attack 

Blackjack shall be played with an eight-deck batch of cards that 

are identical in appearance and at least one cover card. The 

decks shall consist of 48 cards, with the 10 of each suit 

removed from each deck during the inspection required under 

§  665a.4 (relating to opening of the table for gaming) or as 

provided in §  603a.16(u) or (v) (relating to cards; receipt, 

storage, inspection and removal from use). 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, other 

than a continuous shuffler, Double Attack Blackjack shall be 

played with two batches of cards in accordance with the 

following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards shall be separated into two batches with eight 

decks included in each batch. 

   (2)  The cards in each batch must be of the same design but 

the backs of the cards in one batch must be of a different color 

than the cards in the other batch. 
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   (3)  One batch of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other batch is being 

used to play the game. 

   (4)  Both batches of cards shall be continuously alternated 

in and out of play, with each batch being used for every other 

dealing shoe. 

   (5)  The cards from only one batch shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards opened for use at a Double Attack 

Blackjack table shall be changed at least once every 24 hours. 

 (d)  The value of the cards shall be as follows: 

   (1)  Any card from 2 to 9 shall have its face value. 

   (2)  Any jack, queen or king shall have a value of 10. 

   (3)  An ace shall have a value of 11 unless that value would 

give a player or the dealer a score in excess of 21, in which 

case the ace shall have a value of 1. 

§ 665a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving the decks of cards at the table, the 

dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The floorperson 

assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  If the decks contain the 10 of any suit, the dealer and a 

floorperson shall ensure that these cards are removed from the 

decks, torn in half and placed in the box, envelope or container 

that the decks came from. 
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 (c)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (d)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  665a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (e)  If an automated shuffling device is utilized, other than a 

continuous shuffler, all the decks in one batch of cards shall 

be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c) separate from the decks in 

the other batch of cards. 

 (f)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a) and (c)—(e) do not apply. 

§ 665a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 
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from use), after each shoe of cards is dealt or when directed by 

a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the cards, 

either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling device, 

so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon completion of 

the shuffle, the dealer or device shall place the decks of cards 

in a single stack. The certificate holder may use an automated 

card shuffling device which, upon completion of the shuffling of 

the cards, inserts the stack of cards directly into a dealing 

shoe. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall offer the stack of cards to be cut, with the backs facing 

away from the dealer, to the player determined under subsection 

(c). If no player accepts the cut, the dealer shall cut the 

cards. 

 (c)  The cut of the cards shall be offered to players in the 

following order: 

   (1)  The first player arriving at the table, if the game is 

just beginning. 

   (2)  The player on whose betting area the cover card appeared 

during the last round of play. 

   (3)  If the cover card appeared on the dealer’s hand during 

the last round of play, the player at the farthest position to 

the right of the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to 
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cut the cards shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise 

manner. 

   (4)  If the reshuffle was initiated at the direction of the 

floorperson or above, the player at the farthest position to the 

right of the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to cut 

the cards shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise 

manner. 

 (d)  The player or dealer making the cut shall place the cover 

card in the stack at least ten cards from the top or bottom of 

the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards on top of the cover card and place them on 

the bottom of the stack. The dealer shall then insert the cover 

card in the stack at a position at least 1/4 of the way in from 

the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall then be 

inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been placed in the dealing shoe, a floorperson or above may 

require the cards to be recut if the floorperson determines that 

the cut was performed improperly or in any way that might affect 

the integrity or fairness of the game. If a recut is required, 

the cards shall be recut either by the player who last cut the 

cards or by the next person entitled to cut the cards, as 

determined under subsection (c). The stack of cards shall then 

be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 
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 (f)  A reshuffle of the cards in the shoe shall take place 

after the cover card is reached in the shoe, as provided in 

§  665a.7(d) (relating to procedure for dealing the cards; 

completion of each round of play), except that a floorperson may 

determine that the cards should be reshuffled after any round of 

play. 

 (g)  If there is no gaming activity at a Double Attack 

Blackjack table which is open for gaming, the cards shall be 

removed from the dealing shoe and the discard rack and spread 

out on the table face down unless a player requests that the 

cards be spread face up on the table. After the first player 

arriving at the table is afforded an opportunity to visually 

inspect the cards, the procedures in §  665a.4(d) (relating to 

opening of the table for gaming) and this section shall be 

completed. 

 (h)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (b)—(g) do not apply. 
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§ 665a.6. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Double Attack Blackjack shall be made by placing 

value chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the Double Attack 

Blackjack layout. Verbal wagers accompanied by cash may be 

accepted provided that they are confirmed by the dealer and the 

cash is expeditiously converted into value chips or plaques. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled as required under 

§  665a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards), a 

certificate holder may prohibit any patron, whether seated at 

the gaming table or not, who does not make a wager on a given 

round of play from placing a wager on the next round of play and 

any subsequent round of play at that gaming table until either: 

   (1)  The certificate holder chooses to permit the player to 

begin wagering again. 

   (2)  A reshuffle of the cards has occurred. 

 (c)  A player may not handle, remove or alter any wagers that 

have been made until a decision has been rendered and 

implemented with respect to that wager. 

 (d)  To participate in a round of play, a player shall place a 

Bet Wager. 

 (e)  A player who has placed a Bet Wager may then place a 

Double Attack Wager as provided in §  665a.7(e) (relating to 

procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each round of 
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play), in an amount equal to or less than the player’s Bet 

Wager. 

 (f)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player who placed a Bet Wager in 

accordance with subsection (d) the option of placing an 

additional Bust It Wager, in an amount equal to or less than the 

player’s Bet Wager. 

 (g)  The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which 

a player may place a Bet Wager in one round of play. 

§ 665a.7. Procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play. 

 (a)  All cards shall be dealt from a dealing shoe which must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures under §  665a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the 

cards) have been completed, the dealer or automated card 

shuffling device shall place the stacked cards in the dealing 

shoe. 

 (b)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 
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hand. The dealer may deal cards to the two betting positions 

closest to the dealing shoe with the same hand. 

 (c)  After each full batch of cards is placed in the shoe, the 

dealer shall remove the first card and place it in the discard 

rack. Each new dealer who comes to the table shall also remove 

one card and place it in the discard rack before dealing any 

cards to the players. 

 (d)  If the cover card appears as the first card in the dealing 

shoe at the beginning of a round of play or appears during play, 

the cover card shall be removed and placed to the side and the 

hand will be completed. The dealer shall then collect and 

reshuffle the cards in accordance with §  665a.5. 

 (e)  At the commencement of each round of play and after all 

players have been afforded the opportunity to make a Bet and 

Bust It Wager, one card shall be dealt face up to the dealer. 

After examining the dealer’s up card, a player who placed a Bet 

Wager may place an optional Double Attack Wager in accordance 

with §  665a.6(e) (relating to wagers). 

 (f)  After all players have been afforded an opportunity to 

place a Double Attack Wager, starting with the player farthest 

to the dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a 

clockwise manner, the dealer shall deal the cards as follows: 

   (1)  One card face up to each box on the layout in which a 

Bet Wager is contained. 
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   (2)  A second card face up to each box on the layout in which 

a Bet Wager is contained. 

   (3)  A second card face down to the dealer. 

 (g)  Immediately after the second card is dealt to each player 

and the dealer, if the dealer’s first card is an ace, the dealer 

shall offer the Insurance Wager in accordance with §  665a.8 

(relating to Insurance Wager). If the dealer’s first card is an 

ace, king, queen or jack, the dealer shall then determine 

whether the hole card will give the dealer a Blackjack. The 

dealer shall insert the hole card into the card reader device by 

moving the card face down on the layout without exposing it to 

anyone at the table, including the dealer. If the dealer has a 

Blackjack, additional cards may not be dealt and each player’s 

Bet, Double Attack, Bust It and Insurance Wagers, if applicable, 

shall be settled in accordance with this section and §  665a.8. 

 (h)  After the procedures in subsection (g) have been 

completed, if necessary, the dealer shall start with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left and continue around the table in a 

clockwise direction and if the player: 

   (1)  Has Blackjack, the dealer shall announce and pay the Bet 

and Double Attack Wagers in accordance with subsection (o) and 

remove the player’s cards. If a player also placed a Bust It 

Wager, the wager shall remain on the layout until subsection (m) 

is completed. 
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   (2)  Does not have Blackjack, the player shall indicate 

whether he wishes to surrender, as permitted under §  665a.9 

(relating to surrender), double down as permitted under 

§  665a.10 (relating to Double Down Wager), split pairs as 

permitted under §  665a.11 (relating to splitting pairs), stand 

or draw additional cards. 

 (i)  As each player indicates his decision, the dealer shall 

deal face upwards whatever additional cards are necessary to 

effectuate the player’s decision. 

 (j)  A player may elect to draw additional cards whenever his 

point count total is less than 21, except that: 

   (1)  A player having Blackjack or a hard or soft total of 21 

may not draw additional cards. 

   (2)  A player electing to make a Double Down Wager may draw 

only one additional card. 

 (k)  Prior to the dealer exposing his hole card, if player has 

less than 21 after drawing additional cards, the player may 

surrender in accordance with §  665a.9. 

 (l)  After the decisions of each player have been implemented 

and all additional cards have been dealt, the dealer shall turn 

the hole card face up. 

 (m)  If the first two cards of the dealer’s hand: 

   (1)  Equal a total point count of 17 or higher, the dealer 

shall collect all losing Bust It Wagers before settling the 
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player’s Bet or Double Attack Wagers in accordance with 

subsection (o). 

   (2)  Equal a total point count of less than 17, the dealer 

shall draw an additional card. If the dealer’s three card hand 

has a total point count: 

     (i)   In excess of 21, the dealer shall pay the winning 

Bust It Wager in accordance with §  665a.12(c) (relating to 

payout odds). The payout shall be based on the value of the 

third card drawn, except that if all three of the dealer’s cards 

are an 8 of the same color or suit, a player shall receive an 

increased payout based on the three 8s instead of the payout 

based on the value of the third card drawn. 

     (ii)   Of 21 or less, the dealer shall collect all losing 

Bust It Wagers. 

 (n)  After settling the player’s Bust It Wager, if applicable, 

if the dealer’s first three cards equal a total point count of 

less than 17, the dealer shall draw additional cards until he 

has a hard or soft total of 17, 18, 19, 20 or 21. 

 (o)  After all additional cards have been dealt to the players 

and the dealer, the dealer shall, starting with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s right and continuing around the table 

in a counterclockwise direction, settle the remaining wagers by 

collecting all losing wagers and paying all winning wagers as 

follows: 
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   (1)  A Bet Wager shall: 

     (i)   Win and be paid in accordance with §  665a.12(a) if: 

       (A)   The total point count of the player’s hand is 21 or 

less and the total point count of the dealer’s hand is in excess 

of 21. 

       (B)   The total point count of the player’s hand exceeds 

the total point count of the dealer’s hand without exceeding 21. 

       (C)   The player has a Blackjack and the dealer’s hand 

has a total point count of 21 in more than two cards. 

     (ii)   Lose and be collected if: 

       (A)   The dealer has a Blackjack and the player does not 

have a Blackjack. 

       (B)   The total point count of the dealer’s hand is 21 or 

less and the total point count of the player’s hand is in excess 

of 21. 

       (C)   The total point count of the dealer’s hand exceeds 

the total point count of the player’s hand without exceeding 21. 

     (iii)   Tie and be returned to the player if the total 

point count of the player’s hand is the same as the dealer’s or 

if both the player and dealer have Blackjack. 

   (2)  A Double Attack Wager shall win, lose or tie in 

accordance with subsection (o)(1) except that the Double Attack 

Wager shall be returned to the player if the dealer has a 

Blackjack and the player does not have a Blackjack. 
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 (p)  The dealer shall pay all winning wagers and collect all 

losing wagers beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s 

right and continuing around the table in a counterclockwise 

direction. The dealer shall place any losing wagers directly 

into the table inventory and may not pay off any winning wagers 

by using value chips collected from a losing wager. 

 (q)  After all wagers have been settled, the dealer shall 

remove all remaining cards from the table and place them in the 

discard rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each 

hand in the event of a question or dispute. 

 (r)  Players and spectators may not handle, remove or alter any 

cards used to play Double Attack Blackjack. 

§ 665a.8. Insurance Wager. 

 (a)  If the first card dealt to the dealer is an ace, each 

player may make an Insurance Wager which shall win if the 

dealer’s hole card is a king, queen or jack. 

 (b)  An Insurance Wager may be made by placing a value chip on 

the insurance line of the layout in an amount not more than 1/2 

of the player’s Bet Wager. A player may wager an amount in 

excess of 1/2 of the initial Bet Wager to the next unit that can 

be wagered in chips, when, because of the limitation of the 

value of chip denominations, half the initial wager cannot be 

bet. Insurance Wagers shall be placed prior to the dealer 

inserting his hole card into the card reader device. 
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 (c)  Winning Insurance Wagers shall be paid in accordance with 

the payout odds in §  665a.12(b) (relating to payout odds). 

 (d)  Losing Insurance Wagers shall be collected by the dealer 

immediately after the dealer inserts his hole card into the card 

reader device and determines that he does not have a Blackjack 

and before he draws any additional cards. 

§ 665a.9. Surrender. 

 (a)  After the first two cards are dealt to the player, the 

player may elect to discontinue play on his hand for that round 

by surrendering. A player may also elect to surrender after 

additional cards are dealt to the player, after a hand is split 

as permitted under §  665a.11 (relating to splitting pairs) and 

after doubling down as permitted under §  665a.10 (relating to 

Double Down Wager). A player may not elect to surrender after 

deciding to stand. 

 (b)  If the player elects to surrender and the first card dealt 

to the dealer: 

   (1)  Is not an ace, king, queen or jack, the dealer shall 

immediately collect the cards of the player and 1/2 of the Bet 

Wager and Double Attack Wager, if applicable, and return the 

other 1/2 to the player. 

   (2)  Is an ace, king, queen or jack, the dealer shall 

determine whether the hole card will give the dealer a 

Blackjack. The dealer shall insert the hole card into the card 
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reader device in accordance with §  665a.7(g) (relating to 

procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each round of 

play). If the dealer: 

     (i)   Has a Blackjack, the dealer shall collect the entire 

Bet Wager and the Bust It Wager, if applicable, and return the 

Double Attack Wager, if applicable, to the player. 

     (ii)   Does not have a Blackjack, the dealer shall 

immediately collect the cards of the player and 1/2 of the Bet 

Wager and Double Attack Wager, if applicable, and return the 

other 1/2 to the player. 

 (c)  If the player has made a Bust It Wager and then elects to 

surrender, the Bust It Wager must remain on the layout until 

settled in accordance with §  665a.7(m). 

 (d)  If the player has made an Insurance Wager and then elects 

to surrender, each wager will be settled separately in 

accordance with subsection (b) and §  665a.8 (relating to 

Insurance Wager). 

§ 665a.10. Double Down Wager. 

 (a)  Except when a player has a Blackjack, a player may elect 

to make a Double Down Wager, which may not exceed the amount of 

his original Bet and Double Attack Wagers, on two or more cards 

dealt to that player, including any hands resulting from a split 

pair, provided that only one additional card shall be dealt to 

the hand on which the player has elected to double down. 
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 (b)  If a dealer obtains Blackjack after a player makes a 

Double Down Wager, the dealer shall collect only the amount of 

the original Bet Wager of the player and shall return the Double 

Down and Double Attack Wagers. 

 (c)  Upon a player’s election to make a Double Down Wager, the 

dealer shall deal the one additional card face up and place it 

sideways on the layout. 

§ 665a.11. Splitting pairs. 

 (a)  If the initial two cards dealt to a player are identical 

in value, the player may elect to split the hand into two 

separate hands provided that he makes a wager on the second hand 

formed in an amount equal to his original Bet and Double Attack 

Wagers. For example, if a player has two 7s or a king and a 

queen, the player may elect to split the hand. 

 (b)  When a player splits pairs, the dealer shall deal a card 

to and complete the player’s decisions with respect to the first 

incomplete hand on the dealer’s left before proceeding to deal 

any cards to the second hand. 

 (c)  After a second card is dealt to each split pair hand, the 

player shall indicate his decision to stand, draw or double down 

with respect that hand. A player may split pairs again if the 

second card dealt to an incomplete hand is identical in value to 

the split pair. A player may split pairs a maximum of three 

times for a total of four hands. 
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 (d)  If the dealer obtains Blackjack after a player splits 

pairs, the dealer shall collect only the amount of the original 

Bet Wager of the player and return the Double Attack Wager and 

the additional amount wagered in splitting pairs. 

 (e)  If a player elects to split a pair of aces, each ace shall 

receive only one card. Aces may not be split more than once and 

may not be resplit. 

§ 665a.12. Payout odds. 

 (a)  The certificate holder shall pay out each winning Bet and 

Double Attack Wager at odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Insurance 

Wagers at odds of 5 to 2. 

 (c)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Bust It 

Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

8, 8, 8 of the same suit 200 to 1 

8, 8, 8 of the same color 50 to 1 

Third card drawn:  

 Is a 6 15 to 1 

 Is a 7 10 to 1 

 Is an 8 8 to 1 

 Is a 9 6 to 1 
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 Is a king, queen or jack 3 to 1 

§ 665a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card found face up in the shoe may not be used in that 

round of play and shall be placed in the discard rack. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe. 

 (c)  After the initial two cards have been dealt to each player 

and the dealer and a card is drawn in error and exposed to the 

players, the card shall be dealt to the players or dealer as 

though it were the next card from the shoe. Any player refusing 

to accept the card may not have any additional cards dealt to 

him during the round. If the card is refused by the players and 

the dealer cannot use the card, the card shall be placed in the 

discard rack. 

 (d)  If the dealer has 17 and accidentally draws a card for 

himself, the card shall be placed in the discard rack. 

 (e)  If there are insufficient cards remaining in the shoe to 

complete a round of play, all of the cards in the discard rack 

shall be shuffled and cut according to the procedures in 

§  665a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). The first 

card shall be drawn face down and placed in the discard rack and 

the dealer shall complete the round of play. 

 (f)  If no cards are dealt to a player’s hand, the hand is dead 

and the player shall be included in the next deal. If only one 
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card is dealt to a player’s hand, at the player’s option, the 

dealer shall deal the second card to the player after all other 

players have received a second card. 

 (g)  If after receiving the first two cards, the dealer fails 

to deal an additional card to a player who has requested a card, 

then, at the player’s option, the dealer shall either deal the 

additional card after all other players have received their 

additional cards but prior to the dealer revealing his hole card 

or call the player’s hand dead and return the player’s Bet and 

Double Attack Blackjack Wagers. 

 (h)  If the dealer inserts his hole card into a card reader 

device when the value of his first card is not an ace, king, 

queen or jack, the dealer, after notification to a floorperson 

or above, shall: 

   (1)  If the particular card reader device in use provides any 

player with the opportunity to determine the value of the hole 

card, call all hands dead, collect the cards and return each 

player’s wager. 

   (2)  If the particular card reader device in use does not 

provide any player with the opportunity to determine the value 

of the hole card, continue play. 

 (i)  If a card reader device malfunctions, the dealer may not 

continue dealing the game of Double Attack Blackjack at that 

table until the card reader device is repaired or replaced. 
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 (j)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (k)  If an automated shuffling device malfunctions and cannot 

be used, the device must be covered or have a sign indicating 

that it is out of order placed on the device before any other 

method of shuffling may be utilized at that table.  

CHAPTER 668a. PROPS & HOPS 
Sec. 

668a.1.    Props & Hops table; physical characteristics.  

668a.2.    Wagers.  

668a.3.    Dice; shaker; procedure for completion of each round 

of play.  

668a.4.    Payout odds. 

§ 668a.1. Props & Hops table; physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Props & Hops shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for six players on one side of the table and a place 

for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Props & Hops table shall be submitted to 

the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 
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   (2)  Areas that depict all wagers authorized under §  668a.2 

(relating to wagers). 

   (3)  A separate circle located to the right of the dealer for 

the placement of the shaker. 

   (4)  A player position diagram demonstrating the proper 

placement of each player’s wagers. 

   (5)  If offering the Six Eight Shake Wager, the requirements 

to win and the provision that player’s may take down the wager 

at any time prior to a 7 being rolled. 

   (6)  The payout odds, in accordance with §  668a.4 (relating 

to payout odds), for all permissible wagers offered by the 

certificate holder. If the payout odds are not on the layout, a 

sign identifying the payout odds shall be posted at each Props & 

Hops table. 

 (c)  Each Props & Hops table must have a drop box with a tip 

box attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). 

§ 668a.2. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers shall be made before the dice are shaken. 

 (b)  Wagers shall be made by placing value chips or plaques on 

the appropriate areas of the layout. Verbal wagers accompanied 

by cash may not be accepted. 
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 (c)  Only players who are seated at a Props & Hops table may 

place a wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager, 

that player shall remain seated until the completion of the 

round of play. 

 (d)  The following Double Wagers are authorized in the game of 

Props & Hops: 

   (1)  A Two the Hardway Bet placed in a box which depicts two 

dice, each of which displays a value of 1. A Two the Hardway Bet 

shall win if a total of 2 is thrown on the next roll and shall 

lose if any other combination is thrown. 

   (2)  A Four the Hardway Bet placed in a box which depicts two 

dice, each of which displays a value of 2. A Four the Hardway 

Bet shall win if a total of 4 is thrown on the next roll with a 

2 appearing on each die and shall lose if any other combination 

is thrown. 

   (3)  A Six the Hardway Bet placed in a box which depicts two 

dice, each of which displays a value of 3. A Six the Hardway Bet 

shall win if a total of 6 is thrown on the next roll with a 3 

appearing on each die and shall lose if any other combination is 

thrown. 

   (4)  An Eight the Hardway Bet placed in a box which depicts 

two dice, each of which displays a value of 4. An Eight the 

Hardway Bet shall win if a total of 8 is thrown on the next roll 
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with a 4 appearing on each die and shall lose if any other 

combination is thrown. 

   (5)  A Ten the Hardway Bet placed in a box which depicts two 

dice, each of which displays a value of 5. A Ten the Hardway Bet 

shall win if a total of 10 is thrown on the next roll with a 5 

appearing on each die and shall lose if any other combination is 

thrown. 

   (6)  A Twelve the Hardway Bet placed in a box which depicts 

two dice, each of which displays a value of 6. A Twelve the 

Hardway Bet shall win if a total of 12 is thrown on the next 

roll and shall lose if any other combination is thrown. 

 (e)  The following Any Number Wagers are authorized in the game 

of Props & Hops: 

   (1)  A One-Two Bet placed in a box which depicts two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 1 and the other displays a 

value of 2. A One-Two Bet shall win if a total of 3 is thrown on 

the next roll and shall lose if any other combination is thrown. 

   (2)  A One-Three Bet placed in a box which depicts two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 1 and the other displays a 

value of 3. A One-Three Bet shall win if on the next roll a 

total of 4 is thrown with a 1 appearing on one die and a 3 

appearing on the other die and shall lose if any other 

combination is thrown. 
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   (3)  A One-Four Bet placed in a box which depicts two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 1 and the other displays a 

value of 4. A One-Four Bet shall win if on the next roll a total 

of 5 is thrown with a 1 appearing on one die and a 4 appearing 

on the other die and shall lose if any other combination is 

thrown. 

   (4)  A One-Five Bet placed in a box which depicts two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 1 and the other displays a 

value of 5. A One-Five Bet shall win if on the next roll a total 

of 6 is thrown with a 1 appearing on one die and a 5 appearing 

on the other die and shall lose if any other combination is 

thrown. 

   (5)  A One-Six Bet placed in a box which depicts two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 1 and the other displays a 

value of 6. A One-Six Bet shall win if on the next roll a total 

of 7 is thrown with a 1 appearing on one die and a 6 appearing 

on the other die and shall lose if any other combination is 

thrown. 

   (6)  A Two-Three Bet placed in a box which depicts two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 2 and the other displays a 

value of 3. A Two-Three Bet shall win if on the next roll a 

total of 5 is thrown with a 2 appearing on one die and a 3 

appearing on the other die and shall lose if any other 

combination is thrown. 
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   (7)  A Two-Four Bet placed in a box which depicts two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 2 and the other displays a 

value of 4. A Two-Four Bet shall win if on the next roll a total 

of 6 is thrown with a 2 appearing on one die and a 4 appearing 

on the other die and shall lose if any other combination is 

thrown. 

   (8)  A Two-Five Bet placed in a box which depicts two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 2 and the other displays a 

value of 5. A Two-Five Bet shall win if on the next roll a total 

of 7 is thrown with a 2 appearing on one die and a 5 appearing 

on the other die and shall lose if any other combination is 

thrown. 

   (9)  A Two-Six Bet placed in a box which depicts two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 2 and the other displays a 

value of 6. A Two-Six Bet shall win if on the next roll a total 

of 8 is thrown with a 2 appearing on one die and a 6 appearing 

on the other die and shall lose if any other combination is 

thrown. 

   (10)  A Three-Four Bet placed in a box which depicts two 

dice, one of which displays a value of 3 and the other displays 

a value of 4. A Three-Four Bet shall win if on the next roll a 

total of 7 is thrown with a 3 appearing on one die and a 4 

appearing on the other die and shall lose if any other 

combination is thrown. 
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   (11)  A Three-Five Bet placed in a box which depicts two 

dice, one of which displays a value of 3 and the other displays 

a value of 5. A Three-Five Bet shall win if on the next roll a 

total of 8 is thrown with a 3 appearing on one die and a 5 

appearing on the other die and shall lose if any other 

combination is thrown. 

   (12)  A Three-Six Bet placed in a box which depicts two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 3 and the other displays a 

value of 6. A Three-Six Bet shall win if on the next roll a 

total of 9 is thrown with a 3 appearing on one die and a 6 

appearing on the other die and shall lose if any other 

combination is thrown. 

   (13)  A Four-Five Bet placed in a box which depicts two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 4 and the other displays a 

value of 5. A Four-Five Bet shall win if on the next roll a 

total of 9 is thrown with a 4 appearing on one die and a 5 

appearing on the other die and shall lose if any other 

combination is thrown. 

   (14)  A Four-Six Bet placed in a box which depicts two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 4 and the other displays a 

value of 6. A Four-Six Bet shall win if on the next roll a total 

of 10 is thrown with a 4 appearing on one die and a 6 appearing 

on the other die and shall lose if any other combination is 

thrown. 
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   (15)  A Five-Six Bet placed in a box which depicts two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 5 and the other displays a 

value of 6. A Five-Six Bet shall win if on the next roll a total 

of 11 is thrown with a 5 appearing on one die and a 6 appearing 

on the other die and shall lose if any other combination is 

thrown. 

 (f)  The following additional wagers are authorized in the game 

of Props & Hops: 

   (1)  A Field Wager placed in a Field box which depicts the 

numbers 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11 and 12 with the 2 and the 12 circled. 

A Field Bet shall win if on the next roll the combined total of 

the dice equals a 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11 or 12 and lose if any other 

combination is thrown. 

   (2)  A Hop the Top Wager in the Hop the Top box which shall 

win if any of the combinations of dice in the top row of the 

layout are rolled. 

   (3)  A Hop the Left Wager in the Hop the Left box which shall 

win if any combinations of dice on the left side of the layout 

are rolled. 

   (4)  A Hop the Right Wager in the Hop the Right box which 

shall win if any combinations of dice on the right side of the 

layout are rolled. 
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   (5)  A Hop the Center Wager in the Hop the Center box which 

shall win if any combinations of dice on the center of the 

layout are rolled. 

   (6)  A 1-6 and Under Wager in the box which depicts two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 1 and the other displays a 

value of 6, and Under. This wager shall win if the 1-6 is rolled 

or any other combination of the two dice whose total is under 7. 

   (7)  A 3-4 and Over Wager in the box which depicts two dice, 

one of which displays a value of 3 and the other displays a 

value of 4, and Over. This wager shall win if the 3-4 is rolled 

or any other combination of the two dice whose total is greater 

than 7. 

   (8)  A Six Eight Shake Wager in the circles at the top of the 

table layout. This wager shall win if each combination of 6 (a 

1-5, 2-4 and 3-3) and each combination of 8 (2-6, 3-5 and 4-4) 

is thrown before a 7. A player may remove this wager at any time 

prior to a 7 being rolled. 

§ 668a.3. Dice; shaker; procedure for completion of each round 

of play. 

 (a)  Props & Hops shall be played with two dice that comply 

with §  603a.12(b) (relating to dice; physical characteristics) 

and the receipt and inspection requirements in §  603a.13 

(relating to dice; receipt, storage, inspection and removal from 

use). 
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 (b)  Props & Hops shall be played with a dice shaker, approved 

in accordance with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table 

game layouts, signage and equipment), which shall be used to 

shake the two dice to arrive at the winning combinations. The 

dice shaker shall be designed and constructed to maintain the 

integrity of the game and must: 

   (1)  Be capable of housing two dice that when not being 

shaken must be maintained in the shaker. Dice that have been 

placed in a dice shaker for use in gaming may not remain on a 

table for more than 24 hours. 

   (2)  Be designed to prevent the dice from being seen while 

being shaken. 

   (3)  Have the name or logo of the certificate holder 

imprinted or impressed thereon. 

 (c)  The dice shaker shall be the responsibility of the dealer 

and may not be left unattended while at the table. 

 (d)  A shaker and two dice shall be presented at the Props & 

Hops table for gaming. The floorperson, in the presence of the 

dealer, shall place the dice in the shaker. Prior to the 

commencement of play at the table and after each round of play, 

the dealer shall shake the covered shaker. 

 (e)  After all players have placed their wagers, the dealer 

shall announce ‘‘no more bets.’’ If any players placed a Six 

Eight Shake Wager, beginning with the player to the dealer’s 
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right, and continuing counterclockwise around the table, the 

dealer shall place the player’s wager in the first designated 

Six Eight Shake circle on the dealer’s right located at the top 

of the table layout. After all Six Eight Shake Wagers have been 

placed in the designated circles, the dealer shall then place a 

red lammer button on each two-dice combination of 6 and 8 (1-5, 

2-4, 3-3, 2-6, 3-5 and 4-4). 

 (f)  The dealer shall then offer the covered dice shaker to the 

player farthest to the dealer’s left. The player shall shake the 

covered shaker at least three times to cause a random mixture of 

the dice. Once the player has shaken the dice, the player shall 

return the covered shaker to the layout. If the player shaking 

the dice removes the lid, the shaker shall be recovered and 

shaken again. 

 (g)  The dealer shall then remove the lid and place the 

uncovered shaker in the designated circle on the table layout. 

The shaker shall remain uncovered in the designated area until 

all wagers have been settled. If the dealer uncovers the shaker 

and a die falls out of the shaker, the dealer shall call a ‘‘no 

roll.’’ The dice shall then be shaken again in accordance with 

subsection (f). 

 (h)  The dealer shall then announce the numbers on the 

uppermost or skyward sides of the two dice and place a pointer 

marker on the corresponding area of the layout. If one die comes 
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to rest on top of the other or if the dice do not land flat on 

the bottom of the shaker after being tossed, the dealer shall 

call a ‘‘no roll.’’ The dice shall be shaken again in accordance 

with subsection (f). 

 (i)  After a valid roll, the dealer shall then collect all 

losing wagers before paying out winning wagers in accordance 

with §  668a.4 (relating to payout odds) provided that if any 

player placed a Six Eight Shake Wager and if the number rolled 

corresponds to one of the boxes on the table layout that 

contains a lammer button, the dealer shall remove the lammer 

button and place it in the Six Eight Shake circle on the table 

layout furthest to the dealer’s right. Each time one of the 

preselected numbers containing a lammer is rolled, the lammer 

will be collected and placed on the Six Eight Shake circle next 

to the previous lammer. If there is a wager in the Six Eight 

Shake circle, the lammer shall be placed on top of the wager. If 

all six combinations of dice are thrown and all six lammer 

buttons are placed on the designated Six Eight Shake circles 

before a 7 is thrown, the dealer shall pay each winning Six 

Eight Shake Wager in accordance with §  668a.4. 

 (j)  After all losing wagers have been collected and all 

winning wagers have been paid, the dealer shall cover and shake 

the shaker. 
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 (k)  The same player who shook the dice shall continue to shake 

the dice during each subsequent round of play until the player 

shakes a 7. Once the total of the dice is a 7, the dice shaker 

will be passed to the next player to the left at the next round 

of play. 

§ 668a.4. Payout odds. 

 The certificate holder shall pay out winning Props & Hops 

wagers as follows:  

Wager Payout Odds 

Double Wager 30 to 1 

Any Number Wager 15 to 1 

Field Wager:  

 2 or 12 is rolled 2 to 1 

 3, 4, 9, 10 or 11 is rolled 1 to 1 

Hop the Top 3 to 2 

Hop the Left 2 to 1 

Hop the Right 2 to 1 

Hop the Center 3 to 2 

1-6 and Under 1 to 1 

3-4 and Over 1 to 1 

Six Eight Shake 150 to 1 
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CHAPTER 669a. RAISE IT UP STUD POKER 
Sec. 

669a.1.    Definitions.  

669a.2.    Raise It Up Stud Poker table physical 

characteristics.  

669a.3.    Cards; number of decks.  

669a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

669a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

669a.6.    Raise It Up Stud Poker hand rankings.  

669a.7.    Wagers.  

669a.8.    Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe.  

669a.9.    Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand.  

669a.10.    Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

669a.11.    Procedures for completion of each round of play.  

669a.12.    Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression.  

669a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 669a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Community card—A card which is used by all players to form 

the best possible five-card Poker hand.  
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   Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a player 

who placed a Progressive Payout Wager when another player at the 

Raise It Up Stud Poker table is the holder of an Envy Bonus 

Qualifying Hand.  

   Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A hand with a rank of an ace, 

king, queen straight flush as defined in §  669a.6(c) (relating 

to Raise It Up Stud Poker hand rankings).  

   Fold—The withdrawal of a player from a round of play by not 

making a Play Wager.  

   Push—A player’s hand that results in neither payment on nor 

collection of the player’s wagers. 

§ 669a.2. Raise It Up Stud Poker table physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Raise It Up Stud Poker shall be played on a table having 

betting positions for no more than six players on one side of 

the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Raise It Up Stud Poker table shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in 

accordance with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table 

game layouts, signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Three separate betting areas designated for the 

placement of the Ante, Blind and Play Wagers for each player. 
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   (3)  Separate areas designated for the placement of the three 

community cards located directly in front of the table inventory 

container. One area must be inscribed 4th Street, a second area 

inscribed 5th Street and a third area inscribed 6th Street. 

   (4)  If the certificate holder offers the optional 

Progressive Payout Wager authorized under §  669a.7(d)(4) 

(relating to wagers), a separate area designated for the 

placement of the Progressive Payout Wager for each player. 

   (5)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Six Card 

Bonus Wager authorized under §  669a.7(d)(5), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus Wager for 

each player. 

   (6)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers and the rules governing the 

required amount of the Play Wager as a multiple of the player’s 

Ante Wager. If the information is not inscribed on the layout, a 

sign that sets forth the required information must be posted at 

each Raise It Up Stud Poker table. 

 (c)  If a certificate holder offers the Progressive Payout 

Wager, in accordance with §  669a.7(d)(4), the Raise It Up Stud 

Poker table must have a progressive table game system, in 

accordance with §  605a.7 (relating to progressive table games), 

for the placement of Progressive Payout Wagers. The progressive 

table game system must include: 
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   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Progressive Payout 

Wager. 

   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the gaming table including a 

mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the 

recognition of a Progressive Payout Wager that a player attempts 

to place after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  Each Raise It Up Stud Poker table must have a drop box and 

a tip box attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but 

on opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (e)  Each Raise It Up Stud Poker table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 669a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Raise It Up Stud 

Poker shall be played with one deck of cards and one cover card. 
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 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Raise 

It Up Stud Poker may be played with two decks of cards in 

accordance with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 

   (2)  One deck shall be shuffled and stored in the automated 

card shuffling device while the other deck is being used to play 

the game. 

   (3)  Both decks are continually alternated in and out of 

play, with each deck being used for every other round of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Raise It Up Stud Poker shall be 

changed at least every: 

   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 669a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for defects. The floorperson 

assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 
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player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread out in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  669a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 669a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 
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device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 

completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated card 

shuffling device shall place the deck of cards in a single 

stack. The certificate holder may use an automated card 

shuffling device which, upon completion of the shuffling of the 

cards, inserts the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  669a.8, 

§  669a.9 or §  669a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were pre-

shuffled, cut the cards in accordance with subsection (d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 
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shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for the commencement of 

play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a Raise It Up Stud Poker 

table that is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from 

the dealing shoe and the discard rack and spread out on the 

table face down unless a player requests that the cards be 

spread face up on the table. After the first player is afforded 

an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the procedures in 

§  669a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for gaming) and 

this section shall be completed. 

 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted and approved in accordance 

with §  461a.4 (relating to submission for testing and approval) 

prior to its use in the licensed facility. If a certificate 

holder is utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do 

not apply. 
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§ 669a.6. Raise It Up Stud Poker hand rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in Raise It Up Stud Poker, in 

order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, 

jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the 

foregoing, an ace may be used to complete a straight flush or a 

straight formed with a 2, 3, 4 and 5 but may not be combined 

with any other sequence of cards (for example: king, queen, ace, 

2 and 3). All suits shall be equal in rank. 

 (b)  The permissible five-card Poker hands in the game of Raise 

It Up Stud Poker, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

   (1)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand, other than a royal 

flush, consisting of five cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking. 

   (3)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank. 

   (4)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair. 

   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order. 

   (6)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank. 
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   (7)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank. 

   (8)  Two pairs, which is a hand consisting of two pairs. 

   (9)  One pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the 

same rank. 

 (c)  For purposes of the Pair Plus Wager authorized under 

§  669a.7(d)(3) (relating to wagers) and the Progressive Payout 

Wager authorized under §  669a.7(d)(4), the permissible three-

card Poker hands shall be: 

   (1)  A straight flush, which is three cards of the same suit 

in consecutive rank. 

   (2)  A three-of-a-kind, which is three cards of the same 

rank. 

   (3)  A straight, which is three cards of consecutive rank. 

   (4)  A flush, which is three cards of the same suit. 

   (5)  A pair, which is two cards of the same rank. 

§ 669a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Raise It Up Stud Poker shall be made by placing 

value chips, plaques or other Board-approved wagering 

instruments on the appropriate betting areas of the table 

layout. Verbal wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at the Raise It Up Stud Poker 

table may place a wager at the game. Once a player has placed a 

wager and received cards, that player shall remain seated until 
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the completion of the round of play. If a player leaves the 

table during a round of play, any wagers made by the player may 

be considered abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All Ante, Blind, Pair Plus, Progressive Payout and Six 

Card Bonus Wagers shall be placed prior to the dealer announcing 

‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the dealing procedure in 

§  669a.8, §  669a.9 or §  669a.10 (relating to procedure for 

dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for 

dealing the cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the 

cards from an automated dealing shoe). Except as provided in 

§  669a.11(b), (d) and (f) (relating to procedures for 

completion of each round of play), a wager may not be made, 

increased or withdrawn after the dealer announces ‘‘no more 

bets’’ and begins dealing the cards. 

 (d)  The following wagers may be placed in the game of Raise It 

Up Stud Poker: 

   (1)  To participate in a round of play, a player shall place 

an Ante Wager and a Blind Wager, equal to the player’s Ante 

Wager, that the three cards dealt to the player and the three 

community cards will form a pair of 10s or better as described 

in §  669a.6(b) (relating to Raise It Up Stud Poker hand 

rankings). 

   (2)  In accordance with §  669a.11(b), (d) and (f), a Play 

Wager that the three cards dealt to the player and the three 
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community cards will form a pair of 10s or better as described 

in §  669a.6(b). 

   (3)  A Pair Plus Wager that the three cards dealt to the 

player will form a pair or better as described in §  669a.6(c). 

   (4)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player at a Raise It Up Stud Poker 

table the option to make an additional Progressive Payout Wager 

that the three cards dealt to the player will form a pair or 

better as described in §  669a.6(c). After placing Ante and 

Blind Wagers, a player may make an additional Progressive Payout 

Wager by placing a value chip into the progressive wagering 

device designated for that player. Each player shall be 

responsible for verifying that the player’s respective 

Progressive Payout Wager has been accepted. 

   (5)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Raise It Up 

Stud Poker table the option to make an additional Six Card Bonus 

Wager that the three cards dealt to the player and the three 

community cards will form a three-of-a-kind or better as 

described in §  669a.6(b). 

 (e)  A player may not wager on more than one player position at 

a Raise It Up Stud Poker table. 
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§ 669a.8. Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  669a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe either by the dealer or by 

the automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing the cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Payout Wager is being 

offered, use the progressive table game system to prevent the 

placement of additional Progressive Payout Wagers. The dealer 

shall then collect any Progressive Payout Wagers and, on the 

layout in front of the table inventory container, verify that 

the number of value chips wagered equals the number of 

Progressive Payout Wagers accepted by the progressive table game 

system. The dealer shall then place the value chips into the 

table inventory container. 

 (c)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is the closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. 
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 (d)  The dealer shall, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal the cards, face down, as follows: 

   (1)  Deal one card at a time to each player who placed Ante 

and Blind Wagers in accordance with §  669a.7(d)(1) (relating to 

wagers) until each player who placed a wager has three cards. 

   (2)  Three cards to the area designated for the placement of 

the community cards. 

 (e)  After three cards have been dealt to each player and three 

cards have been dealt to the area designated for the community 

cards, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 

shoe and, except as provided in subsection (f), place the stub 

in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 
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 (h)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player 

has more or less than 3 cards or the area designated for the 

placement of the community cards has more or less than 3 cards) 

but 52 cards remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all 

wagers shall be returned to the players. If the cards were not 

misdealt, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the entire deck of cards shall be removed 

from the table. 

§ 669a.9. Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  669a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which he will hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 
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   (3)  Prior to dealing the cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Payout Wager is being 

offered, use the progressive table game system to prevent the 

placement of additional Progressive Payout Wagers. If any 

Progressive Payout Wagers have been made, the dealer shall then 

collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of the table 

inventory container, verify that the number of value chips 

wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout Wagers accepted 

by the progressive table game system. The dealer shall then 

place the value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal the cards, face down, as follows: 

   (1)  Deal one card at a time to each player who placed Ante 

and Blind Wagers in accordance with §  669a.7(d)(1) (relating to 

wagers) until each player who placed a wager has three cards. 

   (2)  Three cards to the area designated for the placement of 

the community cards. 

 (c)  After three cards have been dealt to each player and three 

cards have been dealt to the area designated for the community 

cards, the dealer shall, except as provided in subsection (d), 

place the stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 
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and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player 

has more or less than 3 cards or the area designated for the 

placement of the community cards has more or less than 3 cards) 

but 52 cards remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all 

wagers shall be returned to the players. If the cards were not 

misdealt, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be  

§ 669a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  669a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 
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   (2)  Prior to the dealing shoe dispensing any stacks, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive 

Payout Wager is being offered, use the progressive table game 

system to prevent the placement of additional Progressive Payout 

Wagers. The dealer shall then collect any Progressive Payout 

Wagers and, on the layout in front of the table inventory 

container, verify that the number of value chips wagered equals 

the number of Progressive Payout Wagers accepted by the 

progressive table game system. The dealer shall then place the 

value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of three cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed Ante and Blind 

Wagers in accordance with §  669a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). 

As the remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the 

automated dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise 

around the table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other 

players who has placed Ante and Blind Wagers. The dealer shall 

then deliver a stack of three cards face down to the area 

designated for the placement of the three community cards. 

 (c)  After each stack of three cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall 

remove the stub from the automated dealing shoe and, except as 
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provided in subsection (d), place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device that counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine that the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player 

has more or less than 3 cards or the area designated for the 

placement of the community cards has more or less than 3 cards) 

but 52 cards remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all 

wagers shall be returned to the players. If the cards were not 

misdealt, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the entire deck of cards shall be removed 

from the table. 
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§ 669a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  669a.8, 

§  669a.9 or §  669a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player 

shall examine his cards, subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at Raise It Up Stud Poker shall 

be responsible for his own hand and no person other than the 

dealer and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the 

cards of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his cards in full view of the 

dealer at all times. 

   (3)  A player may not exchange or communicate information 

regarding his hand prior to the dealer revealing all of the 

community cards. A violation shall result in a forfeiture of all 

wagers on that round by that person. 

 (b)  After each player has examined his cards and replaced them 

face down on the layout, the dealer shall, beginning with the 

player farthest to the dealer’s left and moving clockwise around 

the table, ask each player who placed an Ante Wager if he wishes 

to check or place a Play Wager in an amount equal to one, two or 

three times the amount of the player’s Ante Wager. 
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 (c)  Once all players have either checked or placed a Play 

Wager, the dealer shall turn over and reveal the first community 

card and place it in the 4th Street box on the layout. 

 (d)  Each player shall then either check or place a Play Wager 

in an amount equal to one or two times the amount of the 

player’s Ante Wager. 

 (e)  Once all remaining players have either checked or placed a 

Play Wager, the dealer shall turn over and reveal the second 

community card and place it in the 5th Street box on the layout. 

 (f)  Each player shall then either place a Play Wager in an 

amount equal to the amount of the player’s Ante Wager or fold. 

If a player folds, the Ante and Blind Wagers shall be 

immediately collected and placed in the table inventory 

container and the folded hand shall be collected and placed in 

the discard rack unless the player made a Progressive Payout or 

Six Card Bonus Wager in which case the cards shall be left on 

the table until the Six Card Bonus Wager and any Envy Bonus is 

settled in accordance with subsection (i). 

 (g)  If a player has placed a Progressive Payout or Six Card 

Bonus Wager but does not make a Play Wager, the player shall 

forfeit the right to receive a Progressive Payout but does not 

forfeit the eligibility to receive an Envy Bonus under 

§  669a.12(e)(5) (relating to payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of 

progression) or a Six Card Bonus payout under §  669a.12(f). 
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 (h)  Once all remaining players have either placed a Play Wager 

or folded, the dealer shall turn over and reveal the third 

community card and place it in the 6th Street box on the layout. 

 (i)  Beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s right 

and continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction, 

the dealer shall turn over and reveal the player’s three cards 

and complete the following applicable procedures in succession 

for each player: 

   (1)  If a player placed a Pair Plus Wager, the dealer shall 

form the highest possible ranking three-card hand. If the 

player’s three cards form a pair or better, as described in 

§  669a.6(c) (relating to Raise It Up Stud Poker hand rankings), 

the dealer shall pay each winning Pairs Plus Wager in accordance 

with the payout odds in §  669a.12(a). 

   (2)  The dealer shall form the highest possible ranking five-

card hand from the player’s three cards and the three community 

cards. If a player’s highest ranking five-card hand: 

     (i)   Does not contain a pair of 10s or better, as 

described in §  669a.6(b), the dealer shall collect the player’s 

Ante, Blind and Play Wagers. 

     (ii)   Contains a pair of 10s or better, as described in 

§  669a.6(b), the dealer shall pay each player’s winning Ante, 

Play and Blind Wagers in accordance with §  669a.12(b)—(d). 
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   (3)  After settling the player’s Pair Plus, Ante, Play and 

Blind Wagers, the dealer shall settle the Progressive Payout or 

Six Card Bonus Wager, if offered by the certificate holder, as 

follows: 

     (i)   If a player placed a Progressive Payout Wager and the 

player’s three cards contain a straight or better, the dealer 

shall: 

       (A)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

       (B)   Verify that the appropriate light on the 

progressive table game system has been illuminated. 

       (C)   Have a floorperson or above validate the 

progressive payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s 

approved internal control procedures. 

       (D)   Pay the winning Progressive Payout Wager in 

accordance with §  669a.12(e)(1). If a player has won a 

progressive payout that is 100% of the jackpot amount on the 

progressive meter, the progressive payout may not be paid from 

the table inventory container. If a player has won a progressive 

payout that is not being paid from the table inventory 

container, the cards of that player shall remain on the table 

until the necessary documentation has been completed. 

       (E)   Pay any Envy Bonus won in accordance with 

§  669a.12(e)(5). Players making a Progressive Payout Wager 

shall receive an Envy Bonus when another player at the same 
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Raise It Up Stud Poker table is the holder of an Envy Bonus 

Qualifying Hand. Players are entitled to multiple Envy Bonuses 

if more than one player is the holder of an Envy Bonus 

Qualifying Hand. A player is not entitled to an Envy Bonus for 

his own hand. 

     (ii)   If a player has placed a Six Card Bonus Wager and 

the player’s three cards and the three community cards form a 

three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer shall pay the winning Six 

Card Bonus Wager in accordance with §  669a.12(f). 

 (j)  After all wagers have been settled, the dealer shall 

remove all remaining cards from the table and place them in the 

discard rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each 

hand in the event of a question or dispute. 

§ 669a.12. Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression. 

 (a)  A player placing a Pair Plus Wager shall be paid at the 

odds in one of the following paytables selected by the 

certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in accordance 

with §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions):  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Straight flush 40 to 1 40 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 30 to 1 25 to 1 

Straight 6 to 1 6 to 1 

Flush 4 to 1 4 to 1 
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Pair 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 (b)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Ante Wager at 

odds of 1 to 1. 

 (c)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Play Wager in 

accordance with the following odds:  

Hand Payout 

Royal flush 100 to 1 

Straight flush 20 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 10 to 1 

Full house 6 to 1 

Flush 5 to 1 

Straight 4 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 

Two pair 3 to 2 

Pair of 10s or better 1 to 1 

 (d)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Blind Wager in 

accordance with the following odds:  

Hand Payout 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 30 to 1 
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Full house 4 to 1 

Flush 3 to 1 

Straight 2 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 1 to 1 

Two pair Push 

Pair of 10s or better Push 

 (e)  If a certificate holder offers the Progressive Payout 

Wager: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay each winning 

Progressive Payout Wager in accordance with the following odds:  

Hand Payout 

Ace, king and queen of spades 100% of meter 

Ace, king and queen of hearts, diamonds or clubs 500 for 1 

Straight flush 70 for 1 

Three-of-a-kind 60 for 1 

Straight 6 for 1 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

ranking hand formed from the player’s three cards and the three 

community cards. 

   (3)   The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 
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payouts in paragraph (1) must be based on the amount of the 

Progressive Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

Seed/reseed $1,000 for 1 

Incrementation rate  

 Primary 14% 

   (4)  Winning Progressive Payout Hands shall be paid in 

accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the player’s 

turn to be paid in accordance with §  669a.11(i)(3)(i) (relating 

to procedures for completion of each round of play). 

   (5)  Envy Bonus payouts shall be made according to the 

following payout schedules for every Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand 

based upon the amount of the Progressive Payout Wager placed by 

the player receiving the Envy Bonus:  

$1 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Ace, king and queen of spades $100 

Ace, king and queen of hearts, diamonds or clubs $25 

$5 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Ace, king and queen of spades $500 

Ace, king and queen of hearts, diamonds or clubs $125 

 (f)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Six Card Bonus 

Wager at the odds in one of the following paytables selected by 
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the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 

Full house 25 to 1 25 to 1 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 20 to 1 15 to 1 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 9 to 1 10 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 5 to 1 8 to 1 7 to 1 

§ 669a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c)  If any player or the area designated for the placement of 

the community cards is dealt an incorrect number of cards, all 
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hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d)  If any of the community cards are exposed prior to the 

dealer revealing the community cards in accordance with 

§  669a.11(c), (e) and (h) (relating to procedures for 

completion of each round of play), all hands shall be void, all 

wagers shall be returned to the players and the cards shall be 

reshuffled. 

 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal cards during a round 

of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from the 

device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe shall be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table. 
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CHAPTER 670a. SIX-CARD FORTUNE PAI GOW POKER 
Sec. 

670a.1.    Definitions.  

670a.2.    Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker table; physical 

characteristics; shaker.  

670a.3.    Cards; number of decks.  

670a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

670a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards; procedures for 

determining the starting position for dealing cards.  

670a.6.    Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker rankings.  

670a.7.    Wagers.  

670a.8.    Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe.  

670a.9.    Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand.  

670a.10.    Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

670a.11.    Procedures for completion of each round of play.  

670a.12.    Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression.  

670a.13.    Irregularities; invalid roll of dice. 

§ 670a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a player 
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who placed a Progressive Payout Wager or a Qualifying Fortune 

Bonus Wager when another player at the Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow 

Poker table is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand.  

   Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand— 

     (i)   For purposes of the Fortune Bonus Wager, a player’s 

hand with a rank of a full house or better formed from the six 

cards dealt to a player. 

     (ii)   For purposes of the Progressive Payout Wager, a 

player’s hand with a rank of a four-of-a-kind or better formed 

from the six cards dealt to a player.  

   High hand—The five-card hand that is formed from the six 

cards dealt so as to rank equal to or higher than the low hand.  

   Low hand—The one-card hand that is formed from the six cards 

dealt so as to rank equal to or lower than the high hand.  

   Qualifying Fortune Bonus Wager—A Fortune Bonus Wager of at 

least $5 which may entitle a player to an Envy Bonus.  

   Setting the hands—The process of forming a high hand and low 

hand from the six cards dealt. 

§ 670a.2. Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker table; physical 

characteristics; shaker. 

 (a)  Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker shall be played at a table 

having betting positions for no more than six players on one 

side of the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite 

side of the table. 
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 (b)  The layout for a Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker table 

shall be submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and 

approved in accordance with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval 

of table game layouts, signage and equipment) and contain, at a 

minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker Wager for each player. 

   (3)  Two separate areas designated for the placement of the 

high and low hands of each player. 

   (4)  Two separate areas designated for the placement of the 

high and low hands of the dealer. 

   (5)  If the certificate holder offers the Double Down Wager 

authorized under §  670a.7(e)(1) (relating to wagers), a 

separate area designated for the placement of the Double Down 

Wager for each player. 

   (6)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Fortune 

Bonus Wager authorized under §  670a.7(e)(2), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Fortune Bonus Wager for each 

player. 

   (7)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Insurance 

Wager authorized under §  670a.7(e)(3), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Insurance Wager for each 

player. 
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   (8)  If the certificate holder offers the optional 

Progressive Payout Wager authorized under §  670a.7(e)(4), a 

separate area designated for the placement of the Progressive 

Payout Wager for each player. 

   (9)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If the payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Six-Card Fortune Pai 

Gow Poker table. 

 (c)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Progressive 

Payout Wager in accordance with §  670a.7(e)(4), the Six-Card 

Fortune Pai Gow Poker table must have a progressive table game 

system in accordance with §  605a.7 (relating to progressive 

table games) for the placement of Progressive Payout Wagers. The 

progressive table game system must include: 

   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Progressive Payout 

Wager. 

   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the gaming table, including a 

mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the 

placement of any Progressive Payout Wager that a player attempts 

to place after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 
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 (d)  To determine the starting position for the dealing or 

delivery of the cards, Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker may be 

played with: 

   (1)  A Pai Gow Poker shaker, approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a), which shall be designed and constructed to 

maintain the integrity of the game. The Pai Gow Poker shaker 

shall be the responsibility of the dealer, may not be left 

unattended while at the table and must: 

     (i)   Be capable of housing three dice that when not being 

shaken must be maintained within the Pai Gow Poker shaker. Dice 

that have been placed in a Pai Gow Poker shaker for use in 

gaming may not remain on a table for more than 24 hours. 

     (ii)   Be designed to prevent the dice from being seen 

while being shaken. 

     (iii)   Have the name or logo of the certificate holder 

imprinted or impressed thereon. 

   (2)  A computerized random number generator which shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Laboratory Operations and 

approved in accordance with §  461a.4 (relating to submission 

for testing and approval) prior to its use. 

 (e)  Each Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker table must have a drop 

box and a tip box attached on the same side of the gaming table 

as, but on opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the 

Bureau of Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). 
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The Bureau of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative 

location for the tip box when a card shuffling device or other 

table game equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and 

tip box on the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite 

sides of, the dealer. 

 (f)  Each Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker table must have a 

discard rack securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side 

of the table. 

§ 670a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Six-Card Fortune Pai 

Gow Poker shall be played with one deck of cards that are 

identical in appearance and two cover cards. The deck of cards 

used to play Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker must include one 

joker. A certificate holder may use decks that are manufactured 

with two jokers provided that only one joker is used for gaming. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Six-

Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker may be played with two decks of cards 

in accordance with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design but 

the backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color 

than the cards in the other deck. 

   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 
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   (3)  Both decks of cards shall be continuously alternated in 

and out of play, with each deck being used for every other round 

of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker 

shall be changed at least every: 

   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 670a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  If the deck of cards used by the certificate holder 

contains two jokers, the dealer and a floorperson shall ensure 

that only one joker is utilized and that the other joker is torn 

in half and placed in the box, envelope or container that the 

deck came from. After the cards are inspected, the cards shall 

be spread out face up on the table for visual inspection by the 

first player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread 

in horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and 

in sequence and include the one joker. 
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 (c)  After the first player is afforded an opportunity to 

visually inspect the cards, the cards shall be turned face down 

on the table, mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards and 

stacked. Once the cards have been stacked, the cards shall be 

shuffled in accordance with §  670a.5 (relating to shuffle and 

cut of the cards; procedures for determining the starting 

position for dealing cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 670a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards; procedures for 

determining the starting position for dealing cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by the floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle 

the cards, either manually or by use of an automated card 

shuffling device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. 
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Upon completion of the shuffle, the dealer or device shall place 

the deck of cards in a single stack. The certificate holder may 

use an automated card shuffling device which, upon completion of 

the shuffling of the cards, inserts the stack of cards directly 

into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, determine the starting position in accordance 

with subsection (i), then deal the cards in accordance with 

§  670a.8, §  670a.9 or §  670a.10 (relating to procedures for 

dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for 

dealing the cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the 

cards from an automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually, cut the cards in 

accordance with the procedures in subsections (c)—(e). 

 (c)  Upon completion of a manual shuffle, the dealer shall 

place the stack of cards on top of one of the cover cards. The 

dealer shall offer the stack of cards to be cut, with the backs 

facing away from the dealer, to the player determined under 

subsection (d). If no player accepts the cut, the dealer shall 

cut the cards. 

 (d)  The cut of the cards shall be offered to players in the 

following order: 
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   (1)  The first player arriving at the table, if the game is 

just beginning. 

   (2)  The player at the farthest position to the right of the 

dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to cut the cards shall 

rotate to each player in a counterclockwise manner. 

 (e)  The player or dealer making the cut shall place the second 

cover card in the stack at least ten cards from the top or the 

bottom of the deck. Once the second cover card has been 

inserted, the dealer shall take the second cover card and all 

the cards on top of the second cover card and place them on the 

bottom of the stack. The dealer shall then remove the first 

cover card and place it on the bottom of the stack. The dealer 

shall remove one of the cover cards and either place it in the 

discard rack or use it as an additional cover card to be 

inserted four cards from the bottom of the deck. The dealer 

shall then determine the starting position in accordance with 

subsection (i) and deal the cards in accordance with §  670a.8, 

§  670a.9 or §  670a.10. 

 (f)  After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. If a recut is required, the cards shall be 

recut either by the player who last cut the cards, or by the 
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next person entitled to cut the cards, as determined under 

subsection (d). 

 (g)  If there is no gaming activity at a Six-Card Fortune Pai 

Gow Poker table which is open for gaming, the cards shall be 

removed from the dealing shoe and discard rack and spread out on 

the table face down unless a player requests that the cards be 

spread face up on the table. After the first player arriving at 

the table is afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the 

cards: 

   (1)  If there is no automated shuffling device in use, the 

cards shall be mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards, 

stacked, then shuffled and cut in accordance with this section. 

   (2)  If an automated shuffling device is in use, the cards 

shall be stacked and placed into the automated shuffling device 

to be shuffled. The deck of cards already in the shuffler shall 

then be removed. Unless a player requests otherwise, the deck of 

cards removed from the shuffler does not need to be spread for 

inspection and reshuffled prior to being dealt, if the automated 

card shuffling device stores a single deck of shuffled cards 

inside the shuffler in a secure manner. 

 (h)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 
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(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (b)—(g) do not apply. 

 (i)  To determine the starting position for the dealing of 

cards, the certificate holder shall use one of the following: 

   (1)  A Pai Gow Poker shaker in accordance with the following 

procedures: 

     (i)   The dealer shall shake the Pai Gow Poker shaker at 

least three times to cause a random mixture of the dice. 

     (ii)   The dealer shall then remove the lid covering the 

Pai Gow Poker shaker and place the uncovered shaker on the 

designated area of the table layout. The dealer shall then total 

the dice and announce the total. 

     (iii)   To determine the starting position, the dealer 

shall count each betting position in order, regardless of 

whether there is a wager at the betting position, beginning with 

the dealer as number one and continuing around the table in a 

counterclockwise manner, until the count matches the total of 

the three dice. 

     (iv)   After the dealing procedures required under 

§  670a.8, §  670a.9 or §  670a.10 have been completed, the 

dealer shall place the cover on the Pai Gow Poker shaker and 

shake the shaker once. The Pai Gow Poker shaker shall then be 

placed to the right of the dealer. 
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   (2)  A computerized random number generator to select and 

display a number from 1 to 7. To determine the starting 

position, the dealer shall count each betting position in order, 

regardless of whether there is a wager at the betting position, 

beginning with the dealer as number one and continuing around 

the table in a counterclockwise manner until the count matches 

the number displayed by the random number generator. 

 (j)  After the starting position for a round of play has been 

determined, a certificate holder may mark that position with an 

additional cover card, flat button or similar object. 

§ 670a.6. Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow 

Poker, in order of highest to lowest, shall be: ace, king, 

queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the 

foregoing, an ace may be used to complete a straight flush or a 

straight formed with a 2, 3, 4 and 5 but may not be combined 

with any other sequence of cards (for example: queen, king, ace, 

2 and 3). The joker shall be used and ranked as an ace or may be 

used as any card to complete a straight or a flush. 

 (b)  The permissible five-card high hands at the game of Six-

Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker, in order of highest to lowest rank, 

shall be: 

   (1)  Five aces consisting of four aces and a joker. 
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   (2)  A royal flush consisting of an ace, king, queen, jack 

and 10 of the same suit or a king, queen, jack and 10 of the 

same suit and a joker. 

   (3)  A straight flush consisting of five cards of the same 

suit in consecutive ranking, with ace, 2, 3, 4 and 5 being the 

highest ranking straight flush; king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 

being the second highest ranking straight flush; and 2, 3, 4, 5 

and 6 being the lowest ranking straight flush. 

   (4)  A four-of-a-kind consisting of four cards of the same 

rank, with four aces being the highest ranking four-of-a-kind 

and four 2s being the lowest ranking four-of-a-kind. 

   (5)  A full house consisting of a three-of-a-kind and a pair, 

with three aces and two kings being the highest ranking full 

house and three 2s and two 3s being the lowest ranking full 

house. 

   (6)  A flush consisting of five cards of the same suit. When 

comparing two flushes, the hand which contains the highest 

ranking card, as provided in subsection (a), which is not in the 

other hand, shall be considered the higher ranking hand. 

   (7)  A straight consisting of five cards of consecutive rank, 

regardless of suit, with an ace, king, queen, jack and 10 being 

the highest ranking straight; an ace, 2, 3, 4 and 5 being the 

second highest ranking straight; and a 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 being 

the lowest ranking straight. 
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   (8)  A three-of-a-kind containing three cards of the same 

rank, with three aces being the highest ranking three-of-a-kind 

and three 2s being the lowest ranking three-of-a-kind. 

   (9)  Two pair containing two pairs, with two aces and two 

kings being the highest ranking two pair hand and two 3s and two 

2s being the lowest ranking two pair hand. 

   (10)  A pair consisting of two cards of the same rank, with 

two aces being the highest ranking pair and two 2s being the 

lowest ranking pair. 

 (c)  When comparing two high hands or two low hands that are of 

identical hand rank under subsection (b), or contain none of the 

hands listed in subsection (b), the hand that contains the 

highest ranking card under subsection (a), which is not in the 

other hand, shall be considered the higher ranking hand. If a 

player uses a joker as the low hand, the player’s hand shall be 

considered the higher ranking hand. If the two hands are of 

identical rank after the application of this section, the 

dealer’s hand shall be considered the higher ranking hand. 

§ 670a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker shall be made by 

placing value chips, plaques or other Board-approved wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the Six-Card Fortune Pai 

Gow Poker layout. Verbal wagers accompanied by cash may not be 

accepted. 
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 (b)  Only players who are seated at a Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow 

Poker table may wager at the game. Once a player has placed a 

wager and received cards, that player shall remain seated until 

the completion of the round of play. If a player leaves the 

table during a round of play, any wagers made by the player may 

be considered abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  Except the Double Down Wager, all wagers at Six-Card 

Fortune Pai Gow Poker shall be placed prior to the dealer 

announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the dealing 

procedures in §  670a.8, §  670a.9 or §  670a.10 (relating to 

procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; 

procedures for dealing the cards from the hand; and procedures 

for dealing the cards from an automated dealing shoe). Except 

the Double Down Wager, a wager may not be made, increased or 

withdrawn after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  To participate in a round of play and compete against the 

dealer’s high and low hands, a player shall place a Six-Card 

Fortune Pai Gow Poker Wager. 

 (e)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player who placed a Six-Card Fortune 

Pai Gow Poker Wager, in accordance with subsection (d), the 

option of placing the following additional wagers: 
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   (1)  A Double Down Wager equal to the Six-Card Fortune Pai 

Gow Poker Wager that both the player’s high and low hands will 

beat the dealer’s high and low hands. 

   (2)  A Fortune Bonus Wager that the six cards dealt to the 

player will form a five-card Poker hand with a rank of a three-

of-a-kind or better as described in §  670a.6(b) (relating to 

Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker rankings). 

   (3)  An Insurance Wager that the six cards dealt to the 

player will form a five-card Poker hand with a rank of a king-

high or less. 

   (4)  A Progressive Payout Wager that the six cards dealt to 

the player will form a five-card Poker hand with a rank of a 

straight or better as described in §  670a.6(b). 

 (f)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

certificate holder may permit a player to wager on two adjacent 

betting areas at a Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker table. If a 

certificate holder permits a player to wager on adjacent betting 

areas, the cards dealt to each betting area shall be played 

separately. If the two wagers are not equal, the player shall 

rank and set the hand with the larger wager before ranking and 

setting the other hand. If the amounts wagered are equal, each 

hand shall be played separately in a counterclockwise rotation 

with the first hand being ranked and set before the player 

proceeds to rank and set the second hand. Once a hand has been 
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ranked, set and placed face down on the layout, the hands may 

not be changed. 

§ 670a.8. Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  670a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards; procedures for determining the starting position 

for dealing cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of 

cards shall be placed in the dealing shoe either by the dealer 

or by an automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets’’ and: 

   (1)  If the Fortune Bonus Wager is being offered and a player 

makes a Qualifying Fortune Bonus Wager, the dealer shall place 

an Envy lammer next to that player’s wager. 

   (2)  If the Progressive Payout Wager is being offered, the 

dealer shall use the progressive table game system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout Wagers. If 

any Progressive Payout Wagers have been made, the dealer shall 

collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of the table 

inventory container, verify that the number of value chips 
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wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout Wagers accepted 

by the progressive table game system. The dealer shall then 

place the value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (c)  The dealer shall determine the starting position for 

dealing the cards using one of the procedures authorized under 

§  670a.5(i). 

 (d)  The dealer shall then deal the first card to the starting 

position as determined in subsection (c) and, continuing around 

the table in a clockwise manner, deal one card at a time to all 

other positions, regardless of whether there is a wager at the 

position, and the dealer, until each position and the dealer has 

six cards. Each card dealt shall be removed from the dealing 

shoe with the hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing 

shoe and placed face down on the appropriate area of the layout 

with the opposite hand. 

 (e)  After 6 cards have been dealt to each position and the 

dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 

shoe and determine whether 11 cards are left by spreading them 

face down on the layout. The cards that remain may not be 

exposed to anyone and shall be placed in the discard rack. 

 (f)  If more or less than 11 cards remain, the dealer shall 

determine if the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt 

(a player position or the dealer has more or less than six 

cards), all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be returned 
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to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all hands shall 

be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and the 

entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (g)  If the dealer determines the cards were dealt properly, 

the dealer shall collect any stacks dealt to a position where 

there was no wager and place them in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

§ 670a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  670a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards; procedures for determining the 

starting position for dealing cards) have been completed, the 

dealer shall place the deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which to hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand when holding the cards 

during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer shall be 

kept over the table inventory container and in front of the 

dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets’’ and: 
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     (i)   If the Fortune Bonus Wager is being offered and a 

player makes a Qualifying Fortune Bonus Wager, the dealer shall 

place an Envy lammer next to that player’s wager. 

     (ii)   If the Progressive Payout Wager is being offered, 

the dealer shall use the progressive table game system to 

prevent the placement of any additional Progressive Payout 

Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been made, the 

dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of 

the table inventory container, verify that the number of value 

chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout Wagers 

accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer shall 

then place the value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deal each card by holding the deck of 

cards in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the 

top card of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate 

area of the layout. The dealer shall then determine the starting 

position for dealing the cards using one of the procedures 

authorized under §  670a.5(i). 

 (c)  The dealer shall then deal the first card to the starting 

position as determined in subsection (b) and, continuing around 

the table in a clockwise manner, deal one card at a time to all 

other positions, regardless of whether there is a wager at the 

position, and the dealer, until each position and the dealer has 

six cards. 
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 (d)  After 6 cards have been dealt to each position and the 

dealer, the dealer shall determine whether 11 cards are left by 

spreading them face down on the layout. The 11 cards that remain 

may not be exposed to anyone and shall be placed in the discard 

rack. 

 (e)  If more or less than 11 cards remain, the dealer shall 

determine if the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt 

(a player position or the dealer has more or less than six 

cards), all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be returned 

to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all hands shall 

be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and the 

entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (f)  If the dealer determines the cards were dealt properly, 

the dealer shall collect any stacks dealt to a position where 

there was no wager and place them in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

§ 670a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures under §  670a.5 (relating to 

shuffle and cut of the cards; procedures for determining the 

starting position for dealing cards) have been completed, the 

cards shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 
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   (2)  Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and: 

     (i)   If the Fortune Bonus Wager is being offered and a 

player makes a Qualifying Fortune Bonus Wager, the dealer shall 

place an Envy lammer next to that player’s wager. 

     (ii)   If the Progressive Payout Wager is being offered, 

the dealer shall use the progressive table game system to 

prevent the placement of any additional Progressive Payout 

Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have been made, the 

dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of 

the table inventory container, verify that the number of value 

chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout Wagers 

accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer shall 

then place the value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall determine the starting position for 

delivering the stacks of cards using one of the procedures 

authorized under §  670a.5(i). 

 (c)  After the starting position for delivering the cards has 

been determined, the dealer shall deliver the first stack of 

cards dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to that 

position. As the remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by 

the automated dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise 

around the table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other 
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positions, regardless of whether there is a wager at the 

position, and the dealer. 

 (d)  After 6 cards have been dispensed and delivered to each 

position and the dealer, the dealer shall remove the remaining 

cards from the shoe and determine whether 11 cards are left by 

spreading them face down on the layout. The 11 cards that remain 

may not be exposed to anyone and shall be placed in the discard 

rack. 

 (e)  If more or less than 11 cards remain, the dealer shall 

determine if the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt 

(a player position or the dealer has more or less than six 

cards), all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be returned 

to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all hands shall 

be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and the 

entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (f)  If the dealer determines the cards were dealt properly, 

the dealer shall collect any stacks dealt to a position where 

there was no wager and place them in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

§ 670a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  670a.8, 

§  670a.9 or §  670a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 
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an automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player 

shall examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at a Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow 

Poker table shall be responsible for setting his own hands and 

no person other than the dealer and the player to whom the cards 

were dealt may touch the cards of that player. If a player 

requests assistance in the setting of his hands, the dealer 

shall inform the player of the manner in which the certificate 

holder requires the hands to be set. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his six cards in full view of the 

dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Once each player has set a high and low hand and placed 

the two hands face down on the appropriate area of the layout, 

the player may not touch the cards again. 

 (b)  Each player shall set his hands by arranging the cards 

into a high hand and a low hand. When setting the two hands, the 

five-card high hand must be equal to or higher in rank than the 

one-card low hand. 

 (c)  After all players have examined their cards, the dealer 

shall offer each player the option to place an additional Double 

Down Wager equal to the player’s Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker 

Wager. 

 (d)  After all players have set their hands and placed the 

cards on the table, the six cards of the dealer shall be turned 
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over and the dealer shall arrange his cards into a high and low 

hand in accordance with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The dealer may not break any sets as described in 

§  670a.6(b) (relating to Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker 

rankings) to play a higher card in the dealer’s low hand. Once 

the dealer has played the set, the dealer shall use the highest-

ranking card in his low hand. Notwithstanding the following 

requirements: 

     (i)   If the dealer has two three-of-a-kinds in his hand, 

the dealer shall play the lower ranking set as the three-of-a-

kind and the higher one as a pair to play the higher card in the 

low hand. 

     (ii)   If the dealer has three pairs, the dealer shall play 

the two lower ranking pairs as the high hand and the highest 

ranking card of the third pair as the low hand. 

   (2)  If the dealer has a Six-Card Fortune straight, Six-Card 

Fortune flush or a Six-Card Fortune straight flush, the dealer 

shall play the lowest possible straight, flush or straight flush 

and place the highest ranking card in the low hand. 

   (3)  If the dealer has both a straight and a flush, the 

dealer shall set the flush as the dealer’s high hand. 

   (4)  If the dealer has both a straight and a straight flush, 

the dealer shall set the straight flush as the dealer’s high 

hand. 
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   (5)  If the dealer has both a Six-Card Fortune flush and a 

straight flush, the dealer shall play the straight flush as the 

high hand and the remaining card as the dealer’s low hand. 

   (6)  If the dealer does not have pairs, straights or flushes, 

the dealer shall play the highest ranking card, in accordance 

with §  670a.6(a), in the dealer’s high hand, the second highest 

ranking card as the dealer’s low hand and the remaining four 

cards in the dealer’s high hand. 

 (e)  After the dealer has set a high hand and a low hand, the 

dealer shall reveal both hands of each player, beginning with 

the player farthest to the dealer’s right and continuing around 

the table in a counterclockwise direction. The dealer shall 

compare the high and low hand of each player to the high and low 

hand of the dealer and shall announce if the Six-Card Fortune 

Pai Gow Poker Wager of that player wins, loses or is a tie. 

 (f)  A Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker Wager shall: 

   (1)  Lose and will immediately be collected if: 

     (i)   The high hand of the player is lower in rank than the 

high hand of the dealer and the low hand of the player is lower 

in rank than the low hand of the dealer. 

     (ii)   The high hand of the player is lower in rank than 

the high hand of the dealer and the low hand of the player is 

identical in rank to the low hand of the dealer. 
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     (iii)   The high hand of the player is identical in rank to 

the high hand of the dealer and the low hand of the player is 

lower in rank than the low hand of the dealer. 

     (iv)   The high and low hands of the player are identical 

in rank to the high and low hands of the dealer. 

     (v)   The high hand of the player was not set so as to rank 

equal to or higher than the low hand of that player. 

   (2)  Tie and will be returned to the player if: 

     (i)   The high hand of the player is higher in rank than 

the high hand of the dealer, but the low hand of the player is 

lower in rank than the low hand of the dealer. 

     (ii)   The high hand of the player is lower in rank than 

the high hand of the dealer, but the low hand of the player is a 

joker or is higher in rank than the low hand of the dealer. 

   (3)  Win if the high hand of the player is higher in rank 

than the high hand of the dealer and the low hand of the player 

is a joker or is higher in rank than the low hand of the dealer. 

The dealer shall pay the winning Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker 

Wager in accordance with the payout odds in §  670a.12(a) 

(relating to payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression). 

 (g)  After settling the player’s Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker 

Wager, the dealer shall settle the player’s optional Double Down 

Wager as follows: 
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   (1)  If the dealer’s hand contains a pair of eights or 

better, as described in §  670a.6(b), the Double Down Wager 

shall win, lose or tie in accordance with subsection (f). 

   (2)  If the dealer’s hand does not contain a pair of eights 

or better, the Double Down Wager shall be returned to the 

player. 

 (h)  If a player has placed a Fortune Bonus, Insurance or 

Progressive Payout Wager, the dealer shall rearrange the six 

cards of any player who placed an optional wager to form the 

highest ranking hand. If any player at the table has placed a 

Fortune Bonus or Progressive Payout Wager, the dealer shall 

rearrange the cards of all players regardless of whether the 

player placed a Fortune Bonus or Progressive Payout Wager. After 

rearranging the player’s six cards, the dealer shall: 

   (1)  Settle the player’s Fortune Bonus Wager as follows: 

     (i)   If a player: 

       (A)   Placed a Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker Wager but 

does not have a three-of-a-kind or higher, as described in 

§  670a.6(b), the dealer shall collect the Fortune Bonus Wager. 

       (B)   Placed a Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker Wager and 

has a three-of-a-kind or higher, the dealer shall pay the 

winning Fortune Bonus Wager in accordance with §  670a.12(b). If 

the player has an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand, the dealer shall 
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verbally acknowledge the Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand and leave 

the cards of the player face up on the table. 

       (C)   Did not place a Fortune Bonus Wager but has an Envy 

Bonus Qualifying Hand, the dealer shall verbally acknowledge the 

Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand and leave the cards of the player 

face up on the table. 

     (ii)   After all Fortune Bonus Wagers have been settled, if 

any player is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand, the 

dealer shall pay an Envy Bonus in accordance with §  670a.12(b) 

to each player who has an Envy lammer at the player’s betting 

position. Players are entitled to multiple Envy Bonuses when 

another player at the same Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker table 

is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A player is not 

entitled to an Envy Bonus for his own hand or the hand of the 

dealer. 

   (2)  Settle the player’s Insurance Wager. If a player has a 

hand ranked: 

     (i)   Better than a king-high, the dealer shall collect the 

Insurance Wager. 

     (ii)   A king-high or less, the dealer shall pay the 

winning Insurance Wager in accordance with §  670a.12(c). 

   (3)  Settle the player’s Progressive Payout Wager as follows: 

     (i)   If a player: 
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       (A)   Placed a Progressive Payout Wager but does not have 

a straight or better, as described in §  670a.6(b), the dealer 

shall collect the cards of the player and place them in the 

discard rack. 

       (B)   Placed a Progressive Payout Wager and has a 

straight or better, the dealer shall: 

         (I)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

         (II)   Verify that the appropriate light on the 

progressive table game system has been illuminated. 

         (III)   Have a floorperson or above validate the 

progressive payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s 

approved internal control procedures. 

         (IV)   Pay the winning Progressive Payout Wager in 

accordance with the payout odds in §  670a.12(d)(1). If a player 

has won a progressive payout that is a percentage of the 

progressive meter, the progressive payout may not be paid from 

the table inventory container. If a player has won a progressive 

payout that is not being paid from the table inventory, the 

cards of that player shall remain on the table until the 

necessary documentation has been completed. 

       (C)   Has an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand and any player at 

the table placed a Progressive Payout Wager, the dealer shall 

verbally acknowledge the Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand and leave 

the cards of the player face up on the table. 
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     (ii)   After all Progressive Payout Wagers have been 

settled, if any player is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying 

Hand, the dealer shall pay an Envy Bonus in accordance with 

§  670a.12(d)(4) to each player who placed a progressive payout 

wager. Players are entitled to multiple Envy Bonuses when 

another player at the same Six-Card Fortune Pai Gow Poker table 

is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A player is not 

entitled to an Envy Bonus for his own hand or the hand of the 

dealer. 

 (i)  The dealer shall settle all of the player’s optional 

wagers before placing the player’s cards in the discard rack. 

 (j)  All cards removed from the table shall be placed in the 

discard rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each 

hand in the event of a question or dispute. 

 

§ 670a.12. Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Six-Card 

Fortune Pai Gow Poker and Double Down Wager at odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Fortune Bonus 

Wagers and Envy Bonus payouts at the odds and amounts in the 

following paytables: 
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   (1)  Fortune Bonus Payout.  

Hand Payout 

Five aces 1,000 to 1 

Royal flush 250 to 1 

Straight flush 100 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 

Full house 15 to 1 

Flush 10 to 1 

Straight 8 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 

   (2)  Envy Bonus Payouts. Envy Bonus Payouts shall be made 

according to the following payouts for Envy Bonus Qualifying 

Hands based upon the amount of the Fortune Bonus Wager placed by 

the player receiving the Envy Bonus:  

$1 Fortune Bonus Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Five aces $1,000 

Royal flush $200 

Straight flush $50 

Four-of-a-kind $15 

Full house $5 
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$5 Fortune Bonus Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Five aces $5,000 

Royal flush $1,000 

Straight flush $250 

Four-of-a-kind $75 

Full house $25 

 (c)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Insurance 

Wagers at the odds and amounts in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Eight-high 100 to 1 

Nine-high 30 to 1 

Ten-high 10 to 1 

Jack-high 7 to 1 

Queen-high 4 to 1 

King-high 3 to 1 

 (d)  If the certificate holder offers the Progressive Payout 

Wager:: 

   (1)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Progressive 

Payout Wagers at the odds in the following paytable:  

Hand Payout 

Five aces 100% of meter 
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Royal flush 10% of meter 

Straight flush 300 for 1 

Four-of-a-kind 150 for 1 

Full house 15 for 1 

Flush 6 for 1 

Straight 3 for 1 

   (2)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 

payout in paragraph (1) must be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Payout Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

Seed/reseed $5,000 for 1 

Incrementation rate  

 Primary 21% 

   (3)  Winning Progressive Payout Wagers shall be paid the 

amount on the meter when it is the player’s turn to be paid in 

accordance with §  670a.11(h)(3) (relating to procedures for 

completion of each round of play) irrespective of the amount 

that was on the meter when the player placed the wager or when 

the dealer dealt the player’s cards. 

   (4)  Envy Bonus Payouts shall be made according to the 

following payouts for Envy Bonus Qualifying Hands based upon the 

amount of the Progressive Payout Wager placed by the player 

receiving the Envy Bonus:  
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$1 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Five aces $100 

Royal flush $50 

Straight flush $10 

Four-of-a-kind $5 

$5 Progressive Payout Wager  

Hand Envy Bonus 

Five aces $500 

Royal flush $250 

Straight flush $50 

Four-of-a-kind $25 

§ 670a.13. Irregularities; invalid roll of dice. 

 (a)  If the dealer uncovers the Pai Gow Poker shaker and all 

three dice do not land flat on the bottom of the shaker, the 

dealer shall call a ‘‘no roll’’ and reshake the dice. 

 (b)  If the dealer uncovers the Pai Gow Poker shaker and a die 

or dice fall out of the shaker, the dealer shall call a ‘‘no 

roll’’ and reshake the dice. 

 (c)  If the dealer incorrectly totals the dice and deals the 

first card to the wrong position, all hands shall be void, all 
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wagers shall be returned to the players and the cards shall be 

reshuffled. 

 (d)  If the dealer exposes any of the cards dealt to a player, 

the player may void the hand. The player shall make the decision 

to either play out the hand or to void the hand without looking 

at the unexposed cards. 

 (e)  If a card or cards in the dealer’s hand are exposed, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (g)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe. 

 (h)  If any player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number 

of cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (i)  If the dealer does not set his hands in accordance with 

§  670a.11(d) (relating to procedures for completion of each 

round of play), the hands shall be reset in accordance with 

§  670a.11(d) and the round of play shall be completed. 
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 (j)  If a card is exposed while the dealer is dealing the seven 

stacks in accordance with §  670a.10 (relating to procedures for 

dealing the cards from an automated dealing shoe), all wagers 

shall be returned to the players and the cards shall be 

reshuffled. 

 (k)  If any player position or the dealer is dealt an incorrect 

number of cards, all hand shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (l)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (m)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal all cards during a 

round of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from 

the device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (n)  If an automated shuffling device or automated dealing shoe 

malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card shuffling 

device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or have a sign 

indicating that the automated shuffling device or automated 

dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device before any 

other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized at that 

table. 
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CHAPTER 671a. LUNAR POKER 
Sec. 

671a.1.    Definitions.  

671a.2.    Lunar Poker table physical characteristics.  

671a.3.    Cards; number of decks.  

671a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

671a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

671a.6.    Lunar Poker rankings.  

671a.7.    Wagers.  

671a.8.    Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe.  

671a.9.    Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand.  

671a.10.    Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

671a.11.    Procedures for completion of each round of play.  

671a.12.    Payout odds.  

671a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 671a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Bet Wager—An additional wager that a player shall make if the 

player opts to remain in competition against the dealer after 

the player reviews his hand.  
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   Draw—When a player exchanges between two and five of the 

cards held in his hand for an equal number of new cards from the 

deck or buys a sixth card.  

   Fold—The withdraw of a player from a round of play by 

refusing to make a Bet Wager.  

   Options fee—An additional payment made by a player to draw an 

additional card or cards.  

   Super Wager—An additional wager that a player shall make to 

play against a posted paytable. 

§ 671a.2. Lunar Poker table physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Lunar Poker shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than five players on one side of the table 

and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Lunar Poker table shall be submitted to 

the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Separate betting areas designated for the placement of 

the Ante and Bet Wagers for each player. 

   (3)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Super Wager for each player and betting areas for the 

placement of the Super Wager on the dealer’s hand and on any 

other player’s hand for each player. 
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   (4)  A separate area designated for the placement of the 

player’s Options fees for each player. The Options area must be 

inscribed with the following: 

     (i)   Exchange 2-5 cards. 

     (ii)   Buy a 6th Card. 

   (5)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Lunar Poker table. 

   (6)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the following: 

     (i)   Dealer plays with an ace-king or higher. 

     (ii)   Instant payout for a royal flush or straight flush 

on the first five cards dealt to the player. 

   (7)  If the information in paragraph (6) is not on the 

layout, a sign which sets forth the required information shall 

be posted at each Lunar Poker table. 

 (c)  Each Lunar Poker table must have a drop box and a tip box 

attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 
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the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (d)  Each Lunar Poker table must have a discard rack securely 

attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 671a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Lunar Poker shall be 

played with one deck of cards that are identical in appearance 

and one cover card. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Lunar 

Poker may be played with two decks of cards in accordance with 

the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 

   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks are continuously alternated in and out of 

play, with each deck being used for every other round of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck are placed in the discard 

rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Lunar Poker shall be changed at 

least every: 

   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 
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   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 671a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  671a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 
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(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 671a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 

completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling 

device shall place the deck of cards in a single stack. The 

certificate holder may use an automated card shuffling device 

which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 

the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  671a.8, 
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§  671a.9 or §  671a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with the procedures in subsection 

(d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a Lunar Poker table 

which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the 

dealing shoe and discard rack and spread out on the table face 

down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face up 

on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the 
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procedures in §  671a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for 

gaming) and this section shall be completed. 

 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted and approved in accordance 

with §  461a.4 (relating to submission for testing and approval) 

prior to its use in the licensed facility. If a certificate 

holder is utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do 

not apply. 

§ 671a.6. Lunar Poker rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in Lunar Poker, in order of 

highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 

8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace 

may be used to complete a straight flush or a straight with a 2, 

3, 4 and 5 but may not be combined with any other sequence of 

cards (for example: queen, king, ace, 2 and 3). All suits shall 

be equal in rank. 

 (b)  The permissible Poker hands in the game of Lunar Poker, in 

order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

   (1)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand, other than a royal 

flush, consisting of five cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking, with king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 being the highest 
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ranking straight flush and ace, 2, 3, 4 and 5 being the lowest 

ranking straight flush. 

   (3)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank, with four aces being the highest ranking 

four-of-a-kind and four 2s being the lowest ranking four-of-a-

kind. 

   (4)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair, with three aces and two kings being the 

highest ranking full house and three 2s and two 3s being the 

lowest ranking full house. 

   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order, with ace, king, queen, jack 

and 9 being the highest ranking flush and 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 being 

the lowest ranking flush. 

   (6)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank, with an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 being the highest ranking straight and an 

ace, 2, 3, 4 and 5 being the lowest ranking straight. 

   (7)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, with three aces being the highest 

ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking 

three-of-a-kind. 
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   (8)  Two pairs, which is a hand consisting of two pairs, with 

two aces and two kings being the highest ranking two pair and 

two 3s and two 2s being the lowest ranking two pair. 

   (9)  A pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the 

same rank, with two aces being the highest ranking pair and two 

2s being the lowest ranking pair. 

   (10)  An ace-king, which is a hand consisting of an ace and a 

king. 

 (c)  When comparing two Poker hands that are of identical rank 

under subsection (b), or that contain none of the hands listed 

in subsection (b), the hand that contains the highest ranking 

card under subsection (a), which is not in the other hand, shall 

be considered the higher ranking hand. If the hands are of equal 

rank after the application of this section, the hands shall be 

considered a tie. 

 (d)  For the Super Wager, the five-card Poker hands eligible 

for a payout are: 

   (1)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank. 

   (2)  A five picture cards, which is a hand consisting of five 

cards of any combination of only kings, queens or jacks. 

   (3)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair. 
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   (4)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order. 

   (5)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank. 

   (6)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, with three aces being the highest 

ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking 

three-of-a-kind. 

   (7)  An ace-king-queen, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king and queen in any suit. 

   (8)  Same colored five, which is a hand consisting of five 

cards of the same color. 

§ 671a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Lunar Poker shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved wagering instruments on 

the appropriate areas of the table layout. Verbal wagers 

accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at a Lunar Poker table may 

wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and received 

cards, that player shall remain seated until the completion of 

the round of play. If a player leaves the table during a round 

of play, any wagers made by the player may be considered 

abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 
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 (c)  The following wagers may be placed in the game of Lunar 

Poker: 

   (1)  A player shall compete against the dealer’s five-card 

Poker hand by placing both an Ante Wager, then a Bet Wager in 

accordance with §  671a.11(b) or (d) (relating to procedures for 

completion of each round of play). 

   (2)  In addition to the Ante and Bet Wagers, a player shall 

place a Super Wager on the player’s hand equal to or greater 

than the player’s Ante Wager to compete against a posted 

paytable. 

   (3)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player at a Lunar Poker table the 

option to make an additional Super Wager on the dealer’s hand 

and any other player’s hand. After placing an Ante Wager, a 

player may make the additional Super Wager by placing a value 

chip on the designated betting area prior to the dealer 

announcing ‘‘no more bets.’’ The additional Super Wager on the 

dealer or other player’s hand may be made in any amount equal to 

or greater than the table minimum and is not required to be 

equal to or greater than the player’s Ante Wager. 

 (d)  The Ante and Super Wagers shall be placed prior to the 

dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in §  671a.8, §  671a.9 or §  671a.10 
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(relating to procedure for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the cards from the hand; and 

procedures for dealing the cards from an automated dealing 

shoe). Except as provided in §  671a.11(b) and (d), a wager may 

not be made, increased or withdrawn after the dealer has 

announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (e)  A player may not wager on more than one player position at 

a Lunar Poker table. 

§ 671a.8. Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  671a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by the 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  The dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and begin 

dealing the cards. Each card shall be removed from the dealing 

shoe with the hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing 

shoe and placed face down on the appropriate area of the layout 

with the opposite hand. 
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 (c)  Starting with the player farthest to the dealer’s left and 

continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, the dealer 

shall deal one card at a time face down to each player who 

placed an Ante Wager and to the dealer until each player and the 

dealer have five cards. The last card of the dealer shall be 

turned face up on the layout. 

§ 671a.9. Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  671a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which to hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (b)  The dealer shall deal each card by holding the deck of 

cards in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the 

top card of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate 
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area of the layout. The dealer shall, starting with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left and continuing around the table in 

a clockwise manner, deal one card at a time to each player who 

placed and Ante Wager and to the dealer until each player and 

the dealer have five cards. The last card of the dealer shall be 

turned face up on the layout. 

§ 671a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  671a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed an Ante Wager. As 

the remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the 

automated dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise 

around the table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other 

players who has placed an Ante Wager. The dealer shall then 

deliver a stack of five cards face down to the dealer. The last 

card of the dealer shall be turned face up on the layout. 
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§ 671a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  671a.8, 

§  671a.9 or §  671a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player 

shall examine his cards, subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at Lunar Poker shall be 

responsible for his own hand and no person other than the dealer 

and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards 

of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his five cards in full view of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  After the dealer announces ‘‘all decisions are locked 

in,’’ a player may not amend his decision to fold or increase, 

decrease or place any Bet Wager or Options fee except as 

provided in subsection (d). 

 (b)  After five cards have been dealt to each player, the 

player shall examine his cards. If any player’s hand is eligible 

for a Super Wager or an instant payout, the player shall declare 

the winning hand and place his cards face down in the player’s 

betting area on the layout. Each player shall then elect to: 

   (1)  Fold. 
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   (2)  Place a Bet Wager equal to twice the amount of the 

player’s Ante Wager provided that if any player’s hand contains 

a royal flush or a straight flush and is eligible for the 

instant payout, the player shall not place a Bet Wager. 

   (3)  Place an Options fee, equal to the player’s Ante Wager, 

to buy a sixth card or draw and exchange between two and five of 

the player’s cards. 

 (c)  After all players have made a decision to either fold or 

place a Bet Wager or Options fee, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘all decisions are locked in.’’ Once the dealer has announced 

‘‘all decisions are locked in’’ a player may not change his 

decision. Prior to any additional cards being dealt, the dealer 

shall, beginning with the player to the dealer’s left and 

continuing clockwise around the table: 

   (1)  If the player did not declare a winning Super Wager, 

collect the player’s losing Super Wager. If any other player 

placed a Super Wager on that player’s hand, the dealer shall 

collect the player’s losing Super Wager first then collect any 

other player’s Super Wager who placed a Super Wager on that 

player’s hand. 

   (2)  If the player declared a winning Super Wager, the dealer 

shall verify the winning hand and pay the player’s winning Super 

Wager in accordance with §  671a.12(b) (relating to payout 

odds). If any other player placed a Super Wager on that player’s 
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hand, the dealer shall pay out the winning player’s hand first 

then any other player who also placed a Super Wager on that 

player’s hand in accordance with §  671a.12(b). 

   (3)  If any player is eligible for an instant payout, after 

verifying the player’s hand, the dealer shall pay the player’s 

winning Ante Wager in accordance with §  671a.12(a) and place 

the player’s cards in the discard rack. 

   (4)  For any player who did not make a Bet Wager or Options 

fee and folded, the dealer shall collect the player’s Ante Wager 

and place the player’s cards in the discard rack. 

 (d)  Once all player Super Wagers and instant payouts have been 

settled and any player’s cards who folded have been collected, 

beginning with the player to the dealer’s left and moving 

clockwise around the table, for any player who placed an Options 

fee equal to the player’s Ante Wager: 

   (1)  The dealer shall collect the Options fee and: 

     (i)   If the player elects to buy the sixth card, the 

dealer shall deal one additional card. 

     (ii)   If the player elects to exchange cards, the player 

shall discard between two and five cards, which will thereafter 

be replaced by the dealer with the same number of cards from the 

deck. 

   (2)  After dealing the additional cards, the player shall 

create the best possible five-card Poker hand. 
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   (3)  The dealer shall then ask the player if the player would 

like to fold and forfeit the player’s Ante Wager or place a Bet 

Wager equal to twice the amount of the player’s Ante Wager. 

   (4)  If the player does not make a Bet Wager and forfeits his 

Ante Wager, the dealer shall collect the Ante Wager and place 

the player’s cards in the discard rack. 

 (e)  After all players have either folded or placed a Bet 

Wager, the dealer shall reveal the dealer’s cards and form the 

highest ranking five-card Poker hand. The dealer shall then 

settle any Super Wagers placed on the dealer’s hand. Beginning 

with the first player to the dealer’s left who placed a Super 

Wager on the dealer’s hand and continuing clockwise around the 

table, if the dealer’s hand: 

   (1)  Is not eligible for a Super Wager payout, the dealer 

shall collect each player’s losing Super Wager placed on the 

dealer’s hand. 

   (2)  Is eligible for a Super Wager payout, the dealer shall 

pay the player’s winning Super Wager in accordance with 

§  671a.12(b). 

 (f)  After settling the Super Wager placed on the dealer’s 

hand, if the dealer’s hand: 

   (1)  Does not qualify with an ace-king or better, as provided 

in §  671a.6(b) (relating to Lunar Poker rankings), the dealer 

shall return the player’s Bet Wager, pay the player’s Ante Wager 
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in accordance with §  671a.12(c) and place the player’s cards in 

the discard rack. 

   (2)  Qualifies with an ace-king or better, as provided in 

§  671a.6(b), starting with the player farthest to the dealer’s 

right and continuing around the table in a counterclockwise 

direction, the dealer shall turn the cards of each player who 

placed a Bet Wager face up on the layout and form the highest 

ranking five-card Poker hand. If the dealer’s highest ranking 

five-card Poker hand is: 

     (i)   Higher in rank than the player’s five-card Poker 

hand, as provided in §  671a.6(b), the dealer shall collect the 

player’s Ante and Bet Wagers and place the player’s cards in the 

discard rack. 

     (ii)   Lower in rank than the player’s five-card Poker 

hand, as provided in §  671a.6(b), the dealer shall return the 

player’s Ante Wager and pay the winning Bet Wager in accordance 

with §  671a.12(d). If a player’s winning hand also contains a 

second Poker combination, where at least one card in the second 

combination was not included in the winning combination, the 

dealer shall pay a second winning Bet Wager in accordance with 

§  671a.12(d) for the second Poker combination even if the 

second combination does not beat the dealer’s hand. For example, 

if a player’s winning hand contained two aces, a king, 8 and 9, 

the player would be paid out for the pair of aces that beat the 
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dealer’s hand but would also be paid out for the ace-king. If a 

player purchased a sixth card, all six cards may be considered 

for purposes of the second payout. 

     (iii)   Equal in rank with the player’s hand, as provided 

in §  671a.6(b), the dealer shall return the player’s Ante and 

Bet Wagers. 

 (g)  After all wagers have been settled, the dealer shall 

remove any remaining cards from the table and place them in the 

discard rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each 

hand in the event of a question or dispute. 

 (h)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the cards at least once after every 5 

rounds of play to determine if the correct number of cards is 

still present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number 

of cards by counting the cards face down on the layout. If the 

count indicates: 

   (1)  That 52 cards are in the deck, the dealer shall place 

the cards in the discard rack. 

   (2)  That 52 cards are not in the deck, the entire deck of 

cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 671a.12. Payout odds. 
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 (a)  The certificate holder shall pay an instant payout on a 

player’s Ante Wager in accordance with one of the following 

paytables, selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to table 

games Rules Submissions):  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 1,500 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 250 to 1 300 to 1 250 to 1 

 (b)  A certificate holder shall pay the player’s winning Super 

Wager at the following odds:  

Hand Payout 

Four-of-a-kind 200 to 1 

Five picture cards 150 to 1 

Full house 100 to 1 

Flush 60 to 1 

Straight 30 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 8 to 1 

Ace-king-queen 5 to 1 

Same colored five 2 to 1 

 (c)  When a dealer does not qualify with an ace and king or 

higher, a player’s Ante Wager shall be paid at odds of 1 to 1 
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provided that if the player’s hand is a straight or higher, the 

player’s Ante Wager shall be paid at odds of 4 to 1. 

 (d)  A winning Bet Wager shall be paid at the following odds:  

Hand Payout 

Royal flush 100 to 1 

Straight flush 50 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 20 to 1 

Full house 7 to 1 

Flush 5 to 1 

Straight 4 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 

Two pair 2 to 1 

One pair 1 to 1 

Ace-king 1 to 1 

§ 671a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 
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 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c)  If any player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number 

of cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d)  If any of the dealer’s cards that are dealt face down on 

the layout are inadvertently exposed prior to each player having 

either folded or placed a Bet Wager as provided under §  671a.11 

(relating to procedures for completion of each round of play), 

all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the 

players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal cards during a round 

of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from the 

device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe shall be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 
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or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table.  

CHAPTER 672a. FREE BET BLACKJACK 
Sec. 

672a.1.    Definitions.  

672a.2.    Free Bet Blackjack table; card reader device; 

physical characteristics; inspections.  

672a.3.    Cards; number of decks; value of cards.  

672a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

672a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

672a.6.    Wagers.  

672a.7.    Procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play.  

672a.8.    Insurance Wager.  

672a.9.    Double down.  

672a.10.    Splitting pairs.  

672a.11.    Payout odds.  

672a.12.    Irregularities. 

§ 672a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Blackjack—An ace and any card having a value of 10 dealt as 
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the initial two cards to a player or the dealer.  

   Card reader device—A device which permits the dealer to 

determine if the hole card will give the dealer a Blackjack.  

   Hard total—The total point count of a hand which contains no 

aces or which contains aces that are each counted as 1 in 

value.  

 

   Hole card—The second card dealt face down to the dealer.  

   Soft total—The total point count of a hand containing an ace 

when the ace is counted as 11 in value. 

§ 672a.2. Free Bet Blackjack table; card reader device; physical 

characteristics; inspections. 

 (a)  Free Bet Blackjack shall be played at a table having 

betting positions for no more than six players on one side of 

the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Free Bet Blackjack table shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in 

accordance with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table 

game layouts, signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Blackjack Wager for each player. 

   (3)  The following inscriptions: 
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     (i)   Blackjack pays 3 to 2. 

     (ii)   Insurance pays 2 to 1. 

     (iii)   Dealer shall draw to 16 and stand on all 17s or 

other similar language approved by the Executive Director in 

accordance with §  601a.10(a). 

     (iv)   Blackjack Wagers will push if the dealer’s hand has 

a total point count of 22 or other similar language. 

     (v)   Surrender is not available on a Free Bet Blackjack 

table or other similar language. If the language is not 

inscribed on the layout, a sign specifying that surrender is not 

available shall be posted at each Free Bet Blackjack table. 

   (4)  If the certificate holder offers the Push 22 Wager, a 

separate area designated for the placement of the wager for each 

player. 

   (5)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If the payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Free Bet Blackjack 

table. 

 (c)  Each Free Bet Blackjack table must have a drop box and a 

tip box attached on the same side of the table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 
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of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (d)  Each Free Bet Blackjack table must have a card reader 

device attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

The floorperson assigned to the Free Bet Blackjack table shall 

inspect the card reader device at the beginning of each gaming 

day to ensure that there has been no tampering with the device 

and that it is in proper working order. 

 (e)  Each Free Bet Blackjack table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

The height of each discard rack must either: 

   (1)  Equal the height of the cards, stacked one on top of the 

other, in the total number of decks that are to be used in the 

dealing shoe at that table. 

   (2)  Be taller than the height of the total number of decks 

being used if the discard rack has a distinct and clearly 

visible mark on its side to show the exact height for a stack of 

cards equal to the total number of cards in the number of decks 

to be used in the dealing shoe at that table. 
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§ 672a.3. Cards; number of decks; value of cards. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Free Bet Blackjack 

shall be played with six or eight deck shoes of cards that are 

identical in appearance and at least one cover card. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, other 

than a continuous shuffler, Free Bet Blackjack shall be played 

with at least two shoes of cards in accordance with the 

following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards shall be separated into two batches with an 

equal number of decks included in each batch. 

   (2)  The cards in each batch must be of the same design but 

the backs of the cards in one batch must be of a different color 

than the cards in the other batch. 

   (3)  One batch of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other batch is being 

used to play the game. 

   (4)  Both batches of cards shall be continuously alternated 

in and out of play, with each batch being used for every other 

dealing shoe. 

   (5)  The cards from only one batch shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards opened for use at a Free Bet Blackjack 

table shall be changed at least once every 24 hours. 

 (d)  The value of the cards shall be as follows: 
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   (1)  Any card from 2 to 10 shall have its face value. 

   (2)  Any jack, queen or king shall have a value of 10. 

   (3)  An ace shall have a value of 11 unless that value would 

give a player or the dealer a score in excess of 21, in which 

case the ace shall have a value of 1. 

§ 672a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  672a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated shuffling device is utilized, other than a 

continuous shuffler, all the decks in one batch of cards shall 

be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 
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accordance with subsections (a)—(c) separate from the decks in 

the other batch of cards. 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 672a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each shoe of cards is dealt or when directed by 

a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the cards, 

either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling device, 

so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon completion of 

the shuffle, the dealer or device shall place the decks of cards 

in a single stack. The certificate holder may use an automated 

card shuffling device which, upon completion of the shuffling of 

the cards, inserts the stack of cards directly into a dealing 

shoe. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall offer the stack of cards to be cut, with the backs facing 

away from the dealer, to the player determined under subsection 

(c). If no player accepts the cut, the dealer shall cut the 

cards. 
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 (c)  The cut of the cards shall be offered to players in the 

following order: 

   (1)  The first player arriving at the table, if the game is 

just beginning. 

   (2)  The player on whose betting area the cover card appeared 

during the last round of play. 

   (3)  If the cover card appeared on the dealer’s hand during 

the last round of play, the player at the farthest position to 

the right of the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to 

cut the cards shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise 

manner. 

   (4)  If the reshuffle was initiated at the direction of the 

floorperson or above, the player at the farthest position to the 

right of the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to cut 

the cards shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise 

manner. 

 (d)  The player or dealer making the cut shall place the cover 

card in the stack at least ten cards from the top or bottom of 

the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards on top of the cover card and place them on 

the bottom of the stack. The dealer shall then insert the cover 

card in the stack at a position at least 1/4 of the way in from 

the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall then be 

inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 
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 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been placed in the dealing shoe, a floorperson or above may 

require the cards to be recut if the floorperson determines that 

the cut was performed improperly or in any way that might affect 

the integrity or fairness of the game. If a recut is required, 

the cards shall be recut either by the player who last cut the 

cards or by the next person entitled to cut the cards, as 

determined under subsection (c). The stack of cards shall then 

be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (f)  A reshuffle of the cards in the shoe shall take place 

after the cover card is reached in the shoe, as provided in 

§  672a.7(d) (relating to procedure for dealing the cards; 

completion of each round of play), except that a floorperson may 

determine that the cards should be reshuffled after any round of 

play. 

 (g)  If there is no gaming activity at a Free Bet Blackjack 

table which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from 

the dealing shoe and the discard rack and spread out on the 

table face down unless a player requests that the cards be 

spread face up on the table. After the first player arriving at 

the table is afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the 

cards, the cards shall be: 
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   (1)  Mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards, stacked, 

then shuffled and cut in accordance with this section if there 

is no automated shuffling device in use. 

   (2)  Stacked and placed into the automated shuffling device 

to be shuffled if an automated shuffling device is in use. The 

batch of cards already in the shuffler shall then be removed. 

Unless a player requests otherwise, the batch of cards removed 

from the shuffler does not need to be spread for inspection and 

reshuffled prior to being dealt provided that the automated card 

shuffling device stores a single batch of shuffled cards inside 

the shuffler in a secure manner. 

 (h)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (b)—(g) do not apply. 

§ 672a.6. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Free Bet Blackjack shall be made by placing 

value chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the Free Bet Blackjack 

layout. 
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 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled as required under 

§  672a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards), a 

certificate holder may prohibit any patron, whether seated at 

the gaming table or not, who does not make a wager on a given 

round of play from placing a wager on the next round of play and 

any subsequent round of play at that gaming table until either: 

   (1)  The certificate holder chooses to permit the player to 

begin wagering again. 

   (2)  A reshuffle of the cards has occurred. 

 (c)  All wagers, except an Insurance Wager under §  672a.8 

(relating to Insurance Wager), a wager to double down under 

§  672a.9 (relating to double down) or a wager on split pairs 

under §  672a.10 (relating to splitting pairs), shall be placed 

prior to the first card being dealt for each round of play. A 

player may not handle, remove or alter any wagers that have been 

made until a decision has been rendered and implemented with 

respect to that wager. 

 (d)  A player shall place a Blackjack Wager to participate in a 

round of play and compete against the dealer’s hand. 

 (e)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player who placed a Blackjack Wager in 

accordance with subsection (d), the option of placing a Push 22 
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Wager which shall win if the dealer’s hand has a total point 

count of 22. 

 (f)  The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which 

a player may place a Blackjack Wager in one round of play. 

§ 672a.7. Procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play. 

 (a)  All cards shall be dealt from a dealing shoe which must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures under §  672a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the 

cards) have been completed, the stacked cards shall be placed in 

the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an automated card shuffling 

device. 

 (b)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. The dealer may deal cards to the two betting positions 

closest to the dealing shoe with the same hand. 

 (c)  After each full batch of cards is placed in the shoe, the 

dealer shall remove the first card and place it in the discard 

rack. Each new dealer who comes to the table shall also remove 
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one card and place it in the discard rack before dealing any 

cards to the players. 

 (d)  If the cover card appears as the first card in the dealing 

shoe at the beginning of a round of play or appears during play, 

the cover card shall be removed and placed to the side and the 

hand will be completed. The dealer shall then: 

   (1)  Collect and reshuffle the cards by removing the cards 

remaining in the shoe and placing them in the discard rack to 

ensure that no cards are missing. 

   (2)  Shuffle the cards so that they are randomly intermixed. 

 (e)  After all Blackjack and optional Push 22 Wagers have been 

placed, the dealer shall, starting with the player farthest to 

the dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal the cards as follows: 

   (1)  One card face up to each box on the layout in which a 

Blackjack Wager is contained. 

   (2)  One card face up to the dealer. 

   (3)  A second card face up to each box in which a wager is 

contained. 

   (4)  A second card face down to the dealer. 

 (f)  Immediately after the second card is dealt to each player 

and the dealer, if the dealer’s first card is an ace, the dealer 

shall offer the Insurance Wager or even money in accordance with 

§  672a.8 (relating to Insurance Wager). 
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 (g)  If the dealer’s first card is an ace or a 10 value card, 

after the procedures in subsection (f) have been completed, if 

applicable, the dealer shall determine whether the hole card 

will give the dealer a Blackjack. The dealer shall insert the 

hole card into the card reader device by moving the card face 

down on the layout without exposing it to anyone at the table, 

including the dealer. If the dealer has a Blackjack, additional 

cards may not be dealt and if a player: 

   (1)  Has a Blackjack, the dealer shall return the player’s 

Blackjack Wager, collect the player’s Push 22 Wager and pay out 

any Insurance Wager, if applicable. 

   (2)  Does not have a Blackjack, the dealer shall collect the 

player’s Blackjack and Push 22 Wagers and pay out any Insurance 

Wager, if applicable. 

 (h)  If the dealer’s up card was not an ace or 10 value card or 

if the dealer’s hole card did not give the dealer Blackjack, the 

dealer shall start with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 

and continue around the table in a clockwise direction and if 

the player: 

   (1)  Has Blackjack, the dealer shall announce and pay the 

Blackjack in accordance with §  672a.11(a) (relating to payout 

odds) and remove the player’s cards. If a player also placed a 

Push 22 Wager, the dealer shall tuck the player’s cards under 
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the player’s Push 22 Wager until it is resolved in accordance 

with subsection (n). 

   (2)  Does not have Blackjack, the player shall indicate 

whether he wishes to double down as permitted under §  672a.9 

(relating to double down), split pairs as permitted under 

§  672a.10 (relating to splitting pairs), stand or draw 

additional cards. Players may not surrender in Free Bet 

Blackjack. 

 (i)  As each player indicates his decision, the dealer shall 

deal face upwards whatever additional cards are necessary to 

effectuate the player’s decision. 

 (j)  A player may elect to draw additional cards whenever his 

point count total is less than 21, except that: 

   (1)  A player having a hard or soft total of 21 may not draw 

additional cards. 

   (2)  A player electing to double down in accordance with 

§  672a.9 may draw only one additional card. 

 (k)  After the decisions of each player have been implemented 

and all additional cards have been dealt, the dealer shall turn 

the hole card face up. 

 (l)  Except as provided in subsection (m), the dealer shall 

draw additional cards until he has a hard or soft total of 17, 

18, 19, 20 or 21. Any additional cards required to be dealt to 

the hand of the dealer shall be dealt face up. The dealer shall 
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announce the dealer’s total point count after each additional 

card is dealt. 

 (m)  If there are no Push 22 Wagers on the table, a dealer may 

not draw additional cards to his hand, regardless of the point 

count, if decisions have been made on all players’ hands and the 

point count of the dealer’s hand will not have an effect on the 

outcome of the round of play. If there are Push 22 Wagers still 

on the table and all player’s hands are in excess of 21 or have 

Blackjack, the dealer shall draw additional cards to settle the 

Push 22 Wagers. 

 (n)  After all additional cards have been drawn, if the total 

point count of the dealer’s hand: 

   (1)  Is a 22, the dealer shall return all remaining player’s 

Blackjack Wagers, collect any Free Bet lammers, as provided in 

§  672a.9 and §  672a.10, and pay out any Push 22 Wagers in 

accordance with §  672a.11(c). 

   (2)  Is not a 22, the dealer shall collect any Push 22 Wagers 

and settle the player’s Blackjack Wagers and Free Bet lammers in 

accordance with subsections (o)—(q). 

 (o)  A player shall win and be paid in accordance with 

§  672a.11(a) for the Blackjack Wager and an equivalent amount 

for each Free Bet lammer, if applicable, if: 

   (1)  The total point count of the player’s hand is 21 or less 

and the total point count of the dealer’s hand is in excess of 
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21 provided that if the total point count of the dealer’s hand 

is 22, the Blackjack Wager shall be returned to the player and 

any Free Bet lammers shall be collected. 

   (2)  The total point count of the player’s hand exceeds the 

total point count of the dealer’s hand without exceeding 21. 

 (p)  A Blackjack Wager shall tie and be returned to the player 

and any Free Bet lammers collected if the total point count of 

the player’s hand is the same as the total point count of the 

dealer’s hand. 

 (q)  A player’s Blackjack Wager shall lose and any Free Bet 

lammers shall be collected if: 

   (1)  The total point count of the dealer’s hand is 21 or less 

and the total point count of the player’s hand is in excess of 

21. 

   (2)  The total point count of the dealer’s hand exceeds the 

total point count of the player’s hand without exceeding 21. 

 (r)  The dealer shall collect all losing wagers and pay off all 

winning wagers in accordance with one of the following 

procedures designated in the certificate holder’s Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions): 

   (1)  Collect all losing wagers beginning with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s right and continuing around the table 
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in a counterclockwise direction and then pay off all winning 

wagers. 

   (2)  Collect each player’s losing wagers and pay off each 

player’s winning wagers beginning with the player farthest to 

the dealer’s right and continuing around the table in a 

counterclockwise direction. The dealer shall place any losing 

wagers directly into the table inventory and may not pay off any 

player’s winning wagers by using value chips collected from a 

losing wager. 

 (s)  After all wagers have been settled, the dealer shall 

remove any remaining cards from the table and place them in the 

discard rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each 

hand in the event of a question or dispute. 

 (t)  Players and spectators may not handle, remove or alter any 

cards used to play Free Bet Blackjack. 

§ 672a.8. Insurance Wager. 

 (a)  If the first card dealt to the dealer is an ace, each 

player may make an Insurance Wager which shall win if the 

dealer’s hole card is a king, queen, jack or 10. 

 (b)  An Insurance Wager may be made by placing a value chip on 

the insurance line of the layout in an amount not more than 1/2 

of the player’s initial Blackjack Wager. A player may wager an 

amount in excess of 1/2 of the initial Blackjack Wager to the 

next unit that can be wagered in chips when, because of the 
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limitation of the value of chip denominations, 1/2 the initial 

Blackjack Wager cannot be bet. Insurance Wagers shall be placed 

prior to the dealer inserting his hole card into the card reader 

device. 

 (c)  Winning Insurance Wagers shall be paid in accordance with 

the payout odds in §  672a.11(b) (relating to payout odds). 

 (d)  Losing Insurance Wagers shall be collected by the dealer 

immediately after the dealer inserts his hole card into the card 

reader device and determines that he does not have a Blackjack 

and before he draws any additional cards. 

 (e)  Notwithstanding the requirements of subsections (a)—(d), 

if selected in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to 

table games Rules Submissions), a certificate holder may offer a 

player who has Blackjack the option to be paid even money on the 

Blackjack Wager instead of making an Insurance Wager. If the 

player elects to be paid even money, the dealer shall pay out 

the Blackjack Wager at odds of 1 to 1 and remove the player’s 

cards provided that if the player also placed a Push 22 Wager, 

the dealer shall tuck the player’s cards under the player’s Push 

22 Wager until it is resolved in accordance with §  672a.7(n) 

(relating to procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play). 
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§ 672a.9. Double down. 

 (a)  Except when a player has a Blackjack, a player may elect 

to double down on the first two cards dealt to him or on the 

first two cards of any split pair. If the total point count of 

the player’s two cards: 

   (1)  Is a hard 9, 10 or 11, the player may double down 

without placing an additional wager. If a player is doubling 

down without placing an additional wager, the dealer shall place 

a Free Bet lammer next to the player’s original Blackjack Wager. 

   (2)  Is not a hard 9, 10 or 11, the player may place an 

additional wager next to the player’s original Blackjack Wager 

which may not exceed the amount of the player’s original 

Blackjack Wager. 

 (b)  If a player elects to double down after splitting pairs, 

as provided in §  672a.10 (relating to splitting pairs), the 

player may double down on split pairs as provided in subsection 

(a). 

 (c)  Upon a player’s election to double down, the dealer shall 

deal one additional card face up and place it sideways on the 

layout. 

 (d)  The dealer shall then complete the procedure in 

§  672a.7(i)—(s) (relating to procedure for dealing the cards; 

completion of each round of play). 
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§ 672a.10. Splitting pairs. 

 (a)  If the initial two cards dealt to a player are identical 

in value, the player may elect to split the hand into two 

separate hands. For example, if a player has two 7s or a king 

and a 10, the player may elect to split the hand. 

 (b)  If a player elects to split pairs and the player has: 

   (1)  A pair of 10 value cards (10, jack, queen or king), the 

player shall place an amount equal to the original Blackjack 

Wager for the split pair. 

   (2)  Any pair other than 10 value cards, the player may split 

pairs without placing an additional wager. If a player is 

splitting pairs without placing an additional wager: 

     (i)   The dealer shall place a Free Bet lammer next to the 

player’s original Blackjack Wager. 

     (ii)   The original Blackjack Wager shall move with the 

first split hand and the Free Bet lammer shall be the wager for 

the second split hand. 

 (c)  When a player splits pairs, the dealer shall deal a card 

to and complete the player’s decisions with respect to the first 

incomplete hand on the dealer’s left before proceeding to deal 

any cards to the second hand. If the first split hand busts and 

if the player’s hand: 
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   (1)  Does not contain any Free Bet lammers, the dealer shall 

collect the losing Blackjack Wager and place the player’s cards 

in the discard rack. 

   (2)  Contains a Free Bet lammer, the player’s cards shall be 

tucked under the original Blackjack Wager until the hand is 

settled or until the split hand or hands bust as well. 

 (d)  After a second card is dealt to each split pair, the 

player shall indicate his decision to stand, draw, double down 

or resplit with respect that hand. A player may resplit any 

additional pairs, in accordance with subsection (b), for a total 

of up to four hands. 

§ 672a.11. Payout odds. 

 (a)  The certificate holder shall pay each winning Blackjack 

Wager and any Free Bet lammers at odds of 1 to 1 with the 

exception of player Blackjack which shall be paid at odds of 3 

to 2. 

 (b)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Insurance 

Wagers at odds of 2 to 1. 

 (c)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Push 22 

Wagers based on the dealer’s hand at the odds in one of the 

following paytables selected by the certificate holder in its 

Rules Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to 

table games Rules Submissions):  
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Same suit 22 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Same color 22 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Other 22 8 to 1 7 to 1 

§ 672a.12. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card found face up in the shoe may not be used in that 

round of play and shall be placed in the discard rack or in a 

segregated area of the double shoe. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe. 

 (c)  After the initial two cards have been dealt to each player 

and a card is drawn in error and exposed to the players, the 

card shall be dealt to the players or dealer as though it were 

the next card from the shoe. Any player refusing to accept the 

card may not have any additional cards dealt to him during the 

round. If the card is refused by the players and the dealer 

cannot use the card, the card shall be placed in the discard 

rack. 

 (d)  If the dealer has 17 and accidentally draws a card for 

himself, the card shall be placed in the discard rack. 

 (e)  If the dealer misses dealing his first or second card to 

himself, the dealer shall continue dealing the first two cards 
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to each player and then deal the appropriate number of cards to 

himself. 

 (f)  If there are insufficient cards remaining in the shoe to 

complete a round of play, all of the cards in the discard rack 

shall be shuffled and cut according to the procedures in 

§  672a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). The first 

card shall be drawn face down and placed in the discard rack and 

the dealer shall complete the round of play. 

 (g)  If no cards are dealt to a player’s hand, the hand is dead 

and the player shall be included in the next deal. If only one 

card is dealt to a player’s hand, at the player’s option, the 

dealer shall deal the second card to the player after all other 

players have received a second card. 

 (h)  If after receiving the first two cards the dealer fails to 

deal an additional card to a player who has requested a card, 

then, at the player’s option, the dealer shall either deal the 

additional card after all other players have received their 

additional cards but prior to the dealer revealing his hole card 

or call the player’s hand dead and return the player’s original 

Blackjack Wager. 

 (i)  If the dealer inserts his hole card into a card reader 

device when the value of his first card is not an ace, king, 

queen, jack or 10, the dealer, after notification to a 

floorperson or above, shall continue play. 
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 (j)  If a card reader device malfunctions, the dealer may not 

continue dealing the game of Blackjack at that table until the 

card reader device is repaired or replaced. 

 (k)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (l)  If an automated shuffling device malfunctions and cannot 

be used, the device must be covered or have a sign indicating 

that it is out of order placed on the device before any other 

method of shuffling may be utilized at that table.  

CHAPTER 673a. DOUBLE BACK JACK 
Sec. 

673a.1.    Definitions.  

673a.2.    Double Back Jack table; card reader device; physical 
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673a.7.    Procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 
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673a.11.    Splitting pairs.  

673a.12.    Payout odds.  

673a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 673a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Blackjack—An ace and any card having a value of 10 dealt as 

the initial two cards to a player or the dealer.  

   Bust—The total point count of a hand that is greater than 

21.  

   Card reader device—A device which permits the dealer to 

determine if the hole card will give the dealer a Blackjack.  

 

   Hard total—The total point count of a hand which contains no 

aces or which contains aces that are each counted as 1 in 

value.  

   Hole card—The second card dealt face down to the dealer.  

   Soft total—The total point count of a hand containing an ace 

when the ace is counted as 11 in value. 
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§ 673a.2. Double Back Jack table; card reader device; physical 

characteristics; inspections. 

 (a)  Double Back Jack shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than six players on one side of the table 

and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Double Back Jack table shall be submitted 

to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance 

with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Blackjack Wager for each player. 

   (3)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Second Chance Wager for each player. 

   (4)  The following inscriptions or other similar language 

approved by the Executive Director in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a): 

     (i)   Blackjack and Insurance pays 2 to 1. 

     (ii)   Dealer shall draw to 16 and stand on all 17s. 

     (iii)   Blackjack Wagers will push if the dealer’s hand has 

a total point count of 22, player 21 pays right away, Second 

Chance pays even money. 

   (5)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 
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holder. If the payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Double Back Jack 

table. 

 (c)  Each Double Back Jack table must have a drop box and a tip 

box attached on the same side of the table as, but on opposite 

sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of Casino 

Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau of 

Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (d)  Each Double Back Jack table must have a card reader device 

attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. The 

floorperson assigned to the Double Back Jack table shall inspect 

the card reader device at the beginning of each gaming day to 

ensure that there has been no tampering with the device and that 

it is in proper working order. 

 (e)  Each Double Back Jack table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

The height of each discard rack must either: 
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   (1)  Equal the height of the cards, stacked one on top of the 

other, in the total number of decks that are to be used in the 

dealing shoe at that table. 

   (2)  Be taller than the height of the total number of decks 

being used if the discard rack has a distinct and clearly 

visible mark on its side to show the exact height for a stack of 

cards equal to the total number of cards in the number of decks 

to be used in the dealing shoe at that table. 

§ 673a.3. Cards; number of decks; value of cards. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsections (b) and (c), Double Back 

Jack shall be played with at least one deck of cards that are 

identical in appearance and at least one cover card. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, other 

than a continuous shuffler, Double Back Jack shall be played 

with at least two decks of cards in accordance with the 

following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards shall be separated into two batches with an 

equal number of decks included in each batch. 

   (2)  The cards in each batch must be of the same design but 

the backs of the cards in one batch must be of a different color 

than the cards in the other batch. 

   (3)  One batch of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other batch is being 

used to play the game. 
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   (4)  Both batches of cards shall be continuously alternated 

in and out of play, with each batch being used for every other 

dealing shoe. 

   (5)  The cards from only one batch shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards opened for use at a Double Back Jack 

table shall be changed at least once every 24 hours. 

 (d)  The value of the cards shall be as follows: 

   (1)  Any card from 2 to 10 shall have its face value. 

   (2)  Any jack, queen or king shall have a value of 10. 

   (3)  An ace shall have a value of 11 unless that value would 

give a player or the dealer a score in excess of 21, in which 

case the ace shall have a value of 1. 

§ 673a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 
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shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  673a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated shuffling device is utilized, other than a 

continuous shuffler, all the decks in one batch of cards shall 

be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c) separate from the decks in 

the other batch of cards. 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 673a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each shoe of cards is dealt or when directed by 

a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the cards, 

either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling device, 

so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon completion of 

the shuffle, the dealer or device shall place the decks of cards 

in a single stack. The certificate holder may use an automated 

card shuffling device which, upon completion of the shuffling of 
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the cards, inserts the stack of cards directly into a dealing 

shoe. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall offer the stack of cards to be cut, with the backs facing 

away from the dealer, to the player determined under subsection 

(c). If no player accepts the cut, the dealer shall cut the 

cards. 

 (c)  The cut of the cards shall be offered to players in the 

following order: 

   (1)  The first player arriving at the table, if the game is 

just beginning. 

   (2)  The player on whose betting area the cover card appeared 

during the last round of play. 

   (3)  If the cover card appeared on the dealer’s hand during 

the last round of play, the player at the farthest position to 

the right of the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to 

cut the cards shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise 

manner. 

   (4)  If the reshuffle was initiated at the direction of the 

floorperson or above, the player at the farthest position to the 

right of the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to cut 

the cards shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise 

manner. 
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 (d)  The player or dealer making the cut shall place the cover 

card in the stack at least ten cards from the top or bottom of 

the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards on top of the cover card and place them on 

the bottom of the stack. The dealer shall then insert the cover 

card in the stack at a position at least 1/4 of the way in from 

the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall then be 

inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been placed in the dealing shoe, a floorperson or above may 

require the cards to be recut if the floorperson determines that 

the cut was performed improperly or in any way that might affect 

the integrity or fairness of the game. If a recut is required, 

the cards shall be recut either by the player who last cut the 

cards or by the next person entitled to cut the cards, as 

determined under subsection (c). The stack of cards shall then 

be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (f)  A reshuffle of the cards in the shoe shall take place 

after the cover card is reached in the shoe, as provided in 

§  673a.7(d) (relating to procedure for dealing the cards; 

completion of each round of play), except that a floorperson may 

determine that the cards should be reshuffled after any round of 

play. 
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 (g)  If there is no gaming activity at a Double Back Jack table 

which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the 

dealing shoe and the discard rack and spread out on the table 

face down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face 

up on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be: 

   (1)  Mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards, stacked, 

then shuffled and cut in accordance with this section, if there 

is no automated shuffling device in use. 

   (2)  Stacked and placed into the automated shuffling device 

to be shuffled, if an automated shuffling device is in use. The 

batch of cards already in the shuffler shall then be removed. 

Unless a player requests otherwise, the batch of cards removed 

from the shuffler does not need to be spread for inspection and 

reshuffled prior to being dealt if the automated card shuffling 

device stores a single batch of shuffled cards inside the 

shuffler in a secure manner. 

 (h)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 
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use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (b)—(g) do not apply. 

§ 673a.6. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Double Back Jack shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the Double Back Jack 

layout. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled as required under 

§  673a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards), a 

certificate holder may prohibit any patron, whether seated at 

the gaming table or not, who does not make a wager on a given 

round of play from placing a wager on the next round of play and 

any subsequent round of play at that gaming table until either: 

   (1)  The certificate holder chooses to permit the player to 

begin wagering again. 

   (2)  A reshuffle of the cards has occurred. 

 (c)  All wagers, except a Second Chance Wager under 

§  673a.7(l) (relating to procedure for dealing the cards; 

completion of each round of play), an Insurance Wager under 

§  673a.8 (relating to Insurance Wager), a wager to double down 

under §  673a.10 (relating to double down) or a wager on split 

pairs under §  673a.11 (relating to splitting pairs), shall be 

placed prior to the first card being dealt for each round of 

play. A player may not handle, remove or alter any wagers that 
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have been made until a decision has been rendered and 

implemented with respect to that wager. 

 (d)  To participate in a round of play and compete against the 

dealer’s hand, a player shall place a Blackjack Wager. 

 (e)  The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions) the number of adjacent boxes on which a player may 

place a Blackjack Wager in one round of play. 

§ 673a.7. Procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play. 

 (a)  All cards shall be dealt from a dealing shoe which must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures under §  673a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the 

cards) have been completed, the stacked cards shall be placed in 

the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an automated card shuffling 

device. 

 (b)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. The dealer may deal cards to the two betting positions 

closest to the dealing shoe with the same hand. 
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 (c)  After each full batch of cards is placed in the shoe, the 

dealer shall remove the first card and place it in the discard 

rack. Each new dealer who comes to the table shall also remove 

one card and place it in the discard rack before dealing any 

cards to the players. 

 (d)  If the cover card appears as the first card in the dealing 

shoe at the beginning of a round of play or appears during play, 

the cover card shall be removed and placed to the side and the 

hand will be completed. The dealer shall then: 

   (1)  Collect and reshuffle the cards by removing the cards 

remaining in the shoe and placing them in the discard rack to 

ensure that no cards are missing. 

   (2)  Shuffle the cards so that they are randomly intermixed. 

 (e)  After all Blackjack Wagers have been placed, the dealer 

shall, starting with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 

and continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, deal the 

cards as follows: 

   (1)  One card face up to each box on the layout in which a 

Blackjack Wager is contained. 

   (2)  One card face up to the dealer. 

   (3)  A second card face up to each box in which a wager is 

contained. 

   (4)  A second card face down to the dealer. 
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 (f)  Immediately after the second card is dealt to each player 

and the dealer, but prior to any additional cards being dealt or 

before any card reader device is utilized, if any player has a 

Blackjack, the dealer shall settle the player’s Blackjack Wager. 

Starting with the player farthest to the dealer’s right and 

continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction, the 

dealer shall pay the winning Blackjack Wager in accordance with 

§  673a.12(a) (relating to payout odds) and place the player’s 

cards in the discard rack. 

 (g)  After paying out any winning Blackjack Wagers in 

accordance with subsection (f), if the dealer’s first card is an 

ace, the dealer shall offer the Insurance Wager in accordance 

with §  673a.8 (relating to Insurance Wager). 

 (h)  If the dealer’s first card is an ace, king, queen, jack or 

10, after all Insurance Wagers have been placed, if applicable, 

the dealer shall determine whether the hole card will give the 

dealer a Blackjack. The dealer shall insert the hole card into 

the card reader device by moving the card face down on the 

layout without exposing it to anyone at the table, including the 

dealer. If the dealer has a Blackjack, additional cards may not 

be dealt and each player’s Blackjack Wager will be collected. 

 (i)  If the dealer’s up card was not an ace or 10 value card or 

if the dealer’s hole card did not give the dealer Blackjack, the 

dealer shall start with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 
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and continue around the table in a clockwise direction and each 

player shall indicate whether he wishes to surrender, as 

permitted under §  673a.9 (relating to surrender), double down 

as permitted under §  673a.10 (relating to double down), split 

pairs as permitted under §  673a.11 (relating to splitting 

pairs), stand or draw additional cards. 

 (j)  As each player indicates his decision, the dealer shall 

deal face upwards whatever additional cards are necessary to 

effectuate the player’s decision. 

 (k)  A player may elect to draw additional cards whenever his 

point count total is less than 21, except that: 

   (1)  A player having a hard or soft total of 21 may not draw 

additional cards. 

   (2)  A player electing to double down may draw only one 

additional card. 

 (l)  After drawing additional cards in accordance with 

subsection (k), if the player’s hand is greater than 21, the 

dealer shall ask if the player would like to place a Second 

Chance Wager to draw one additional card, the value of which 

will be subtracted from the player’s hand. To draw an additional 

card, the player shall place a Second Chance Wager equal to the 

amount of the player’s current Blackjack Wager. The dealer shall 

deal one additional card face up and place it sideways on the 

layout. The value of the second chance card shall be subtracted 
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from the total value of the player’s hand. For example, if a 

player elects to place a Second Chance Wager when the player’s 

hand has a total value of 25 after all additional cards are 

dealt in accordance with subsection (k), and the player receives 

a second chance card with a value of 5, the 5 shall be 

subtracted from the player’s hand making the total value of the 

player’s hand a 20. For purposes of the Second Chance Wager, an 

additional ace drawn is counted as a 1. After drawing the 

additional second chance card, if the player’s hand has a total 

value: 

   (1)  Greater than 21, the dealer shall collect the player’s 

Blackjack and Second Chance Wagers and place the player’s cards 

in the discard rack. 

   (2)  Of 21, the dealer shall pay the player’s winning Second 

Chance Wager in accordance with §  673a.12(b), return the 

player’s Blackjack Wager and place the player’s cards in the 

discard rack. 

   (3)  Less than 21, the round of play shall continue in 

accordance with subsection (n). 

 (m)  If a player did not place a Second Chance Wager, after all 

additional cards have been dealt, if any player’s hand has a 

total value of 21, the dealer shall pay the player’s winning 

Blackjack Wager in accordance with §  673a.12(a) and place the 

player’s cards in the discard rack. 
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 (n)  After settling any player’s hand who had a total value of 

21, the dealer shall turn the dealer’s hole card face up. 

 (o)  Except as provided in subsection (p), the dealer shall 

draw additional cards until he has a hard or soft total of 17, 

18, 19, 20 or 21. Any additional cards required to be dealt to 

the hand of the dealer shall be dealt face up. The dealer shall 

announce the dealer’s total point count after each additional 

card is dealt. 

 (p)  A dealer shall draw no additional cards to his hand, 

regardless of the point count, if decisions have been made on 

all players’ hands and the point count of the dealer’s hand will 

not have an effect on the outcome of the round of play. 

 (q)  After all additional cards have been dealt to the dealer, 

if the total point count of the dealer’s hand: 

   (1)  Is 22, the dealer shall return all remaining player’s 

Blackjack Wagers and Second Chance Wagers, if applicable. 

   (2)  Is 21 or less, the dealer shall, starting with the 

player farthest to the dealer’s right and continuing around the 

table in a counterclockwise direction, settle the remaining 

player’s hands in accordance with subsections (r) and (s). 

 (r)  In comparing the total point count of the dealer’s hand 

versus the total point count of the player’s hand, a player’s 

hand shall: 

   (1)  Win if: 
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     (i)   The total point count of the player’s hand is less 

than 21 and the total point count of the dealer’s hand is in 

excess of 21. 

     (ii)   The total point count of the player’s hand exceeds 

the total point count of the dealer’s hand without exceeding 21. 

   (2)  Tie if the total point count of the player’s hand is the 

same as the total point count of the dealer’s hand. 

   (3)  Lose if: 

     (i)   The total point count of the dealer’s hand is 21 or 

less and the total point count of the player’s hand is in excess 

of 21. 

     (ii)   The total point count of the dealer’s hand exceeds 

the total point count of the player’s hand without exceeding 21. 

 (s)  If a player’s hand: 

   (1)  Is a winning hand, in accordance with subsection (r), 

and the player: 

     (i)   Placed a Second Chance Wager, the dealer shall return 

the player’s Blackjack Wager and pay out the winning Second 

Chance Wager in accordance with §  673a.12(b). 

     (ii)   Did not place a Second Chance Wager, the dealer 

shall pay out the winning Blackjack Wager in accordance with 

§  673a.12(a). 

   (2)  Ties with the dealer’s hand, the dealer shall return the 

player’s Blackjack Wager and Second Chance Wager, if applicable. 
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   (3)  Loses against the dealer’s hand, the dealer shall 

collect the player’s Blackjack Wager and Second Chance Wager, if 

applicable. 

 (t)  The dealer shall collect all losing wagers and pay off all 

winning wagers in accordance with one of the following 

procedures designated in the certificate holder’s Rules 

Submission under §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions): 

   (1)  Collect all losing wagers beginning with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s right and continuing around the table 

in a counterclockwise direction and then pay off all winning 

wagers. 

   (2)  Collect each player’s losing wagers and pay off each 

player’s winning wagers beginning with the player farthest to 

the dealer’s right and continuing around the table in a 

counterclockwise direction. The dealer shall place any losing 

wagers directly into the table inventory and may not pay off any 

player’s winning wagers by using value chips collected from a 

losing wager. 

 (u)  After all wagers have been settled, the dealer shall 

remove any remaining cards from the table and place them in the 

discard rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each 

hand in the event of a question or dispute. 
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 (v)  Players and spectators may not handle, remove or alter any 

cards used to play Double Back Jack. 

§ 673a.8. Insurance Wager. 

 (a)  If the first card dealt to the dealer is an ace, each 

player may make an Insurance Wager which shall win if the 

dealer’s hole card is a king, queen, jack or 10. 

 (b)  An Insurance Wager may be made by placing a value chip on 

the insurance line of the layout in an amount not more than 1/2 

of the player’s initial Blackjack Wager. A player may wager an 

amount in excess of 1/2 of the initial Blackjack Wager to the 

next unit that can be wagered in chips, when, because of the 

limitation of the value of chip denominations, half the initial 

Blackjack Wager cannot be bet. Insurance Wagers shall be placed 

prior to the dealer inserting his hole card into the card reader 

device. 

 (c)  Winning Insurance Wagers shall be paid in accordance with 

the payout odds in §  673a.12(c) (relating to payout odds). 

 (d)  Losing Insurance Wagers shall be collected by the dealer 

immediately after the dealer inserts his hole card into the card 

reader device and determines that he does not have a Blackjack 

and before he draws any additional cards. 

§ 673a.9. Surrender. 

 (a)  After the first two cards are dealt to the player, the 

player may elect to discontinue play on his hand for that round 
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by surrendering 1/2 of his wager. All decisions to surrender 

shall be made prior to the player indicating whether he wishes 

to double down as permitted under §  673a.10 (relating to double 

down), split pairs as permitted under §  673a.11 (relating to 

splitting pairs), stand or draw. If the first card dealt to the 

dealer: 

   (1)  Is not an ace or 10 value card, the dealer shall 

immediately collect 1/2 of the wager and return 1/2 to the 

player. 

   (2)  Is an ace or 10 value card, the dealer will place the 

player’s wager on top of the player’s cards. After the Insurance 

Wager is offered and the card reader device is utilized, the 

hand will be settled by immediately collecting the entire wager 

if the dealer has Blackjack or collecting 1/2 of the wager and 

returning 1/2 of the wager to the player if the dealer does not 

have Blackjack. 

 (b)  If the player has made an Insurance Wager and then elects 

to surrender, each wager will be settled separately in 

accordance with subsection (a) and §  673a.8 (relating to 

Insurance Wager). 

§ 673a.10. Double down. 

 (a)  Except when a player has a Blackjack, a player may elect 

to double down on the first two cards dealt to him or the first 

two cards of any split pair. To double down, the player shall 
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place an additional wager next to the player’s original 

Blackjack Wager which may not exceed the amount of the player’s 

original Blackjack Wager. Only one additional card shall be 

dealt to the hand on which the player has elected to double 

down. 

 (b)  Upon a player’s election to double down, the dealer shall 

deal the one additional card face up and place it sideways on 

the layout. 

 (c)  A player may double down after splitting pairs as provided 

in §  673a.11 (relating to splitting pairs). 

§ 673a.11. Splitting pairs. 

 (a)  If the initial two cards dealt to a player are identical 

in value, the player may elect to split the hand into a maximum 

of two separate hands provided that he makes a wager on the 

second hand formed in an amount equal to his original Blackjack 

Wager. For example, if a player has two 7s or a king and a 10, 

the player may elect to split the hand. 

 (b)  When a player splits pairs, the dealer shall deal a card 

to and complete the player’s decisions with respect to the first 

incomplete hand on the dealer’s left before proceeding to deal 

any cards to the second hand. If a player’s hand contains an ace 

and a 10 value card after the player’s hand is split and an 

additional card is dealt, the player shall be paid out for a 21 

not a Blackjack. 
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 (c)  After a second card is dealt to each split pair hand, the 

player shall indicate his decision to stand, draw or double down 

with respect that hand. 

§ 673a.12. Payout odds. 

 (a)  The certificate holder shall pay each winning Blackjack 

Wager at odds of 1 to 1 with the exception of a player Blackjack 

which shall be paid at odds of 2 to 1. 

 (b)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Second Chance 

Wagers at odds of 1 to 1. 

 (c)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Insurance 

Wagers at odds of 2 to 1. 

§ 673a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card found face up in the shoe may not be used in that 

round of play and shall be placed in the discard rack or in a 

segregated area of the double shoe. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe. 

 (c)  After the initial two cards have been dealt to each player 

and a card is drawn in error and exposed to the players, the 

card shall be dealt to the players or dealer as though it were 

the next card from the shoe. Any player refusing to accept the 

card may not have any additional cards dealt to him during the 

round. If the card is refused by the players and the dealer 
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cannot use the card, the card shall be placed in the discard 

rack. 

 (d)  If the dealer has 17 and accidentally draws a card for 

himself, the card shall be placed in the discard rack. 

 (e)  If the dealer misses dealing his first or second card to 

himself, the dealer shall continue dealing the first two cards 

to each player and then deal the appropriate number of cards to 

himself. 

 (f)  If there are insufficient cards remaining in the shoe to 

complete a round of play, all of the cards in the discard rack 

shall be shuffled and cut according to the procedures in 

§  673a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). The first 

card shall be drawn face down and placed in the discard rack and 

the dealer shall complete the round of play. 

 (g)  If no cards are dealt to a player’s hand, the hand is dead 

and the player shall be included in the next deal. If only one 

card is dealt to a player’s hand, at the player’s option, the 

dealer shall deal the second card to the player after all other 

players have received a second card. 

 (h)  If after receiving the first two cards, the dealer fails 

to deal an additional card to a player who has requested a card, 

then, at the player’s option, the dealer shall either deal the 

additional card after all other players have received their 

additional cards but prior to the dealer revealing his hole card 
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or call the player’s hand dead and return the player’s original 

Blackjack Wager. 

 (i)  If the dealer inserts his hole card into a card reader 

device when the value of his first card is not an ace, king, 

queen, jack or 10, the dealer, after notification to a 

floorperson or above, shall continue play. 

 (j)  If a card reader device malfunctions, the dealer may not 

continue dealing the game of Blackjack at that table until the 

card reader device is repaired or replaced. 

 (k)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (l)  If an automated shuffling device malfunctions and cannot 

be used, the device must be covered or have a sign indicating 

that it is out of order placed on the device before any other 

method of shuffling may be utilized at that table.  

CHAPTER 674a. CRISS-CROSS POKER 
Sec. 

674a.1.    Definitions.  

674a.2.    Criss-Cross Poker table physical characteristics.  

674a.3.    Cards; number of decks.  

674a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

674a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

674a.6.    Criss-Cross Poker rankings.  
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674a.7.    Wagers.  

674a.8.    Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe.  

674a.9.    Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand.  

674a.10.    Procedure for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

674a.11.    Procedures for completion of each round of play.  

674a.12.    Payout odds.  

674a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 674a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Across Hand—A five-card Poker hand formed for each player by 

combining the two cards dealt to the player and the three 

community cards on the horizontal line of the cross.  

   Community cards—Cards which are used by all players to form a 

five-card Poker hand.  

   Down Hand—A five-card Poker hand formed for each player by 

combining the two cards dealt to the player and the three 

community cards on the vertical line of the cross. 

§ 674a.2. Criss-Cross Poker table physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Criss-Cross Poker shall be played at a table having 

betting positions for no more than six players on one side of 
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the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Criss-Cross Poker table shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Five separate betting areas for each player designated 

for the placement of the Ante Across and Ante Down Wagers 

required under §  674a.7(d) (relating to wagers) and the Across, 

Down and Middle Bets as provided in §  674a.11(b), (d) and (f) 

(relating to procedures for completion of each round of play). 

   (3)  Five separate areas designated for the placement of the 

five community cards. The area for the community cards must form 

a cross with one box furthest from the table inventory 

container, three boxes in the center row and one box directly in 

front of the table inventory container. 

   (4)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Five Card 

Bonus Wager authorized under §  674a.7(e), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Five Card Bonus Wager for 

each player. 

   (5)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 
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layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Criss-Cross Poker 

table. 

   (6)  If the certificate holder establishes a payout limit per 

player per round of play as authorized under §  674a.12(d) 

(relating to payout odds), inscriptions that advise patrons of 

the payout limit. If the limit is not inscribed on the layout, a 

sign identifying the payout limit shall be posted at each Criss-

Cross Poker table. 

 (c)  Each Criss-Cross Poker table must have a drop box and a 

tip box attached on the same side of the table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau 

of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (d)  Each Criss-Cross Poker table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 674a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Criss-Cross Poker 

shall be played with one deck of cards that are identical in 

appearance and one cover card. 
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 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Criss-

Cross Poker may be played with two decks of cards in accordance 

with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 

   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks of cards shall be continuously alternated in 

and out of play, with each deck being used for every other round 

of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Criss-Cross Poker shall be 

changed at least every: 

   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 674a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 
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 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  674a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 674a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 
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directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 

completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling 

device shall place the deck of cards in a single stack. The 

certificate holder may use an automated card shuffling device 

which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 

the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  674a.8, 

§  674a.9 or §  674a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedure for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with the procedures in subsection 

(d). 
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 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a Criss-Cross Poker 

table which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from 

the dealing shoe and discard rack and spread out on the table 

face down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face 

up on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the 

procedures in §  674a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for 

gaming) and this section shall be completed. 

 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 
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use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 

§ 674a.6. Criss-Cross Poker rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in Criss-Cross Poker shall be: 

ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace may be used to complete a 

straight flush or a straight formed with a 2, 3, 4 and 5 but may 

not be combined with any other sequence of cards (for example, 

queen, king, ace, 2 and 3). All suits shall be equal in rank. 

 (b)  The permissible Poker hands in the game of Criss-Cross 

Poker, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

   (1)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking, other than a 

royal flush. 

   (3)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank. 

   (4)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair. 

   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order. 

   (6)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank of different suits. 
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   (7)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank. 

   (8)  Two pairs, which is a hand consisting of two pairs. 

   (9)  A pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the 

same rank. 

§ 674a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Criss-Cross Poker shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the table layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at a Criss-Cross Poker table 

may wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and 

received cards, that player shall remain seated until the 

completion of the round of play. If a player leaves the table 

during a round of play, any wagers made by the player may be 

considered abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All Ante Across and Ante Down Wagers shall be placed prior 

to the dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in §  674a.8, §  674a.9 or §  674a.10 

(relating to procedure for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the cards from the hand; and 

procedure for dealing the cards from an automated dealing shoe). 

Except as provided in §  674a.11(b), (d) and (f) (relating to 
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procedures for completion of each round of play), a wager may 

not be made after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  To participate in a round of play, a player shall place 

two equal but separate Ante Wagers designated as Ante Across and 

Ante Down. 

 (e)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player at a Criss-Cross Poker table the 

option to make an additional Five Card Bonus Wager that the five 

community cards will form a hand with a rank of a pair of 6s or 

better. After placing the Ante Wagers required under subsection 

(d), a player may make an additional Five Card Bonus Wager by 

placing a value chip onto the designated betting area for that 

player. A Five Card Bonus Wager will not have a bearing on any 

other wagers made by the player. 

 (f)  Across, Down and Middle Bets shall be made in accordance 

with §  674a.11(b), (d) and (f). 

 (g)  The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under § 601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which a 

player may place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 674a.8. Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 
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Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  674a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets.’’ 

 (c)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. 

 (d)  The dealer shall deal five community cards face down to 

form a cross with one card in the box furthest from the dealer, 

three cards in the second row and one card in the box closest to 

the dealer. After dealing the five community cards, starting 

with the player farthest to the dealer’s left and continuing 

around the table in a clockwise manner, the dealer shall deal 

one card at a time, face down to each player who has placed the 

two required Ante Wagers in accordance with §  674a.7(d) 

(relating to wagers) until each player has two cards. 

 (e)  After five cards have been dealt to the area designated 

for the placement of the community cards and two cards have been 

dealt to each player, the dealer shall remove the stub from the 
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manual dealing shoe and, except as provided in subsection (f), 

place the stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (h)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player 

has more or less than 2 cards or the area designed for the 

placement of the community cards has more or less than 5 cards) 

but 52 cards remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all 

wagers shall be returned to the players. If the cards were not 

misdealt, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the entire deck of cards shall be removed 

from the table. 
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§ 674a.9. Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  674a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which he will hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (b)  The dealer shall deal each card by holding the deck of 

cards in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the 

top card of the deck. The dealer shall deal five community cards 

face down to form a cross with one card in the box furthest from 

the dealer, three cards in the second row and one card in the 

box closest to the dealer. After dealing the five community 

cards, starting with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 

and continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, the 

dealer shall deal one card at a time, face down to each player 
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who has placed the two required Ante Wagers in accordance with 

§  674a.7(d) (relating to wagers) until each player has two 

cards. 

 (c)  After five cards have been dealt to the area designated 

for the placement of the community cards and two cards have been 

dealt to each player, the dealer shall, except as provided in 

subsection (d), place the stub in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player 

has more or less than 2 cards or the area designed for the 

placement of the community cards has more or less than 5 cards) 

but 52 cards remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all 
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wagers shall be returned to the players. If the cards were not 

misdealt, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the entire deck of cards shall be removed 

from the table. 

§ 674a.10. Procedure for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  674a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of five cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the area 

designated for the placement of the community cards. The dealer 

shall spread the stack within the designated area to form a 

cross with one card placed in the box furthest from the dealer, 

three cards in the second row and one card in the box closest to 

the dealer. After dealing the five community cards, starting 

with the player farthest to the dealer’s left and continuing 

around the table in a clockwise manner, the dealer shall deliver 

a stack of two cards face down to each of the players who has 
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placed the two required Ante Wagers in accordance with 

§  674a.7(d) (relating to wagers). 

 (c)  After each stack of cards has been dispensed and delivered 

in accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall remove the 

stub from the automated dealing shoe and, except as provided in 

subsection (d), place the cards in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a player 

has more or less than 2 cards or the area designed for the 

placement of the community cards has more or less than 5 cards) 

but 52 cards remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all 

wagers shall be returned to the players. If the cards were not 
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misdealt, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the entire deck of cards shall be removed 

from the table. 

§ 674a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  674a.8, 

§  674a.9 or §  674a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedure for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player shall 

examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at Criss-Cross Poker shall be 

responsible for his own hand and no person other than the dealer 

and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards 

of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his two cards in full view of the 

dealer at all times. 

 (b)  After each player has examined his cards, the dealer 

shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 

and moving clockwise around the table, ask each player if he 

wishes to place an Across Bet in an amount equal to one to three 

times the total amount of the player’s Ante Across Wager. If a 

player does not place an Across Bet, the player’s Ante Across 

and Ante Down Wagers shall be collected and the player’s cards 

placed in the discard rack provided that if a player also placed 
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a Five Card Bonus Wager, the player’s Five Card Bonus Wager 

shall remain on the table until resolved in accordance with 

subsection (h)(5). 

 (c)  After each player has made a decision regarding the Across 

Bet and any forfeited hands have been collected, the dealer 

shall then turn the two outside community cards in the 

horizontal row face up on the layout. 

 (d)  After the first two community cards are exposed, the 

dealer shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s 

left and moving clockwise around the table, ask each player if 

he wishes to place a Down Bet in an amount equal to one to three 

times the total amount of the player’s Ante Down Wager. If a 

player does not place a Down Bet, the player’s Ante Across 

Wager, Ante Down Wager and Across Bet shall be collected and the 

player’s cards placed in the discard rack provided that if a 

player also placed a Five Card Bonus Wager, the player’s Five 

Card Bonus Wager shall remain on the table until resolved in 

accordance with subsection (h)(5). 

 (e)  The dealer shall then turn the two outside community cards 

in the vertical row face up leaving only the middle community 

card face down on the layout. 

 (f)  After the third and fourth community cards are exposed, 

the dealer shall, beginning with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and moving clockwise around the table, ask each 
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player if he wishes to place a Middle Bet in an amount equal to 

one to three times the amount of the player’s Ante Across or 

Ante Down Wager. If a player does not place a Middle Bet, the 

player’s Ante Across Wager, Ante Down Wager, Across Bet and Down 

Bet shall be collected and the player’s cards placed in the 

discard rack provided that if a player also placed a Five Card 

Bonus Wager, the player’s Five Card Bonus Wager shall remain on 

the table until resolved in accordance with subsection (h)(5). 

After all remaining players have placed a Middle Bet, each 

player shall place his cards face down on the appropriate area 

of the layout. 

 (g)  The dealer shall then turn the middle community card face 

up on the layout. After all five community cards are turned face 

up, the dealer shall, beginning with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s right and continuing around the table in a 

counterclockwise direction, turn the two cards of the player 

face up on the layout. The player’s two cards and the three 

community cards in the horizontal line shall form the player’s 

five-card Across Hand while the player’s two cards and the three 

community cards in the vertical line shall form the player’s 

five-card Down Hand. 

 (h)  The dealer shall settle all wagers of that player by 

collecting losing wagers and paying winning wagers as follows: 

   (1)  If a player’s Across Hand: 
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     (i)   Is less than a pair of 6s, the dealer shall collect 

the losing Ante Across and Across Bet Wagers. 

     (ii)   Is a pair of 6s or better, as described in 

§  674a.6(b) (relating to Criss-Cross Poker rankings), the 

dealer shall return or pay out the winning Ante Across wager in 

accordance with §  674a.12(a) (relating to payout odds) and the 

Across Bet in accordance with §  674a.12(b). 

   (2)  If a player’s Down Hand: 

     (i)   Is less than a pair of 6s, the dealer shall collect 

the losing Ante Down and Down Bet wagers. 

     (ii)   Is a pair of 6s or better, as described in 

§  674a.6(b), the dealer shall return or pay out the winning 

Ante Down Wager in accordance with §  674a.12(a) and the Down 

Bet in accordance with §  674a.12(b). 

   (3)  If neither of a player’s Down or Across Hands contains a 

pair of 6s or better, the dealer shall collect the losing Middle 

Bet Wager. 

   (4)  If either of a player’s Down or Across Hands contains a 

pair of 6s or better, as described in §  674a.6(b), the dealer 

shall pay out the Middle Bet Wager in accordance with 

§  674a.12(b). The payout shall be based on the higher ranking 

Across Hand or Down Hand. 

   (5)  After settling the player’s other wagers, the dealer 

shall settle the player’s Five Card Bonus Wager, if applicable. 
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If the five community cards form a five-card Poker hand of a 

pair of 6s or better, as described in §  674a.6(b), the dealer 

shall pay the winning Five Card Bonus Wager in accordance with 

§  674a.12(c). 

 (i)  After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove the player’s cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 

reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 

§ 674a.12. Payout odds. 

 (a)  Winning Ante Across and Ante Down Wagers shall be paid at 

the following odds:  

Hand Payout 

Pair of jacks or better 1 to 1 

Pair of 6s through 10s Push 

 (b)  Winning Across, Down and Middle Bet Wagers shall be paid 

at the following odds:  

Hand Payout 

Royal flush 500 to 1 

Straight flush 100 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 40 to 1 

Full house 12 to 1 
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Flush 8 to 1 

Straight 5 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 

Two pair 2 to 1 

Pair of jacks, queens, kings or aces 1 to 1 

Pair of 6s through 10s Push 

 (c)  If a certificate holder offers the Five Card Bonus Wager, 

winning Five Card Bonus Wagers shall be paid out at the 

following odds:  

Hand Payout 

Royal flush 250 to 1 

Straight flush 100 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 40 to 1 

Full house 15 to 1 

Flush 10 to 1 

Straight 6 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 4 to 1 

Two pair 3 to 1 

Pair of 6s or better 1 to 1 

 (d)  Notwithstanding the payout odds in subsections (a) and 

(b), if specified in its Rules Submission form filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to table game Rules 
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Submissions), the certificate holder may establish an aggregate 

payout limit per player per round of play which may not be less 

than $50,000 or the maximum amount that one patron could win per 

round when betting the minimum wager, whichever is greater. Any 

maximum payout limit established by the certificate holder must 

apply only to payouts of Ante Across, Ante Down, Across Bet, 

Down Bet and Middle Bet Wagers under subsections (a) and (b) but 

does not apply to payouts for Five Card Bonus Wagers in 

subsection (c). 

§ 674a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c)  If any player or the area designated for the placement of 

the community cards is dealt an incorrect number of cards, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the cards shall be reshuffled. 
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 (d)  If any of the community cards are inadvertently exposed 

prior to the dealer revealing the community cards in accordance 

with §  674a.11(c), (e) and (g) (relating to procedures for 

completion of each round of play), all hands shall be void, all 

wagers shall be returned to the players and the cards shall be 

reshuffled. 

 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal all cards during a 

round of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from 

the device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe shall be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table.  

CHAPTER 675a. HIGH ROLL DICE 
Sec. 

675a.1.    High Roll Dice table; physical characteristics.  
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675a.2.    Wagers; die ranking.  

675a.3.    Dice; shaker.  

675a.4.    Procedure for completion of each round of play.  

675a.5.    Payout odds.  

675a.6.    High Roll Dice variation. 

§ 675a.1. High Roll Dice table; physical characteristics. 

 (a)  High Roll Dice shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for up to six players on one side of the table and a 

place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 

 (b)  The layout for a High Roll Dice table shall be submitted 

to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance 

with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  At each betting position: 

     (i)   For the Like Kind Boulevard Wagers, seven circles 

containing the numbers two of a kind through eight of a kind. 

     (ii)   For the Millionaire Row Wagers, two circles 

containing the numbers nine of a kind and ten of a kind and the 

inscription ‘‘First Roll Side Bet.’’ 

     (iii)   For the Pip Street Wagers, a depiction of six dice 

displaying a value of one through six with the two-spot die 

farthest to the player’s left and the one-spot die farthest to 

the player’s right. 
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     (iv)   An inscription advising players that all Pip Street 

and Like Kind Boulevard Wagers and the purchase of an Extra Roll 

must be of equal value. 

     (v)   An extra-roll sensor for the placement of an Extra 

Roll purchased by the player. 

   (3)  The payout odds, in accordance with §  675a.5 (relating 

to payout odds), for all permissible wagers offered by the 

certificate holder. If the payout odds are not on the layout, a 

sign identifying the payout odds shall be posted at each High 

Roll Dice table. 

   (4)  A throw box set into the surface of the High Roll Dice 

table. The throw box layout must contain an area for the 

placement of dice labeled ‘‘Ace’’ through ‘‘Six’’ with the 

‘‘Ace’’ box farthest to the left of the dealer and the ‘‘Two’’ 

box farthest to the right of the dealer. 

 (c)  The High Roll Dice table must have an electronic system 

for the placement of an Extra Roll purchased by the player. The 

electronic system must include: 

   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Extra Roll 

purchased by the player. 

   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of an 

Extra Roll purchased at the gaming table, including a mechanism, 

such as a lock-out button, that prevents the recognition of an 
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Extra Roll that a player attempts to purchase after the dealer 

has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  Each High Roll Dice table must have a drop box with a tip 

box attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). 

§ 675a.2. Wagers; die ranking. 

 (a)  All wagers and the purchase of an extra roll shall be made 

before the dice are shaken by the dealer. 

 (b)  Wagers and the purchase of an extra roll shall be made by 

placing value chips or plaques on the appropriate areas of the 

layout. Verbal wagers and the purchase of an extra roll 

accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (c)  Only players who are seated at a High Roll Dice table may 

place a wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager, 

that player shall remain seated until the completion of the 

round of play. 

 (d)  For High Roll Dice, a die with a value of 1, or ace, is 

the highest in rank followed by a 6, 5, 4 and 3, with a 2 being 

the lowest value die. 

 (e)  The following wagers are authorized in High Roll Dice: 

   (1)  To participate in a round of play, each player shall 

place a Pip Street Wager on any or all of the depictions of six 

dice contained at the top of the player’s wagering area. For 
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purposes of the Pip Street Wager, the player is wagering on 

which die face will occur the greatest number of times in the 

first roll. For example, if a dealer throws: 

     (i)   Three 6s and four 4s, the 4s occurred the most during 

the first roll. 

     (ii)   Three 6s and three 1s, the 1s occurred the most as 

an ace has a higher value than a 6 for purposes of High Roll 

Dice. 

   (2)  After placing a Pip Street Wager, a player may place a 

Like Kind Boulevard Wager equal to the player’s Pip Street Wager 

on any or all of the numbered circles two through eight. For 

purposes of the Like Kind Wager, the player is wagering on how 

many of the most matching dice will be rolled on the first roll. 

For example, if a dealer throws: 

     (i)   Three 6s and four 1s, the result would be four 

matching dice, or a four-of-a-kind. 

     (ii)   Five 2s and three 1s, the result would be five 

matching dice, or a five-of-a-kind. 

   (3)  If a player placed a Like Kind Boulevard Wager, the 

player may also purchase an extra roll by placing an amount 

equal to the player’s Like Kind Boulevard Wager on the extra-

roll sensor. The purchase of an Extra Roll will entitle the 

player to an additional throw of nonmatching dice. For example, 

if a dealer threw two 6s and four 1s on the first throw and two 
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additional 1s on the second roll, there would be a total of six 

matching dice, or a six-of-a-kind. 

   (4)  A player may place a Millionaire Row Wager on either or 

both of the numbered nine or ten circles. For purposes of the 

Millionaire Row Wager, the player is wagering that all nine or 

ten dice will match on the first roll. The Millionaire Row Wager 

may not be more than $1. 

§ 675a.3. Dice; shaker. 

 (a)  High Roll Dice shall be played with ten 19 mm dice. Dice 

used in the play of the game shall comply with §  603a.12(a)(2)—

(10) and (d) (relating to dice; physical characteristics) and 

the receipt and inspection requirements in §  603a.13 (relating 

to dice; receipt, storage, inspection and removal from use). 

 (b)  High Roll Dice shall be played with a dice shaker, 

approved in accordance with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval 

of table game layouts, signage and equipment), which shall be 

used to shake the ten dice to arrive at the winning 

combinations. The dice shaker shall be designed and constructed 

to maintain the integrity of the game and must: 

   (1)  Be capable of effectively shaking ten dice. Dice that 

have been placed in a dice shaker for use in gaming may not 

remain on a table for more than 24 hours. 

   (2)  Have the name or logo of the certificate holder 

imprinted or impressed thereon. 
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 (c)  The dice shaker is the responsibility of the dealer and 

may not be left unattended while at the table. 

 (d)  A shaker and ten dice shall be present at the High Roll 

Dice table for gaming. 

§ 675a.4. Procedure for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After all players have placed their wagers, the dealer 

shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and if any player placed an 

Extra Roll Wager use the electronic device to prevent the 

placement of additional Extra Roll Wagers. If any Extra Roll 

Wagers have been made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and 

place them in the table inventory container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall cover and shake the shaker containing the 

dice at least three times to cause a random mixture of the dice. 

The dealer shall then simultaneously throw the dice into the 

throw box. A roll of the dice shall be invalid if any of the 

dice go off the table or if one die comes to rest on top of the 

other. 

 (c)  In the event any of the dice do not land flat on the table 

(for example, one edge of the die is resting cocked on a stack 

of chips), the side directly opposite the side that is resting 

on the chips or other object shall be considered uppermost or 

skyward. If more than one side of a die is resting on a stack of 

chips or other object, the roll shall be void and the dice shall 

be placed back in the throw cup, shaken and rethrown. 
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 (d)  When the dice come to rest from a valid throw, the dealer 

shall call out which die of the highest value occurs the most. 

 (e)  After the first roll, the dealer shall announce to the 

players the matching dice of the highest value. After announcing 

the winning combination, the dealer shall move all matching dice 

of the highest value into the corresponding box on the throw box 

layout. For example, if there were four 5s, three 6s and two 1s 

and one 4, the dealer shall move the four 5s into the box on the 

throw layout labeled ‘‘Five.’’ To move the dice to the 

designated area on the throw box layout, the dealer shall leave 

the dice exposed and may not cover the dice or impede 

surveillance’s ability to view the dice at any time the dice are 

on the throw box layout. 

 (f)  The dealer shall then settle each player’s first roll 

wagers as follows: 

   (1)  The dealer shall collect the player’s losing Pip Street 

Wagers and pay out all winning Pip Street Wagers in accordance 

with §  675a.5(a) (relating to payout odds). For example, if a 

player placed a Pip Street Wager on the 5 die and the 2 die and 

the dealer threw four 5s, three 6s and two 1s and one 4, the 

dealer shall collect the losing Pip Street Wager placed on the 2 

die and pay out the winning Pip Street Wager placed on the 5 

die. 

   (2)  For the Like Kind Wager, if a player: 
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     (i)   Did not purchase an Extra Roll, the dealer shall 

collect the player’s losing Like Kind Boulevard Wagers and pay 

out any Like Kind Boulevard Wagers in accordance with 

§  675a.5(b). For example, if the dealer threw four 5s, three 6s 

and two 1s and one 4, the dealer shall collect all Like Kind 

Wagers that were not placed on the four-of-a-kind circle and pay 

out any winning wagers that were placed on the four-of-a-kind 

circle. 

     (ii)   Also purchased an Extra Roll, the dealer shall pay 

out any winning Like Kind Boulevard Wagers in accordance with 

§  675a.5(b) and collect a player’s losing Like Kind Boulevard 

Wagers that have no possibility of winning with an extra roll. 

For example, if a player wagered on the three-of-a-kind, a four-

of-a-kind and a five-of-a-kind and a four-of-a-kind was thrown 

on the first throw, the dealer shall pay the winning four-of-a-

kind, collect the Like Kind Wager placed on the three-of-a-kind 

and leave the player’s wager on the five-of-a-kind on the table 

layout until it is resolved in accordance with subsection (g). 

   (3)  The dealer shall then settle the player’s Millionaire 

Row Wagers by collecting any losing wagers and paying out any 

winning wagers in accordance with §  675a.5(c). For example, if 

nine matching dice were thrown on the first throw, the dealer 

shall collect all Millionaire Row Wagers that were not placed on 
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the nine-of-a-kind and pay out any winning Millionaire Row 

Wagers that were placed on the nine-of-a-kind circle. 

 (g)  If any player purchased an Extra Roll, the dealer shall 

then collect all dice except those of the highest value that 

were placed on a designated number on the throw box layout and 

place them in the shaker. For example, if the dealer threw three 

6s, three 4s, two 2s and two 1s in the first throw, the three 6s 

would be placed on the ‘‘Six’’ in the throw box layout. The 

dealer would collect the three 4s, two 2s and the two 1s, place 

them in the shaker, shake and throw the remaining dice in 

accordance with subsections (b) and (c). 

 (h)  When the dice come to rest from a valid throw, the dealer 

shall call out the number of additional dice that match the 

highest number of matched dice thrown in the first throw. For 

example, if after the first throw three 6s were placed on the 

‘‘Six’’ in the throw box layout and on the second throw an 

additional two 6s were thrown, the extra roll would result in a 

total of a five-of-a-kind. The dealer shall collect any losing 

Like Kind Boulevard Wager and pay out any winning Like Kind 

Boulevard Wagers on the Extra Roll in accordance with 

§  675a.5(d), provided that if a player was paid out on a 

winning Like Kind Wager after the first roll, the player may not 

be paid out on the second roll for the same number. For example, 

if a player placed a winning Like Kind Wager on the four-of-a-
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kind and if no additional matching dice were thrown on the 

second roll, the player may not be paid out for the four-of-a-

kind for the Extra Roll. 

§ 675a.5. Payout odds. 

 (a)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Pip Street 

Wagers at the following odds:  

Die Value with Most Matches Payout Odds 

Two 6 to 1 

Three 6 to 1 

Four 5 to 1 

Five 4 to 1 

Six 4 to 1 

One/ace 3 to 1 

 (b)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Like Kind 

Wager at the following odds:  

 Payout Odds 

Eight-of-a-kind 5,000 to 1 

Seven-of-a-kind 400 to 1 

Six-of-a-kind 30 to 1 

Five-of-a-kind 4 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 1 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 5 
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Two-of-a-kind 12 to 1 

 (c)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Millionaire 

Row Wagers at the following odds:  

 Payout 

Ten-of-a-kind $1,000,000 

Nine-of-a-kind $50,000 

 (d)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Like Kind 

Boulevard Wagers on the Extra Roll at the following odds:  

 Payout Odds 

Eight-of-a-kind 50 to 1 

Seven-of-a-kind 10 to 1 

Six-of-a-kind 4 to 1 

Five-of-a-kind 2 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 1 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 6 to 1 

§ 675a.6. High Roll Dice variation. 

 (a)  If selected in its Rules Submission, a certificate holder 

may offer a variation of High Roll Dice in which only six dice 

instead of ten dice are used in the play of the game. 

 (b)  The High Roll Dice table must comply with the requirements 

in §  675a.1(a), (b) and (d) (relating to High Roll Dice table; 
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physical characteristics) provided that each betting position on 

the layout contains: 

   (1)  For Like Kind Boulevard Wagers, five circles with the 

numbers two of a kind through six of a kind and one circle for 

no matches. 

   (2)  For Pip Street Wagers, a depiction of six dice 

displaying a value of one through six with the two-spot die 

farthest to the player’s left and the one-spot die farthest to 

the player’s right. 

   (3)  An inscription advising players that all wagers must be 

of equal value. 

 (c)  The dice used in the play of the game must be ranked as 

provided in §  675a.2(d) (relating to wagers; die ranking). 

 (d)  Wagers shall be made in accordance with §  675a.2(a)—(c) 

and (e)(1). Instead of the optional wagers in §  675a.2(e)(2)—

(4), after placing a Pip Street Wager, a player may place a Like 

Kind Boulevard Wager equal to the player’s Pip Street Wager on 

any or all of the numbered circles two through six or the circle 

marked no match. For purposes of the Like Kind Wager, the player 

is wagering on how many of the most matching dice will be rolled 

on the first roll. For example, if a dealer throws: 

   (1)  Two 6s and four 1s, the result would be four matching 

dice, or a four-of-a-kind. 

   (2)  All numbers 1—6, the result would be a no match. 
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 (e)  High Roll Dice shall be played with six 19 mm dice. Dice 

used in the play of the game shall comply with §  603a.12(a)(2)—

(10) and (d) (relating to dice; physical characteristics) and 

the receipt and inspection requirements in §  603a.13 (relating 

to dice; receipt, storage, inspection and removal from use). 

 (f)  High Roll Dice shall be played with a dice shaker that 

complies with the requirements in §  675a.3(c) and (d) (relating 

to dice; shaker). 

 (g)  After all players have placed their wagers, the dealer 

shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and complete the dealing 

procedures in §  675a.4(b) and (c) (relating to procedure for 

completion of each round of play). 

 (h)  After the roll, the dealer shall call out which die of the 

highest value occurs the most then the matching dice of the 

highest value. After announcing the winning combination, the 

dealer shall move all matching dice of the highest value into 

the corresponding box on the throw box layout. For example, if 

there were three 5s, two 6s and one 4, the dealer shall move the 

three 5s into the box on the throw layout labeled ‘‘five.’’ To 

move the dice to the designated area on the throw box layout, 

the dealer shall leave the dice exposed and may not cover the 

dice or impede surveillance’s ability to view the dice at any 

time the dice are on the throw box layout. 
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 (i)  The dealer shall collect any losing Pip Street and Like 

Kind Boulevard Wagers and pay out any winning wagers in 

accordance with subsections (j) and (k). 

 (j)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Pip Street 

Wagers at the following odds:  

Die Value with Most Matches Payout Odds 

Two 8 to 1 

Three 6 to 1 

Four 5 to 1 

Five 4 to 1 

Six 3 to 1 

One/ace 2 to 1 

 (k)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Like Kind 

Wagers at the following odds:  

 

 Payout Odds 

Six-of-a-kind 6,000 to 1 

Five-of-a-kind 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 15 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 2 to 1 

Two-of-a-kind 1 to 2 

No matches 60 to 1 
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CHAPTER 676a. GO FORE IT 
Sec. 

676a.1.    Definitions.  

676a.2.    Go Fore It table physical characteristics.  

676a.3.    Cards; number of decks.  

676a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

676a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

676a.6.    Go Fore It rankings.  

676a.7.    Wagers.  

676a.8.    Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe.  

676a.9.    Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand.  

676a.10.    Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

676a.11.    Procedures for completion of each round of play.  

676a.12.    Payout odds.  

676a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 676a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Albatross—All four of the player’s cards with a total point 

value of 8 or less.  

   Back 9 Wager—An additional wager that a player shall make to 
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remain in play after the player reviews the first two cards of 

his hand.  

   Birdie—All four of the player’s cards with a total point 

value of between 14 and 18.  

   Eagle—All four of the player’s cards with a total point value 

of between 9 and 13.  

   Fold—The withdrawal of a player from a round of play by not 

making a Back 9 Wager.  

   Front 9 Wager—A wager that a player shall make to participate 

in a round of play.  

   Gopher Wager—An optional wager that at least one of the 

player’s four cards will contain an ace. 

   Hand—The four-card hand that is held by each player and the 

dealer after the cards are dealt.  

   Hole cards—Two of the player’s four cards dealt face down 

that are not viewed until after the dealer exposes his hand.  

   Par—All four of the player’s cards with a total point value 

of between 19 and 24.  

   Skins Wager—An optional wager a player may make to compete 

against the dealer’s four cards. 

§ 676a.2. Go Fore It table physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Go Fore It shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than six players on one side of the table 

and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 
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 (b)  The layout for Go Fore It shall be submitted to the Bureau 

of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Separate betting areas designated for the placement of 

the Skins, Gopher, Front 9 and Back 9 Wagers for each player. 

   (3)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds for 

all permissible wagers offered by the certificate holder. If the 

payout odds are not inscribed on the layout, a sign identifying 

the payout odds for all permissible wagers shall be posted at 

each Go Fore It table. 

   (4)  An inscription indicating that the Skins Wager will be 

lost if the dealer’s hand and the player’s hand ties. If the 

information is not inscribed on the layout, a sign which sets 

forth the required information shall be posted at each Go Fore 

It table. 

 (c)  Each Go Fore It table must have a drop box and a tip box 

attached on the same side of the table as, but on opposite sides 

of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of Casino Compliance 

in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau of Casino 

Compliance may approve an alternative location for the tip box 

when a card shuffling device or other table game equipment 

prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on the same 
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side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, the 

dealer. 

 (d)  Each Go Fore It table must have a discard rack securely 

attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 676a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Go Fore It shall be 

played with one deck of cards that are identical in appearance 

and one cover card. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Go Fore 

It may be played with two decks of cards in accordance with the 

following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 

   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks of cards shall be continuously alternated in 

and out of play, with each deck being used for every other round 

of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Go Fore It shall be changed at 

least every: 
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   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 676a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one deck or two decks of cards at the 

table, the dealer shall inspect the cards for defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  676a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 
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(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 676a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 

completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling 

device shall place the deck of cards in a single stack. The 

certificate holder may use an automated card shuffling device 

which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 

the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal or deliver the cards in accordance with 
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§  676a.8, §  676a.9 or §  676a.10 (relating to procedure for 

dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for 

dealing the cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the 

cards from an automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually, cut the cards in 

accordance with subsection (d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a Go Fore It table which 

is open for gaming, the cards shall be spread out on the table 

face down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face 

up on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the 

procedures in §  676a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for 

gaming) and this section shall be completed. 
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 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 

§ 676a.6. Go Fore It rankings. 

 The point value assigned to the cards used in Go Fore It shall 

be:  

Card Point Value 

Ace 1 

Jack, queen, king 10 

2 through 10 Face value 

§ 676a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Go Fore It shall be made by placing value chips 

or plaques on the appropriate areas of the table layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at a Go Fore It table may 

wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and received 

cards, that player shall remain seated until the completion of 

the round of play. If a player leaves the table during a round 
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of play, any wagers made by the player may be considered 

abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All wagers, except the Back 9 Wager, shall be placed prior 

to the dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the 

dealing procedure in §  676a.8, §  676a.9 or §  676a.10 

(relating to procedure for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the cards from the hand; and 

procedures for dealing the cards from an automated dealing 

shoe). Except as provided in §  676a.11(b) (relating to 

procedures for completion of each round of play), a wager may 

not be made, increased or withdrawn after the dealer has 

announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  The following wagers may be placed in the game of Go Fore 

It: 

   (1)  A Front 9 Wager, which is required to participate in a 

round of play. 

   (2)  A Back 9 Wager equal to the player’s Front 9 Wager which 

is required to continue in the round of play after the player 

views his first to cards. 

   (3)  An optional Skins Wager to compete against the total 

point count of the dealer’s hand. 

   (4)  A Gopher Wager that at least one of the player’s four 

cards will contain an ace. 
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 (e)  A player may not wager on more than one player position at 

a Go Fore It table. 

§ 676a.8. Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  676a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by the 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing the cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets’’ and starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal one card at a time to each player who placed the 

required Front 9 Wager in accordance with §  676a.7(d)(1) 

(relating to wagers) until each player who placed the required 

Front 9 Wager and the dealer has four cards. The first two cards 

dealt to the player shall be placed in front of the player. The 

second two cards dealt to the player shall be dealt behind the 

front two cards and shall be the player’s hole cards. Each card 

shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the hand of the 
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dealer that is the closest to the dealing shoe and placed on the 

appropriate area of the layout with the opposite hand. 

 (c)  After two stacks of two cards have been dealt to each 

player and four cards to the dealer, the dealer shall remove the 

stub from the manual dealing shoe and, except as provided in 

subsection (d), place the stub in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 
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§ 676a.9. Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  676a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which he will hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing the cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets’’ and starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal one card at a time to each player who placed the 

required Front 9 Wager in accordance with §  676a.7(d)(1) 

(relating to wagers) until each player who placed the required 

Front 9 Wager and the dealer has four cards. The first two cards 

dealt to the player shall be placed in front of the player. The 

second two cards dealt to the player shall be dealt behind the 

front two cards and shall be the player’s hole cards. 
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 (c)  After two stacks of two cards have been dealt to each 

player and four cards to the dealer, except as provided in 

subsection (d), the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual 

dealing shoe and place the stub in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If the automated card shuffling device does not count the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicate whether 52 cards are present, the dealer shall 

count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of play to determine 

if the correct number of cards are still present in the deck. 

The dealer shall determine the number of cards in the stub by 

counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 
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§ 676a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  676a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the dealer delivering any stacks of cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe, the dealer shall 

announce ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of four cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed the required Front 

9 Wager in accordance with §  676a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). 

The dealer shall then move the top two cards and place them face 

down behind the player’s front two cards. The top two cards 

shall be the player’s hole cards. Moving clockwise around the 

table, as the remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by 

the automated dealing shoe, the dealer shall repeat the dealing 

procedure outlined above to each of the other players who has 

placed a Front 9 Wager in accordance with §  676a.7(d)(1). The 

dealer shall then deliver a stack of four cards face down as the 

dealer’s hand. 
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 (c)  After each stack of four cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall 

remove the remaining cards from the automated dealing shoe and, 

except as provided in subsection (d), place the stub in the 

discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If the automated card shuffling device does not count the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicate whether 52 cards are present, the dealer shall 

count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of play to determine 

if the correct number of cards are still present in the deck. 

The dealer shall determine the number of cards in the stub by 

counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 676a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 
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 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  676a.8, 

§  676a.9 or §  676a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player 

shall examine the player’s closest two cards subject to the 

following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at a Go Fore It table shall be 

responsible for his own hand and no person other than the dealer 

and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards 

of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his cards in full view of the 

dealer at all times. 

 (b)  After each player has examined his first two cards, the 

dealer shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s 

left and moving clockwise around the table ask each player if he 

wishes to make a Back 9 Wager in an amount equal to the player’s 

Front 9 Wager or fold and forfeit the player’s Front 9 Wager. 

 (c)  After each player who placed a Front 9 Wager has either 

placed a Back 9 Wager on the designated area of the layout or 

forfeited his Front 9 Wager, the dealer shall collect all 

forfeited Front 9 Wagers and if the player: 

   (1)  Did not place a Skins or Gopher Wager, collect the 

player’s cards and place them face down in the discard rack. 
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   (2)  Placed a Gopher or Skins Wager, the dealer shall collect 

the player’s four cards and place them face down under the 

player’s Skins or Gopher Wagers are until settled in accordance 

with subsection (d). 

 (d)  The dealer shall then reveal the dealer’s four cards and 

place them face up on the layout. After the dealer’s cards are 

turned face up, the dealer shall, beginning with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s right and continuing around the table 

in a counterclockwise direction, complete the following 

applicable procedures in succession for each player: 

   (1)  The dealer shall turn the four cards of each player who 

placed a Back 9, Skins or Gopher Wager face up on the layout. 

   (2)  The dealer shall add together the point value of all 

four of the player’s cards. 

   (3)  For all players who placed Front 9 and Back 9 Wagers, if 

the total point value of all four cards: 

     (i)   Is equal to or less than par, the player shall be 

paid out on a winning Front 9 Wager in accordance with 

§  676a.12(a) (relating to payout odds) and a winning Back 9 

Wager in accordance with §  676a.12(b). 

     (ii)   Is greater than par, the dealer shall collect the 

player’s losing Front 9 and Back 9 Wagers. 

   (4)  For all players who placed a Skins Wager, if the total 

point value of the player’s hand: 
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     (i)   Is equal to or greater than the total point value of 

the dealer’s hand, the dealer shall collect the player’s losing 

Skins Wager. 

     (ii)   Is less than the total point value of the dealer’s 

hand, the dealer shall pay the winning Skins Wager in accordance 

with §  676a.12(c). 

   (5)  For all players who placed a Gopher wager, if the 

player’s four cards: 

     (i)   Does not contain at least one ace, the dealer shall 

collect the player’s losing Gopher Wager. 

     (ii)   Contains at least one ace, the dealer shall pay the 

player’s winning Gopher Wager in accordance with §  676a.12(d). 

 (e)  After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove all remaining cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 

reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 

§ 676a.12. Payout odds. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay winning Front 9 Wagers at 

odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  A certificate holder shall pay winning Back 9 Wagers in 

accordance with the following odds:  
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Hand-Total Point Value Payout 

Albatross (8 or less) 25 to 1 

Eagle (9—13) 5 to 1 

Birdie (14—18) 2 to 1 

Par (19—24) 1 to 1 

 (c)  A certificate holder shall pay winning Skins Wagers at 

odds of 1 to 1. 

 (d)  A certificate holder shall pay winning Gopher Wagers at 

the odds in one of the following paytables selected by the 

certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in accordance 

with §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions):  

Number of Aces Paytable A Paytable B 

4 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

3 50 to 1 50 to 1 

2 5 to 1 6 to 1 

1 2 to 1 2 to 1 

§ 676a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 
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 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c)  If any player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number 

of cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d)  If any of the dealer’s cards or the player’s hole cards 

are inadvertently exposed prior to each player having either 

folded or placed a Back 9 Wager as provided under §  676a.11 

(relating to procedures for completion of each round of play), 

all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the 

players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal cards during a round 

of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from the 

device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe shall be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 
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or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table.  

CHAPTER 677a. WORLD POKER TOUR HEADS-UP HOLD ’EM 
Sec. 

677a.1.    Definitions.  

677a.2.    World Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em table physical 

characteristics.  

677a.3.    Cards; number of decks.  

677a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

677a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

677a.6.    World Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em rankings.  

677a.7.    Wagers.  

677a.8.    Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe.  

677a.9.    Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand.  

677a.10.    Procedure for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

677a.11.    Procedure for completion of each round of play.  

677a.12.    Payout odds; payout limitation.  

677a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 677a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 
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otherwise:  

   Bad Beat Bonus—A bonus payout awarded to any player who holds 

a straight or higher and loses to the dealer’s hand.  

   Check—Waiving the right to place a Raise Wager but remaining 

in the round of play.  

   Community card—A card which may be used by each player and 

the dealer to form the best possible five-card Poker hand.  

   Flop—The first three community cards dealt during a round of 

play.  

   Fold—The withdrawal of a player from a round of play by not 

making a Raise Wager after the Turn and River cards are 

exposed.  

   Hand—The five-card Poker hand formed from the two cards of 

the player or the dealer and any of the five community cards.  

   River card—The fifth community card revealed during a round 

of play.  

   Turn card—The fourth community card revealed during a round 

of play. 

§ 677a.2. World Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em table physical 

characteristics. 

 (a)  World Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em shall be played at a 

table having betting positions for no more than six players on 

one side of the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite 

side of the table. 
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 (b)  The layout for a World Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em table 

shall be submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and 

approved in accordance with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval 

of table game layouts, signage and equipment) and contain, at a 

minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Three separate betting areas designated for the 

placement of Ante, Odds and Raise Wagers for each player. 

   (3)  A separate area designated for the placement of the five 

community cards located directly in front of the table inventory 

container. 

   (4)  A separate area designated for the placement of the 

dealer’s two cards. 

   (5)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Pocket 

Bonus Wager authorized under §  677a.7(d)(2) (relating to 

wagers), a separate area designated for the placement of the 

Pocket Bonus Wager for each player. 

   (6)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Trips Plus 

Wager authorized under §  677a.7(d)(3), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Trips Plus Wager for each 

player. 

   (7)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds for 

all permissible wagers offered by the certificate holder. If the 

payout odds are not inscribed on the layout, a sign identifying 
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the payout odds for all permissible wagers shall be posted at 

each World Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em table. 

   (8)  Inscriptions indicating the following: 

     (i)   The Ante Wager will be returned if the dealer does 

not have a pair or better. 

     (ii)   If established by the certificate holder, the payout 

limit per player per round of play, as authorized under 

§  677a.12(f) (relating to payout odds; payout limitation). 

   (9)  If the information required under paragraph (8) is not 

inscribed on the layout, a sign which sets forth the required 

information shall be posted at each World Poker Tour Heads-Up 

Hold ’Em table. 

 (c)  Each World Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em table must have a 

drop box and a tip box attached on the same side of the table 

as, but on opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the 

Bureau of Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). 

The Bureau of Casino Compliance may approve an alternative 

location for the tip box when a card shuffling device or other 

table game equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and 

tip box on the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite 

sides of, the dealer. 

 (d)  Each World Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em table must have a 

discard rack securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side 

of the table. 
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§ 677a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), World Poker Tour 

Heads-Up Hold ’Em shall be played with one deck of cards that 

are identical in appearance and two cover cards. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, World 

Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em may be played with two decks of 

cards in accordance with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 

   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks of cards shall be continuously alternated in 

and out of play, with each deck being used for every other round 

of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in World Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold 

’Em shall be changed at least every: 

   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 
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§ 677a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread out in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  677a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 
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§ 677a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 

completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling 

device shall place the deck of cards in a single stack. The 

certificate holder may use an automated card shuffling device 

which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 

the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  677a.8, 

§  677a.9 or §  677a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 
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cards from the hand; and procedure for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with subsection (d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a World Poker Tour 

Heads-Up Hold ’Em table which is open for gaming, the cards 

shall be spread out on the table face down unless a player 

requests that the cards be spread face up on the table. After 

the first player arriving at the table is afforded an 

opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the procedures in 

§  677a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for gaming) and 

this section shall be completed. 
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 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 

§ 677a.6. World Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in World Poker Tour Heads-Up 

Hold ’Em, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, 

king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace may be used to complete a 

straight flush or straight formed with a 2, 3, 4 and 5 but may 

not be combined with any other sequence of cards (for example 

queen, king, ace, 2 and 3). All suits shall be equal in rank. 

 (b)  The permissible five-card Poker hands at the game of World 

Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em, in order of highest to lowest 

rank, shall be: 

   (1)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand, other than a royal 

flush, consisting of five cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking, with king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 being the highest 
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ranking straight flush and ace, 2, 3, 4 and 5 being the lowest 

straight flush. 

   (3)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank, with four aces being the highest ranking 

four-of-a-kind and four 2s being the lowest ranking four-of-a-

kind. 

   (4)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair, with three aces and two kings being the 

highest ranking full house and three 2s and two 3s being the 

lowest ranking full house. 

   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order, with ace, king, queen, jack 

and 9 being the highest ranking flush and 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 being 

the lowest ranking flush. 

   (6)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank, with an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 being the highest ranking straight and an 

ace, 2, 3, 4 and 5 being the lowest ranking straight. 

   (7)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, with three aces being the highest 

ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking 

three-of-a-kind. 
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   (8)  Two pair, which is a hand consisting of two pairs, with 

two aces and two kings being the highest ranking two pair and 

two 3s and two 2s being the lowest ranking two pair. 

   (9)  A pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the 

same rank, with two aces being the highest ranking pair and two 

2s being the lowest ranking pair. 

 (c)  When comparing two hands that are of identical rank under 

subsection (b), or that contain none of the hands in subsection 

(b), the hand that contains the highest ranking card under 

subsection (a), which is not contained in the other hand, shall 

be considered the higher ranking hand. If the hands are of 

identical rank after the application of this subsection, the 

hands shall be considered a tie. 

§ 677a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at World Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em shall be made 

by placing value chips, plaques or other Board-approved table 

game wagering instruments on the appropriate areas of the table 

layout. Verbal wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at the World Poker Tour Heads-

Up Hold ’Em table may place a wager at the game. Once a player 

has placed a wager and received cards, that player shall remain 

seated until the completion of the round of play. If a player 

leaves the table during a round of play, any wagers made by the 
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player may be considered abandoned and may be treated as losing 

wagers. 

 (c)  All Ante, Odds, Trips Plus and Pocket Bonus Wagers shall 

be placed prior to the dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in 

accordance with the dealing procedure in §  677a.8, §  677a.9 or 

§  677a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the cards from a 

manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the cards from the 

hand; and procedure for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe). Except as provided in §  677a.11(b), (d) and (f) 

(relating to procedure for completion of each round of play), a 

wager may not be made, increased or withdrawn after the dealer 

has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  The following wagers may be placed in the game of World 

Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em: 

   (1)  A player shall compete against the dealer’s five-card 

Poker hand by placing an Ante Wager and an Odds Wager equal to 

the player’s Ante Wager then a Raise Wager in accordance with 

§  677a.11(b), (d) or (f). 

   (2)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player at a World Poker Tour Heads-Up 

Hold ’Em table the option to make an additional Pocket Bonus 

Wager that the player’s first two cards will contain a pair or 
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an ace and a king, queen or jack. A Pocket Bonus Wager does not 

have a bearing on any other wager made by the player. 

   (3)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a World Poker 

Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em table the option to make an additional 

Trips Plus Wager that the player’s five-card Poker hand formed 

from any of the player’s two cards and the five community cards 

will contain a three-of-a-kind or better as defined in 

§  677a.6(b) (relating to World Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em 

rankings). A Trips Plus Wager does not have a bearing on any 

other wager made by the player. 

 (e)  The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under § 601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which 

a player may place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 677a.8. Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  677a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe either by the dealer or by 

the automated card shuffling device. 
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 (b)  Prior to dealing the cards and after all Ante, Odds, Trips 

Plus and Pocket Bonus Wagers have been placed, the dealer shall 

announce ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (c)  The dealer shall then deal the cards by removing each card 

from the dealing shoe with the hand of the dealer that is the 

closest to the dealing shoe and placed on the appropriate area 

of the layout with the opposite hand. Starting with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left and continuing around the table in 

a clockwise manner, the dealer shall deal one card at a time, 

face down, to each player who placed Ante and Odds Wagers in 

accordance with §  677a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers) and to the 

dealer, until each player who placed Ante and Odds Wagers and 

the dealer have two cards. 

 (d)  After two cards have been dealt to each player and to the 

area designated for the placement of the dealer’s hand, the 

dealer shall deal the five community cards In accordance with 

§  677a.11(c) and (e) (relating to procedure for completion of 

each round of play). After all community cards have been dealt, 

the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing shoe 

and, except as provided in subsection (e), place the stub in the 

discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 
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the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 677a.9. Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  677a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which he will hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 
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cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing any cards and after all Ante, Odds, Trips 

Plus and Pocket Bonus Wagers have been placed, the dealer shall 

announce ‘‘no more bets.’’ The dealer shall then deal each card 

by holding the deck of cards in the chosen hand and use the 

other hand to remove the top card of the deck and place it face 

down on the appropriate area of the layout. The dealer shall, 

starting with the player farthest to the dealer’s left and 

continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, deal one card 

at a time to each player who placed Ante and Odds Wagers in 

accordance with §  677a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers) and to the 

dealer, until each player who placed Ante and Odds Wagers and 

the dealer have two cards. 

 (c)  After two cards have been dealt to each player and to the 

area designated for the placement of the dealer’s hand, the 

dealer shall deal the five community cards in accordance with 

§  677a.11(c) and (e) (relating to procedure for completion of 

each round of play). After all community cards have been dealt, 

the dealer shall, except as provided in subsection (d), place 

the stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device that counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 
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and indicates whether 52 cards are present is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 677a.10. Procedure for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  677a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 
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   (2)  Prior to the dealer delivering any stacks of cards 

dispensed from the automated dealing shoe, the dealer shall 

announce ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (b)  The dealer shall then deliver the first stack of two cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed Ante and Odds 

Wagers in accordance with §  677a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). 

As the remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the 

automated dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise 

around the table, deliver a stack of two cards face down to each 

of the other players who has placed Ante and Odds Wagers. The 

dealer shall then deliver a stack of two cards face down to the 

area designated for the dealer’s cards. 

 (c)  After each stack of two cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall 

remove the remaining cards from the automated dealing shoe and, 

following the procedures in §  677a.9(a)(2) (relating to 

procedure for dealing the cards from the hand), deal from his 

hand the five community cards in accordance with §  677a.11(c) 

and (e) (relating to procedure for completion of each round of 

play). After all five community cards have been dealt, the 

dealer shall, except as provided in subsection (d), place the 

stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 
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 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (g)  Notwithstanding the requirements in subsections (b) and 

(c), if a certificate holder is utilizing an automated dealing 

shoe which automatically reshuffles the cards, the five 

community cards may be dispensed before the two cards are 

dispensed to each player and to the dealer. The community cards 

shall then be revealed in accordance with §  677a.11(c), (e) and 

(f). 
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§ 677a.11. Procedure for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  677a.8, 

§  677a.9 or §  677a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedure for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player shall 

examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at World Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold 

’Em shall be responsible for his own hand and no person other 

than the dealer and the player to whom the cards were dealt may 

touch the cards of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his cards in full view of the 

dealer at all times. 

 (b)  After each player has examined his cards, the dealer 

shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 

and moving clockwise around the table, ask each player if he 

wishes to place a Raise Wager prior to the dealing of the Flop. 

The player may either check and remain in the game or place a 

Raise Wager up to three times the amount of the player’s Ante 

Wager. 

 (c)  After each player has either placed a Raise Wager or 

checked, the dealer shall burn the next card. The dealer shall 

then deal the three-card Flop face up on the layout in the 

designated area for the community cards. 
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 (d)  After the Flop has been exposed, the dealer shall, 

beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s left who has 

not placed a Raise Wager and moving clockwise around the table, 

ask each player who has not placed a Raise Wager if he wishes to 

place a Raise Wager prior to the dealing of the Turn and River 

cards. The player may either check and remain in the game or 

place a Raise Wager in an amount up to two times the player’s 

Ante Wager. 

 (e)  Once all remaining players have either placed a Raise 

Wager or checked, the dealer shall burn the next card. The 

dealer shall then deal the Turn and River cards face up on the 

layout in the designated area for the community cards. 

 (f)  After the Turn and River cards have been exposed, the 

dealer shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s 

left who has not placed a Raise Wager and moving clockwise 

around the table, ask each player if he wishes to place a Raise 

Wager in an amount equal to the player’s Ante Wager or fold. If 

a player folds, the dealer shall collect the player’s Ante and 

Odds Wagers and place the player’s cards in the discard rack, 

provided that if any player placed a Trips Plus or Pocket Bonus 

Wager, the dealer shall tuck the player’s cards under the 

player’s Trips Plus or Pocket Bonus Wager until the optional 

wagers are settled in accordance with subsection (i). 
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 (g)  Once all remaining players have either placed a Raise 

Wager or folded, the dealer shall turn his two cards face up on 

the layout. The dealer shall then select five cards using the 

dealer’s two cards and the five community cards to form the 

highest ranking five-card Poker hand. After the dealer’s cards 

are turned face up, the dealer shall, beginning with the player 

farthest to the dealer’s right who has placed a Raise Wager and 

continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction, 

complete the following applicable procedures in succession for 

each player: 

   (1)  The dealer shall turn the two cards of each player who 

has placed a Raise Wager face up on the layout. 

   (2)  The dealer shall examine the cards of the player and 

select the five cards using the player’s two cards and the five 

community cards to form the highest ranking five-card Poker 

hand. The wagers of each player shall be resolved one player at 

a time regardless of outcome. 

 (h)  If the dealer’s hand: 

   (1)  Does not contain a pair or better, as defined in 

§  677a.6 (relating to World Poker Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em 

rankings), each player’s Ante Wager shall push and be returned 

to the player. If the player’s hand: 

     (i)   Is higher in rank than the dealer’s hand, the 

player’s Raise Wager shall be paid out at the odds in 
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§  677a.12(a) (relating to payout odds; payout limitation) and 

the player’s Odds Wager shall be paid out in accordance with the 

payout odds in §  677a.12(b). 

     (ii)   Is equal in rank to the dealer’s hand, the player’s 

Raise and Odds Wagers shall push and be returned to the player. 

     (iii)   Is lower in rank to the dealer’s hand, the player’s 

Raise and Odds Wagers shall lose and be collected. 

   (2)  Contains a pair or better, as defined in §  677a.6, and 

if the player’s hand: 

     (i)   Is higher in rank than the dealer’s hand, the 

player’s Ante and Raise Wagers shall be paid out at the odds in 

§  677a.12(a) and the player’s Odds Wager shall be paid out in 

accordance with the payout odds in §  677a.12(b). 

     (ii)   Is equal in rank to the dealer’s hand, the player’s 

Ante, Raise and Odds Wagers shall push and be returned to the 

player. 

     (iii)   Is lower in rank to the dealer’s hand, the Ante 

Wager shall lose and be collected and if the player’s hand: 

       (A)   Was not a straight or higher, the player’s Raise 

and Odds Wagers shall lose and be collected. 

       (B)   Was a straight or higher, the player’s Raise Wager 

shall lose and be collected and the player’s Odds Wager shall be 

eligible for a Bad Beat payout as provided in §  677a.12(c). 
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 (i)  After settling the player’s Ante, Raise and Odds Wagers, 

the dealer shall settle the player’s optional Pocket Bonus and 

Trips Plus Wagers, if applicable, as follows: 

   (1)  If a player placed a Pocket Bonus Wager and the player’s 

two cards: 

     (i)   Contain a pair or an ace and a king, queen or jack, 

the winning hand shall be paid out as provided in §  677a.12(d). 

     (ii)   Do not contain a pair or an ace and a king, queen or 

jack, the dealer shall collect the player’s losing Pocket Bonus 

Wager. 

   (2)  If a player placed a Trips Plus Wager and the player’s 

two cards and the five community cards: 

     (i)   Contain a three-of-a-kind or better, the winning hand 

shall be paid out as provided in §  677a.12(e). 

     (ii)   Does not contain a three-of-a-kind or better, the 

dealer shall collect the losing Trips Plus Wager. 

 (j)  After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove all remaining cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 

reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 

§ 677a.12. Payout odds; payout limitation. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Ante Wager and 

Raise Wager at odds of 1 to 1. 
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 (b)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Odds Wager at 

the odds in the following payout table:  

Hand Payout 

Royal flush 500 to 1 

Straight flush 50 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 10 to 1 

Full house 3 to 1 

Flush 3 to 2 

Straight 1 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind Push 

Two pair Push 

Pair Push 

High card Push 

 (c)  A certificate holder shall pay a Bad Beat Bonus at the 

odds in the following payout table:  

Hand Payout 

Royal flush N/A 

Straight flush 500 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 

Full house 6 to 1 

Flush 5 to 1 
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Straight 4 to 1 

 (d)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Pocket Bonus 

Wager at the odds in one of the following paytables selected by 

the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions):  

Hand Paytable 
A 

Paytable 
B 

Paytable 
C 

Pair of aces 30 to 1 25 to 1 30 to 1 

Ace and a king, queen or jack of 

the same suit 
20 to 1 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Ace and a king, queen or jack of 

different suits 
10 to 1 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Pair of 2s—kings 5 to 1 5 to 1 4 to 1 

 (e)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Trips Plus 

Wagers at the odds in one of the following paytables selected by 

the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Royal flush 100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 

Straight flush 40 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 30 to 1 30 to 1 30 to 1 30 to 1 

Full house 9 to 1 8 to 1 7 to 1 8 to 1 
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Flush 7 to 1 6 to 1 6 to 1 7 to 1 

Straight 4 to 1 5 to 1 5 to 1 4 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 

 (f)  Notwithstanding the payout odds in subsections (a) and 

(b), if specified in its Rules Submission form filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2, the certificate holder may establish 

an aggregate payout limit per player per round of play which may 

not be less than $50,000 or the maximum amount that one patron 

could win per round when betting the minimum wager, whichever is 

greater. Any maximum payout limit established by the certificate 

holder shall apply only to payouts of Ante, Raise and Odds 

Wagers placed under subsections (a) and (b) but does not apply 

to payouts for Bad Beat Bonus, Pocket Bonus or Trips Plus Wagers 

placed under subsections (c) – (e). 

§ 677a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the cards are found face up 

after each player and the dealer have received their initial two 
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cards, any Pocket Bonus Wagers shall be settled in accordance 

with the payout odds in §  677a.12(d) (relating to payout odds; 

payout limitation). 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c)  If any player, the dealer or the area designated for the 

placement of the community cards is dealt an incorrect number of 

cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to 

the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d)  If either of the cards dealt to the dealer in World Poker 

Tour Heads-Up Hold ’Em is inadvertently exposed prior to each 

player having either folded or placed a Raise Wager as provided 

for under §  677a.11 (relating to procedure for completion of 

each round of play), all hands shall be void and all Ante, Odds 

and Raise Wagers shall be returned to the players and the cards 

shall be reshuffled. Notwithstanding the forgoing, if a player 

has placed a Pocket Bonus or Trips Plus Wager, the wager shall 

be settled in accordance with the payout odds in §  677a.12(d) 

and (e). 

 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 
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 (f)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal cards during a round 

of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from the 

device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table.  

CHAPTER 678a. HIGH CARD FLUSH 
Sec. 

678a.1.    Definitions.  

678a.2.    High Card Flush table physical characteristics.  

678a.3.    Cards; number of decks.  

678a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

678a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

678a.6.    High Card Flush rankings.  

678a.7.    Wagers.  

678a.8.    Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe.  

678a.9.    Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand.  
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678a.10.    Procedure for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

678a.11.    Procedure for completion of each round of play.  

678a.12.    Payout odds; payout limitation.  

678a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 678a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Fold—The withdrawal of a player from a round of play by not 

making a Raise Wager.  

   Raise Wager—The wager a player places after examining the 

player’s seven cards. 

§ 678a.2. High Card Flush table physical characteristics. 

 (a)  High Card Flush shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than six players on one side of the table 

and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 

 (b)  The layout for a High Card Flush table shall be submitted 

to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance 

with §  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Two separate betting areas designated for the placement 

of the Ante and Raise Wagers for each player. 
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   (3)  A separate area designated for the placement of the 

dealer’s seven cards. 

   (4)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Flush 

Bonus Wager authorized under §  678a.7(d)(2) (relating to 

wagers), a separate area designated for the placement of the 

Flush Bonus Wager for each player. 

   (5)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Straight 

Flush Bonus Wager authorized under §  678a.7(d)(3), a separate 

area designated for the placement of the Straight Flush Bonus 

Wager for each player. 

   (6)  If a certificate holder offers the optional Progressive 

Jackpot Wager authorized under §  678a.7(d)(4), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Progressive Jackpot Wager 

for each player. 

   (7)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the following: 

     (i)   The payout odds for all permissible wagers offered by 

the certificate holder. 

     (ii)   The dealer qualifies with a three-card flush, nine 

high or pays the Ante Wager and pushes the Raise Wager. 

     (iii)   For Raise Wagers, if a player has: 

       (A)   A two-card, three-card or four-card flush, a player 

may place a Raise Wager equal to the player’s Ante Wager. 

       (B)   A five-card flush, a player may place a Raise Wager 

up to two times the amount of the player’s Ante Wager. 
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       (C)   A six-card or seven-card flush, a player may place 

a Raise Wager up to three times the amount of the player’s Ante 

Wager. 

     (iv)   If established by the certificate holder, the payout 

limit per player per round of play, as authorized under 

§  678a.12(e) (relating to payout odds; payout limitation). 

   (8)  If the information under paragraph (7) is not inscribed 

on the layout, a sign which sets forth the required information 

shall be posted at each High Card Flush table. 

 (c)  If a certificate holder offers the Progressive Jackpot 

Wager in accordance with §  678a.7(d)(4), the High Card Flush 

table must have a progressive table game system, in accordance 

with §  605a.7 (relating to progressive table games), for the 

placement of the Progressive Jackpot Wagers. If the certificate 

holder is offering the Progressive Jackpot Wager on multiple 

linked tables or games in the same licensed facility, the 

progressive table game system must comply with the requirements 

in §  605a.8 (relating to linked progressive table games). The 

progressive table game system must include: 

   (1)  A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Progressive Jackpot 

Wager. 

   (2)  A device that controls or monitors the placement of 

Progressive Jackpot Wagers at the gaming table, including a 
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mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the 

recognition of any Progressive Jackpot Wager that a player 

attempts to place after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more 

bets.’’ 

 (d)  Each High Card Flush table must have a drop box and a tip 

box attached on the same side of the table as, but on opposite 

sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of Casino 

Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau of 

Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (e)  Each High Card Flush table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 678a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), High Card Flush 

shall be played with one deck of cards that are identical in 

appearance and two cover cards. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, High 

Card Flush may be played with two decks of cards in accordance 

with the following requirements: 
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   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 

   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks of cards shall be continuously alternated in 

and out of play, with each deck being used for every other round 

of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in High Card Flush shall be 

changed at least every: 

   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 678a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread out in 
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horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  678a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 678a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 
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completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling 

device shall place the deck of cards in a single stack. The 

certificate holder may use an automated card shuffling device 

which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 

the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device that counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present is being used, and 

the device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are 

present, the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  678a.8, 

§  678a.9 or §  678a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedure for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with subsection (d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 
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place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a High Card Flush table 

which is open for gaming, the cards shall be spread out on the 

table face down unless a player requests that the cards be 

spread face up on the table. After the first player arriving at 

the table is afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the 

cards, the procedures in §  678a.4(c) (relating to opening of 

the table for gaming) and this section shall be completed. 

 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 
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§ 678a.6. High Card Flush rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in High Card Flush, in order of 

highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 

8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. All suits shall be equal in rank. 

 (b)  For purposes of the Ante, Raise and Flush Bonus Wagers, 

the permissible hands at the game of High Card Flush, in order 

of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

   (1)  A seven-card flush, which is a hand consisting of seven 

cards of the same suit in any order. 

   (2)  A six-card flush, which is a hand consisting of six 

cards of the same suit in any order. 

   (3)  A five-card flush, which is a hand consisting of five 

cards of the same suit in any order. 

   (4)  A four-card flush, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same suit in any order. 

   (5)  A three-card flush, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same suit in any order. 

   (6)  A two-card flush, which is a hand consisting of two 

cards of the same suit in any order. 

 (c)  When comparing two hands that are of identical rank under 

subsection (b), or that contain none of the hands in subsection 

(b), the hand that contains the highest ranking card under 

subsection (a), which is not contained in the other hand, shall 

be considered the higher ranking hand. If the hands are of 
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identical rank after the application of this subsection, the 

hands shall be considered a tie. 

 (d)  For purposes of the optional Straight Flush Bonus and the 

Progressive Jackpot Wagers, the permissible hands shall be: 

   (1)  A seven-card straight flush, which is a hand consisting 

of seven cards of the same suit in consecutive rank. 

   (2)  A six-card straight flush, which is a hand consisting of 

six cards of the same suit in consecutive rank. 

   (3)  A five-card straight flush, which is a hand consisting 

of five cards of the same suit in consecutive rank. 

   (4)  A four-card straight flush, which is a hand consisting 

of four cards of the same suit in consecutive rank. 

   (5)  A three-card straight flush, if included in the payout 

table selected by the certificate holder, which is a hand 

consisting of three cards of the same suit in consecutive rank. 

§ 678a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at High Card Flush shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the table layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at the High Card Flush table 

may place a wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager 

and received cards, that player shall remain seated until the 

completion of the round of play. If a player leaves the table 
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during a round of play, any wagers made by the player may be 

considered abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All Ante, Flush Bonus, Straight Flush Bonus and 

Progressive Jackpot Wagers shall be placed prior to the dealer 

announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the dealing 

procedure in §  678a.8, §  678a.9 or §  678a.10 (relating to 

procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; 

procedure for dealing the cards from the hand; and procedure for 

dealing the cards from an automated dealing shoe). Except as 

provided in §  678a.11(b) (relating to procedure for completion 

of each round of play), a wager may not be made, increased or 

withdrawn after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  The following wagers may be placed in the game of High 

Card Flush: 

   (1)  A player shall compete against the dealer’s seven-card 

hand by placing an Ante Wager then a Raise Wager in accordance 

with §  678a.11(b). 

   (2)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player at a High Card Flush table the 

option to make an additional Flush Bonus Wager that the player’s 

seven cards will form a four-card flush or higher as described 

in §  678a.6(b) (relating to High Card Flush rankings). A Flush 
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Bonus Wager does not have a bearing on any other wager made by 

the player. 

   (3)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a High Card Flush 

table the option to make an additional Straight Flush Bonus 

Wager that the player’s seven cards will form a three-card 

straight flush or higher as described in §  678a.6(d). A 

Straight Flush Bonus Wager does not have a bearing on any other 

wager made by the player. 

   (4)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a High Card Flush 

table the option to make an additional Progressive Jackpot Wager 

that the player’s seven cards will form a three-card straight 

flush or a four-card straight flush or higher, depending on the 

payout table selected by the certificate holder. After placing 

the Ante Wager, a player may make the additional Progressive 

Jackpot Wager by placing a value chip onto the progressive 

wagering device designated for that player. Each player shall be 

responsible for verifying that the player’s respective 

Progressive Payout Wager has been accepted. 

 (e)  The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under § 601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which a 

player may place a wager in one round of play. 
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§ 678a.8. Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  678a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe either by the dealer or by 

the automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing the cards and after all Ante Wagers and 

optional wagers have been placed, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Jackpot Wager is being 

offered, use the progressive table game system to prevent the 

placement of additional Progressive Jackpot Wagers. If 

Progressive Jackpot Wagers have been made, the dealer shall 

collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of the table 

inventory container, verify that the number of value chips 

wagered equals the number of Progressive Jackpot Wagers accepted 

by the progressive table game system. The dealer shall then 

place the value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (c)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is the closest to the dealing shoe and 
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placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. 

 (d)  The dealer shall, starting with the player farthest to the 

dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a clockwise 

manner, deal one card at a time, face down, to each player who 

placed an Ante Wager in accordance with §  678a.7(d)(1) 

(relating to wagers) and to the dealer, under a cover card, 

until each player who placed an Ante Wager and the dealer have 

seven cards. 

 (e)  After seven cards have been dealt to each player and to 

the area designated for the placement of the dealer’s hand, the 

dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing shoe and, 

except as provided in subsection (f), place the stub in the 

discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 
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 (h)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 678a.9. Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  678a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which he will hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

 (b)  The dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the 

Progressive Jackpot Wager is being offered, use the progressive 

table game system to prevent the placement of any additional 

Progressive Jackpot Wagers. If any Progressive Jackpot Wagers 
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have been made, the dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the 

layout in front of the table inventory container, verify that 

the number of value chips wagered equals the number of 

Progressive Jackpot Wagers accepted by the progressive table 

game system. The dealer shall then place the value chips into 

the table inventory container. The dealer shall then deal each 

card by holding the deck of cards in the chosen hand and use the 

other hand to remove the top card of the deck and place it face 

down on the appropriate area of the layout. The dealer shall, 

starting with the player farthest to the dealer’s left and 

continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, deal one card 

at a time to each player who placed an Ante Wager in accordance 

with §  678a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers) and to the dealer, 

under a cover card, until each player who placed an Ante Wager 

and the dealer have seven cards. 

 (c)  After seven cards have been dealt to each player and to 

the area designated for the placement of the dealer’s hand, the 

dealer shall, except as provided in subsection (d), place the 

stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 
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present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 678a.10. Procedure for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  678a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive 

Jackpot Wager is being offered, use the progressive table game 

system to prevent the placement of additional Progressive 

Jackpot Wagers. If Progressive Jackpot Wagers have been made, 
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the dealer shall collect the wagers and, on the layout in front 

of the table inventory container, verify that the number of 

value chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Jackpot 

Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system. The dealer 

shall then place the value chips into the table inventory 

container. 

 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of seven cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed an Ante Wager in 

accordance with §  678a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). As the 

remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the automated 

dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the 

table, deliver a stack of seven cards face down to each of the 

other players who has placed an Ante Wager. The dealer shall 

then deliver a stack of seven cards face down under a cover card 

to the area designated for the dealer’s cards. 

 (c)  After each stack of seven cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall 

remove the remaining cards from the automated dealing shoe and, 

except as provided in subsection (d), place the stub in the 

discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 
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the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 678a.11. Procedure for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  678a.8, 

§  678a.9 or §  678a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedure for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player shall 

examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at High Card Flush shall be 

responsible for his own hand and no person other than the dealer 
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and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards 

of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his cards in full view of the 

dealer at all times. 

 (b)  After each player has examined his cards, beginning with 

the player farthest to the dealer’s left and moving clockwise 

around the table, the dealer shall ask each player if he wishes 

to fold or place a Raise Wager. If a player has: 

   (1)  A two-card, three-card or four-card flush, the player 

may place a Raise Wager equal to the player’s Ante Wager. 

   (2)  A five-card flush, a player may place a Raise Wager up 

to two times the amount of the player’s Ante Wager. 

   (3)  A six-card or seven-card flush, a player may place a 

Raise Wager up to three times the amount of the player’s Ante 

Wager. 

 (c)  If a player: 

   (1)  Places a Raise Wager, the wager shall be placed in the 

area designated for the Raise Wager. 

   (2)  Folds, the player’s Ante Wager shall be collected by the 

dealer and placed in the table inventory container. If the 

player: 

     (i)   Has also placed a Flush Bonus, Straight Flush Bonus 

or Progressive Jackpot Wager, the dealer shall place the cards 
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of the player face down underneath the optional wagers pending 

their resolution at the conclusion of the round of play. 

     (ii)   Has not placed a Flush Bonus, Straight Flush Bonus 

or Progressive Jackpot Wager, the dealer shall immediately 

collect the player’s cards and place them in the discard rack. 

 (d)  After each player has either placed a Raise Wager or 

folded, the dealer shall turn his seven cards face up on the 

layout. The dealer shall then form the highest ranking flush. If 

the dealer’s hand: 

   (1)  Does not contain at least a three-card flush, nine high, 

beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s right who has 

placed a Raise Wager and continuing around the table in a 

counterclockwise direction, the dealer shall pay each player’s 

winning Ante Wager in accordance with §  678a.12(a) (relating to 

payout odds; payout limitation) and return the player’s Raise 

Wager. If a player: 

     (i)   Also placed a Flush Bonus, Straight Flush Bonus or 

Progressive Jackpot Wager, beginning with the player farthest to 

the dealer’s right and continuing around the table in a 

counterclockwise direction, the dealer shall turn the cards of 

each player face up on the layout and form the highest ranking 

flush. The dealer shall then settle the player’s Flush Bonus, 

Straight Flush Bonus or Progressive Jackpot Wager in accordance 

with subsection (e). 
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     (ii)   Did not place a Flush Bonus, Straight Flush Bonus or 

Progressive Jackpot Wager, the dealer shall collect the player’s 

cards and place them in the discard rack. 

   (2)  Contains at least a three-card flush, nine high, 

beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s right and 

continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction, the 

dealer shall then complete the following applicable procedures 

in succession for each player: 

     (i)   The dealer shall turn the cards of each player face 

up on the layout and form the highest ranking flush. 

     (ii)   The dealer shall then compare the rank of the 

dealer’s hand to the rank of the player’s hand. If the player’s 

hand: 

       (A)   Is higher in rank than the dealer’s hand, the 

player’s Ante and Raise Wagers shall be paid out at the odds in 

§  678a.12(a). 

       (B)   Is equal in rank to the dealer’s hand, the player’s 

Ante and Raise Wagers shall push and be returned to the player. 

       (C)   Is lower in rank to the dealer’s hand, the player’s 

Ante and Raise Wagers shall lose and be collected. 

 (e)  After settling the player’s Ante and Raise Wagers, the 

dealer shall settle the player’s Flush Bonus, Straight Flush 

Bonus and Progressive Jackpot Wagers as follows: 

   (1)  For the Flush Bonus Wager, if a player’s hand: 
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     (i)   Contains a three-card flush or less, the dealer shall 

collect the player’s losing Flush Bonus Wager. 

     (ii)   Contains a four-card flush or better as provided in 

§  678a.6(b) (relating to High Card Flush rankings), the dealer 

shall pay the winning Flush Bonus Wager in accordance with 

§  678a.12(b). 

   (2)  For the Straight Flush Bonus Wager, after settling the 

player’s Ante, Raise and Flush Bonus Wagers, if applicable, the 

dealer shall configure the player’s cards so as to form the 

highest ranking straight flush as provided in §  678a.6(d). If a 

player’s hand: 

     (i)   Contains a two-card straight flush or less, the 

dealer shall collect the player’s losing Straight Flush Bonus 

Wager. 

     (ii)   Contains a three-card straight flush or higher, as 

provided in §  678a.6(d), the dealer shall pay the winning 

Straight Flush Bonus Wager in accordance with §  678a.12(c). 

   (3)  For the Progressive Jackpot Wager, after configuring the 

player’s cards so as to form the highest ranking straight flush, 

if the player has a three-card straight flush or a four-card 

straight flush, depending on the paytable selected by the 

certificate holder, or higher and has won a progressive payout, 

the dealer shall: 

     (i)   Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 
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     (ii)   Verify that the appropriate light on the progressive 

table game system has been illuminated. 

     (iii)   Have a floorperson or above validate the 

progressive payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s 

approved internal control procedures. 

     (iv)   Pay the winning Progressive Jackpot Wager in 

accordance with the payout odds in §  678a.12(d). If a player 

has won a progressive payout that is a percentage of the jackpot 

amount on the progressive meter, the progressive payout may not 

be paid from the table inventory container. If a player has won 

a progressive payout that is not being paid from the table 

inventory container, the cards of that player must remain on the 

table until the necessary documentation has been completed. 

 (f)  After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove all remaining cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 

reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 

§ 678a.12. Payout odds; payout limitation. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Ante Wager and 

Raise Wager at odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Flush Bonus 

Wager at the odds in one of the following paytables selected by 

the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 
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accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions):  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Seven-card flush 300 to 1 100 to 1 200 to 1 500 to 1 

Six-card flush 100 to 1 20 to 1 60 to 1 50 to 1 

Five-card flush 10 to 1 10 to 1 12 to 1 12 to 1 

Four-card flush 1 to 1 2 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 

Hand Paytable E Paytable F Paytable G Paytable H 

Seven-card flush 400 to 1 400 to 1 500 to 1 250 to 1 

Six-card flush 60 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 

Five-card flush 12 to 1 10 to 1 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Four-card flush 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 (c)  A certificate holder shall pay each winning Straight Flush 

Bonus Wager at the odds in one of the following paytables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand 
Paytable 

A 

Paytable 

B 

Paytable 

C 

Paytable 

D 

Seven-card straight 

flush 

8,000 to 

1 

1,000 to 

1 
500 to 1 

1,000 to 

1 
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Six-card straight flush 
1,000 to 

1 
500 to 1 200 to 1 500 to 1 

Five-card straight 

flush 
100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 

Four-card straight 

flush 
60 to 1 75 to 1 60 to 1 60 to 1 

Three-card straight 

flush 
7 to 1 7 to 1 8 to 1 8 to 1 

 (d)  If a certificate holder offers the Progressive Jackpot 

Wager: 

   (1)  A winning Progressive Jackpot Wager shall be paid at the 

following odds:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

Seven-card straight flush 100% of meter 100% of meter 

Six-card straight flush 10% of meter 10% of meter 

Five-card straight flush 250 for 1 900 for 1 

Four-card straight flush 40 for 1 50 for 1 

Three-card straight flush 3 for 1 N/A 

   (2)  A player shall receive the payout for only the highest 

straight flush hand formed. 

   (3)  The rate of progression (incrementation rate) and the 

seed and reseed amounts for the meter used for the progressive 
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payout in paragraph (1) must be based upon the amount of the 

Progressive Jackpot Wager being offered and must be as follows: 

 
Paytable A Paytable B 

Seed $30,000 for 1 $30,000 for 1 

Reseed $0 $0 

Incrementation rate   

 Primary 23% 23% 

 Reserve 5% 5% 

   (4)  Winning Progressive Jackpot Wagers shall be paid in 

accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the player’s 

turn to be paid in accordance with §  678a.11(e)(3) (relating to 

procedure for completion of each round of play). 

 (e)  Notwithstanding the payout odds in subsection (a), if 

specified in its Rules Submission form filed in accordance with 

§ 601a.2, the certificate holder may establish an aggregate 

payout limit per player per round of play which may not be less 

than $50,000 or the maximum amount that one patron could win per 

round when betting the minimum wager, whichever is greater. Any 

maximum payout limit established by the certificate holder must 

apply only to payouts of Ante and Raise Wagers under subsection 

(a) but does not apply to payouts for Flush Bonus, Straight 

Flush Bonus or Progressive Jackpot Wagers under subsections (b)—

(d). 
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§ 678a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c)  If any player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number 

of cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d)  If any of the cards dealt to the dealer in High Card Flush 

is inadvertently exposed prior to each player having either 

folded or placed a Raise Wager as provided under §  678a.11(b) 

(relating to procedure for completion of each round of play), 

all hands shall be void, all Ante and Raise Wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

Notwithstanding the forgoing, any Flush Bonus, Straight Flush 

Bonus and Progressive Jackpot Wagers shall be settled in 

accordance with §  678a.11(e). 
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 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal cards during a round 

of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from the 

device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table.  

CHAPTER 679a. THREE CARD PRIME 
Sec. 

679a.1.    Definitions.  

679a.2.    Three Card Prime table physical characteristics.  

679a.3.    Cards; number of decks.  

679a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

679a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

679a.6.    Three Card Prime rankings.  

679a.7.    Wagers.  
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679a.8.    Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe.  

679a.9.    Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand.  

679a.10.    Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

679a.11.    Procedures for completion of each round of play.  

679a.12.    Payout odds; Bad Beat Bonus.  

679a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 679a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   All-Six Bonus Wager—An optional wager a player shall make 

prior to any cards being dealt to compete against a posted 

payout table.  

   Ante Wager—The wager that a player is required to make prior 

to any cards being dealt to compete against the dealer’s hand.  

   Bad Beat Bonus—A payout on the player’s Play Wager when the 

rank of the player’s three-card hand is a flush or higher or a 

straight or higher, depending on the payout table selected by 

the certificate holder, but is lower in rank than the dealer’s 

three-card hand.  

   Hand—The Three Card Prime hand that is held by each player 

and the dealer after the cards are dealt.  
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   Pair Bonus Wager—An optional wager a player shall make prior 

to any cards being dealt to compete against a posted payout 

table.  

   Play Wager—An additional wager that a player shall make if 

the player opts to remain in competition against the dealer 

after the player reviews his hand.  

   Prime Wager—An optional wager a player shall make prior to 

any cards being dealt to compete against a posted payout table.  

   Qualify or qualifies—When the dealer’s hand is a queen high 

or better. 

§ 679a.2. Three Card Prime table physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Three Card Prime shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than six players on one side of the table 

and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Three Card Prime table shall be submitted 

to the Bureau of Gaming Operations in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  Two separate betting areas designated for the placement 

of Ante and Play Wagers for each player. 

   (3)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Prime 

Wager authorized under §  679a.7(d)(2) (relating to wagers), the 

Pair Bonus Wager authorized under §  679a.7(d)(3) or the All-Six 
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Bonus Wager authorized under §  679a.7(d)(4), a separate area 

designated for the placement of each of the wagers for each 

player. 

   (4)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds for 

all permissible wagers offered by the certificate holder and the 

phrase ‘‘Dealer Qualifies with a Queen or Ante Pushes and Play 

Wins’’ and ‘‘Player wins ties.’’ If payout odds are not 

inscribed on the layout, a sign indicating the payout odds for 

all permissible wagers shall be posted at each Three Card Prime 

table. 

   (5)  If the certificate holder establishes a payout limit per 

player, per round of play, as authorized under §  679a.12(h) 

(relating to payout odds; Bad Beat Bonus), inscriptions that 

advise patrons of the payout limit. If the payout limit is not 

inscribed on the layout, a sign identifying the payout limit 

shall be posted at each Three Card Prime table. 

 (c)  Each Three Card Prime table must have a drop box and a tip 

box attached on the same side of the table as, but on opposite 

sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of Casino 

Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau of 

Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 
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the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (d)  Each Three Card Prime table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 679a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Three Card Prime 

shall be played with one deck of cards that are identical in 

appearance and one cover card. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Three 

Card Prime may be played with two decks of cards in accordance 

with the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 

   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks are continuously alternated in and out of 

play, with each deck being used for every other round of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck are placed in the discard 

rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Three Card Prime shall be 

changed at least every: 

   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 
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   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 679a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  679a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 
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(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 679a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 

completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling 

device shall place the deck of cards in a single stack. The 

certificate holder may use an automated card shuffling device 

which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 

the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  679a.8, 
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§  679a.9 or §  679a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with subsection (d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a Three Card Prime table 

which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the 

dealing shoe and discard rack and spread out on the table face 

down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face up 

on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the 
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procedures in §  679a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for 

gaming) and this section shall be completed. 

 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 

§ 679a.6. Three Card Prime rankings. 

 (a)  The rank of the cards used in Three Card Prime, in order 

of highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 

9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace 

may be used to complete a straight flush or a straight with a 2 

and 3 but may not be combined with any other sequence of cards 

(for example, king, ace and 2). All suits shall be equal in 

rank. 

 (b)  The permissible Poker hands in the game of Three Card 

Prime, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

   (1)  A mini-royal, which is a hand consisting of an ace, king 

and queen of the same suit. 

   (2)  A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking, other than a 

mini-royal, with a king, queen and jack being the highest 
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ranking straight flush and an ace, 2 and 3 being the lowest 

ranking straight flush. 

   (3)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank with three aces being the highest ranking 

three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking three-of-

a-kind. 

   (4)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of three cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank, with an ace, king 

and queen being the highest ranking straight and an ace, 2 and 3 

being the lowest ranking straight. 

   (5)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of three cards of 

the same suit, regardless of rank. 

   (6)  A pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the 

same rank, with two aces being the highest ranking pair and two 

2s being the lowest ranking pair. 

 (c)  When comparing two Poker hands that are of identical rank 

under subsection (b), or that contain none of the hands in 

subsection (b), the hand that contains the highest ranking card 

under subsection (a), which is not contained in the other hand, 

shall be considered the higher ranking hand. If the hands are of 

equal rank after the application of this section, the hands 

shall be considered a tie. 

 (d)  If a certificate holder offers the All-Six Bonus Wager, 

the rank of the hands shall be: 
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   (1)  A six-card royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an 

ace, king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 of the same suit. 

   (2)  A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (3)  A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five 

cards of the same suit, other than a royal flush, in consecutive 

ranking. 

   (4)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

   (5)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of three-of-a-

kind and a pair. 

   (6)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit. 

   (7)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit. 

   (8)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

§ 679a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Three Card Prime shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the table layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at a Three Card Prime table 

may wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and 
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received cards, that player shall remain seated until the 

completion of the round of play. If a player leaves the table 

during a round of play, any wagers made by the player may be 

considered abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All wagers, except the Play Wager, shall be placed prior 

to the dealer announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in §  679a.8, §  679a.9 or §  679a.10 

(relating to procedures for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the cards from the hand; 

and procedures for dealing the cards from an automated dealing 

shoe). Except as provided in §  679a.11(b) (relating to 

procedures for completion of each round of play), a wager may 

not be made, increased or withdrawn after the dealer has 

announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (d)  The following wagers may be placed in the game of Three 

Card Prime: 

   (1)  A player may compete solely against the dealer’s Three 

Card Prime hand by placing an Ante Wager then a Play Wager, in 

an amount equal to the player’s Ante Wager, in accordance with 

§  679a.11(b). 

   (2)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player at a Three Card Prime table the 
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option to make an additional Prime Wager which shall win if all 

three of player’s cards are of the same color. 

   (3)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Three Card 

Prime table the option to make an additional Pair Bonus Wager, 

which shall win if the player’s hand contains a pair or better 

as provided in §  679a.6(b) (relating to Three Card Prime 

rankings). 

   (4)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Three Card 

Prime table the option to make an additional All-Six Bonus 

Wager, which shall win if the player’s three cards and the 

dealer’s three cards form a three-of-a-kind or better as 

provided in §  679a.6(d). 

 (e)  A certificate holder shall specify in its Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which a player 

may place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 679a.8. Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under §  679a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 
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of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets.’’ To deal the cards, the dealer shall remove each 

card from the dealing shoe with the hand of the dealer that is 

closest to the dealing shoe and place it on the appropriate area 

of the layout with the opposite hand. 

 (c)  Starting with the player farthest to the dealer’s left and 

continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, the dealer 

shall deal one card at a time to each player who has placed an 

Ante Wager in accordance with §  679a.7(d)(1) (relating to 

wagers) and to the dealer until each player who placed a wager 

and the dealer have three cards. If a player has placed a Pair 

Bonus Wager, the dealer shall deal an additional card to the 

area of the layout for the player’s fourth card. All cards shall 

be dealt face down. 

 (d)  After three cards have been dealt to each player and the 

dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 

shoe and, except as provided in subsection (e), place the stub 

in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 
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the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (h) If specified in its Rules Submission form required under § 

601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions), a 

certificate holder may deal one community card to be used by all 

players who placed a Pair Bonus Wager authorized under § 

679a.7(d)(3) (relating to wagers), instead of dealing each 

player who placed a Pair Bonus Wager an additional card as 

provided in subsection (c). If the certificate holder elects to 

utilize one Pair Bonus community card, the community card shall 

be dealt after each player who placed an Ante Wager and the 

dealer has three cards. The community card shall be dealt to the 
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area on the table layout designated for the placement of the 

Pair Bonus community card. 

§ 679a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  679a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which to hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (b)  To deal the cards, the dealer shall hold the deck of cards 

in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the top card 

of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate area of 

the layout. The dealer shall, starting with the player farthest 

to the dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a 

clockwise manner, deal one card at a time to each player who has 

placed an Ante Wager in accordance with §  679a.7(d)(1) 
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(relating to wagers) and to the dealer until each player who 

placed a wager and the dealer have three cards. If a player has 

placed a Pair Bonus Wager, the dealer shall deal an additional 

card to the area of the layout for the player’s fourth card. All 

cards shall be dealt face down. 

 (c)  After three cards have been dealt to each player and the 

dealer, the dealer shall, except as provided in subsection (d), 

place the stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device that counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 
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hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (g) If specified in its Rules Submission form required under § 

601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions), a 

certificate holder may deal one community card to be used by all 

players who placed a Pair Bonus Wager authorized under § 

679a.7(d)(3) (relating to wagers), instead of dealing each 

player who placed a Pair Bonus Wager an additional card as 

provided in subsection (b). If the certificate holder elects to 

utilize one Pair Bonus community card, the community card shall 

be dealt after each player who placed an Ante Wager and the 

dealer has three cards. The community card shall be dealt to the 

area on the table layout designated for the placement of the 

Pair Bonus community card. 

§ 679a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  679a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets.’’ 
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 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of three cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed an Ante Wager in 

accordance with §  679a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). As the 

remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the automated 

dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the 

table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other players 

who has placed an Ante Wager. The dealer shall then deliver a 

stack of three cards face down to the area designated for the 

placement of the dealer’s cards. 

 (c)  After each stack of three cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall 

remove the stub from the automated dealing shoe and, except as 

provided in subsection (d), place the cards in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. If a player has placed a Pair Bonus 

Wager, after removing the stub from the automated dealing shoe, 

the dealer shall deal an additional card face down to the area 

of the layout for the player’s fourth card. Except as provided 

in subsection (d), the dealer shall then place the cards in the 

discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 
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play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (g)  Notwithstanding the requirements in subsections (b) and 

(c), if a certificate holder is utilizing an automated dealing 

shoe that automatically reshuffles the cards, the dealer may 

distribute four cards to each player and the dealer provided 

that as the cards are dispensed and distributed to each player: 

   (1)  The top card of a stack dealt to a player who placed a 

Pair Bonus Wager shall be moved off the top of the stack and 

placed face down on the table layout until it is revealed by the 

dealer in accordance with §  679a.11(d)(2) (relating to 

procedures for completion of each round of play). 
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   (2)  The top card of a stack dealt to a player who did not 

place a Pair Bonus Wager and to the dealer shall be collected 

and placed face down in the discard rack. 

 (h) If specified in its Rules Submission form required under § 

601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions), a 

certificate holder may deal one community card to be used by all 

players who placed a Pair Bonus Wager authorized under § 

679a.7(d)(3) (relating to wagers), instead of dealing each 

player who placed a Pair Bonus Wager an additional card as 

provided in subsection (c). If the certificate holder elects to 

utilize one Pair Bonus community card, the community card shall 

be dealt after each player who placed an Ante Wager and the 

dealer has three cards. The community card shall be dealt to the 

area on the table layout designated for the placement of the 

Pair Bonus community card. 

§ 679a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  679a.8, 

§  679a.9 or §  679a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player 

shall examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at Three Card Prime shall be 

responsible for his own hand and no person other than the dealer 
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and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards 

of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his three cards in full view of 

the dealer at all times. 

 (b)  After each player has examined his cards, the dealer 

shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s left 

and moving clockwise around the table, ask each player who 

placed an Ante Wager if he wishes to make a Play Wager in an 

amount equal to the player’s Ante Wager or forfeit the Ante 

Wager and end his participation in the round of play. If a 

player has placed an Ante Wager and an optional Prime, Pair 

Bonus or All-Six Bonus Wager but does not make a Play Wager, the 

player shall forfeit the Ante Wager but does not forfeit the 

Prime, Pair Bonus or All-Six Bonus Wager. 

 (c)  After each player who has placed an Ante Wager has either 

placed a Play Wager on the designated area of the layout or 

forfeited his Ante Wager, the dealer shall collect all forfeited 

wagers and associated cards, except for the cards of those 

players who placed an optional Prime, Pair Bonus or All-Six 

Bonus Wager, and place the cards in the discard rack. The dealer 

shall then reveal the dealer’s cards and place the cards so as 

to form the highest possible ranking Three Card Prime hand. 

After the dealer’s cards are turned face up, the dealer shall, 

beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s right and 
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continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction, 

complete the following applicable procedures in succession for 

each player: 

   (1)  The dealer shall turn the three cards of each player 

face up on the layout. 

   (2)  The dealer shall examine the cards of the player and 

form the highest possible ranking Three Card Prime hand for each 

player. 

   (3)  If the dealer’s highest ranking Three Card Prime hand: 

     (i)   Does not qualify, the dealer shall return each 

player’s Ante Wager and pay the player’s Play Wager in 

accordance with §  679a.12(a) (relating to payout odds; Bad Beat 

Bonus). 

     (ii)   Qualifies, and the player’s highest ranking Three 

Card Prime hand is higher than or equal to the dealer’s hand, 

the dealer shall pay the winning Ante Wager in accordance with 

§  679a.12(a) and the player’s winning Play Wager in accordance 

with §  679a.12(b). 

     (iii)   Qualifies, and the player’s hand contains a flush 

or lower or a pair or lower, depending on the payout table 

selected by the certificate holder, and is lower than the 

dealer’s hand, the dealer shall collect the player’s losing Ante 

and Play Wagers. 
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     (iv)   Qualifies, and the player’s hand contains a straight 

or better or a flush or better, depending on the payout table 

selected by the certificate holder, and is lower than the 

dealer’s hand, the dealer shall collect the player’s losing Ante 

Wager and pay the player a Bad Beat Bonus on the player’s Play 

Wager in accordance with §  679a.12(c). 

 (d)  After settling the player’s Ante and Play Wagers, the 

dealer shall settle any optional wagers as follows: 

   (1)  For the Prime Wager, if all three of the player’s cards: 

     (i)   Are not the same color, the dealer shall collect the 

losing Prime Wager. 

     (ii)   Are of the same color, or if all three of the 

player’s cards are the same color and all three of the dealer’s 

cards are the same color as the player’s three cards, the 

winning Prime Wager shall be paid out in accordance with 

§  679a.12(d). 

   (2)  For the Pair Bonus Wager, if the player’s hand: 

     (i)   Does not contain a pair or better, the dealer shall 

collect the losing Pair Bonus Wager. 

     (ii)   Contains a pair or better, the dealer shall reveal 

the fourth card dealt to the player or if the certificate holder 

is utilizing a Pair Bonus community card as provided in § 

679a.8(h), § 679a.9(g) or § 679a.10(h) (relating to procedures 

for dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for 
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dealing the cards from the hand and procedures for dealing the 

cards from an automated dealing shoe), the dealer shall reveal 

the Pair Bonus community card. If the fourth card dealt to the 

player or the Pair Bonus community card is: 

       (A)   Not a 2, the dealer shall pay the winning Pair 

Bonus Wager in accordance with §  679a.12(e). 

       (B)   A 2, the dealer shall pay the winning Pair Bonus 

Wager in accordance with §  679a.12(f). 

   (3)  For the All-Six Bonus Wager, the dealer shall combine 

the player’s three cards and the dealer’s three cards to form 

the highest ranking six-card hand as provided in §  679a.6(d) 

(relating to Three Card Prime rankings). If the hand: 

     (i)   Does not contain a three-of-a-kind or better, the 

dealer shall collect the losing All-Six Bonus Wager. 

     (ii)   Contains a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer 

shall pay the winning All-Six Bonus Wager in accordance with 

§  679a.12(g). 

 (e)  After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove any remaining cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 

reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 
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§ 679a.12. Payout odds; Bad Beat Bonus. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay winning Ante Wagers at odds 

of 1 to 1 and shall pay Play Wagers when a dealer does not 

qualify at odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b)  A certificate holder shall pay winning Play Wagers, when 

the dealer’s hand qualifies, in accordance with the following 

payout table:  

Hand Payout 

Mini-royal flush 10 to 1 

Straight flush 6 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 

Straight 2 to 1 

Flush or lower 1 to 1 

 (c)  A certificate holder shall pay a Bad Beat Bonus on the 

player’s Play Wager in accordance with one of the following 

payout tables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with §  601a.2 (relating to table 

games Rules Submissions):  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Straight flush 12 to 1 12 to 1 6 to 1 6 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 10 to 1 10 to 1 5 to 1 5 to 1 

Straight 4 to 1 4 to 1 2 to 1 2 to 1 
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Flush  1 to 1  1 to 1 

 (d)  A certificate holder shall pay out winning Prime Wagers at 

the odds in the following payout table:  

Hand Payout 

Same color player and dealer hand 4 to 1 

Same color player hand 3 to 1 

 (e)  A certificate holder shall pay out winning Pair Bonus 

Wagers, in which the player’s fourth card was not a 2, as 

provided in the following payout table:  

Hand Payout 

Mini-royal flush 50 to 1 

Straight flush 40 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 30 to 1 

Straight 6 to 1 

Flush 3 to 1 

Pair 1 to 1 

 (f)  A certificate holder shall pay out winning Pair Bonus 

Wagers, in which the player’s fourth card was a 2, as provided 

in one of the following payout tables selected by the 

certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in accordance 

with §  601a.2:  
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Mini-royal flush 100 to 1 75 to 1 75 to 1 75 to 1 

Straight flush 80 to 1 60 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 60 to 1 45 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1 

Straight 12 to 1 10 to 1 8 to 1 8 to 1 

Flush 6 to 1 5 to 1 4 to 1 4 to 1 

Pair 1 to 1 2 to 1 2 to 1 1 to 1 

 (g)  A certificate holder shall pay out winning All-Six Bonus 

Wagers as provided in one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with §  601a.2:  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 100 to 1 

Full house 25 to 1 25 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 20 to 1 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 9 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 5 to 1 8 to 1 
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Hand Paytable D Paytable E 

Six-card royal flush—diamonds  
200,000 to 

1 

Six-card royal flush—hearts, spades or 

clubs 
 20,000 to 1 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 100 to 1 50 to 1 

Full house 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 7 to 1 5 to 1 

 (h)  Notwithstanding the payout odds in subsections (a) and 

(b), if specified in its Rules Submission form filed in 

accordance with §  601a.2, the certificate holder may establish 

an aggregate payout limit per player per round of play which may 

not be less than $50,000 or the maximum amount that one patron 

could win per round when betting the minimum wager, whichever is 

greater. Any maximum payout limit established by the certificate 

holder shall apply only to payouts of Ante and Play Wagers under 

subsections (a) and (b) but does not apply to payouts for Bad 

Beat Bonus, Prime, Pair Bonus or All Six Bonus Wagers in 

subsections (c)-(g). 
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§ 679a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c)  If a player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number of 

cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to 

the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d)  If one or more of the dealer’s cards is inadvertently 

exposed prior to the dealer revealing his cards in accordance 

with §  679a.11(c) (relating to procedures for completion of 

each round of play), all hands shall be void, all Ante and Play 

Wagers shall be returned to the players and the cards shall be 

reshuffled, provided that if any player placed a Prime, Pair 

Bonus or All-Six Bonus Wager, those wagers shall be settled in 

accordance with §  679a.11(d). 
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 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal all cards during a 

round of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from 

the device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table.  

CHAPTER 680a. SAIGON 5 CARD 
Sec. 

680a.1.    Definitions.  

680a.2.    Saigon 5 Card table physical characteristics.  

680a.3.    Cards; number of decks.  

680a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

680a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

680a.6.    Saigon 5 Card rankings.  

680a.7.    Wagers.  
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680a.8.    Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual 

dealing shoe.  

680a.9.    Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand.  

680a.10.    Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe.  

680a.11.    Procedures for completion of each round of play.  

680a.12.    Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression.  

680a.13.    Irregularities. 

§ 680a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise:  

   Ante Wager—The wager that a player is required to make prior 

to any cards being dealt to compete against the dealer’s hand.  

   Bonus Wager—An optional wager a player may make to compete 

against a posted payout table. 

   Pot Wager—A wager that a player is required to make, if 

selected by the certificate holder, prior to any cards being 

dealt to compete against the other players' two-card hands. 

   Qualify or qualifies—When the dealer’s three-card hand or the 

player’s three-card hand made from the five cards dealt to the 

dealer and the player has a total value of 10, 20 or 30.  

   Showdown hand—The two-card hand of the player or the dealer 

made from the five cards dealt to the player or the dealer. 
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§ 680a.2. Saigon 5 Card table physical characteristics. 

 (a)  Saigon 5 Card shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than six players on one side of the table 

and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 

 (b)  The layout for a Saigon 5 Card table shall be submitted to 

the Bureau of Gaming Operations in accordance with §  601a.10(a) 

(relating to approval of table game layouts, signage and 

equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

   (2)  A separate betting area designated for the placement of 

the Ante Wager for each player. 

   (3) If the certificate holder elects to require players to 

make a Pot Wager, as selected by the certificate holder in its 

Rules Submission, a separate betting area designated for the 

placement of the Pot Wager. 

   (4)  Two separate areas for each player for the placement of 

the player’s three-card qualifying hand and the player’s two-

card showdown hand. 

   (5)  If the certificate holder offers the optional Bonus 

Wager authorized under §  680a.7(d)(2) (relating to wagers), a 

separate area designated for the placement of the Bonus Wager 

for each player. 

   (6)  Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds for 

all permissible wagers offered by the certificate holder. If 
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payout odds are not inscribed on the layout, a sign indicating 

the payout odds for all permissible wagers shall be posted at 

each Saigon 5 Card table. 

   (7)  If the certificate holder establishes a payout limit per 

player, per round of play, as authorized under §  680a.12(d) 

(relating to payout odds; payout limitation), inscriptions that 

advise patrons of the payout limit. If the payout limit is not 

inscribed on the layout, a sign identifying the payout limit 

shall be posted at each Saigon 5 Card table. 

 (c)  Each Saigon 5 Card table must have a drop box and a tip 

box attached on the same side of the table as, but on opposite 

sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of Casino 

Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau of 

Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (d)  Each Saigon 5 Card table must have a discard rack securely 

attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 680a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a)  Except as provided in subsection (b), Saigon 5 Card shall 

be played with one deck of cards that are identical in 

appearance and one cover card. The deck of cards used to play 
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Saigon 5 Card must include one joker. A certificate holder may 

use decks that are manufactured with two jokers provided that 

only one joker is used for the play of the game. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Saigon 

5 Card may be played with two decks of cards in accordance with 

the following requirements: 

   (1)  The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 

   (2)  One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

   (3)  Both decks are continuously alternated in and out of 

play, with each deck being used for every other round of play. 

   (4)  The cards from only one deck are placed in the discard 

rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards used in Saigon 5 Card shall be changed 

at least every: 

   (1)  Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

   (2)  Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 
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§ 680a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  680a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e)  If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 
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§ 680a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each round of play has been completed or when 

directed by a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the 

cards, either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling 

device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon 

completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling 

device shall place the deck of cards in a single stack. The 

certificate holder may use an automated card shuffling device 

which, upon completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts 

the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 53 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c)  After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

   (1)  If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §  680a.8, 

§  680a.9 or §  680a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 
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cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe). 

   (2)  If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with subsection (d). 

 (d)  If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  If there is no gaming activity at a Saigon 5 Card table 

which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the 

dealing shoe and discard rack and spread out on the table face 

down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face up 

on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the 

procedures in §  680a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for 

gaming) and this section shall be completed. 
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 (g)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 

§ 680a.6. Saigon 5 Card rankings. 

 (a)  The value of the cards in each deck shall be as follows: 

   (1)  Any card from 2 to 9 shall have its face value. 

   (2)  Any 10, jack, queen or king shall have a value of 10. 

   (3)  Any ace shall have a value of 1. 

   (4)  A joker has a value of 3, 6 or 9. 

 (b)  The Point Count of a showdown hand shall be a number from 

1 to 10, with 10 being the highest rank and 1 being the lowest 

rank, determined by totaling the value of the cards in the hand. 

If the total value of the cards in a showdown hand is greater 

than 10, 10 will be subtracted from the number. For example: 

   (1)  A showdown hand composed of an ace and 4 has a Point 

Count of 5. 

   (2)  A showdown hand composed of a 10 and a jack has a value 

of 20 but a Point Count of only 10 since 10 is subtracted from 

20. 
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 (c)  For purposes of the Bonus Wager, a joker may be used as an 

ace in any hand, other than the royal flush with no joker, or 

may be used to complete a royal flush with a joker, straight 

flush, flush or a straight. An ace may be used to complete a 

straight flush or a straight formed with a 2, 3, 4 and 5 but may 

not be combined with any other sequence of cards (for example, a 

queen, king, ace, 2 and 3). The permissible Poker hands shall 

be: 

   (1)  Five aces, which is a hand consisting of four aces and a 

joker. 

   (2)  A royal flush with no joker, which is a hand consisting 

of an ace, king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

   (3)  A royal flush with a joker, which is a hand consisting 

of an ace, king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit, with a 

joker used as one of the cards. 

   (4)  A straight flush, which is a hand, other than a royal 

flush, consisting of five cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking. 

   (5)  A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank. 

   (6)  A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-

a-kind and a pair. 

   (7)  A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order. 
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   (8)  A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank. 

   (9)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank. 

   (10)  Two pair, which is a hand containing two pairs. 

 

§ 680a.7. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at Saigon 5 Card shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the table layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b)  Only players who are seated at a Saigon 5 Card table may 

wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and received 

cards, that player shall remain seated until the completion of 

the round of play. If a player leaves the table during a round 

of play, any wagers made by the player may be considered 

abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c)  All wagers shall be placed prior to the dealer announcing 

‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the dealing procedure in 

§  680a.8, §  680a.9 or §  680a.10 (relating to procedures for 

dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for 

dealing the cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the 

cards from an automated dealing shoe) and may not be increased 

or withdrawn after the dealer has announced ‘‘no more bets.’’ 
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 (d)  The following wagers may be placed in the game of Saigon 5 

Card: 

   (1)  A player shall compete solely against the dealer by 

placing an Ante Wager. 

   (2) If more than one player is playing at a Saigon 5 Card 

table and the certificate holder elects to require players to 

place a Pot Wager, a player shall make a Pot Wager equal to the 

table minimum to compete against the other players' two-card 

hands. 

   (3)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player at a Saigon 5 Card table the 

option to make an additional Bonus Wager which shall win if the 

player’s five cards contain two pair or better as described in 

§  680a.6(c) (relating to Saigon 5 Card rankings). 

 (e)  A certificate holder shall specify in its Rules Submission 

under §  601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which a player 

may place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 680a.8. Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a)  If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 
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procedures required under §  680a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ‘‘no 

more bets.’’ To deal the cards, the dealer shall remove each 

card from the dealing shoe with the hand of the dealer that is 

closest to the dealing shoe and place it on the appropriate area 

of the layout with the opposite hand. 

 (c)  Starting with the player farthest to the dealer’s left and 

continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, the dealer 

shall deal one card at a time to each player who has placed an 

Ante Wager in accordance with §  680a.7(d)(1) (relating to 

wagers) and to the dealer until each player who placed a wager 

and the dealer have five cards. All cards shall be dealt face 

down. 

 (d)  After five cards have been dealt to each player and the 

dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 

shoe and, except as provided in subsection (e), place the stub 

in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (e)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 53 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 
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play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that 53 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (g)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 53 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 680a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle 

the cards. 

   (2)  After the procedures required under §  680a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which to hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 
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shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

   (3)  Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce 

‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (b)  To deal the cards, the dealer shall hold the deck of cards 

in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the top card 

of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate area of 

the layout. The dealer shall, starting with the player farthest 

to the dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a 

clockwise manner, deal one card at a time to each player who has 

placed an Ante Wager in accordance with §  680a.7(d)(1) 

(relating to wagers) and to the dealer until each player who 

placed a wager and the dealer have five cards. All cards shall 

be dealt face down. 

 (c)  After five cards have been dealt to each player and the 

dealer, the dealer shall, except as provided in subsection (d), 

place the stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device that counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 53 cards are present is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 
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 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 53 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 53 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 680a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a)  If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

   (1)  After the procedures required under §  680a.5 (relating 

to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

   (2)  Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets.’’ 

 (b)  The dealer shall deliver the first stack of five cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed an Ante Wager in 

accordance with §  680a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). As the 

remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the automated 
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dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the 

table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other players 

who has placed an Ante Wager. The dealer shall then deliver a 

stack of five cards face down to the area designated for the 

placement of the dealer’s cards. 

 (c)  After each stack of five cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall 

remove the stub from the automated dealing shoe and, except as 

provided in subsection (d), place the cards in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 53 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e)  If the count of the stub indicates that 53 cards are in 

the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f)  If the count of the stub indicates that the number of 

cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if 

the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 53 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 
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be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 680a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a)  After the dealing procedures required under §  680a.8, 

§  680a.9 or §  680a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the 

cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player 

shall examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

   (1)  Each player who wagers at Saigon 5 Card shall be 

responsible for his own hand and no person other than the dealer 

and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards 

of that player. 

   (2)  Each player shall keep his five cards in full view of 

the dealer at all times. 

 (b)  Each player shall examine his cards and shall set them 

into two hands. If any three of the player’s five cards: 

   (1)  Have a combined total value of 10, 20 or 30, the 

player’s hand qualifies and the player shall set those three 

cards as the player’s three-card hand. The remaining two cards 

shall be set as the player’s two-card showdown hand. For 

example, if a player’s hand contains a joker, 8, 6, 5 and 2, the 

player’s three-card hand would contain the joker (used as a 9 
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value card), the 5 and the 6 for a total value of 20, which 

would qualify, and the 8 and 2 would compose the player’s 

showdown hand with a Point Count of 10. 

   (2)  Does not have a combined total value of 10, 20 or 30, 

the player’s hand does not qualify and the player may place any 

three cards as the player’s three-card hand and the remaining 

two cards in the player’s two-card showdown hand. 

 (c)  After each player has set his two hands, the dealer shall 

then reveal and arrange the dealer’s cards. If any three of the 

dealer’s five cards: 

   (1)  Have a combined total value of 10, 20 or 30, the 

dealer’s hand qualifies and the dealer shall set those three 

cards as the three-card hand. The remaining two cards shall be 

set as the dealer’s two-card showdown hand. 

   (2)  Does not have a combined total value of 10, 20 or 30, 

the dealer’s hand does not qualify. 

 (d)  After the dealer’s cards are turned face up and set, the 

dealer shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s 

right and continuing around the table in a counterclockwise 

direction, complete the following applicable procedures in 

succession for each player. The dealer shall turn the player’s 

three-card hand face up on the layout and compare the dealer’s 

three-card hand to the player’s three-card hand. If the dealer’s 

three-card hand: 
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   (1)  Does not qualify and the player’s three-card hand: 

     (i)   Does not qualify, the dealer shall return the 

player’s Ante Wager. 

     (ii)   Qualifies, the dealer shall reveal the player’s 

showdown hand. If the player’s two-card showdown hand: 

       (A)   Has a Point Count of 1—4 or 6—10, the dealer shall 

pay the winning Ante Wager in accordance with §  680a.12(a) 

(relating to payout odds; payout limitation). 

       (B)   Has a Point Count of 5, the dealer shall pay the 

winning Ante Wager in accordance with §  680a.12(b). 

   (2)  Qualifies, and the player’s three-card hand: 

     (i)   Does not qualify, the dealer shall collect the 

player’s losing Ante Wager. 

     (ii)   Qualifies, the dealer shall reveal the player’s 

showdown hand and compare it to the dealer’s showdown hand. If 

the dealer’s showdown hand: 

       (A)   Is higher in Point Count than the Point Count of 

the player’s showdown hand, the dealer shall collect the 

player’s losing Ante Wager. 

       (B)   Is lower in Point Count than the Point Count of the 

player’s showdown hand, the dealer shall pay the winning Ante 

Wager in accordance with §  680a.12(a) if the player’s showdown 

hand had a Point Count of 1—4 or 6—10 and in accordance with 
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§  680a.12(b) if the player’s showdown hand had a Point Count of 

5. 

       (C)   Is equal in Point Count with the Point Count of the 

player’s showdown hand, the dealer shall return the player’s 

Ante Wager. 

 (e)  After settling the player’s Ante Wager, the dealer shall 

settle any optional Bonus Wager by reconfiguring the player’s 

five cards to form the highest ranking Poker hand. If the 

player’s hand: 

   (1)  Does not contain two pair or better, as provided in 

§  680a.6(c) (relating to Saigon 5 Card rankings), the dealer 

shall collect the losing Bonus Wager. 

   (2)  Contains two pair or better, the dealer shall pay the 

winning Bonus Wager in accordance with §  680a.12(c). 

 (f) After settling the player's Ante and Bonus Wagers, the 

dealer shall settle the Pot Wager, if offered by the certificate 

holder, by determining which player's two-card hand point total 

ranks the highest. The player with the highest ranking two-card 

hand point total shall be paid the entire pot amount provided 

that if there is a tie hand, the pot shall be split evenly 

between the winning players. 

 (g)  After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove any remaining cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 
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reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 

§ 680a.12. Payout odds; payout limitation. 

 (a)  A certificate holder shall pay winning Ante Wagers at odds 

of 1 to 1 if the player’s showdown hand had a Point Count of 1—4 

or 6—10. 

 (b)  A certificate holder shall pay winning Ante Wagers at odds 

of 1 to 2 if the player’s showdown hand had a Point Count of 5. 

 (c)  A certificate holder shall pay out winning Bonus Wagers as 

provided in the following payout table:  

Hand Paytable A 

Five aces 5,000 to 1 

Royal flush—no joker 1,000 to 1 

Royal flush—with a joker 250 to 1 

Straight flush 100 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 

Full house 20 to 1 

Flush 15 to 1 

Straight 12 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 10 to 1 

Two pair 8 to 1 

 (d)  Notwithstanding the payout odds in subsections (a) and 

(b), if specified in its Rules Submission form filed in 
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accordance with § 601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), the certificate holder may establish an aggregate 

payout limit per player per round of play which may not be less 

than $50,000 or the maximum amount that one patron could win per 

round when betting the minimum wager, whichever is greater. Any 

maximum payout limit established by the certificate holder must 

apply only to payouts of Ante Wagers under subsections (a) and 

(b) but does not apply to payouts for Bonus Wagers under 

subsection (c). 

§ 680a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (b)  A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c)  If a player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number of 

cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to 

the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 
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 (d)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (e)  If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal all cards during a 

round of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from 

the device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (f)  If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table.  

CHAPTER 681a. 21 BACCARAT 
Sec. 

681a.1.    Definitions.  

681a.2.    21 Baccarat table; physical characteristics.  

681a.3.    Cards; number of decks; value of cards.  

681a.4.    Opening of the table for gaming.  

681a.5.    Shuffle and cut of the cards.  

681a.6.    Wagers.  

681a.7.    Procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 
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round of play.  

681a.8.    Payout odds.  

681a.9.    Irregularities. 

§ 681a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise: 

   Hard total—The total point count of a hand which contains no 

aces or which contains aces that are each counted as 1 in 

value.  

   Natural—A two-card hand containing two aces or one ace and 

one 10 value card.  

   Soft total—The total point count of a hand containing an ace 

when the ace is counted as 11 in value. 

§ 681a.2. 21 Baccarat table; physical characteristics. 

 (a)  21 Baccarat shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than eight players on one side of the 

table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b)  The layout for a 21 Baccarat table shall be submitted to 

the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 

§  601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

   (1)  The name or logo of the certificate holder. 
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   (2)  A separate betting area for each player designated for 

the placement of a wager on the Player’s Hand. 

   (3)  A separate betting area for each player designated for 

the placement of a wager on the Banker’s Hand. 

   (4)  A separate betting area for each player designated for 

the placement of the Bonus Wager on the Player’s Hand. 

   (5)  A separate betting area for each player designated for 

the placement of the Bonus Wager on the Banker’s Hand. 

   (6)  A separate betting area for each player designated for 

the placement of the Tie Wager. 

   (7)  The following inscriptions: 

     (i)   Hands shall draw to 16 and stand on all 17s or other 

similar language approved by the Executive Director in 

accordance with §  601a.10(a). 

     (ii)   The payout odds for all permissible wagers offered 

by the certificate holder. If the payout odds are not inscribed 

on the layout, a sign identifying the payout odds for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each 21 Baccarat table. 

 (c)  Each 21 Baccarat table must have a drop box and a tip box 

attached on the same side of the table as, but on opposite sides 

of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of Casino Compliance 

in accordance with §  601a.10(g). The Bureau of Casino 

Compliance may approve an alternative location for the tip box 

when a card shuffling device or other table game equipment 
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prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on the same 

side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, the 

dealer. 

 (d)  Each 21 Baccarat table must have a discard rack securely 

attached to the top of the dealer’s side of the table. 

§ 681a.3. Cards; number of decks; value of cards. 

 (a)  21 Baccarat shall be played with four or eight decks of 

cards. 

 (b)  If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, other 

than a continuous shuffler, 21 Baccarat shall be played with two 

batches of four or eight decks of cards in accordance with the 

following requirements: 

   (1)  An equal number of decks shall be included in each 

batch. 

   (2)  The cards in each batch must be of the same design but 

the backs of the cards in one batch must be of a different color 

than the cards in the other batch. 

   (3)  One batch of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other batch is being 

used to play the game. 

   (4)  Both batches of cards shall be continuously alternated 

in and out of play, with each batch being used for every other 

dealing shoe. 
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   (5)  The cards from only one batch shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c)  The decks of cards opened for use at a 21 Baccarat table 

shall be changed at least once every 24 hours. 

 (d)  The value of the cards shall be as follows: 

   (1)  Any card from 2 to 10 shall have its face value. 

   (2)  Any jack, queen or king shall have a value of 10. 

   (3)  An ace shall have a value of 11 unless that value would 

give the Player’s Hand or Banker’s Hand a score in excess of 21, 

in which case the ace shall have a value of 1. 

 (e)  For purposes of the Bonus Wager, the hands eligible for a 

payout shall be: 

   (1)  Three 7s, which is a hand containing three 7s. 

   (2)  A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand containing three 

cards of the same rank. 

   (3)  A three-card straight, which is a hand with three cards 

in consecutive rank regardless of suit. For example: a 5, 7 and 

6. 

   (4)  A three-card 21, which is a hand containing three cards 

that total 21. For example: a 6, 6 and 9. 

   (5)  A pair, which is a hand containing two cards of the same 

rank regardless of suit (such as two 10s or two queens), 

provided that only the initial two cards dealt to the hand shall 

be considered for purposes of a payout for a pair. For example, 
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if a player receives a 5 and a 9 in the first two cards, then 

receives another 5, the player would not be eligible for the 

payout. 

§ 681a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a)  After receiving one or more batches of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b)  After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c)  After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with 

§  681a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d)  If an automated shuffling device is utilized, other than a 

continuous shuffler, all the decks in one batch of cards shall 

be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c) separate from the decks in 

the other batch of cards. 
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 (e)  If the batches of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 681a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a)  Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the 

cards were preshuffled in accordance with §  603a.16(u) or (v) 

(relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), after each shoe of cards is dealt or when directed by 

a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the cards, 

either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling device, 

so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon completion of 

the shuffle, the dealer or device shall place the decks of cards 

in a single stack. The certificate holder may use an automated 

card shuffling device which, upon completion of the shuffling of 

the cards, inserts the stack of cards directly into a dealing 

shoe. 

 (b)  After the cards have been shuffled, the dealer shall offer 

the stack of cards, with the backs facing away from the dealer, 

to the players to be cut. The dealer shall begin with the player 

seated in the highest number position at the table and, working 

clockwise around the table, offer the stack to each player until 

a player accepts the cut. If a player does not accept the cut, 

the dealer shall cut the cards. 
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 (c)  The cards shall be cut by placing a cover card in the 

stack at least ten cards in from the top or the bottom of the 

stack. 

 (d)  Once the cover card has been inserted into the stack, the 

dealer shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover 

card and place them on the bottom of the stack. The dealer shall 

then insert the second cover card in a position at least ten 

cards above the bottom of the stack. 

 (e)  After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been placed in the dealing shoe, a floorperson or above may 

require the cards to be reshuffled or recut if the floorperson 

or above determines that the shuffle or cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f)  A reshuffle of the cards in the shoe shall take place 

after the cover card is reached in the shoe and the round of 

play is completed, as provided in §  681a.7 (relating to 

procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each round of 

play), except that a floorperson may determine that the cards 

should be reshuffled after any round of play. 

 (g)  If there is no gaming activity at a 21 Baccarat table 

which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the 

dealing shoe and the discard rack and spread out on the table 

face down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face 
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up on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be: 

   (1)  Mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards, stacked, 

then shuffled and cut in accordance with this section if there 

is no automated shuffling device in use. 

   (2)  Stacked and placed into the automated shuffling device 

to be shuffled if an automated shuffling device is in use. The 

batch of cards already in the shuffler shall then be removed. 

Unless a player requests otherwise, the batch of cards removed 

from the shuffler does not need to be spread for inspection and 

reshuffled prior to being dealt provided that the automated card 

shuffling device stores a single batch of shuffled cards inside 

the shuffler in a secure manner. 

 (h)  A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with §  461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (b)—(g) do not apply. 
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§ 681a.6. Wagers. 

 (a)  Wagers at 21 Baccarat shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the 21 Baccarat layout. 

 (b)  All wagers shall be placed prior to the first card being 

dealt for each round of play. A player may not handle, remove or 

alter any wagers that have been made until a decision has been 

rendered and implemented with respect to that wager. 

 (c)  To participate in a round of play, a player shall place a 

wager on either the Player’s Hand or Banker’s Hand. A wager on: 

   (1)  The Player’s Hand shall win if the total value of the 

cards dealt to the Player’s Hand: 

     (i)   Is 21 or less and is greater than the total value of 

the cards dealt to the Banker’s Hand. 

     (ii)   Is over 21 but is lower than the total value of the 

cards dealt to the Banker’s Hand. 

   (2)  The Banker’s Hand shall win if the total value of the 

cards dealt to the Banker’s Hand: 

     (i)   Is 21 or less and is greater than the total value of 

the cards dealt to the Player’s Hand. 

     (ii)   Is over 21 but is lower than the total value of the 

cards dealt to the Player’s Hand. 

 (d)  If specified in its Rules Submission under §  601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 
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holder may offer to each player who placed a wager in accordance 

with subsection (c) the option of placing any of the following 

optional wagers: 

   (1)  A Tie Wager which shall win if the Banker’s Hand and the 

Player’s Hand are equal in value. 

   (2)  A Bonus Wager on the Player’s Hand which shall win if 

the Player’s Hand contains a pair or better as described in 

§  681a.3(e) (relating to cards; number of decks; value of 

cards). 

   (3)  A Bonus Wager on the Banker’s Hand which shall win if 

the Banker’s Hand contains a pair or better as described in 

§  681a.3(e). 

§ 681a.7. Procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play. 

 (a)  All cards shall be dealt from a dealing shoe which must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with §  601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures under §  681a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the 

cards) have been completed, the stacked cards shall be placed in 

the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an automated card shuffling 

device. 

 (b)  Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing shoe and 
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placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. 

 (c)  After each full batch of cards is placed in the shoe, the 

dealer shall remove the first card and place it in the discard 

rack. Each new dealer who comes to the table shall also remove 

one card and place it in the discard rack before dealing any 

cards to the players. 

 (d)  If the cover card appears as the first card in the dealing 

shoe at the beginning of a round of play or appears during play, 

the cover card shall be removed and placed to the side and the 

hand shall be completed. The dealer shall then: 

   (1)  Collect and reshuffle the cards by removing the cards 

remaining in the shoe and placing them in the discard rack to 

ensure that no cards are missing. 

   (2)  Shuffle the cards so that they are randomly intermixed. 

 (e)  After all Player and Banker Wagers and optional Tie and 

Bonus Wagers have been placed, the dealer shall deal the cards 

as follows: 

   (1)  One card face up to the area in front of the table 

inventory container designated for the Player’s Hand. 

   (2)  One card face up to the area in front of the table 

inventory container designated for the Banker’s Hand. 

   (3)  A second card face up to the area for the Player’s Hand. 

   (4)  A second card face up to the area for the Banker’s Hand. 
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 (f)  If either the Player’s Hand or Banker’s Hand is a natural 

and if: 

   (1)  There were no Bonus Wagers placed, no additional cards 

may be dealt to either hand. All Player and Banker Wagers shall 

then be settled in accordance with subsections (h)—(j). 

   (2)  Any player placed a Bonus Wager, one additional card 

shall be drawn face up to the Player’s Hand or Banker’s Hand if 

the Player’s Hand or Banker’s Hand has a total value of less 

than a soft or hard 17. The additional card shall count only for 

purposes of the Bonus Wager but may not count for purposes of 

the player’s Player or Banker Wager. The player’s Player or 

Banker Wager shall be settled in accordance with subsections 

(h)—(j) and the player’s Bonus Wager shall be settled in 

accordance with subsection (k). 

 (g)  If neither the Player’s Hand nor Banker’s Hand is a 

natural, the dealer shall draw one additional card face up to 

the Player’s or Banker’s Hand if either the Player’s Hand or 

Banker’s Hand has a total value of less than a soft or hard 17. 

 (h)  After all cards have been dealt, the dealer shall compare 

the total value of the Player’s Hand to the total value of the 

Banker’s Hand. Starting with the player farthest to the dealer’s 

right and continuing around the table in a counterclockwise 

direction the dealer shall then settle all Player and Banker 

Wagers as provided in subsections (i) and (j). 
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 (i)  For players who wagered on the Player’s Hand, if the 

Player’s Hand: 

   (1)  Is 21 or less and the total value of the Banker’s Hand 

is over 21, the dealer shall pay each player who wagered on the 

Player’s Hand in accordance with §  681a.8(a) (relating to 

payout odds). 

   (2)  And the Banker’s Hand are 21 or less: 

     (i)   And the Player’s Hand is higher in total value than 

the Banker’s Hand, the dealer shall pay each player who wagered 

on the Player’s Hand in accordance with §  681a.8(a). 

     (ii)   And the Player’s Hand is lower in total value than 

the Banker’s Hand, the dealer shall collect each player’s losing 

wager on the Player’s Hand. 

   (3)  And the Banker’s Hand are over 21: 

     (i)   And the Player’s Hand is lower in total value than 

the Banker’s Hand, the dealer shall pay each player who wagered 

on the Player’s Hand in accordance with §  681a.8(a). 

     (ii)   And the Player’s Hand is higher in total value than 

the Banker’s Hand, the dealer shall collect each player’s losing 

wager on the Player’s Hand. 

   (4)  And the Banker’s Hand are equal in total value, the 

dealer shall return the player’s Player Wager. 

 (j)  For players who wagered on the Banker’s Hand, if the 

Banker’s Hand: 
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   (1)  Is 21 or less and the total value of the Player’s Hand 

is over 21, the dealer shall pay each player who wagered on the 

Banker’s Hand in accordance with §  681a.8(a). 

   (2)  And the Player’s Hand are 21 or less: 

     (i)   And the Banker’s Hand is higher in total value than 

the Player’s Hand, the dealer shall pay each player who wagered 

on the Banker’s Hand in accordance with §  681a.8(a). 

     (ii)   And the Banker’s Hand is lower in total value than 

the Player’s Hand, the dealer shall collect each player’s losing 

wager on the Banker’s Hand. 

   (3)  And the Player’s Hand are over 21: 

     (i)   And the Banker’s Hand is lower in total value than 

the Player’s Hand, the dealer shall pay each player who wagered 

on the Banker’s Hand in accordance with §  681a.8(a). 

     (ii)   And the Banker’s Hand is higher in total value than 

the Player’s Hand, the dealer shall collect each player’s losing 

wager on the Banker’s Hand. 

   (4)  And the Player’s Hand are equal in total value, the 

dealer shall return the player’s Banker Wager. 

 (k)  The dealer shall settle Tie and Bonus Wagers as follows: 

   (1)  For the Tie Wager, if the Player’s Hand and the Banker’s 

Hand: 

     (i)   Have the same total value, the dealer shall pay the 

winning Tie Wager in accordance with §  681a.8(b). 
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     (ii)   Do not have the same total value, the dealer shall 

collect the losing Tie Wager. 

   (2)  For the Bonus Wager on the Player’s Hand, if the 

Player’s Hand: 

     (i)   Contains a pair or better as described in 

§  681a.3(e) (relating to cards; number of decks; value of 

cards), the dealer shall pay the winning Bonus Wager in 

accordance with §  681a.8(c). 

     (ii)   Does not contain a pair or better as described in 

§  681a.3(e), the dealer shall collect the losing Bonus Wager. 

   (3)  For the Bonus Wager on the Banker’s Hand, if the 

Banker’s Hand: 

     (i)   Contains a pair or better as described in 

§  681a.3(e), the dealer shall pay the winning Bonus Wager in 

accordance with §  681a.8(c). 

     (ii)   Does not contain a pair or better as described in 

§  681a.3(e), the dealer shall collect the losing Bonus Wager. 

 (l)  After all wagers have been settled, the dealer shall 

remove the cards from the table and place them in the discard 

rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each hand in 

the event of a question or dispute. 

 (m)  Players may not handle any cards used to play 21 Baccarat. 

§ 681a.8. Payout odds. 
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 (a)  The certificate holder shall pay each winning wager on the 

Player’s Hand or Banker’s Hand at odds of 1 to 1 except when the 

Player’s Hand or Banker’s Hand wins with a 17 which shall pay at 

odds of 1 to 2. 

 (b)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Tie Wagers at 

odds of 10 to 1. 

 (c)  The certificate holder shall pay out winning Bonus Wagers 

at the odds in one of the following paytables selected by the 

certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in accordance 

with §  601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions):  

If 21 Baccarat is being played with four decks of cards  

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Three 7s 100 to 1 80 to 1 80 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 40 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1 

Three-card straight 11 to 1 12 to 1 10 to 1 

Three-card 21 5 to 1 5 to 1 6 to 1 

One pair 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 

If 21 Baccarat is being played with eight decks of cards  

Hand Paytable D Paytable E Paytable F 

Three 7s 100 to 1 80 to 1 80 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 40 to 1 40 to 1 35 to 1 

Three-card straight 10 to 1 11 to 1 12 to 1 
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Three-card 21 5 to 1 5 to 1 5 to 1 

One pair 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 

§ 681a.9. Irregularities. 

 (a)  A card found face up in the shoe may not be used in that 

round of play and shall be placed in the discard rack or in a 

segregated area of the double shoe. 

 (b)  If the Player’s Hand or Banker’s Hand has 17 and the 

dealer accidentally draws an additional card, the card shall be 

placed in the discard rack. 

 (c)  If an automated card shuffling device is being used and 

the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d)  If an automated shuffling device malfunctions and cannot 

be used, the device must be covered or have a sign indicating 

that it is out of order placed on the device before any other 

method of shuffling may be utilized at that table.  

CHAPTER 682a. FOUR CARD PRIME 
Sec. 

682a.1. Definitions. 

682a.2. Four Card Prime table physical characteristics. 

682a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

682a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

682a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 
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682a.6. Four Card Prime rankings. 

682a.7. Wagers. 

682a.8. 
Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

682a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

682a.10. 
Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

682a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

682a.12. Payout odds; Bad Beat Bonus; payout limitation. 

682a.13. Irregularities. 

§ 682a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise: 

 All-Six Bonus Wager—An optional wager a player shall make prior 

to any cards being dealt to compete against a posted payout 

table. 

 Ante Wager—The wager that a player is required to make prior to 

any cards being dealt to compete against the dealer's hand. 

 Aces Bonus Wager—An optional wager a player shall make prior to 

any cards being dealt to compete against a posted payout table. 
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 Bad Beat Bonus—A payout based on the player's Ante Wager when 

the rank of the player's four card hand is a three-of-a-kind or 

higher but is lower in rank than the dealer's four card hand. 

 Prime Wager—An optional wager a player shall make prior to any 

cards being dealt to compete against a posted payout table. 

 Raise Wager—An additional wager of one, two or three times the 

player's Ante Wager that a player shall make if the player opts 

to remain in competition against the dealer. 

 Win Bonus—An additional payout based on the value of the 

player's Ante Wager when the rank of the player's four card hand 

is a three-of-a-kind or higher and is higher in rank than the 

dealer's four card hand. 

§ 682a.2. Four Card Prime table physical characteristics. 

 (a) Four Card Prime shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than six players on one side of the table 

and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 

 (b) The layout for a Four Card Prime table shall be submitted 

to the Bureau of Gaming Operations in accordance with § 

601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, signage 

and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

 (1) The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

 (2) Two separate betting areas designated for the placement of 

Ante and Raise Wagers for each player. 
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 (3) If the certificate holder offers the optional Prime Wager 

authorized under § 682a.7(d)(2) (relating to wagers), the Aces 

Bonus Wager authorized under § 682a.7(d)(3) or the All-Six Bonus 

Wager authorized under § 682a.7(d)(4), a separate area designated 

for the placement of each of the wagers for each player. 

 (4) Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds for all 

permissible wagers offered by the certificate holder. If payout 

odds are not inscribed on the layout, a sign indicating the 

payout odds for all permissible wagers shall be posted at each 

Four Card Prime table. 

 (5) If the certificate holder establishes a payout limit per 

player, per round of play, as authorized under § 682a.12(g) 

(relating to payout odds; Bad Beat Bonus; payout limitation), 

inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout limit. If the 

payout limit is not inscribed on the layout, a sign identifying 

the payout limit shall be posted at each Four Card Prime table. 

 (c) Each Four Card Prime table must have a drop box and a tip 

box attached on the same side of the table as, but on opposite 

sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of Casino 

Compliance in accordance with § 601a.10(g). The Bureau of Casino 

Compliance may approve an alternative location for the tip box 

when a card shuffling device or other table game equipment 

prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on the same 
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side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, the 

dealer. 

 (d) Each Four Card Prime table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer's side of the table. 

§ 682a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), Four Card Prime shall 

be played with one deck of 52 cards that are identical in 

appearance and one cover card. 

 (b) If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Four 

Card Prime may be played with two decks of 52 cards in 

accordance with the following requirements: 

 (1) The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 

 (2) One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

 (3) Both decks are continuously alternated in and out of play, 

with each deck being used for every other round of play. 

 (4) The cards from only one deck are placed in the discard rack 

at any given time. 

 (c) The decks of cards used in Four Card Prime shall be changed 

at least every: 

 (1) Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 
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 (2) Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 682a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a) After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b) After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c) After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with § 682a.5 

(relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d) If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e) If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with § 603a.16(u) or 
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(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 682a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a) Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the cards 

were preshuffled in accordance with § 603a.16(u) or (v) (relating 

to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal from use), 

after each round of play has been completed or when directed by 

a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the cards, 

either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling device, 

so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon completion of 

the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling device shall 

place the deck of cards in a single stack. The certificate 

holder may use an automated card shuffling device which, upon 

completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts the stack of 

cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b) If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c) After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

 (1) If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with § 682a.8, § 
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682a.9 or § 682a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the cards 

from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the cards 

from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe). 

 (2) If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with subsection (d). 

 (d) If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e) After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f) If there is no gaming activity at a Four Card Prime table 

which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the 

dealing shoe and discard rack and spread out on the table face 

down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face up 

on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the 
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procedures in § 682a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for 

gaming) and this section shall be completed. 

 (g) A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with § 461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 

§ 682a.6. Four Card Prime rankings. 

 (a) The rank of the cards used in Four Card Prime, in order of 

highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 

8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace 

may be used to complete a straight flush or a straight with a 2, 

3 and 4 but may not be combined with any other sequence of cards 

(for example, queen, king, ace and 2). All suits shall be equal 

in rank. 

 (b) The permissible Poker hands in the game of Four Card Prime, 

in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

 (1) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same rank with four aces being the highest ranking four-

of-a-kind and four 2s being the lowest ranking four-of-a-kind. 

 (2) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with an ace, king, 
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queen and jack being the highest ranking straight flush and an 

ace, 2, 3 and 4 being the lowest ranking straight flush. 

 (3) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, with three aces being the highest 

ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking 

three-of-a-kind. 

 (4) A flush, which is a hand consisting of four cards of the 

same suit, regardless of rank. 

 (5) A straight, which is a hand consisting of four cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank, with an ace, king, 

queen and jack being the highest ranking straight and an ace, 2, 

3 and 4 being the lowest ranking straight. 

 (6) Two pairs, which is a hand consisting of two sets of two 

cards of the same rank, with two aces and two kings being the 

highest ranking two pairs and two 3s and two 2s being the lowest 

ranking two pair. 

 (7) A pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the same 

rank, with two aces being the highest ranking pair and two 2s 

being the lowest ranking pair. 

 (c) When comparing two Poker hands that are of identical rank 

under subsection (b), or that contain none of the hands in 

subsection (b), the hand that contains the highest ranking card 

under subsection (a), which is not contained in the other hand, 

shall be considered the higher ranking hand. If the hands are of 
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equal rank after the application of this section, the hands 

shall be considered a tie. 

 (d) If a certificate holder offers the Aces Bonus Wager, the 

hands eligible for a payout shall be: 

 (1) Four aces, which is a hand consisting of four aces. 

 (2) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same rank, other than four aces. 

 (3) A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

 (4) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards 

of the same suit in consecutive ranking, other than a royal 

flush. 

 (5) Three aces, which is a hand consisting of three aces. 

 (6) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, other than three aces. 

 (7) A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit. 

 (8) A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit. 

 (9) Two pair, which is a hand consisting of two sets of two 

cards of the same rank. 

 (10) Two aces, which is a hand consisting of two aces. 

 (e) If a certificate holder offers the All-Six Bonus Wager, the 

rank of the hands shall be: 
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 (1) A six-card royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an 

ace, king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 of the same suit. 

 (2) A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

 (3) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards 

of the same suit in consecutive ranking, other than a royal 

flush. 

 (4) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

 (5) A full house, which is a hand consisting of three-of-a-kind 

and a pair. 

 (6) A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit. 

 (7) A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit. 

 (8) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

§ 682a.7. Wagers. 

 (a) Wagers at Four Card Prime shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the table layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b) Only players who are seated at a Four Card Prime table may 

wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and received 
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cards, that player shall remain seated until the completion of 

the round of play. If a player leaves the table during a round 

of play, any wagers made by the player may be considered 

abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c) All wagers, except the Raise Wager, shall be placed prior 

to the dealer announcing ''no more bets'' in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in § 682a.8, § 682a.9 or § 682a.10 (relating 

to procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; 

procedures for dealing the cards from the hand; and procedures 

for dealing the cards from an automated dealing shoe). Except as 

provided in § 682a.11(b) (relating to procedures for completion 

of each round of play), a wager may not be made, increased or 

withdrawn after the dealer has announced ''no more bets.'' 

 (d) The following wagers may be placed in the game of Four Card 

Prime: 

 (1) A player may compete solely against the dealer's Four Card 

Prime hand by placing an Ante Wager then a Raise Wager, in an 

amount equal to one, two or three times the player's Ante Wager, 

in accordance with § 682a.11(b). 

 (2) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player at a Four Card Prime table the 

option to make an additional Prime Wager which shall win if at 

least four of player's five cards are of the same color. 
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 (3) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Four Card Prime 

table the option to make an additional Aces Bonus Wager, which 

shall win if the player's five cards contains a pair of aces or 

better as provided in § 682a.6(d) (relating to Four Card Prime 

rankings). 

 (4) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Four Card Prime 

table the option to make an additional All-Six Bonus Wager, 

which shall win if the player's five cards and the additional 

All-Six Bonus card forms a three-of-a-kind or better as provided 

in § 682a.6(e). 

 (e) A certificate holder shall specify in its Rules Submission 

under § 601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which a player may 

place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 682a.8. Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a) If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with § 601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under § 682a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 
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shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b) Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ''no 

more bets.'' To deal the cards, the dealer shall remove each 

card from the dealing shoe with the hand of the dealer that is 

closest to the dealing shoe and place it on the appropriate area 

of the layout with the opposite hand. 

 (c) If a player has placed an All-Six Bonus Wager, the dealer 

shall deal the first card face down to the area of the layout 

designated for the All-Six Bonus card. Thereafter, starting with 

the player farthest to the dealer's left and continuing around 

the table in a clockwise manner, the dealer shall deal one card 

at a time to each player who has placed an Ante Wager in 

accordance with § 682a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers) and to the 

dealer until each player who placed an Ante Wager has five cards 

and the dealer has six cards. All cards shall be dealt face 

down. 

 (d) After five cards have been dealt to each player and six 

cards to the dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the 

manual dealing shoe and, except as provided in subsection (e), 

place the stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (e) If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 
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the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (f) If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in the 

deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (g) If the count of the stub indicates that the number of cards 

in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if the 

cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 682a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a) If the cards are dealt from the dealer's hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

 (1) An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle the 

cards. 

 (2) After the procedures required under § 682a.5 (relating to 

shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which to hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 
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cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

 (3) Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ''no 

more bets.'' 

 (b) To deal the cards, the dealer shall hold the deck of cards 

in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the top card 

of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate area of 

the layout. If a player has placed an All-Six Bonus Wager, the 

dealer shall deal the first card face down to the area of the 

layout designated for the All-Six Bonus card. Thereafter, 

starting with the player farthest to the dealer's left and 

continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, the dealer 

shall deal one card at a time to each player who has placed an 

Ante Wager in accordance with § 682a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers) 

and to the dealer until each player who placed an Ante Wager has 

five cards and the dealer has six cards. All cards shall be 

dealt face down. 

 (c) After five cards have been dealt to each player and six 

cards to the dealer, the dealer shall, except as provided in 

subsection (d), place the stub in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

 (d) If an automated card shuffling device that counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 
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and indicates whether 52 cards are present is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e) If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in the 

deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f) If the count of the stub indicates that the number of cards 

in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if the 

cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 682a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a) If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

 (1) After the procedures required under § 682a.5 (relating to 

shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

 (2) Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ''no more bets.'' 
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 (b) The dealer shall deliver the first stack of five cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer's left who has placed an Ante Wager in 

accordance with § 682a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). As the 

remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the automated 

dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the 

table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other players 

who has placed an Ante Wager. The dealer shall then deliver a 

stack of five cards face down to the area designated for the 

placement of the dealer's cards. The dealer shall then remove 

the next stack of five cards dispensed by the automated dealing 

shoe and if any player placed an All-Six Bonus Wager, the dealer 

shall deal the top card of the stack face down to the area of 

the layout designated for the All-Six Bonus card. The dealer 

shall then deal a sixth card face down to the dealer's hand and 

place the remaining cards in the discard rack. 

 (c) After all cards have been dispensed and delivered in 

accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall remove the stub 

from the automated dealing shoe and, except as provided in 

subsection (d), place the cards in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

 (d) If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 
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the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e) If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in the 

deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f) If the count of the stub indicates that the number of cards 

in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if the 

cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 682a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a) After the dealing procedures required under § 682a.8, § 

682a.9 or § 682a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the cards 

from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the cards 

from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player shall 

examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

 (1) Each player who wagers at Four Card Prime shall be 

responsible for his own hand and no person other than the dealer 
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and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards 

of that player. 

 (2) Each player shall keep his five cards in full view of the 

dealer at all times. 

 (b) After each player has examined his cards, the dealer shall, 

beginning with the player farthest to the dealer's left and 

moving clockwise around the table, ask each player who placed an 

Ante Wager if he wishes to make a Raise Wager in an amount equal 

to one, two or three times the player's Ante Wager or forfeit 

the Ante Wager and end his participation in the round of play. 

If a player has placed an Ante Wager and an optional Prime, Aces 

Bonus or All-Six Bonus Wager but does not make a Raise Wager, 

the player shall forfeit the Ante Wager but does not forfeit the 

Prime, Aces Bonus or All-Six Bonus Wagers. 

 (c) After each player who has placed an Ante Wager has either 

placed a Raise Wager on the designated area of the layout or 

forfeited his Ante Wager, the dealer shall collect all forfeited 

wagers and associated cards, except for the cards of those 

players who placed an optional Prime, Aces Bonus or All-Six 

Bonus Wager, and place the cards in the discard rack. 

 (d) The dealer shall then reveal the dealer's cards and place 

the cards so as to form the highest possible ranking four card 

hand. After the dealer's cards are turned face up, the dealer 

shall, beginning with the player farthest to the dealer's right 
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and continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction, 

complete the following applicable procedures in succession for 

each player: 

 (1) The dealer shall turn the cards of each player face up on 

the layout and compare the player's four card hand to the 

dealer's four card hand. 

 (2) If the player's highest ranking four card hand is: 

 (i) Higher than or equal to the dealer's hand, as described in 

§ 682a.6(b) (relating to Four Card Prime rankings), the dealer 

shall pay the winning Ante and Raise Wagers in accordance with § 

682a.12(a) (relating to payout odds; Bad Beat Bonus; payout 

limitation). Additionally, after paying the player's winning 

Ante and Raise Wagers, if the player's hand is a three-of-a-kind 

or better, the dealer shall pay a Win Bonus, based on the value 

of the player's Ante Wager, in accordance with § 682a.12(b). 

 (ii) Lower than the dealer's hand, and the player's losing 

hand: 

 (A) Is not a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer shall 

collect the player's losing Ante and Raise Wagers. 

 (B) Is a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer shall collect 

the player's losing Raise Wager, return the player's Ante Wager 

and pay the player a Bad Beat Bonus on the player's Ante Wager, 

in accordance with § 682a.12(c). 
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 (e) After settling the player's Ante and Raise Wagers, the 

dealer shall settle any optional wagers as follows: 

 (1) For the Prime Wager, if four or more of the player's five 

cards: 

 (i) Are not the same color, the dealer shall collect the losing 

Prime Wager. 

 (ii) Are of the same color, the dealer shall pay the winning 

Prime Wager in accordance with § 682a.12(d). 

 (2) For the Aces Bonus Wager, if the player's five card hand: 

 (i) Does not contain a pair of aces or better, as described in 

§ 682a.6(d), the dealer shall collect the losing Aces Bonus 

Wager. 

 (ii) Contains a pair of aces or better, as described in § 

682a.6(d), the dealer shall pay the winning Aces Bonus Wager in 

accordance with § 682a.12(e). 

 (3) For the All-Six Bonus Wager, the dealer shall expose the 

All-Six Bonus card and combine it with the player's five cards 

to form the highest ranking six-card hand as provided in § 

682a.6(e). If the hand: 

 (i) Does not contain a three-of-a-kind or better, as described 

in § 682a.6(e), the dealer shall collect the losing All-Six Bonus 

Wager. 
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 (ii) Contains a three-of-a-kind or better, as described in § 

682a.6(e), the dealer shall pay the winning All-Six Bonus Wager 

in accordance with § 682a.12(f). 

 (f) After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove any remaining cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 

reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 

§ 682a.12. Payout odds; Bad Beat Bonus; payout limitation. 

 (a) A certificate holder shall pay winning Ante and Raise 

Wagers at odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b) A certificate holder shall pay a Win Bonus based on the 

value of the player's Ante Wager in accordance with the 

following payout table: 

Hand Payout 

Four-of-a-kind 25 for 1 

Straight flush 20 for 1 

Three-of-a-kind 2 for 1 

 (c) A certificate holder shall pay a Bad Beat Bonus on the 

player's Ante Wager in accordance with one of the following 

payout tables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2 (relating to table 

games Rules Submissions): 
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 50 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 

Straight flush 20 to 1 40 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 2 to 1 5 to 1 5 to 1 10 to 1 

 (d) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Prime Wagers in 

accordance with one of the following payout tables selected by 

the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with § 601a.2: 

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

All five the same color 6 to 1 5 to 1 

Four of the same color 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 (e) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Aces Bonus Wagers 

in accordance with one of the following payout tables selected 

by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with § 601a.2: 

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Four aces 500 to 1 500 to 1 500 to 1 500 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 

Royal flush 50 to 1 40 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Straight flush 30 to 1 30 to 1 40 to 1 30 to 1 

Three aces 20 to 1 15 to 1 25 to 1 20 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 10 to 1 10 to 1 10 to 1 10 to 1 
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Flush 5 to 1 5 to 1 5 to 1 5 to 1 

Straight 4 to 1 4 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 

Two pair 2 to 1 2 to 1 2 to 1 2 to 1 

Two Aces 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 

Hand Paytable E Paytable F Paytable G Paytable H 

Four aces 500 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 100 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Royal flush 50 to 1 30 to 1 30 to 1 40 to 1 

Straight flush 20 to 1 30 to 1 30 to 1 40 to 1 

Three aces 15 to 1 7 to 1 9 to 1 8 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 10 to 1 7 to 1 9 to 1 8 to 1 

Flush 5 to 1 6 to 1 6 to 1 5 to 1 

Straight 3 to 1 5 to 1 4 to 1 4 to 1 

Two pair 2 to 1 2 to 1 2 to 1 3 to 1 

Two Aces 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 (f) A certificate holder shall pay out winning All-Six Bonus 

Wagers as provided in one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2: 
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 100 to 1 

Full house 25 to 1 25 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 20 to 1 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 9 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 5 to 1 8 to 1 

Hand Paytable D Paytable E 

Six-card royal flush—diamonds 
 

200,000 to 

1 

Six-card royal flush—hearts, spades or 

clubs 

 
20,000 to 1 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 100 to 1 50 to 1 

Full house 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 7 to 1 5 to 1 
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    (g) Notwithstanding the payout odds in subsections (e) and 

(f), if specified in its Rules Submission form filed in 

accordance with § 601a.2, the certificate holder may establish an 

aggregate payout limit per player per round of play which may 

not be less than $50,000 or the maximum amount that one patron 

could win per round when betting the minimum wager, whichever is 

greater. However, if the certificate holder is offering the All-

Six Bonus Wager and selects paytable E, the aggregate payout 

limit established may not include the payout for the six card 

royal flush. 

§ 682a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a) A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (b) A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c) If a player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number of 

cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to 

the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 
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 (d) If one or more of the dealer's cards is inadvertently 

exposed prior to the player's placing their Raise Wagers in 

accordance with § 682a.11(b) (relating to procedures for 

completion of each round of play), all hands shall be void, all 

Ante and Raise Wagers shall be returned to the players and the 

cards shall be reshuffled, provided that if any player placed a 

Prime, Aces Bonus or All-Six Bonus Wager, those wagers shall be 

settled in accordance with § 682a.11(e). 

 (e) If an automated card shuffling device is being used and the 

device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f) If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal all cards during a 

round of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from 

the device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g) If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table. 
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683a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

683a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

683a.6. Cajun Stud rankings. 

683a.7. Wagers. 

683a.8. 
Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

683a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

683a.10. 
Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

683a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

683a.12. Payout odds; payout limitation. 

683a.13. Irregularities. 

§ 683a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise: 
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 All-Six Bonus Wager—An optional wager a player shall make prior 

to any cards being dealt to compete against a posted payout 

table. 

 Ante Wager—The wager a player is required to make prior to any 

cards being dealt to participate in a round of play. 

 Board Bonus Wager—An optional wager a player shall make prior 

to any cards being dealt to compete against a posted payout 

table. 

 Community card—A card which is used by all players to form the 

best possible five-card Poker hand. 

 Fold—The withdrawal of a player from a round of play by not 

making Raise Wagers. 

 Pocket Bonus Wager—An optional wager a player shall make prior 

to any cards being dealt to compete against a posted payout 

table. 

 Lo Ball Wager—An optional wager a player shall make prior to 

any cards being dealt to compete against a posted payout table. 

 Raise Wager—An additional wager of one, two or three times the 

player's Ante Wager that a player shall make after examining the 

two cards dealt to the player and after the first and second 

community cards are revealed if the player opts to remain in the 

round of play. 

§ 683a.2. Cajun Stud table physical characteristics. 
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 (a) Cajun Stud shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than six players on one side of the table 

and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 

 (b) The layout for a Cajun Stud table shall be submitted to the 

Bureau of Gaming Operations in accordance with § 601a.10(a) 

(relating to approval of table game layouts, signage and 

equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

 (1) The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

 (2) A separate betting area designated for the placement of the 

Ante Wager and three separate betting areas designated for the 

placement of the Raise Wagers for each player. 

 (3) If the certificate holder offers the optional Pocket Bonus 

Wager authorized under § 683a.7(d)(2) (relating to wagers), the 

Board Bonus Wager authorized under § 683a.7(d)(3), the Lo Ball 

Wager authorized under § 683a.7(d)(4) or the All-Six Bonus Wager 

authorized under § 683a.7(d)(5), a separate area designated for 

the placement of each of the wagers for each player. 

 (4) Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds for all 

permissible wagers offered by the certificate holder. If payout 

odds are not inscribed on the layout, a sign indicating the 

payout odds for all permissible wagers shall be posted at each 

Cajun Stud table. 

 (5) If the certificate holder establishes a payout limit, per 

player, per round of play, as authorized under § 683a.12(f) 
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(relating to payout odds; payout limitation), inscriptions that 

advise patrons of the payout limit. If the payout limit is not 

inscribed on the layout, a sign identifying the payout limit 

shall be posted at each Cajun Stud table. 

 (c) Each Cajun Stud table must have a drop box and a tip box 

attached on the same side of the table as, but on opposite sides 

of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of Casino Compliance 

in accordance with § 601a.10(g). The Bureau of Casino Compliance 

may approve an alternative location for the tip box when a card 

shuffling device or other table game equipment prevents the 

placement of the drop box and tip box on the same side of the 

gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, the dealer. 

 (d) Each Cajun Stud table must have a discard rack securely 

attached to the top of the dealer's side of the table. 

§ 683a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), Cajun Stud shall be 

played with one deck of 52 cards that are identical in 

appearance and one cover card. 

 (b) If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Cajun 

Stud may be played with two decks of 52 cards in accordance with 

the following requirements: 

 (1) The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 
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 (2) One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

 (3) Both decks are continuously alternated in and out of play, 

with each deck being used for every other round of play. 

 (4) The cards from only one deck are placed in the discard rack 

at any given time. 

 (c) The decks of cards used in Cajun Stud shall be changed at 

least every: 

 (1) Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

 (2) Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 683a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a) After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b) After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c) After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 
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washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with § 683a.5 

(relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d) If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e) If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with § 603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 683a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a) Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the cards 

were preshuffled in accordance with § 603a.16(u) or (v) (relating 

to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal from use), 

after each round of play has been completed or when directed by 

a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the cards, 

either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling device, 

so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon completion of 

the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling device shall 

place the deck of cards in a single stack. The certificate 

holder may use an automated card shuffling device which, upon 

completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts the stack of 

cards directly into a dealing shoe. 
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 (b) If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c) After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

 (1) If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with § 683a.8, § 

683a.9 or § 683a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the cards 

from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the cards 

from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe). 

 (2) If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with subsection (d). 

 (d) If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e) After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 
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improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f) If there is no gaming activity at a Cajun Stud table which 

is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the dealing 

shoe and discard rack and spread out on the table face down 

unless a player requests that the cards be spread face up on the 

table. After the first player arriving at the table is afforded 

an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the procedures in 

§ 683a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for gaming) and 

this section shall be completed. 

 (g) A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with § 461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 

§ 683a.6. Cajun Stud rankings. 

 (a) The rank of the cards used in Cajun Stud, in order of 

highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 

8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace 

may be used to complete a straight flush or a straight with a 2, 

3, 4 and 5 but may not be combined with any other sequence of 
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cards (for example, queen, king, ace and 2). All suits shall be 

equal in rank. 

 (b) The permissible Poker hands in the game of Cajun Stud, in 

order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

 (1) A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

 (2) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards 

of the same suit in consecutive ranking, other than a royal 

flush. 

 (3) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same rank. 

 (4) A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-a-

kind and a pair. 

 (5) A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order. 

 (6) A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank. 

 (7) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank. 

 (8) Two pairs, which is a hand consisting of two sets of two 

cards which are of the same rank. 

 (9) Pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the same 

rank. 
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 (c) If a certificate holder offers the Pocket Bonus Wager, the 

player's two cards eligible for a payout shall be: 

 (1) A pair of aces, which is a hand consisting of two aces. 

 (2) Suited Ace, which is a hand consisting of a jack, queen or 

king and an ace all of the same suit. 

 (3) Unsuited Ace, which is a hand consisting of a jack, queen 

or king and an ace of different suits. 

 (4) Pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the same 

rank. 

 (d) If a certificate holder offers the Board Bonus Wager, the 

hands eligible for a payout shall be: 

 (1) A mini-royal, which is a hand consisting of an ace, king 

and queen of the same suit. 

 (2) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of three cards 

of the same suit in consecutive ranking, other than a mini-

royal. 

 (3) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank. 

 (4) A straight, which is a hand consisting of three cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank. 

 (5) A flush, which is a hand consisting of three cards of the 

same suit, regardless of rank. 

 (6) Pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the same 

rank. 
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 (e) If a certificate holder offers the All-Six Bonus Wager, the 

rank of the hands shall be: 

 (1) A six-card royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an 

ace, king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 of the same suit. 

 (2) A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

 (3) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards 

of the same suit in consecutive ranking, other than a royal 

flush. 

 (4) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

 (5) A full house, which is a hand consisting of three-of-a-kind 

and a pair. 

 (6) A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit. 

 (7) A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit. 

 (8) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

§ 683a.7. Wagers. 

 (a) Wagers at Cajun Stud shall be made by placing value chips, 

plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering instruments 

on the appropriate areas of the table layout. Verbal wagers 

accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 
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 (b) Only players who are seated at a Cajun Stud table may wager 

at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and received 

cards, that player shall remain seated until the completion of 

the round of play. If a player leaves the table during a round 

of play, any wagers made by the player may be considered 

abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c) All wagers, except Raise Wagers, shall be placed prior to 

the dealer announcing ''no more bets'' in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in § 683a.8, § 683a.9 or § 683a.10 (relating 

to procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; 

procedures for dealing the cards from the hand; and procedures 

for dealing the cards from an automated dealing shoe). Except as 

provided in § 683a.11(b), (d) and (f) (relating to procedures for 

completion of each round of play), a wager may not be made, 

increased or withdrawn after the dealer has announced ''no more 

bets.'' 

 (d) The following wagers may be placed in the game of Cajun 

Stud: 

 (1) To compete in a round of play, a player shall place an Ante 

Wager then Raise Wagers, in an amount equal to one, two or three 

times the player's Ante Wager, in accordance with § 683a.11(b), 

(d) and (f). 

 (2) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 
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holder may offer to each player at a Cajun Stud table the option 

to make an additional Pocket Bonus Wager which shall win if the 

two cards dealt to the player are a pair or better as provided 

in § 683a.6(c) (relating to Cajun Stud rankings). 

 (3) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Cajun Stud 

table the option to make an additional Board Bonus Wager, which 

shall win if the three community cards contains a pair or better 

as provided in § 683a.6(d). 

 (4) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Cajun Stud 

table the option to make an additional Lo Ball Wager which shall 

win if the highest five card hand formed from the player's two 

cards and the three community cards is a single Jack or lower or 

a single Queen or lower, depending on the payout table selected 

by the certificate holder. 

 (5) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Cajun Stud 

table the option to make an additional All-Six Bonus Wager, 

which shall win if the player's two cards and the four 

additional All-Six cards form a three-of-a-kind or better as 

provided in § 683a.6(e). 
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 (e) A certificate holder shall specify in its Rules Submission 

under § 601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which a player may 

place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 683a.8. Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a) If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with § 601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under § 683a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b) Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ''no 

more bets.'' To deal the cards, the dealer shall remove each 

card from the dealing shoe with the hand of the dealer that is 

closest to the dealing shoe and place it on the appropriate area 

of the layout with the opposite hand. 

 (c) If a player has placed an All-Six Bonus Wager, the dealer 

shall deal the first four cards face down to the area of the 

layout designated for the All-Six Bonus cards. Thereafter, 

starting with the player farthest to the dealer's left and 

continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, the dealer 

shall deal one card at a time to each player who has placed an 
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Ante Wager in accordance with § 683a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers) 

until each player who placed an Ante Wager has two cards. All 

cards shall be dealt face down to the players. 

 (d) After two cards have been dealt to each player, three cards 

shall be dealt face down to the area designated for the 

community cards, the dealer shall remove the stub from the 

manual dealing shoe and, except as provided in subsection (e), 

place the stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (e) If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (f) If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in the 

deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (g) If the count of the stub indicates that the number of cards 

in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if the 

cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 
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hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 683a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a) If the cards are dealt from the dealer's hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

 (1) An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle the 

cards. 

 (2) After the procedures required under § 683a.5 (relating to 

shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which to hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

 (3) Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ''no 

more bets.'' 

 (b) To deal the cards, the dealer shall hold the deck of cards 

in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the top card 

of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate area of 

the layout. If a player has placed an All-Six Bonus Wager, the 

dealer shall deal the first four cards face down to the area of 

the layout designated for the All-Six Bonus cards. Thereafter, 

starting with the player farthest to the dealer's left and 
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continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, the dealer 

shall deal one card at a time to each player who has placed an 

Ante Wager in accordance with § 683a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers) 

until each player who placed an ante wager has two cards. All 

cards shall be dealt face down to the players. 

 (c) After two cards have been dealt to each player, three cards 

shall be dealt face down to the area designated for the 

community cards, the dealer shall remove the stub from the 

manual dealing shoe and, except as provided in subsection (d), 

place the stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d) If an automated card shuffling device that counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e) If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in the 

deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f) If the count of the stub indicates that the number of cards 

in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if the 

cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 
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be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 683a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a) If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

 (1) After the procedures required under § 683a.5 (relating to 

shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

 (2) Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ''no more bets.'' 

 (b) The dealer shall deliver the first stack of two cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer's left who has placed an Ante Wager in 

accordance with § 683a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). As the 

remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the automated 

dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise around the 

table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other players 

who has placed an Ante Wager. 

 (c) After each stack of two cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with this section, the dealer shall 

remove the remaining cards from the automated dealing shoe and 

follow the procedures in § 683a.9(a)(2) (relating to procedures 
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for dealing the cards from the hand) and deal the remaining 

cards as follows: 

 (1) If any player placed an All-Six Bonus Wager, deal four 

cards face down to the area of the layout designated for the 

placement of the All-Six Bonus Wager. 

 (2) Deal the three community cards. Except as provided in 

subsection (d), after all three community cards have been dealt, 

the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

 (d) If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e) If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in the 

deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f) If the count of the stub indicates that the number of cards 

in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if the 

cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 
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hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 683a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a) After the dealing procedures required under § 683a.8, § 

683a.9 or § 683a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the cards 

from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the cards 

from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player shall 

examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

 (1) Each player who wagers at Cajun Stud shall be responsible 

for his own hand and no person other than the dealer and the 

player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards of that 

player. 

 (2) Each player shall keep his two cards in full view of the 

dealer at all times. 

 (b) After each player has examined his cards, the dealer shall, 

beginning with the player farthest to the dealer's left and 

moving clockwise around the table, ask each player who placed an 

Ante Wager if he wishes to make a Raise Wager in an amount equal 

to one, two or three times the player's Ante Wager or forfeit 

the Ante Wager and end his participation in the round of play. 

If a player has placed an Ante Wager and an optional Pocket 

Bonus, Board Bonus, Lo Ball or All-Six Bonus Wager but does not 

make a Raise Wager, the player shall forfeit the Ante Wager but 
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does not forfeit the Pocket Bonus, Board Bonus, Lo Ball or All-

Six Bonus Wagers. After each player who has placed an Ante Wager 

has either placed a Raise Wager on the designated area of the 

layout or forfeited his Ante Wager, the dealer shall collect all 

forfeited wagers and associated cards, except for the cards of 

those players who placed an optional Pocket Bonus, Board Bonus, 

Lo Ball or All-Six Bonus Wager, and place the cards in the 

discard rack. 

 (c) Once all players have either placed a Raise Wager or 

folded, the dealer shall turn over and reveal the first 

community card. 

 (d) Each player shall then make a second Raise Wager, in an 

amount equal to one, two or three times the player's Ante Wager 

or forfeit the Ante Wager and the first Raise Wager and end his 

participation in the round of play. If a player has placed an 

optional Pocket Bonus, Board Bonus, Lo Ball or All-Six Bonus 

Wager but does not make a Raise Wager, the player shall forfeit 

the Ante Wager and the first Raise Wager but does not forfeit 

the Pocket Bonus, Board Bonus, Lo Ball or All-Six Bonus Wagers. 

After each player who has placed an Ante Wager has either placed 

a second Raise Wager on the designated area of the layout or 

forfeited, the dealer shall collect all forfeited wagers and 

associated cards, except for the cards of those players who 
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placed an optional Pocket Bonus, Board Bonus, Lo Ball or All-Six 

Bonus Wager, and place the cards in the discard rack. 

 (e) Once all remaining players have either placed a second 

Raise Wager or folded, the dealer shall turn over and reveal the 

second community card. 

 (f) Each player shall then make a third Raise Wager, in an 

amount equal to one, two or three times the player's Ante Wager 

or forfeit the Ante Wager and the first and second Raise Wagers 

and end his participation in the round of play. If a player has 

placed an optional Pocket Bonus, Board Bonus, Lo Ball or All-Six 

Bonus Wager but does not make a Raise Wager, the player shall 

forfeit the Ante Wager and the first and second Raise Wagers but 

does not forfeit the Pocket Bonus, Board Bonus, Lo Ball or All-

Six Bonus Wagers. After each player who has placed an Ante Wager 

has either placed a third Raise Wager on the designated area of 

the layout or forfeited, the dealer shall collect all forfeited 

wagers and associated cards, except for the cards of those 

players who placed an optional Pocket Bonus, Board Bonus, Lo 

Ball or All-Six Bonus Wager, and place the cards in the discard 

rack. 

 (g) Once all remaining players have either placed a third Raise 

Wager or folded, the dealer shall turn over and reveal the third 

community card. 
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 (h) Beginning with the player farthest to the dealer's right 

and continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction, 

the dealer shall turn over and reveal the player's cards. The 

dealer shall then evaluate and announce the best possible five-

card Poker hand that can be formed using the player's two cards 

and the three community cards. The wagers of each remaining 

player shall be resolved one player at a time regardless of 

outcome. All Ante and Raise wagers shall be settled as follows: 

 (1) If a player's highest ranking five card hand is a pair of 

sixes or higher, as provided in § 683a.6(b) (relating to Cajun 

Stud hand rankings), the dealer shall pay the winning Ante and 

Raise Wagers in accordance with § 683a.12(a) (relating to payout 

odds; payout limitation). 

 (2) If a player's highest ranking five card hand is lower than 

a pair of sixes, as provided in § 683a.6(b), the dealer shall 

collect the player's losing Ante and Raise Wagers. 

 (i) After settling the player's Ante and Raise Wagers, the 

dealer shall settle any optional wagers as follows: 

 (1) For the Pocket Bonus Wager, if the two cards dealt to the 

player: 

 (i) Are not a pair or better, as provided in § 683a.6(c), the 

dealer shall collect the losing Pocket Bonus Wager. 
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 (ii) Are a pair or better, as provided in § 683a.6(c), the 

dealer shall pay the winning Pocket Bonus Wager in accordance 

with § 683a.12(b). 

 (2) For the Board Bonus Wager, if the three community cards: 

 (i) Do not contain a pair or better, as provided in § 

683a.6(d), the dealer shall collect the losing Board Bonus 

Wager. 

 (ii) Contains a pair or better, as provided in § 683a.6(d), the 

dealer shall pay the winning Board Bonus Wager in accordance 

with § 683a.12(c). 

 (3) For the Lo Ball Wager, if the player's five card hand 

formed from the player's two cards and the three community 

cards: 

 (i) Forms a five card Poker hand, as provided in § 683a.6(b) or 

is higher than a single Jack or a single Queen, depending on the 

payout table selected by the certificate holder, the dealer 

shall collect the losing Lo Ball Wager. 

 (ii) Does not form a five card Poker hand, as provided in § 

683a.6(b), but is a single Jack or lower, or a single Queen or 

lower, depending on the payout table selected by the certificate 

holder, the dealer shall pay the winning Lo Ball Wager in 

accordance with § 683a.12(d). 

 (4) For the All-Six Bonus Wager, the dealer shall expose the 

four All-Six Bonus cards and combine them with the player's two 
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cards to form the highest ranking six-card hand as provided in § 

683a.6(e). If the hand: 

 (i) Does not contain a three-of-a-kind or better, as provided 

in § 683a.6(e), the dealer shall collect the losing All-Six Bonus 

Wager. 

 (ii) Contains a three-of-a-kind or better, as provided in § 

683a.6(e), the dealer shall pay the winning All-Six Bonus Wager 

in accordance with § 683a.12(e). 

 (j) After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove any remaining cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 

reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 

§ 683a.12. Payout odds; payout limitation. 

 (a) A certificate holder shall pay winning Ante and Raise 

Wagers in accordance with one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions): 

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 500 to 1 500 to 1 500 to 1 

Straight flush 100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 40 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1 
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Full house 10 to 1 11 to 1 11 to 1 

Flush 6 to 1 7 to 1 7 to 1 

Straight 4 to 1 4 to 1 5 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 

Two pair 2 to 1 3 to 2 3 to 2 

Pair of jacks or better 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

Pair of 6s to 10s Push Push Push 

 (b) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Pocket Bonus 

Wagers in accordance with one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2: 

Hand 

Paytable 

A 

Paytable 

B 

Paytable 

C 

Pair of aces 30 to 1 25 to 1 30 to 1 

Ace and a king, queen or jack of 

the same suit 

20 to 1 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Ace and a king, queen or jack of 

different suits 

10 to 1 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Pair of 2s—kings 5 to 1 5 to 1 4 to 1 

 (c) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Board Bonus 

Wagers in accordance with one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2: 
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Mini-royal 40 to 1 40 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Straight flush 40 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 30 to 1 30 to 1 30 to 1 30 to 1 

Straight 6 to 1 5 to 1 5 to 1 6 to 1 

Flush 4 to 1 4 to 1 4 to 1 3 to 1 

Pair 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 (d) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Lo Ball Wagers as 

provided in one of the following payout tables selected by the 

certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in accordance 

with § 601a.2: 

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 

7 high 100 to 1 100 to 1 

8 high 50 to 1 50 to 1 

9 high 15 to 1 10 to 1 

10 high 5 to 1 5 to 1 

Jack high 1 to 1 1 to 1 

Queen high Loss Push 

 (e) A certificate holder shall pay out winning All-Six Bonus 

Wagers as provided in one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2: 
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 100 to 1 

Full house 25 to 1 25 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 20 to 1 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 9 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 5 to 1 8 to 1 

Hand Paytable D Paytable E 

Six-card royal flush—diamonds 
 

200,000 to 

1 

Six-card royal flush—hearts, spades or 

clubs 

 
20,000 to 1 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 100 to 1 50 to 1 

Full house 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 7 to 1 5 to 1 
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    (f) Notwithstanding the payout odds in subsection (a), if 

specified in its Rules Submission form filed in accordance with 

§ 601a.2, the certificate holder may establish an aggregate 

payout limit per player per round of play which may not be less 

than $50,000 or the maximum amount that one patron could win per 

round when betting the minimum Ante and Raise Wager, whichever 

is greater. 

§ 683a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a) A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (b) A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c) If a player or the area designated for the placement of the 

community cards is dealt an incorrect number of cards, all hands 

shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and 

the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d) If any of the community cards are exposed prior to the 

dealer revealing the community cards in accordance with §  

683a.11(c), (e) and (g) (relating to procedures for completion 
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of each round of play), all hands shall be void, all wagers 

shall be returned to the players and the cards shall be 

reshuffled, provided that if any player placed a Pocket Bonus, 

Board Bonus, Lo Ball or All-Six Bonus Wager, those wagers shall 

be settled in accordance with § 683a.11(i). 

 (e) If an automated card shuffling device is being used and the 

device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f) If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal all cards during a 

round of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from 

the device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g) If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table. 

CHAPTER 684a. FOUR CARD FRENZY 
Sec. 

684a.1. Definitions. 

684a.2. Four Card Frenzy table physical characteristics. 
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684a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

684a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

684a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

684a.6. Four Card Frenzy rankings. 

684a.7. Wagers. 

684a.8. 
Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

684a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

684a.10. 
Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

684a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

684a.12. Payout odds; payout limitation. 

684a.13. Irregularities. 

§ 684a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise: 

 All-Six Bonus Wager—An optional wager a player shall make prior 

to any cards being dealt to compete against a posted payout 

table. 

 Ante Wager—The wager that a player is required to make prior to 

any cards being dealt to compete against the dealer's hand. 
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 Fold—The withdrawal of a player from a round of play by not 

making a Raise Wager. 

 Four Card Bonus Wager—An optional wager a player shall make 

prior to any cards being dealt to compete against a posted 

payout table. 

 Odds Wager—A wager that a player is required to make prior to 

any cards being dealt to compete against the dealer's hand and a 

posted payout table. 

 Prime Wager—An optional wager a player shall make prior to any 

cards being dealt to compete against a posted payout table. 

 Raise Wager—An additional wager that a player shall make if the 

player opts to remain in competition against the dealer. 

§ 684a.2. Four Card Frenzy table physical characteristics. 

 (a) Four Card Frenzy shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than six players on one side of the table 

and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 

 (b) The layout for a Four Card Frenzy table shall be submitted 

to the Bureau of Gaming Operations in accordance with § 

601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, signage 

and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

 (1) The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

 (2) Three separate betting areas designated for the placement 

of Ante, Odds and Raise Wagers for each player. 
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 (3) If the certificate holder offers the optional Prime Wager 

authorized under § 684a.7(d)(2) (relating to wagers), the Four 

Card Bonus Wager authorized under § 684a.7(d)(3) or the All-Six 

Bonus Wager authorized under § 684a.7(d)(4), a separate area 

designated for the placement of each of the wagers for each 

player. 

 (4) Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds for all 

permissible wagers offered by the certificate holder. If payout 

odds are not inscribed on the layout, a sign indicating the 

payout odds for all permissible wagers shall be posted at each 

Four Card Frenzy table. 

 (5) If the certificate holder establishes a payout limit per 

player, per round of play, as authorized under § 684a.12(g) 

(relating to payout odds; payout limitation), inscriptions that 

advise patrons of the payout limit. If the payout limit is not 

inscribed on the layout, a sign identifying the payout limit 

shall be posted at each Four Card Frenzy table. 

 (c) Each Four Card Frenzy table must have a drop box and a tip 

box attached on the same side of the table as, but on opposite 

sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of Casino 

Compliance in accordance with § 601a.10(g). The Bureau of Casino 

Compliance may approve an alternative location for the tip box 

when a card shuffling device or other table game equipment 

prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on the same 
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side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, the 

dealer. 

 (d) Each Four Card Frenzy table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer's side of the table. 

§ 684a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), Four Card Frenzy 

shall be played with 1 deck of 52 cards that are identical in 

appearance and 1 cover card. 

 (b) If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Four 

Card Frenzy may be played with 2 decks of 52 cards in accordance 

with the following requirements: 

 (1) The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 

 (2) One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

 (3) Both decks are continuously alternated in and out of play, 

with each deck being used for every other round of play. 

 (4) The cards from only one deck are placed in the discard rack 

at any given time. 

 (c) The decks of cards used in Four Card Frenzy shall be 

changed at least every: 

 (1) Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 
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 (2) Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 684a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a) After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b) After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c) After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with § 684a.5 

(relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d) If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e) If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with § 603a.16(u) or 
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(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 684a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a) Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the cards 

were preshuffled in accordance with § 603a.16(u) or (v) (relating 

to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal from use), 

after each round of play has been completed or when directed by 

a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the cards, 

either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling device, 

so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon completion of 

the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling device shall 

place the deck of cards in a single stack. The certificate 

holder may use an automated card shuffling device which, upon 

completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts the stack of 

cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b) If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 

 (c) After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

 (1) If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with § 684a.8, § 
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684a.9 or § 684a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the cards 

from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the cards 

from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe). 

 (2) If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with subsection (d). 

 (d) If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place a 

cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top of 

the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e) After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f) If there is no gaming activity at a Four Card Frenzy table 

which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the 

dealing shoe and discard rack and spread on the table face down 

unless a player requests that the cards be spread face up on the 

table. After the first player arriving at the table is afforded 

an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the procedures in 
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§ 684a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for gaming) and 

this section shall be completed. 

 (g) A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with § 461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 

§ 684a.6. Four Card Frenzy rankings. 

 (a) The rank of the cards used in Four Card Frenzy, in order of 

highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 

8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace 

may be used to complete a straight flush or a straight with a 2, 

3 and 4 but may not be combined with any other sequence of cards 

(for example, queen, king, ace and 2). All suits shall be equal 

in rank. 

 (b) The permissible Poker hands in the game of Four Card 

Frenzy, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

 (1) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same rank with four aces being the highest ranking four-

of-a-kind and four 2s being the lowest ranking four-of-a-kind. 

 (2) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with an ace, king, 
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queen and jack being the highest ranking straight flush and an 

ace, 2, 3 and 4 being the lowest ranking straight flush. 

 (3) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, with three aces being the highest 

ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking 

three-of-a-kind. 

 (4) A flush, which is a hand consisting of four cards of the 

same suit, regardless of rank. 

 (5) A straight, which is a hand consisting of four cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank, with an ace, king, 

queen and jack being the highest ranking straight and an ace, 2, 

3 and 4 being the lowest ranking straight. 

 (6) Two pairs, which is a hand consisting of two sets of two 

cards of the same rank, with two aces and two kings being the 

highest ranking two pairs and two 3s and two 2s being the lowest 

ranking two pair. 

 (7) A pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the same 

rank, with two aces being the highest ranking pair and two 2s 

being the lowest ranking pair. 

 (c) When comparing two Poker hands that are of identical rank 

under subsection (b), or that contain none of the hands in 

subsection (b), the hand that contains the highest ranking card 

under subsection (a), which is not contained in the other hand, 

shall be considered the higher ranking hand. If the hands are of 
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equal rank after the application of this section, the hands 

shall be considered a tie. 

 (d) If a certificate holder offers the Four Card Bonus Wager 

authorized under § 684a.7(d)(3) (relating to wagers), the hands 

eligible for a payout shall be: 

 (1) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same rank. 

 (2) A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, king, 

queen and jack of the same suit. 

 (3) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same suit in consecutive ranking, other than a royal 

flush. 

 (4) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank. 

 (5) A flush, which is a hand consisting of four cards of the 

same suit, regardless of rank. 

 (6) A straight, which is a hand consisting of four cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank. 

 (7) Two pairs, which is a hand consisting of two sets of two 

cards of the same rank. 

 (e) If a certificate holder offers the All-Six Bonus Wager 

authorized under § 684a.7(d)(4), the hands eligible for a payout 

shall be: 
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 (1) A six-card royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an 

ace, king, queen, jack, 10 and 9 of the same suit. 

 (2) A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

 (3) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards 

of the same suit in consecutive ranking, other than a royal 

flush. 

 (4) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

 (5) A full house, which is a hand consisting of three-of-a-kind 

and a pair. 

 (6) A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit. 

 (7) A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

consecutive rank, regardless of suit. 

 (8) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank, regardless of suit. 

§ 684a.7. Wagers. 

 (a) Wagers at Four Card Frenzy shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the table layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b) Only players who are seated at a Four Card Frenzy table may 

wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and received 
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cards, that player shall remain seated until the completion of 

the round of play. If a player leaves the table during a round 

of play, any wagers made by the player may be considered 

abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c) All wagers, except the Raise Wager, shall be placed prior 

to the dealer announcing ''no more bets'' in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in § 684a.8, § 684a.9 or § 684a.10 (relating 

to procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; 

procedures for dealing the cards from the hand; and procedures 

for dealing the cards from an automated dealing shoe). Except as 

provided in § 684a.11(b) (relating to procedures for completion 

of each round of play), a wager may not be made, increased or 

withdrawn after the dealer has announced ''no more bets.'' 

 (d) The following wagers may be placed in the game of Four Card 

Frenzy: 

 (1) A player may compete solely against the dealer's Four Card 

Frenzy hand by placing Ante and Odds Wagers in equal amounts, 

then a Raise Wager in accordance with § 684a.11(b). 

 (2) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player at a Four Card Frenzy table the 

option to make an additional Prime Wager which shall win if at 

least four of player's five cards are of the same color. 
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 (3) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Four Card 

Frenzy table the option to make an additional Four Card Bonus 

Wager, which shall win if the player's four-card hand contains 

two pair or better as provided in § 684a.6(d) (relating to Four 

Card Frenzy rankings). 

 (4) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a Four Card 

Frenzy table the option to make an additional All-Six Bonus 

Wager, which shall win if the player's five cards and the 

additional All-Six Bonus card forms a three-of-a-kind or better 

as provided in § 684a.6(e). 

 (e) A certificate holder shall specify in its Rules Submission 

under § 601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which a player may 

place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 684a.8. Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a) If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with § 601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under § 684a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 
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shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b) Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ''no 

more bets.'' To deal the cards, the dealer shall remove each 

card from the dealing shoe with the hand of the dealer that is 

closest to the dealing shoe and place it on the appropriate area 

of the layout with the opposite hand. 

 (c) If a player has placed an All-Six Bonus Wager, the dealer 

shall deal the first card face down to the area of the layout 

designated for the All-Six Bonus card. Thereafter, starting with 

the player farthest to the dealer's left and continuing around 

the table in a clockwise manner, the dealer shall deal one card 

at a time to each player who has placed Ante and Odds Wagers in 

accordance with § 684a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers) and to the 

dealer until each player who placed Ante and Odds Wagers and the 

dealer have five cards. All cards shall be dealt face down. 

 (d) After five cards have been dealt to each player and the 

dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 

shoe and, except as provided in subsection (e), place the stub 

in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (e) If an automated card shuffling device that counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 
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play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (f) If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in the 

deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (g) If the count of the stub indicates that the number of cards 

in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if the 

cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 684a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a) If the cards are dealt from the dealer's hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

 (1) An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle the 

cards. 

 (2) After the procedures required under § 684a.5 (relating to 

shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which to hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 
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shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 

 (3) Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ''no 

more bets.'' 

 (b) To deal the cards, the dealer shall hold the deck of cards 

in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the top card 

of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate area of 

the layout. If a player has placed an All-Six Bonus Wager, the 

dealer shall deal the first card face down to the area of the 

layout designated for the All-Six Bonus card. Thereafter, 

starting with the player farthest to the dealer's left and 

continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, the dealer 

shall deal one card at a time to each player who has placed Ante 

and Odds Wagers in accordance with § 684a.7(d)(1) (relating to 

wagers) and to the dealer until each player who placed Ante and 

Odds Wagers and the dealer have five cards. 

 (c) After five cards have been dealt to each player and the 

dealer, except as provided in subsection (d), the dealer shall 

place the stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards. 

 (d) If an automated card shuffling device that counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 
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present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e) If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in the 

deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f) If the count of the stub indicates that the number of cards 

in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if the 

cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 684a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a) If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

 (1) After the procedures required under § 684a.5 (relating to 

shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 

 (2) Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ''no more bets.'' 

 (b) The dealer shall deliver the first stack of five cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer's left who has placed Ante and Odds 
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Wagers in accordance with § 684a.7(d)(1) (relating to wagers). As 

the remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by the 

automated dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise 

around the table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other 

players who have placed Ante and Odds Wagers. The dealer shall 

then deliver a stack of five cards face down to the area 

designated for the placement of the dealer's cards. If any 

player placed an All-Six Bonus Wager, the dealer shall then 

remove the next stack of five cards dispensed by the automated 

dealing shoe and deal the top card of the stack face down to the 

area of the layout designated for the All-Six Bonus card and 

place the remaining cards of the stack in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (c) After all cards have been dispensed and delivered in 

accordance with subsection (b), the dealer shall remove the stub 

from the automated dealing shoe and, except as provided in 

subsection (d), place the cards in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

 (d) If an automated card shuffling device that counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 52 cards are present is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 
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present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e) If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are in the 

deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f) If the count of the stub indicates that the number of cards 

in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if the 

cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 684a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a) After the dealing procedures required under § 684a.8, § 

684a.9 or § 684a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the cards 

from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the cards 

from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe) have been completed, each player shall 

examine his cards subject to the following limitations: 

 (1) Each player who wagers at Four Card Frenzy shall be 

responsible for his own hand and no person other than the dealer 

and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards 

of that player. 
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 (2) Each player shall keep his five cards in full view of the 

dealer at all times. 

 (b) After each player has examined his cards and formed the 

best possible four-card hand, the dealer shall, beginning with 

the player farthest to the dealer's left and moving clockwise 

around the table, ask each player who placed Ante and Odds 

Wagers if he wishes forfeit the Ante and Odds Wagers and end his 

participation in the round of play or make a Raise Wager. If the 

player elects to: 

 (1) Place a Raise Wager, the player's Raise Wager shall be 

equal to the player's Ante Wager if player's hand is a pair of 

kings or lower as provided in § 684a.6(b) (relating to Four Card 

Frenzy rankings). If the player's hand is a pair of aces or 

higher, the player's Raise Wager may be equal to one, two or 

three times the player's Ante Wager. 

 (2) Forfeit his Ante and Odds Wagers by failing to place a 

Raise Wager, the dealer shall collect the player's Ante and Odds 

Wagers and place the player's cards in the discard rack provided 

that if a player has placed an optional Four Card Bonus, Prime 

or All Six-Bonus Wager, the player does not forfeit the optional 

wagers and the player's cards shall remain on the layout until 

the optional wagers are settled in accordance with subsection 

(d). 
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 (c) After each player has either placed a Raise Wager on the 

designated area of the layout or forfeited his Ante and Odds 

Wagers, the dealer shall reveal the dealer's cards and place the 

cards so as to form the highest possible ranking four-card hand. 

After the dealer's cards are turned face up, the dealer shall, 

beginning with the player farthest to the dealer's right and 

continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction, 

complete the following applicable procedures in succession for 

each player: 

 (1) The dealer shall turn the cards of each player face up on 

the layout and compare the player's four-card hand to the 

dealer's four-card hand. The dealer shall then settle the 

player's required wagers as provided in paragraphs (2)—(4). 

 (2) For purposes of the Ante Wager: 

 (i) If the dealer's highest ranking four-card hand is not a 

king high or better, as described in § 684a.6(b) and (c), the 

dealer shall return the player's Ante Wager. 

 (ii) If the dealer's highest ranking four-card hand is a king 

high or better, and the player's highest ranking four-card hand: 

 (A) Is greater than or equal to the dealer's hand, the dealer 

shall pay the winning Ante Wager in accordance with § 684a.12(a) 

(relating to payout odds; payout limitation). 

 (B) Is lower than the dealer's hand, the dealer shall collect 

the player's losing Ante Wager. 
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 (3) For purposes of the Raise Wager: 

 (i) If the player's highest ranking four-card hand is greater 

than or equal to the dealer's hand, the dealer shall pay the 

winning Raise Wager in accordance with § 684a.12(a). 

 (ii) If the player's highest ranking four-card hand is lower 

than the dealer's hand, the dealer shall collect the player's 

losing Raise Wager. 

 (4) For purposes of the Odds Wager: 

 (i) If a player's highest ranking four-card hand is a straight 

or higher, as provided in § 684a.6(b) and the player's hand is: 

 (A) Greater than or equal to the dealer's hand, the dealer 

shall pay the winning Odds Wager in accordance with § 684a.12(b). 

 (B) Lower than the dealer's hand, the dealer shall pay a bad 

beat payout on the player's Odds Wager in accordance with § 

684a.12(c). 

 (ii) If a player's highest ranking four-card hand is two pair 

or lower, as provided in § 684a.6(b) and the player's hand is: 

 (A) Greater than or equal to the dealer's hand, the dealer 

shall return the player's Odds Wager. 

 (B) Lower than the dealer's hand, the dealer shall collect the 

player's losing Odds Wager. 

 (d) After settling the player's Ante, Odds and Raise Wagers, 

the dealer shall settle any optional wagers as follows: 
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 (1) For the Prime Wager, if four or more of the player's five 

cards: 

 (i) Are not the same color, the dealer shall collect the losing 

Prime Wager. 

 (ii) Are of the same color, the dealer shall pay the winning 

Prime Wager in accordance with § 684a.12(d). 

 (2) For the Four Card Bonus Wager, if the player's four-card 

hand: 

 (i) Does not contain two pair or better, as described in § 

684a.6(d), the dealer shall collect the losing Four Card Bonus 

Wager. 

 (ii) Contains two pair or better, as described in § 684a.6(d), 

the dealer shall pay the winning Four Card Bonus Wager in 

accordance with § 684a.12(e). 

 (3) For the All-Six Bonus Wager, the dealer shall expose the 

All-Six Bonus card and combine it with the player's five cards 

to form the highest ranking six-card hand as provided in § 

684a.6(e). If the hand: 

 (i) Does not contain a three-of-a-kind or better, as described 

in § 684a.6(e), the dealer shall collect the losing All-Six Bonus 

Wager. 

 (ii) Contains a three-of-a-kind or better, as described in § 

684a.6(e), the dealer shall pay the winning All-Six Bonus Wager 

in accordance with § 684a.12(f). 
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 (e) After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove any remaining cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 

reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 

§ 684a.12. Payout odds; payout limitation. 

 (a) A certificate holder shall pay winning Ante and Raise 

Wagers at odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b) A certificate holder shall pay winning Odds Wagers in 

accordance with the following payout table: 

Hand Payout 
   

Four aces 200 to 1    

Any other 

 four-of-a-kind 

30 to 1 
   

Straight flush 15 to 1    

Three-of-a-kind 2 to 1    

Flush 3 to 2    

Straight 1 to 1    

 (c) A certificate holder shall pay a bad beat payout on the 

player's Odds Wager in accordance with one of the following 

payout tables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2 (relating to table 

games Rules Submissions): 
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Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Four-of-a-kind 30 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 500 to 1 

Straight flush 15 to 1 30 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 2 to 1 4 to 1 4 to 1 5 to 1 

Flush 3 to 2 3 to 1 3 to 1 4 to 1 

Straight 1 to 1 2 to 1 2 to 1 2 to 1 

 (d) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Prime Wagers in 

accordance with one of the following payout tables selected by 

the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with § 601a.2: 

Hand Paytable A Paytable B 
  

All five of the same 

 color 

6 to 1 5 to 1 
  

Four of the same color 1 to 1 1 to 1   

 (e) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Four Card Bonus 

Wagers in accordance with one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2: 

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D 

Four aces 50 to 1 50 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Any other 

four-of-a-kind 

50 to 1 50 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 
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Royal flush 40 to 1 40 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Straight flush 40 to 1 40 to 1 30 to 1 40 to 1 

Three aces 8 to 1 7 to 1 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Any other 

three-of-a-kind 

8 to 1 7 to 1 8 to 1 7 to 1 

Flush 4 to 1 4 to 1 4 to 1 4 to 1 

Straight 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 

Two pair—other than 

two aces and two 

queens 

2 to 1 2 to 1 2 to 1 2 to 1 

Two aces and two 

queens 

1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

Hand Paytable E Paytable F Paytable G Paytable H 

Four aces 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Any other 

four-of-a-kind 

100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1 

Royal flush 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 50 to 1 

Straight flush 30 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1 

Three aces 20 to 1 20 to 1 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Any other 

three-of-a-kind 

6 to 1 5 to 1 6 to 1 5 to 1 

Flush 4 to 1 4 to 1 4 to 1 4 to 1 
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Straight 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 3 to 1 

Two pair—other than 

two aces and two 

queens 

2 to 1 2 to 1 2 to 1 2 to 1 

Two aces and two 

queens 

1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 

 (f) A certificate holder shall pay out winning All-Six Bonus 

Wagers as provided in one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2: 

Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 100 to 1 

Full house 25 to 1 25 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 20 to 1 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 9 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 5 to 1 8 to 1 

Hand Paytable D Paytable E 

Six-card royal flush—diamonds 200,000 to 1 

Six-card royal flush—hearts, spades or clubs 20,000 to 1 

Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 
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Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 100 to 1 50 to 1 

Full house 20 to 1 20 to 1 

Flush 15 to 1 15 to 1 

Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 7 to 1 5 to 1 

 (g) Notwithstanding the payout odds in subsections (a)—(c), if 

specified in its Rules Submission form filed in accordance with 

§ 601a.2, the certificate holder may establish an aggregate 

payout limit per player per round of play which may not be less 

than $50,000 or the maximum amount that one patron could win per 

round when betting the minimum wager, whichever is greater. A 

maximum payout limit established by the certificate holder must 

apply only to payouts of Ante and Raise Wagers under subsections 

(a)—(c) and does not apply to payouts for Prime, Four Card Bonus 

or All-Six Bonus Wagers under subsections (d)—(f). 

§ 684a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a) A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 
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 (b) A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c) If a player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number of 

cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to 

the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (d) If one or more of the dealer's cards is inadvertently 

exposed prior to the player's placing their Raise Wagers in 

accordance with § 684a.11(b) (relating to procedures for 

completion of each round of play), all hands shall be void, all 

Ante, Odds and Raise Wagers shall be returned to the players and 

the cards shall be reshuffled, provided that if any player 

placed a Prime, Four Card Bonus or All-Six Bonus Wager, those 

wagers shall be settled in accordance with § 684a.11(e). 

 (e) If an automated card shuffling device is being used and the 

device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f) If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal all cards during a 

round of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from 

the device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g) If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 
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shuffling device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table. 

CHAPTER 685a. DOWN UNDER BLACKJACK 
Sec. 

685a.1. Definitions. 

685a.2. 
Down Under Blackjack table; Masque Card Reader device; 

physical characteristics; inspections. 

685a.3. Cards; number of decks; value of cards. 

685a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

685a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

685a.6. Wagers. 

685a.7. 
Procedure of dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play. 

685a.8. Insurance Wager. 

685a.9. Double Down Wager. 

685a.10. Splitting pairs. 

685a.11. Payout odds. 

685a.12. Irregularities. 
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§ 685a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise: 

 Blackjack—An ace and any card having a value of 10 dealt as the 

initial two cards to a player or the dealer. 

 Hard total—The total point count of a hand which does not 

contain aces or which contain aces that are each counted as 1 in 

value. 

 Large—A card value of either 10, jack, queen, king or ace. 

 Hole card—The second card dealt face down to the dealer. 

 Small—A card value of either 2, 3, 4 or 5. 

 Masque Card Reader device—A device which illuminates either a 

blue (small), red (medium) or yellow (large) light based upon 

the value range of the dealer's hole card. 

 Medium—A card value of either 6, 7, 8 or 9. 

 Soft value—The total point count of a hand containing an ace 

when the ace is counted as 11 in value. 

§ 685a.2. Down Under Blackjack table; Masque Card Reader device; 

physical characteristics; inspections. 

 (a) Down Under Blackjack shall be played at a table having 

betting positions for no more than six players on one side of 

the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 
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 (b) The layout for a Down Under Blackjack table shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in 

accordance with § 601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game 

layouts, signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

 (1) The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

 (2) A separate betting area designated for the Bet Wager for 

each player. 

 (3) Three rectangular areas in front of the dealer's table 

position where the dealer's hand will be placed after the hole 

card's value range is determined using the Masque Card Reader 

device. The three areas shall be inscribed with the following: 

 (i) Small, 2-3-4-5 

 (ii) Medium, 6-7-8-9 

 (iii) Large, 10-J-Q-K-A 

 (4) The following inscriptions: 

 (i) Blackjack pays 3 to 2. 

 (ii) Insurance pays 2 to 1. 

 (iii) Dealer shall draw to 16 and stand on all 17s or other 

similar language approved by the Executive Director in 

accordance with § 601a.10(a). 

 (iv) Surrender is not available on a Down Under Blackjack table 

or other similar language. If the language is not inscribed on 

the layout, a sign specifying that surrender is not available 

shall be posted at each Down Under Blackjack table. 
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 (5) If the certificate holder offers the optional Match-the-

Dealer Wager authorized under § 685a.6 (relating to wagers), a 

separate area designed for the placement of the Match-the-Dealer 

Wager for each player. 

 (6) Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If the payout odds are not inscribed on the layout, a 

sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all permissible 

wagers shall be posted at each Down Under Blackjack table. 

 (c) Each Down Under Blackjack table must have a drop box and 

tip box attached on the same side of the table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with § 601a.10(g). The Bureau of 

Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (d) Each Down Under Blackjack table must have a Masque Card 

Reader device attached to the top of the dealer's side of the 

table. The floorperson assigned to the Down Under Blackjack 

table shall inspect the Masque Card Reader device at the 

beginning of each gaming day to ensure that there has been no 
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tampering with the device and that it is in proper working 

order. 

 (e) Each Down Under Blackjack table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer's side of the table. 

The height of each discard rack must either: 

 (1) Equal the height of the cards, stacked one on top of the 

other, in the total number of decks that are to be used in the 

dealing shoe at that table. 

 (2) Be taller than the height of the total number of decks 

being used if the discard rack has a distinct and clearly 

visible mark on its side to show the exact height for a stack of 

cards equal to the total number of cards in the number of decks 

to be used in the dealing shoe at that table. 

§ 685a.3. Cards; number of decks; value of cards. 

 (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), Down Under Blackjack 

shall be played with either a four, five, six or eight-deck 

batch of cards that are identical in appearance and at least one 

cover card. The decks shall consist of 52 cards. The cards may 

be dealt from a multi-deck shoe or a continuous shuffler. 

 (b) If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, other 

than a continuous shuffler, Down Under Blackjack shall be played 

with two batches of cards in accordance with the following 

requirements: 
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 (1) The cards shall be separated into two batches with four, 

five, six or eight decks included in each batch, with each batch 

containing the same number of decks. 

 (2) The cards in each batch must be of the same design but the 

backs of the cards in one batch must be of a different color 

than the cards in the other batch. 

 (3) One batch of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other batch is being 

used to play the game. 

 (4) Both batches of cards shall be continuously alternated in 

and out of play, with each batch being used for every other 

dealing shoe. 

 (5) The cards from only one batch shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c) The decks of cards opened for use at a Down Under Blackjack 

table shall be changed at least once every 24 hours. 

 (d) The value of the cards shall be as follows: 

 (1) Any card from 2 to 10 shall have its face value. 

 (2) Any jack, queen or king shall have a value of 10. 

 (3) An ace shall have a value of 11 unless that value would 

give a player a score in excess of 21 or the dealer a score in 

excess of 22, in which case the ace shall have a value of 1. 

 (d) The dealer's hole card, after the cards are dealt and after 

placement in the Masque Card Reader device, will be assigned one 
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of the following value ranges prior to being exposed to the 

players and prior to any action on the hand: 

 (1) Small, if the value of the hole card is either 2, 3, 4 or 

5, indicated by a blue light on the Masque Card Reader device. 

 (2) Medium, if the value of the hole card is either 6, 7, 8 or 

9, indicated by a red light on the Masque Card Reader device. 

 (3) Large, if the value of the hole card is either 10, jack, 

queen, king or ace, indicated by a yellow light on the Masque 

Card Reader device. 

§ 685a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a) After receiving the decks of cards at the table, the dealer 

shall inspect the cards for any defects. The floorperson 

assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b) After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c) After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with § 685a.5 

(relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 
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 (d) If an automated shuffling device is utilized, other than a 

continuous shuffler, all the decks in one batch of cards shall 

be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c) separate from the decks in 

the other batch of cards. 

 (e) If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with § 603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a) and (c)—(e) do not apply. 

§ 685a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a) Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the cards 

were preshuffled in accordance with § 603a.16(u) or (v) (relating 

to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal from use), 

after each shoe of cards is dealt or when directed by a 

floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the cards, either 

manually or by use of an automated card shuffling device, so 

that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon completion of the 

shuffle, the dealer or device shall place the decks of cards in 

a single stack. The certificate holder may use an automated card 

shuffling device which, upon completion of the shuffling of the 

cards, inserts the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b) After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall offer the stack of cards to be cut, with the backs facing 

away from the dealer, to the player determined under subsection 
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(c). If no player accepts the cut, the dealer shall cut the 

cards. 

 (c) The cut of the cards shall be offered to players in the 

following order: 

 (1) The first player arriving at the table, if the game is just 

beginning. 

 (2) The player on whose betting area the cover card appeared 

during the last round of play. 

 (3) If the cover card appeared on the dealer's hand during the 

last round of play, the player at the farthest position to the 

right of the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to cut 

the cards shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise 

manner. 

 (4) If the reshuffle was initiated at the direction of the 

floorperson or above, the player at the farthest position to the 

right of the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to cut 

the cards shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise 

manner. 

 (d) The player or dealer making the cut shall place the cover 

card in the stack at least ten cards from the top or bottom of 

the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards on top of the cover card and place them on 

the bottom of the stack. The dealer shall then insert the cover 

card in the stack at a position at least 1/4 of the way in from 
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the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall then be 

inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e) After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been placed in the dealing shoe, a floorperson or above may 

require the cards to be recut if the floorperson determines that 

the cut was performed improperly or in any way that might affect 

the integrity or fairness of the game. If a recut is required, 

the cards shall be recut either by the player who last cut the 

cards or by the next person entitled to cut the cards, as 

determined under subsection (c). The stack of cards shall then 

be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (f) A reshuffle of the cards in the shoe shall take place after 

the cover card is reached in the shoe, as provided in § 685a.7(d) 

(relating to procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play), except that a floorperson may determine that the 

cards should be reshuffled after any round of play. 

 (g) If there is no gaming activity at a Down Under Blackjack 

table which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from 

the dealing shoe and the discard rack and spread out on the 

table face down unless a player requests that the cards be 

spread face up on the table. After the first player arriving at 

the table is afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the 

cards, the procedures in § 685a.4 (relating to opening of the 

table for gaming) and this section shall be completed. 
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 (h) A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with § 461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (b)—(g) do not apply. 

§ 685a.6. Wagers. 

 (a) Wagers at Down Under Blackjack shall be made by placing 

value chips, plaques or other Board-approved table gaming 

wagering instruments on the appropriate areas of the Down Under 

Blackjack layout. Verbal wagers accompanied by cash may be 

accepted provided that they are confirmed by the dealer and the 

cash is expeditiously converted into value chips or plaques. 

 (b) After the cards have been shuffled as required by § 685a.5 

(relating to shuffle and cut of the cards), a certificate holder 

may prohibit any patron, whether seated at the gaming table or 

not, who does not make a wager on a given round of play from 

placing a wager on the next round of play and any subsequent 

round of play at that gaming table until either: 

 (1) The certificate holder chooses to permit the player to 

begin wagering again. 

 (2) A reshuffle of the cards has occurred. 
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 (c) All wagers, except an Insurance Wager under § 685a.8 

(relating to Insurance Wager), a wager to double down under § 

685a.9 (relating to Double Down Wager) or a wager that splits 

pairs under § 685a.10 (relating to splitting pairs), shall be 

placed prior to the first card being dealt for each round of 

play. A player may not handle, remove or alter any wagers that 

have been made until a decision has been rendered and 

implemented with respect to that wager. 

 (d) A player shall place a Bet Wager to participate in a round 

of play and compete against the dealer's hand. 

 (e) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player who placed a Bet Wager in 

accordance with subsection (d), the option of placing a Match-

the-Dealer Wager. The Match-the-Dealer Wager may only be offered 

at Down Under Blackjack tables using a 6 or 8-deck batch or 

batches of cards. 

 (f) The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under § 601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which a 

player may place a Bet Wager in one round of play. 

§ 685a.7. Procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play. 

 (a) All cards shall be dealt from a dealing shoe which must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 
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Casino Compliance in accordance with § 601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures under § 685a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the 

cards) have been completed, the stacked cards shall be placed in 

the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an automated card shuffling 

device. 

 (b) Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. The dealer may deal cards to the two betting positions 

closest to the dealing shoe with the same hand. 

 (c) After each full batch of cards is placed in the shoe, the 

dealer shall remove the first card and place it in the discard 

rack. Each new dealer who comes to the table shall also remove 

one card and place it in the discard rack before dealing any 

cards to the players. 

 (d) If the cover card appears as the first card in the dealing 

shoe at the beginning of a round of play or appears during play, 

the cover card shall be removed and placed to the side and the 

hand will be completed. The dealer shall then: 

 (1) Collect and reshuffle the cards by removing the cards 

remaining in the shoe and placing them in the discard rack to 

ensure that no cards are missing. 

 (2) Shuffle the cards so that they are randomly intermixed. 
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 (e) After all Blackjack and optional Match-the-Dealer Wagers 

have been placed, the dealer shall, starting with the player 

farthest to the dealer's left and continuing around the table in 

a clockwise manner, deal the cards as follows: 

 (1) One card face up to each box on the layout in which a Bet 

Wager is contained. 

 (2) One card face up to the dealer. 

 (3) A second card face up to each box in which a Bet wager is 

contained. 

 (4) A second card face down to the dealer. 

 (f) Immediately after the second card is dealt to each player 

and the dealer, but prior to any additional cards being dealt or 

before the dealer's hole card is placed in the Masque Card 

Reader device, the dealer shall, starting with the player 

farthest to the dealer's right and continuing around the table 

in a counterclockwise direction, settle the player's optional 

Match-the-Dealer Wagers by collecting all losing wagers and 

paying all winning wagers. If a player placed a Match-the-Dealer 

Wager and either or both of the player's initial two cards match 

the rank of the dealer's up card, the dealer shall pay the 

winning Match-the-Dealer Wager in accordance with § 685a.11(c) 

(relating to payout odds). Any card with a face value of 10 or a 

point value of 10 (a jack, queen or king) shall only match an 

identical card without regard to value. 
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 (g) Immediately after the dealer settles the optional Match-

the-Dealer Wagers, if the dealer's first card is an ace, the 

dealer shall offer the Insurance Wager or even money in 

accordance with § 685a.8 (relating to Insurance Wager). 

 (h) After the procedures in subsection (g) have been completed, 

if applicable, the dealer shall determine the value range of the 

dealer's hole card. The dealer shall insert the hole card into 

the Masque Card Reader device by moving the card face down on 

the layout without exposing it to anyone at the table, including 

the dealer. If the dealer's hole card is in the Small value 

range (2-3-4-5), the Masque Card Reader device will illuminate a 

blue light. If the dealer's hole card is in the Medium value 

range (6-7-8-9), the Masque Card Reader device will illuminate a 

red light. If the dealer's hole card is in the Large value range 

(10-J-Q-K-A), the Masque Card Reader device will illuminate a 

yellow light. The dealer will then place his hand in the 

corresponding area on the layout as described in § 685a.2(b)(3) 

(relating to Down Under Blackjack table; Masque Care Reader 

device; physical characteristics; inspections). If the dealer's 

first card and hole card are both in the Large value range, the 

dealer's hole card shall be exposed to the players prior to the 

beginning of action. If the dealer has a Blackjack, additional 

cards may not be dealt and if a player: 
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 (1) Has a Blackjack, the dealer shall return the player's Bet 

Wager and pay out any Insurance Wager, if applicable. 

 (2) Does not have a Blackjack, the dealer shall collect the 

player's Bet Wager and pay out any Insurance Wager, if 

applicable. 

 (i) If the dealer's hole card did not give the dealer 

Blackjack, the dealer shall start with the player farthest to 

the dealer's left and continue around the table in a clockwise 

direction and if the player: 

 (1) Has Blackjack, the dealer shall announce and pay the 

Blackjack in accordance with § 685a.11(a) (relating to payout 

odds) and remove the player's cards. 

 (2) Does not have Blackjack, the player shall indicate whether 

he wishes to double down as permitted under § 685a.9 (relating to 

Double Down Wager), split pairs as permitted under § 685a.10 

(relating to splitting pairs), stand or draw additional cards. 

Players may not surrender in Down Under Blackjack. 

 (j) As each player indicates his decision, the dealer shall 

deal face upwards whatever additional cards are necessary to 

effectuate the player's decision. 

 (k) A player may elect to draw additional cards whenever his 

point count total is less than 21, except that: 

 (1) A player having a hard or soft total of 21 may not draw 

additional cards. 
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 (2) A player electing to double down in accordance with § 

685a.9 may draw only one additional card. 

 (l) After the decisions of each player have been implemented 

and all additional cards have been dealt, the dealer shall turn 

the hole card face up, unless the hole card has already been 

exposed in accordance with this section. 

 (m) The dealer shall draw additional cards until he has a hard 

or soft total of 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 or 22. Any additional cards 

required to be dealt to the hand of the dealer shall be dealt 

face up. The dealer shall announce the dealer's total point 

count after each additional card is dealt. 

 (n) After all additional cards have been drawn, if the total 

point count of the dealer's hand: 

 (1) Is a 22, the dealer shall pay out any player's Bet Wager if 

the player has exactly two original Large value range cards or a 

hand with a hard or soft total of 21 in accordance with § 

685a.11, and shall return all remaining player's Bet Wagers. 

 (2) Is not a 22, the dealer shall settle the player's Bet 

Wagers in accordance with subsections (o)—(q). 

 (o) A player shall win and be paid in accordance with § 685a.11 

for the Bet Wager if: 

 (1) The total point count of the player's hand is 21 or less 

and the total point count of the dealer's hand is in excess of 

22. 
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 (2) The total point count of the player's hand exceeds the 

total point count of the dealer's hand without exceeding 21. 

 (p) A Bet Wager shall tie and be returned to the player if the 

total point count of the player's hand does not exceed 21 and is 

the same as the total point count of the dealer's hand. 

 (q) A player's Bet Wager shall lose and shall be collected if: 

 (1) The total point count of the player's hand is in excess of 

21. 

 (2) The total point count of the dealer's hand exceeds the 

total point count of the player's hand without exceeding 21. 

 (r) The dealer shall collect all losing wagers and settle all 

winning wagers in accordance with one of the following 

procedures designated in the certificate holder's Rules 

Submission under § 601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions): 

 (1) Collect all losing wagers beginning with the player 

farthest to the dealer's right and continuing around the table 

in a counterclockwise direction and then settle all winning 

wagers. 

 (2) Collect each player's losing wagers and settle each 

player's winning wagers beginning with the player farthest to 

the dealer's right and continuing around the table in a 

counterclockwise direction. The dealer shall place any losing 

wagers directly into the table inventory and may not pay off any 
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player's winning wagers by using value chips collected from a 

losing wager. 

 (s) After all wagers have been settled, the dealer shall remove 

any remaining cards from the table and place them in the discard 

rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each hand in 

the event of a question or dispute. 

 (t) Players and spectators may not handle, remove or alter any 

cards used to play Down Under Blackjack. 

§ 685a.8. Insurance Wager. 

 (a) If the first card dealt to the dealer is an ace, each 

player may make an Insurance Wager which shall win if the 

dealer's hole card is a 10, jack, queen or king. 

 (b) An Insurance Wager may be made by placing a value chip on 

the insurance line of the layout in an amount not more than 1/2 

of the player's initial Bet Wager. A player may wager an amount 

in excess of 1/2 of the initial Bet Wager to the next unit that 

can be wagered in chips, when, because of the limitation of the 

value of chip denominations, half the initial Bet Wager cannot 

be bet. Insurance Wagers shall be placed prior to the dealer 

inserting his hole card into the Masque Card Reader device. 

 (c) Winning Insurance Wagers shall be paid in accordance with 

the payout odds in § 685a.11(b) (relating to payout odds). 

 (d) Losing Insurance Wagers shall be collected by the dealer 

immediately after the dealer inserts his hole card into the 
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Masque Card Reader device and determines that he does not have a 

Blackjack and before he draws any additional cards. 

§ 685a.9. Double Down Wager. 

 (a) Except when a player has Blackjack, a player may elect to 

make a Double Down Wager, which may not exceed the amount of his 

initial Bet Wager, on the first two cards dealt to that player, 

including any hands resulting from a split pair, provided that 

only one additional card shall be dealt to the hand on which the 

player has elected to double down. 

 (b) If a dealer obtains Blackjack after a player makes a Double 

Down Wager, the dealer shall collect only the amount of the 

initial Bet Wager of the player and may not collect the 

additional Double Down Wager. 

 (c) Upon a player's election to make a Double Down Wager, the 

dealer shall deal the one additional card face up and place it 

sideways on the layout. 

§ 685a.10. Splitting pairs. 

 (a) If the first two cards dealt to a player are identical in 

value, the player may select to split the hand into two separate 

hands, provided that he makes a wager on the second hand formed 

in an amount equal to his initial Bet Wager. For example, if a 

player has two 8s or a king and a queen, the player may elect to 

split the hand. 
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 (b) When a player splits pairs, the dealer shall deal a card to 

and complete the player's decisions to the first incomplete hand 

on the dealer's left before proceeding to deal any cards to the 

second hand. 

 (c) After a second card is dealt to each split pair hand, the 

player shall indicate his decision to stand, draw or double down 

with respect to that hand. A player may split pairs a maximum of 

one time, for a total of two hands. 

 (d) If the dealer obtains Blackjack after a player splits 

pairs, the dealer shall collect only the amount of the initial 

Bet Wager of the player and return the additional amount wagered 

in splitting pairs. 

 (e) If a player elects to split a pair of aces, each ace shall 

receive only one card. 

§ 685a.11. Payout odds. 

 (a) The certificate holder shall pay out each winning Bet Wager 

at odds of 1 to 1, with the exception of Blackjack which shall 

be paid at odds of 3 to 2. 

 (b) The certificate holder shall pay out winning Insurance 

Wagers at odds of 2 to 1. 

 (c) The certificate holder shall pay out winning Match-the-

Dealer Wagers at the odds in the following paytable: 
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6 decks 8 decks 

Result Pay    Result Pay 

Suited Match 11 to 1    Suited Match 14 to 1 

Unsuited Match 4 to 1    Unsuited Match 3 to 1 

§ 685a.12. Irregularities. 

 (a) A card found face up in the shoe may not be used in that 

round of play and shall be placed in the discard rack. 

 (b) A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe. 

 (c) After the first two cards have been dealt to each player 

and the dealer and a card is drawn in error and exposed to the 

players, the card shall be dealt to the players or dealer as 

though it were the next card from the shoe. Any player refusing 

to accept the card may not have additional cards dealt to him 

during the round. If the card is refused by the players and the 

dealer cannot use the card, the card shall be placed in the 

discard rack. 

 (d) If the dealer has 17 and accidentally draws a card for 

himself, the card shall be placed in the discard rack. 

 (e) If there are insufficient cards remaining in the shoe to 

complete a round of play, all of the cards in the discard rack 

shall be shuffled and cut in accordance with the procedures in § 

685a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). The first 
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card shall be drawn face down and placed in the discard rack and 

the dealer shall complete the round of play. 

 (f) If no cards are dealt to a player's hand, the hand is dead 

and the player shall be included in the next deal. If only one 

card is dealt to a player's hand, at the player's option, the 

dealer shall deal the second card to the player after all 

players have received a second card. 

 (g) If after receiving the first two cards, the dealer fails to 

deal an additional card to a player who has requested a card, 

then, at the player's option, the dealer shall either deal the 

additional card after all other players have received their 

additional cards but prior to the dealer revealing his hole 

card, unless that hole card has been exposed in accordance with 

§ 685a.7(h) (relating to procedure of dealing the cards; 

completion of each round of play), or call the player's hand 

dead and return the player's initial Bet Wager. 

 (h) If the Masque Card Reader device wrongly indicates the 

value range of the dealer's hole card by illuminating the wrong 

colored light, or if the dealer places the hole card in the 

incorrect spot on the layout prior to player action on the hand, 

the dealer shall either allow the player to continue the action 

on that hand with the decisions already made or call the 

player's hand dead and return the player's initial Bet Wager, 

including those Bet Wagers for players who exceeded 21. 
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 (i) If a Masque Card Reader device malfunctions, the dealer may 

not continue dealing the game of Down Under Blackjack at that 

table until the Card Reader device is repaired or replaced. 

 (j) If an automated card shuffling device is being used and the 

device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (k) If an automated shuffling device malfunctions and cannot be 

used, the device must be covered or have a sign indicating that 

it is out of order placed on the device before any other method 

of shuffling may be utilized at that table. 

CHAPTER 686a. OVER/UNDER 
Sec. 

686a.1. Definitions. 

686a.2. Over/Under table; physical characteristics; inspections. 

686a.3. Cards; number of decks; value of cards. 

686a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

686a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

686a.6. Wagers. 

686a.7. 
Procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play. 

686a.8. Payout odds. 

686a.9. Irregularities. 
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§ 686a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise: 

 Ante Wager—The wager that a player is required to make prior to 

any cards being dealt to participate in the round of play. 

 Bonus Wager—An optional wager a player shall make prior to any 

cards being dealt to compete against a posted payout table. 

 Hand—The three cards dealt to the player. 

 Over 23 Wager—An additional wager made by the player after the 

first card is dealt to his hand if the player opts to remain in 

the round of play. 

 Surrender—When the player opts to forfeit his ante wager after 

being dealt the first card of the hand in a round of play. 

 Under 18 Wager—An additional wager made by the player after the 

first card is dealt to his hand if the player opts to remain in 

the round of play. 

§ 686a.2. Over/Under table; physical characteristics; 

inspections. 

 (a) Over/Under shall be played at a table having betting 

positions for no more than six players on one side of the table 

and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the table. 

 (b) The layout for an Over/Under table shall be submitted to 

the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in accordance with 
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§ 601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, signage 

and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

 (1) The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

 (2) A separate betting area designated for the Ante Wager, Over 

23 Wager, and Under 18 Wager for each player. 

 (3) Three rectangular areas in front of each player's position 

where the player's three-card hand will be placed. 

 (4) The following inscriptions: 

 (i) All bets pay even money except for Bonus Bets. 

 (ii) House wins on 18—23. 

 (iii) Aces are always counted as 11. 

 (5) If the certificate holder offers the optional Bonus Wager 

authorized under § 686a.6 (relating to wagers), a separate area 

designed for the placement of the Bonus Wager for each player. 

 (6) Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If the payout odds are not inscribed on the layout, a 

sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all permissible 

wagers shall be posted at each Over/Under table. 

 (c) Each Over/Under table must have a drop box and tip box 

attached on the same side of the table as, but on opposite sides 

of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of Casino Compliance 

in accordance with § 601a.10(g). The Bureau of Casino Compliance 

may approve an alternative location for the tip box when a card 
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shuffling device or other table game equipment prevents the 

placement of the drop box and tip box on the same side of the 

gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, the dealer. 

 (d) Each Over/Under table must have a discard rack securely 

attached to the top of the dealer's side of the table. The 

height of each discard rack must either: 

 (1) Equal the height of the cards, stacked one on top of the 

other, in the total number of decks that are to be used in the 

dealing shoe at that table. 

 (2) Be taller than the height of the total number of decks 

being used if the discard rack has a distinct and clearly 

visible mark on its side to show the exact height for a stack of 

cards equal to the total number of cards in the number of decks 

to be used in the dealing shoe at that table. 

§ 686a.3. Cards; number of decks; value of cards. 

 (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), Over/Under shall be 

played with a six-deck batch of cards that are identical in 

appearance and at least one cover card. The decks shall consist 

of 52 cards. The cards may be dealt from a multi-deck shoe or a 

continuous shuffler. 

 (b) If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, other 

than a continuous shuffler, Over/Under shall be played with two 

batches of cards in accordance with the following requirements: 
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 (1) The cards shall be separated into two batches with six 

decks included in each batch, with each batch containing the 

same number of decks. 

 (2) The cards in each batch must be of the same design but the 

backs of the cards in one batch must be of a different color 

than the cards in the other batch. 

 (3) One batch of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other batch is being 

used to play the game. 

 (4) Both batches of cards shall be continuously alternated in 

and out of play, with each batch being used for every other 

dealing shoe. 

 (5) The cards from only one batch shall be placed in the 

discard rack at any given time. 

 (c) The decks of cards opened for use at an Over/Under table 

shall be changed at least once every 24 hours. 

 (d) The value of the cards shall be as follows: 

 (1) Any card from 2 to 10 shall have its face value. 

 (2) Any jack, queen or king shall have a value of 10. 

 (3) An ace shall have a value of 11. 

§ 686a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a) After receiving the decks of cards at the table, the dealer 

shall inspect the cards for any defects. The floorperson 

assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 
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 (b) After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c) After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with § 686a.5 

(relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d) If an automated shuffling device is utilized, other than a 

continuous shuffler, all the decks in one batch of cards shall 

be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c) separate from the decks in 

the other batch of cards. 

 (e) If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with § 603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a) and (c)—(e) do not apply. 

§ 686a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a) Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the cards 

were preshuffled in accordance with § 603a.16(u) or (v) (relating 

to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal from use), 
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after each shoe of cards is dealt or when directed by a 

floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the cards, either 

manually or by use of an automated card shuffling device, so 

that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon completion of the 

shuffle, the dealer or device shall place the decks of cards in 

a single stack. The certificate holder may use an automated card 

shuffling device which, upon completion of the shuffling of the 

cards, inserts the stack of cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b) After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall offer the stack of cards to be cut, with the backs facing 

away from the dealer, to the player determined under subsection 

(c). If no player accepts the cut, the dealer shall cut the 

cards. 

 (c) The cut of the cards shall be offered to players in the 

following order: 

 (1) The first player arriving at the table, if the game is just 

beginning. 

 (2) The player on whose betting area the cover card appeared 

during the last round of play. 

 (3) If the cover card appeared on the dealer's hand during the 

last round of play, the player at the farthest position to the 

right of the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to cut 

the cards shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise 

manner. 
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 (4) If the reshuffle was initiated at the direction of the 

floorperson or above, the player at the farthest position to the 

right of the dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to cut 

the cards shall rotate to each player in a counterclockwise 

manner. 

 (d) The player or dealer making the cut shall place the cover 

card in the stack at least ten cards from the top or bottom of 

the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards on top of the cover card and place them on 

the bottom of the stack. The dealer shall then insert the cover 

card in the stack at a position at least 1/4 of the way in from 

the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall then be 

inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e) After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been placed in the dealing shoe, a floorperson or above may 

require the cards to be recut if the floorperson determines that 

the cut was performed improperly or in any way that might affect 

the integrity or fairness of the game. If a recut is required, 

the cards shall be recut either by the player who last cut the 

cards or by the next person entitled to cut the cards, as 

determined under subsection (c). The stack of cards shall then 

be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (f) A reshuffle of the cards in the shoe shall take place after 

the cover card is reached in the shoe, as provided in § 686a.7(d) 
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(relating to procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play), except that a floorperson may determine that the 

cards should be reshuffled after any round of play. 

 (g) If there is no gaming activity at an Over/Under table which 

is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from the dealing 

shoe and the discard rack and spread out on the table face down 

unless a player requests that the cards be spread face up on the 

table. After the first player arriving at the table is afforded 

an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the procedures in 

§ 686a.4 (relating to opening of the table for gaming) and this 

section shall be completed. 

 (h) A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with § 461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (b)—(g) do not apply. 

§ 686a.6. Wagers. 

 (a) Wagers at Over/Under shall be made by placing value chips, 

plaques, or other Board-approved table gaming wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the Over/Under layout. 

Verbal wagers accompanied by cash may be accepted provided that 
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they are confirmed by the dealer and the cash is expeditiously 

converted into value chips or plaques. 

 (b) After the cards have been shuffled as required by § 686a.5 

(relating to shuffle and cut of the cards), a certificate holder 

may prohibit any patron, whether seated at the gaming table or 

not, who does not make a wager on a given round of play from 

placing a wager on the next round of play and any subsequent 

round of play at that gaming table until either: 

 (1) The certificate holder chooses to permit the player to 

begin wagering again. 

 (2) A reshuffle of the cards has occurred. 

 (c) All wagers, except an Over 23 Wager or Under 18 Wager shall 

be placed prior to the first card being dealt for each round of 

play. A player may not handle, remove or alter any wagers that 

have been made until a decision has been rendered and 

implemented with respect to that wager. 

 (d) A player must place an Ante Wager to participate in a round 

of play. 

 (e) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player who placed an Ante Wager in 

accordance with subsection (d), the option of placing a Bonus 

Wager. 
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 (f) The certificate holder shall specify in its Rules 

Submission under § 601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which a 

player may place an Ante Wager in one round of play. 

§ 686a.7. Procedure for dealing the cards; completion of each 

round of play. 

 (a) All cards shall be dealt from a dealing shoe which must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with § 601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures under § 686a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the 

cards) have been completed, the stacked cards shall be placed in 

the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an automated card shuffling 

device. 

 (b) Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe with the 

hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing shoe and 

placed on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. The dealer may deal cards to the two betting positions 

closest to the dealing shoe with the same hand. 

 (c) After each full batch of cards is placed in the shoe, the 

dealer shall remove the first card and place it in the discard 

rack. Each new dealer who comes to the table shall also remove 

one card and place it in the discard rack before dealing any 

cards to the players. 
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 (d) If the cover card appears as the first card in the dealing 

shoe at the beginning of a round of play or appears during play, 

the cover card shall be removed and placed to the side and the 

hand will be completed. The dealer shall then: 

 (1) Collect and reshuffle the cards by removing the cards 

remaining in the shoe and placing them in the discard rack to 

ensure that no cards are missing. 

 (2) Shuffle the cards so that they are randomly intermixed. 

 (e) After all Ante and Bonus Wagers have been placed, the 

dealer shall, starting with the player farthest to the dealer's 

left and continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, deal 

one card face up in the rectangular box described in § 

686a.2(b)(3) closest to the player of each position on the 

layout in which an Ante Wager is placed. 

 (f) Immediately after the first card is dealt to each player, 

but prior to any additional cards being dealt the dealer shall 

start with the player farthest to the dealer's left and continue 

around the table in a clockwise direction and determine the 

decision of each player. 

 (g) Each player when asked by the dealer may elect to either: 

 (1) Place an Over 23 Wager equal to the amount of the player's 

Ante Wager. 

 (2) Place an Under 18 Wager equal to the amount of the player's 

Ante Wager. 
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 (3) Surrender the Ante Wager, which shall then be collected by 

the dealer. 

 (h) A player's decision to surrender and forfeit the Ante Wager 

does not also forfeit the player's Bonus Wager, if made, and the 

Bonus Wager shall be settled in accordance with subsection (k). 

 (i) After a player indicates his decision, the dealer shall 

deal face up the two additional cards to the player's hand, even 

if the player decides to surrender his hand and has not placed a 

Bonus Wager. 

 (j) After the two additional cards have been dealt to a player, 

the dealer shall settle the player's wagers placed prior to and 

during the round of play, remove the cards and place them in the 

discard rack, and then move to the next player. 

 (i) A player shall win and be paid in accordance with § 686a.8 

(relating to payout odds) if: 

 (1) The player placed an Ante Wager and an Over 23 Wager, and 

the total point count of the player's hand is 24, 25, 26, 27, 

28, 29, 30, 31, 32 or 33. 

 (2) The player placed an Ante Wager and an Under 18 Wager, and 

the total point count of the player's hand is 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 or 17. 

 (k) A player's Ante Wager and Over 23 Wager or Under 18 Wager 

shall lose and shall be collected if the total point count of 

the player's hand is 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 or 23. 
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 (l) A player's Bonus Wager shall win and be paid in accordance 

with § 686a.8 (relating to payout odds) if the player's point 

total is 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 or 33, 

and shall lose if the total point count of the player's hand is 

13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 or 26. 

 (m) After all player hands have been settled, the dealer shall 

remove any remaining cards from the table and place them in the 

discard rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each 

hand in the event of a question or dispute. 

 (n) Players and spectators may not handle, remove or alter any 

cards used to play Over/Under. 

§ 686a.8. Payout odds. 

 (a) The certificate holder shall pay out each winning Ante 

Wager, Over 23 Wager, and Under 18 Wager at odds of 1 to 1. 

 (b) The certificate holder shall pay out winning Bonus Wagers 

at the odds in the following paytable: 

 Paytable 

Point Total    Pay   

6 or 33 50 to 1 

7 or 32 10 to 1 

8 or 31 5 to 1 

9 or 30 4 to 1 

10 or 29 3 to 1 
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11 or 28 2 to 1 

12 or 27 1 to 1 

§ 686a.9. Irregularities. 

 (a) A card found face up in the shoe may not be used in that 

round of play and shall be placed in the discard rack. 

 (b) If there are insufficient cards remaining in the shoe to 

complete a round of play, all of the cards in the discard rack 

shall be shuffled and cut in accordance with the procedures in § 

686a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). The first 

card shall be drawn face down and placed in the discard rack and 

the dealer shall complete the round of play. 

 (c) If after receiving the first card, the dealer fails to deal 

the additional two cards to a player, then, at the player's 

option, the dealer shall either deal the additional cards after 

all other players have received their additional cards and 

complete the round of play, or call the player's hand dead and 

return the player's initial Ante Wager. 

 (d) If an automated card shuffling device is being used and the 

device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (e) If an automated shuffling device malfunctions and cannot be 

used, the device must be covered or have a sign indicating that 

it is out of order placed on the device before any other method 

of shuffling may be utilized at that table. 
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CHAPTER 687a. DJ WILD STUD POKER 
Sec. 

687a.1. Definitions. 

687a.2. DJ Wild Stud Poker table; physical characteristics. 

687a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

687a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

687a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

687a.6. DJ Wild Stud Poker rankings. 

687a.7. Wagers. 

687a.8. 
Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

687a.9. Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand. 

687a.10. 
Procedure for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

687a.11. Procedure for completion of each round of play. 

687a.12. Payout odds; progressive wager configuration. 

687a.13. Irregularities. 

§ 687a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise: 

 Ante Wager—A wager a player is required to make prior to any 

cards being dealt to participate in a round of play. 
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 Blind Wager—A wager a player is required to make prior to any 

cards being dealt to participate in a round of play, equal to 

the player's Ante Wager. 

 Fold—The withdrawal of a player from a round of play by not 

making Raise Wagers. 

 Progressive Bonus Wager—An optional wager a player may make 

prior to any cards being dealt to compete against a posted 

progressive paytable and meter. 

 Raise Wager—An additional wager of two times the player's Ante 

Wager that a player may make after examining the five cards 

dealt to the player. 

 Trips Bonus Wager—An optional wager a player shall make prior 

to any cards being dealt to compete against a posted paytable. 

 Two-Way Bad Beat Bonus Wager—An optional wager a player shall 

make prior to any cards being dealt to compete against the 

dealer. 

§ 687a.2. DJ Wild Stud Poker table; physical characteristics. 

 (a) DJ Wild Stud Poker shall be played at a table having 

betting positions for no more than six players on one side of 

the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b) The layout for a DJ Wild Stud Poker table shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations in accordance with 
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§ 601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, signage 

and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

 (1) The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

 (2) A separate betting area designated for the placement of the 

Ante Wager, Blind Wager, and Raise Wager. 

 (3) If the certificate holder offers the optional Progressive 

Bonus Wager authorized under § 687a.7(d)(2) (relating to wagers), 

the Trips Bonus Wager authorized under § 687a.7(d)(3), or the 

Two-Way Bad Beat Bonus Wager authorized under § 687a.7(d)(4) a 

separate area designated for the placement of each of the wagers 

for each player. 

 (4) If the certificate holder offers the optional Progressive 

Bonus Wager authorized under § 687a.7(d)(2) (relating to wagers), 

an area to place one card face down after the cards are dealt to 

the players and the dealer, which if necessary will replace the 

Joker card in a player's hand for purposes of the Progressive 

Bonus Wager. 

 (5) Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds for all 

permissible wagers offered by the certificate holder. If payout 

odds are not inscribed on the layout, a sign indicating the 

payout odds for all permissible wagers shall be posted at each 

DJ Wild Stud Poker table. 

 (c) Each DJ Wild Stud Poker table must have a drop box and a 

tip box attached on the same side of the table as, but on 
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opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with § 601a.10(g). The Bureau of 

Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (d) Each DJ Wild Stud Poker table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer's side of the table. 

§ 687a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a) DJ Wild Stud Poker shall be played with one deck of 53 

cards that are identical in appearance and one cover card, made 

up of a standard 52 card deck and one joker. 

 (b) If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, DJ Wild 

Stud Poker may be played with two decks of 53 cards in 

accordance with the following requirements: 

 (1) The cards in each deck must be of the same design. The 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards included in the other deck. 

 (2) One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

 (3) Both decks are continuously alternated in and out of play, 

with each deck being used for every other round of play. 
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 (4) The cards from only one deck are placed in the discard rack 

at any given time. 

 (c) The decks of cards used in DJ Wild Stud Poker shall be 

changed at least every: 

 (1) Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

 (2) Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or 

automated dealing shoe. 

§ 687a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

 (a) After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b) After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be spread 

out face up on the table for visual inspection by the first 

player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread in 

horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and in 

sequence. 

 (c) After the first player arriving at the table has been 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the cards 

shall be turned face down on the table, mixed thoroughly by a 

washing of the cards and stacked. Once the cards have been 

stacked, the cards shall be shuffled in accordance with § 687a.5 

(relating to shuffle and cut of the cards). 

 (d) If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 
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shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 

 (e) If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with § 603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 687a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards. 

 (a) Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the cards 

were preshuffled in accordance with § 603a.16(u) or (v) (relating 

to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal from use), 

after each round of play has been completed or when directed by 

a floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the cards, 

either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling device, 

so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon completion of 

the shuffle, the dealer or automated shuffling device shall 

place the deck of cards in a single stack. The certificate 

holder may use an automated card shuffling device which, upon 

completion of the shuffling of the cards, inserts the stack of 

cards directly into a dealing shoe. 

 (b) If an automated card shuffling device is being used, which 

counts the number of cards in the deck after the completion of 

each shuffle and indicates whether 53 cards are present, and the 

device reveals that an incorrect number of cards are present, 

the deck shall be removed from the table. 
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 (c) After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

 (1) If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with §§ 687a.8, 

687a.9 or 687a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the cards 

from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the cards from 

the hand; and procedure for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe). 

 (2) If the cards were shuffled manually or were preshuffled, 

cut the cards in accordance with subsection (d). 

 (d) If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall place 

the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in from the top 

of the stack. Once the cover card has been inserted, the dealer 

shall take all cards above the cover card and the cover card and 

place them on the bottom of the stack. The stack of cards shall 

then be inserted into the dealing shoe for commencement of play. 

 (e) After the cards have been cut and before any cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. 

 (f) If there is no gaming activity at a DJ Wild Stud Poker 

table which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from 

the dealing shoe and discard rack and spread out on the table 
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face down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face 

up on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the 

procedures in § 687a.4(c) (relating to opening of the table for 

gaming) and this section shall be completed. 

 (g) A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with § 461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. If a certificate holder is 

utilizing the approved device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply. 

§ 687a.6. DJ Wild Stud Poker rankings. 

 (a) The rank of the cards used in DJ Wild Stud Poker, in order 

of highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 10, 

9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an ace 

may be used to complete a straight flush or a straight with a 2, 

3, 4 and 5 but may not be combined with any other sequence of 

cards (for example, queen, king, ace and 2). All suits shall be 

equal in rank. 

 (b) All four cards with a rank of 2 and the one joker card are 

considered Wild, and may be used to complete a Poker hand by 

assuming a different rank. 
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 (c) The permissible Poker hands in the game of DJ Wild Stud 

Poker, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

 (1) Five Wilds, which is a hand consisting of all five Wild 

cards. 

 (2) A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 of the same suit. 

 (3) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards 

of the same suit in consecutive ranking, other than a royal 

flush. 

 (4) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same rank. 

 (5) A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-a-

kind and a pair. 

 (6) A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of the 

same suit, not in consecutive order. 

 (7) A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards of 

more than one suit and of consecutive rank. 

 (8) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of three 

cards of the same rank. 

 (9) Two pairs, which is a hand consisting of two sets of two 

cards which are of the same rank. 

 (10) Pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of the same 

rank. 
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 (11) High card, which is a hand that does not contain a pair or 

better. 

 (d) If a certificate holder offers the Progressive Bonus Wager, 

the player's hands eligible for a payout shall be: 

 (1) A royal flush. 

 (2) A straight flush. 

 (3) A four-of-a-kind. 

 (4) A full house. 

 (5) A flush. 

 (6) A straight. 

 (7) A three-of-a-kind. 

 (e) If a certificate holder offers the Trips Bonus Wager, the 

hands eligible for a payout shall be: 

 (1) Five wilds. 

 (2) A royal flush. 

 (3) A straight flush. 

 (4) A four-of-a-kind. 

 (5) A full house. 

 (6) A flush. 

 (7) A straight. 

 (8) A three-of-a-kind. 

 (f) If a certificate holder offers the Two-Way Bad Beat Bonus 

Wager, the player's hands eligible for a payout shall be: 

 (1) A royal flush. 
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 (2) A straight flush. 

 (3) A four-of-a-kind. 

 (4) A full house. 

 (5) A flush. 

 (6) A straight. 

 (7) A three-of-a-kind. 

§ 687a.7. Wagers. 

 (a) Wagers at DJ Wild Stud Poker shall be made by placing value 

chips, plaques or other Board-approved table game wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the table layout. Verbal 

wagers accompanied by cash may not be accepted. 

 (b) Only players who are seated at a DJ Wild Stud Poker table 

may wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager and 

received cards, that player shall remain seated until the 

completion of the round of play. If a player leaves the table 

during a round of play, any wagers made by the player may be 

considered abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c) All wagers, except Raise Wagers, shall be placed prior to 

the dealer announcing ''no more bets'' in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in §§ 687a.8, 687a.9 or 687a.10 (relating to 

procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; 

procedure for dealing the cards from the hand; and procedure for 

dealing the cards from an automated dealing shoe). Except as 

provided in § 687a.11(b) (relating to procedure for completion of 
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each round of play), a wager may not be made, increased or 

withdrawn after the dealer has announced ''no more bets.'' 

 (d) The following wagers may be placed in the game of DJ Wild 

Stud Poker: 

 (1) To compete in a round of play, a player shall place an Ante 

Wager and Blind Wager, then a Raise Wager, in an amount equal to 

two times the player's Ante Wager, in accordance with § 

687a.11(b). 

 (2) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2 

(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate 

holder may offer to each player at a DJ Wild Stud Poker table 

the option to make an additional Progressive Bonus Wager which 

shall win if the five cards dealt to the player contain three-

of-a-kind or better as provided in § 687a.6(d) (relating to DJ 

Wild Stud Poker rankings). 

 (3) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a DJ Wild Stud 

Poker table the option to make an additional Trips Bonus Wager, 

which shall win if the five cards dealt to the player contain 

three-of-a-kind or better as provided in § 687a.6(e) (relating to 

DJ Wild Stud Poker rankings). 

 (4) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2, a 

certificate holder may offer to each player at a DJ Wild Stud 

Poker table the option to make an additional Two-Way Bad Beat 
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which shall win if the five cards dealt to the player contain 

three-of-a-kind or better as provided in § 687a.6(f) (relating to 

DJ Wild Stud Poker rankings). 

 (e) A certificate holder shall specify in its Rules Submission 

under § 601a.2 the number of adjacent boxes on which a player may 

place a wager in one round of play. 

§ 687a.8. Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

 (a) If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with § 601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under § 687a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of cards 

shall be placed in the dealing shoe by the dealer or by an 

automated card shuffling device. 

 (b) Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ''no 

more bets.'' To deal the cards, the dealer shall remove each 

card from the dealing shoe with the hand of the dealer that is 

closest to the dealing shoe and place it on the appropriate area 

of the layout with the opposite hand. 

 (c) If a player has placed a Progressive Bonus Wager on the 

sensor, the dealer will press the Start Game button on the 
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keypad, which will light up the Progressive Bonus Wagers placed, 

and the dealer will collect the Progressive Bonus Wagers. 

 (d) Starting with the player farthest to the dealer's left and 

continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, the dealer 

shall deal a stack of five cards to each player who has placed 

an Ante Wager and Blind Wager in accordance with § 687a.7(d)(1) 

(relating to wagers). All cards shall be dealt face down to the 

players. 

 (e) After five cards have been dealt to each player, the dealer 

shall deal himself five cards. 

 (f) The dealer shall then place one card in the area on the 

layout described in § 687.2(b)(4) (relating to DJ Wild Stud Poker 

Table; physical characteristics), and the dealer shall remove 

the stub from the manual dealing shoe and, except as provided in 

subsection (i), place the stub in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 

 (g) If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 53 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 
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 (h) If the count of the stub indicates that 53 cards are in the 

deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (i) If the count of the stub indicates that the number of cards 

in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if the 

cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 52 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 687a.9. Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a) If the cards are dealt from the dealer's hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

 (1) An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle the 

cards. 

 (2) After the procedures required under § 687a.5 (relating to 

shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the dealer 

shall place the stacked deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which to hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand whenever holding the 

cards during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer 

shall be kept over the table inventory container and in front of 

the dealer at all times. 
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 (3) Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ''no 

more bets.'' 

 (b) To deal the cards, the dealer shall hold the deck of cards 

in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the top card 

of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate area of 

the layout. If a player has placed a Progressive Bonus Wager on 

the sensor, the dealer will press the Start Game button on the 

keypad, which will light up the Progressive Bonus Wagers placed, 

and the dealer will collect the Progressive Bonus Wagers. 

 (c) Starting with the player farthest to the dealer's left and 

continuing around the table in a clockwise manner, the dealer 

shall deal a stack of five cards to each player who has placed 

an Ante Wager and Blind Wager in accordance with § 687a.7(d)(1) 

(relating to wagers). All cards shall be dealt face down to the 

players. 

 (d) After five cards have been dealt to each player, the dealer 

shall deal himself five cards. 

 (e) The dealer shall then place one card in the area on the 

layout described in § 687.2(b)(4) (relating to DJ Wild Stud Poker 

Table; physical characteristics), and the dealer shall remove 

the stub from the manual dealing shoe and, except as provided in 

subsection (f), place the stub in the discard rack without 

exposing the cards. 
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 (f) If an automated card shuffling device that counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 53 cards are present is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 

present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (g) If the count of the stub indicates that 53 cards are in the 

deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (h) If the count of the stub indicates that the number of cards 

in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if the 

cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 53 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 687a.10. Procedure for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a) If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

 (1) After the procedures required under § 687a.5 (relating to 

shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed, the cards 

shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 
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 (2) Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ''no more bets.'' 

 (b) The dealer shall deliver the first stack of five cards 

dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to the player 

farthest to the dealer's left who has placed an Ante Wager and 

Blind Wager in accordance with § 687a.7(d)(1) (relating to 

wagers). As the remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by 

the automated dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise 

around the table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other 

players who has placed an Ante Wager and Blind Wager. 

 (c) After each stack of five cards has been dispensed and 

delivered in accordance with this section, the dealer shall 

dispense to himself five cards, remove the remaining cards from 

the automated dealing shoe and follow the procedures in § 

687a.9(a)(2) (relating to procedure for dealing the cards from 

the hand) and place one card in the area on the layout described 

in § 687.2(b)(4) (relating to DJ Wild Stud Poker Table; physical 

characteristics) if a player has placed a Progressive Bonus 

wager. 

 (d) If an automated card shuffling device, which counts the 

number of cards in the deck after the completion of each shuffle 

and indicates whether 53 cards are present, is not being used, 

the dealer shall count the stub at least once every 5 rounds of 

play to determine if the correct number of cards are still 
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present in the deck. The dealer shall determine the number of 

cards in the stub by counting the cards face down on the layout. 

 (e) If the count of the stub indicates that 53 cards are in the 

deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard rack 

without exposing the cards. 

 (f) If the count of the stub indicates that the number of cards 

in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine if the 

cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt but 53 cards 

remain in the deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall 

be returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

§ 687a.11. Procedure for completion of each round of play. 

 (a) After the dealing procedures required under §§ 687a.8, 

687a.9 or 687a.10 (relating to procedure for dealing the cards 

from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for dealing the cards from 

the hand; and procedure for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe) have been completed, each player shall examine his 

cards subject to the following limitations: 

 (1) Each player who wagers at DJ Wild Stud Poker shall be 

responsible for his own hand and no person other than the dealer 

and the player to whom the cards were dealt may touch the cards 

of that player. 
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 (2) Each player shall keep his five cards in full view of the 

dealer at all times. 

 (b) After each player has examined his cards, the dealer shall, 

beginning with the player farthest to the dealer's left and 

moving clockwise around the table, ask each player who placed an 

Ante Wager and Blind Wager if he wishes to make a Raise Wager in 

an amount equal to two times the player's Ante Wager or fold and 

forfeit the Ante Wager and Blind Wager and end his participation 

in the round of play. 

 (1) If a player has placed an Ante Wager and Blind Wager and an 

optional Trips Bonus Wager but does not make a Raise Wager, the 

player shall forfeit the Ante Wager and Blind Wager but does not 

forfeit the Trips Bonus Wager. 

 (2) If a player has placed an Ante Wager and Blind Wager and an 

optional Two-Way Bad Beat Bonus Wager but does not make a Raise 

Wager, the player shall forfeit the Ante Wager, the Blind Wager, 

and the Two-Way Bad Beat Wager. 

 (3) The certificate holder may, in its discretion, choose to 

allow or not allow folded hands to qualify for the Progressive 

Bonus Wager. 

 (c) After each player who has placed an Ante Wager and Blind 

Wager has either placed a Raise Wager on the designated area of 

the layout or forfeited his Ante Wager and Blind Wager, the 

dealer shall collect all forfeited wagers and associated cards, 
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except for the cards of those players who placed an optional 

Trips Bonus Wager or Progressive Bonus Wager, and place the 

cards in the discard rack. 

 (d) Once all players have either placed a Raise Wager or 

folded, the dealer shall turn over and reveal his five-card hand 

and announce the best possible DJ Wild Stud Poker hand that can 

be formed. 

 (e) Beginning with the player farthest to the dealer's left and 

continuing around the table in a counterclockwise direction, the 

dealer shall then evaluate and announce the best possible DJ 

Wild Stud Poker hand that can be formed using the player's five 

cards. The wagers of each remaining player shall be resolved one 

player at a time regardless of outcome. All Ante Wagers, Blind 

Wagers, and Raise wagers shall be settled as follows: 

 (1) If a player's highest ranking DJ Wild Stud Poker hand is 

higher than the dealer's highest ranking DJ Wild Stud Poker 

hand, as provided in § 687a.6(c) (relating to DJ Wild Stud Poker 

hand rankings), the dealer shall pay the winning Ante Wager, 

Blind Wager, and Raise Wager in accordance with § 687a.12(a) and 

(b) (relating to payout odds; progressive wager configuration). 

 (2) If a player's highest ranking DJ Wild Stud Poker hand is 

equal to the dealer's highest ranking DJ Wild Stud Poker hand, 

as provided in § 687a.6(c), the hand is a push, and the dealer 

shall not collect the Ante Wager, Blind Wager, and Raise Wager. 
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 (3) If the player's highest ranking DJ Wild Stud Poker hand is 

lower than the dealer's highest ranking DJ Wild Stud Poker hand, 

as provided in § 687.6(c), the player loses, and the dealer shall 

collect the Ante Wager, Blind Wager, and Raise Wager. 

 (f) After settling the player's Ante Wager, Blind Wager, and 

Raise Wager, the dealer shall settle any optional wagers as 

follows: 

 (1) For the Progressive Bonus Wager, if the player has been 

dealt the Joker Wild card, it will be replaced in his hand with 

the one card in the area on the layout described in § 687.2(b)(4) 

(relating to DJ Wild Stud Poker Table; physical 

characteristics). 

 (i) If the player's highest ranking DJ Wild Stud Poker hand is 

not three-of-a-kind or better, as provided in § 687a.6(d), the 

dealer shall collect the losing Progressive Bonus Wager. 

 (ii) If the player's highest ranking DJ Wild Stud Poker hand is 

three-of-a-kind or better, as provided in § 687a.6(d), the dealer 

shall pay the winning Progressive Bonus Wager in accordance with 

§ 687a.12(c). 

 (2) For the Trips Bonus Wager: 

 (i) If the player's highest ranking DJ Wild Stud Poker hand is 

not three-of-a-kind or better, as provided in § 687a.6(e), the 

dealer shall collect the losing Trips Bonus Wager. 
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 (ii) If the player's highest ranking DJ Wild Stud Poker hand is 

three-of-a-kind or better, as provided in § 687a.6(e), the dealer 

shall pay the winning Trips Bonus Wager in accordance with § 

687a.12(d). 

 (3) For the Two-Way Bad Beat Bonus Wager: 

 (i) If the player's highest ranking DJ Wild Stud Poker hand is 

not three-of-a-kind or better, or the player's highest ranking 

hand is a three-of-a-kind or better but does not lose to the 

dealer's higher ranking hand, as provided in § 687a.6(f), the 

dealer shall collect the losing Two-Way Bad Beat Bonus Wager. 

 (ii) If the player's highest ranking DJ Wild Stud Poker hand is 

three-of-a-kind or better and loses to the dealer's higher 

ranking hand, as provided in § 687a.6(f), the dealer shall pay 

the winning Two-Way Bad Beat Bonus Wager in accordance with § 

687a.12(e). 

 (g) After all wagers of the player have been settled, the 

dealer shall remove any remaining cards from the table and place 

them in the discard rack in a manner that permits the 

reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or 

dispute. 

§ 687a.12. Payout odds; progressive wager configuration. 

 (a) A certificate holder shall pay winning Ante Wager and Raise 

Wagers 1 to 1. 
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 (b) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Blind Bonus 

Wagers in accordance with one of the following paytable: 

Paytable 

Hand Pay 

Five wilds 1000 to 1 

Royal flush 50 to 1 

Five-of-a-kind 10 to 1 

Straight flush 9 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 4 to 1 

Full house 3 to 1 

Flush 2 to 1 

Straight 1 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind or less Push 

 (c) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Progressive 

Bonus Wagers in accordance with one of the following payout 

tables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2 (relating to table 

games Rules Submission): 

Progressive Paytable 1; $1 Wager; $2,000 seed and re-seed 

Hand Pay Envy 

Royal flush 100% of meter $1,000 

Straight flush 10% of meter $300 
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Four-of-a-kind 300 to 1 
 

Full house 50 to 1 
 

Flush 40 to 1 
 

Straight 30 to 1 
 

Three-of-a-kind 9 to 1 
 

 

Progressive Paytable 2; $5 wager; $10,000 seed and re-seed 

Hand Pay Envy 

Royal flush 100% of meter $5,000 

Straight flush 10% of meter $1,500 

Four-of-a-kind 300 to 1 
 

Full house 50 to 1 
 

Flush 40 to 1 
 

Straight 30 to 1 
 

Three-of-a-kind 9 to 1 
 

 (d) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Trips Bonus 

Wager as provided in one of the following payout tables selected 

by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in 

accordance with § 601a.2: 
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Paytable DJWT-04 

Hand Natural With Wild 

Five wilds n/a 2000 to 1 

Royal flush 1000 to 1 90 to 1 

Five-of-a-kind n/a 70 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 25 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 60 to 1 6 to 1 

Full house 30 to 1 5 to 1 

Flush 25 to 1 4 to 1 

Straight 20 to 1 3 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 6 to 1 1 to 1 

 

Paytable DJWT-05 

Hand Natural With Wild 

Five wilds n/a 2000 to 1 

Royal flush 1000 to 1 70 to 1 

Five-of-a-kind n/a 60 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 25 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 6 to 1 

Full house 30 to 1 5 to 1 

Flush 25 to 1 4 to 1 
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Straight 20 to 1 3 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 6 to 1 1 to 1 

  

Paytable DJWT-06 

Hand Natural With Wild 

Five wilds n/a 500 to 1 

Royal flush 400 to 1 70 to 1 

Five-of-a-kind n/a 60 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 25 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 6 to 1 

Full house 30 to 1 5 to 1 

Flush 25 to 1 4 to 1 

Straight 20 to 1 3 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 6 to 1 1 to 1 

  

Paytable DJWT-07 

Hand Natural With Wild 

Five wilds n/a 2000 to 1 

Royal flush 1000 to 1 60 to 1 

Five-of-a-kind n/a 50 to 1 

Straight flush 200 to 1 25 to 1 
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Four-of-a-kind 40 to 1 6 to 1 

Full house 30 to 1 5 to 1 

Flush 25 to 1 4 to 1 

Straight 20 to 1 3 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 6 to 1 1 to 1 

 (e) A certificate holder shall pay out winning Two-Way Bad Beat 

Bonus Wagers as provided in one of the following payout tables 

selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed 

in accordance with § 601a.2: 

Paytable DJWBB-01 

Hand Pay 

Royal flush 500 to 1 

Five-of-a-kind 500 to 1 

Straight flush 500 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 500 to 1 

Full house 400 to 1 

Flush 300 to 1 

Straight 100 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 9 to 1 
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Paytable DJWBB-02 

Hand Pay 

Royal flush 10,000 to 1 

Five-of-a-kind 10,000 to 1 

Straight flush 5,000 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 500 to 1 

Full house 400 to 1 

Flush 300 to 1 

Straight 100 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 9 to 1 

  

Paytable DJWBB-03 

Hand Pay 

Royal flush 500 to 1 

Five-of-a-kind 500 to 1 

Straight flush 500 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 300 to 1 

Full house 200 to 1 

Flush 100 to 1 

Straight 50 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind 15 to 1 
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Paytable DJWBB-04 

Hand Pay 

Royal flush 299 to 1 

Five-of-a-kind 299 to 1 

Straight flush 299 to 1 

Four-of-a-kind 299 to 1 

Full house 200 to 1 

Flush 100 to 1 

Straight 50 to 1 

Three-of-a-kind or less 15 to 1 

§ 687a.13. Irregularities. 

 (a) A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (b) A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe or the 

deck. 

 (c) If a player is dealt an incorrect number of cards, all 

hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players 

and the cards shall be reshuffled. 
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 (d) If any of the player's cards or dealer's cards are revealed 

prior to the placement of raise wagers in accordance with § 

687a.11(b) (relating to procedure for completion of each round 

of play), all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled, provided that 

if any player placed a Progressive Bonus Wager or Trips Bonus 

Wager, those wagers shall be settled in accordance with § 

687a.11(f). 

 (e) If an automated card shuffling device is being used and the 

device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (f) If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal all cards during a 

round of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from 

the device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (g) If an automated card shuffling device or automated dealing 

shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card 

shuffling device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or 

have a sign indicating that the automated card shuffling device 

or automated dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device 

before any other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized 

at that table. 
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CHAPTER 688a.  FACE UP PAI GOW POKER 
Sec. 

688a.1. Definitions. 

688a.2. 
Face Up Pai Gow Poker table; Pai Gow Poker Shaker; 

physical characteristics. 

688a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

688a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 

688a.5. 
Shuffle and cut of the cards; procedures for 

determining the starting position for dealing cards. 

688a.6. Face Up Pai Gow Poker rankings. 

688a.7. Wagers. 

688a.8. 
Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 

688a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

688a.10. 
Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

688a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

688a.12. Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression. 

688a.13. Irregularities; invalid roll of dice. 

§  688a.1. Definitions. 

 The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have 

the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 

otherwise: 
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 Ace High Bonus Wager—An additional Face Up Pai Gow Poker wager 

which pays if the dealer's hand is an Ace High Pai Gow. 

 Ace High Pai Gow—When the seven cards in the player or dealer's 

hand is a rank of Ace high. 

 Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a player who 

placed a Qualifying Wager when another player at the Face Up Pai 

Gow Poker table is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. 

 Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A player's Face Up Pai Gow Poker 

hand with a rank of a four-of-a-kind or better formed from the 

seven cards dealt to a player. 

 Fortune Bonus Wager—An additional Face Up Pai Gow Poker wager 

which considers the best hand possible among the player's seven 

cards against a posted paytable. 

 High hand—The five-card hand that is formed from the seven 

cards dealt so as to rank equal to or higher than the two-card 

low hand. 

 Low hand—The two-card hand that is formed from the seven cards 

dealt so as to rank equal to or lower than the five-card high 

hand. 

 Progressive Payout Wager—An optional wager a player may make 

prior to any cards being dealt to compete against a posted 

progressive paytable and meter. 
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 Qualifying Wager—A Progressive Payout Wager or Fortune Bonus 

Wager of at least $5 which may entitle a player to an Envy 

Bonus. 

 Setting the hands—The process of forming a high hand and low 

hand from the seven cards dealt. 

§ 688a.2. Face Up Pai Gow Poker table; Pai Gow Poker Shaker; 

physical characteristics. 

 (a) Face Up Pai Gow Poker shall be played at a table having 

betting positions for no more than six players on one side of 

the table and a place for the dealer on the opposite side of the 

table. 

 (b) The layout for a Face Up Pai Gow Poker table shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and approved in 

accordance with § 601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game 

layouts, signage and equipment) and contain, at a minimum: 

 (1) The name or logo of the certificate holder. 

 (2) A separate betting area designated for the placement of the 

Face Up Pai Gow Poker Wager for each player. 

 (3) Two separate areas designated for the placement of the high 

and low hands of each player. 

 (4) Two separate areas designated for the placement of the high 

and low hands of the dealer. 

 (5) If the certificate holder offers the optional Aces High 

Bonus Wager authorized under § 688a.7(e)(1) (relating to wagers), 
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a separate area designated for the placement of the Aces High 

Bonus Wager for each player. 

 (6) If the certificate holder offers the optional Fortune Bonus 

Wager authorized under § 688a.7(e)(2), a separate area designated 

for the placement of the Fortune Bonus Wager for each player. 

 (7) If the certificate holder offers the optional Progressive 

Payout Wager authorized under § 688a.7(e)(3), a separate area 

designated for the placement of the Progressive Payout Wager for 

each player. 

 (8) Inscriptions that advise patrons that if the dealer's hand 

is an Ace High Pai Gow, the player's wager shall push and be 

returned to the player. 

 (9) Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds or 

amounts for all permissible wagers offered by the certificate 

holder. If the payout odds or amounts are not inscribed on the 

layout, a sign identifying the payout odds or amounts for all 

permissible wagers shall be posted at each Face Up Pai Gow Poker 

table. 

 (c) To determine the starting position for the dealing or 

delivery of the cards, Face Up Pai Gow Poker may be played with: 

 (1) A Pai Gow Poker shaker, approved in accordance with § 

601a.10(a), which shall be designed and constructed to maintain 

the integrity of the game. The Pai Gow Poker shaker shall be the 
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responsibility of the dealer, may not be left unattended while 

at the table and must: 

 (i) Be capable of housing three dice that when not being shaken 

must be maintained within the Pai Gow Poker shaker. Dice that 

have been placed in a Pai Gow Poker shaker for use in gaming may 

not remain on a table for more than 24 hours. 

 (ii) Be designed to prevent the dice from being seen while 

being shaken. 

 (iii) Have the name or logo of the certificate holder imprinted 

or impressed thereon. 

 (2) A computerized random number generator which shall be 

submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Laboratory Operations and 

approved in accordance with § 461a.4 (relating to submission for 

testing and approval) prior to its use. 

 (d) If the certificate holder offers the optional Progressive 

Payout Wager in accordance with § 688a.7(e)(3), the Face Up Pai 

Gow Poker table must have a progressive table game system in 

accordance with § 605a.7 (relating to progressive table games) 

for the placement of Progressive Payout Wagers. If the 

certificate holder is offering a Progressive Payout Wager 

pursuant to § 688.7(e)(3) on multiple linked tables or games in 

the same licensed facility, the progressive table game system 

must comply with the requirements in § 605a.8 (relating to linked 
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progressive table games). The progressive table game system must 

include: 

 (1) A wagering device at each betting position that 

acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Progressive Payout 

Wager. 

 (2) A device that controls or monitors the placement of 

Progressive Payout Wagers at the gaming table, including a 

mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the 

placement of any Progressive Payout Wager that a player attempts 

to place after the dealer has announced ''no more bets.'' 

 (e) Each Face Up Pai Gow Poker table must have a drop box and a 

tip box attached on the same side of the gaming table as, but on 

opposite sides of, the dealer, as approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with § 601a.10(g). The Bureau of 

Casino Compliance may approve an alternative location for the 

tip box when a card shuffling device or other table game 

equipment prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on 

the same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, 

the dealer. 

 (f) Each Face Up Pai Gow Poker table must have a discard rack 

securely attached to the top of the dealer's side of the table. 

§ 688a.3. Cards; number of decks. 

 (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), Face Up Pai Gow Poker 

shall be played with one deck of cards that are identical in 
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appearance and two cover cards. The deck of cards used to play 

Face Up Pai Gow Poker must include one joker. A certificate 

holder may use decks that are manufactured with two jokers 

provided that only one joker is used for gaming. 

 (b) If an automated card shuffling device is utilized, Face Up 

Pai Gow Poker may be played with two decks of cards in 

accordance with the following requirements: 

 (1) The cards in each deck must be of the same design but the 

backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different color than 

the cards in the other deck. 

 (2) One deck of cards shall be shuffled and stored in the 

automated card shuffling device while the other deck is being 

used to play the game. 

 (3) Both decks of cards shall be continuously alternated in and 

out of play, with each deck being used for every other round of 

play. 

 (4) The cards from only one deck shall be placed in the discard 

rack at any given time. 

 (c) The decks of cards used in Face Up Pai Gow Poker shall be 

changed: 

 (1) At least every 4 hours if the cards are dealt by hand. 

 (2) At least every 8 hours if the cards are dealt from a manual 

or automated dealing shoe. 

§ 688a.4. Opening of the table for gaming. 
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 (a) After receiving one or more decks of cards at the table, 

the dealer shall inspect the cards for any defects. The 

floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspection. 

 (b) If the deck of cards used by the certificate holder 

contains two jokers, the dealer and a floorperson shall ensure 

that only one joker is utilized and that the other joker is torn 

in half and placed in the box, envelope or container that the 

deck came from. After the cards are inspected, the cards shall 

be spread out face up on the table for visual inspection by the 

first player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be spread 

in horizontal fan shaped columns by deck according to suit and 

in sequence and include the one joker. 

 (c) After the first player is afforded an opportunity to 

visually inspect the cards, the cards shall be turned face down 

on the table, mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards and 

stacked. Once the cards have been stacked, the cards shall be 

shuffled in accordance with § 688a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards; procedures for determining the starting position 

for dealing cards). 

 (d) If an automated card shuffling device is utilized and two 

decks of cards are received at the table, each deck of cards 

shall be spread for inspection, mixed, stacked and shuffled in 

accordance with subsections (a)—(c). 
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 (e) If the decks of cards received at the table are 

preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with § 603a.16(u) or 

(v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal 

from use), subsections (a)—(d) do not apply. 

§ 688a.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards; procedures for 

determining the starting position for dealing cards. 

 (a) Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless the cards 

were preshuffled in accordance with § 603a.16(u) or (v) (relating 

to cards; receipt, storage, inspection and removal from use), 

after each round of play has been completed or when directed by 

the floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the cards, 

either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling device, 

so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon completion of 

the shuffle, the dealer or device shall place the deck of cards 

in a single stack. The certificate holder may use an automated 

card shuffling device which, upon completion of the shuffling of 

the cards, inserts the stack of cards directly into a dealing 

shoe. 

 (b) After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the dealer 

shall: 

 (1) If the cards were shuffled using an automated card 

shuffling device, determine the starting position in accordance 

with subsection (i), then deal the cards in accordance with §§ 

688a.8, 688a.9 or 688a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing 
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the cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the 

cards from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from 

an automated dealing shoe). 

 (2) If the cards were shuffled manually, cut the cards in 

accordance with the procedures in subsections (c)—(e). 

 (c) Upon completion of a manual shuffle, the dealer shall place 

the stack of cards on top of one of the cover cards. The dealer 

shall offer the stack of cards to be cut, with the backs facing 

away from the dealer, to the player determined under subsection 

(d). If no player accepts the cut, the dealer shall cut the 

cards. 

 (d) The cut of the cards shall be offered to players in the 

following order: 

 (1) The first player arriving at the table, if the game is just 

beginning. 

 (2) The player at the farthest position to the right of the 

dealer. If this player refuses, the offer to cut the cards shall 

rotate to each player in a counterclockwise manner. 

 (e) The player or dealer making the cut shall place the second 

cover card in the stack at least ten cards from the top or the 

bottom of the deck. Once the second cover card has been 

inserted, the dealer shall take the second cover card and all 

the cards on top of the second cover card and place them on the 

bottom of the stack. The dealer shall then remove the first 
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cover card and place it on the bottom of the stack. The dealer 

shall remove one of the cover cards and either place it in the 

discard rack or use it as an additional cover card to be 

inserted four cards from the bottom of the deck. The dealer 

shall then determine the starting position in accordance with 

subsection (i) and deal the cards in accordance with §§ 688a.8, 

688a.9 or 688a.10. 

 (f) After the cards have been cut and before the cards have 

been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the cards to be 

recut if the floorperson determines that the cut was performed 

improperly or in any way that might affect the integrity or 

fairness of the game. If a recut is required, the cards shall be 

recut either by the player who last cut the cards, or by the 

next person entitled to cut the cards, as determined under 

subsection (d). 

 (g) If there is no gaming activity at a Face Up Pai Gow Poker 

table which is open for gaming, the cards shall be removed from 

the dealing shoe and discard rack and spread out on the table 

face down unless a player requests that the cards be spread face 

up on the table. After the first player arriving at the table is 

afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards: 

 (1) If there is no automated shuffling device in use, the cards 

shall be mixed thoroughly by a washing of the cards, stacked, 

then shuffled and cut in accordance with this section. 
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 (2) If an automated shuffling device is in use, the cards shall 

be stacked and placed into the automated shuffling device to be 

shuffled. The deck of cards already in the shuffler shall then 

be removed. Unless a player requests otherwise, the deck of 

cards removed from the shuffler does not need to be spread for 

inspection and reshuffled prior to being dealt, if the automated 

card shuffling device stores a single deck of shuffled cards 

inside the shuffler in a secure manner. 

 (h) A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or other 

device that automatically reshuffles and counts the cards 

provided that the device is submitted to the Bureau of Gaming 

Laboratory Operations and approved in accordance with § 461a.4 

(relating to submission for testing and approval) prior to its 

use in the licensed facility. 

 (i) To determine the starting position for the dealing of 

cards, the certificate holder shall use one of the following: 

 (1) A Pai Gow Poker shaker in accordance with the following 

procedures: 

 (i) The dealer shall shake the Pai Gow Poker shaker at least 

three times to cause a random mixture of the dice. 

 (ii) The dealer shall then remove the lid covering the Pai Gow 

Poker shaker and place the uncovered shaker on the designated 

area of the table layout. The dealer shall then total the dice 

and announce the total. 
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 (iii) To determine the starting position, the dealer shall 

count each betting position in order, regardless of whether 

there is a wager at the betting position, beginning with the 

dealer as number one and continuing around the table in a 

counterclockwise manner, until the count matches the total of 

the three dice. 

 (iv) After the dealing procedures required under §§ 688a.8, 

688a.9 or 688a.10 have been completed, the dealer shall place 

the cover on the Pai Gow Poker shaker and shake the shaker once. 

The Pai Gow Poker shaker shall then be placed to the right of 

the dealer. 

 (2) A computerized random number generator to select and 

display a number from 1 to 7. To determine the starting 

position, the dealer shall count each betting position in order, 

regardless of whether there is a wager at the betting position, 

beginning with the dealer as number one and continuing around 

the table in a counterclockwise manner until the count matches 

the number displayed by the random number generator. 

 (j) After the starting position for a round of play has been 

determined, a certificate holder may mark that position with an 

additional cover card or similar object approved in accordance 

with § 601a.10(a) (relating to approval of table game layouts, 

signage and equipment). 
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§ 688a.6. Face Up Pai Gow Poker rankings. 

 (a) The rank of the cards used in Face Up Pai Gow Poker, in 

order of highest to lowest, shall be: ace, king, queen, jack, 

10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an 

ace may be used to complete a straight flush or a straight 

formed with a 2, 3, 4 and 5 but may not be combined with any 

other sequence of cards (for example: queen, king, ace, 2 and 

3). The joker shall be used and ranked as an ace or may be used 

as any card to complete a straight, a flush, a straight flush or 

a royal flush. 

 (b) The permissible Poker hands at the game of Face Up Pai Gow 

Poker, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: 

 (1) Five aces, which is a high hand consisting of four aces and 

a joker. 

 (2) A royal flush, which is a high hand consisting of an ace, 

king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit or a king, queen, jack 

and 10 of the same suit and a joker. 

 (3) A straight flush, which is a high hand consisting of five 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with ace, 2, 3, 4 

and 5 being the highest ranking straight flush; king, queen, 

jack, 10 and 9 being the second highest ranking straight flush; 

and 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 being the lowest ranking straight flush. 

 (4) A four-of-a-kind, which is a high hand consisting of four 

cards of the same rank, with four aces being the highest ranking 
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four-of-a-kind and four 2s being the lowest ranking four-of-a-

kind. 

 (5) A full house, which is a high hand consisting of a three-

of-a-kind and a pair, with three aces and two kings being the 

highest ranking full house and three 2s and two 3s being the 

lowest ranking full house. 

 (6) A flush, which is a high hand consisting of five cards of 

the same suit. When comparing two flushes, the hand which 

contains the highest ranking card, as provided in subsection 

(a), which is not in the other hand, shall be considered the 

higher ranking hand. 

 (7) A straight, which is a high hand consisting of five cards 

of consecutive rank, regardless of suit, with an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 being the highest ranking straight; an ace, 

2, 3, 4 and 5 being the second highest ranking straight; and a 

2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 being the lowest ranking straight. 

 (8) A three-of-a-kind, which is a high hand containing three 

cards of the same rank, with three aces being the highest 

ranking three-of-a-kind and three 2s being the lowest ranking 

three-of-a-kind. 

 (9) Three pair, used for the Fortune Bonus Wager only, which is 

a hand containing three pairs, with three aces, three kings, 

three queens being the highest ranking three pair hand and three 
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4s, three 3s, and three 2s being the lowest raking three pair 

hand. 

 (10) Two pair, which is a high hand containing two pairs, with 

two aces and two kings being the highest ranking two pair hand 

and two 3s and two 2s being the lowest ranking two pair hand. 

 (11) A pair, which is either a high hand or a low hand 

consisting of two cards of the same rank, with two aces being 

the highest ranking pair and two 2s being the lowest ranking 

pair. 

 (c) When comparing two high hands or two low hands that are of 

identical hand rank under subsection (b), or contain none of the 

hands listed in subsection (b), the hand that contains the 

highest ranking card under subsection (a), which is not in the 

other hand, shall be considered the higher ranking hand. If the 

two hands are of identical rank after the application of this 

section, the hands shall be considered a tie. 

 (d) If the certificate holder offers the optional Aces High 

Bonus Wager under § 688a.7(e)(1) (relating to wagers), the wager 

wins if the dealer's seven cards are an Ace High Pai Gow. 

 (e) If the certificate holder offers the optional Fortune Bonus 

Wager under § 688a.7(e)(2), the following seven-card hands shall 

have a rank higher than a hand of five aces, as described in 

subsection (b)(1), and be used to determine the amount of the 
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Fortune Bonus Wager payout or Envy Bonus payment to a winning 

player: 

 (1) A seven-card straight flush with no joker, which is a hand 

consisting of seven cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking, with no joker used to complete the straight flush. 

 (2) A royal flush plus Royal Match, which is a seven-card hand 

consisting of an ace, king, queen, jack and a 10 of the same 

suit, with or without a joker, with an additional king and queen 

of a same suit. 

 (3) A seven-card straight flush with joker, which is a hand 

consisting of seven cards of the same suit in consecutive 

ranking with a joker being used to complete the straight flush. 

 (f) If a certificate holder offers the optional Progressive 

Payout Wager under § 688a.7(e)(3), the following hands shall be 

used to determine the amount of the progressive payout and 

progressive wager envy bonus to a winning player: 

 (1) Seven-card straight flush is a hand consisting of seven 

cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with or without a 

joker. 

 (2) Seven-card natural straight flush is a hand consisting of 

seven cards of the same suit in consecutive order without a 

joker. 
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 (3) Seven-card wild straight flush is a hand consisting of 

seven cards of the same suit in consecutive ranking, with a 

joker being used to complete the straight flush. 

 (4) A royal flush plus Royal Match, which is a seven-card hand 

consisting of an ace, king, queen, jack and a 10 of the same 

suit, with or without a joker, with an additional king and queen 

of a same suit. 

 (5) Five aces, which is a hand consisting of four aces and a 

joker. 

 (6) Five-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four cards of 

the same rank and a joker. 

 (7) A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace, king, 

queen, jack and 10 of the same suit or a king, queen, jack and 

10 of the same suit and a joker. 

 (8) A straight flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards 

of the same suit in consecutive ranking. 

 (9) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four cards 

of the same rank. 

 (10) A full house, which is a hand consisting of a three-of-a-

kind and a pair. 

§ 688a.7. Wagers. 

 (a) Wagers at Face Up Pai Gow Poker shall be made by placing 

value chips, plaques or other Board-approved wagering 

instruments on the appropriate areas of the Face Up Pai Gow 
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Poker layout. Verbal wagers accompanied by cash may not be 

accepted. 

 (b) Only players who are seated at a Face Up Pai Gow Poker 

table may wager at the game. Once a player has placed a wager 

and received cards, that player shall remain seated until the 

completion of the round of play. If a player leaves the table 

during a round of play, any wagers made by the player may be 

considered abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers. 

 (c) All wagers at Face Up Pai Gow Poker shall be placed prior 

to the dealer announcing ''no more bets'' in accordance with the 

dealing procedures in §§ 688a.8, 688a.9 or 688a.10 (relating to 

procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; 

procedures for dealing the cards from the hand; and procedures 

for dealing the cards from an automated dealing shoe). A wager 

may not be made, increased or withdrawn after the dealer has 

announced ''no more bets.'' 

 (d) To participate in a round of play and compete against the 

dealer's high and low hands, a player shall place a Face Up Pai 

Gow Poker Wager. 

 (e) A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under § 601a.2 (relating to table games Rules 

Submissions), offer to each player who placed a Pai Gow Poker 

Wager, in accordance with subsection (d), the option of placing 

the following additional wagers: 
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 (1) An Ace High Bonus Wager that the seven cards dealt to the 

dealer will be an Ace High Pai Gow. 

 (2) A Fortune Bonus Wager that the seven cards dealt to the 

player will form a seven-card Poker hand with a rank of a three-

pair or better as described in § 688a.6(e) (relating to Face Up 

Pai Gow Poker rankings). 

 (3) A Progressive Payout Wager that the seven cards dealt to 

the player will form a seven-card Poker hand with a rank of a 

full house or better as described in § 688a.6(f). 

 (f) A certificate holder may, if specified in its Rules 

Submission under § 601a.2, permit a player to wager on two 

adjacent betting areas at a Face Up Pai Gow Poker table. If a 

certificate holder permits a player to wager on adjacent betting 

areas, the cards dealt to each betting area shall be played 

separately. If the two wagers are not equal, the player shall 

rank and set the hand with the larger wager before ranking and 

setting the other hand. If the amounts wagered are equal, each 

hand shall be played separately in a counterclockwise rotation 

with the first hand being ranked and set before the player 

proceeds to rank and set the second hand. Once a hand has been 

ranked, set and placed face down on the layout, the hands may 

not be changed. 

§ 688a.8. Procedures for dealing the cards from a manual dealing 

shoe. 
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 (a) If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe must be 

located on the table in a location approved by the Bureau of 

Casino Compliance in accordance with § 601a.10(g) (relating to 

approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment). Once the 

procedures required under § 688a.5 (relating to shuffle and cut 

of the cards; procedures for determining the starting position 

for dealing cards) have been completed, the stacked deck of 

cards shall be placed in the dealing shoe either by the dealer 

or by an automated card shuffling device. 

 (b) Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ''no 

more bets'' and: 

 (1) If the Fortune Bonus Wager or Progressive Payout Wager is 

being offered and a player makes a Qualifying Wager, the dealer 

shall place an Envy lammer next to that player's wager. 

 (2) If the Progressive Payout Wager is being offered, the 

dealer shall use the progressive table game system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout Wagers. If 

any Progressive Payout Wagers have been made, the dealer shall 

collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of the table 

inventory container, verify that the number of value chips 

wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout Wagers accepted 

by the progressive table game system. The dealer shall then 

place the value chips into the table inventory container. 
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 (c) The dealer shall determine the starting position for 

dealing the cards using one of the procedures authorized under § 

688a.5(i). 

 (d) The dealer shall then deal the first card to the starting 

position as determined in subsection (c) and, continuing around 

the table in a clockwise manner, deal one card at a time to all 

other positions, regardless of whether there is a wager at the 

position, and the dealer, until each position and the dealer has 

seven cards. Each card dealt shall be removed from the dealing 

shoe with the hand of the dealer that is closest to the dealing 

shoe and placed, face down to the player and face up to the 

dealer, on the appropriate area of the layout with the opposite 

hand. 

 (e) After seven cards have been dealt to each position and the 

dealer, the dealer shall remove the stub from the manual dealing 

shoe and determine whether four cards are left by spreading them 

face down on the layout. The four cards that remain may not be 

exposed to anyone and shall be placed in the discard rack. 

 (f) If more or less than four cards remain, the dealer shall 

determine if the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt 

(a player position or the dealer has more or less than seven 

cards), all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be returned 

to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all hands shall 
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be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and the 

entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (g) If the dealer determines the cards were dealt properly, the 

dealer shall collect any stacks dealt to a position where there 

was no wager and place them in the discard rack without exposing 

the cards. 

§ 688a.9. Procedures for dealing the cards from the hand. 

 (a) If the cards are dealt from the dealer's hand, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

 (1) An automated shuffling device shall be used to shuffle the 

cards. 

 (2) After the procedures required under § 688a.5 (relating to 

shuffle and cut of the cards; procedures for determining the 

starting position for dealing cards) have been completed, the 

dealer shall place the deck of cards in either hand. After the 

dealer has chosen the hand in which to hold the cards, the 

dealer shall continue to use that hand when holding the cards 

during that round of play. The cards held by the dealer shall be 

kept over the table inventory container and in front of the 

dealer at all times. 

 (3) Prior to dealing any cards, the dealer shall announce ''no 

more bets'' and: 
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 (i) If the Fortune Bonus Wager or Progressive Payout Wager is 

being offered and a player makes a Qualifying Wager, the dealer 

shall place an Envy lammer next to that player's wager. 

 (ii) If the Progressive Payout Wager is being offered, the 

dealer shall use the progressive table game system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout Wagers. If 

any Progressive Payout Wagers have been made, the dealer shall 

collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of the table 

inventory container, verify that the number of value chips 

wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout Wagers accepted 

by the progressive table game system. The dealer shall then 

place the value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (b) The dealer shall deal each card by holding the deck of 

cards in the chosen hand and use the other hand to remove the 

top card of the deck and place it face down on the appropriate 

area of the layout. The dealer shall then determine the starting 

position for dealing the cards using one of the procedures 

authorized under § 688a.5(i). 

 (c) The dealer shall then deal the first card to the starting 

position as determined in subsection (b) and, continuing around 

the table in a clockwise manner, deal one card at a time to all 

other positions, regardless of whether there is a wager at the 

position face down, and to the dealer face up, until each 

position and the dealer has seven cards. 
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 (d) After seven cards have been dealt to each position and the 

dealer, the dealer shall determine whether four cards are left 

by spreading them face down on the layout. The four cards that 

remain may not be exposed to anyone and shall be placed in the 

discard rack. 

 (e) If more or less than four cards remain, the dealer shall 

determine if the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt 

(a player position or the dealer has more or less than seven 

cards), all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be returned 

to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all hands shall 

be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and the 

entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (f) If the dealer determines the cards were dealt properly, the 

dealer shall collect any stacks dealt to a position where there 

was no wager and place them in the discard rack without exposing 

the cards. 

§ 688a.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated 

dealing shoe. 

 (a) If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing shoe, the 

following requirements shall be observed: 

 (1) After the procedures under § 688a.5 (relating to shuffle 

and cut of the cards; procedures for determining the starting 

position for dealing cards) have been completed, the cards shall 

be placed in the automated dealing shoe. 
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 (2) Prior to the shoe dispensing any stacks of cards, the 

dealer shall announce ''no more bets'' and: 

 (i) If the Fortune Bonus Wager or Progressive Payout Wager is 

being offered and a player makes a Qualifying Wager, the dealer 

shall place an Envy lammer next to that player's wager. 

 (ii) If the Progressive Payout Wager is being offered, the 

dealer shall use the progressive table game system to prevent 

the placement of any additional Progressive Payout Wagers. If 

any Progressive Payout Wagers have been made, the dealer shall 

collect the wagers and, on the layout in front of the table 

inventory container, verify that the number of value chips 

wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout Wagers accepted 

by the progressive table game system. The dealer shall then 

place the value chips into the table inventory container. 

 (b) The dealer shall determine the starting position for 

delivering the stacks of cards using one of the procedures 

authorized under § 688a.5(i). 

 (c) After the starting position for delivering the cards has 

been determined, the dealer shall deliver the first stack of 

cards dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down to that 

position. As the remaining stacks are dispensed to the dealer by 

the automated dealing shoe, the dealer shall, moving clockwise 

around the table, deliver a stack face down to each of the other 
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positions, regardless of whether there is a wager at the 

position, and the dealer face up. 

 (d) After seven cards have been dispensed and delivered to each 

position and the dealer, the dealer shall remove the remaining 

cards from the shoe and determine whether four cards are left by 

spreading them face down on the layout. The four cards that 

remain may not be exposed to anyone and shall be placed in the 

discard rack. 

 (e) If more or less than four cards remain, the dealer shall 

determine if the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt 

(a player position or the dealer has more or less than seven 

cards), all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be returned 

to the players. If the cards were not misdealt, all hands shall 

be void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and the 

entire deck of cards shall be removed from the table. 

 (f) If the dealer determines the cards were dealt properly, the 

dealer shall collect any stacks dealt to a position where there 

was no wager and place them in the discard rack without exposing 

the cards. 

§ 688a.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play. 

 (a) After the dealing procedures required under §§ 688a.8, 

688a.9 or 688a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the cards 

from a manual dealing shoe; procedures for dealing the cards 

from the hand; and procedures for dealing the cards from an 
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automated dealing shoe) have been completed, the dealer shall 

set his seven cards into two hands by arranging the cards into a 

high hand and low hand. The certificate holder shall specify in 

its Rules Submission under § 601a.2 (relating to table games 

Rules Submissions) the manner in which the hands of the dealer 

shall be set. The dealer shall then place the high hand and low 

hand face up on the appropriate area of the layout. 

 (b) After the high hand and low hand of the dealer have been 

set, each player shall examine his cards subject to the 

following limitations: 

 (1) Each player who wagers at a Face Up Pai Gow Poker table 

shall be responsible for setting his own hands and no person 

other than the dealer and the player to whom the cards were 

dealt may touch the cards of that player. If a player requests 

assistance in the setting of his hands, the dealer shall inform 

the player of the manner in which the certificate holder 

requires the hands of the dealer to be set in accordance with 

the certificate holder's Rules Submission under § 601a.2. 

 (2) Each player shall keep his seven cards in full view of the 

dealer at all times. 

 (3) Once each player has set a high and low hand and placed the 

two hands face down on the appropriate area of the layout, the 

player may not touch the cards again. 
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 (c) Each player shall set his hands by arranging the cards into 

a high hand and a low hand. When setting the two hands, the 

five-card high hand must be equal to or higher in rank than the 

two-card low hand. For example, if the two-card hand contains a 

pair of sevens, the five-card hand must contain at least a pair 

of sevens and the three remaining cards. 

 (d) Unless a player has placed an optional wager authorized 

under § 688a.7(e)(1)—(3) (relating to wagers), a player may 

surrender his wager after the hands of the dealer have been set. 

The player shall announce his intention to surrender prior to 

the dealer exposing either of the two hands of that player as 

provided in subsection (e). Once the player has announced his 

intention to surrender, the dealer shall immediately collect the 

Face Up Pai Gow Poker Wager from that player and collect the 

seven cards dealt to that player without exposing the cards to 

anyone at the table. If any Qualifying Wagers have been placed, 

the cards of the player shall remain on the table until 

collected in accordance with subsection (h). The dealer shall 

verify that seven cards were collected by counting them face 

down on the layout prior to placing them in the discard rack. 

 (e) After the dealer has set a high hand and a low hand, the 

dealer shall reveal both hands of each player, beginning with 

the player farthest to the dealer's right and continuing around 

the table in a counterclockwise direction. The dealer shall 
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compare the high and low hand of each player to the high and low 

hand of the dealer and shall announce if the Face Up Pai Gow 

Poker Wager of that player wins, loses or is a tie. 

 (f) A Face Up Pai Gow Poker Wager will: 

 (1) Lose and will immediately be collected if: 

 (i) The high hand of the player is lower in rank than the high 

hand of the dealer and the low hand of the player is lower in 

rank than the low hand of the dealer. 

 (ii) The high hand of the player is identical in rank to the 

high hand of the dealer or the low hand of the player is 

identical in rank to the low hand of the dealer and the other 

hand of the player is identical in rank or lower in rank than 

the other hand of the dealer. 

 (iii) The high hand of the player was not set so as to rank 

equal to or higher than the low hand of that player. 

 (iv) The two hands of the player were not otherwise set 

correctly in accordance with this chapter. 

 (2) Tie and will be returned to the player if: 

 (i) The high hand of the player is higher in rank than the high 

hand of the dealer, but the low hand of the player is identical 

in rank to the low hand of the dealer or lower in rank than the 

low hand of the dealer. 

 (ii) The high hand of the player is identical in rank to the 

high hand of the dealer or lower in rank than the high hand of 
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the dealer, but the low hand of the player is higher in rank 

than the low hand of the dealer. 

 (iii) The dealer has an Ace High Pai Gow. 

 (3) Win if the high hand of the player is higher in rank than 

the high hand of the dealer and the low hand of the player is 

higher in rank than the low hand of the dealer. The dealer shall 

pay the winning Face Up Pai Gow Poker Wager in accordance with 

the payout odds in § 688a.12(a) (relating to payout odds; Envy 

Bonus; rate of progression). 

 (g) Except as provided in subsection (h), after settling the 

player's Face Up Pai Gow Poker Wager, the dealer shall place the 

cards of the player in the discard rack. 

 (h) After settling the player's Face Up Pai Gow Poker Wager, 

the dealer shall rearrange the seven cards of any player who 

placed an optional wager, in accordance with § 688a.7(e)(1)—(3), 

to form the highest ranking hand and be responsible for creating 

the hand for purposes of all optional wagers offered by the 

certificate holder. If any player at the table has placed a 

Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall rearrange the cards of all 

players regardless of whether the player placed a Fortune Bonus 

or Progressive Payout Wager. After rearranging the player's 

seven cards, the dealer shall: 

 (1) Settle the player's Ace High Bonus Wager as follows: 

 (i) If the dealer: 
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 (A) Does not have an Ace High Pai Gow, as described in § 

688a.6(d) (relating to Face Up Pai Gow Poker rankings), the 

dealer shall collect the Ace High Bonus Wager. 

 (B) Has an Ace High Pai Gow, the dealer shall pay the winning 

Ace High Bonus Wager in accordance with § 688a.12(b). 

 (2) Settle the player's Fortune Bonus Wager as follows: 

 (i) If a player: 

 (A) Does not have a straight or higher, as described in § 

688a.6(e), the dealer shall collect the Fortune Bonus Wager. 

 (B) Has a straight or higher, the dealer shall pay the winning 

Fortune Bonus Wager in accordance with § 688a.12(c). If the 

player has an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand and any player at the 

table placed a Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall verbally 

acknowledge the Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand and leave the cards 

of the player face up on the table. 

 (C) Did not place a Fortune Bonus Wager but has an Envy Bonus 

Qualifying Hand, and another player at the table placed a 

Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall verbally acknowledge the Envy 

Bonus Qualifying Hand and leave the cards of the player face up 

on the table. 

 (ii) After all Fortune Bonus Wagers have been settled, if any 

player is the holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand, the 

dealer shall pay an Envy Bonus in accordance with § 688a.12(c) to 

each player who has an Envy lammer at the player's betting 
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position. Players are entitled to multiple Envy Bonuses when 

another player at the same Pai Gow Poker table is the holder of 

an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A player is not entitled to an 

Envy Bonus for his own hand or the hand of the dealer. 

 (iii) After all Envy Bonuses have been paid, the dealer shall 

collect all remaining cards and place them in the discard rack. 

 (3) Settle the player's Progressive Payout Wager as follows: 

 (i) If a player: 

 (A) Does not have a full house or better, as described in § 

688a.6(f), the dealer shall collect the Progressive Payout 

Wager. 

 (B) Has a full house or better, the dealer shall: 

 (1) Verify that the hand is a winning hand. 

 (2) Verify that the appropriate light on the progressive table 

game system has been illuminated. 

 (3) Have a floorperson or above validate the progressive payout 

in accordance with the certificate holder's approved internal 

control procedures. 

 (4) Pay the winning Progressive Payout Wager in accordance with 

the payout odds in § 688a.12(d). If a player has won a 

progressive payout that is a percentage of the progressive 

meter, the progressive payout may not be paid from the table 

inventory container. If a player has won a progressive payout 

that is not being paid from the table inventory, the cards of 
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that player shall remain on the table until the necessary 

documentation has been completed. 

 (C) Did not place a Progressive Payout Wager but has an Envy 

Bonus Qualifying Hand, and another player at the table placed a 

Qualifying Wager, the dealer shall verbally acknowledge the Envy 

Bonus Qualifying Hand and leave the cards of the player face up 

on the table. 

 (i) Notwithstanding the requirements in subsection (h), if the 

certificate holder offers more than one optional wager, the 

dealer shall settle all of the player's optional wagers before 

placing the player's cards in the discard rack. 

 (j) All cards removed from the table shall be placed in the 

discard rack in a manner that permits the reconstruction of each 

hand in the event of a question or dispute. 

§ 688a.12. Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression. 

 (a) A certificate holder shall pay each winning Face Up Pai Gow 

Poker Wager at odds of 1 to 1, and shall not charge a commission 

or vigorish on winning hands. 

 (b) The certificate holder shall pay out winning Ace High Bonus 

Wager payouts at the odds and amounts in one of the following 

paytables selected by the certificate holder in its Rules 

Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2 (relating to table 

games Rules Submissions): 
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Paytable 1 

Outcome Pay 

Both dealer and player have ace high 20 to 1 

Only dealer has ace high, with joker 10 to 1 

Only dealer has ace high, no joker 8 to 1 

  

Paytable 2 

Outcome Pay 

Both dealer and player have ace high 40 to 1 

Only dealer has ace high, with joker 15 to 1 

Only dealer has ace high, no joker 5 to 1 

  

Paytable 3 

Outcome Pay 

Both dealer and player have ace high 30 to 1 

Only dealer has ace high, with joker 15 to 1 

Only dealer has ace high, no joker 6 to 1 

  

Paytable 4 

Outcome Pay 

Both dealer and player have ace high 25 to 1 
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Only dealer has ace high, with joker 10 to 1 

Only dealer has ace high, no joker 7 to 1 

  

Paytable 5 

Outcome Pay 

Both dealer and player have ace high 40 to 1 

Only dealer has ace high, with joker 12 to 1 

Only dealer has ace high, no joker 5 to 1 

 (c) The certificate holder shall pay out winning Fortune Bonus 

Wagers and Envy Bonus payouts at the odds and amounts in one of 

the following paytables selected by the certificate holder in 

its Rules Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2: 

Paytable 1 

Outcome Pay Envy 

7 card straight flush 5,000 to 1 $1,000 

Royal flush + royal match 1,000 to 1 $250 

7 card straight flush with joker 750 to 1 $100 

Five aces 250 to 1 $50 

Royal flush 100 to 1 $25 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $10 

Four-of-a-kind 20 to 1 $5 
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Full house 5 to 1 
 

Flush 4 to 1 
 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 
 

Straight 2 to 1 
 

Three pair Push 
 

 

Paytable 2 

Outcome Pay Envy 

7 card straight flush 8,000 to 1 $5,000 

Royal flush + royal match 2,000 to 1 $1,000 

7 card straight flush with joker 1,000 to 1 $500 

Five aces 400 to 1 $250 

Royal flush 150 to 1 $50 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $20 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 $5 

Full house 5 to 1 
 

Flush 4 to 1 
 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 
 

Straight 2 to 1 
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Paytable 3 

Outcome Pay Envy 

7 card straight flush 5,000 to 1 $3,000 

Royal flush + royal match 2,000 to 1 $1,000 

7 card straight flush with joker 1,000 to 1 $500 

Five aces 400 to 1 $250 

Royal flush 150 to 1 $50 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $20 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 $5 

Full house 5 to 1 
 

Flush 4 to 1 
 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 
 

Straight 2 to 1 
 

  

Paytable 4 

Outcome Pay Envy 

7 card straight flush 2,500 to 1 $1,000 

Royal flush + royal match 1,000 to 1 $750 

7 card straight flush with joker 750 to 1 $250 

Five aces 250 to 1 $100 

Royal flush 125 to 1 $50 
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Straight flush 50 to 1 $20 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 $5 

Full house 5 to 1 
 

Flush 4 to 1 
 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 
 

Straight 2 to 1 
 

  

Paytable 5 

Outcome Pay Envy 

7 card straight flush 5,000 to 1 $2,500 

Royal flush + royal match 1,000 to 1 $500 

7 card straight flush with joker 500 to 1 $250 

Five aces 300 to 1 $150 

Royal flush 100 to 1 $55 

Straight flush 45 to 1 $25 

Four-of-a-kind 5 to 1 $6 

Full house 5 to 1 
 

Flush 4 to 1 
 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 
 

Straight 2 to 1 
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Paytable 6 

Outcome Pay Envy 

7 card straight flush 5,000 to 1 $2,500 

Royal flush + royal match 2,000 to 1 $500 

7 card straight flush with joker 1,000 to 1 $250 

Five aces 400 to 1 $150 

Royal flush 150 to 1 $55 

Straight flush 50 to 1 $25 

Four-of-a-kind 25 to 1 $6 

Full house 5 to 1 
 

Flush 4 to 1 
 

Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1 
 

Straight 2 to 1 
 

 (d) The certificate holder shall pay out winning Progressive 

Payout Wagers and Envy Bonus payouts at the odds and amounts in 

one of the following paytables selected by the certificate 

holder in its Rules Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2: 

Paytable 1 ($1 wager) Pay 

7 card straight flush 100% of meter 

Five aces 10% of meter 

Royal flush $500 
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Straight flush $100 

Four-of-a-kind $75 

Full house $4 

Meter seed: $10,000 
 

Rate of progression: 28% 
 

Original wager not returned to player 
 

 

Paytable 2 ($1 wager) Pay 

7 card natural straight flush 100% of meter 

7 card wild straight flush 10% of meter 

Five-of-a-kind $500 

Royal flush $300 

Straight flush $100 

Four-of-a-kind $30 

Full house $7 

Meter seed: $10,000 
 

Rate of progression: 7% 
 

Original wager not returned to player 
 

Fully wild joker 
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Paytable 3 ($1 wager) Pay 

7 card straight flush 100% of meter 

Five aces 10% of meter 

Royal flush $500 

Straight flush $100 

Four-of-a-kind $75 

Full house $4 

Meter seed: $2,000 
 

Rate of progression: 29% 
 

Original wager not returned to player 
 

  

Paytayble 4 ($5 wager) 

Outcome Pay & Progressive Envy 

7 card straight flush $5,000/100% of meter $5,000 

Royal flush + royal match $5,000/20% of meter $3,750 

7 card straight flush w/joker $5,000/10% of meter $1,250 

Five aces $2,500 $500 

Royal flush $500 $250 

Straight flush $200 $100 

Four-of-a-kind $100 $25 

Full house $25 
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Flush $20 
 

Three-of-a-kind $15 
 

Straight $7.50 
 

Meter seed: $10,000 
  

Rate of progression: 1% 
  

Reserve rate: 1% 
  

Original wager returned to player 
  

  

Paytable 5 ($1 wager) Pay 

7 card straight flush 100% of meter 

Five aces 10% of meter 

Five-of-a-kind $1,000 

Royal flush $500 

Straight flush $100 

Four-of-a-kind $20 

Full house $5 

Meter seed: $5,000 
 

Rate of progression: 17% 
 

Original wager not returned to player 
 

Fully wild joker 
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Paytable 6 ($1 wager) Pay 

7 card straight flush 100% of meter 

Five aces 10% of meter 

Five-of-a-kind $800 

Royal flush $400 

Straight flush $75 

Four-of-a-kind $10 

Meter seed: $2,000 
 

Rate of progression: 17% 
 

Original wager not returned to player 
 

Fully wild joker 
 

  

Paytable 7 ($1 wager) Pay 

7 card straight flush 100% of meter 

Five aces 10% of meter 

Five-of-a-kind $800 

Royal flush $400 

Straight flush $75 

Four-of-a-kind $10 

Meter seed: $1,000 
 

Rate of progression: 26% 
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Original wager not returned to player 
 

Fully wild joker 
 

§ 688a.13. Irregularities; invalid roll of dice. 

 (a) If the dealer uncovers the Pai Gow Poker shaker and all 

three dice do not land flat on the bottom of the shaker, the 

dealer shall call a ''no roll'' and reshake the dice. 

 (b) If the dealer uncovers the Pai Gow Poker shaker and a die 

or dice fall out of the shaker, the dealer shall call a ''no 

roll'' and reshake the dice. 

 (c) If the dealer incorrectly totals the dice and deals the 

first card to the wrong position, all hands shall be void, all 

wagers shall be returned to the players and the cards shall be 

reshuffled. 

 (d) If the dealer exposes any of the cards dealt to a player, 

the player may void the hand. The player shall make the decision 

to either play out the hand or to void the hand without looking 

at the unexposed cards. 

 (e) A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck while 

the cards are being dealt may not be used in that round of play 

and shall be placed in the discard rack. If more than one card 

is found face up in the shoe or the deck during the dealing of 

the cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned 

to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 
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 (f) A card drawn in error without its face being exposed shall 

be used as though it were the next card from the shoe. 

 (g) If any player or the dealer is dealt an incorrect number of 

cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to 

the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (h) If the dealer does not set his hands in the manner in which 

the certificate holder requires the hands of the dealer to be 

set, the hands shall be reset in accordance with the certificate 

holder's Rules Submission and the round of play shall be 

completed. 

 (i) If a card is exposed while the dealer is dealing the cards 

in accordance with § 688a.9 (relating to procedures for dealing 

the cards from the hand) or the seven stacks in accordance with 

§ 688a.10 (relating to procedures for dealing the cards from an 

automated dealing shoe), all wagers shall be returned to the 

players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (j) If any player position or the dealer is dealt an incorrect 

number of cards, all hand shall be void, all wagers shall be 

returned to the players and the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (k) If an automated card shuffling device is being used and the 

device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or fails to 

complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be reshuffled. 

 (l) If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the device 

jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal all cards during a 
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round of play, the round of play shall be void, all wagers shall 

be returned to the players and the cards shall be removed from 

the device and reshuffled with any cards already dealt. 

 (m) If an automated shuffling device or automated dealing shoe 

malfunctions and cannot be used, the automated card shuffling 

device or automated dealing shoe must be covered or have a sign 

indicating that the automated shuffling device or automated 

dealing shoe is out of order placed on the device before any 

other method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized at that 

table.] 


